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ABSTRACT:
This document assesses the environmental impacts that may result from alternatives for the disposition of
U.S.-origin wgapons-usable highly enriched uranium (HEU) that has been or may be declared surplus to
national defense or defense-related program needs. In addition to the No Action Alternative, it assesses
four alternatives that would eliminate the weapons-usability of HEU by blending it with depleted
uranium, natural uranium, or low-enriched uranium (LEU) to create LEU, either as commercial reactor
fuel feedstock or as low-level radioactive waste. The potential blending sites are DOE's Y-12 Plant at the
Oak Ridge Reservation in Oak Ridge, Tennessee; DOE's Savannah River Site in Aiken, South Carolina;
the Babcock & Wilcox Naval Nuclear Fuel Division Facility in Lynchburg, Virginia; and the Nuclear
Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant in Erwin, Tennessee. Evaluations of impacts at the potential
blending sites qn site infrastructure, water resources, air quality and noise, socioeconomic resources,
waste management, public and occupational health, and environmental justice are included in the
assessment. The intersite transportation of nuclear and hazardous materials is also assessed. The
Preferred Alternative is blending down as much of the surplus HEU to LEU as possible while gradually
selling the commercially usable LEU for use as -reactor fuel. DOE plans to continue this over at
approximate 15- to 20-year period, with continued storage of the HEU until blend down is completed.
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT:
The Department of Energy issued a HEU Draft EIS on October 27, 1996, .and held a formal -public
comment period on the HEU Draft EIS through January 12, 1996. In preparing the HEU Final EIS,
DOE considered comments received via mail, fax, electronic bulletin board (Internet), and transcribed
from messages recorded by telephone. In addition, comments and concerns were recorded by notetakers
during interactive public hearings held in Knoxville, Tennessee,. on November 14, 1995, and Augusta,
Georgia, on November 16, 1995. These comments were also considered during preparation of the HEU
Final EIS. Comments received and DOE's responses to those comments are found in Volume II of the
EIS.
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ounces
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Temperature
Fahrenheit

;MultiplyBy

To Convert Out ofMetric
'.To Get

t2.54
30.48
0.3048
0.9144
1.60934

centimeters
'centimeters
meters
meters
kilometers

6.4516
0.092903
0.8361
0.40469
2.58999
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sq. meters
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3.7854
0.028317
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milliliters
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cubic meters
cubic meters

28.3495
0.45360
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grams
kilograms
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.f You: Know

.:Multiply By

To.Get
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centimeters
meters
meters
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0.6214

inches
feet
feet
yards
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sq. inches
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fluid ounces
gallons
cubic feet
cubic yards

grams
kilograms
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ounces
pounds
short tons
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.00001

newtons

newtons

100,000

Subtract 32 then
multiply by 5/9ths

Celsius

Celsius

Multiply by 9/5ths,
then add 32

Fahrenheit

The numbers (estimated by models or calculated, not those obtained from' references) in this document have
been rounded using engineering judgment to facilitate reading and understanding of the document. Because
numbers have been rounded, converting these numbers from metric to English using the conversion table above
will give answers not consistent within the text.
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Chapter 1
Introduction, Purpose of, and Need for the Proposed Action
1.1

.INTRODUCTION

The Department of Energy (DOE)-is, the Federal
agency responsible for. the management; storage, and
..disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials"from
U.S. nuclear weapons productiontand. dismantlement
activities. -Highly enriched uranium (HEU).is a
weapons-usable'fissile material; in certainforms and
concentrations, it can be used to make nuclear
weapons.' In accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), the
Council on.Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and DOE's NEPA
Implementation Procedures (10 CFR Part 1021),
DOE has prepared this environmental impact
statement (EIS) to evaluate alternatives for the
disposition of U.S.-origin HEU that has been or may
be declared surplus to national defense or national
defense-related program needs by the President.
This EIS consists of two volumes. Volume I contains
the main text and the technical appendices that
provide supporting details for the analyses contained
in the main text. Volume II contains the comments
received on the lIEU Draft EIS during the public
review period and the DOE responses to those
comments. A summary of the Disposition of Surplus
Highly Enriched Uranium Final Environmental
Impact Statement (HEU EIS) is also available as a
separate document. Changes to the JIEU Draft EIS
are shown by side bar notation (vertical lines adjacent
to text) in this HEU FinaLEIS for both the text and
tables. Deletion of one or more sentences is indicated
by the phrase "text deleted" in brackets. Similarly,
where a table or figure has been removed, the phrase
"table deleted" or "figure deleted" is shown.

1 Plutonium (Pu) is the other major weapons-usable fissile

material. This document covers the disposition of surplus HEU.
The storage of nonsurplus Pu and the storage and disposition of
surplus Pu, as well as the storage of nonsurplus HEU and
surplus HEU before disposition (or continued storage of
surplus HEU if no action is selected in the Record of Decision
for this HEU EIS), are analyzed in the Storage and Disposition
of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement, which was issued (in draft
form) in February. 1996.

Acting as lead agency, DOE requested the
participation of agencies. and organizations that,have
jurisdiction or expertise%in: the proposed -action
(40.CFR 1501.6). .The'JEnvironmental ..Protection
Agency (EPA).. and United,'States; Enrichment
Corporation (USEC) have, established frameworks
:for technical cooperation and each: has signed a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with:DOE
concerning the development of the EIS for-the
disposition of surplus lIEU (Appendix H). The EPA,
which has authority under NEPA and under Section
309 [42 U.S.C. 7609] of the Clean Air Act and
Amendments to review the proposed action, is a
cooperating agency.

1.1.1

BACKGROUND

The end of the Cold War created a legacy of weaponsusable fissile materials both in the United States and
the former Soviet Union. Further agreements on
disarmament between the two nations may increase
the surplus quantities of these materials. The global
stockpiles of weapons-usable fissile materials pose a
danger to national and international security in the
form of potential proliferation of nuclear weapons,
and the potential for-environmental, safety, and health
consequences if the materials are not properly safeguarded and managed.
[Text deleted.]
In September 1993, President Clinton issued the Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy (Appendix A)
in response to the growing threat of nuclear
proliferation. Further, in January 1994, President
Clinton and Russia's President Yeltsin issued a joint
statement between the United States and 'Russia on
nonproliferation of weapons of mass destruction and
the means of their delivery (Appendix B). In
accordance with these policies, the.focus of the U.S.
.nonproliferation efforts in this regard is five-fold: to
,secure nuclear materials in the' former Soviet Union;
to assure-safe, secure, long-term storage and
disposition of surplus fissile'materials; to establish
transparent and irreversible nuclear! reductions; to
strengthen the.nuclear nonproliferation regime; and to
control nuclear exports.
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Highly Enriched Uranium---A Weapons-Usable; Fissile Material
Fissile materials-are capable of undergoing nuclear fission, the splitting of an atom that results in the release of a
large amount of energy. Plutonium (Pu) and highly enriched uranium (HEU) are the primary-fissile materials used
, as: the explosive components of nuclear warheads.' Uranium (U) in nature consists of a.combination of isotopes,
•chemically. identical elements-with the-same number of protons (the same atomic number) but'different numbers
of neutrons (different atomic weights). Natural uranium consists of, by weight,, about 99:3-percent uranium-238
1'(U-238) (the isotope with:.an atomic weight of 238) and.about 0.7-percent U-235. (the.isotope with' an atomic
weight of 235). [Text deleted.]
Through technically complex, costly, energy-intensive, and time-consuming processes that, exploit the- slightly
different sizes of the atoms.of the different isotopes, uranium can be "enriched" in the U-235 isotope, which is the
primary fissile isotope of uranium. (Because the isotopes are chemically identical, no simple chemical process can
be used to effect enrichment.) Uranium that has been enriched from the natural level of 0.7 percent to the range
of 3- to 5-percent U-235 can be used to fuel light water nuclear reactors that are used to generate electricity around
the world. Uranium that has been-enriched to 20-percent or greater U-235 is called "highly enriched" and can be
used in nuclear weapons (it is a weapons-usable fissile material).
Whereas enriching uranium is difficult, reversing the process to reduce its enrichment is a relatively simple matter
of dilution. Simply blending HEU with slightly enriched (I to 2 percent), natural (0.7 percent), or depleted (0.2 to
0.7 percent) uranium by one of several available processes reduces the enrichment of the resulting mixture. By
blending a product to less than 20-percent enrichment (low-enriched uranium [LEU]), the material is made
unusable in nuclear weapons. The resulting LEU cannot be made weapons-usable without going through the
Idifficult enrichment process again. [Text deleted.]

To demonstrate the United States' commitment to
these objectives, -the President announced on March
1,.1995, that approximately 200 metric tons (t) of
fissile materials, .165 t of which are lIEU, had been
declared surplus to U.S. defense needs.2 Continuing.
arms control processes may result in the
dismantlement of additional weapons and result in
further increases in surplus fissile materials,
including UEU.
1.1.2

THE PROPOSED ACTION

The.Department of Energy proposes to, blend down
surplus HEU to low-enriched uranium (LEU) to
eliminate the risk of diversion for nuclear
2 The Secretary of Energ's Openness Initiaiive announcement
of February 6, 1996,. declared that the: United, States has about
213t of surplus fissilematerials. including the 200 t the
President announced in March 1995. Of the 213 t of surplus
materials, the Openness Initiative indicated that about 174.3 t
(hereafter referred to as approximately-175 t) are HEU,
including 10 t previously placed under International Atomic
Energy Agency (JAEA) safeguards in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

The HEU DraftElS, -which-identified the current surplus as
165 t, did not include the IAEA-safeguarded material.
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proliferation purposes and, where practical, to reuse
the resulting LEU in peaceful, beneficial ways that
recover its commercial value. 3 Unlike plutonium
(Pu), of which most isotopes are weapons-usable,
only uranium that has been enriched to 20 percent or
more in the ,uranium-235 (U-235) isotope could be
used for weapons. The isotope most abundant in
nature is U-238. Therefore, the weapons-usability of
HEU can be eliminated by blending it with.material
that is low in U-235 and high in U-238 to create LEU.
This isotopic blending process can be performed by
blending HEU with depleted uranium (DU), natural
uranium (NU), or LEU blendstock. Once HEU is
blended down to LEU, it is no more weapons-usable
than existing, abundant supplies of LEU. It would
need to be re-enriched to be useful in weapons, which
is a costly, technically demanding, and timeconsuming process. Therefore, blending to LEU is
the most timely and effective method for eliminating
the proliferation threat of surplus lIEU.
3 Low-enriched uranium has commercial value because at
appropriate enrichment levels and in appropriate forms, it can
be used as fuel for the generation of electricity in nuclear power
plants.

:Introduction,Purposeof and
'Need for the'ProposedAction

The' Department of: Energy's inventory of-surplus
HEU consists of a variety of chemical, isotopic, and
physical forms. If blended down, much of the resulting
.LEU will, be suitable for commercialuse.in. the
fabrication of fuel for nuclear power plants. Other
portions of the resultant LEU would contain uranium
isotopes, such as U-234. and U-236, that. would make
them less desirable for commercial use. To. the extent
that they :could. not be commercially.,used, these
portions would need to be disposed of as low-level
waste (LLW). 'Some of the material, the "off-spec"
material 4, may or may not be suitable for commercial
use because its isotopic composition'would not meet
current industry specifications for commercial nuclear
reactor fuel. Nonetheless, it could be used as fuel
under certain, circumstances, as explained later in this
EIS.

disposition would need.to-accommodate inspection
requirements. 'Other modifications to facility, design
might be. needed, should new treaties such as the
.Open Skies Treaty.and theprotocols for the
Biological and 'Chemical Warfare Conventions
become effective.

[Text deleted.]

1.2

I

Because of the multiplicity of existing material forms
and potential end products (commercial' reactor. fuel
or LLW), disposition of the entire' inventoryof
surplus; HEU is likely to involve multiple processes,
facilities, and business arrangements. 'As described in,
Section 1.4.2, DOE'has established aPreferred
Alternative in this EIS. The Preferred Alternative is
to gradually blend down surplus HEU, sell the
resulting LEU for'commercial use, and eventually
blend and dispose of the non-usable LEU as LLW.
PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR
THE PROPOSED ACTION

[Figure deleted.]
All of the materials covered in the HEU EIS may be
subject to international and/or bilateral inspection.
All of the surplus fissile materials and the
unclassified material forms may be subject to
inspection by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) pursuant to the U.S./IAEA
Safeguard Agreement or based on agreements
between the United States and Russiato increase
transparency of nuclear weapons dismantlement.
Currently, 10 t of HEU is under IAEA-safeguards in
a storage vault at the Y-12 Plant Future plans are to
maximize the amount of surplus HEU under IAEA
safeguards (pursuant to Presidential Decision
Directives 13 and 41) in either static storage or downblending operations. Facilities for surplus HEU
4 Off-spec material is material that, when blended to LEU, would

not meet industry standard (American Society for 7Tsting and
Materials) specifications for isotopic content of commercial
nuclear reactor fuel. The ultimate disposition of the off-spec
materialwill depend on the ability and willingness of nuclear
fuel fabricators and nuclear utilities to use and the, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to license the use of off-spec fuel. (For
instance, fuel with a higher than usual proportion of the isotope
U-236, which inhibits the fission process that is needed for
reactors to produce heat and electricity, can still be used in
nuclear fuel if the fuel is at a somewhat higher enrichment
level. High levels of U-234 can have implications for worker
radiation exposures in fuel fabrication.) Utilities have
expressed some. interest in the use of such material, but the
practical extent of that interest will depend upon cost and
market conditions; among other things.

The Department of Energy proposes to blend down
surplus HEU from the weapons program to LEU to
eliminate the risk of diversion for nuclear
proliferation purposes and, where practical, to reuse
the resulting LEU in peaceful, beneficial ways that
recover its commercial value. The purpose of the
proposed action is to educe the threat of nuclear
weapons proliferation worldwide in an
environmentally safe manner by reducing stockpiles
of weapons-usable fissile materials, setting a
nonproliferation example for other nations, and
allowing peaceful, beneficial reuse of the material to
the extent practical. [Text deleted.I
Comprehensive disposition actions are needed to
ensure that surplus HEU is converted to
proliferation-resistant forms consistent with the
objectives of the President's nonproliferation policy.
These proposed actions would essentially eliminate
the potential for reuse of the material in.nuclear
weapons and would demonstrate the U.S.
commitment to dispose of surplus HEU and
encourage other nations to take similar actions
toward reducing stockpiles of surplus lIEU. [Text
deleted.] The proposed actions would begin to reduce
DOE's HEU inventoly and costs associated with
storage, accountability, and security rather than
depending upon indefinite storage of all such
material.
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1.3

SCOPE OF'THIS
iENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
,STAoTEMENT

This EIS assesses environmental impacts of
reasonable alternatives identified. for the disposition
of surplus HEU.'.This.EIS considers HEU that has
•1 already. been.declared -surplus (175 t, Section 1.1.1),
as well as additional.HEU (not, yet identified) that
may be declared surplus-in the future. This EIS
assesses the disposition of a nominal 200 t of surplus
LHEU. This-surplus LHEU includes materials with
enrichment levels of.20 percentor -greater by weight
of the isotope U-235. The material, which is in a
variety of forms, is currently located at facilities
throughout DOE's nuclearweapons complex. As a
result of the Secretary of Energy's Openness
Initiative announcement of February 6, 1996, DOE is
now able to provide additional unclassified details
about the locations, forms, and quantities of surplus
HEU, which are shown in Figure 1.3-1. This EIS
also addresses the transfer of title to 7,000 t of NU
now owned by DOE to USEC. This material is part
of a large quantity that is in storage at DOE's
Portsmouth and Paducah gaseous diffusion plants.
The screening process for fissile materials disposition
concluded that all the reasonable alternatives for
surplus HEU disposition involve blending the HEU
down to LEU to remove its potential for use in
nuclear weapons. This EIS assesses potential
environmental impacts associated with the four sites
where HEU conversion and blending could occur:
DOE's Y-12 Plant at the Oak Ridge Reservation
(ORR) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee; DOE's Savannah
River Site (SRS) in Aiken, South Carolina; the
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) Naval Nuclear Fuel
Division facility in Lynchburg, Virginia; and the
Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) facility in Erwin,
Tennessee. Three blending technologies. are
analyzed; uranyl nitrate hexahydrate (UNH)
blending would be used to produce either
commercial reactor fuel or LLW, whereas uranium
hexafluoride (UF6 ) and metal blending would only be
used to produce commercial reactor fuel. and LLW,
respectively. This EIS also assesses the
environmental impacts of transportation of materials.
Because of the variety of existing material forms and
the different end products that result (commercial
reactor fuel or LLW), multiple paths and multiple
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disposition actions are likely to be pursued for the
-surplus inventory.
Until recently, DOE was authorized to market LEU,
including LEU derived from HEU, only with USEC
acting as its marketing agent.5 [Text deleted.] On
April 26, 1996, the President signed.Public Law 104134,. the'Balanced.BudgetDown.Payment Act, which
included provisions (in Sections. 3101-3117, the
USEC PrivatizationAct) providing for the
privatization of USEC (see Appendix J). This
legislation provides that once USEC-is privatized,
DOE is not required to sell through USEC, butplaces
several conditions on the sale or transfer of DOE's
uranium inventory (Public Law 104-134, Section
3112(d), 3116(a)(1)). Thus, once USEC is privatized,
DOE will have numerous business options for selling
LEU derived from surplus LIEU and could pursue a
number of different methods for undertaking or
contracting blending services and LEU sales over
time. The HEU EIS addresses the potential impacts
associated with the various alternatives regardless of
the commercial arrangements.
The exact quantity of future discrete "batches" of
surplus HEU and the exact time at which such
batches would be subject to disposition would
depend on a number of factors, including the rate of
weapons dismantlement; the rate at which the LIEU is
declared surplus; market conditions; work orders for
commercial fuel feed; legislative restrictionson sales
(see Public Law 104-134); and available throughput
capacities and capabilities of the blending facilities.
This.EIS analyzesthe blending of surplus LIEU at the
facilities and using technologies that exist and are
available today or that could be added without new
construction. It analyzes the transportation of
necessary materials from their likely places of origin
to the potential blending sites, and from blending
sites to the likely or representative destinations for
nuclear fuel fabrication or waste disposal. Decisions
about the timingý and details of specific disposition
actions (which facility or process to use) might be
made in part by DOE, USEC, the private successor to
USEC, or other private entities acting as marketing
•agents- for DOE.
" The Energy Policy Act of 1992, Public Law 102-486, created
USECas a wholly Government-owned corporation to take over
uranium enrichment functions from DOE. The legislation
made USEC the Government's exclusive marketing agent for
enriched uranium (42 U.S.C. 2297c(a)).
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.1.4

ALTERNATIVES

1.4.1

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

Several representative, reasonable alternatives are
-described in Chapter 2, and their impacts are assessed
in Chapter 4. In addition to the No Action Alternative,
-there.are four. alternatives thatirepresent different
ratios of blending to commercial.use versus blending
to waste (fuel/waste ratios)2 :Alternative 1 is. No
Action (continued storage). Alternative 2 is No
Commercial Use and representstblending all 200 t of
surplus HEU to waste (the fuel/waste ratio is 0/100)
using all four sites. Alternative 3 is Limited
Commercial Use and includes -transferring 50 t of
I HEU to USEC for commercial use 6 and blending 150
t of surplus HEU to waste. Alternative 3 assumes the
50 t of commercial material would be blended at the
two commercial sites, but the waste material would
be blended at all four Sites. Alternative 4 is
Substantial Commercial Use and represents blending
about 65 percent of the material to fuel and about
35 percent to waste. Alternative 5 is Maximum
Commercial Use and represents blending about
85 percent of the material 'to fuel and about 15
percent of the material to waste. As with Alternative
3, both Alternatives 4 and 5 include the proposal to
transfer 50 t of surplus HEU to USEC. Alternatives 4
and 5 each have four site variations- two DOE sites
only, two commercial sites only, all four sites, and
each site alone.
The alternatives as described aretl:not intended to
represent exclusive choices amongwhich DOE must
choose, but rather are analyzed to represent
reasonable points in a matrix of possible reasonable
choices. Section 4.5 explains how impacts would
change over the life of the campaign if the exact fuel/
waste ratio or division among, sites were differenti.
6 The proposal to transfer 50 t of HEU and 7,000 t ofNU. to

USEC is specifically authorized by•Section 3112(c) oIfPublic
Law 104-134. Those proposed transfers are component..of
each of the commercial use alternatives (3, 4. and 5). The
delivery to commercial end users of the surplus uranium
transferred to USEC- could not begin before 1998, pursuant to
,the statute. Because, the proposed transfer of 7,000 t of NU
from DOE to USEC is part of the same proposed transaction as
the transfer of 50 t of HEU. the environmental impacts of that
transfer are assessed in Section 4.9 of the HEU EIS. DOE may
propose to sell additional remaining inventories of NU, and
those decisions will be considered in separate NEPA reviews.
as appropriate.
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1ll4.2

PREFERRED ALTERNATI VE

The: Department of Energy has identified, a-Preferred
.Alternative that satisfies,:the purpose and, need
described in Section 1.2. ThCePreferred Alternative is
as follows:

I

..To0:gradually blend 'downsurplus;.HEU
Sand sell as much as possible (up-to
-85 percent) of the resulting commercially
usable LEU (including as much "off-spec" LEU as practical) for use as reactor
fuel (including 50 t of 'HEU thatijarle
proposed to be transferred to USEC over
a 6-year period), using a combination of
four sites (Y-12, SRS, B&W, and NFS)
and two possible blending technologies
(blending as UF 6 and UNH) that best
serves programmatic, economic, -and
environmental needs, beginniing
following the Record of Decision (ROD)
and continuing over an approximate 15to 20-year period, with continued storage
of the HEU until blend down
To eventually blend down surplus HEU
that has no commercial value using-a
combination of four sites (Y-12, SRS,
B&W, and NFS) and two blending
technologies (blending as UNH and
metal) that best serves pr ogrammatic,:
economic, and environmental needs, to
dispose of the resulting.LEU as LLW, and
to continue to store the HEU until blend
down occurs

Thus, the Preferred Alternative is Alternative 5,
which would result in the blend -down and eventual
commercial use of up to 85 percent of the surplus
HEU, with the remaining 15 percent being blended
down for disposal as waste. As a portion of. the
.surplus -HEU is informs, such as residues:and
weapons compoinents, that would require
considerable time to make available for blending,idtis
anticipated that. no more than 70 percent of-the
surplus HEU -co0uld -be blended down.-and
commercialized in the near term (over the next 10- to
15-year period).
A portion of the- surplus HEU is in the form of
irradiated fuel (the total quantity of which remains

Introduction, Purpose of, and
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classified). The irradiated.fuel is not directly
weapons-usable, is under safeguards and-security,
and poses no: proliferation threat. Therefore, DOE is
not proposing to process'the irradiated"fuel to
separate.the HEU for.down blending as part of any of
the alternatives in this"EIS. There are no current or
anticipated DOE plans to process irradiated fuel
solely for the purposes of extracting lIEU. However,
activities associated with. the. irradiated fuel for
purposes'of stabilization,; facility cleanup, treatment,
waste management, safe disposal, or~environment,
safety, and health reasons could result in the
separation of HEU in weapons-usable .form that
could pose a proliferation threat and thus be within
the scope of this EIS. Under the Preferred
Alternative, DOE wouldrecycle any-such recovered
lIEU and blend it to LEU pursuant to this EIS.7 (If
the No Action Alternative were selected in the ROD
for this EIS, such "recovered" HEU would continue
to be stored pursuant to the Storage and Disposition
of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement [Storage and
Disposition PEIS] or other appropriate NEPA
analyses.) To provide a conservative analysis
presenting maximum potential impacts, this EIS
includes such HEU (currently in the form of
irradiated fuel) in the material to be blended to LEU,
as if such HEU had been separated from the
irradiated fuel pursuant to health and safety,
stabilization, or other non-defense activities.
However, such HEU may actually remain in its
present form (without the HEU ever being separated)
and be disposed of as high level waste in a repository
or alternative pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act.8

? For example, weapons-usable HEU is anticipated to be
recovered from dissolving and stabilizing targets and spent fuel
at SRS pursuant to the analysis and decisions in the EIS
(October 1995) and ROD (December 1995 and February 1996)
on the FinalInterim Management ofNuclearMaterialsat SRS,
*and from the proposed demonstration of electrometallurgical
treatment at Argonne National Laboratory-West pursuant to the
analysis in the Environmental Assessment for
ElectrometallurgicalTreatment Research and Demonstration
Project in the Fuel ConditioningFacilityat Argonne National
Laboratory - West (May 1996) (Finding of No Significant
'Impact, May 15, 1996). As part of the proposed
electrometallurgical treatment demonstration, HEU derived
from the demonstration would be down-blended to LEU at
Argonne National Laboratory-West; therefore, such material
would not be blended down as part of'this HEUEIS.

.The Department of Energy anticipates that the
blending will most likely be done at some
combination of commercial, and ýDOE sites (site
Variation c in Table 2.1.2-1). Withrrespect.to the
lIEU that could be blended to commercial fuel feed
for commercial, power reactors, including the 50 t of
HEU proposed to be transferred to.USEC, the
.decisions :and associated contracts -concerning 1)
Which facility(ies) would blend .the material, and 2)
marketing Of the, fuel, may be. made by, USEC, or by
a private corporation as successor to USEC, or by
other private entities acting as marketing agents for
DOE, or by DOE.
The Department of Energy has concluded that the
Preferred Alternative would best serve -the purpose
and need for the HEU disposition program for several
reasons. DOE considers all of the action alternatives
(2 through 5) to be roughly equivalent in terms of
serving the nonproliferation objective of the
program. Both 4-percent LEU in the form of
commercial spent nuclear fuel and 0.9-percent LEU
oxide for disposal as LLW--and any allocation
between them-fully serve the nonproliferation
objective, as both processing of the spent fuel and reenrichment of the 0.9-percent LEU to make new
weapons-usable material would be technologically
difficult and expensive. However, the alternatives
that include commercial use better serve the
economic recovery objective of the program by
allowing for peaceful, beneficial reuse of the
material: Commercial use would reduce the amount
of blending that would be required for disposition (a
14 to 1 blending ratio of blendstock to HEU as
opposed to 70 to I for waste) and minimize
Government waste disposal costs -that would be
incurred if all (or a greater portion of) the material
were blended to waste. The sale of LEU derived from
surplus HEU would yield returns on prior
8

.If HEU currently in irradiated fuel remains in its current form,
it would be managed pursuant to the analyses and decisions in
the ProgrammaticSpent Alut siearFuel Management and Idaho
National Engineering LaboratoryEnvironmental Restoration
and Waste Management Programs Environmental Impact
Statement (April 1995) and the associated RODs (60 FR
28680, June 1, 1995, amended by 61 FR 9441, March 8, 1996),
and subsequent, project-specific or site-specific NEPA
documentation. Such spent fuel could be disposed of as high
level waste in a repository pursuant to the NuclearWaste Policy
Act (42 U.S.C. 10101 et seq.). DOE is in the process of
characterizing the Yucca Mountain Site in Nevada as a
potential repository under.that Act.
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investments to the Federal Treasury. Finally, the
-analysis~in thisEIS indicates that commercial use of
:LEU derived from. surplus :HEU would minimize
overall environmental impacts because blending for
-commercial use involves, generally lower impacts,
and because adverse, environmental impacts from
uranium mining, milling, conv.ersion, and
enrichment would be avoided by using this material
rather than mined uranium. to produce nuclear fuel.

ORR; SRS, and the Hanford Site. NoLLW would be
transferred to NTS (or any alternativeLLW facility)
until completion of the Waste Management PEIS (or
other. applicable project or site-specific NEPA
documentation,: such as the NTS 'Site-WideEIS) and
in accordance with decisions in the. associated
I.ROD(s). [Text deleted.] Additional options' for
disposal of LLW may- be identified. in- other
documents.

An indirect impact of the Preferred Alternative would
be the creation of spent nuclear fuel (through.the use
of commercial LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU
in power reactors). However, since the LEU nuclear
fuel derived from surplus HEU would replace
nuclear fuel that would have been-created from newly
mined uranium without this action, there would be no
additional spent fuel generated. Because LEU
derived from surplus HEUsupplants LEU from NU,
the environmental impacts of uranium mining,
milling, conversion, and enrichment to generate an
equivalent amount of commercial reactor fuel would
be avoided (see Section 4.7). The domestic spent fuel
would be stored and potentially disposed of in a
repository or other alternative, pursuant to the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act as amended (42 U.S.C.
10101 et.seq.).

'Continued. storage of surplus, HEU prior to, blending
may be required for some time. The storage, pending
disposition (forup to 10 years) of surplus HEU at the
Y-12 Plant (where most of the HEU is stored or
destined'to be stored), is analyzed in the
EnvironmentalAssessment for the Proposed Interim
Storage of Enriched UraniumAbove -the Maximum
Historical Storage Level at the Y-12 Plant, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee (DOE/EA-0929, September 1994)
(Y-12 EA). Impacts from storage, as analyzed in the
Y-12 EA and incorporated by reference herein, are
briefly summarized in this EIS (see Section 4.2).
I Should the surplus HEU disposition actions continue
beyond 10 years, subsequent storage of surplus lIEU
pending disposition will be pursuant to and
consistent with the ROD associated with the Storage
9
and Disposition PEIS or tiered NEPA documents.

[Text deleted.]
With respect to the ultimate disposal of LLW
material, certain DOE LLW -is currently disposed of
at commercial facilities, and other DOE LLW is
stored or disposed of at DOE sites. A location where
LLW derived from DOE's surplus HEU can be
disposed of has. not been designated. Disposal of
DOE LLW would be pursuant to DOE's Waste
Management ProgrammaticEnvironmental Impact
Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste
(DOE/EIS-0200-D, draft issued in August 1995)
(Waste Management PEIS) and associated ROD(s),
and-any subsequent NEPA documents tiered from or
supplementing the Waste Management PEIS. Waste
material derived from surplus HEU would be
required to meet LLW acceptance criteria of DOE's
Office of Environmental Management. For purposes
of analysis of LLW transportation impacts only, this
EIS assumes the use of the existing LLW facility at
the Nevada Test Site (NTS) as a representative
facility. Other sites being analyzed in the. Waste
Management-PETS for disposal ofLLW include
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1.5

1.5.1

THEFISSILEMATERIALS
,DISPOSITION PROGRAM AND
THENATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR
FISSILE MATERIALS DISPOSITION

In partial response to the President's nonproliferation
policy, Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary created the
Fissile Materials Disposition Project on January 24,
,1994, which later that year became-the Office of
Fissile Materials Disposition by statute (Public Law
103-337). This office is charged with developing
departmental recommendations and directing
implementation of decisions concerning disposition
9 Under the No Action Alternative for the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, if storage of surplus HEU pending
disposition (or no action) continued beyond 10 years, storage
facilities at Y-12 would hb maintained to ensure safe facility
operation, or surplus HEIT material might be moved out of the
Y-12 Plant at the end of tlo 10-year period with the completion
of the relocation within the following 5 years.- Subsequent
NEPA review would be concuated as required.

hitroduction,-Purposeof and
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of excess weapons-usable fissile materials. Its
primary focus is to examine and implement options
for placing fissile materials in a form or condition that
is substantially and inherently more difficult to use in
nuclear weapons. This arms. control/nonproliferation
objective must be achieved in a safe, environmentally
[ sound, cost-effective manner.

controls, and demonstrate that arms
.reductions will not be easily reversed.

The Department ofEnergy, has determined that.the
long-term storage and disposition of weapons-usable
fissile materials represents a major Federal action and
could, have a significant impact on the environment.
On June 21, 1994, DOE published a Notice of Intent
(NOI) in the Federal Register (59 FR 31985) to
prepare a PEIS for weapons-usable fissile materials,
including both surplus and nonsurplus HEU. The
purpose of the NOI was to inform the public of the
proposed scope of the Storage and Disposition PEIS,
to solicit public input, and to announce that public
scoping meetings would be conducted from August
through October 1994. The extensive scoping
process for the Storage and Disposition PEIS
included options for the disposition of surplus HEU.

" 'Environmental, Safety and -Health
(ES&H) Compliance.' ligh-standards of
public and worker, health, and -safety and
environmental protection must be met,
and significant new burdens should not-be
created.

At the scoping meetings, the Department of Energy
also received input on proposed screening criteria to
be used to determine reasonable alternatives that
should be further evaluated in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. The screening process specifically
addressed HEU as well as other fissile materials. The
screening criteria were based on the President's
September 1993 nonproliferation policy, the January
1994 summit meeting in Moscow between Presidents
Clinton and Yeltsin, and the analytical framework
established by the National Academy of Sciences in
a 1994 report. A summarized listing of the screening
criteria as they apply to BEU disposition follows (the
order does not reflect relative evaluation importance):
Resistance to Theft or Diversion by
Unauthorized Parties. Each step in the
process must be capable of providing for
comprehensive protection and control of
weapons-usable fissile materials.
" Resistance to Retrieval, Extraction,
and Reuse by the Host Nation. The
surplus material must be made highly
resistant to potential reuse in weapons to
reduce the reliance on institutional

Technical Viability. There should be a
high degree of confidence that the
disposition alternative will be technically
successful.

" Cost-Effectiveness. The option-should
be accomplished in a cost-effective
manner.
* Timeliness. The time that the materials
remain in weapons-usable form should be
minimized.
* Fostering Progress and Cooperation
With Russia and Other Countries. The
options must establish appropriate
standards for the disposition of
international weapons-usable material
inventories, support negotiations for
bilateral or multi-lateral reductions in
these materials, and allow for
international verification.
• Public and Institutional Acceptance.
An alternative should be able to muster a
broad and sustainable consensus.
([Text deleted.]
The disposition of surplus HEU was originally
considered within the scope of the single Storage and
Disposition PEIS also dealing with Pu. In the course
of the PEIS public scoping process, DOE realized
that it might be more appropriate to analyze the
impacts of surplus HEU 'disposition in a separate EIS.
DOE held a public meeting on November 10, 1994,
to obtain comments on the subject of considering
HEU disposition separately from the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. While both pro-and con views
were expressed, DOE subsequently concluded that a
separate EIS would be appropriate. Scoping for
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surplus HEU disposition had already occurred as part
of the-ýscoping process-for the Storage .and
Disposition PEIS.
The decision to separate. analysis ofHEU from the
'-Storage-and DispositionPEIS was made for anumber
of reasons,, including the4following. The ,disposition
of surplus HEU could use existing technologies and
facilities in the UnitedStates, in-contrast to the
disposition of,surplus Pu. The disposition of surplus
HEU would involve different timeframes,
technologies, facilities, and personnel than those
required'for the disposition of surplus Pu. Decisions
on surplus HEU disposition are independently
justified; would not impact, trigger, or preclude other
decisions that may be made regarding the disposition
of surplus Pu; and would not depend on action taken
or decisions made pursuant to the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. In addition, a separate action is the
most rapid path for neutralizing the proliferation
threat of surplus HEU, is consistent with the
President's nonproliferation policy, would
demonstrate the U.S. nonproliferation commitment
to other nations, and is consistent with the course of
action now underway in Russia to reduce Russian
HEU stockpiles.
Accordingly, DOE published a notice in the Federal
Register (60 FR 17344) on April 5, 1995, to inform
the public of the proposed plan to prepare a separate
EIS for the disposition of surplus HEU. Four
comments (one pro and three con) were received on
the proposal. For the reasons explained above, DOE
concluded that disposition of HEU should be treated
separately.
In accordance with DOE regulations implementing
NEPA, 10 CFR 1021.312, DOE published an
-implementation plan (IP) for this EIS in June 1995.
The IP recorded the.issues identified during the
scoping process, indicated how they would be
addressed in the HEU EIS, and provided guidance for
the preparation of this EIS. DOE issued the HEU
Draft EIS for public comment in October 1995,. and
provided a public comment period from October 27,
1995 until January 12, 1996. Public workshops on
the HEU Draft EIS were heldin Knoxville,
Tennessee, on November 14, 1995, and in Augusta,
Georgia, onNovember 16, 1995.
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1.5.2

'MAJOR COMMENTS REC-IVED ON
THE DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS
HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM DRAFT
'ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT

During the 78-day public comment period, on the
-HEU Draft:EIS, DOE, received -comments on the
document by "mail, fax, telephone recording,
electronic mail, and orally at the two public
workshops. Altogether, DOE received 468 -written or
recorded comments from 197 individuals or
organizations, plus 220 oral comments provided'by
some of the 134 individuals who attended the public
workshops. All of-the comments have been entered
into a database and are presented in Volume II of the
HEU Final EIS, the Comment Analysis andResponse
Document.

The major themes that emerged from public
comments on the HEU Draft EIS were as follows:
There was broad support for the
fundamental objective of transforming
surplus HEU from the weapons program
to non-weapons-usable form by blending
it down to LEU (for either fuel or waste).
However, a few commentors argued that
surplus HEU should be retained in its
present form for possible future use,
either in weapons or breeder reactors.
Among those who submitted comments,
there was substantial opposition to
commercial use of LEU fuel derived from
surplus HEU because the commentors
believed that such use increases
proliferation risk by creating commercial
spent nuclear fuel, which includes Pu.
Commentors who opposed commercial
use generallysupportqd blending surplus
HEU to LEU for disposal as waste.
Substantial concern was expressed by
elements of tht; uranium fuel cycle
industry that the entry into the market of
LEU fuel derivea from surplus lIEU from
Russian and U.S. weapons programs
would depress uranium prices and
possibly lead to the closure of U.S.

Introduction,Purpose of and
Need for the ProposedAction

uranium mines, :conversion plants, or
enrichment plants.
Several electric utilities, that operate
nuclear plants and one. uranium. supplier
expressed the belief.that LEU fuel
derived from, surplus HEU would enter
the market at- a time when worldwide
.production is expected *to fall
considerably short of demand and:prices
are expected to be rising substantially,

whichin fact has occurred'over the course
of completing this EI-S. These
commentors believed that the likely
impact of market sales of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU would be to
moderate sharpprice lescalation.
Several commentors argued that "blend
and store" options should have been
evaluated in the EIS.
Many commentors expressed support for
or opposition to the use of particular
facilities for surplus HEU disposition
actions.
*A few commentors expressed concern
regarding the projected worker latent
cancer fatality consequences for facility
accidents.
Numerous commentors wanted to see a
formal economic analysis of the
alternatives included in the'EIS.
1.5.3

CHANGES-IN THE DISPOSITION 'OF
SURPLUS HIGHLY ENRICHED
URANIUM FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACTSTATEMENTJN REsPONSE TO

Law 104-134), and to better, reflect the
cumulative impacts in light~of the U:S.ýRussian Agreement to purchase. Russian
HEU blended down to LEU.
The-discussion of the rates of disposition
,actions. thatrcould result in commercial
sales of LEU has been modified in Table
2.1.2-1 and throughout the document to
.better reflect the most current assessment
of the -time required for. DOE to make
surplus lHEU available. for disposition,
.and. the*legislative' requirement to avoid
adverse material Impacts~on thedomestic
uranium mining, conversion, or
enrichment industries (Public Law 104.134, -Section 3112(d)(2)(B)).
The assessment of impacts to
noninvolved workers and the publictfrom
accidental releases (radiological) was
revised to improve realism in the
calculation of doses and the results were
incorporated into Chapters 2 and 4 of the
lIEU Final EIS. Accidental radiological
releases of uranium were remodeled
using the MELCOR Accident
Consequence Code System (MACCS)
computer code with more detailed -sitespecific information to better estimate
noninvolved worker (and public) cancer
fatalities at each candidate site.'The
results revealed substantial reductions in
projected cancer fatalities for all the
blending alternatives at each site. DOE
believes that these results reflect more
realistic consequences since MACCS
offers better capabilities in terms of
modeling accident conditions and uses
detailed site-specific information.

COMMENTS

In response to comments received on the lIEU Draft
EIS as well as other changes in circumstances, the
HEU Final EIS has been modified in the following
respects:
The discussion of potential impacts on
the uranium industry (Section 4.8) has
*been. augmented to reflect the enactment
of the USEC PrivatizationAct (Public

The HEU Final EIS has been modified to
reflect the fact that SRS has effectively
lost the ability to engage in metal
blending and currently lacks the ability to
solidify and crystallize material at the
4-percent enrichment level. SRS is now
assessed only for UNH blending, and the
fact that other arrangements must be
made for crystallization pf commercialenrichment material is reflected.
1-11
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increase, in:spent fuel and no increase, in
Pu created inthat spent fuel.

" A separate 'Floodplain Assessment (and
',Proposed Statement of Findings)has
been added to thisFinal`PEIS (see Section
4.13) pursuant to 10 CFR*Part 1022. This
.assessment is based, in' large-part, on
information that was: presented in- the
water resources -sections of the,HEU
Draft EIS. The discussion of potential
flooding at, theNFS site has been
expanded in response to comments.

Most, of: the commentsthat opposed
commercial.-use ofLEU derived from
surplus HEU also-expressed opposition to
commercial, nuclear: power in. general.
.-Because of-the. rate that LEU .derived
from-surplusýýHEU -would be -made
available (dueý to-.market, prices, market
.supply, DOE's.ability to make the

. Several changes-have been made to the
cumulative impacts section (see Section
4.6) to reflect changes in the status of
other projects and their associated NEPA
documents.

material available, and legislative
requirements), the-proposed HEU
disposition would be neutral in its
impacts on ,commercial nuclear power.
The program would, not depend on or
require any resurgence in the construction
of nuclear power plants in the United
States. 1 1 Furthermore, commercial use of
LEU (derived frpm surplus HEU) would
make beneficial use of a valuable
resource, offset the costs of disposition
actions, and minimize adverse
environmental impacts (when compared
to down-blending to waste, for example).

• Numerous other minor technical -and
editorial changes have been made to the
document.
1.5.4

UNCHANGED DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY POLICY PosITIoNs

Some DOE policy positions have remained
unchanged between the Draft and HEU Final EISs
notwithstanding significant comments that counseled
a different approach:

Numerous commentors expressed a wish
to participate in all aspects of DOE's
decisionmaking, including the evaluation
of economic considerations. An
economic analysis of the alternatives has
been prepared to aid the decisionmaker,
and is available for public comment
separately from this HEU Final EIS.
(This analysis has been disseminated to
all, commentors who ekpressed an interest
in it.)

A substantial number of comments
opposed commercial use of LEU fuel
derived from surplus HEU. These

commentors maintained that commercial
use increases proliferation risks by
creating Pu-containing spent nuclear fuel.
DOE does not agree, however, that spent
10
nuclear fuel poses proliferation risks.
Furthermore, reactors that might use LEU
fuel derived from surplus HEU would
simply use other fuel obtained from NUif
the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU
did' rot exist, so there would be no

The Department of Energy received
comments suggesting that-the alternative
of blending soake or all of the HEU to
19-percent LEU and storing it should be
evaluated.' This option was considered by
the screening committee for fissile
materials disposition as a specific option
(the screening process is explained in
Chapter 2). However, this alternative is
not reasonable because it would delay

' 0 Alth6ugh spent fuel contains Pu, which if separated-is a

weapons-usable fissile material, spent fuel is extremely
radioactive and hazardous to handle and, thus, it is difficult and
costly to separate Pu from spent fuel. In accordance with
recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is

the policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile
materials at least as proliferation-resistant as commercial spent
fuel.
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Discussion of the merits of commercial nuclear power
production. is beyond the scope of this document.
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ýfinal disposition, present criticality
concerns (for transportation andstorage
before down-blending), that. would need
to. be accommodated,. delay recovery of
the economic value of.the material, and
add storage costs.: Furthermore, this
option would be practically. applicable to
only a small portion (20 t or about 40 tif
an SRS crystallization facility, is
subsequently proposed and constructed)
of the. current surplus lHEU inventory.
1.5.5

OFFICE OF FISSILE MATERIALS
DISPOSITION RESPONSIBILITIES FOR

HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM
The Office of Fissile Materials Disposition has
responsibility for implementation of the program for
the disposition of surplus HIEU by:
" Analyzing disposition options for the
surplus HEU in terms of costeffectiveness, timeliness, technological
availability, and policy goals
• Conducting environmental analyses of
impacts related to the proposed action
* Integrating and documenting the results
of the environmental, technical, cost,
schedule, and policy analyses for tho
decisionmaker to support a ROD for
DOE actions regarding surplus HEU
disposition
* Overseeing the implementation of
decisions on the disposition of the surplus

HEU
[Text deleted.]

1L5.6

,'RELATED NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY A CT

ACTIONS

Other NEPAEAs and EISs that are related to, but are
not-part of or connected with, the scope of this EIS
include the following:
EA/Finding of No Significant' Impact
(FONSI)for.the'proposed interim storage
of enriched uranium above the, maximum
historical storage level at the Y-12 Plant,
'Oak, Ridge,' Tennessee (DOE/EA-0929,
September 1994)
" EA/FONSI on the disposition of HEU
obtained from the Republic of
Kazakhstan (DOE/EA-1063, May 1995)
" EIS on interim management of nuclear
materials at SRS (DOE/EIS-0220,
October 1995) (ROD issued, 60 FR
65300)

" PEIS on the storage and disposition of
weapons-usable fissile materials (DOE/
EIS-0229-D) (draft issued, February
1996)
* PEIS on stockpile stewardship and
management (DOE/EIS-0236) (draft
issued, February 1996)
" PEIS on waste management (DOE/EIS0200-D) (draft issued, August 1995)
* EIS for the disposition of depleted UF6
(in preparation)
" EIS for Nevada Test Site (DOE/EIS0243) (draft issued, January 1996)
" EA/FONSI for the purchase of Russian
LEU derived from the diqmantlement of
nuclear weapons in the former Soviet
Union (DOE/EA-0837, USEC/EA94001, January 1994)
The relationships of these documents to this HEU
EIS are discussed at appropriate locations throughout
this document.
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Chapter 2
Description of the Proposed Action and AteRtiatives
2.1

DEVELOPMENT'OF SURPLUS
:HIGHLY*ENRICHED URANIUM
'DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

The HEU:EIS evaluates reasonable alternatives. for
blending U.S.-owned surplus HEU;into.LEU. These
alternatives evaluate the blending of HEU to LEU at
various enrichment levels so that the material can
either be used to fabricate fuellfor use in commercial
reactors or be disposed of as waste.
The Department of Energy.used. a screening process
along with public input to ,identify a range of
reasonable alternatives for the disposition of surplus
HEU.I The process was conducted by a screening
committee that consisted of five DOE technical
program managers, assisted by technical advisors
from DOE's National Laboratories and other support
staff. The committee was responsible for identifying
the reasonable alternatives to be evaluated. It
compared alternatives against screening criteria,
considered input from the public, and used technical
reports and analyses from the National Laboratories
and industry to develop a-final list of alternatives.
The initial phases of the scoping and screening
processes consisted of planning meetings that were
attended by technical experts from DOE's National
Laboratories, industry, and academia that culminated
in public meetings on May 4 and 5, 1994, in
Washington, D.C. The planning meetings helped
DOE introduce the objectives of the program to the
public and served as. a forum to solicit input on the
scope of the Storage and Disposition PEIS proposal.
During August, September, and October 1994, 12
workshops were held throughout the United States to
solicit public cdmment on the scope of the Fissile
Materials Disposition-Program. The workshops were
designed to achieve four objectives: 1) comply with
1 As previously explained in Section 1.5.1, the disposition of

surplus HEU was originally within the scope of the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. Separate analyses were conducted for Pu,
HEU, and other fissile materials.during the screening process
to identify reasonable alternatives for each. Therefore, the
results of the screening process are not affected by the
separation of the disposition of surplus HEU from the Storage
and Disposition PEIS.

NEPA; 2)help identify a rangeof reasonable
alternatives -so.that their.potential impacts. on the
-affected environment.could be evaluated; 3). solicit
Srelevantlinput from the public; and 4) continue the
ongoing public participation efforts of'DOE with the
goal.of reaching all interested parties.
The first step in the screening process-was to develop
criteria against Which to judge potential-alternatives.
The criteria were developed for the screening process
based on the President's nonproliferation policy of
September 1993, the January.1994 Joint Statement by
the President of the Russian Federationand the
President of the United States of America on
Non-proliferationof Weapons of Mass Destruction
and the Means of Their Delivery, and the analytical
framework established by the National Academy of
Sciences in its 1994 report, Management and
Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium. These
criteria reflect domestic and policy interests of the
United States, includi ig nonproliferation; security;
environment, safety, and health; timeliness and
technological viability; cost-effectiveness;
I international.cooperation, and additional benefits. A
summarized listing of the screening criteria as they
apply to HEU disposition is presented in Section
1.5.1. The criteria were discussed at the public
scoping workshops, and participants were invited to
further comment using questionnaires. The
questionnaires allowed participants to rank criteria
based on relative importance, comment on the
appropriateness of the criteria, and suggest new
criteria.
The revised criteria were used in a two-step screening
process. First, alternatives were evaluated against
potential disqualifiers to rule out alternatives that
were unable to satisfy any of the screening criteria.
For example, an alternative would be considered
unreasonable if the resistance to retrieval, extraction,
and reuse by the host nation is no better than that of
continued storage (ro action). The second step
involved evaluation of each remaining, alternative
against the screening criteria. Alternatives that rated
low for multiple crteria and/or were clearly
dominated by similar, more attractive alternatives in
the same category were eliminated as unreasonable.
Details on how the screening process was developed
.2-1
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and applied and how the results were: obtained. are
published in the:Summary Report of the.-Screening
Process.-to`DetermineReasonable Alternatives for
ELng-Term Storage and Disposition of
Weapons- Usable Fissile Materials (DOE/MD-0002,

I

Vitrification or immobilization of HEU
with high-level waste (HLW)
- ,Blend toLEU (19-percent enrichment)
and store indefinitely

March 29, 1995).
The Depa~rtment of Energy began with nine potential
alternatives- for disposition, of surplus:HEU. These
alternatives were evaluated in the screening process
to identify those reasonable alternatives: that merited
further evaluation in,thisEIS. [Text deleted.]
Two factors significantly influenced the evaluation of
disposition options for surplus lIEU and resulted in
alternatives that were not available for disposition of
other weapons-usable fissile materials:
HEU can be renderednon-weaponsusable by simple isotopic dilution (blend
down) to LEU. This blending does not
require further study or technical
development for certain technologies
(described later in Section 2.2.2) because
the technologies and facilities needed to
perform the required blending operations
already exist. Furthermore, with the
addition of some new processing
equipment to these existing facilities,
additional blending processes also can be
performed.
*.There is a substantial world market for
.LEU as commercial reactor fuel feed that
provides opportunities for peaceful,
beneficial reuse of the material and
revenues to the United States Treasury
through sale of the blended LEU product
or HEU (with the transferee, such as
USEC, to blend HEU to LEU).

- Blend to LEU (19-percent enrichment)
and sell
* Blend to LEU (4-percent enrichment) and
store indefinitely
* Blend to.LEU (4-percent enrichment) and
sell
- Blend to LEU (0.9-percent enrichment)
and dispose as waste
As a result of the screening process, five alternatives
were identified as reasonable alternatives for further
evaluation:
" No lIEU disposition action
* Direct sale of LIEU to a commercial
vendor for subsequent blending to LEU
" Blending IIEU to 19-percent assay LEU
and sell as commercial reactor fuel feed
material
* Blending I-EU to 4-percent assay LEU
and sell as commercial reactor fuel feed
material
* Blending HEU to 0.9-percent LEU for
disposal as waste
2.1.1

CHARACTERIZATION OF SURPLUS
HIGHLY -ENRICHED URANIUM

MATERIAL

The alternatives for disposition of surplus HEU
considered in the screening evaluations include the
following:
* No HEU disposition action (continued
storage)
* Direct sale of lIEU (buyer to blend lIEU
to LEL)
* Emplacement of HEU indeep boreholes
2-2

The surplus LIEU material in inventory varies in
levels of enrichment and purity (contamination with
undesirable isotopes and chemicals). Therefore, not
all of the surplus HEU material can be used
commercially.
An important factor in determining the disposition of
ahiy specific batch of lIEU would be whether it can be
,blended to meet the. isotopic, specifications of the
American. Society forTesting arid Materials (ASTM)
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-forcommercial reactor fuel. Of particular concern are
the-A-STM specifications for concentrations of the
isotopes U-234.and U-236 relative to U-235 in the
blended LEU- product (the ASTM- specifications,'are
1,000 micrQgrams [gig] U-234.per gram [g) U-235
.and 5,000_g U-236 per g U-235). U1-234 is-a. major
contributor to radiation exposure, which could- be of
concern during fuel fabrication," and.U-236 inhibits
.the nuclear-reactionin reactor.cores,-reducing core
lifetime or requiringhigher enrichments to achieve a
r irmal core life. A substantial amount of the surplus
,HEU could- meet those ASTM -specifications when
blended with NU or LEU. The'surplus-HEU material
-could be characterized as commercial, off-spec, or
non-commercial depending upon its ability to be
used as reactor fuel.
Commercial Material-If the HEU material has a
low ratio of undesirable isotopes (U-234 and U-236),
it is considered a commercial quality material
(in-spec). The selection of uranium blendstock of
adequate quality and form would allow production of
LEU that will-meet the ASTM specifications for-use
in fabrication of commercialreactortfuel.
Off-Spec Material-If the ratio of U-234 and U-236
is high in the HEU material relative to U-235 content
(off-spec), then the ability to blend to the ASTM
commercial fuel specifications may be limited. If
customers are found (for example, private or public
utilities) who are willing to use off-spec LEU, then
this surplus HEU could be blended to commercial
reactor fuel feed.
Non-Commercial Material-I[Text deleted.] This is
material that cannot be economically recovered from
its existing form, such as HEU in spent-fuel; HEU in
low concentrations in waste or residues; and lIEU in
equipment that will not undergo decontamination
and decommissioning in the foreseeable future.
Some of this HEU material is also in dismantled
weapons that cannot be recovered because the
technology has not been developed.

2.1.2

-,HIGHL'V ENRICHED URANIUM

DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

'Following the screening process, the five alternatives
identified as- reasonable* (Section -2.1) were further
refined. .Thelblend to 0.9 percent and discard as
waste alternative,.which.was originally intended to
address -only material not suitable for use as
commercial fuel; was expanded to-include all surplus
LHEU. Although this-would:not recover the material's
.economic -value, it would meet nonproliferation
Jgoals. [Text deleted.]
Another refinement was that the direct sale of LIEU
(buyer to blend HEU to LEU) alternative and the
blend HEU to 4-percent LEU-and. sell as commercial
reactor fuel -feed alternative were combined. This was
done because the potential environmental impacts of
these two alternatives are the same. They differ only
in whether the HEU is 0old prior to or subsequent to
blending.
Finally,,the alternatives were further refined to
account for the various- combinations of blending
technologies, candidate sites, and end products. The
possible list of combinations is virtually infinite;
therefore, DOE has selected reasonable alternatives
that not only represent the spectrum of reasonable
alternatives, but also include logical choices for
consideration at the time the ROD is issued. These
alternatives, shown in Table 2.1 2-1, are described in
detail in the following section. Tlmeframes shown in
Table 2.1.2-1 reflect assumptions concerning DOE's
ability to make material available, market conditions,
and, legislative requirements to avoid adverse
material impact on the domestic uranium industry. A
graphical representation of-the -time required to
complete alternatives, based on the use of 1, 2, or 4
blending sites, is shown in Figure 2.1.2-1.

Figure 2.1.1-1, provides a material flow, diagram for
the disposition of surplus HEU.

As indicated in this figure, commercial blending periods
for each:alternative were determined using 8 metric tons
per year (t/yr), which is approximately the amount of
surplus HEU that DOE can make available for
commercial blending due to material availability,
market conditions, and iegisiative requirements.

[Text deleted.]

[Figure deleted.]
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V
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,
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UNH
(-4%or -0.9% U-235
enrichment)
Y-12, Oak Ridge, TN
SRS, Aiken, SC
B&W, Lynchburg,*VA
NFS, Erwin, TN,

UF 6
(-4% U-235 enrichment)
* B&W, Lynchburg, VA
* NFS, Erwin, TN

metal
(-0.9% U-235 enrichment)
* Y-12, Oak Ridge, TN

.1.

LEU as UF6

LEU as oxide
LEU as.oxide

LEU as UNH

:LE fometi Commercial

Fuel(4%

Domestic -CommercialFuel

FabricationPlants

LEU
as Wast

*9.9%

LLW Disposal

" ABB-CE, Hematite, MO
* B&W, CNFP, Lynchburg, VA
* GE Wilmington, NC
" SNPC, Richland, WA
" WCFF, Columbia, SC
aote:GE=General Electric; ABB-CE=Asea Brown-Boveri
Combustion Engineering; CNFP=Commercial Nuclear
Fuel Plant; SNPC=Siemens Nuclear Power
Corporat'on; WCFF=Westinghouse Columbia Fuel Facility.
2545/HEU

Figure,2.1.1-1. MaterialFlow Diagramfor Surplus Highly.Enriched Uranium Disposition.
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Table2.1.2-1.
[

Alternatives

Site
Variations

Alternativesfor Disposition of SurplusHighly Enriched Uranium

Components

1. No Action
2. No Commercial Use
100-percent Waste

All four sites

3. Limited
Commercial Use
25-percent fuel/
75-percent waste

All four sites
(commercial
sites only for

I

Commercial Use
65-percent fuel/
35-percent waste

DOE Sites: Y-12 and SRS
Process
Durationa
Storage
10 yrs

(Primarily Y-12)
50 W/site

UNH
metalb

50 t fuelc

a) DOE sites

St waste

37.5 t/site

130 t fuelc

65 f/site

70 t waste

35 t/site

UNH

metaib

b) Conmercial

&

18 yis
12 yrs

24 yrs

25 t/site

UF 6
UNH

6yrs
6 yrs

37.5 t/site

UNH

18 yrs

65 f/site

U1F6

16 yrs

35 f/site

UNM

17 yrs

16 yrs

UNH

17 yrs
ji yrs

130 t fuelc

70 t waste

c) All four sites

to

UNH

sites only

I

170

50 f/site

only

metaIlb

I

24 yrs
16 yrs

Commercial Sites: B&W and NFS
Amount
1P-ocess
Duratio'n

50 t of USEC
material)

I15
j 4. Sub~tantial

200 t blended
to waste

Amount
200 t

130 t fuelc

t waste

16yrs

32.5 f/site

UNIT

16 yrs

32.5 tlsite

UF 6
UNH

16 yr's
16 yrs

17.5 t/site

UNIT
metal"

8 yrs

1.7.5 tlsite

UNHT

8 yrs

6 yrs

Table 2.1L2-1.

Alternativesfor Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium-eCOninued

Site
Alternatives

I
5. Maximum
Commercial Use
85-percent fuel/
15-percent waste

I
I

Variations
.d) Single site

a) DOE sites
only

Components
130 t fuel'

DOE Sites: Y-12 and SRS
Amount
Process
Durationa
130 t/site
UNH
16 yrs

70 t waste

70 tlsite

170 t fuelc

85 tlsite

30 t waste

15 t/site

UNI!

metal1'
UNhH
UNH

MetaJl'
b) Commercial
sites only

33 yrs
23 yrs
21 yrs

170 t fuele

I
I
I

d) Single site

170 t fuelc

70 i/site

UNH

33 yrs

85 tlsite

UF 6
UNH

21 yrs

UNH

7 yrs

7 yrs
5 yrs

30 t waste
c) All four sites

Commercial Sites: B&W and NFS
Amount
Process
Durationa
130 t/site
UF 6
16 yrs
16 yrs
UNH

15 t/site
42.5 tlsite

UINI-

21 yrs

42.5 t/site

21 yrs

UNTH

21 yrs
21 yrs

JF 6 1

30 t waste

7.5 t/site

UNH
Metalb'

4 yrs
2 yrs

7.5 t/site

JNH

4 yrs

170 t fuelc

170 t/site

UNII

21 yrs

170 tlsite

UtF6
UNH

21 yrs
21 yrs

30 t waste

30 tlsite

t

14yrs
10 Vrs

30 t/site

UNH

14 yrs

metal '

a Some indicated durations are revised substantially from those in the Draft ETS, in response to comments received. Whereas the Draft EIS based its prnjeeti6ns of coimi erciai blendiing
durations on maximum possible blending capabilities of the facilities (up to 40 t/yr total in the four-sites variations), the durations indicated here (basei on ý total of 8 tlyr for comi" ercial
material) reflect more realistic assumptions concerning DOE's ability to make material available, market conditions, and legislative requirements to avoid adverse materiaj impacts on the
domestic uranium industry.Waste blending is based on processing rates of 3.1 tlyr for metal blending at Y-12 and 2.1 t/yr for UNH blending at other sites (about 9 t/yr for all four sites
together).
b Th e Y-12 Plant only.
c "he proposal to transfer 50 t of HEU to USEC is a component of each of the commercial use alternatives (3, 4, and 5). Included within this proposal, and as part of Alteinatives 3, 4, and
5 is the proposed transfer to USEC of title to 7,000 t of NU.
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2.1.2-1.

market conditions, and legislative requirements).
2) Waste blending periods based on 2.1 t/yr at each site (constrained by facility processing
rales for UNH blending).
3) Commercial use alternatives (3, 4, and 5) assume all commercial material would be
blended first, then waste material.
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Figure2.1.2-1. Time Required to Complete Various Alternatives Based on Number of Blending Sites Used.
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The-alternatives as described, are not intended to
represent exclusive choices.aamong which'DOE (or
other decisionmakers) must. choose, but rather are
proffered to2 define a matrix .of possible reasonable
alternatives.
Even though these alternatives explained below
-consider the entire surplus-HEU inventory (200 t), for
:the reasons explained in Section 1.4.2, a portion of
.this inventory (the; totalquantityremains classified)
may not be available for blend down since it is
currently in the form of irradiated fuel. To provide a
:conservative analysis presenting maximum potential
impacts, the following alternatives address the entire
surplus inventory.
2.1.2.1

No Action

Under the No Action Alternative, DOE would
continue to store surplus HEU (primarily at DOE's
Y-12 Plant). As stated in Section 1.4.2, storage of
surplus HEU is analyzed for a period of up to
10 years in the Y-12 EA. [Text deleted.] Should the
surplus HEU disposition actions continue beyond
10 years, subsequent storage of surplus HEU pending
disposition will be pursuant to and consistent with the
ROD associated with the Storage and Disposition
PEIS or tiered NEPA documents. Current operations
described in Section 2.2.3 at each of the potential
HEU blending sites (Y-12, SRS, B&W, and NFS)
would continue.

2 For example, while the alternatives assess blending-85. 65, or

_2.1L2.2

No Commercial Use
(0/100 Fuel/Waste Ratio)

Under this alternative, DOE would blend the entire
stockpile of surplus lIEU (200 t) to LEU and dispose of
it as waste.'This would include surplus HEU with or
without commercial value. The blending would be
performed at all four sites. Although this. alternative
.would not recover. any of the economic value of BEU
for the Government, it is evaluated for all surplus HEU
to.provide a comprehensive evaluation of, a full range
-of alternatives in the-HiEU EIS.
Surplus HEU could be blended to waste as either UNH
or as metal at a rate of up to 2.1 t/yr or 3.1 t/yr,
respectively. All the blending sites have UNH blending
capability. Only the Y-12'Plant at ORR has the
capability to perform metal blending. [Text deleted.]
The blending of surplus HEU for waste would not be
initiated before an LLW disposal facility were
identified to accept the LLW. Surplus HIEU would
remain in storage at the Y-12 Plant or at another
storage facility pursuant to the Storage and Disposition
PEIS pending identification of the LLW disposal
facility.
2.1.2.3

Limited Commercial Use
(25/75 FUel/Waste Ratio)

Under this alternative, 50 t of surplus HEU would be
blended to commercial fuel, while the remaining 150 t
would be blended and then disposed of as waste. The
title to 50 t of surplus HEU would be transferred to
'USEC. USEC (or a successor private corporation) then
would select the commercial site or sites for blending
50 t of surplusHEU to LEU for use in commercial fuel.
The remaining 150 t would be blended to waste.

25 percent of the material for use in commercial fuel, another

percentage might more accurately represent ultimate
disposition. Similarly, while two of the variations assume that
material is divided evenly among the four possible facilities
(25 percent to each), some other distribution, among three or
four facilities is possible. [Text deleted.] Such variations would
be within the range of alternatives analyzed in this'EIS. Section
4.5.6 explains bow impacts would change if ultimate

disposition distribution differed.
3 Under the No Action Alternative for the Storage and
.Disposition Draft PEIS, if storage of surplus HEU pending
disposition (or no action) continued beyond 10 years, storage
facilities at Y-12 would be maintained to ensure safe facility
operation, or surplus HED material might be moved out of the
Y-1 2 Plant at the end of the 10-year period with the completion
of the relocation within the following 5 years. Subsequent
NEPA review would be conducted as required.
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This alternative would blend the 50 t of liEU at the two
commercial sites. The 50 t would be distributed equally
between the commercial sites, each blending 25 t of
material. 4 The remaining ,150 t of HEU material would
be blended to waste using all four blending sites. Each
DOE site and commercial site would receive 37.5 t of
waste material for blending.
[Text deleted.]
4 This distribution and the distributions for Alternatives 4 and 5 are
assumed only for purposes of analysis. It is not intended to
foreclose the selection of another distribution that might include
DOE sites or only one site.
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.2.1.2.4

-Substantial Commercial Use
(65/35.Fuel/Waste Ratio)

[Text deleted.] This -alternativeassumes that 35
percent of the surplus'HEU would be blended to
.LLW and disposed of as waste, leaving 65 percent of
the material available'for commercial use. The title
to 50 t of surplus -HEU -would be, transferred to
"USEC. 5 ,.USECthen would select-blending sites for
blending -50.t of surplus -HEU to'LEU ;for use~in
commercial fuel. The remaining quantity of
potentially commercially usableliEU (80 t) could
be blended at any or-all of the four sites. The LEU
product would be sold for use in commercial reactor
fuel. The remaining 70 t of surplus HEU would be
blended to waste.

I

There are four variations of this alternative using
different combinations of sites. These particular
combinations of sites are representative only. The
actual distribution among blending sites may differ
depending ,on programmatic, commercial, or other
considerations. The first variation would blend all of
the HEU at the two DOE sites, with the HEU split
equally between them. ORR and SRS would each
blend 65 t of HEU to LEU for commercial fuel and
35 t of HEU to LEU for disposal as waste. The second
variation would blend all of the lIEU at the two
commercial sites, with the HEU split equally
between them. B&W and NFS would each blend 65 t
of HEU to LEU for commercial fuel and 35 t of liEU
to LEU for disposal as waste. The third variation
would blend the HEU at all four sites, with the HEU
split equally among them. Each site would blend
32.5 t of liEU to LEU for commercial fuel and 17.5 t
of HEU to LEU for disposal as waste. The fourth
variation would blend all of the lIEU at a single site.
The site would blend 130 t of HEU to LEU for
commercial fuel and 70 t of HEU toLEU for disposal

I

as waste.

MaximumrCommercial. Use
(85115 Fuel/WasteRatio)

2.1.2.5

J[Text deleted.]

Under. this-alternative, it is assumed
that only 15 percent of the HEU would be disposed of
as waste. :The title to :50t of surplus:HEU would be
transferredto USEC. USEC then would select
blending. sites for blending 50 t of surplus lIEU to
:LEU, for use in. commercial fuel. The. remaining
quantityof potentially,'commercially usable :HEU
(120 t) could be blended at any or all of the four sites.
The !LEU product would be sold for use in
commercial reactor-fuel. The remaining'30 t of
surplus' HEU would be blended to waste.
There are four variations of this alternative using
different combinations of sites. They are the same as
those assessed for the previous alternative. The first
variation would blend all ofthe lIEU at the two DOE
sites, with the HIEU split equally between them. ORR
and SRS would each blend 85 t of HEU to LEU for
commercial fuel and 15 t of liEU to LEU for disposal
as waste. The second variation would blend all of the
HEU at the two commercial sites, with the HEU split
equally between them. B&W and NFS would each
blend 85 t of HEU to LEU for commercial fuel, and
15 t of HEU to LEU for disposal as waste. The third
variation would blend all of the HEU at all four sites,
with the HEU split equally among them. Each site
would blend 42.5 t of HEU to LEU for commercial
fuel and 7.5 t of HEU to LEU for disposal as waste.
The fourth variation would blend all of the HEU at a
single site. The site would blend 170 t of liEU to
LEU for commercial fuel and 30 t of liEU to LEU for
disposal as waste.

1[Text deleted.]
2.1.3

ALTERNATIVES ELIMINATED FROM
FURTHER STUDY

I [Text deleted.]
5 The proposal to transfer 50 t of HEU to USEC is a component
of each of the commercial- use alternatives (3, 4, and 5).
Included within the same proposed transaction, and as part of
Alternatives 3, 4, and 5, is the proposed transfer of title to
7,000 t of NU at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant from
DOE to USEC. Because it is part of the same. proposed
transaction as the disposition of 50 t of HEU. the
environmental impacts of the proposed NU title transfer are
assessed in Section 4.9 of this EIS.

analysis as unreasonable in the screening process and
are
analyzed in
detail
in this EIS.
four
Fournot
alternatives
were
eliminated
from The
detailed
alternatives were eliminated based on multiple low
ratings and/or because the alternatives were clearly
dominated by similar, more reasonable alternatives.
None of thesefour alternatives fully meets the
purpose and need for the proposed action. One
additionalalternative was considered but eliminated
from detailed analysis as unreasonable after the
screening process was':completed-blend to LEU
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1(19-percent enrichment): and sell. -The eliminated
:alternatives are the followifig.
Emplacement of Highly-Enriched Uranium into
:Deep Boreholes..This-alternative ,was&less attractive
than the, blending alternatives because emplacement
of HEU in deep boreholes has no. nonproliferation
advantage over isotopic 'blending to LEU. -In
addition, the borehole would not:.allow:,for-beneficial

reuse of surplus HEU and would not recover
•monetary value, for the Government

Immobilization of HighlyEnriched Uranium with
High-Level Waste. This alternative was less
attractive than the blending alternatives because
immobilization with HLW has no nonproliferation
advantage over isotopic blending to LEU. A disposal
site would need to be identified and legislation may
be required. It would involve environment, safety,
and health issues associated with handling and
disposal of HLW that would need to be
I accommodated. In addition, it would not allow for
beneficial reuse of surplus HEU and would not
recover monetary value for the Government.
Blend to Low-Enriched Uranium (19-percent
enrichment) and -Store,Indefinitely. [Text deleted.)
This alternative was initially-eliminated from further
analysis after screening because it would delay
recovery of the economic value of the material and
add storage costs, thereby reducing net revenues. The
following provides a more detailed discussion of the
reasons why this alternative is not reasonable, in light
of the level of interest shown by the public.
A discussion of the "blend to 19 percent and store"
option must start with an assessment of the quality
and quantity of HEU that might reasonably be
considered for such an option. The rationale for this
option is that it could quickly satisfy the
nonproliferation objective of the program by making
the -material -non-weapons-usable, and retain the
capability to continue-to downblend to 4-percent
enrichment at a later date, while avoiding near-term
impacts on the uranium market and the domestic
uranium mining, conversion, and enrichment
industries ("uranium industry"). Under this option, it
would not appear reasonable to -consider blending
material that is non-commercial to only 19 percent
(rather than 0.9 percent as waste), since that material
cannot pose market impacts (such as. impacts to
supply or price of LEU commercial fuel, or demand
2-10

for--mined, uranium for- commercial fuel use), and
such market-based- impacts on the-uranium industry
would-not, be- sufficient reason to stop at 19: percent
:for -waste. material. Altogether, :there -,are
-approximately 72: t of irradiated fuel, and. other
materials unlikely;to be "commercialized" in the-next
10- to 15 years in the current 1-75 t inventory of
surplus .HEU, -.which leaves 103 t of currently
declared, surplus,-HEU: inventory, that would be
potentially commercial material in the 'near".term.
Of that-amount, 63 t-has. either.-already- been
transferred or is proposed to-be transferred to' USEC.6
Thus, there is only 40 t of additional potentially
commercial HEU left in the currently declared
surplus inventory after waste materials and such
previous or pending transactions have -been
subtracted.
The 40 t of potentially commercial HEU includes
approximately 20 t of metal at (or destined for) the
Y-12 Plant. The remaining 20 t is a combination of
various material forms at SRS that are not currently
suitable for the "blend-to-19-percent-and-store"
option. 7 Thus, out of the current inventory of 175 t of
surplus HEU, it appears reasonable under current
conditions to consider the 19-percent option only for
the 20 t of metal at Y-12.

Twenty metric tons of HEU metal at Y-12 could be
blended to LEU as metal in the vacuum induction
furnaces at Y-12 (for eventual blending to 4 percent
using the UNH process), as analyzed in the HEU EIS.
6 The 63 t includes 50 t of surplus HEU that is proposed to be
transferred to USEC pursuant to the USEC PrivalizationAct
and 13 t of UF6 at Portsmouth that is already being
dispositioned (at Portsmouth) pursuant to the Energy Policy
Act of 1992.
7 At present, due to criticality configurations of processing
equipment. SRS does not have the capability to solidify UNH
solution-at enrichment levels higher than about 1 percent.
Although it is possible that a new solidification facility might
be proposed for SRS in the future by DOE or another entity to
process material at commercial enrichment levels (4 to 5
percent) (see Section 2.2.3.3), such a facility would not
necessarily be designed to be critically safe for material at a
19-percent enrichment level. (For example, processing vessels
would need to be considerably smaller for 19-percent material
than for 4-percent material to ensure against criticality.)
Transportation of such UNH solution at a 19-percent
enrichment level to an offsite facility- would- involve
transportation risks, criticality, safety, and health (worker and
public) concerns' that would. need to be accommodated; such
concerns would be greater than those for-transportation of
UNH solution at a 4-percent enrichment level.

Descriptionof the Proposed
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The resulting approximately 54 t of;:19-percent:LEU
metal could conceivably. be: stored. in existing
facilities at Y-12. This.limitedcquantity of -iEU
could be blended to 19 percent at Y-12 in less than
one year.
For a constant processing rate of HiEU, potential
environmental impacts from blending surplus HEU
(with an average enrichmentA level 6f.50 percent) to
19-percent LEU would be approximately 5 to 6 times
lower than those from blending to *percent LEU: for
the following resource areas: .site-infrastructure,
water resources, public and occupational health
under normal operations, waste, and intersite
transportation. This is mainly because much less
blendstock would be.processed for 19-percent
blending (each tonne of HEU would require 1.7 t of
NU blendstock). Under accident conditions, which
assume a release due to an evaluation basis
earthquake and a simultaneous criticality, the source
term and consequences (fatalities) for blending to 19
percent would be approximately half those estimated
for blending to 4 percent Impacts due to air quality,
socioeconomics, and hazardous chemicals are
expected to remain essentially the same. Although
storage of 19-percent material would not require the
elaborate safeguard -measures required for HEU
storage, it would still present criticality concerns that
necessitate special packaging and spacing for
storage. Storage of 19-percent material for a 5- to
10-year period could be accommodated in existing
facilities at the Y-12 Plant, and the environmental
impacts would be minimal for such accident-free
storage (with the appropriate spacing, packaging, and
environmental/safety measures).
Assuming that commercial use were chosen as the
.ultimate disposition of the material, it would
eventually need to be further blended to
approximately the 4-percent enrichment level. Such
subsequent blending would be. accomplished using
UNH blending, since metal product is not conducive
to commercial use. The impacts of blending from 19
percent to 4 percent using UNH blending would be
lower than the analyzed impacts of blending from 50
percent to 4 percent using UNH blending, since less
blendstock and blending would be required.

options of blending directly from '50: percent to 4
percent. This is primarily because. about, twice -as
much handling would be required.
Impacts on the uranium market would, be more
readily moderated under the blend-to-4-percentý-enrichmentalternative considered in.the HEU EIS due
to the rate that LEU fuel (derived from -surplusHEU)
would beintroduced into the~market':This rate would
be dictated by. market prices, DOE's .ability to make
•surplus;HEU available, and legislative requirements
to avoid adversei material impacts-on the domestic
uranium industry. It would.be much-easier and less
costly to simply continue to ,store the material as
HEU rather than as 19-percent LEU. Such an
..approach would avoid the added.impacts and costs
from handling and blending the material in two steps
instead of one. Although it would delay fully
satisfying the nonproliferation and economic
recovery objectives of the HEU disposition program,
it would preserve the economic viability of the
U.S.-Russian HEU Agreement and the domestic
uranium industry, moderate impacts on the uranium
market, and meet legislative requirements.
Blend to Low-Enriched Uranium (4-percent
enrichment) and Store Indefinitely. This
alternative is similar to the blend to LEU (4-percent
enrichment) and sell alternative, except that the
material would be stored indefinitely instead of sold.
The same disadvantages and concerns cited for the
blend to LEU (19-percent enrichment) and store
alternative apply. This alternative would provide no
nonproliferation advantage over blending and
selling, which would allow for beneficial reuse of the
material, recover monetary ,value for the
Government, and provide for peaceful, beneficial use
of the material.
Blend to Low-Enriched Uranium (19-percent
enrichment) and Sell. This alternative was
eliminated from analysis because LEU with an
enrichment level of 19 percent cannot be used
commercially as reactor fuel without further
blending; it presents criticality concerns; and, as an
interim blending level, it is not as economical as
blending directly to 4 percent in a one-step process.

The environmental impacts-particularly to
workers-would be higher in the aggregate for the
option of blending to 19. percent -and then
.subsequently to.4 percent than-for the.analyzed
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.2.2

.ENVIRONMENTAL. IMPACT
ANALYSIS

The 'HEU EIS assesses the. direct, indirect, and
.cumulative environmental consequences of
,reasonable -alternatives under considerationi'for each
of the potentially-,affected&:DOE. and commercial
blending.,candidate, sites., Where, appropriate,; the
-unknowns, and- uncertainties:associated with the
environmental' issues. are identified, and presented.
The'EIS also provides a description of all potentially
affected environments as they exist.Existing
environmental documents and models developed
and/or data generated for-regions or sites considered
in the EIS were evaluated and either used or
incorporated by reference to the maximum extent
possible. In cases where information was obtained
from documents that were several years old, further
research was conducted to determine whether there
were any changes in the affected environment from
the time when those reports were prepared. All
candidate sites have reviewed and updated the
affected environment descriptions, as appropriate, to
accurately represent the site andits-environment
Because the.analyses in this EIS considered current
and future stockpiles of surplus HEU and the
decisions on disposition of current surplus lIEU
could begin to be implemented immediately, the
baseline conditions were assumed to be the current
conditions (1995 or the most recent data available) at
each site. Therefore, the No Action -(baseline
conditions) Alternative is the existing environment
for each candidate site.
The data used to evaluate the environmental impacts
of conversion and blending processes at each
candidate site were based on data reports prepared
specifically for those processes by the Nuclear
Materials Disposition Program Office at Y-12
(OR LMES 1995a, OR LMIES 1995b, OR LMES
1995c, and OR LMES 1995d). These reports provide
information regarding the UNH, metal and UF 6
blending processes, but do not focus on site-specific
processes at the candidate-sites.
[Text deleted.]
Blending operations at the various sites may differ
because of site-specific process design variations and
different levels of activity. One. set of representative
2-12

data is used in the EIS for each blending process with
nominal throughput, rates that assume, a, full-scale
operation with bounding values for operational
requirements, emissions, waste streams, :and other
parameters. This provides a conservative evaluation
of each of the blending processes.
This 'EIS ,evaluates. alternatives and their
environmental impacts in -sufficient detail to allow
implementation of the decisions.following theROD.
As appropriate, this EIS. maybe followed by
additional site-specific NEPA analysis.
2.2.1

BASIS FOR ANALYSIS

A number of key assumptions form the basis for the
analyses of impacts presented in this EIS. If these
a~sumptions change substantially, DOE will conduct
additional NEPA review as appropriate.
The EIS analyses are based on the
disposition of a nominal 200 t of lIEU.
This amount includes HEU that is
currently surplus, as well as additional
HEU (not yet identified) that may be
declared surplus in the future. The
.analyses also addresses the expected
impacts that would result from the
proposed transfer of 7,000 t of NU to
USEC.
This EIS addresses all surplus H*EU, in
various forms including metals and
alloys, oxides and compounds, and
solutions, with enrichment levels of 20
percent or greater by weight of the
isotope U-235. [Text deleted.] To assess
potential environmental impacts, the
blending analyses in theHBEUEIS are
based on the assumption that-surplus
lIEU is enriched to 50 percent U-235.
That 'assumption is based on an
assessment of the relevant portion of the
materials in the surplus inventory. While
HEU is defined.as all uranium, with 20
percent or higher enrichment, and ranges
to above 92 percent, most (80 percent) of
the HEU that is surplus is in the range
between 35-percent and 70-percent
enrichment. The enrichment levels of the
discrete components of the surplus, HEU

I'
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vendor experience, which-ranges
between 3 and 5 percent. [Textdeleted.)

inventory at specific locations, remain
classified. However, ananalysis was
performed on the inventory of.surplus
HEU that excluded certain categories of
materials not .directly ,subject to
disposition pursuant to the 'HEU-EIS,
such as material under.!AEA safeguards
at the Y-12 Plant, UF 6 at Portsmouth, and
irradiated fuel. 8 .That analysis-yielded the
-result that the weighted-average
enrichment of the: pertinent material, is 50
percent. The relative impacts of blending
HEU of different enrichment levels are
expected to be either unchanged or
essentially proportional, depending on
the resource. 9 Therefore, it is reasonable
to use 50 percent as the enrichment level
for purposes of analysis in the HEU EIS.
Surplus HEU can be blended down to
approximately 4-percent (more or less
depending on market demand) assay
LEU for fabrication as fuel in commercial
reactors. The representative enrichment
level of 4, percent was selected for
commercial fuel based on current fuel
These materials are not directly subject to disposition pursuant
to the HEU EIS because: 1) the material under JAEA
safeguards at Y-12 is expected to remain in its current status
for the foreseeable future and is not proposed to be blended
down under this program; 2) the UF 6 at Portsmouth is already
being blended (at Portsmouth) pursuant to the Energy Policy
Act of 1992; and 3) the irradiated fuel .would not require
disposition actions pursuant to this program unless it were first
processed to separate the HEU pursuant to other programs, as
explained in Section 1.4.2.
9 For a constant processing rate of HEU, when the-enrichment
level of the HEU feed increases, potential impacts on site
infrastructure, water, public and occupational health (under
normal operations and accident conditions), and waste would
increase. An increase in enrichment level (of .HEU for down
blending) would increase the amount of blendstock which in

turn requires additional resources and generates more waste
due to the amount of material processed. Under accident

conditions due to processing more material, and an increase in
the source term, impacts to workers and the public would be
greater. Potential impacts on air quality, socioeconomics, and
intersite transportation are not expected to change, because
pollutant releases from boilers used for beating are independent
of blending operations, the number ofjobs is determined by the
type of process, not the enrichment level or the amount of
material, and transportation risk analyses have been done using
a conservative 93-percent enrichment level (mostof the
transportation risk is not due to exposure to uranium).

If the enrichment level is.reduced to

approximately 0.9 percent (depending
upon waste acceptance criteria), ILEU
,.approaches anNU
enrichment- state. and
becomes: suitable, for disposal..as:.LLW.
-This.enrichment level was selected~for
-waste disposal based on current LLW

disposal experience both in. the-United
States and'Europe .where :similar types of
waste have been disposed of with-an
enrichment level slightly greater than
1-percent U-235. This low enrichment
level ensures that an inadvertent
criticality would not occur. The -actual
enrichment level of the waste material
would be dictated ultimatelyby the waste
acceptance criteria for the selected LLW
disposal site.

!
!
I

I

The data for UNH and UF 6 blending (for
commercial fuel) were based on an HEU
throughput of 10 t/yr with an average
starting U-235 enrichment of 50-percent
HIEU blended to a final enrichment of
4-percent U-235 LEU. The data for
blending HEU as UNH to 0.9-percent
enrichment LEU were based on an HEU
throughput of 2.1 tlyr with an average
U-235 enrichment of 50 percent. The-data
for metal blending were based on an HEU
throughput of 3.1 t/yr with an average of
50-percent U-235 enrichment blended to
0.9-percent U-235 enrichment. Since
HEU exists in a variety of forms (metal,
oxides, alloys, compounds, and
solutions), conservative scenarios (those
that exhibit the highest potential -for
environmental impact) were.assumed for
preprocessing of HEU prior to blending.
The assumed blending rates are based on
dilution ratios for blend down-and
reasonable judgement about anticipated
blending capability and capacity. Actual
blending rates will be based on market
conditions, blending facility capabilities
and capacities, DOE's ability to make the
material available, blending contract
limitations,- and legislative requirements
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to avoid., adverse material impacts on the
domestic uranium industry. The: blending
rates analyzed .are not the actual
capacities of the four sites but are rates
that have been-selected for analysis-so a
comparison can:be done for the impacts
among the; sites. All the. sites could
process materialatrthe analyzed rates.
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from one of the-samefDOE, sites where
LEU is available.:-For.the purposes of the
EIS transportation analyses, one route
(Hanford to all potential, blending sites) is
used as representative for all the-potential
shipping routes.associated with both the
domestic and DOE NU blendstock
suppliers,: because: it is. the longest
distance from thetblending sites.

Surplus:HEUis.currently located at 10
DOE sites around the country (ORR,
SRS, Rocky Flats, Portsmouth, Pantex,
Los Alamos National Laboratory
[LANL], Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory [INEL], Hanford,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and
Sandia NationalLaboratories [SNL]) (see
Figure 1.3-1). Most of the unirradiated
surplus HEU will be moved to the Y-12
Plant for pre- storage processing and
interim storage. The Y-12 Plant provides
a broad spectrum of enriched uranium
handling, processing, and storage
capabilities not available at any other
single DOE site. Therefore, for the
purposes of this EIS, it is assumed that
most of the surplus HEU will originate
from the Y-12 Plant. Two locations
where surplus HEU exist .(PortsmoUth
and SRS) may not relocate their HEU to
Y-12. Surplus material could either be
blended at these sites (in the case of SRS)
or sent directly to commercial blending
sites. The environmental impacts of the
proposed transfer of HEU to the Y-12
Plant and its storage there are analyzed in
the Y-12 EA.

• Design basis accident data were obtained
from safety evaluation reports for
accident analysis at commercial sites
because EAs recently prepared for these
sites did not include accident
information. For severe accidents,
generic scenarios and sourceI terms
prepared by Y-12 were applied to .each
candidate site to determine site-specific
impacts. For accident analysis at DOE
sites, Safety Analysis Reports (SARs)
and recent NEPA documents prepared for
those sites were reviewed and used for
both design basis and severe accidents.

Several types of blendstock material
could be used during blending of HEU,
such as DU, NU, or LEU. LEU in UF 6
form could be shipped from ORR;
Paducah, Kentucky; or Portsmouth (or
Piketon), Ohio. The DOE site in Fernald,
Ohiohas LEU in metal or oxide form. DU
blendstock is available in metal, oxide,
and UF 6 forms and may be obtained from
Portsmouth; Paducah; Y.!-12; SRS;
Hanford; or Fernald, Ohio. The NU
blendstock could be purchased from
domestic uranium producers or obtained

* No construction of new facilities is
proposed.or, with the-possible exception
of SRS, -would be required;-any expanded
capabilities can be accommodated
through modification or addition of
process equipment in existing facilities.
SRS currently does not have a
solidification or crystallization facility to
convert UNH solutions (for 4-percent
enrichment) to UNH crystals (as
described in Section 2.2.3.3). However,
impacts were. assessed in this EIS as if
solidification couldbe performed at SRS.

The Department of Energy's NTS is used
as a representative site to evaluate
transportation impacts from the blending
sites to a waste disposal site (for the
reasons explained in Section 1.4.2). If
another LLW disposal facility is
identified, the route-specific
transportation impacts may be provided
in tiered NEPA documentation, as
appropriate.
[Text deleted.]
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'Should, new facilities7 be proposed to add
solidification capability. at'SRS, there
would be.land disturbance and minor air
:emissions associated with construction
(among other things), and appropriate
•NEPA review would be conducted at that
time if necessary. If B&W or'NFS should
decide to construct new facilities; for UF6
conversion and blending,,. construction
impacts would likely-include -land
disturbance and minor,air emissions from
construction equipment, and the
applicable Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) license may need to
be amended. Any such construction
would be based on the business
judgement of these commercial facilities
and would not be necessitated by DOE's
proposed action. Environmental impacts
would be analyzed by those facilities as
part of the NEPA review associated
with
0
the NRC licensing process. 1

* The B&W and NFS facilities are
analyzed for siting new UF 6 capability
because these are the only commercial
sites that have NRC -licenses to process
HEU. The addition of new equipment in
existing facilities would be required to
provide U]F

6

capability at those sites. UF6

blending would not be used to blend
surplus HEU to waste, since the process
is similar to UNH but requires additional
steps. It would only be used to make fuel
for the commercial reactor industry
(because fuel fabricators usually do, and
prefer to, receive uranium in UF6 form). It
would not be reasonable to add UF 6
blending capability at DOE sites for
blending to commercial fuel feed, and
this alternative is not'discussed in the
EIS, due to the capital investment
required, the limited use, if any, of such
capability for other DOE missions, and
environmental concerns that would need
to be accommodated.
1

°Use of DOE

facilities for UF 6 blending is not contemplated or
proposed at this time. However, if DOE proposes its facilities
for such UF6 conversion and blending, DOE will conduct
further NEPA review as appropriate.

2.2.2

::BLENDING PROCESSES

There are three technically viable processes.that can
be used to blend.BHEU to LEU, and three:forms of
blendstockthat.can be used to achieve the desired
LEU assay' The processes are the following: 1)blend
as UNHE 2) blend as metal, and 3) blend as UF6 . All
the processes can be used to blend liEU to LEU, but
,the most reasonable process for blending .-varies
depending upon the desired end product arid.the feed
material, used. Because HEU will be available- in a
variety of forms, with different uranium: isotopes,
impurity contents, and U-235 -assays, a variety of
blending processes would be necessary for the
disposition of the entire inventory of surplus HEU.
Figures 2.2.2-1 and 2.2.2-2 exhibit flow diagrams
showingbasic processes associated with various
blending technologies for commercial and
non-commercial HEU material, respectively.
Because off-spec material could eitherbe sold as
commercial -fuel or discarded as waste, all processes
shown could apply to off-spec material.
Figures 2.2.2-3 and 2.2.2-4 present logic diagrams
illustrating steps that would be used to identify a
blending process for specific forms of surplus HEU
destined for either commercial use or waste disposal.
Product Forms for Highly Enriched Uranium
Destined as Commercial Reactor Fuel. Two of the
three product forms are reasonable for:commercial
reactor fuel feed: UF 6 and UNH. The commercial
reactor fuel industry receives LEU feed.as UF6 and
converts it to uranium dioxide (U0 2 ) pellets for
loading into fuel rods. The fuel fabricators have a
recovery capability that can process UNH crystals to
make U0 2 for commercial reactor fuel feed. Blended
LEU product as metal is not an acceptable form for
commercial reactor fuel. Because of the -additional
costs involved in handling, metal blending is not
reasonable for producing LEU destined for
commercial use.
Product Forms for Highly Enriched Uranium
Destined as Waste. The blended LEU product that is
considered a reasonable waste form for disposal is
uranium oxide. as triuranic octaoxide (U30 8 ). This
oxide is more stable in the environment than metal
and other forms. UNH, metal,. and UF6 are reactive
Iand are not suitable waste forms for land disposal.
The LEU product blended as UNH or metal would
therefore be converted to an oxide prior to disposal.
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* The descriptions of processes, and associated:-data
presented in the following-sections include this oxide
;conversion step..which is-necessary, prior to disposal.
Assumptions. The following assumptions form the
basis for the blending technology descriptions, in the
following sections:
-Chemical, and isotopic, analysis of
individual batches of surplus HEU
enables advance'determination of
whether the material can be blended to
..produce standard commercial. reactor
fuel, off-spec reactor fuel, or waste.
Surplus HEU determined suitable for
commercial reactor fuel use would be
blended to a final product assay of
approximately 4-percent U-235.
The LEU product for commercial reactor
fuel use would be provided in the form of
UIF6 or UNH crystals.

Surplus HEU blended to waste would be
blended to a final oxide waste product at
approximately 0.9-percent U-235 assay.
Purification of the incoming HEU stream
using solvent extraction of UNH solution
would be provided for impure material
before blending to commercial or
off-spec LEU.
" Adequate supplies of low-assay DU,
NU, and LEU blendstock can be
provided in all of the chemical forms,
UNH, metal, UF 6 , and oxide.
" No purification would be required for the
uranium blendstock material or for
material to be blended to waste because
material to be disposed of does not need
to be pure.
2.2.2.1

Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate
Blending

Surplus HEU, at various assay and impurity levels,
could be converted to UNH. The UNH would be
purified and blended with blendstock from oxide or
2-20

,metal form that has been converted to UNH to
produce LEU as UNH crystals. The LEU product, at
a 4-percent .U235 assay, could' be used as feed for
commercial reactor fuel; or at a 0.9-percent assay, the
material .could be converted to oxide.and disposed of
*as.waste. UNH crystals. are. a chemically reactive,
solid form of uranium that can be used by
commercial fuel fabricators if oxidized. The
*processes that would be used to blend 8IEU as UNH
are outlined in Figure 2.2.2.1-1.
Of-the three HEU forms (feed~streams) shown in
Figure 2.22.1-1, converting and blending impure
HEU metal to UNH crystals involves greater
volumes, more chemical processing,. greater energy
consumption, and a larger amount of process waste
generation than other forms of HEU. This scenario
applies to all material, whether it is blended to
4-percent assay LEU or to 0.9-percent assay LEU.
The difference between the two product assay levels
with respect to impacts is the amount of lIEU that
would be processed annually and the fact that
0.9-percent assay LEU does not require purification.
For example, a dilution ratio of 14 to 1 would be
required to convert and blend 50-percent assay HEU
with NU into 4-percent assay LEU. Therefore,
blendstock containing 140 t of NU would be required
to blend with 10 t of HEU for a total annual
throughput of 150 t of LEU. This same facility would
have a similar LEU throughput capacity when
producing the 0.9-percent assay material for waste
disposal. However, because of the greater dilution
ratio (70 to 1) required to produce 0.9-percent assay
.material, the facility would only be capable of
blending approximately 2.1 t of HEU annually. More
HEU would be blended under the 4-percent assay
scqnario; however, under the 0.9-percent assay
scenario, more blendstock would be required. In each
case, the LEU output quantity would be about the
same. Radiological and nonradiological emissions
would remain the same, however there would be a
slight increase in electrical energy and natural gas
requirements when blending to 0.9-percent assay
LEU.
During the UNH blending process, lIEU metal is
reduced in size (may be oxidized), dissolved in nitric
acid, purified through solvent extraction (4-percent
blending only),. and then blended with DU, NU, or
LEU. The blended product is then dried to form UNH
crystals for reactor fuel feed or converted to oxide for

Descriptionof the Proposed
Action. and Alternatives

LEU as
UNH
Crystals
Drying

•

)enittation

Nitric Acid
Note: -Purification not required for material destined to waste.
Source: OR LMES 1995b; OR LMES 1995d.

Bounding Case 2619/HEU

Figure2.2.2.1-1. Blending Highly Enriched Uranium
as Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate.
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disposal as waste (for 0.9 percentblending only). The
.purification step in the blending process would not be
performed for. material to. be disposed of as waste,
since-purity of the final product is not important. The
'UNH blending process is described for each step
including the feed. and.product streams.
Feed Streams. The UNH blending process has two
•feed streams:
• Pure and impure HEUmetal alloys,
solutions, or oxides with an average
U-235 assay of 50 percent (bounding case
is impure HEU metal)
" Pure DU, NU, or LEU (impure for the
0.9-percent blending) blendstock
Size Reduction. Surplus HEU feed materials vary in
form, size, and shape. Size reduction may be
necessary with metallic feed material to facilitate
process handling, oxidation, and dissolution. Size
reduction can be accomplished by crushing,
machining, or rolling and shearing.
Oxidation. Size-reduced metal is oxidized in air in a
criticality-safe furnace to produce a powder. For ease
of dissolving, this powder is preferred over metal for
nitric acid dissolution. However, size-reduced metal
also can be directly dissolved in nitric acid.
Nitric Acid Dissolution. Highly enriched uranium
and blendstock oxide powder or size-reduced metal
are dissolved in nitric acid to create an aqueous
uranyl nitrate solution for purification or
blending.
Purification (4-percent blending only). Any
impurities contained in the uranyl nitrate solution
must be removed prior to blending. (Only material
being blended for commercial fuel requires
purification; surplus HEU destined for disposal
would not go through this step.) Impure HEU as
UNH is purified in a two-step solvent extraction
process. Uranyl nitrate transfers selectively from the
aqueous solution into immiscible organic extraction
media, leaving impurities in the aqueous solution.
Pure uranyl nitrate is stripped from the media and is
concentrated by evaporation.
Assay Blending. The assay blending operation
blends HEU in.UNH form with, blendstock UNH. to
2-22

,.produce a commercial reactorofuel grade LEU with a
zreference U-235 assay off4"percent or a~waste
material with an assay of 0.9percent. :This. product is
concentrated.-by evaporation, dried to a crystalline
state, collected, and packaged forý,shipment. The
.product. intended. for disposal would-be thermally
decomposed to U30 8 and could be processed to meet
the acceptance criteria of the disposal facility.
Packaging. Uranyl nitrate hexahydrate crystals,
U0 2 , uranium, trioxide (U0 3), or'U 308 intended for
commercial fuel fabrication 'are packaged in
Department of Transportation (DOT)-certified
containers for storage and eventual shipment to a fuel
fabricator. U3 08 destined for disposal would be
certified to meet waste acceptance criteria of the
designated disposal facility and packaged for
shipment and disposal.
Product Streams. The UNH blending scenario has
three potential product streams:
• LEU oxide with approximately
0.9-percent U-235 assay for disposal
LEU UNH crysials with approximately
4-percent U-235 assay that meets ASTM
specifications for reactor feed material
" Off-spec LEU with the same (or slightly
higher) assay should one or more
customers request that material
Operational requirements for blending HEU to LEU
as UNH are given in Table 2.2.2.1-1 for 4-percent
and 0.9-percent LEU. Estimates of waste generation
and emissions generated during the conversion and
blending processes are presented in Tables 2.2.2.1-2
and 2.2.2.1-3, respectively.
2.2.2.2

Metal Blending

In the metal blending process, the HEU and
blendstock metal pieces are melted and cast to form
a desired assay metal product. All forms of HEU at
various assay and impurity levels can be blended as
metal by casting. Since commercial fuel fabricators
.do not handle uranium metal, casting would not be
used to produce reactor fuel feed material. Therefore,
.metal blending is a reasonable option only for
blending to waste at a 0.9-percent assay." Blending
to assays of less. than 1.percent requires DU as

Descriptionof the Proposed
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Table 2.2.2.1-1. Blending Highly Enriched
Uranium to:Low-Enriched Uraniumas
Uranyl Nitrate:Hexahydrate-Operational
Requirements (ForProcessing10 t/yr
and 2.1 tlyr Highly Enriched Uranium to
ApproximatelyJ150t/yr of 4-Percentand
0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium, Respectively)

Requirement
Electrical Energy
(MUWhyr)

I

Peak Load (MWe)
Fuel
Diesel (l/yr)
Natural gas (M3/yr)

Coal (t/yr)
Steam (kg/yr)
Water (million I/yr)
Solid Chemicals
Sodium hydroxide (t/yr)
Liquid Chemicals
Propylene glycol (kg/yr)
Potassium hydroxide,

20 percent by wt. (t/yr)
Nitric acid, new, 30
percent by wt. (t/yr)
Nitric acid, recovered,

.Consumption
4-Percent 0.9-Percent
LEU
LEU
.4,000
5,000
2

2

56,800
17,000
363
8,700
19

56,800
19,800
363
8,700
19

1.0

NA

400
15

400

400

1,080

40

133

400
50

NA
NA

NA
1.5

352
NA

NA

30 percent by wL. (t/yr)
Dibutyl carbitol (kg/yr)
Tributyl phosphate

(kg/yr)
Sodium hydroxide (t/yr)
N-dodecane (or
high-grade kerosene)

(t/yr)
Gaseous Chemicals
Argon (m3/yr)
Nitrogen (m3/yr)
Employment
Total workers

14,160
14,160

14,160
14,160

125

125

Note: NA=not applicable; MWb=megawatt hour;
MWe=megawatt electric; l=liters; m3=cubic meters;
kg=kilograms.
Source: OR LMES 1995b; OR LMES 1995d.

blendstock. HEU metal and:DUblendstock are
reduced in size, weighed,..placed in appropriate
batches, loaded into graphite crucibles, melted in
vacuum induction furnaces, .and cast. -All casting
wastes can be discarded as waste after being
converted to U3 08. The metal blending: option by
casting is described in the following sections for each
process step. The processes that would be used to
produce LEU as metal are outlined in
Figure 2.212.2-1. The metalblendingprocesses are
.described for'each process step including the feed
and-product streams.
Feed Streams. The metal blending scenario has two
feed streams:
" HEU metal and alloy with an average
U-235 assay of 50 percent (bounding case
is alloy with 75-percent aluminum and
25-percent uranium)
" DU metal with a U-235 assay of
approximately 0.2 percent
Size Reduction. Surplus HEU feed materials vary in
'size and shape. Size reduction by breaking in a
hydraulic press, shearing, or sawing is required for
two principle purposes: 1) to produce roughly
uniform size pieces to facilitate process handling and
to protect process equipment, and 2) to permit
accurate preparation of individual furnace batches
containing the required mix of HEU and DU blend
metal.
Batch Preparation. Individual quantities of HEU
and DU blendstock are weighed and combined in
proportions necessary to produce the required
0.9-piercent U-235 assay in the mix. These metals
will be placed in a graphite crucible for melting.
Assay Blending. The HEU and DU batches will be
melted in criticality-safe vacuum induction furnaces.
These materials will be allowed to blend together in
the vacuum atmosphere until a homogenous mixture
is achieved. During the blending process, argon gas
.will be injected into the furnace to form a blanket
inside the furnace surface to prevent oxide buildup.

I'Metal blending may also be proposed to be used, pursuant to
appropriate NEPA documentation, to produce feedstock for
USEC's Advanced Vapor Laser Isotope Separation program.
However, this program-is outside the scope of the proposed
action of this EIS.
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.Table 2.2.2.1-2. ,Blending-Highly 'EnrichedUraniumto Low.Enriched Uranium as'UranylNitrate
,Hexahydrate-EstimatedAnnualAverage-OperationalWaste Volumes (For:Processing10 t/yr and2.1 t/
,yr.'HighlyEnrichedUranium to Approximately 150 t/yr of 4-Percentand 0..9-PercentLow;Enriched
Uranium, Respectively.)
4-Percent LEU
Generated
PostTreatment
'Volume
-Volume'

Waste Category

(in3 )

Low-Level
Liquid
22
-Solid
76
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid
.46
Solid
0
Hazardous
Liquid
88
Solid
0
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid
18,000
Solid
820b
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid
773
Solid
0
2 Post treatment is described in Sections 4.3.1.7 and 4.3.3.7.
b Includes 410 m3 of recyclable waste.

0.9-Percent LEU
:Generated
Post.Treatment
Volume
Volume'

(mi)

(m3)

(m

0
46

19
69

0
36

0
0

7
0

0
<1

0
0

11
0

0
0

17,820
591

18,000
820b

17,820
590

k23
0

763
0

795
<1

Note: Waste volumes are rounded to the nearest cubic meter (m3). Waste volumes do not include "end product" LLW that would
result from blending to 0.9-percent LEU and do not include any HLW if the irradiated and spent fuel were not down blended
after processing.
Source: OR LMES 1995b; OR LMES 1995d.
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Table 2.2.2.1-3. .Blending:Highly Enriched Uranium to. Low-Enriched Uranium as:Uranyl'Nitrate
Hexahydrate-Airborne"EmissionsDuring Operations(ForProcessing10 t/yr and 2.1 tlyr Highly
Enriched Uraniumto Approximately 150 tlyr of 4.Percentand 0.9-Percent Low-'Enriched-Uranium,
Respectively)
Emissions
(t/yr)a

!
I
I

Pollutants
Nonradiological
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
Ozone (0 3)b
Particulate matter (PM 10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Radiological
U-235 (Ci/yr)
U-238 (Ci/yr)

Y-12
2;16
0
7.3
0.22
0.17
13.5
37

:SRS

B&W

12,16
0
7.3

2.17
0
1.1
0.17
1.96
0.17

.2.17
0
1.1
0.2
0.17
1.96
0.17

6.9x10"5
3.2x10- 4

6.9x10"5
3.2x104

0.20.2
0.17
13.5
37

6.9x10 5 .
3.2x10"4

6.9x10"5
3.2x10"4

NFS

a Air emissions differ between sites for this process because of the difference in tbeir fuel source (for example, the commercial
facilities do not burn coal).
b Based on estimatedgeneration of volatile organic compounds.
Note: Ci=curies
Source: OR LMES 1995b; OR LMES 1995d.

Low-Enriched Uranium Metal Casting. The
blended melt will be cast (using a graphite mold) into
an ingot in a vacuum atmosphere. After the cast ingot
has solidified and cooled, it is removed from its
casting mold as LEU metal.
Low-Enriched Uranium Size Reduction. LEU
metal is reduced in size by breaking in a hydraulic
press, shearing, or sawing in order to facilitate the
next step in theblending process which is oxidation.
Low-Enriched Uranium Chip Oxidation. The
size-reduced LEU is oxidized in air in a criticality safe
furnace to produce powder. Oxidized LEU is more
stable than metal and is the preferred form for
material destined for disposal.
Packaging. The LEU oxide powder will be sampled
and packaged in a storage container.
Product Streams. The metal blending scenario has
two potential product streams:
- Pure and impure LEU oxide with
approximately 0.9-percent U-235 assay

Pure and impure LEU oxide with
approximately 0.9-percent U-235 assay
and an aluminum content of
approximately 4 percent (bounding case)
Operational requirements for blending HEU to LEU
as metal are given in Table 2.2.2.2-1. Estimated
waste generation and emissions generated during the
conversion and blending processes are presented in
Tables 2.2.2.2-2 and 2.2.22-3, respectively.
2.2.2.3

Uranium Hexafluoride Blending

It is possible to convert all forms of surplus HEU at
various assay and impurity-levels to UF 6 . The feed
material (HEU) and the blendstock can be blended
directly as UF 6 or converted to UNH, purified,
converted to oxide, then to UF 6 by dissolution in
hydrofluoric acid before blending. A dilution ratio of
18.4 to 1 would be needed to convert and blend
50-percent assay HEU with 1.5 percent assay LEU
blendstock into 4-percent assay LEU. UF 6 is
generally the form of LEU received by fuel
fabricators. Therefore, it is the preferred choice for
material, to be sold commercially. UF 6 is. not an
appropriate form for disposal as waste. Theprocesses
2-25
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0.9% U-235

LEU Oxide
for Disposal
Source: OR LMES i995c.
261 11HEU

Figure2.2.2.2-1. Blending Highly Enriched Uranium as MetaL
Table 2.2.2.2-1. Blending Highly Enriched
Uraniumto Low-Enriched Uranium as
Metal-OperationalRequirements (ForProcessing
3.1 tlyr Highly EnrichedUraniumto Approximately
247 tlyr of 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium)
Requirement
Consumption
Electrical Energy (MWh/yr)
3,800
Peak Load (MWe)
I
Fuel
Diesel (Iyr)
37,850
Natural gas (m 3/yr)
708
Coal (t/yr)
127
Water (million l/yr)
12
Solid Chemicals
Graphite (t/yr)
I
[Text deleted.]
Liquid Chemicals
Pump oil (kg/yr)
400
Propylene glycol (kg/yr)
16,000
Gaseous Chemicals
Argon (m3/yr)
7,000
Nitrogen (m3/yr)
7,000
Employment
Total workers
72
Note: MWh=megawatt hour; MWe=megawatt electric;
l=liters; m3=cubic meters; kg=kilogram
Source: OR LMES 1995c.

Table 2.2.2.2-2. Blending Highly Enriched
Uranium to Low-Enriched Uraniumas
Metal-EstimatedAnnual Average Operational
Waste Volumes (ForProcessing3.1 t/yr Highly
Enriched Uraniumto Approximately 247 t/yr of
0.9-Percent Low-Enriched Uranium)
Post
Waste Category
Low-Level
Liquid
Solid
I
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid
Solid
Hazardous
Liquid
Solid
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid

Solid
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid
Solid

Generated
Volume

Treatment
Volumea

(M3 )

(M3 )

280
545

0
364

9
0

0
0

<1
0

0
0

11,000
4 70 b

10,890

664
0

793
0

345

a Post treatment is described in Section 4.3.4.7.
b Includes 235 m3 of recyclable waste.
Note: Waste volumes are rounded to the nearest cubic meter
(m3 ). Waste volumes do not include "end product" LLW
that would result from blending to 0.9-percent LEU.
Source: OR LMES 1995c.
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STable 2.2.2.2-3. mBlending-Highly-Enriched
Uranium to Low-Enriched Uranium as
Metal-AirborneEmissions DuringOperations
(ForProcessing3.1 t/yr'Highly.Enriched-Uranium
to Approximately 247 t/yr of 0.9-Percent
Low-Enriched Uranium)
Pollutants
*1Nonradiological
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead'(Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
Ozonea (03)
Particulate matter (PM1 0 )
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Radiological
U-235 (Ci/yr)
U-238 (Ci/yr)
[Text deleted.]

,Emissions
(t/yr)
1.3
0
2.6
0.11
0.13
4.7
13
1.1xl0"5
2.5x10-4

a Based on estimated generation of volatile organic compounds.

Source: OR LMES 1955c.

that would be used to produce UF 6 are outlined in
Figure 2.2.2.3-1.
During the UF 6 blending process, HEU metal is
reduced in size, dissolved in nitric acid, purified
through solvent extraction, converted to U0 3 ,
reduced to U0 2 , hydrofluorinated to uranium
tetrafluoride (UF 4 ), fluorinated to UF6 , then blended
with UF 6 blendstock to the desired commercial LEU
assay. The process steps are described in more detail
in the following paragraphs:
Feed Streams. The UF 6 blending scenario has two
feed streams:
Pure and impure HEU metal -alloys,
solutions, or oxides with an average
U-235 assay of 50 percent (bounding case
is alloy with 75-percent aluminum and
25-percent uranium which uses more
resources and produces more waste)
" Pure DU, NU, or LEU UF 6 blendstock
Size Reduction. The HEU feed materials (metal)
vary in size and shape. Size reduction is necessary to

facilitate process handling, oxidation,.and
dissolution. 'Size reduction can be accomplished by
crushing, machining, or by rolling and shearing.
Oxidation. Size-reduced metal is oxidized in air in a
criticality-safe furnace toproduce uranium oxide
'powder. For process purposes,- this powder is
'preferred .over metal for nitric acid dissolution.
:However,, size-reduced. metal also- can be -directly
'dissolved in nitricacid..With' the uranium converted
to oxide, alternative- paths are available for
conversion to UF 6. If purification is, not-required,. the
oxide may be fluorinated directly to UF 6 as described
below.
Nitric Acid Dissolution. Either the oxides or
size-reduced metal is dissolved in nitric acid to create
an aqueous UNH solution for purification.
Purification. If UNH solution contains impurities,
the solutions must be purified prior to blending. The
bounding case assumes purification for the HEU
--stream only,-since additional steps areineeded.
Impure HEU as uranyl nitrate is purified in a two-step
solvent extraction process. Uranyl nitrate transfers
selectively from the aqueous -solution into
immiscible organic extraction Media, leaving
impurities in the aqueous solution. 'the pure uranyl
nitrate is transferred to an aqueous stripping solution
and is concentrated by evaporation before
denitration.
Denitration. Denitration is a thermal decomposition
process in which the concentrated uranyl nitrate is
decomposed in a heated rotary kiln to form U0 3.
Reduction. Uranium trioxide is reduced with
hydrogen at 600 degrees Celsius ('C) (1,1120
Fahrenheit [0F]) converting it to U0 2.
Hydrofluorination. Hydrofluorination of U0 2 to
UF 4 uses hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas as the
fluorinating agent.

I Fluorination.

Following hydrofluorination, UF 4 is
fluorinated to UF 6 using elemental fluorine gas (F2).
Direct fluorination of U0 3 or U30 8 to UF 6 requires
elemental fluorine, which is produced in electrolytic
fluorine cells from HF or is purchased in fluorine
cylinders. Fluorination of UF 4 to UF 6 requires only
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Bounding Case
Source: OR LMES 1995a.
2618/HEU

Figure2.2.2.3-1. Blending Highly Enriched Uranium as UraniumHexafluoride.
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one third as much elemental fluorine and is
significantly less expensive.
Assay'Blending.,Prior to blending, HEU-and the
blendstock are separately liquefiedeach in its own
container,- and-sampled to verify the purity. and assay
of the feed.,HEU and blendstock are vaporized,
blended. together in precise ratios to- achieve the
desired U-235 assay in. the-:blended. product,
liquefied, and collected. The product cylinders are
heated for'homogenization and sampled for purity
and assay verification.
Packaging. The LEU UF 6 is collected in cold traps
and transferred (as liquid) into DOT-approved
shipping cylinders,
Product Streams. The UF 6 blending scenario has
one product stream: pure LEU UF 6 with a U-235
assay of 4 percent (bounding case).
Operational requirements for blending HEU to LEU
as UF6 are given in Table 2.2.2.3-1. Estimated waste
generation and emissions generated during the
conversion and blending processes are presented in
Tables 2.2.2.3-2 and 2.2.2.3-3, respectively.
2.2.3

CANDIDATE SITES

Four candidate sites are analyzed in this EIS for
disposition (using one or more of the blending
processes) of surplus HEU. They are DOE's Y-12
Plant at ORR; SRS; and two privately owned and
operated facilities, B&W and NFS. The Y-12 Plant is
the interim storage site for most of the surplus HEU.
B&W and NFS have NRC licenses to process HEU.
All of these sites are currently performing, or until
recently have performed, national security activities
involving HEU. The selection of-sites and the
descriptions of current blending activities at these
sites are presented in the following sections.
2.2.3.1

Site Selection

All candidate sites currently have technically viable
HEU conversion and blending capabilities and could
begin, in the relatively near future, to convert surplus
HEU to proliferation-resistant forms consistent with
the President's nonproliferation policy. New sites and
facilities are not considered reasonable for blending,
given the .availability of existing sites and facilities,

Table 2.12.234-.
Blending Highly Enriched
Uranium toý Low-Enriched Uranium agUranium
•Hexafluoride-OperationalRequirements
10 tlyr Highly Enriched,Uranium
(For'Processing.
to Approximately 194 t/yr of 4-Percent
I
. Low-Enriched Uranium)
Requirement
Electrca•;'Energy (MWh/yr)
Peak Load (MWe)
Fuel
Diesel (l/yr)
Natural gas (m3/yr)
Coal (t/yr)
Steam (kg/yr)
Water (million i/yr)
Solid Chemicals
Potassium hydroxide (t/yr)
Barium nitrate (t/yr)
Sodium hydroxide (tlyr)
Sodium fluoride (t/yr)
Liquid Chemicals
Propylene glycol (kg/yr)
Sodium hydroxide, 50 percent
by wt. (tlyr)
Sodium nitrate, 40 percent
by wt. (tlyr)
Nitric acid, new, 30 percent
by wt. (t/yr)
Nitric acid, recovereu, 30 percent
by wt. (t/yr)
Dibutyl carbitol (kg/yr)
Tributyl Phosphate (kg/yr)

'Consumvtion
25,000
2
56,800
21,200
545
8,700
20

6
3.5
1
0.1
1,600
60
40
20
20
400
50

N-dodecane (or high-grade

kerosene) (tlyr)
Gaseous Chemicals
Hydrogen (m3/yr)
Anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (t/yr)
Fluorine (t/yr)
Argon (m3/yr)
Nitrogen (m3/yr)
Employment
Total workers

1.5

1,130
4
2
2,830
2,830
126,

Note: MWb=megawatt bour; MW=megawatt electric;
l=liter; m3=cubic meter; kg=kilogram
Source: OR LMES 1995a.
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Table 22.2,3-2. Blending Highly.Enriched
Uranium to Low-Enriched Uraniumas'Uranium
Hexafluoride-EstimatedAnnual Average
OperationalWaste-Volumes (ForProcessing10 t/yr
Highly Enriched Uranium to Approximately
194 t/yr of 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium)
Post
Generated Tfreatment
Volume
Volume
Waste Category
Low-Level
Liquid
Solid
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid
Solid
Hazardous
Liquid
Solid
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid
Solid
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid
Solid

(Mi3 )

(m3y,

49
145

0
89

159
0

0
0

6
0

0
0

18,000
8 2 0b

17,820
590

1,155
<1

1,350
<1

I Post treatment is described in Section 4.3.2.7.
3

b Includes 410 m of recyclable waste.
Note: Waste volumes are rounded to the nearest cubic meter
(m1).
OR LMES 1995a.
Source:
I
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.Table.2.2.2.3-3. Blending-Highly Enriched
Uranium to Low;Enriched Uranium as Uranium
;Hexafluoride-AirborneEmissionsDuring
Operations(ForProcessing10 t/yr Highly
Enriched Uranium to Approximately 194 t/yr of
4-PercentLow-Enriched'Uranium)
Pollutants
Nonradiological
-.Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
Ozone (03)b
Particulate matter (PMIo)c
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)
Total suspended particulates
(TSP)c
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Emissions
(t/yr)
23
a
1.4
0.2
0.2
2.9
0,2
d

Radiological
1.1xlO"4
U-235 (Ci/yr)
ý'6.2xlO"
U-238 (Ci/yr)
a No emissions from this process.
b Based on estimated generation of volatile organic
compounds.
c It is conserv'atively assumed that all PM1 0 emissions are

TSP emissions.
d Emission of gaseous fluorides is estimated to be a trace
amount.
Source: OR LMES 1995a.

*Descriptionof the Proposed
Action and Alternatives
*because new facilities would require capital
investment and may not be cost. effective. Moreover,
new construction would pose-additional impacts to
the environment, although impacts from normal
operations would be similar.
The Y-12 Facility has both molten metal and.UNH
blending capabilities. The commercial vendor.sites,
'B&W and NFS,.have.onlyLUNH blending.capability
at. thistime. UNH. facilities at Y-12 and SRS are
currently not in operation and may:require upgrading
before conversion and blending operations can
.resume. B&W and NFS hold NRC licenses for their
IHEU operations, including blending. [Text deleted]
2.2.3.2

Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

The ORR facility is located within the city
boundaries of Oak Ridge, approximately 19
kilometers (km) or 12 miles (mi) west of Knoxville,
Tennessee. ORR's Y-1 2 Plant is the primary location
of several defense program missions including:
maintaining the capabilities to fabricate components
(primarily uranium and lithium) for nuclear weapons,
storing uranium and lithium parts, dismantling
nuclear weapon components returned from the
national stockpile, processing special nuclear
materials, and providing special production support
to DOE design agencies and other Departmental
programs. A description of existing uranium
conversion and blending facilities. at the Y-12 Plant is
presented below. Descriptions of the affected
environment for various resources at ORR, including
Y-12, are provided in Section 3.3.
The existing enriched uranium operations facilities at
the Y-12 Plant perform a variety of HEUprocessing
and manufacturing operations. A few of the
operations performed could be utilized to blend HEU
down to LEU utilizing DU, NU, or LEU blendstock.
[Text deleted.]
Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate Blending. UNH
blending is performed in the Building
9212-Chemical Recovery Facility. The facility has
the capability to recover and purify uranium in very
dilute amounts from a wide variety of material
streams. The facility has the capability to convert
HEU materials to pure UNH and blend the pure UNH

to LEU-in the form of:UNH:crystals. Processes
include incineration, nitric acid dissolution,, primary
and secondary .solvent extraction (purification),
evaporation, thermal denitration (oxide preparation),
hydrogen reduction of'UO 3 ,.hydrofluorination of
U0 2 , and reduction of UF 4 .
If feed materials are pure,'the blending process is
'-simplified. In that.case, only dissolution. and oxide
preparation are required to blend' HEU with DU;NU,
or. LEU. ,The.UNH blending process.consists of feed
size reduction, oxidation, nitric acid dissolution,
purification, UNLH blending, and drying and
crystallizing to produce UNH crystals. Blending can
occur at a rate of 5.6 t/yr for UNH blending of
50-percent -assay HEU to 4-percent assay LEU,
operating .21 shifts per week or 1.5 t/yr to 0.9-percent
assay LEU for waste disposal. This capacity could be
doubled if a second denitrator, which has been
purchased by Y-12 but not yet installed, is added to
the system.
Metal Blending. Molten metal blending is
performed in the Building 9212 E-Wing Casting
Facility. The casting facility has 12 vacuum induction
furnaces, but due to use of the facility for other
missions and routine maintenance requirements, it is
assumed that 6 of the 12 furnaces, with 75-percent
availability, would be available to perform HEU
blending. The metal blending processes consist of
feed size reduction, batch preparation, melting, assay
blending, LEU metal. casting, oxidation, and
packaging.
The HEU and blendstock metal pieces are melted and
cast to form the desired assay LEU metal product.
The blendstock pieces are batch-weighed and mixed
with HEU, applying the appropriate blend ratio. The
blend would be cast into 18.5-kilogram (kg)
(40.7-pound [lb]) LEU logs. Blending can occur at a
maximum rate of 3.1 t/yr for molten metal blending
of 50-percent assay HEU to 0.9-percent assay LEU
with DU operating 21 shifts per week. Use of all 12
vacuum induction furnaces with 75-percent
availability would double the capacity.
Since capabilities exist at Y-12 to perform HEU
-blending operations, no additional facilities need, to
be constructed. Y-12 facilities are currently not
operational and to improve conduct of operations,
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DOE must- successfully complete an Operational
ReadinessReviewprior to restart based on DOE 0
425.1, Startup and-Restart--ofNuclear Facilities.
Blending operations are expected to resume in 1997.
2.2.3.3

..Savannah River Site, Aiken, South
:Carolina

The Savannah RiverSite is approximately'32-kri (20
mi) south of Aiken,' South Carolina, and occupies
approximately 80,130 hectares (ha) (198,000 acres).
Its primary mission was to produce strategic isotopes
(Pu-239 and tritium) used in the development and
production of nuclear weapons for national defense.
The historical production cycle at SRS involved the
fabrication of metal fuel and target assemblies for
irradiation in the site reactors, followed by chemical
dissolution, separation, and conversion into solid
forms. The current mission is to store, treat, stabilize,
and dispose of waste materials; manage and dispose
of nuclear materials and facilities; restore the
environment and manage natural resources; develop
mission-supportive technology partnerships; and
support current and future national security and
nuclear materials requirements. Descriptions of the
affected environment for various resources at SRS
are provided in Section 3.4.
Except as noted below, SRS has the capability to
blend HEU to either 4-percent or 0.9-percent LEU.
The facilities for the UNH processes are located in
the F- and H-Canyons. The F-Canyon facility was
completed in 1954 with the primary mission being
the separation and recovery of Pu-239 and U-235
from irradiated fuel. The H-Canyon facility was
completed in 1955 and was originally designed for
the same missions as F-Canyon and utilizes the same
processes. H-Canyon's mission was changed in 1959
to the processing of irradiated enriched uranium to
recover uranium with U-235 content of 1.1 percent to
93.5 percent.
Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate Blending. Blending
HEU to LEU as UNH could be accomplished in the
F- and/or H-Canyons at SRS. The canyons are large
facilities for chemical separation, with large portions
of the facilities shielded for remotely controlled
operations. Overhead cranes allow remote equipment
repairs, the installation of control systems, and other
activities associated with operations. The canyons are
equipped with dissolvers, centrifugal clarifiers, and
2-32

'solvent extraction ,systems..HEU would be prepared
and staged in either F-.or.H-Canyon and the
-blendstock material (DU, NU,.or LEU) would be
prepared and staged in either canyon but not
necessarily the same canyon: as the HEU.
Blending HEU and LEU could be done in the
H-Area, using a new blendingtank recently installed.
LEU solutions then could be transferred to F-Area
for solidification. [Text deleted.] Blending could
theoretically occur-at a rate of 37 t/yr of HEU for
UNH blending of 50-percent assay HEU to'4-percent
assay LEU or 7.5 t/yr to 0.9-percent assay LEU (both
canyons, all dissolvers). Actual throughput would
likely be significantly lower since the HEU blending
would have to share the resources (facilities and
personnel) with other nuclear materials stabilization
activities. The proportion of resources available to
the HEU blending, and the associated throughput,
would be determined by programmatic and budget
decisions made to coordinate all nuclear materials
stabilization activities.
The existing facility that could be-used to solidify
blended down UNH solutions at SRS (the FA-Line)
is not designed to be critically safe for processing
solutions with enrichment levels higher than about I
percent. Thus, SRS could perform UNH blending of
HEU to 0.9-percent LEU and subsequent
solidification, but it could not, at present, solidify
(crystallize and/or oxidize) HEU that is blended to
commercial enrichment levels (4 to 5 percent). There
are about 20 t of surplus HEU at SRS. (The quantities
of the various forms of surplus HEU at SRS remain
classified.) While it is virtually all off-spec material,
including solutions and some irradiated fuel, most of
it is considered to be potentially suitable for
commercial use. (In connection with the Final
Environmental Impact Statement Interim
Management of Nuclear Materials [DOE/EIS-0220,
October 1995] and the associated ROD(s), the DOE
will dissolve and stabilize some of the irradiated fuel
in the F-Canyon and/or H-Canyon at SRS to make it
suitable for safe storage. If carried out, that process
would result in the separation of the HEU, thus
making it available to the HEU disposition program.)
One or more of several options for providing for
solidification of UNH solutions at commercial
enrichment levels at SRS - may be proposed in the
future, although none is -being proposed by
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DOE at this time. 12 DOE could complete a partially
built Uranium Solidification Facility in the H-Area at
SRS, or build a new facility. Anotherpossibility is
that a private,, commercial entity, or another&Federal
agency, would-build such a facilityeither within SRS
(on land leased' from'DOE) or nearby.-Such a-private
facility would need to 'be licensed'by'NRC. To
conservatively estimate impacts, the'-HEU EIS
includes the impacts of the solidification process as if
it could occur. at-SRS. If a-solidification facility were
proposed and constructed,. impacts would likely
include land disturbance and minor air emissions
from construction equipment. If construction of such
a facility were proposed, additional NEPAreview, as
appropriate, would be conducted by DOE (or in
connection with NRC licensing proceedings for a
private facility). Using existing facilities, blended
down LEU UNH solution (at 4-5 percent enrichment)
could be transported to another facility (such as
Y-12, B&W, NFS, or a fuel fabricator) for
solidification. 13 Alternatively, all of the SRS material
could be blended to about 0.9-percent enrichment
12

The list of possible alternatives is not intended to be, and
should not be construed to be, an exhaustive list of all
reasonable alternatives for solidification of UNH at
commercial enrichment levels at SRS, should such
solidification be proposed.
13
The approximately 20 t of HEU solutions at SRS could be
blended to approximately 617 t of 4-percent UNH solution.
The UNH solution could be transported from SRS using
NRC-certified liquid cargo tank trailers (for example,
DOE-specification MC-312, NRC Certificate of Compliance
Number 5059), or other DOT-approved Type A fissile
packaging to one of several offsite facilities that could perform
the solidification of the material. The SRS site is in close
proximity to existing commercial fuel fabrication facilities in
both South Carolina and North Carolina that could perform the
solidification. The South Carolina facility (97 km [61 mi)) from
SRS) is assumed as a representative solidification site for the
purpose of analysis only (it is not proposed. at this time). This
project (transportation for solidification of 617 t of LEU
solution) would require about 350 truckloads of 16,800 kg
(37,000 lb each) of UNH solution (includes 1.8 t uranium per
truckload). The impact from nonradiological accidents would
beabout 3.7x 10,3 fatalities for the entire project. The risk from
radiological accidents is estimated to be 3.9x10 5 fatalities for
the entire project. The impacts from normal (accident-free)
transportation, inclu- ding handling and air pollution would be

about 1.9x 10-2 fatalities. The combined impact for the total
campaign would be about 2.3x10 2 fatalities. The location of
such offsite solidification and the extent of any transportation
may depend in part on future proposals concerning the off-spec

material at SRS and/or construction of a UNH solidification
facility. Additional NEPA review would be conducted, as
appropriate.

and solidified at SRS. (This was the alternative
considered in the Interim Management of Nuclear
*Materials EIS.)
[Text.deleted.]
Other minor, facility. upgrades,- such as loading dock
'modifications for..F- and/or HýCanyons to. facilitate
the transfer.of.UNH solutions, would also be required
14
to provide blending: of.HEU to. LEU, as UNH.
2.2.3.4

'Babcock & Wilcox Site, Lynchburg,
Virginia

The B&W facility is located 8 km (5 mi) east of
Lynchburg, Virginia. The facility is situated on
approximately 212 ha (524 acres). B&W is an
operating company of McDermott Inc., a subsidiary
of McDermott International, Inc. Three facilities are
located at the B&W Lynchburg site: Naval Nuclear
Fuel Division (NNFD); Lynchburg Technology
Center, which includes the Research and
Development Division; and the Commercial Nuclear
Fuel Plant. 15 A description of existing uranium
conversion and blending operations at B&W is
presented below. Descriptions of the affected
environment for various resources at B&W are
provided in Section 3.5.
The current primary mission of B&W NNFD is the
fuel fabrication and purification of HEU and scrap
uranium and the removal and recovery of materials
generated in manufacturing waste streams to prevent
environmental degradation. The capacity of B&W
for recovery and purification is about 24 t/yr of HEU.
These operations occur in the NNFD complex
buildings Bays 12A, 13A, and 14A. Other operations
in the NNFD complex include the conversion of
HEU into a classified product used in the fabrication
of naval nuclear fuel. B&W also is involved in
research. and development of improved
manufacturing techniques and operates several
14

As part of ongoing activities to. upgrade the Safety
Authorization Basis for the nuclear facilities at SRS, DOE is

further evaluating the structural integrity and seismic response
of the canyon facilities. These analyses are expected to be
completed in July 1996.
15The

Commercial Nuclear Fuel Plant was previously a B&W

facility but is now owned and operated by the B&W Fuel
Company, a conglomerate of French companies that includes
*Framatome.
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laboratories:. These-operations occur primarily. in'the
Lynchburg Technology Center. facility. This facility

[,is northwest of.NNFD and would not be used for
operations-involved in the' HEU EIS.
The NNFD. Facility is one of. only two commercial
facilities in the United States capable of providing
HEU processing :services. The facility, is -operated
under -License -SNM-42, Docket Number. 0-27,
granted by'NRC. The license includes both.the
*recovery and the blending of HEU. Current processes
are. for uranium in a UNH -form. Recovery and
blending operations have been performed for several
years at B&W. The most recent NEPA document
]addressing its operations is the Supplemental
Environmental Assessment for Renewal of Special
Nuclear Material-LicenseSNM-42, U.S. NRC, dated
June 1995. The resultant FONSI indicated that these
operations were within the scope of the license.
The B&W NNFD Facility is licensed to possess up to
60,000 kg (132,000 lb) of U-235 in any required
chemical or physical form (except UF 6 ) and atany
enrichment. The total •quantities of the HEU and
uranium oxide blendstock required for the proposed
action may exceed these limits for the alternatives in
this EIS. Therefore, it might be necessary to increase
the licensed possession limits or to-schedule and
stage the receipt and processing of these materials so
that the quantity of uranium on site would not exceed
any NRC license conditions.
Because the capabilities already exist at B&W for
recovery and blending of HEU, no construction of
additional buildings is required. Modifications to the
buildings may be needed, which could include the
purchase of additional equipment. The B&W facility
could effectively begin processing HEU
immediately. B&W already meets security
requirements, since the processing of similar material
has occurred in the past. No new equipment would be
needed to meet current security requirements.
The facility has a complete environment, safety, and
health program that includes all relevant areas (for
example, radiation safety, industrial safety, industrial
hygiene, and environmental engineering) as required
by NRC. A criticalityanalysis has been performed
for all areas where uranium would be located to
establish mass. criticality safety limits. Uranium
metal dissolution in acid would be conducted in fume
,2-34

hoods, since there would be no particulate matter
,initially: Uranium oxidedissolution in acid would be
,conducted in gloveboxes since. particulate matter
could-exist. Machining and, grinding operations
-would'be conducted ina separate glovebox, if
,grinding or crushing of the material is necessary. The
,gloveboxes would be .under. negative-pressure at all
times to ensure that material, is not. releasedinto the
*.worker area. ,The separation of metals and oxides is
-already conducted for all uranium operations. The
processing of the HEU would be based on dissolution
-with a centrifuge operation'to remove wet,
undissolved material. The uranium solution then
would go through a tertiary solvent extraction to
remove over99 percent of the uranium. B&W has.air
pollution -control -systems and liquid effluent
treatment systems in place that would ensure that the
facility is in compliance with applicable NRC (10
CFR 20) and Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality regulations. The facility can address any
permit modifications with the existing air pollution
control system and liquid effluent treatment systems.
2.2.3.5

.Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin,
Tennessee

The NFS facility is located in .the city of Erwin,
Tennessee. The facility is situated on approximately
25.5 ha (63 acres). A description of existing uranium
conversion and blending operations at NFS is
presented below. Descriptions of the affected
environment. for various resources at NFS are
provided in Section 3.6.
The primary mission of NFS has been to convert
HEU into a classified product used in the naval
nuclear fuel program. This operation occurred in the
300-complex area. NFS was. also involved in
research on and development of improved
manufacturing techniques, recovery and purification
of scrap uranium, and removal and recovery of
materials generated in manufacturing waste streams
to prevent environmental degradation. The capacity
of NFS for recovery and purification is about 10 t of
HEU at 93-percent assay of U-235 per year. The
recovery and purification operations occur in the
300-complex area.
The NFS Facility is one of only two commercial
facilities in the United States capable of providing
HEU processingservices. The- facility is operated
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under. License SNM-124, Docket Number 70-143,
granted by NRC. The-license includes• both the
recovery.and the-blending of HEU. Blending
operations currently. are for uranium in a UN-I: form.
Recovery and blending operations have been
performed for several years at NFS. The most recent
NEPA document addressing its operations is the
Environmental Assessment for Renewal of Special
Nuclear Material.:License SNM-124, *U.S.'
NRC,
dated August 1991. The resultant FONSI indicated
that these operations were within the. license basis.
On May 7, 1993, NRC issued Amendment No. 3 to
SNM-124, which authorizes NFS to perform
downblending of HEU. This amendment was based
on the analysis in the Safety Evaluation Report,
Docket Number 70-143. Upon reviewing the report,
NRC determined that there would not be a significant
impact to health, safety, or the environment and that
because the provisions of 10 CFR 51.22(c)(11) had
been met, neither an EA nor an EIS was necessary for
the amendment.
The NFS facility is licensed to possess up to 7,000 kg
(15,400 lb) of U-235 in any required chemical or
physical form and at any enrichment. The total
quantities of the HEU and uranium oxide blendstock
under the proposed action might exceed these limits;
therefore, it might be necessary to increase the
licensed possession limits or to schedule and stage
the receipt and processing of these materials so that
the quantity of uranium onsite would not exceed any
NRC requirements.
Becausethe capabilities exist already at NFS for
performing the recovery and blending of HEU, no
additional buildings need to be constructed.
Modifications to the buildings may be needed, which
may include the purchase of additional equipment.
The NFS facility could cost effectively begin
processing the material within one year. In addition,
NFS already meets security requirements, since the
processing of similar material has occurred in the
past. No new equipment would be needed to meet
current security requirements.
The facility has a complete environment, safety, and
health program that includes all relevant areas (for
example, radiation safety, industrial safety, industrial
hygiene, environmental monitoring) as required by
NRC. A criticality analysis has been performed for
all areas where uranium would be located to establish

-mass criticality safety limits. Uranium metal and
uranium oxide dissolution in nitric acid would be
*conducted in fumehoods. ,The fume hoodshave a
,dual layer of air flow to reduce exposure to the
workers. Hydrofluoric acid would be used to enhance
.dissolution. Uranium oxide production would'be
conducted in gloveboxes: since particulate matter
*could exist. The gloveboxes, would be under negative
pressure at all times to ensure. that material is not
'released into' the worker area.' NFS has air pollution
control systems and liquid. effluent treatment systems
in place that. allow the facility to comply with-permit
requirements, and potentialpermit modifications, for
uranium and other hazardous pollutants in
accordance with 10 CFR 20 and State of Tennessee
Rule 1200-3-11.03.
2.3

POLLUTION PREVENTION

The Pollution PreventionAct of 1990 established a
national policy that, whenever feasible, pollution
should be prevented or reduced at the source. Under
this Act, pollution that cannot be prevented should be
recycled and disposal or other releases into the
environment should be employed only as a last resort.
It also requires that these pollution prevention
activities should be conducted in an environmentally
safe manner. Executive Order 12856, dated August 3,
1993, and .DOE Order 5400.1 implement the
provisions of the Pollution PreventionAct of 1990.
Pollution prevention is designed to keep pollutants
from being released to the environment. These
preventive measures include source reduction,
recycling, treatment, and disposal. The emphasis is
on source reduction and recycling to prevent the
creation of wastes (that is, waste minimization).
Source reduction and waste minimization techniques
include good operating practices, technology
modifications, input material changes, and product
changes. Use and reuse plus reclamation are onsite
and offsite recycling techniques.
Highly enriched uranium blending would incorporate
waste minimization and pollution prevention.
Segregation of activities that generate radioactive and
hazardous wastes would be employed, where
possible, to avoid the generation of mixed wastes.
Where applicable, treatment to separate radioactive
and nonradioactive components would be performed
to reduce the volume of mixed wastes and provide for
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cost-effective disposal or, recycling. To facilitate
waste minimization, where-possible, nonhazardous
materials would be- substituted for those materials
.that contribute to the -generation. of hazardous or
mixed waste. Material from the waste streams would
be treated to facilitate disposal as nonhazardous
wastes, where possible.
,2.4.

COMPARISON OF
ALTERNATIVES

A comparison Of the site-specific. environmental
impacts of the surplus HEU disposition alternatives
is presented in this section. The combined-impacts of
each alternative for the disposition of the 200 t of
surplus HEU inventory, which may involve multiple
technologies, sites, and end products, are
summarized. The annual operational impacts of each
I of the blending technologies for various resources at
the candidate sites are fully described in Sections 4.3
and 4.4.
For each alternative analyzed other than the No
Action Alternative, there are two potential processes
for blending to commercial fuel (UNH and UF 6 ) and
two potential processes for blending to waste (UNH
and metal). The impacts and, in the case of blending
to waste, the processing rate of the respective
processes.differ. In other words, the magnitude of
expected impacts and the time required to complete
disposition actions depend on the process selected.

*
*,

*i

Material could be blended to waste at the two DOE
sites using UNH blending, however, at ORR both
UNH and metal blending could be used for blending
to waste. Similarly, material could be blended to
commercial fuel feed at the two commercial sites
using either UNH or UF 6 blending. To provide
conservatism in the site-specific analyses below,
where there is such a choice of-applicable processes
at a site (that is, blending to waste at DOE's ORR
[Y-12 Plant]) site and blending to commercial fuel
feed at the commercial sites), the value given for each
resource area is based on whichever process produces
the greatest impact.

I For

blending to waste at Y-12, the UNH process
would produce the.greatest impact in all resource
areas except three. The metal process would produce
the greatest impacts for liquid LLW generated, solid
LLW generated, and solid"LLW-after treatment.
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Therefore, the analyses below conservatively use the
metal impacts for these three resource areas.. and the
UNH impacts for all other resource areas atY-'12.
-For blending to commercial fuel feed.at the
commercial- sites, the UF6 process :would' produce the
.greatest impacts in all resource-areas except, three.
The UNH process would produce.the, greatest
.impacts for liquid hazardous waste generated,. solid
nonhazardous waste after treatment, and
transportation. The. analyses below conservatively
.use the UNH impacts for these three resource areas,
and the UF6 impacts for all other resource areas at
Y-12.
The-results indicate, that all four sites have the
capacity to process material with minimal impacts to
workers, the-public, or the environment. For the two
DOE sites, the generation of waste based on an
increased usage of utilities represents small
increases-less than 5 percent over current
operations. For the two commercial sites, the
generation of waste based on an increased usage of
utilities represents increases of over 20 percent, but
both facilities have adequate capacity to
accommodate the increases since neither site is
currently operating at full capacity. The NFS site
would require a large increase in water usage (166
percent) and fuel requirements (933 percent). [Text
deleted.] -Because the quantity of water and fuel used
in the past for similar operations was also used for the
proposed action and in the analyses in this EIS, it is
anticipated that the increase in these requirements
can easily be accommodated at NFS. The alternatives
.as described are not intended to represent exclusive
choices among which DOE (or other
decisionmakers) must choose;, but rather to provide a
range of reasonable alternatives.
A comparison of the incremental environmental
impacts of the HEU disposition alternatives is
summarized in Tables 2.4-1 and 2.4-2. Table 2.4-1
compares the total campaign and maximum
incremental impacts for each resource and alternative
at each of the four alternative blending sites. Table
2.4-2 presents the summary comparison of total
campaign maximum incremental impacts for each
alternative. In addition, impacts. assbciated with no
action are included for a baseline comparison.

;Descriptionof the Proposed
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Incremental impacts shown in-Tables 2.4-1 and.2.4- 2
are based on the maximum impact for each resource
at. each site (that is, .the maximum electricity- needed
for either UNH or.UF 6 blending to fuel or UNH.or
metal blending to waste) using: 10 t/yr processing rate
for commercial blending and 2.1-or 3.1 t/yr
processing rate for -blending to waste. These
processing rates were also used to. determine, the
duration of commercial blending for each, alternative.
If two sites were used for commercial blending a total
of 20 t would be blended:annually (10 t/yr at-each site)
and-would take*4 years to blend 80 t of.HEU, whereas,
*in the case of 4 sites, a total of 40 t/yr would be
blended continuing over a period of 2 years to blend
80 t. However, as shown in Table. 2.1.2-1, DOE
expects to make only 8 t of surplus HEU available for

commercial use annually:due to materialavailability,
market conditions, and legislative. requirements
which would- reduce the -annual-processing rate for
.each site when -multiple sites -are' used., Therefore,
.because total campaign, impacts. presented. in Table
2..4-1- use incremental impactsmestimated for. each
:resource using the processing rates analyzed in this
,EIS, they represent upper -bound. total. campaign
impacts. If surplus-HEU is-made available.at less than
the combined capacity of blending sites, it would take
"moretime to -blend the surplus inventory.to
commercial -fuel. In-such a case,, total campaign
impacts are anticipated to be roughly .the same, but
would be realized at lower rates over a.longer period
of time.
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'Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and Candidate Site

Alternative 1: No Action
Site InfrastructureBaseline Characteristics(No Action)
Site
Y-12
SRS
.
[.•Electricity (MvWhyr)
420,500
.659,000
Electric peak load (MWe)
62
130
Diesel/oil (l/yr)
0
28,400,000
Natural gas (m3/yr)
66,000,000
0
Coal (t/yr)
2,940
210,000
Steam generation (kg/hr)
99,000
85,400
Water usage (l/yr)
7,530,000,000
153,687,000,000
Note: MWb=megawatt hour; MWe=megawatt electric; l=liter;m.3=cubic meter.

B&W
,64,700
14.3
470,000
2,850,000
0
1,460
195,000,000

"NFS
'21:,800
3.5
36,000
124900
0
6,260
57,000,000

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.2.

EstimatedAmbient Concentrationsof CriteriaPollutants From Existing Sources
at Each CandidateSite Boundary (No Action)
Averaging
Time
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
Particulate matter (PM 10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

Mandated by South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Virginia
Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as IM)

8 hours
1 hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

MostStringent
Regulations or
Y-12
Guidelines
(g/rm 3 )
(#g/mf)
0,000a
40,000a
1.5a
100a
50a
150a
80a
365a
1,300a

Annual
24 hours
I month
1 week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

60c
150c
0.8c
1.6c
2.9c
3.7c
250c

SRS
(pghn 3)

B&W
([4g/m)

NFS
(jg/rn 3)

5
11
0.05

22
171
0.0004

4
13.1
b

1.97
2.52
b

3
1
2
2
32
80

5.7
3
50.6
14.5
196
823

3.5
0.02
0.16
0.34
2.28
11.8

0.62
0.03
0.21
0.02
0.15:
0.35

0.03
0.22
b,d
b, d
b, d
b, d
b,

0.03'
0.21
0.02
<0.06
0.06
0.1
0.11

1d
2
0.2
0.3
<0.6
<0.6
0.6

12.6
4 7 de
0.09
0.39
1.04
1.99
<2 9 9 d

i

' Federal standard.
b No emissions from processes used at the site.
C State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
e Based on maximum measured SRS ambient monitoring data for 1985.
[Text deleted.]
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites, Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations; m 3=cubic meter.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.2.
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Descriptionof the Proposed
Action and Alternatives
Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and CandidateSite-Continued
:Socioeconomic ParametersBaseline Characteristics(No Action)
Site

ORR
15,273
523

SRS
19,208
1,1491'

B&W
1,846
80

Employment
Payroll (million $)
Regional Economic Area
Employment
1995
462,900
243,800
321,400
2000
488,700
259,400
334,700
Unemployment (%)
1994
4.9
6.7
4.9
Per capita income
1995 (S)
18,200
17,800
18,000
.2000($)
19,214
18,930
18,788
Region of Influence
Population
1995
519,300
477,600
219,900
508,300
229,000
548,200
2000
Housing units
1995
222,000
189,400
90,500
234,400
201,600
94,300
2000
[Text deleted.)
Total payroll for 1992 is based on 1990 employee wage and 1992 total number of employees (SRS 1995a:4).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.2.

NFS
325
13.2

253$,800
265,500
5.9
16,800
17,594

322,600
337,600
135,700
141,900

PotentialRadiologicalImpacts to Workers and the Public Resulting
From Normal OperationsBaseline Characteristics(No Action)

I

Receptor
ORR
SRS
B&W
Natural background radiation dose (mrem/yr)
295
298
329
Average worker (mrem/yr)
4
17.9
10
5
4
Fatal cancer risk for 20 years
3.2x10"
l.4x10
8.0x10 5
Maximum worker exposure (mrem/yr)
2,000
3,000
3,300
Maximally exposed member of public (mrem/yr)
2b
0.32
5.0x10 2
5
6
Fatal cancer risk for 20 years
2.0x10"
3.2x105.Ox10"7
Total worker dose (person-rem/yr)
68
216
18
Number of fatal cancers for 20 years
0.54
1.7
0.14
Total population dose (person-rem/yr)
28
21.5
0.35
Number of fatal cancers for 20 years
0.28
0.22
3.5x] 0.
Representative of one-half year.
b Representative of air and liquid media only; an additional I mrem/yr may be incurred due to direct exposure.
Note: mrem=millirem; remn--roentgen equivalent man.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.2.

NFS
340
50
4 .Ox1O04
470a
3.3x10 2
3.3x1]0"
16.3
0.13
0.2
2.0xl0.3
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Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum Incremental Impactsfor Each Alternative

and CandidateSite-Continued

I

PotentiaIHazardousChemicallinpactsato Workers-and thefPublic Resulting
From NormaltOperationsBaseline:Characteristics(No Action)
Receptor
Maximally Exposed Individual
*Hazard indexb
Cancer riskc
Onsite Worker
Hazard indexd
Cancer risk'

I.
b

ORR

SRS

.B&W

NFS

3,95x 10"2
0

5.16x10 3
1.3lxl0"7

A15x10. 5
1.68x10"8

9.55x10-2
0

0.154
0

1.16
1.94x 10- 4

4.07x 10"3
3.94x 10- 5

7.57x 10
0

Includes any background emissions that would be present at the site in the absence of site operations plus site emissions that exist
at the present time.
Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maximally exposed individual.

c Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
d Hazard indexffisum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
e Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr.) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x
(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.2.

Baseline Characteristicsfor Annual Waste Generated(No Action)
Waste Category
Low-Level
Liquid (f 3 )
Solid (W3 )

ORR

SRS

B&W

NFS

2,576

0

50,005

18,900

8,030

14,100

620

3,000

84,210
960

115
18

0
14

<1
<1

55,115
0

<1
<1

576,160
1,700

56,700
2,300

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (m3)
Solid (M3 )

Hazardous
Liquid (in3 )
Solid (W 3 )

I

Nonhazardous
Liquid (mb)
Solid (m3)
Note: m3=cubic meter
Source:. Derived from tables in Section 4.2.
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32,640
1,434

1,743,000
52,730

Included in solid
74

700,000
6,670

Descriptionof the Proposed
Action andAlternatives
1Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpacts for Each Alternative
and Candidate Site-Continued

Alternative 2: No Commercial Use(0/I00 Fuel/Waste Ratio)
Total CampaignaSite:InfrastructureIncremental Impacts Using All-Four Sites (200 t to waste)
Characteristic
Y-12
SRS
-B&W
NFS
Total
:Electricity (MWb)
119,000
119,000
119,000
119,000
:476,000
Diesel/oil (I)
1,352,000
2,024,000
8,004,000
8,004,000
19,384,000
Natural, gas (in 3)
471,000
b
471,000
471,000
1,413,000
0
Coal (W
8,640
8,640
VC
0C
17,280
Steam (kg)
207,000
207,000
207,000
207,000
.828,000
a Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5. Annual
values are presented in Section 2.2.2.

i
I

b Natural gas is not available atSRS; therefore, liquid petroleum gas (approximately 671,000 1) would be substituted for a natural
C

gas requirement of 471,000 m3.
Fuel oil is considered the primary fuel at B&W and NFS; therefore, blending facility coal requirements have been converted to a

fuel oil energy equivalent. Fuel oil energy content is assumed to be 40.128 BTUs/l, and the coal energy content is assumed to be
30.9 million BTUs/t.

Note: BTU=British thermal unit.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Air Quaity IncrementalImpacts Using All FourSites (200 t to waste)
Most Stringent
Averaging
Time

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
I

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matter (PM10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

I

Mandated by South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Virginia
Total suspended particulates (TSP)

8 hours
1 hour

Callendar Quarter

Y-12

SRS

*B&W

(pg/m3)

(pg/m 3)

g/rmn

(Wg/m

10,000a
40,000a

53

1.5a

Annual

100a

Annual

50a

2,A hours

150a

Annual

80a

2,'4 hours

365a

3 hours

1,300a

Annual
24 hours

Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Regulation or
Guidelines

1 month
I week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

60c

150c

0.8c
1.6c
2.9c
3*7c

250c

11.5

0.07
0.14

b

1.33
0.03
ý0.37
2.46

29.3
161

6.74d

80.16
b
b
b
b
b

3

5.22
16.96

NFS

)

(PWg/M 3)
0.6
0.77

b

b

b

0.01

0.1

<0.01

0.02

<0.01

0.16

0.02
0.32
0.71

0.27
1.82
9.41

0.02
<0.01
0.02
0.04
0.27
0.64

0.05

0.02

<0.01d

0.88d

0.16

0.02

b

b, d

b

b

b, d
b, d

b

b, d
b, d

b
b

b
b
b, d

b

a Federal standard.

b No emissions from UNH and metal blending process.
c State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
Note:.Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by. the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpacts for Each Alternative
and Candidate Site-Continued
Total Campaign Water Resources-IncrementalImpacts UsingAll FourSites (200 t to waste)
'Resource
Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million l)a

Y-12
452
446

ýSRS
452
446

.B&W
452
446

NFS
452
,446

-Total
1,808
1,784

Includes sanitary and nonhazardous; nonradioactive.(other) liquid discharges after treatment.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Socioeconomic IncrementalImpacts Using All FourSites (200 t to waste)
Characteristic
Direct employment
Indirect employment
Total jobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)

Y-12
125
319
444
-0.09

SRS
125
245
370
-0.14

B&W
125
•283
408
-0.12

NFS
125
251
376
-0.14

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total CampaignNormal OperationsRadiologicalExposure Incremental Impacts Using All Four Sites
(200t to waste)
Receptor
Involved Workers
Total dose to involved workforce'
(person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Dose to maximally exposed individual
member of the public (mrem)
Risk (cancer fatality, per campaign)
Population Within 80 kmn
Dose to population within 80 kmc
(person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

Y-12
269

SRS
269

B&W
269

NFS
269

Total
1,076

0.108

0.108

0.108

0.108

0.43

0.928

5.95x10"2

4.52x10"2

3.33

NAb

4.64x10" 7

2.98x10"8

2.26x10"8

1.67x10"6

NAb

3.81

3.81

0.405

1.9lxl0"3

1.9Ix10 3

2.03x10"4

28.6
1.43x 10-2.

36.6
1.83x10"2

The involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending and 72 for metal blending.

b The dose and the latent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual cannot be totaled because they are based on
maximum exposure to an individual at each site using site-specific information.
population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040.000 for Y-12; 710,000 for SRS; 730.000 for B&W, and 1,260,000

C The

for NFS.

Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Descriptionof theProposed
Action and Alternatives

.Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparison Of Maximum incrementalImpactsfor EachAlternative
'and Candidate'Site-Continued
Maximum Facilit, Accidents IncrementalImpacts, UsingAll FourSites (200 t to waste)a
Receptor
:Campaign accident frequencyb
"NoninvolvedWorkersc
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities percampaign)

Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Latent cancer. fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
Population Within 80 mnd
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

Y-12
2.4x 1O"3

"SRS
2,4x 0"3

B&W
-2.4x 10'-

NFS
2.4x 10-

0.4

8.4x 10-2

8.7x 102

0.94

4

2.;x10"

2.2x10"

2.0x10 4

5.0x10"
1.2x 10.6

3.1 x10 6
7.3x10 9

5.7x 10-4
.1.4x 106

1.3x 104
3.0x 10"7

6.9x1(0 2
1.6x10"4

1.6x10"2
3.8x10-5

401x10- 2
9.5x10"

5.8x10-2

9.4x10

4

3

1.4x 10-4

a The risk values for this alternative are based on the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is,

I

blending 50 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at each site).
b Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign and are calculated by multiplying annual frequency (10'4) by the total
number of years of operation.
C The noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities.
Involved workers, those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if such an accident were
to occur.
d The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1.040.000 for Y-12- 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W; and 1,260,000
for NFS.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Chemical Exposure Incremental Impacts UsingAll FourSites (200 t to waste)
Receptor
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)

.i

Hazard indexa
Cancer riskb

Onsite Worker
Hazard indexc
Cancer riskd

Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

1.92x10" 3
2.66x10 15

2.13x10-4
2.30x10- 16

6.90x10-6
7.43x10"18

1.01x10"2
1.08x10 1 4

6.30x10"3

5.65x10"3
7.35x10 1 4

2.34x10"3
3.06x10-1 4

3.21x10"3
4.19x10Y14

8.18x10"

14

[Text deleted.]
Hazard. index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maximally exposed individual.
Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]).x (slope factor).
C Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x
(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
b
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Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor.Each Alternative
and Candidate Site-Continued
Total Campaign Waste Generation IncrementalImpacts UsingA ll Four'Sites (200tto-waste)
Waste Category2
Low-Level
Liquid (mi3 )
Solid (an3 )
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (mi3 )
Solid (a 3 )
Hazardous
Liquid (m 3 )
Solid (n,3)
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (M3)
Solid (W3)
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (0 3)
Solid (U'3)
Solid Low-Level (m3)b
Solid Nonhazardous (mS)b
LEU Low-Level (m3j)

I[

I

:Y-12

-SRS

'NFS

.B&W

Total

... 4,51.0
-.8,780.

452
1,640

452

.452

1,640

1,640

5,866
13,700

167

167

.167

167

668

0

0

0

0

0

262
0

262
0

262
0

262
0

1,048
0

428,000
19,500

428,000
19,500

428,000
19,500

428,000
19,500

1,712,000
78,000

18,200
0
5,810
14,100
9,820

18,200
0
881
14,100
9,730

18,200
0
881
14,100
9,730

18,200
0
881
14,100
9,730

72,800
0
8,453
56,400
39,010

a Waste volumes are based on the blending process which produces the highest volume for each category.
b

Process waste after treatment.

End product waste as a result of blending. Includes irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory (quantity is
classified), which potentially could be disposed of as high-level waste.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign TransportationRisk IncrementalImpacts Using All Four Sites (200 t to waste)
Receptor
Accident-Free Operations
Fatalities to the public from radiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from radiological effects
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Accidents
Fatalities to thepublic from radiological effects"
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
Total Fatalities

Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

0.13
0.11
1.110"2

0.15
0.11
1.5x10 2

015
0.11
1.7x10 2

0.14
0.11
1.2x10"2

0.58
0.44
5.5xl0"2

4.3x10"3

4.8x10"3

5.0x10"3

4.8x10-3

1.88x10"2

0.4
0.11
0.77

0.48
0.14
0.9

0.5
0.14
0.93

0.45
0.12
0.84

1.83
0.51
3.43

The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes of radiological accidents.
Source: Derived from tables in Appendix G.
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Table 2.4-1. -Summary Comparisonof Maximum Incremental.Impactsfor Each Alternative
and; CandidateSite-Continued

Alternative 3: Limited Commercial Use
(25/75 Fuel/Waste Ratio)
Total CampaignaSite InfrastructureIncrementalImpacts Using All Four Sites
(50 t to fuel and 150 t to waste)

I
i

Characteristic
Electricity (MWh)
Diesel/oil 0)
Naturalgas (m3)
Coal (t)
Steam (kg)

Y-12
89,000
1,017,000
354,000
6,480
155,400

SRS
89,000
1,522,000
0b

6,480
155,400

'B&W
152,000
7,211,000
406,000
Oc
177,100

`NFS
152,000
7,211,000
406,000
0c
177,100

Total
482,000
16,961,000
1,166,000

12,960
665,000

Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5. Annual
values are presented in Section 2.2.2.
b Natural gas is not available at SRS; therefore, liquid petroleum gas (approximately 504,000 1) would be substituted for a natural
gas requirement of 354,000 m3.
C Fuel oil is considered the primary fuel at B&W and NFS; therefore, blending facility coal requirements have been converted to a

fuel oil energy equivalent. Fuel oil-energy content is assumed to be 40,128 BTUs/I, and the coal energy content is assumed to be
30.9 million BTUs/t. A coal requirement of 7,845 t equals 6.040,0001 of fuel oil.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Air Quality IncrementalImpacts Using All Four Sites
(50 t tofuel and150 t to waste)

8 hours

Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines
W1grn3 )
10,000a

1 hour

40,000a

Averaging
Tune
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
I
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
Particulate matter (PM1o)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

I

Mandated by South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Virginia
Total suspended particulates
(TSP)

Callendar Quarter
Annual

I 1.5
100a

Annual
2A hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

50a

1,300V

Annual
24 hours

60c
150c

150a

80a
365a

Y-12
(pg/m3 )
11.5
53

SRS
(4Wg/M 3 )
0.07
0.14

B&W
(pg/rn)
5.43
17.63

NFS
(Wg/M)
0.62
0.8

b

b

b

b

1.33
0.03
0.37
2.46
29.3
161

0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.02
0.32
0.71

0.14
0.03
0.19
0.4
2.74
14.11

0.03
<0.01
0.03
0.05

0.05
f).88d

0.03
0.19

<0.01"
:0.03

6.74d
80.16

0.4
0.96
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Table.2.41. ,Summary Comparison.ofMaximumIncremental Impacts-for:EachAlternative
and CandidateSite-Continued
Maximurm Air Quality IncrementalImpacts Using Ai Four:Sites
(50 t to fuel and.&1SO.t to waste)-Continued
Averaging
-Time
',Pollutant
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

1 month
I week
24 bours
2' hours

8 hours

II

Most Stringent
'Regulation or
;Guidelines
w(g/n)
.8c
I'6c
2.9
0

3.7c
250c

Y-12
(pg/m3)

-SRS
(p,/m 3)

.,B&W
(pMg/mn)

NFS
(gg/m3)

b
b

b

,trace d. e

trace

b

traced,e

.tracee

b
b

b

traced, e

tracee

b

b,d

traced, e
traced, e

b

tragee
tracee

a Federal standard.
b

No lead emissions from any of the blending processes and no gaseous fluoride emissions from UNH and metal blending
processes.

State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
e Hydrofluorination is anticipated to be a closed system with a scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission of gaseous
C

fluorides is estimated to be a trace amount
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate site. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign Water Resources Incremental Impacts Using All Four Sites (50 t to fuel and 150 t to waste)
Resource
Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million V)a

YY-12
340
336

SRS
340
336

B&W
390
384

NFS
390
384

Total
1,460
1,440

a Includes sanitary and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Socioeconomic IncrementalImpacts UsingAll Four Sites (50 t tofuel and 150 t to waste)
Characteristic

Direct employment
Indirect employment
Total jobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

125
319
.444
-0.09

125
245
370
-0.14

126
285
411
-0.12

126
253
379
-0.14

Descriptionof the Proposed
Action and Alternatives
Table.2.4-1. Summary Comparisonpf Maximum IncrementalImpactsfoi Each Alternative

-and'CandidateSite-Continued
Total CampaignNormal Operations;Radiological,
Exposure IncrementalImpacts Using All Four Sites

(50 t to fuel and150 t to waste)
Receptor
,Y-12
Involved Workers
Totalidose to involved workforcea
.202
(person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
8.08x10T2
Maximally Exposed individual (Public)
0.698
Dose to maximally exposed individual
member of the public (mrem)
3.49x10"7
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)

SRS

B&W

202

NFS

238

238

Total
880

8.08x10-2

9.52x10' 2

9.52x10 2

4.48x10. 2

4.27x] 0-2

3.13

NAb

2.24x 10"

2.14xl0"s

1.57x10"6

NAb

0.352

Population Within 80 km
Dose to population within 80.kmn
2.86
2.86
0.384
27.2
33.3
(person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
1.43x10"3
AR3xl0" 3
1.92x1O"4
1.36x10"2
1.67x10"2
a The involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending, 126 for UF6 blending, and 72 for metal blending.
b The dose and the latent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual cannot be totaled since they are based on maximum
exposure to an individual at each site using site-specific information.
C The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12:710,000 for SRS; 730.000 for B&W; and 1,260,000
for NFS.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum FacilityAccidents IncrementalImpacts Using All Four Sites (50 t to fuel and 150 to waste)a
Receptor
Campaign accident frequencyb

Y-12

SRS

1.8x 10-3

1.8x 10-3

B&W
1.8x10"3

NFS
1.8x10"3

0.4
7.1x10"4

8.7x 10.2
1.6x10- 4

30
9.2x10"3

.2.5
7.8xl0"

5.0x10-4
8.9x10 7

3. 1x10-6
5.5x10"9

1.9x1i0 2
5.8x10-6

3.Ox 10"3
9.9x10"7

6.9x10-2
1.2x10"4

1.6xl0"2
2.9x10"5

1
3.2x10-4

1.4
4.6x 10-4

Noninvolved Workersc
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)

Population Within 80 krnd
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

I

a The risk values for this alternative are based on the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is,
blending 25 t HEU to 4-percent LEU as UF 6 fuel and 37.5 tHEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at B&W and NFS, and 37.5 t
HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at Y-12 and SRS).
b Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign and are calculated by multiplying annual frequency (10"4) by the total
number of years of operation.
C The noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities.
Involved workers, those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if such an accident were
to occur.

d The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12; 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W; and 1,260,000
for NFS.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Tabk 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and Candidate'Site---Continued
Maximum ChemicalExposure.IncrementalImpacts UsingA U,Four:Sites
(50 t to fuel andIS50 t to waste)
Receptor
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Hazard index'
Cancer riskb
Onsite Worker
Hazard indexc
Cancer riskd
[Textdeleted.]

Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

2.13x10-4

6.90x10' 6

1.01x10"2

15

1.36x10"16

4.39x10"1

,6.40x10

6.30x10"3
4.83x10"14

5.65x10"3
4.34x10" 14

2:34x10-3
1.81x10" 14

:3.21x10"3
.2A8x10" 14

1.92x10"3
1.22X10

15

a Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maximally exposed individual.
b Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).

c Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
cdLifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed])
x
(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign Waste GenerationIncremental Impacts UsingAll Four Sites
(50 t tofuel and 150 t to waste)
Waste Categorya

J

Y-12

SRS
B&W
NFS
Total
Low-Level
Liquid (mi3 )
3,390
369
463
463
4,685
Solid (W3 )
6,600
1,330
1,600
1,600
11,130
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (m3)
125
125
523
523
1,296
3
Solid (i )
0
0
0
0
0
Hazardous
Liquid (M3 )
197
197
417
417
1,228
Solid (M3 )
0
0
0
0
0
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (M3 )
322,000
322,000
367,000
367,000
1,378,000
Solid (M3 )
14,700
14,700
16,700
16,700
62,800
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (m3)
13,700
13,700
16,500
16,500
60,400
3
Solid (M )
0
0
3
3
6
Solid Low-Level (m3)b
4,370
662
885
885
6,802
Solid Nonhazardous (m3)b
10,6W0
10,600
12,100
12,100
45,400
LEU Low-Level (m3)c
7,380
7,320
7,320
7,320
29,340
8 Waste volumes are based on the blending process that produces the highest volume for each category.
b Process waste after treatment.
c End product waste as a result of blending. Includes irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus inventory (quantity is classified),
which potentially could be disposed of as high-level waste.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparison of Maximum IncrementalImpacts forTEach Alternative
and Candidate Site-Continued
Total Campaign Transportation-Risk.IncrementalImpacts Using All Four'Sites
(50 ttoffueland 150 t to waste)
'Receptor
Accident-Free Operations
Fatalities to the public from radiological effects
TFatalities to thecrew from radiological effects
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological.effects
Accidents
Fatalities to the public from radiologicaleffectsa
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
Total Fatalities

I
I

8

Y-42

SRS

0.1
0.08
8.2x10"3

0.11
0.08
1.1xl0 2

'3.2x10Y3
0.3
0.09
0.58

:3.6x10 3
0.36
0.1
0.67

-B&W

'NFS

Total

0.14
0.1
1.6x 102

0.13
0.1
l.1x10 2 l

0.48
.0.36
4.6x10 2

4.7x10"3
0.46
0.13
0.85

4.,5x10"3
0.42
0.12
0.78

1.6x10 2
1.54
0.43
2.89

The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes of radiological accidents.

Source: Derived from tables in Appendix G.
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-Table 2.4-4. SummaryComparisonof Maximum Incremental Impactsfor;Each Alternative

and CandidateSite-Continued

Alternative 4: Substantial Commercial'Use
(65/35 Fuel/Waste Ratio)
Variation a) Two Department ofEnergySites
Total CampaignaSite InfrastructureIncrementalImpacts Using Two -Departmentof Energy Sites
(130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Characteristic

i
!

Y-12

SRS

Total

Electricity (MWh)
109,000
109,000
218,000
Diesel/oil 0)
1,318,000
1,947,000
3,265,000
Natural gas (mi3 )
441,000
0b
441,000
Coal (t)
8,410
8,410
16,820
Steam (kg)
201,600
201,600
403,200
Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5. Annual
values are presented in Section 2.2.2.
b Natural gas is not available at SRS; therefore, liquid petroleum gas (approximately 628,0001) would be substituted for a natural
gas requirement of 441.000 m 3.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Air Quality Incremental Impacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(130 t to fuel and70 t to waste)
Averaging
Time
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
I
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
Particulate matter (PMIo)
Sulfur dioxide (S02)

8 hours
1 hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines
(pg/rm3 )
10 . 0 0 0
40,000a
1.5a
1001,

501
150a
808
.365a
1,300a

Y-12
(gg/m3)
115
53

SRS
(pg/rm3)
0.07
'0.14

b

b

S*33

0.01

0.03
0.37
2.46
29.3
161

<0.01
<0.01
0.02
0.32
0.71

Mandated by South Carolina
and Tennessee

I

Total suspended particulates (TSP)
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Annual
24 hours

60c

150C

6.74d

80.16

0.05
0.88d

!

Descriptionof the Proposed
-Action and Alternatives
Table 2.4-1. '.Summary Comparison.ofMaximum, Incrementallmpactsfor:Each-Alternative
and CandidateSite-Continued
Maximum Air Quality Incremental Impacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(130 t tofuel and 70 t to waste)-Continued
Averaging
'Time

'Most- Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines

: SRS

,Y-12

(pg/hn 3)

Pollutant
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

1 month
I week
I24 hours'
12 hours
8 hours

0.8c
1.6c

b
b

2.9c
3.7c
250'

b

b
b
b
b

b

b, d

a Federal standard.
b No emissions from UNH and metal blending processes.
c State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4-3.

Total Water Resources IncrementalImpacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites

(130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)

I

Resource
Y-12
SRS
Water (million 1)
441
441
Wastewater (million l)a
433
433
a Includes sanitary and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment.
Source:Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total
882
866

Maximum Socioeconomic IncrementalImpacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Characteristic
Direct employment
Indirect employment
Total jobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)

Y-12
125
319
444
-0.09

SRS
125
245
370
-0.14

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Table.2.44. "Summary:Comparison of Maximum Incrementalimpactsfor Each Alternative
'and CandidateSite-Continued
Total Campaign'Norma["OperationsRadiologicaltExposure'IncrementalImpacts Using,Two
.Departmentof Energy Sites (130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Receptor

Y-12

SRS

Total

Involved Workers

Total dose toinvolved~workforcea (person-rem)
'Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
Maximally, Exposed. Individual (Public)
Dose to maximally exposed individual
member of the public (mrem)
Risk (cancer-fatality per campaign)
PopulationWithin 80 km
,Dose to population within 80,kmc (person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

262
0.105

262
0.105

524
0.21

0.905

5.80x10.2

-NAb

4.53x107

2.90x10"8

NAb

3.71
1.86x10"3

3.71
1.86x10"3

7.42
3.71x10"3

a The involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending and 72 for metal blending.

b The dose and the latent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual cannot be totaled because they are based on
maximum exposure to an, individual at each site using site-specific information.
The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-1 2 and 710,000 for SRS.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum FacilityAccidents IncrementalImpacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(130 t to fuel and 70 to waste)a
Receptor
Campaign accident frequencyb

Y-12
1.7x10-3

SRS
1.7x 10-3

Noninvolved Workersc
Latent cancer fatalities per accident

0.4

8.7x10 2

7.5x10"4

1.7x10"4

5.0x10"4
9.5x10"7

3.1x1076

6.9x10-2
1.3x10"4

1.6x 10-2

Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

Maximally, Exposed Individual (Public)
Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
Population Within 80 kmd
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

5.8x10"9

3.1x10"5

a The risk values for this alternative are based on the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is,

blending 65 t HEU to 4-percent as LEU as UNH fuel and 35 tHEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at each site).
b Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign and are calculated by multiplying annual frequency (10-4) by the total
number of years of operation.
c The noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with operations of the blendin'g and conversion facilities.
Involved workers, those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses uf - d'ation, if such an accident were
to occur,

d The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12 and 710,000 for ;RS.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Descriptionof the Proposed
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Table 2.4-1. Summary'Comparisonof Maximum lncrementa'impactsfor.Each.Alternative
and CandidateSite -Continued
Maximum Chemical Exposure IncrementalImpacts,Using;Two.Departmentof Energy.Sites
(130 t to fuel and 70.t to waste)

-

:Y-2

M
lReceptor
'Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Hazard index'
Cancer riskb
Onsite Worker
-Hazard indexc
Cancer riskd

:'SRS

.:384x10"3
4.01x10"15

,4.26x 10- 4
4A7x 041 6

1.26x10"2

1.13x10"2

1.60x10"13

1.43X10" 13

[Text deleted.]
Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse healtheffects) for maximally exposed individual.
b Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
c Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.

'

d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year eiposed]) x
(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Waste GenerationIncrementalImpacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(130 t tofuel and 70 t to waste)
Waste Categorya

Y-12

SRS

Total

3,310

.460

6,650

1,650

3,770
8,300

416
0

416
0

832
0

756

"56

1,512

0

0

0

418,000
191000

418,000
19,000

836,000
38,000

17.700
0
4,380
13,700
60890

17,700
0
917
13,700
6,830

35,400
0
5,297
27,400
13,720

Low-Level
Liquid (in 3 )
Solid (in3 )
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (M3 )
Solid (m3)

Hazardous
Liquid (M3 )
3

Solid (M )

Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (M3 )
Solid (M3 )
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (m3 )
Solid (m3)
Solid Low-Level (m3 )b
Solid Nonhazardous (m 3 )b
LEU Low-Level (m3 )c

Waste volumes are based on the blending process that produces the highest volume for each category.
b Process waste after treatment.
C End product waste as a result of blending. Includes HEU irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus'inventory (quantity is
identified), which potentially could be disposed of as high-level waste.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Table,2.4-1. Summary Comparison of Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and Candidate Site-Continued
"'otalCampaign Transportation:Risk IncrementalImpactsUsingTwo Departmentof Energy Sites
•(130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Receptor
Y412
.SRS
Accident-Free Operations
-Fatalities-to the-public from radiologicaleffects
0.15
0.18
Fatalities to.the crew from radiological effects
0.11
0.12
2
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
1.4x101.7x10-2
Accidents
5.8x10- 3
5.2x10-3
Fatalities to the public from radiological effectsa
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
0.48
0.56
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
0.14
0.16
Total Fatalities
0.9
1.04
a The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes of radiological accidents.

Total
0.33
0.23
3.1x 10"2
1.1x10"2
1.04
0.3
1.94

Source: Derived from tables in Appendix G..

Variation b) Two Commercial Sites
Total Campaign Site InfrastructureIncrementalImpacts Using TNp CommercialSites
(130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Characteristic
Electricity (MWh)
Diesel/oil (1)
Natural gas (mi3 )
Coal (t)
Steam (kg)

B&W
246,000
8,713,000
468,000
a

201,600

NFS
246,000
8,713,000
468,000
0a
201,600

Total
492,000
17,426,000
936,000
0
403,200

a Fuel oil is considered the primary fuel at B&W and NFS; therefore, blending facility coal requirements have been converted to a

fuel oil energy equivalent. Fuel oil energy content is assumed to be 40,128 BTUs/l, and the coal energy content is assumed to be
30.9 million BTUs/t. A coal requirement of 9,590 t equals 7,400,000 1 of fuel oil.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Air Quality IncrementalImpacts Using Two Commercial Sites
(130 t tofuel and 70 t to waste)
Most Stringent
Averaging
Tine

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matter (PM1 0)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
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8 hours
I hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

Regulation or
Guidelines
(Wg/m 3)
10,000a
40,000a
1.52
10011
50a

150(a
802
365k
1,300a

B&W
(wtg/m 3 )
5.43
17.63
b

0.14
0.03
0.19
0.4
.2.74
14'11

NFS
0.62
0.8
b

0.03
<0.01
0.03
0.05
0.4
0.96

Descriptionof the Proposed
Action and Alternatives
'Table 2.4-1. -Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementaltImpactsfor Each Alternative
ýand.CandidateSite-.Continued
Maximum Air Quality Incremental impacts UsingeiTwo: CommercialSites
(130 t tofuel and 70 t to waste)-4Continued
Averaging
-Time
Pollutant
'ýMandated' by -Tennessee
.and'Virginia
Total suspendedparticulates (TSP)

I

Gaseous fluorides (as-HF)

-Annual
.24 hours
I month
I week
24hours
12 hours
8 hours

0

'Most Stringent
Regulation or
-Guidelines
(pag/n 3)

.60c

150C
l.2c
1.6c
2.9c
3.7c
.250c

B&W
(ag/nm)

NFS3
)
(.0g/m

0.03

<0.01d

0.19
traced, e
traced, e
traced, e

0.03
tracee
trace
tracee

traced, e
traced, e

tracee
tracee

Federal standard

b No

emissions from UF6 and UNH blending processes.
c State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
e Hydrofluorination is anticipated to be closed with scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission of gaseous fluorides is
estimated to be a trace amount.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign Water Resources IncrementalImpacts Using Two CommercialSites
(130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Resource
I

Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million l),

B&W
447
435

NFS
447
435

Total
894
870

a Includes sanitary and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment.

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
Maximum Socioeconomic IncrementalImpacts Using Two Commercial-Sites(130 t tofuel and70 t to waste)
Characteristic
Direct employment
Indirect employment
Total.jobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)

B&W
126
285
411
-0.12

NFS
126
253
379
-0.14

Source: Derived from tables m Section 4.3.
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Table2.4.-1. -Summary Comparison of Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor: Each Alternative
"andCandidateSite-Continued
TotalGampaign'NormalOperations,Radiological.ExposureIncrementalImpacts,Using Two Commercial
Sites (130 t to fuel and.70 t to-waste)
Receptor
Involved; Workers
Total:dose toainvolvedý workforcea.(person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
MaximallyExposed Individual (Public)
.Dose to maximally exposed individual member
of the public (mrem)
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
Population Within 80 km
Dose to population within 80 kmc (person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

:B&W
283
0.113

NFS
.283
0.113

'Total
566
0.226

5A5xl102

3'96

2.73xlO"

1;98x10- 6 NAb

0.492
2.46x10-4

NAb

35
1.75x10"2

35.5
1.78x10- 2

a The involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending and 126 for UF 6 blending.
b The dose and the latent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual cannot be totaled because they are based on
maximum exposure to an individual at each site using site-specific information.
The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 730,000 for B&W and 1,260,000 for NFS.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum FacilityAccidents IncrementalImpacts Using Two CommercialSites
(130 t to fuel and 70 to waste)a
Receptor

B&W
1.7x10"3

NFS
1.x 10.3

30
2.1x10"2

2.5
l.8x10"3

Latent cancer fatality per accident

1.9x10- 2

3.0x 10-3

Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)

1.3x10"5

2.2x10"6

1
7.24l0-4

1.4

Campaign accident frequencyb
Noninvolved Workers'
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)

Population Within 80 kmnd

Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities, per campaign)

l.oxlO 3
a The risk values for this alternative are based on-the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is,
blending 65 t HEU to 4-percen LEU as UF 6 fuel-and 35 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at each site).
b Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign and are calculated by multiplying annual frequency (10"4) by the total
number of years of operation.
c The noninvolved workers are workers onsite but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities. Involved
workers those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if such an accident were to occur.
d The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 730,000 for.B&W and 1,260,000 for NFS.
Source: Derived-from tables in Section 4.3.
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'Table 2.4-1. Summary ,omparison of Maximum Incremental Impacts.-forEach Alternative
.and CandidateSite-Continued
Maximum Chemical Exposure Incremental Impacts'Using Two.Commercial Sites
(130 t to fuel andO7 t to waste)
Receptor
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)

%B&W

.NFS

Hazard index'
Cancer riskb
OnsitejWorker
Hazard indexc
Cancer riskd

l.38x 1 (0"
1.A5xI0"

2.02x 10.2
2.11x10 1 4

4.68x 10-3
5.97x10 1 4

6.42x 10-3
8.18x10- 14

[Text deleted.]

' Hazard index=sum of individual
b Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions
' Hazard index=sum of individual
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions

hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maximally exposed individual.
concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x

(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign Waste GenerationIncrementalImpacts Using Two CommercialSites
(130 t to fuel and70 t to waste)
Waste Category'
Low-Level
Liquid (in 3)
Solid (M3 )

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (mi3 )
Solid (in 3 )
Hazardous
Liquid (mi3 )
Solid (M3 )

B&W

NFS

Total

636

636

1,272

2,100

2,100

4,200

1,150

1,150

2,300

0

0

0

756

756

1,512

0

0

0

418,000
19,000

418,000
19,000

836,000
38,000

20,300
7
1,200

20,300
7
1,209

40,600
14
2,400

Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (in 3)
Solid (m3)

Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (M3 )
Solid (m 3 )
Solid Low-Level (m3 )b

i

Solid Nonhazardous (m3 )b
13,700
13,700
27,400
3
LEU Low-Level (m )c
6,830
6,830
13,660
a Waste volumes are based on the blending process that produces the highest volume for each category.
b Process waste after treatment.
c End product waste as a result of blending. Includes irradiated fuel. that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory (quantity is
classified), which potentially could be disposed of as high-level waste.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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;Table 2.1.

Summary Comparisonof Maximum Incremental Impactsfor.Each Alternative
and CandidateýSite-Continued

Total Campaign TransportationRisk Incremental Impacts Using Two Commercial Sites
(130 t tofuel and 70 t to waste)
Receptor

-B&W

NFS

:Total

Accident-Free Operations

!
I
I

Fatalities to the public from radiological effects
0.18
0.16
Fatalities to the crew from radiological effects
0.12
0.12
2
1.5x10- 2
1.9x10"
nonradiological-effects
from
public
to.the
kFatalities
Accidents
5.6x10"3
6.0x10-3
Fatalities to the public from radiological: effectsa
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
0.57
0.53
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
0.16
0.15
Total Fatalities
1.06
0.98
a The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes of radiological accidents.
Source: Derived from tables in Appendix G.

0.34
0.24

.3.4x10"2

1.16x10-2
1.1
0.31
2.04

Variation c) All Four Sites
Total CampaignaSite InfrastructureIncremental impacts UsingAll Four Sites
(130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Characteristic

I

I
I

Electricity (MWh)
Diesel/oil 0)
Natural gas (m3)
Coal (t)
Steam (kg)

Y-12

SRS

54,700
659,000
220,000
4,210
100,800

54,700
973,000
0b
4,210
100,800

B&W
124,000
4,364,000
234,000
0c
100,800

NFS

Total

124,000
4,364,000
234,000
0C
100,800

357,400
10,360,000
688,000
8,420
403,200

Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5. Annual
values are presented in Section 2.2.2.
b Natural gas is not available at SRS; therefore liquid petroleum gas (approximately 313,000 1) would be substituted for a natural
gas requirement of 220,000 mi3 .
C Fuel oil is considered the primary fuel at B&W and NFS, therefore, blending facility coal requirements have been converted to a
fuel oil energy equivalent. Fuel oil energy content is assumed to be 40,128 BTUs/1, and the coal energy content is assumed to be
30.9 million BTUs/t. A coal requirement of 4,800t equals 3,790,000 1 of.fuel oil.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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•Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum Incrementallmpacts-forEachAlternative
vand Candidate Site-Continued
Maximum Air-Quality.Incremental,Impacts' UsingAll: FourSites
(130 t to-fuel and 70 ttowaste)
Averaging
.Time
Pollutant

Carbon monoxide (CO)
I

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matter (PM10 )
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

8 hours
1 hour

:Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines
S(lg/m3 )
10,000a
40,000a
1.52
100o
50a
150a
80'
365a
1,300a

"Y-12 ,SRS
B&W NFS
(g/ni 3) (Wg/m 3) (pg/rn 3) (pmg/rn)
0.62
11.5
0.07
5.43
53
0.8
0.14 .17.63
:b

b

b

b

1.33
0.03
0.37
.2.46
29.3
161

0.01
.<0.01
<0.01
0.02
0.32
0.71

0.14

0.4
2.74
14.11

6.70
80.16

0.05
0 .8 o

0.03
0.19

0.03
0.19

0.03
<0.01

0.03
0.05
0.4
0.96

Mandated by South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Virginia
Total suspended particulates (TSP)

I

Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Annual
24 hours
I month
1 week
24 hours
12 hours
,8 hours

60c
150oc
0.8c
1.6c
2.9c

b
b

3.7c

.250c

0.03
tace
traced e
tr~aced,e tracee

b

trced, e

b
b
b

tracpd, e

b, d

<0.01d

tracee

traced, e tracee

Federal standard.
b No lead emissions from any of the blending processes and no gaseous fluorides from UNH and metal blending processes.
c State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
Hydrofluorination is anticipated to be a closed system with scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission of gaseous
S

fluorides is estimated to be a trace amount.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign Water Resources Incremental Impacts UsingAll Four Sites (130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Resource
I

Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million W)a

Y-12
220
216

SRS
220
216

B&W
224
218

NFS
224
218

Total
888
868

a Includes sanitary and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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.Tible-2.4-i. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor -EachAlternative
and:CandidateSite-Continued
Maximum. Socioeconomic Incremental'lmpactsUsingAU1 Four Sites (1301 to fuel and 70 t to waste)
.Characteristic
Direct employment
Indirect employment
Total jobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Y-12
125
319
444
-0.09

SRS
125
245
370
-0.14

B&W
126
285
411
-0.12

NFS
126
.253
379
-0.14

Total Campaign Normal OperationsRadiologicalExposure IncrementalImpactsfor All Four Sites
(130 t tofuel and 70 t to waste)
Receptor

Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

Total

Involved Workers
Total dose to involved workforcea (person-rem)
131
131
141
141
544
2
2
2
2
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
5.24x10" 5.24x10" 5.65x10" 5.65x]0- 0.218
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
NAb
2.90x10. 2 2.73x10- 2 1.98
Dose to maximally exposed individual member of 0.452
the public (mrem)
2.26x 10-7 1.45x10"8 1.37x10"8 9.94x10TNAb
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
Population Within 80 km
Dose to population within 80 kmc (person-rem)
1.86
1.86
0.246
17.5
21.5
2
3
9.30x10"4 9.30x10-4 1.24x10- 4 8.80x10" 1.08x10"
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
a The involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending, 126 for UF6 blending, and 72 for metal blending.
b The dose and the latent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual can not be totaled because they are based on
maximum exposure to an isdividual at each site using site specific information.
The population within 80 1am (50 mi) in the year 2010is 1.040,000 for Y-12, 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W; and 1,260,000
for NFS.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Table 2.4-1. Summary ComparisonofMaximum Incremental Impacts for ;Each Alternative
.andCandidateSite-Continued
Maximum FacilityAccidents Incrementalimpacts UsingAll Four Sites
(130 t to--fuel and7Ot to waste)a

.Y-12

Receptor
Campaign accident frequencyb
Noninvoived Workersc
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)

8.3x 10'

SRS
3
&8.3x10-

RB&M,
8.3x 10"I

.0.4
3.8x10- 4

8.7X10"2
8.3x10"5

30
1.lx10• 2

2.5
9.0x10-4

5.Ox 10"
4.7x10"7

3.1x10"6
2.9x 10-

1.9x 10.2
6.8x 106

3.0 10"3
1.1 xl0.6

6.9x 102
6.5x10"5

1.6x 10-2
1.5x10"5

I
3.7x10 4

1.4
5.1,x10-4

NS
.8.3x10-1

Population Within 80 kind
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

b

C

The risk-values for this alternative are based on the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is,
blending 32.5 t HEU to 4-percent LEU as UNH fuel and 17.5 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at Y-1 2 and SR S, and
32.5 t HEU to 4-percent LEU as UF 6 fuel and 17.5 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEU and UNH waste at B&W and NFS).
Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign and are calculated by multiplying apnual frequency (I0"l) by the total
number of years of operation.
The noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities.
Involved workers, those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if such an accident were
to occur.

.

d The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12; 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W; and 1,260,000

for NFS.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum ChemicalExposure Incremental Impacts Using All Four Sites

(130 t tofuel and 70 t to waste)
Receptor

Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
2.13x10-4

Cancer riskb
Onsite Worker
Hazard indexc

1.92x10"3
1.00xl0"15
6.30x10"3

Cancer riskd

3.98x10-14

Hazard index'

16

6.90x10-6
1

1.01x10"2

3.62x10"

5.28x10"15

5.65x10"3

2.34x10"3

3.21x10- 3

3.58x10-14

1.49x10-14

2.05x10-14

1.12x10-

[Text deleted.]
a Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maxinally exposed individual.

Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses])) ' (slope factor).
index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x
(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
b

C Hazard
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Table 2.4-1. Summary'Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalimpactsforEachAlternative
and CandidateSite-Continued
Total Campaign Waste GenerationIncrementalImpacts Using All Four
-Sites (130 t toafueland 70 t to waste)
Waste"Category'
Low-Level
Liquid (W3)
3

Solid (im )

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (m3)

Y-12

.ýSRS

ýB&W

NFS

Total

:1,640
3,300

.230

319

319

2,508

824

1,050

1,050

6,224

210

210

583

583

1,586

0

0

0

0

0

382
0

382
0

.382
0

382
0

1,528
0

209,000
9.510

209,000
9,510

209,000
9,510

209,000
9,510

836,000
38,040

8,870

8,870

0

0
459

10,100
3

10,100
3

37,940
6

Solid (W3 )

Hazardous
Liquid (m3)
Solid (W3 )

Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (M3 )
Solid (m3)
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (i 3 )
Solid (in3 )
Solid Low-Level (mS)b
Solid Nonhazardous (mS)b
LEU Low-Level (mS)C

2,170
6,860
3,420

6,860
3,400

601

601

3,831

6,860
3,400

6,860
3,400

27,440
13,620

a Waste volumes are based on the-blending process which produces the highest volume for each category.
b Process waste after treatment.
c End product waste as a result of blending. Includes irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory (quantity is
classified), which potentially could be disposed of as high-level waste.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign TransportationRisk Impacts UsingAll FourSites (130 t tofueland 70 t to waste)
Receptor
Accident-Free Operations
Fatalities to the public from radiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from radiological effects
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Accidents
Fatalities to the public from radiological effectsa
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
Total Fatalities
0

Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

Total

0.08
0.06
7.Ox I03

0.09
0.06
9.OxI0-"

0.09
0.06
9.7x 10-3

0.08
0.06
7Ax 10

0.34
0.24
3.3x 10-2

2.6x10-3
0.24
0.07
0.46

2.9x10- 3
0.28
0.08
0.52

3.0x10-3
0.28
0.08
0.52

2.8x10" 3
0.26
0.07
0.48

1.13x10"2

The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes. of radiological accidents.

Source: Derived from tables in Appendix G.
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1.06
0.3
1.98

DescriptionoftiheProposed
:Action and Alternatives

Variation d) Single Site
The incremental impacts of blending all surplus HEU
to LEU at a singleDOE site are the same as-either the
total or maximum impacts presented in Variation a.
.Blending all at a-single commercial site-can be
obtained from Variation b. The only. exception is the
normal operations dose .and risk to the. maximally
exposed individual of the public and the population

Iwithin 80 km (50 mi). The dose to the maximally
exposed individual forY-12,;SRS,'B&W, and NFS is
1:81, 0.116, 0.109, and 7.92 mrem, respectively. The
[.risk of cancer fatalities'per campaign is-.9.06x10"7 ,
5.80xI 0"8, 5.46x I and 3.96x10"6,- respectively.
The dose to the population within-80 km (50 mi) for
Y-12, SRS, B&W, and NFS is 7.41, 7.41,0.982, and
69.9 person-rem, respectively. •The- risk of cancer
fatalities per campaign is.3.7xl0"3 , 3.'7x10" 3,
4.9x10"4, and 3.5x10=2, respectively.
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Table 2.4,1. Summnary.Comparisonof Maximum'Incremental-Impactsfor Each'Alternative
and Candidate Site-Continued

Alternative5: Maximum Commercial Use
(85115 Fuel/Waste Ratio)
Variation a) Two Department.Of.Energy Sites
Total CampaignaSite InfrastructureIncrementalImpacts Using Two Department of Energy Sites
(170 t to fuel-and 30 t to waste)
Characteristic

Y-12
69,700
886,000
286,000
5,680
136,000

Electricity (MWb)
Diesel/oil 0)
Natural gas (mi3)
Coal (t)
Steam (kg)

SRS
69,700
1,293,000
0b

5,680
136,OOQ

Total
139,400
2,179,000
286,000
11,360
272,000

Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5. Annual
values are presented in Section 2.2.2.
b Natural gas is not available at SRS; therefore, liquid petroleum gas (approximately 407,0001) would be substituted for a natural
gas requirement of 286,000 m3 .
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Air Quality IncrementalImpacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(170 t to fuel and30 t to waste)
Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines
(Wng/'3 )
8 hours
10,000a
1 hour
40,000a
Ca lendar Quarter
1.5a
Annual
100O
Annual
50a
?4 hours
150a
Annual
80?
94 hours
365a
3,hours
1,300a
Averaging
Time

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
I

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (9NO
2)
Particulate matter (PM 1o)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
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Y-12
(pjg/m 3)
11.5
53
b

1.33
0.03
0.037
2.46
29.3

161

SRS
r 3)
0.07
0.14
b

0.01
<0.01
<0.01

0.02
0.32
0.71

Descriptionof the Proposed
'Action.and Alternatives
Table 2.4-1. 'Summary Comparisonof MaximumIncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and Candidate:Site-Continued
Maximum Air Quality Incremental[mpacts:Using Two. Department.ofEnergy'Sites
(170 t to fuel and30 t to waste)-,Continued
Averaging
Time

(M

Pollutant
Mandatedby South:Carolina
and Tennessee
Total suspended particulates (TSP)

I

'Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines..

Annual
24.hours
I1month
I week
24 hours
12hours
8 hours

Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

3

)

60c
150c
0.8c
1.6c
2.9c

Y-12.
3
(m
)

•SRS
g/m 3)

6.74d
80.16

0.05
0 .8 8 d

b
b

3.7c
250c

b
b
b

i

b

b

b

b, d

1 Federal standard.
b

No lead emissions from any of the blending processesand no gaseous fluoride emissions from UNH and metal blending

processes.
c State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total CampaignWater Resources Incremental Impacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t to waste)
Water (million 1)

Y-12
296

SRS
296

Total
592

Wastewater (million D)a

291

291

582

Resource

I

a Includes sanitary and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Socioeconomic IncrementalImpacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites

(170 t to fuel and 30 t to waste)
Characteristic
Direct employment
Indirect employment
Total jobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)

Y-12
125
319
444
-0.09

SRS
125
245
370
-0.14

Source: Derived from tables in-Section 4.3.
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.Table2.4-i. Summary :Comparisonof MaximumlincrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and CandidateSite-Continued
.Total Campaign Normal OperationsRadiologicalExposure IncrementalImpacts Using Two
Departmentof EnergySites (170 tto fuel and30 t to waste)
;.Receptor
Involved Workers
Total dose to involved.workforcea (person-rem)

Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Dose to maximally exposed individual member of the ýublic

(mrem)
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
Population Within 80 km
Dose to population within 80 kmC (person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

Y-12
176

7.05x10 2

-SRS

.Total.

176
7.05x10 2

:52

0.141

0.608

3.90x10"2

NAb

3.04x1 -Or

1.95x1I(" 8

NAb

2.5

2.5

1.25x10-3

1.25x1A0

5
3

2.50x]0 3

a The involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending and 72 for metal blending.
b The dose and the latent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual cannot be totaled because they are based on
maximum exposure to an individual at each site using site-specific information.
c The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12 and 710,000 for SRS.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum FacilityAccidents Incremental Impacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(170 t tofuel and 30 t to waste)a
Receptor

I

SRS

8.5x 10-4

8.5x 10-4

Noninvolved Workersc
Latent cancer fatalities per accident

0.4

8.7x10. 2

4.0x10-4

8.9x 10"5

5.0x10-4

3.1xl0"

Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)

Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)

Population Within 80 kmd

I

Y-12

Campaign accident frequencyb

Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

7

5.1x10"

3.1x10-

6.9x 10- 2

1.6x10. 2

6.9x10"5

1.6x10"5

a The risk values for this alternative are based on the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is,
blending 85 t HEU to 4 percent as UNH fuel and 15 t HEU to 0.9-percedt LEU as UNH waste at each site).
b Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign and are calculated by multiplying annual frequency (I0"4) by the total
number of years of operation.
C The noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities.
Involved workers, those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if such an accident were
to Occur.
d The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12 and 710,000 for SRS.

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparison of Maximum Incremental Impactsfor Each Alternative
and Candidate:Site-Continued
Maximum Chemical Exposure.Incremental Impacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(170 t tofuel and 30 t to waste)
Receptor
'Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Hazard indexa
Cancer riskb
Onsite Worker
Hazard indexc
Cancer riskd
[Text deleted.]

Y-12

SRS

3.84x10"3
2.69x10"5

4.26x 10-4
2.99X 10.16

1.26x10.2
1.08X10" 13

1.13x10 2
9.66x 10-14

' Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maximally exposed individual.
b Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
' Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed])
x
(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign Waste GenerationIncremental Impacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(170 t tofuel and 30 t to waste)
Waste Category'
Low-Level
-Liquid (M3 )
Solid (m3)
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (M3 )
Solid (in3 )

Y-12

SRS

Total

1,530
3,260

1,140

1,852
4,400

441

441

882

0

0

0

826
0

826
0

1,652
0

281,000
12,800

281,000

12,800

561,000
25,600

12,000
0
2,120
9,220
2,930

12,000
0
654
9,220
2,900

24,000
0
2,774
18,440
5,830

322

Hazardous
Liquid (M3)
Solid (m3 )

Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (M3 )
3)
Solid (.M
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid. (m3 )
Solid (m3)
Solid Low-Level (M3)b
Solid Nonhazardous (m 3 )b
LEULow-Level (m3)C

Waste volumes are based on the blending process that produces the highest volume for each category.
b Process waste after treatment.
End product waste as a result of blending. Includes irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory (quantity is
classified), which potentially could be disposed of as high-level waste.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparison of Maximum Incrementalimpacts for Each Alternative
and CandidateSiteý-Continued
ZTW.Campaign
T
TransportationRisk Incremental Impacts Using Two.Department of Energy Sites
(170 t tofueland 30 t to-waste)
. Receptor

,Y-12

.-Accident-Free Operations
Fatalities to the public from radiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from radiological effects
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Accidents
Fatalities to the public from radiological effectsa
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
Total Fatalities

SRS

.Total

0:12
0.08
l.lxl0-2

0.14
0.08
1.4x 102

0.26
0.16
2.5x 10.

4.1x10"3
0.38
'0.11
0•7

4.7x 10"3
0.43
0.12
0.79

8.8x10"3
0.81
0.23
1.49

a The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes of radiological accidents.

Source: Derived from tables in Appendix G.

Variation b) Two Commercial Sites
Total Campaign Site InfrastructureIncrementalImpacts Using Two CommercialSites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t.to waste)
Characteristic
Electricity (MWh)
Diesel/oil ()
Natural gas (i 3 )
Coal (t)
Steam (kg)

B&W
248,000
6,438,000
322,000

NFS
248,000
6,438,000
322,000

Total
496,000
12,876,000
644,000

O

"0a

0

136,000

136,000

272,000

a Fuel oil is considered the primary fuel at B&W and NFS,. therefore. blending facility coal requirements have been converted to a
fuel oil energy equivalent. Fuel oil content is assumed to be 40,128 BTUs/I, and the coal energy content is assumed to be 30.9
million BTUs/t. A coal requirement of 7,230 t equals 5,600,0001 of fuel!oil.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Air Quality Incremental Impacts Using Two CommercialSites
(170 t to fuel and30 t to waste)
Averaging
Time

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matter (PM10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
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8 hours

1 hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines
(Wg/m 3 )
10,000a
40,000a
1.5k

100ýa

B&W
(g/rm 3)
5.43
17.63

b

50a
150a

0.14
•0.03
0.19

80a

0.4

365a

2.74
14.11

1;300a

NFS
0.62
0.8
b

0.03
<0.01
0.03
0.05
0.4
0.96

Descriptionof the Proposed
Action-andAlternatives
Table 2.4-.L Summary Comparison of Maximum Incremental impactsforEachAlternative
ýand CandidateSite-Continued
Maximum Air'Quality Incremental Impacts Using Two CommercialSites
(170 t to fuel and30 t to waste)- Continued
Averaging
Time
Pollutant
Mandated by Tennessee
and Virginia
Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Annual
24 hours
l1month
1 week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

Most-Stringent
-Regulation or
Guidelines
(Pg/m3)

`60C
150C
1.2F
1.6'
2.9c
-3 .7c
0c
25

B&W
(pWg/m 3)

NFS
(pmg/r 3)

0.03
0.19
tracede
traced, e
traced, e
traced, e
traced, e

-<0.0 1d
0.03
trace
tracee
trace
tracee
tracee

I Federal standard.
b No emissions from UF6 and UNH blending processes.

c State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
Hydrofluorination is anticipated to be a closed system with scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission of gaseous fluoride is
estimated to be a trace amount.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign Water Resources Incremental Impacts Using Two CommercialSites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t to waste)
Resources

!

Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million 1)a

B&W
305
295

NFS
305
295

Total
610
590

Includes sanitary and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum Socioeconomic IncrementalImpacts Using Two CommercialSites
(170 t tofuel and30 t to waste)
Characteristic
Direct employment
Indirect employment
Total jobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)

B&W
126
285
411
-0.12

NFS
126
253
379
-0.14

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Summary ComparisonofMaximum Incremental:Impactsfor Each Alternative
and'CandidateSite-Continued

Total Campaign.Normal Operations.RadiOlogical
-ExposureIncrementalImpacts.Using Two Commercial
-Sites (170 t to fuel and-30 t tomwaste)
Receptor

'B&W

NFS

Total

JInvolved Worker
Total dose to involved workforce"a (person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

203

Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Dose to maximally exposed individual member of the public

8.12x10"2

4.32x 10-2

3.12

2.16xl0"8

1.56x10- 6

(mrem)
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
Population Within 80 km
Dose to population within 80,kmn (person-rem)

Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

203

8.12x10 2

0.393

1.97x10- 4

28.1

.41x10-2

-406
0.162

.NA"

NAb
28.5

1.43x10.2

a The involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending and 126 for UF 6 blending.

The dose and the latent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual cannot be totaled because they are based on)
maximum exposure to an individual at each site using site-specific information.
The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 730,000 for B&W and 1,260,000 fro' NFS.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
b

Maximum FacilityAccidents IncrementalImpactsfor Two CommercialSites
(170 t tofuel and 30 t to waste)f
Receptor
Campaign accident frequencyb
Noninvolved Workersc

I
I
I

B&W
8.5x10"4

NFS
8.5x104

Latent cancer fatalities per accident
30
2.5
2
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
2.ýx 102.2x10"3
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Latent cancer fatality per accident
1.9x 10.2
3.0x10"Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
1.7x10-5
2.7x 10-6
Population Within 80 land
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
1
1.4
4
Risk (cancer fatalities 'per campaign)
8.9x10
1.2x10 3The risk values for this alternative are based on the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is.
blending 85 t HEU to 4 percent as UF6 fuel and 15 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at each .site).
b Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign and are calculated by multiplying annual frequency.(I 0"4) by the total
number of years of operation.
C The noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities.
Involved workers, those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if such an accident were

I

to Occur.

The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 730,000 for B&W and 1,260,000 for NFS.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
d
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•Table2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and CandidateSite--Continued
Maximum Chemical'Exposure:IncrementalImpacts Using Two CommercialSites
(170 t to fuel and30 t to waste)
NFS

B&W

Receptor
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Hazard index'

2.02x10. 2

Cancer riskb

1.38x10:5
:.9.70xl0"

.TlAIxl0"14

Onsite Worker
-Hazard indexc
Cancer riskd

,4.68x10"3
.4.03x10 1 4

.5.51x10

3
6.42x10Y

14

[Text deleted.]
a Hazard index=sum of individual-hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maximally exposed individual.
b
C

d

Lifetime.cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
Hazard index=sum of individual hazard-quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x
(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).

Source: Derived from tables inSection 4.3.

Total Campaign Waste GenerationIncremental Impacts Using Two Commercial Sites
(170 t to fuel and30 t to waste)
Waste Categorya

NFS

Total

551
1,720

551
1,720

1,102
3,440

1,400
0

-1,400
0

2,800
0

826

826

1,652

0

0

0

281,000
12,800

281,000
12,800

562,000
25.600

15,200
9

15,200
9

30,400
18

1,020
9,220
2,900

1,020
9,220
2,900

2,040
18,440
5,800

B&W

Low-Level
Liquid (m3 )
Solid. (W3 )

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (M3)
Solid (in3 )

Hazardous
Liquid (m3 )

Solid (n 3).
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
.Liquid.(m 3 )
Solid (W3)

Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (i 3 )
Solid (In3)

Solid Low-Level (m3)b
Solid Nonhazardous (m3)b
LEU Low-Level (mS)c
"

Waste volumes are based on the blending process that produces the highest volume for each category.

b Process waste after treatment.
product waste as a result of blending. Includes irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory (quantity is
classified), which potentially could be disposed of as high-level-waste.

C End

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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ýTable 2.4-1. Summary ComparisonofMaximwn IncrementalImpacts for.EachAlternative
and CatididateWSite-.Continued
Total Campaign Transportation"Risk'IncrementalImpacts Using Two CommercialSites
(170* to fuel and'30 t to waste)
.Receptor

I

.-Accdent-Free Operations
Fatalities to the public from radiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from radiological effects
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological. effects
Accidents
Fatalities to the public from radiological effectsa
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
Total Fatalities

'B&W

:'NFS

0.14
0.08
1.5x 102

0.13
0.08
1.2x10.2

.0.27
0.16
2.7x10

4.8x10 3
0.43
0.12
0.79

4.4x 10"3
0.41
0.11
0.75

9.2x10.3
0.84
0.23
1.54

Total

2

The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes of radiological accidents.
Source: Derived from tables in Appendix G.

Variation c) All Four Sites
Total CampaignaSite InfrastructureIncrementalImpacts UsingAll FourSites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t to waste)
Characteristic

I

Electricity (MWb)
Diesel/oil 0)
Natural gas (M3)
Coal (t)

Steam (kg)

Y-12

SRS

35,200
449,000
143,000
2,840

35,200
655,000
0b
2,840

125,500
3,259,000
161,000
0c

125,500
3,259,000
161,000
0C

321,400
7,622,000
465,000
5,680

68,000

68,000

68,000

68,000

272,000

B&W

NFS

Total

Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5. Annual
values are presented in Section 2.2.2.
b Natural gas is not available at SRS; therefore, liquid petroleum gas (approximately 204,0001) would be substituted for a natural
gas requirement of 143,000 m3 .
¢ Fuel oil is considered the primary fuel at B&W and NFS; therefore, blending facility coal requirements have been converted to
fuel oil energy equivalent. Fuel oil energy content is assumed to be 40,128 BTUs/I, and the coal energy content is assumed to be
30.9 million BTUs/t. A coal requirement of 3,610 t equals 2.800,0001 of fuel oil.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Table 2.4-1., Summary Comparisonof Maximum Incremental Impactsfor Each Alternative
andCandidateSite-Continued

Maximum Air Quality.IncrementalImpacts Using All Four.Sites
S(170 t tofuel and,30 t.to waste)
Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines
,(pg/m 3)
10,o000
8 hours
40,000a
Ihour
1.5a
Calendar Quarter
Averaging
MTime

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
Particulate matter (PM10 )
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

Mandated by South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Virginia
Total suspended particulates
(TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HFR

Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

1008
50a
150(
8(0
3653
1,300a

2

b

b

1.33
.0.03
0.37
2.46
29.3
161

0.01
.<0.01
<0.01
0.02
0.32
0.71

0.14
0.03
'0.19
0.4
2.74
14.11

0.0 5

0.03

1.6

b

b
b
b

3.7c

B'&W
(g/m 3 )
'5.43
17.63

b

2 .9 c

250c

8 hours

-SRS
(Wg/M 3)
0.07
.0.14

6.74 d
80.16
b

60c
150C
0.8c

Annual
24 hours
I month
1 week
24 hours
12 hours

*Y-12
(Wg/m 3)
11-5
53

0.88 d
b
b
b
b .
b, d

0.19
tracede
trace', e
traced, e

traced, e

traced. e

NFS
(jWg/m 3)
-. 0.62
:'.0.8
b

0.03
<0.01
0.03
0.05
0.4
0.96

<0.01 "
0.03
tracee
tracee
tracee

tracee

tracee

Federal standard.

b No lead emissions from any of the blending processes and no gaseous fluoride emissions from tJNH and metal blending processes.
State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.

-

e Hydrofluorination is anticipated to be a closed system with scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission of gaseous fluorides
is estimated to be a trace amount.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Total Campaign Water Resources IncrementalImpacts Using All Four Sites (170 tto fuel and 30 t to waste)
Resource

i[

Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million l)a

Y-12
150
148

SRS
150
148

B&W
154
149

NFS
154
149

Total
608
594

Includes sanitary and nonhazardous. nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Tdble 2.4-1. Summary Comparisonof Maximum'IncrementalImpacts'for Each Alternative
and'CandidateSite--Continued
Maximum Socioeconomic Incrementai'mpacts:UsingAll FourSites (1,70 t to-fuel and 30,t to waste)

I

Characteristic
Direct employment
Indirect employment
Total jobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)

-Y-12
.125
319
444
-0.09

'SRS
125
245
370
-0.14

-,.B&W
126

NFS
126
253
•379
-0.14

.285

1411
-0.12

Source: Derived from tables in -Section 4.3.

Maximum Normal OperationsRadiologicalExposure Incremental Impacts UsingAll Four Sites
(170 t to fuel and30 t td waste)
Receptor

Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

Total

Involved Worker
Total dose to involved workforce'
89
89
103
103
384
(person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
3.56x10- 2
3.56x10"2
4.12x10"2 , 4.12x10"2
0.154
Maximally Exposed Individual Public
NAb
1.58
2.19x10"2
1.98x10"2
0.308
Dose to maximally exposed individual
member of the public (mrem)
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
1.54x10"7
9.90x10"9
1.10xl0"4
7.90x10"7
NAb
Population Within 80 km
Dose to population within 80 kmc
1.26
1.26
0.199
14.2
16.9
(person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
6.30x10"4
6.30x10"4
9.95x10 5
7.10x10"3
8.45x10"3
a The involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending, 126 for UF 6 blending, and 72 for metal blending.
b The dose and the latent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual cannot be totaled because they are based on
maximum exposure to anindividual at each site using site-specific information.
The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12; 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W; and 1,260,000
for NFS.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
Maximum FacilityAccidents IncrementalImpacts Using All FourSites

(170 t to fuel and30 t to waste)a

I

Receptor
frequencyb
accident
Campaign
Noninvolved Workersc
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)
Maximally Exposed Individual Public
Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
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Y-12
4.3x 10"

SRS
4.3xl0-4

B&W
4.3x10 4

NFS
4.3x10 4

0.4

8.7xl10 2
4.4x105

30
2
1.3xl10

2.5
1.1x10"-

3.1 X10-6

1.ox10

1.6x]10 9

8.4x 10-6

2.OxlO
4

5.0x10"
2.6x1]07

2

3

3.0x10"
1.4x10-6

Descriptionof the Proposed
Action and Alternatives
.Table 2.4-1. Summary Comparison of-Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
.,andCandidateSite--Continued
Maximum FacilityAccidents.IncrementalImpacts Using-AllFourSites
(170 t to fiaL and'30t to waste)a---Continued
Receptor

Population Within 80 kmd
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

,Y-42

SRS

6.9xi0"2
3.-5il0"'

-B&W

1.6x10-2

-8.2x10"6

1
4.5xlO"

NFS

1.4

6.3x10-4

a The risk values for this alternative are based on the most conservativl combination of the options within the alternative (that is,

b

c

d

blending 42.5 t HEU to 4-percent LEU as UNH fuel and 7-5 t HEU tb 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at Y-12 and SRS, and
42.5 t HEU to 4-percent LEU as UF6 fuel and 7.5 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at B&W and NFS).
Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign which are calculated by multiplying annual frequency (10-4) by the
total number of years of operation.
The noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities.
Involved workers, those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if such an accident were
to occur.
The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12; 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W: and 1,260,000

for NFS.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.

Maximum ChemicalExposure IncrementalImpacts UsingAll Four Sites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t to waste)
Receptor

Y-12

SRS

B&W

NFS

l.01xlO"2
3.60x 10-15
3.21x10-'

Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
1.92x10"3

2.13x10"4

Cancer riskb

6.84x10"

7.63x10"

6.90x 10- 6
2.47x10-18

Onsite Worker
Hazard indexc

6.30x10 3

5.65x10-3

2.34x10- 3

Hazard indexa

Cancer riskd

16

2.71x10"

14

17

14

2.44x10"

1.02x10"14

1.39x,0"14

[Text deleted.]
a Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maximally exposed individual.

Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
[Text deleted.]
C Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x
b

(0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
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Tdble 2.4-1. -Summary.Comparisonof Maximum ihcremental impactsfor Each Alternative
and CandidateSite-Conttinhued
Total Campaign Waste GenerationIncremental Impacts UsingAll FourSites
(170 t tofuel and.30 t to waste)
:,Waste Category
.:Low-Level.
Liquid: (mi)
Solid (m3 )
Mixed Low-LevelLiquid (n 3)
Solid (m3)
Hazardous
Liquid (M3)
Solid (M3)
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
.Liquid (M3)
Solid (m3 )
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (M3)
Solid (W3 )
Solid Low-Level (mS)b
Solid Nonhazardous (m3)b
LEU Low-Level (m3)c

NFS

B&W

SRS

'V-2

Total

163
.575

279
872

;.279
872

1,488
3,959

.. 223
0

223
0

709
0

709
0

1,864
0

418
0

418
0

418
0

418
0

1,672
0

142,000
6,480

142,000
6,480

142,000
6,480

142,000
6,480

568,000
25,920

6,060
0
1,060
4,670
1,470

6,060
0
331
4,670
1,470

7,710
4
516
4,670
1,470

7,710
4
516
4,670
1,470

27,540
8
2,423
18,680
5,880

7671,640

.

a Waste volumes are based on the blending process that produces the highest volume for each category.
b Process waste after treatment.
End product waste as a result of blending. Includes irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory (quantity is
classified), which potentially could be disposed of as high-level waste.

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3.
Total Campaign TransportationRisk IncrementalImpacts UsingAll Four Sites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t to waste)

I[
!

NFS

Total

Receptor
Accident-Free Operations
Fatalities to the public from radiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from radiological effects
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects

Y-I2

SRS

B&W

0.06
0.04
5.7x10 3

0.07
0.04
6.9x10 3

0.07
0.05
7.4x10 3

0.06
0.05
6.1xl0-3

0.26
0.16
2.6x10-2

Accidents
Fatalities to the public from radiological effectsa
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
Total Fatalities

2.1x10 3
0.19
0.05
0.35

2.4x10- 3
0.22
0.06
0.40

2.4x10-3
0.22
0.06
0.41

2.2x10-3
0.21
0.06
0.39

9.1x10-3
0.83
0.23
1.55

The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes of radiological accidents.
Source: Derived from tables in Appendix G.
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Tible,,2.4-1. Summary-Comparison.ofMaximum IncrementaiImpactsforEack Alternative
,and CdidateSite-Continued

Variationtl): Single Site
,The incremental impacts of blending all.surplusHEU
.-to LEU at a single:DOE site are the same as either the
'total or: maximum impacts-presented in Nariation. a.
Blending all at a single commercial site can be
,obtained from Variation b. The only exception, is the
normal operations dose and risk to the maximally
exposed individual of the public.and the-population

within.80 km (50 mil). The dose to theý maximally
exposed individual; for.Y- 12, SRS, B&W, and NFS is
1.22, 0.078, 0.0864; and 6.24 mremi respectively.:The
risk of.cancertfatalities per campaign. is 6.08x1'0 7 ,
'3.9x10 8 , 4.32x10-8,:,and ,3,.12x10 "6 respectively. The
dose to the populationvwithin,80'km (50mni) forY-12,
SRS,,B&W, and NFS is 5.01, 5.01, 0.787,,and 56.3
person-rem, respectively. The risk of.cancer fatalities
per campaign,are 2.5x10"3, 2.5x 103, 3.9xl 04, -and
2.8x 10-2, respectively.
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.Table 2.4-2.

Summary Comparisonof Total CampaignalncrementalEnvironmentalImpactsfor the
Disposition of Surplus Highly EnrichedUraniumfor Each Alternative
Alternative 3

Alternative 2
Limited
No Commercial Use '.Commercial Use
..3Oi1i0jFuel/Waste

...
.
Electricity (MWh)
Diesel/oil (1)
Natural gas (mi3 )
.......... ..............

.. .

Alternative 5

Substantial
Commercial Use

:,Maximum
Commercial Use

.25n75 Fuel/Waste '65/35 Fuel/Waste ,85/15 Fuel/Waste

:.x............

Coal (t)
Steam (kg)

....
. .............

Alternative 4

476,000
19,384,000
1;,413,000

482,000
16,961,000
1,1 66,000

49Z,000
17,426,000
936,000

496,00
12,876,000
644,000

17,280
828,000

12,960
665,000

16,820
403,200

11,360
272,000

. . . . ....

....

..

.

. ..

The impacts for all four alternatives would be negligible. UNH and metal blending would be used for Alternative 2

and UNH, UF 6 and metal blending would be used for Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 and give similar incremental: annual
emissions. The maximum incremental annual emissions for all four alternatives would be less than 1 percent of the
NAAQS standard for all criteria pollutants.

Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million 1)

1,808
1,784

1,460
1,440

894
870

610
590

The impacts for all four alternatives would be negligible. For Alternative 2, the UNH blending process to 0.9-percent
LEU waste gives the maximum impacts. For Alternative 2, the maximum direct employment for any of the four sites
would be 125 employees and the indirect employment would range from 245 at SRS to 319 at Y-12. The
unemployment changes for all four sites range from 0.09 percent to 0.14 percent. The only difference between
Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 from Alternative 2 is that the maximum direct employment at B&W and NFS would be 126
since the UF 6 blending process could be used.
Involved Workers
Total dose to
involved workforce
(person-rein)
Risk (cancer fatalities per
campaign)
Maximally Exposed

1,076

880

566

406

0.43

0.352

0.226

0.162

Dose to maximum exposed

3.33

3.13

3.96

3.12

individual member of the
public (torero)
Risk (cancer fatality per

1.67x 10.6

1.57x 10-6

1.98x 10"6

1.56x 10.6

Individual (Public)

campaign)
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.>Table2.4-,2. .*Summary Comparisonofý'TotaVCampaignalncremental
EnvironmentalImpactsfor-the
iDispositionof-Surplus !Highlyi:Enriched
.Uraniumfor Each Alternative-Continued
Alternative 3
;Alternative 4
Alternative 2
.Limited
Substantial
No'Commercial.Use -.Commercial Use .Commercial•Use
'0/100.FuellWaste f25f75Fuel/Waste =65/35.Fuel/Waste
PopulationWithin: 80ikm
:Dose to population1within
80 km (person;-rem)
,Risk (cancer fatalities, per

`36.6

33.3

35.5

*Alternative-5
Maximum
Commercial. Use
ý85/15 .Fuel/Waste
28.5

1.83x 10" 2

1.67x 10"2

1.78x10" 2

1.43x10 2

2.4x ) 03

1.8x]10'

1.7x 10-

8.5x 1e0"

campaign)

Campaign accident frequencyc
Noninvolved Workers'd
Latent cancer fatalities per
accident
Risk (cancer fatalities pet
campaign)
Maximally Exposed
Individual (Public)
Latent cancer fatality per

accident
Risk (cancer fatality per
campaign)
Population Within 80 km
Latent cancer fatalities per
accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per

0.94

30

2.2x10"3

30

30

9.2x10 3

2.1 x 10- 2

2.6x10 2

4

1.9x 102

1.9x 10.2

1.9x10" 2

1.4x106

5.8x10"6

1.3x10"5

1.7x10"5

6.9x10. 2

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.6x10"4

4.6x10-4

1.oxl0o' 3

1.2xl0

5.7xI10

3

campaign)

The impacts for all four alternatives would be negligible. For all four alternatives, the maximum incremental hazard
index for the maximally exposed individual (public) is 2.02x10.2. and for workers onsite it is 1.26x10.2. These values
are several orders of magnitude under 1.0, the regulatory health limit. The maximum incremental cancer risk for the

maximally exposed individual (public) is 2.11x10"14, and for workers onsite it is 1.08x10" 13 . These values are below

the regulatory limit of 1.Ox10"6. This represents an increase in cancer risk of 1 in 480 billion to the public and about 1
in a million to onsite workers.
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Low-Level

I

Liquid (m3 )
Solid (m')
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (inW)
Solid (m 3 )

5,866
13,700

4,685
11,130

3,770
8,300

1,852
4,400

668
0

1296
0

2.300
0

2,800
0

1,048

1,228
0

1,528

1,672
0

Hazardous
Liquid

(M3 )

Solid (in3 )

0

0
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Table; 2.4-2. Summary Compafison of Total CampaignalncrementalEnvironmentalImpactsfor the
;Dispositionof Surplus.Hfighly Enriched Uraniumfor:EachAlternative-Continued
(Alternative 3
Alternative 4
Limited
-Substantial
'Alternative 2
!No Commercial Use Commercial Use 'Commercial Use
0/100OFuel/Waste 25/75,Fuel/Waste '65/35 Fuel/Waste

Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (m3)
Solid (m3 )
Nonhazardous (Other)

Alternative 5
-Maximum
'Commercial Use
85115 Fuel/Waste

1,712,000
78,000

1,378,000
62,800

836,000
•38,040

'568,000
25;920

Liquid (M3)
Solid (m3)
Solid Low-Level (m3 )e

72,800
0
8,453

60,400
6
6,802

40,600
14
5,297

30,400
18

Solid Nonhazardous (mS)e
LEU Low-Level (m)f

56,400
39,010

.45,400
29,340

27,440
13,720

18,680
5,900

Accident-Free Operations
Fatalities to the public from
radiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from

radiological effects
Fatalities to the public from
nonradiological effects

0.58

0.48

0.34

0.27

0.44

0.36

0.24

0.2

5.5x10"2

4.6x10l2

3.4x10"2

2.7x10"2

1.88x10l2

1.6x10"2

l 2
1.2x10

9.2x10-3

1.83

1.54

1.1

0.84

0.51

0.44

0.3

0.23

3.43

2.89

2.04

1.57

Accidents

Fatalities to the public from
radiological effects8
Fatalities to the public from
nonradiological effects
Fatalities to the crew

.2,774

from notradiological
effects,

Total Fatalities

a Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5. Values
shown represent total impacts over the life of campaign except for facility accidents for which maximum values are presented
over the life of the campaign.
b Values shown for facility accidents represent maximum consequences that could possibly occur under each alternative.
C Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign which are calculated by multiplying annual frequency (IlY4) by the
total number of years of operation.
d The noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities.
Involved workers, those that are near an accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if such an accident were
to occur.
Process waste after treatment.

f End product waste as a result of blending includes irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory (quantity is
classified) which potentially could be disposed of as high-level waste.
The transportation crew and the public are considered as one population for the purposes of radiological accidents.
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Affected Environment
3.1

DEFINITION OF RESOURCES

This, chapter defines the .existing conditions of
various..resources that may be affected by- the
implementation: of-any, of the. alternatives defined in
'Chapter 2. The potentially affected environment-is
determined by, evaluating the various:.parameters or
.-components of resources that make up the' baseline
;for.the.
environment, :.safety, ,and health .of workers
.and the public. The:natural and human resources, as
,well as the'facility-related resources that may be
affected by-the proposed action, are grouped into the
following areas for analysis in this EIS:

., (land use). Visual; resources, are:also evaluated under
land resources~ and.;:are defined as natural iand
human-created "features that give .:a :particular
landscape its visuatlaesthetic.qualities..For.the DOE
-sites, the -visual-resource, assessment is, based-on, the
,,Bureau of Land Management Visual Resource
Management (VRM),methodology. ýFor the
:commercial: sites, the degree of contrast"between the
proposed- action :and -the existing visual landscape is
qualitatively assessed. The use or development of
land resources is subject to regulation and must
-conform to governmental plans, policies, and
controls at the Federal, State, and.local (municipal)
levels.

* Land resources
" Site infrastructure

" Air quality and noise
" Water resources
" Geology and soils
" Biotic resources
" Cultural resources
• Socioeconomics
" Public and occupational health
* Waste, management
In addition, the existing conditions and potential
environmental impacts of intersite transportation of
materials associated with the proposed action.are
described in Section 4.4.
Land Resources..Land resources comprise all of the
terrestrial areas available for economic production,
residential or recreational use, governmental
2activities (for example, military' bases), or natural
resource consumption. Land resources- may :be
characterized by. their -natural resource; attributes,
-such, as soilproductivity or mineral content,, or by
!their. potential. for. the location of human: activities

Site Infrastructure. Site infrastructure includes
those utilities and other resources required to support
construction and operation of the facilities required
for the mission. The resources described and
analyzed in this EIS include, electrical power and
electrical load capacity requirements; water/steam
supply requirements; natural gas, coal, and liquid
fuel requirements; and transportation networks,
including roads and rail interfaces. Site
environmental regulatory settings and pollution
prevention programs are described for each
individual facility.
Air Quality •and Noise. Air pollution refers to any
substance in the air that could harm human or animal
populations, vegetation, or. structures, or that
,unreasonably interferes with the comfortable
,enjoyment of life and property. Pollutants may
include almost any natural or artificial compound
,capable of being airborne. They may be, in the form
of solid particles, liquid droplets, gases, or
combinations of these forms. Generally, they can be
categorized as primary pollutants (those emitted
directly from identifiable sources) and secondary
pollutants (those produced .,in the. air by interaction
between .two or more primary pollutants,. or. by
reaction with normal-atmospheric, constituents,- with
or without photoactivation). Only outdoor. air
:pollutants are-addressed in this document. Ambient
•air quality in a given location is described as the
concentration of various pollutants, in the atmosphere
compared:to :the -corresponding. standards. It is
3-1
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, affected- by. air. pollutant emission characteristics,
,meteorology, and topography.
'Noise is definedsas.unwanted, sound.that interferes or
interacts -with the: human or. natural- environment.
Noise may disrupt, normal activities.or. diminish the
.quality of the. environment... EPA has developed
,,guidelines for noise, levels, for.different land-use
classifications. :Some' States and localities have
-established, noise control regulations or zoning
ordinances that -specify acceptable noise levels by
land-use category. These guidelines and regulations
are discussed in Appendix C, Section C.3.
Water Resources. Water resources comprise surface
water and groundwater., Surface water includes
marine or freshwater bodies that occur above the
ground surface, such as streams, lakes, embayments,
and oceans. Surface water bodies are classified based
on designated uses that are to be protected (for
example, drinking water supply and recreation).
Federal, State, and local regulations set standards and
criteria that apply to different classifications.
Groundwater resources are defined as the aquifers
underlying the site and their extensions down the
hydraulic gradients to, and including, discharge
points and/or the first major users. The quantity of
groundwater an aquifer yields is directly related to its
geologic properties. In general, the higher the
porosity (a measure of void space) and permeability
(the interconnectedness of the void space), the
greater the aquifer yield. The recharge rate is the rate
at which groundwater accumulates in the aquifer and
represents the rate at which groundwater can be
withdrawn from the aquifer without a net reduction in
the quantity of groundwater in storage. Groundwater
resources are specifically protected by Federal law
under the Safe Drinking WaterAct by the Sole Source
Aquifer and Wellhead Protection programs. State and
local regulations may provide additional
classifications, standards,,and criteria.
Geology and. Soils. Geological resources include
mineral resources (for example,- energy resources
such as coal, oil, and natural. gas), unique geologic
features,-and geological hazards (for example,
seismic activity [earthquakes), faults, volcanoes,
landslides, and land subsidence). Soil resources-are
defined as the. loose surface material of the earth, in
-which plants grow, usually consisting. of
disintegrated rock, organic matter; and soluble salts.
3-2

2Biotic Resources..-Biotic resources include terrestrial
•resources, (flora, and fauna), -,wetlands, aquatic
resources,- and threatened and- endangered- species.
:.Biotic resources are defined as terrestrial-and: aquatic
ecosystems :characterized by thee presence-of native
:and- naturalized: flora and 'fauna. 'Wetlands and
-,threatened.and endangere'd:.species have. been
*identified. for, separate. analyses becauselof their
special regulatory status.
-Terrestrial resources are defined, as. those- plant and
animal species and communities -that are closely
associated with the land. For the purpose of this EIS,
terrestrial resources include major plant communities
present in.a site or region and:the vegetation,
mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians found
within them. Scientific names of those species (both
terrestrial and aquatic) listed in the text are provided
in Appendix D.
Wetlands are defined by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and EPA as areas that are inundated or
saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency
and duration sufficient to support, and that under
normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps,
marshes, bogs, and similar areas (33 CFR 328.3).
Thus, wetlands are delineated based on the
occurrence of characteristic vegetation, soils, and
hydrology.
Aquatic resources are defined as those plant and
animal species and communities that are closely
associated with a water environment. For the
purposes of this EIS, aquatic resources include the
major habitats present in a site or region and the fish
species associated with them.
Threatened species are defined as those species likely
to be endangered within the foreseeable future.
Endangered species are defined, under the
EndangeredSpecies Act of 1973, as those species in
danger of extinction throughout all or a -large portion
-of their range (Appendix D). The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife. Service may designate areas of critical
habitat for. threatened- and endangered species.
Critical habitat is defined as specific areas that
contain physical -and biological features. essential to
the. conservation of species, and, that may require
special- management considerations: or protection.
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Species that are.Federal; proposed or candidates: for
listing as- threatened or endangered species .do- not
receive legal: protection under the Endangered
Species Act.;However, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service-recommends that impacts to these species be
considered in-project planning since their status can
be changed to threatened or endangered in the
foreseeable. future. The .U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. hasý recently. changed the classification of
species under review for listing as threatened or
eridangered (61-FR 7596). Proposed species include
those plants and animals for-which a proposed rule to
list as threatened or endangered has been published.
Candidate -species include those plants and animals
for which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has on
file sufficient information on biological vulnerability
and threat to support issuance of a proposed rule for
listing as endangered or threatened. Candidate
species previously included Category 1 (species
appropriate for listing as protected) and Category 2
(species possibly appropriate for listing as protected).
Due to the recent change, candidate species include
only those that are appropriate for listing as protected
species (that is, species formerly listed as Category
1). The Category 2 designation has been omitted.
Most of the species previously identified as Federal
candidate Category 2 in the HEU Draft EIS also have
a State status and continue to be evaluated for
potential impacts. However, due to the change in
candidate classification described above, several
species have been eliminated from proposed site
threatened and endangered species lists. At the State
level, protected species are classified in a variety of
categories, including endangered, threatened, in need
of management, of concern, in need of monitoring, or
species of special concern.
Cultural Resources. Cultural resources are
resources that involve human imprints on the
landscape. For this EIS, cultural resources are
divided into prehistoric, historic, and Native
American resources. Paleontological resources also
are considered in this EIS. These resources are
important mainly for their potential to provide
scientific information on paleoenvironments and the
evolutionary history of.plants and animals.
Prehistoric resources are physical- properties that
remain from human activities- that predate written
records. These resources are. generally identified as
either isolated artifacts, sites, or districts. Isolated

artifacts may include-stone or, bone tools or remains
of ceramic pottery. Sites- may contain concentrations
of artifacts (for example, stone tools and ceramic
sherds), features (for example, remains of campfires,
.residences, or food -storage pits), and plant and
animal remains; all of these resources can be used to
reconstruct life in a region or at a limited location.
Depending on the age, complexity, integrity, and
relationship to one another, sites may be important
-for, and capable of,- yielding otherwise inaccessible
information about pastpopulations.
-

Historic resources.consist of physical-properties that
postdate-the existence of written records. In the
United States, historic resources are considered to be
those that date from 1492 onward. Historic resources
include architectural structures or districts (for
example, religious, commercial or residential
structures, dams, and bridges), objects, and
archaeological features (for example, foundations of
mills or residences, trails, and trash dumps).
Ordinarily, sites less than 50 years old are not
considered historic for analytical purposes, but
exceptions can be made for younger properties if they
are of exceptional importance (for example,
structures associated with World War II, the
Manhattan Project, or Cold War themes)
(36 CFR 60.4).
Native American resources are sites, areas, and
materials important to Native Americans for religious
or heritage reasons. Of primary concern are concepts
of sacred space that create the potential for land-use
conflicts. Native American resources can include
cemeteries, geological or geographic elements (for
example, mountains or creeks), certain species of
animals or plants, and architectural structures (for
example, pueblos, battlefields, or trails).
Paleontological resources are evaluated under
cultural resources and are the physical remains,
impressions, or traces of plants or animals from a
former geological age. They include casts, molds,
and trace fossils, such as burrows or tracks. Fossil
localities typically include surface outcrops, areas
where subsurface deposits are exposed by ground
disturbance, and environments that favor
preservation, such as caves, peat bogs, and tar pits.
Socioeconomics. Socioeconomics encompasses the
study of the social, economic,-and demographic
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,characteristics ofa~geographical: region. A region's
socioeconomic status is characterized using
-.indicators such as, population, .size of civilian labor
force,, employment, unemployment rates, and income
level. Additional indicators of socioeconomic
conditions include level-of community -services (that
is, health care, education, and. public safety) and
infrastructure development. The. most recent
available. statistics .are:used,in the analysis.
Public and Occupational-Health. Public and
occupational health issues include the determination
of potentially. adverse effects on human health that
result from exposures to ionizing radiation and
hazardous chemicals. The degree of hazard is directly
related to the type and quantity of the particular
radioactive or chemical material to which the person
is exposed as a result of various alternatives assessed.
The exposures are converted to potential fatal
cancers and/or noncancer effects of an acute or a
chronic nature. This is done for both normal
operations and postulated accident situations.
Waste Management. Blending activities produce
waste that requires collection, storage,
characterization, destruction or stabilization,
containment, transportation, and disposal. Waste
management accepts waste produced by processing,
manufacturing, remediation, decontamination and
decommissioning, and research activities. The waste
is managed using appropriate treatment, storage, and
disposal technologies in compliance with. all
applicable Federal and State statutes and DOE
orders. The following waste categories are expected
from blending processes and are evaluated:
low-level, mixed low-level, hazardous, and
nonhazardous. Treated waste is waste that, following
generation, has been altered chemically or physically
to reduce its toxicity or prepare it for storage or
disposal. Waste treatment can include volume
reduction activities, such as incineration or
compaction, which may be performed on waste prior
to storage or disposal. Stored waste is waste that,
following generation (and usually some treatment), is
temporarily retained in a retrievable manner and
monitored pending disposal.'Disposed waste is waste
that has been put in final emplacement to ensure its
isolation from the environment, with, no intention of
retrieval. Deliberate action is required to regain
access to the waste. Disposed wastes include
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.jmaterials,.placed in repositories and buried&in
landfills.
3.2

APPROACH TO DEFINING
AFFECTEDENVIRONMENT

TheIHEUEIS describes the:affected.environment at
each. of the candidate sites to establish. a. baseline
against which the projected impacts. of.the,:proposed
alternatives can be compared. The baseline
descriptions characterize those resources.,and the
surrounding geographical areas that may be affected
by the proposed action. These detailed descriptions
provide a basis for understanding the direct, indirect,
and cumulative effects.of the proposed alternatives.
Discussions of each candidate site and its
surrounding areas are included for land resources,
site infrastructure, geology and soils, biotic
resources, and cultural and paleontological
resources, along with descriptions of the
representative area within the site that could be
affected. Information on existing conditions is
obtained from recent environmental reports,
consultations with the sites, and Federal, State, and
local agencies.
Ambient Conditions are described for air quality,
noise, and water resources. Discussions focus on
current air quality and noise level conditions at site
boundaries and the quality, quantity, and availability
of surface water and aquifers in the vicinity of the
site. This information has been analyzed to obtain
key air quality, noise, and water quality parameters,
which then have been compared to regulatory
standards to establish existing conditions at the
candidate sites. Existing environmental documents
and models developed and/or data generated for each
candidate site were used or incorporated by reference
to the maximum extent possible to develop the
conditions of these resources as they currently exist.
The socioeconomic analysis focuses on the-potential
impacts of additional workers and their families on
the economy, housing availability,. community
services, and infrastructure.,Potential socioeconomic
impacts. are assessed using two,geographic regions, a
regional- economic area (REA) and a region .of
influence (ROI). REAs are used to-assess potential
effects on the economy,, and ROIs are used tor assess

Affected. Environment
effects whicharel.more-localized in political
jurisdictions surrounding the. sites.
The REA for each site encompasses a broad market
that involves trade among, regional industrial rand
service sectors.and is characterized: by: strong
economic linkages between the communities located
in the region."These linkages.determine the nature
and magnitude.of multiplier. effects of economic
activity (for example, purchases, earnings, and
employment) at. each. candidate site. -REAs.-are
defined by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. as
consisting of -an economic :node that serves as the
center of economic activity and the surrounding
counties that are economically related andinclude
the places of work and residences of its labor force.
Other potential demographic impacts are assessed for
the ROI, a smaller geographic area where the housing
market and local community services would be the
most affected. ROIs are determined to be those areas
where approximately 90 percent of the current DOE,
contractor, and commercial nuclear facility
employees reside and the counties in which at least 5
percent of the current workforce lives. This
residential distribution reflects existing commuting
patterns and attractiveness of area communities.for
people employed at each site.

,descriptions. These, reports.,present the: levels of
Sradioactivity and hazardous.chemicals in various
environmental media: (forn example,,air, water, and
-vegetation) on and around the sites. ,The main source
of information used: to establish-existinghealth
impacts to workers, both.inidividualarid collective, is
the compilation of occupational. exposures issued
-annually: by DOE and NRC. Accident. histories and
.the results of epidemiological studies are obtained
from- many'literature sources, including incidence
reports and medical journals.
Waste' management activities are described at each
candidate site, including treatment, storage, and
disposal technologies, and compliance with
applicable standards and regulations. Both DOE and
the commercial sites maintain waste management
databases and -publish documents as a reporting
mechanism to disclose and gauge progress in
meeting environmental regulatory requirements.
These databases/reports were used as data sources for
waste management. Other site-specific documents
include Annual Waste Minimization and Generation
Reports, Site Treatment Plans, Pollution Prevention
and Waste Minimization Awareness Plans, Annual
Environmental Reports, and Waste Management
Plans.
3.3

The most recent available data are used in the
socioeconomic analyses. Data for the year 1992 or
later were obtained from sources such as the U.S.
Bureau of Census, Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the American
Medical Association, the American Hospital
Association, State and local government
publications, and telephone interviews with State and
local government officials.
A description of the current radiological and
chemical environments at each candidate site is
provided to establish the radiological and hazardous
chemical doses that workers and the public receive
from exposures associated with both the natural
background and with existing site operations..To
characterize -each site's operational record, an
accident history and a discussion of past and ongoing
health studies of.people who work onsite orlive in
the vicinity are presented. A series of environmental
and monitoring reports issued by candidate sites are
used to develop. existing siteenvironmental

OAK RIDGE RESERVATION,
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

The Oak Ridge Reservation was established in 1942.
It occupies approximately 13,980 ha (34,500 acres)
within the city boundaries of Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Of the three major facilities on ORR, the Y-12 Plant
is the primary location of the Defense Program
missions. The Y-12 assignments include the
dismantlement of nuclear weapon components
returned from the Nation's arsenal, maintenance of
nuclear production capability and stockpile support,
storage of special nuclear materials, and special
manufacturing. support to DOE. The location of the
ORR site and its vicinity is shown in Figure 3.3-1.
The following sections describe the affected
environment at ORR for land resources, site
infrastructure, air quality and noise, water resources,
.geology and -soils, biotic resources, cultural, and
paleontological resources, socioeconomics, public
and occupational health, and waste management.
Although the proposed-action only involves the Y-12
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Oak RidgeLReservation, Tennessee, andRegion.

,,Affected-Environment
:Plant,. baseline environmental ,conditions for .the
entire ORR .are presented for the. purpose of
providing the. relationship ofý the Y-1.2 Plant with
ORR and the cumulative impact, statements.
3.3.1

nLANJYRESOURCES

;Land'Use. The. Oak- Ridge-Reservation is situated
.within the corporateiimits of the city of Oak-Ridge,
-roughly 19 km (12',mi):west of Knoxville,
Tennessee. All the land within ORR is owned by the
:Federal Governmentand is administered;: managed,
and controlled by DOE. The regional location of
ORR is illustrated in Figure:3.3-1.
Generalized land use at ORR and in the vicinity is
shown in Figure 3.3.1-1. There are -five major
classifications of land use at ORR: residential,
commercial, industrial, public/quasi public, and
forest/undeveloped. Industrial land uses (which
includes land area occupied by structures, pavemerkt,
facilities, and associated undeveloped land)
comprise approximately 4,700 ha (11,600 acres) or
approximately 33 percent of the total ýsite acreage.
About 500 ha (1,240 acres), approximately 4
percent, are used as a security buffer zone around
various facilities. About 300 ha (741 acres),
approximately 2 percent, are classified as public land
and consist mainly of the 36-ha (89-acre) Clark
Center Recreational Park, numerous small public
cemeteries, and an onsite public road (OR DOE
1989a:5-10). The remaining area, about 8,500 ha
(21,000 acres), approximately 61 percent, consists
of forest/undeveloped land, a portion.of which is
managed as pine plantations for the production of
pulpwood and saw timber. The DOE water treatment
facility, which provides water to many ORR
facilities and the city of Oak Ridge, is located just
north of Y-1 2. There are no prime farmlands on
ORR.

I In

1980, DOE designated a portion of ORR's
undeveloped land as a National Environmental
Research Park (NERP). As of July 1994, the NERP
consisted of segments totalling 5,008 -ha
(12,375 acres). spread over ORR. The NERP is used
by the national, scientific community as an outdoor
laboratory for environmental science research on the
impacts of human activities on the eastern deciduous
I forest ecosystem (DOE 1994u:37.51 ).

One:public. recreational:facility, ýClark ' Center
Recreational Park, is -situated on; an. embayment of
'Melton Hill:Lake. Recreational facilities:consist of a
boat ramp and two softballfields: (OR DOE
1989a:3-28). Other recreation'.opportunities include
.controlled.deer hunts-on designated portionsof ORR,
:•generally.: excluding the:.three :major.; facilities and
. waste-areas.
"The.,Department-of`,Energy -has, three
complexes within ORR.' These are.the. Oak'Ridge
Y-d.12 Plant, "Oak "Ridge :National Laboratory
(ORNL), and .,the ,K-25 Site. The Y-12'Plant
occupies approximately 1,770 ha (328 ha fenced)
(4,370 acres [811 acresfenced]). It was used in the
fabrication ofall of the uranium-parts used in
building U.S. nuclear weapons. :Itis also designated
as the interim storage facility for unirradiated
enriched uranium. Blending facilities at the Y-12
Plant also provide capabilities to blend HEU to LEU
as UNH or molten metal.
-primary

I

The ORR site has other facilities planned, including
proposed short-range projects (1995 through 1999).
These include the Composite Materials Laboratory,
Center for Biological Sciences, Mixed Waste
Treatment Facility, Recycle and Materials Processing
Facility, Process Waste Treatment Facility, Industrial
Landfill Expansion and Upgrades, and Steam Plant
Waste Water Treatment Facility. [Text deleted.]
Figure 3.3.1-2 shows potential future facility areas in
relation to existing ORR facilities.

Land bordering ORR is predominantly rural and used
largely for residences, small farms, forest land, and
pasture land. The city of Oak Ridge, along the
northeastern portion of ORR, is characterized by an
urban mix of residential, public, commercial, and
industrial land uses. Four residential areas are
situated along the, northern boundary of ORR, each
with several houses within 30 meters (m)
(98 feet [ft]) of the boundary.
Visual Resources. The ORR landscape is
characterized by a series of.ridges and valleys which
lie in a northeast-to-southwest direction. The
vegetation of ORR is predominantly deciduous forest
mixed with coniferous forest. Many of the open fields
(about 2,000,ha [4,940 acres]) at ORR have been
planted in shortleaf and loblolly pine; smaller areas
have. been, planted in. a variety of deciduousý and
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Figure3.3.1-1. GeneralizedLand Use at Oak Ridge Reservation and Vicinity.
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Figure 3.3.1-2. PrimaryExisting and PotentialFutureFacilityAreas at Oak Ridge Reservation.
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coniferous trees (OR DOE 1989a:3-14). The -Y-12
.,Plant is consistent with Bureau of Land Management
VRM`Class -5.:designation (large. industrial/0ffice
complexes).
' The visual, landscape consists mainly of rural-land,
with the:city of OakRidge.as'the- only.adjoining
,urban-area. Viewpoints -visually affected&by' DOE
facilities, include public access roadways, ,Clinch
River,,Melton Hill .Lake, and thebluffs.on the
opposite bank of the Clinch:-River. Views of the
facility~are limited by hilly terrain, heavy vegetation,
:and generally hazy atmospheric conditions. Partial
views of the DOE water treatment plant facilities can
be seen from the urban areas of Oak Ridge.

3.3.2

SITE INFRASTRUCTURE

Site Description. The ORNL missions-include basic
and applied scientific research and technology
development. Y-12 engages in national security
activities and manufacturing outreach to U.S.
industries. K-25, the former gaseous diffusion plant,
now serves as an operations center for environmental
restoration and waste management programs. The
current missions and functions performed at ORR are
described in Table 3.3.2-1. Locations of facilities
within ORR are presented in Figure 3.3.1-2.
[Text deleted.] The Y-12 Plant was constructed as
part of the World War II Manhattan Project. The site's
first mission was the separation of U-235 from NU by
electromagnetic separation. The magnetic separators
were decommissioned at the end of 1946, when
gaseous diffusion became the accepted process for
enriching uranium. Missions have evolved and
changed with the easing of international tensions and
resulted in a scale down of Y-12's weapons
component production mission.
Currently, the Y-12 Plant is designated as the~interim
DOE storage facility for unirradiated enriched
uranium (such as surplus-enriched uranium returned
from stockpiled weapons and other DOE sites). [Text
deleted.]
Department of Energy Activities. The five Y-12
Defense Programs assignments include maintaining
the capability, to fabricate components (primarily
uranium, and lithium) for nuclear weapons, storing
uranium and lithium materials and parts, dismantling
-3-10

nuclear weapon::components returned from the
Nation's stockpile,, processing special: nuclear
materials,-anid providing. special.:production support
to DOE design;.agencies and other DOE-programs.
Historically, the Y-12 Plant's. primary mission- has
been, to; fabricate, and assemble uranium (enriched
and depleted)-and lithium components in-support of
the nuclear, weapons stockpile. -Whileunprecedented
changes in.-the: world! are-iresultingin nuclear
.disarmament and reduced nuclear weapons
stockpiles, Y-1 2 continues to maintain the capability
to fabricate nuclear weapon components as a
fundamental continuing mission. Maintaining
production capability involves the ability to fabricate
materials into components, inspect and certify the
components, and produce -weapon subassemblies
from the components.
As nuclear weapons are removed from the-stockpile,
they must be dismantled, and materials and parts
appropriately disposed. Dismantled nuclear weapon
components, as well as components currently located
at Y-12, are safely and securely placed in short- or
long-term storage.
The Y-12 Plant also provides fabrication support to
DOE's weapons design laboratories at LANL,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL),
and SNL. Y-12 produces components for design
evaluation for these customers. In addition, Y-12
performs some stockpile• surveillance activities to
ensure reliability of the nuclear stockpile.
Environmental Regulatory Setting. Although ORR
consists of the three separate operating units-Y-12,
K-25, and ORNL-all Federal and State
environmental agreements deal with ORR as a single
entity. EPA placed ORR on the National Priorities
List in 1989, making the site subject to the
requirements of the Comprehensive -Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA). Under CERCLA, more than 200.
potentially contaminated sites have been identified
.on ORR for assessment and remediation.,An
-Environmental Restoration Remedial Action
Program was initiated by'ORR to remediate these
200 sites. In. addition to the CERCLA program,
remedial activities are also being conducted as
directed by the Resource Conservationand Recovery
Act (RCRA), which requires sites with RCRA
,.permits to identify,, investigate, and if necessary,

Affected; Environment
Table:3.3.2-1. 'CurrentMissionsat.Oak Ridge Reservation
Mission
Weapons components

•Uranium and lithium storage
,Dismantlement activities

-Description
to fabricate uranium
capability
Maintain
-and lithium components-and parts for
'nuclear, weapons
Store enriched, uranium, DU, and lithium
-materials and parts
:'Dismantle nuclear weapon components
- returned'from the stockpile

'Sponsor
Assistant Secretary for Defense
Programs
Assistant Secretary for.Defense
.Programs
Assistant- Secretary for Defense
:ýPrograms
Assistant Secretary for Defense
;Programs

Special nuclear material

*-Process uranium

Support services

Assistant Secretary for Defense
Programs
Waste management-and decontamination
Assistant Secretary for
and decommissioning activities at ORNL, 'Environmental Management
Y-12, and K-25
ORNL basic research and development in Office of Energy Research;
energy, health, and environment
Assistant Secretary for
Environment, Safety and Health;
Office of Nuclear Energy
ORNL produces radioactive and stable
Office of Nuclear Energy
isotopes not available elsewhere
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and
Office of Energy Research;
Education programs in the areas of health,
Assistant Secretary for
environment, and energy
Environment, Safety and Health;
Office of Nuclear Energy
Projects to support other Federal programs Department of Energy

Environmental restoration and
waste management
Research and development

Isotope production
Educational and research
programs

Work for other Federal
agencies
Technology transfer
Meteorological research

Provide support to design agencies

Programs to transfer unique technologies
developed at ORR to private industry
Meteorological and atmospheric diffusion
research

clean up all former or current solid waste
management units. In order to achieve a
comprehensive remediation of ORR, DOE entered
into a Federal Facility Compliance Agreement
(FFCA) with EPA and the State of Tennessee in 1992
to coordinate RCRA and CERCLA cleanup
activities. Based on this agreement, EPA and the
State have.allowed DOE to continue operations
while taking actions to achieve full compliance with
applicable Federal and State regulations.
The State of Tennessee has regulatory authority. for
air, water, solid. waste, hazardous ,waste, and mixed
waste (hazardous component only). DOE and the
State of Tennessee- have signed a Monitoring and
Oversight Agreement intended to assure. Tennessee
citizens that their health,, safety, and. environment are

Department of Energy
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

being protected during ORR facility operations.
Under this agreement and FFCA, DOE provides
financial support to the State of Tennessee to carry
out its commitment regarding cleanup activities.
The ORR facilities are being operated with a
combination of RCRA Part B permits -and interim
status regulations. The RCRA Part B permit
applications have been submitted for all of the active
storage and treatment units listed on the Part A
permit. The FFCA addresses ORR compliance with
the Land Disposal Restriction of the Hazardous and
-Solid Waste Amendments of 1984, allowing ORR to
continue to operate, generate,. and store mixed
wastes. This agreement and subsequent plans form
the basis for the ORR site-specific treatment plan
required by the FFCA of 1992.
3-11
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Tracking waste and pollution.generation in a manner
that lends. itself to waste, and: pollution minimization
reporting is a:prerequisite to documenting successes
.or failures. Y-12: is improving its: ability to record
- and. track waste shipments and pollutiongeneration.
As an example, process waste. assessments are being
conducted as part of the ongoing program to identify,
.'screen; adanaalyze ,options to reduce the generation
of waste. This.determines the amount of material in a
-workplace: that is disposed of as .waste during work
operations. The-assessment provides a summary of
hazardous material usage and waste production and
identifies those processes and operations that need to
be improved or replaced to promote waste
minimization.

•The ORR. underground storage tankjprogram
regulates approximately 49 tanks and, includes. some
'that-are, deferred'or exempt fromextemal: regulation.
The tanks store petroleum and hazardous substances.
ORR, is-ahead of its -schedule for upgrading'and/or
replacing the underground storage.tanks to
.implement leak detection, spill, and overflow
protection, and corrosion protection on, all. regulated
tanks by 1998.
The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) requires
that polychlorinated -biphenyl (PCB) wastes be
disposed of within 1 year of initial storage. However,
some PCB wastes are not acceptable to the TSCA
incinerator at K-25 and therefore have been stored in
excess of 1 year. On June 11, 1992, DOE formally
requested negotiation of an FFCA with EPA to allow
development of a treatment and disposal schedule for
ORR's radioactive PCB-contaminated waste and
storage or disposal per the agreement.
Pollution Prevention. The Y-12 Pollution
Prevention Awareness Program Plan describes the
overall program in detail. The program is designed to
maintain the flow of information pertaining to waste
minimization and pollution prevention and to
facilitate activities to implement real reductions in
waste generation. A summary description of the four
key elements of the Waste Minimization and
Pollution Prevention Program includes a
promotional campaign, information exchange, a
waste tracking system, and waste assessment
performance,
One goal of the program is to sustain -an effective
pollution prevention effort by improving the
awareness of the employees of waste minimization
opportunities and activities. Improved awareness is
accomplished in many ways including training,
posters, publications, seminars, promotional
campaigns, and recognition of individuals and teams
for activities that reduce generated waste and
pollutants. Waste and pollution minimization
activities at other ORR sites and other weapons sites
provide useful input to the program. Using ideas
developed by others is an important aspect that can
save time and resources.
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Baseline Characteristics. To support the Defense
Programs and other DOE assignments, ORR and
Y-12 have developed an extensive infrastructure
presented in Table 3.3.2-2 and described below.
ORR is serviced by three major highways, the
'mainline of two railroads, a regional airport, and a
barge facility on the Inland Waterway system.
Table 3.3.2-2. Baseline Characteristicsfor the
Y-12 Plant

I
I

I
I

I

Current
Y-12
ORR
Characteristics
Land
13,980
328
Area (ha, fenced)
71
42
Roads (kin)
11
27
Railroads (kin)
Electrical
726,000
420,500
Energy
consumption
(MWh/yr)
62
110
Peak load (MWe)
Fuel
66,000,000
95,000,000
Natural gas (m3/yr)
0
416,000
Diesel/oil (l/yr)
2,940
16,300
Coal (tlyr)
Steam
99,000
150,000
Generation (kg/hr)
Water Usage (lyr) 14,210,000,000 7,530,000,000

'Note: MWe=megawatt electric; MWh=megawatt hour;
in 3=cubic meter; Jl-iter; kgpkilograms.
Source: OR MMES 1995i.

-Affected Environment
13.3.3

AIR QUALITY iANDWNOISE

:Thefollowing describes existing..air.quality,
including a review of. the meteorology. and
!climatology in the vicinity,'of. ORR. More.detailed
.-discussions of the air quality methodologies, input
,data,, and .atmospheric "dispersion-characteristics ýare
presented:in Appendix C, ,Section C. 1.4.
Meteorology and Climatology. The Cumberland
.and Great. SmokyMountains have a,'moderating
'influence- on-the climate at ORR. Winters are
generally mild and summers are warm, with no
noticeable extremes in precipitation, temperature, or
winds.
The average annual temperature at ORR is 13.7 PC
(56.6 'F); the average daily minimum temperature is
-3.8 'C (25.1 *F) in January; and the average daily
maximum temperature is 30.4 'C (86.7 *F) in July.
The average annual precipitation is approximately
137 centimeters (cm) (53.8 inches [in]). Prevailing
wind directions at ORR tend to follow the orientation
of the valley: up valley, from west to southwest, or
down valley, from east to northeast. The average
annual wind speed is approximately 2 meters per
second (m/s) (4.4 miles per hour [mph]) (NOAA
1994c:3). Additional information related to
meteorology and climatology at ORR is presented in
Appendix C, Section C.1 .4.
Ambient Air Quality. The ORR facility is located in
Anderson and Roane Counties, in the Eastern
Tennessee-Southwestern Virginia Interstate Air
Quality Control Region (AQCR). As of January
1995, the areas within this AQCR were designated as
in attainment with respect to the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) (40 CFR 81.343).
Applicable NAAQS and Tennessee State Ambient
Air Quality Standards are- presented in Appendix C,
Section C.1.3.
One Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
Class I area can be found in the vicinity of ORR. This
area, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, is
located.approximately 50 km (31 mi) east of ORR.
Since the promulgation of the PSD regulations (40
CFR 52.21) in 1977, no:PSD permits have been
required for any emissions source at ORR.
,The primary.emission sources of criteria pollutants
are the, steam. plants at.'K-25 ,' 'y 12, and 'ORNL.

,'Other:emission, sources include fugitive:particUlate
matter-from.coal; piles, the TSCA incinerator,.other
.processes, -vehicles,. and temporary emissions from
•various..construction activities. Appendix"C,I Section
'C.'.4 presents emissions of criteria and
' hazardous/toxic pollutants' from ORR.
Table .3.'3.3ýl:.presents thebaseline-ambient air
concentr-ations:for criteria:and toxic/hazardous
pollutants at ORR. As-shown in the-table,:baseline
.concentrations:are in compliance with applicable
guidelines and regulations.
Concentrations of toxic/hazardous emissions that
jexceed 1 percent of Tennessee Department of
lEnvironment and Conservation (TDEC) air quality
standards from existing sources at ORR are
presented in Table 3.3.3-2. Concentrations of
toxic/hazardous emissions are in compliance with
TDEC guidelines.
Noise Conditions. The noise environment along the
ORR site boundary in rural areas and at nearby
residences away from traffic noise is typical of a rural
location with day/night average sound levels (DNL)
in the range of 35 to 50 decibel A-weighted (dBA)
(EPA 1974a:B-4,B-5). Areas near the site that are
within the city of Oak Ridge are typical of a suburban
area with DNL in the range of 53 to 62 dBA. Major
noise emission sources within ORR include various
industrial facilities, equipment, and machines. The
primary source of noise at the site boundary and at
residences near roads is traffic. During peak hours,
the~plant traffic is a major contributor to traffic noise
levels in the area. At the site boundary,- noise emitted
from the site is barely distinguishable from
background noise levels.
The State of Tennessee has not established specific
numerical environmental noise standards applicable
to ORR. The city of Oak Ridge has specific
acceptable sound levels at property lines as presented
in Appendix C, Section C.3.2.1.
3.3.4

WATER. RESOURCES

'Surface Water. The major surface water body in the
immediate vicinity of ORR is the Clinch River,
I which borders the site to the south and west. The
Clinch River. provides the regional control of both
surface and groundwater flow from ORR. There. are
four major subdrainage basins at ORR that'flow into
3.13
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,Table,3.3.3-1. EstimatedAmbient Concentrationsof CriteriafPollutants
From Existing'Sourcesat Oak Ridge Reservation
Averaging
"Time

.Pollutant
Carbon monoxide&(CO) .8"hours
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
Particulate matter (PM 10)
Sulfur dioxide

(S02)

Mandated by Tennessee
Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

[
i
I

1 hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours
24 hours
I month
1 week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

.

.;Most Stringent
;.Regulations or
Guidelines
(Pg/rm3)
:10,000
40,000a
1.5a
100,
50a
15 0 a
80a
365a
1,300a
150b
1 . 2b
1 .6 b
2.9b
3 .7b
250

b

Concentration
at.ORR
-Boundary
.(Wg/m 3 )

: Percent.of
Regulations
or Guidelines

5

•0.05
0.03
3.3
3

11
0.05
-3
12
2
2
32
80
2
0.2
0.3
<0.6c
<0.60
0.6

1.33
2.5
8.77
6.15
1.3
16.7
18.8
<20.7
<16.2
0.24

a Federal standard.

b State standard or guideline.
Monitoring data for 24-hour and 12-hour gaseous fluorides concentrations are not available at Y-12; therefore, the 8-hour
concentration was used.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: 40 CFR 50; OR DOE 1993a; TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a.
C

Table 3.3.3-2. Estimated Concentrationsof Toxic/HazardousPollutants That Exceed 1 Percentof the
Tennessee Departmentof Environment and ConservationAir Quality Standards
From Existing Sources at Oak Ridge Reservation

I

Averaging
Time

Pollutant
Chlorine
Hydrogen chloride
Mercury
Nitric acid
Sulfuric acid
Annual average.

[Text deleted.]
Source: OR DOE 1993a; TN DHE 1991a.
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8 hours
8 hours
8 hours
8 hours
8 hours

Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
(Wg/m3)
150
750
5
520
100

Concentration
at ORR
Boundary
(g/rm 3)
4.1
57
0.068
78
20

Percent of
Regulations
or Guidelines
2.73
7.6
1.2,
15
20

Affected Environment
thel Clinch River and ýare affected by'site operations:
PoplarCreek, East Fork Poplar Creek,i BeariCreek,
and' White Oak. Creek (ORR 1992a:5). .Several
smaller drainage basins including Ish, Creek,. Grassy
Creek, BeardenICreekMcCoyBranch, Kerr.'Hollow
:Branch, -and'-Raccoon Creek drain. directly into. the
ClinchRiver. Each-drainage basintakes the name of
themajor-stream. flowing through the-area. .Within
,each basin: is a number of, small'tributaries. .The
natural surface water bodies' in the vicinity of ORR
are~shown on Figure 3.3.4-1.
The Y-I 2'Plant is located in the Bear Creek andEast
Fork Poplar Creek drainage basins of the Clinch
[River (OR DOE 1994d:6-5). The Bear Creek
watershed has a drainage area of 31 square
kilometers (km 2 ) (12 square miles [mi 2 ]).
Headwaters of Bear Creek originate near the west
end of the Y-12 Plant and flow westward through
Bear Creek Valley before turning northward to flow
into East Fork Poplar Creek. The East Fork Poplar
Creek drainage basin has an area of 78 km2 (30 mi2 ).
The headwaters of East Fork Poplar Creek consist of
springs that originate on the northwest slope of
Chestnut Ridge. West of the Y-1 2 Plant, East Fork
Poplar Creek flows into Lake Reality and then to
Poplar Creek, a tributary of the Clinch River (OR
1DOE 1994d:5-9).
The Clinch River and connected waterways supply
all raw water for ORR. The Clinch River has an
average flow of 132 cubic meters per second (m3 /s)
(4,661 cubic feet per second [ft 3/s)) as measured at
the downstream side of Melton Hill Dam at mile
23.1. The average flow of Bear Creek near Y-12 is
0.11 m3 /s (3.9 ft3/s). The average flow at East Fork
Poplar Creek is 1.3 m 3 /s (46 ft3 /s). ORR uses
approximately 14.2 billion liters (1)/yr (3.75 billion
gallons per year [BGY]) of water, and Y-12 uses
.approximately 7.53 billion 1/yr (1.99 BGY) of water
(OR MMES 1995a:B-1); the ORR, water supply
system includes the DOE treatment facility and;K-25
treatment facility, and has a capacity of 122 million
I/day (32.2 million gallons per day [MGD]).
At Y-12, there are six wastewater treatment' facilities
with National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES)-permitted outfalls to'East 'Fork
Poplar Creek. Y-12 also has a permit to discharge
wastewater to the 'Oak Ridge Treatment Facility. At
ORNL, three NPDES-permitted wastewater
treatment facilities' discharge, into White"Oak.Creek

basin. K-25 operates.one, sanitary sewage system,
which discharges to' East:'Fork Poplar Creek
(OR IDOE l19 194c-4-1 7-4-19). 'Currently.,
approximately 1;856 million 1/yr (491 milliongallons
per year [MGY]) of wastewater is being discharged
from ORR activities.
Clinch"River water levels in the, vicinity of Y-12* are
regulated,:by -a-system of. dams operated, by the
Tennessee'"Valley Authority.. Melton Hill' Dam
controls the flow of the.Clinch River along the
.northeast. and southeast sides of ORR. ,Watts.Bar
Dam, on the Tennessee River, near the lower end of
the Clinch River, controls the flow of the Clinch
River along the southwest side of ORR.
The Tennessee Valley Authority has conducted flood
studies along the Clinch River, Bear Creek, and East
Fork Poplar Creek (OR TVA 1991a:1). Other than a
few buildings, Y-12 facilities lie outside the 100- and
500-year floodplains of East Fork Poplar Creek, Bear
Creek, and the Clinch River (Figure 3.3.4-2).
Surface Water Quality. The streams and creeks of
Tennessee are classified by the TDEC and defined in
the State of Tennessee Water Quality Standards.
Classifications are based on water quality, designated
uses, and resident aquatic biota. The Clinch River is
the only surface water body on ORR classified for
domestic water supply. Streams at ORR are classified
for fish, aquatic life, and livestock watering;
irrigation; recreation; and wildlife. White Oak Creek
and Melton Branch are the only streams not classified
for irrigation. Portions of Poplar Creek, East Fork
Poplar Creek, and Melton Branch are not classified
for recreation.
Both routine and NPDES-required surface water
monitoring programs (over 225 sites) are performed
-at the Y-12 Plant to assess the impacts 'of the plant
effluents upon natural receiving waters and to
estimate the impacts of these effluents on human
health and the environment. At Y-12, Bear Creek,
McCoy Branch, Rogers Quarry, and East Fork Poplar
Creek receive effluents from treated sanitary
wastewater, industrial discharges, cooling water
blowdown, stormwater, surface water runoff,. and
-groundwater. The chemicalwater quality of Bear
Creek has been affected by the infiltration of
contaminated groundwater. Contaminants include
high.concentrations of dissolved salts, several metals,
chlorinated solvents, and polychlorinated biphenyls
-3-15
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Figure3.3.4-1. Surface Water Featuresat Oak Ridge Reservation.
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Figure3.3.4-2. Location of 100- and 500-Year Floodplainsat Y-12 Plant.
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I(PCBs) (OR DOE 1994d:5ý9),.DOE is currently
.involved with remediation of EastfFork-Poplar Creek
under CERCLA, because the creek-was contaminated
by past releases from the Y-12,Plant. Significant
cleanup activities are required- on- -and. off-site.
Contaminants inEast:.-Fork. Poplar Creek include
heavy metals (including mercury:organics, PCBs;and
.radionuclides) (OR DOE.1994d-5-9).
There are 455 NPDES-permitted outfalls associated
with the three major facilities at ORR; many of these
are stormwater outfalls. Approximately 57,000
NPDES laboratory analyses were completed in 1993,
with a compliance rate of over 99 percent (OR DOE
1994c:2-13). One Notice of Violation was issued by
TDEC in 1993 for exceeding permit limits for total
suspended solids at three outfalls at ORNL. An action
Table 3.3.4-1.

Parameter
Alpha (gross)
Beta (gross)
Cesium- 137
Chemical oxygen demand
Fluoride

Manganese, Total
Nitrate
pH

Sodium
Sulfate
Suspended solids
Technetium-99
Total dissolved solids
Tritium
Uranium, Total

As shown in Table• 3.3.4-1, -no. concentrations
exceeded State water quality.criteria where the Clinch
:River:leaves ORR.;Monitoring. data from this
sampling site were compared with -data-from the
,Melton Hill- Dam, sampling site- located- upstream. of
. all ORR discharges and thereforeare representative of
background water quality. The concentrations
downstream of ORR discharges were lower than
.concentrations upstream:in all cases except gross
beta, uranium, and total suspended solids.
Concentrations at Melton Hill Dam were also well
below applicable water quality criteria.
Surface Water Rights and Permits. In Tennessee, the
State's water rights laws are codified in the Water

Summary of Surface Water Quality Monitoring at Oak Ridge Reservation

J
* I

.:plan was prepared addressing- projects to- mitigate the
,.potential for future violations.

Unit of Measure
pCiA
pCi)]
pCi/I
mgI
mg/l
mg/l
mg/I
pH units

mg/
mg/I
mg/l

pCil/
mg/I

pCi/I
pCi/I

Water Quality
Criteria'
15C
50d
1 19 d

NA
4c
0.05e
10 c,f

6.5 to 8.5f
NA
250e

NA
9 0 0g
-500e
20,000c
209

Average Water Body Concentration
Menton Hill Reservoir
Above City of Oak
Ridge Water Intake
Clinch Riverb
1.7 ± 0.46
0.85 ± 0.3
4.8 ± 0.54
2.9 ± 0.32
NST
0.65 ± 1.2
15
<8.2
NST
<0.1
0.91
0.036
NST
3.3
8
8
4.8
4.1
22
.21
<11
<6.6
NST
2.9± 1.1
170
150
NST
<8.6
1.6 ± 0.97
1.0± 0.5

For comparison only, except for parameters which have Tennessee water quality criteria.
b 1993 Summary data for Clinch River kilometer 16, downstream from:all DOE inputs.
C National Primary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 141).
d Proposed National Primary. Drinking Water Regulations, Radionuclides (56 FR 33050).
National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 143).

f Tennessee State Water Quality Criteria.

*

9 DOE Derived Concentration Guides for Water (DOE. Order 5400.5). Derived Concentration Guides values are based on a
committed effective dose equivalent of 100 mremlyr; however, because the drinking water maximum contaminant level is based
on 4 mrem/yr, the number listed is 4 percent of the Derived Concentration Guides.
Note: NA=not applicable; <=estimated values and/or detection limits were used in the calculation; NST=no sample taken;
•pCi=picocurie;, mg=milligram.
Source: DOE 1993u; OR DOE 1994f;: TN DEC 1991a.
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.,Quality Control Act.'The: designated uses, of a-water
body cannot be impaired. The only requirement to
withdraw water from-available surface water may be a
U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers permit to construct
intake structures.
Groundwater. The ORR facility is located, in an area
of sedimentary rocks of widely varying'hydrological
characteristics. Groundwater on ORR-occurs both: in
an unsaturated zone as transient, shallow subsurface
*storm flow.-and as- an underlying,, unconfined water
table,. aquifer (over 30.5 m [ 1W0ft) thick).'The ,storm
flow zone and the water,table aquifer are, separated by
an unsaturated zone of variable thickness. In lowlying areas where the water table occurs near the
surface, the storm flow zone and.the saturated zone are
indistinguishable.
Many factors influence groundwater flow on ORR.
Generally, groundwater flow occurs in the upper 5 to
9 m (16 to 30 ft) of the saturated zone, and because of
the topographic relief and a decrease in bedrock
fracture density with depth, groundwater flow is
restricted primarily to shallow depths and
groundwater discharges to nearby surface waters
within ORR (OR DOE 1994c:5-5). Depth to
groundwater is generally 6 to 9 m (19.7 to 29.5 ft) but
is as little as .1.5 m (4.92 ft) in the area of Bear Creek
Valley near Highway 95.
Aquifers at ORR include a surficial soil and regolith
unit and bedrock aquifers. The surficial aquifer
consists of manmade fill, alluvium, and weathered
bedrock. Bedrock aquifers occur in carbonates and
low-yield sandstones, siltstones, and shales.
Groundwater flowin the surficial aquifer is controlled
by bedding planes, joints, fracture, and/or solution
cavity distribution and orientation in limestones that
store and transmit relatively large volumes of water.
Bedding-plane and strike-parallel fracture orientation
give rise to preferential groundwater movement along
strike direction (OR DOE 1992c:5-7).
In the bedrock aquifer, essentially all .groundwater
occurs in fractures and in a few larger cavities within
the formations. Enlarged fractures and cavities are the
primary water producing and. solute transport features
and are supplied by seepage through fractures in. the
rock matrix. These fractures outnumber the enlarged
fractures and cavities, are interconnected, and provide
the continuity for groundwater flow. paths. Movement
of -groundwater through: fractures an*d solution

I.conduits in some~of the carbonate. bedrock aquifers
is quite rapid even .wheregradientsare not
particularly steep.

There are no Class-I sole-source aquifers that lie
,beneath' ORR. All aquifers are .considered Class II
.aquifers (current potential .sources of 'drinking
-water). Because of the abundance of, surface water
.,and its- proximityý to the, points of.use, very little
-groundwater is used.at-.ORR;•Only, one, supply,.well
exists on ORR; it provides.a supplemental water
supply to, an' aquatics laboratory-during extended
droughts.
Recharge occurs over most of the area, but is most
effective ,where overburdened soils 'are thin or
permeable. In the area 'near -Bear Creek Valley,
recharge into the carbonate rocks is mainly along
Chestnut'Ridge (OR DOE 1992c:5-5). 'Shallow
groundwater generally .flows from the recharge
areas to the center of Bear Creek Valley and
discharges into Bear Creek and its tributaries.
GroundwaterQuality. [Text deleted.] Groundwater
samples are collected quarterly from over 1,000
monitoring wells throughout ORR and
semiannually from offsite residential drinking water
wells. Groundwater samples collected from the
monitoring wells are analyzed for a standard suite of
parameters and constituents, including trace metals,
volatile organic compounds, radioactive materials,
and pH. Background groundwaterquality at ORR is
generally good in the near-surface aquifer zones and
poor in the bedrock aquifer atidepths greater than
305 m (1,000 ft) due to high total dissolved solids.
Groundwater quality at the Y-12 Plant has been
affected by four types of contaminants: nitrates,
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), metals, and
radionuclides in various concentrations (OR DOE
1994d:6-3). The contamination is found in the first
76 m (250 ft) below the surface'and is comprised of
hazardous chemicals and radionuclides (mostly
uranium) from past weapons production process
activities. Effluents from current operations and
waste management practices are regulated to protect
and prevent discharges to the environment. The
contaminated sites include past waste disposal sites,
waste. storage tanks,, spill sites, and contaminated
inactive facilities (OR-DOE 1994c: 7-11, 7-16,
7-23). ,The groundwater quality, as indicated by
.groundwater contamination monitoring wells near
the ýHEU interim storage. facility, is summarized in
3-19
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Table 3.3*.4-2 and~sample locations-,are identified in
Figure 3.3.4-1.
GroundwaterAvailability,'Use, andRigzhts.-Because
-of theabundance, of-surface waters and its.proximity
to the-points of use, very. little groundwater is used at
'ORR.'Only one water supply well exists on ORR;-.it
.provides a-,supplemental water, supply to: an aquatics
laboratory' during extended droughts.' Industrial and
drinking water supplies.in. the -area-are.:primarily
taken from surface water sources; however, singlefamily wells are common in adjacent rural areas' not
served by the public water supply system. Most of the
residential supply wells in the immediate area of
ORR are south of the Clinch'River. Most wells used
for potable water are in the deeper principal
carbonate-aquifers (up to 305 m [ 1,000 ft]), while the
groundwater contamination at Y-12 is primarily
found at a depth of 84 m (276 ft).
Groundwater rights in the .State of Tennessee are
traditionally associated with the Reasonable Use
Doctrine (VDL 1990a:725). Under this doctrine,
landowners can withdraw groundwater to the extent
that they must exercise their rights reasonably in
relation to the similar rights of others. [Text deleted.)
1; 1; C
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Geology. The ORR facility lies in the Valley and
Ridge Province of east-central Tennessee. The
topography consists of alternating valleys and ridges
that have a northeast-southwest trend with most ORR
facilities occupying the valleys. The HEU interim
storage facilities are located at Y-12's Bear Creek
Valley. Bear Creek Valley is underlain by rocks
composed of siltstone, silty limestone, and shale with
some sandstone. The present topography of the
valley is the result of stream erosion of the softer
shales and limestones.
The Y-1 2 Plant is cut by many inactive faults formed
during the late Paleozoic Era. There is no evidence of
capable faults in the immediate area of Oak'Ridge
within the definition of 10 .CFR 100; the nearest are
482 km (300 mi) west in the New Madrid Fault-zone.
The Oak Ridge area lies at the boundary between
Seismic Zones I and 2, indicating that minor to
moderate damage could .occur as a-result, of
earthquakes (Figure 3.3.5-1).'.'Since the-New Madrid
earthquakes of 1-811-1.812, at. least .26 other
3-20

'.earthquakes with modified:Mercalli-intensity of III to
VI (Table. 33.5-1) have been felt in the. Oak Ridge
'area;- mostof: these have. occurred.in, the Valley and
Ridge': Province. The nearest- seismic event- occurred
in "1930, 8 km (5 mi) from ORR-_with..a modified
Mercalli intensity -of V, at the Oak' Ridge -site
(OR.E.G&G 1991 a:3.6.2). The-most recent.-seismic
event occurred in 1973,. 32'km. .(20.mi)z-southeast
'from ORR. This-earthquake had an estimated
modified. Mercalli intensity of VII. av the, epicenter
,and approximately a modified -Mercalli' intensity of
V to VI in the Oak Ridge area. Recorded: ground
acceleration atuORR was less than 0.01 -gravity.
Although the Oak Ridge area experiences a moderate
level of seismic activity, :no-deformation of recent
surface deposits has been detected at ORR, and
seismic shocks from the surrounding, more
seismically active, areas are dissipated by distance
from the epicenters. A maximum horizontal ground
surface acceleration of 0.19 gravity at ORR is
estimated to result from an earthquake that could
occur once every 2,000 years (DOE 1996h:4.57).
Most of the facilities that would be used .meet the
target performance to withstand an earthquake with
an acceleration of 0.19 gravity with relative minor
structural modifications. However, Buildings 9204-2
and 9995 would require more extensive
modifications to bring the buildings into
conformance with the target performance goal for
new facilities (OR DOE 1994d:G-10). The area has
not experienced volcanism within the last 230
million years; therefore, no present or future volcanic
'activity is expected.
Soils. Bear Creek Valley lies on well to moderately
well-drained soils underlain by shale, siltstone, silty
limestone, and sandstone. Developed portions of the
valley are designated as urban land. Soil erosion from
past land uses has ranged from slight to severe.
Erosion potential is very high in-those areas that have
slopes greater than 25 percent and those areas that
have been eroded in 'the past. Erosion potential is
lowest in nearly flat-lying permeable soils that have a
loamy texture. Additionally, wind erosion is slight,
shrink-swell potential is low. to moderate,,and the
soils are acceptable for standard construction
techniques.
313.6
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,Biotic resources

wetlands,

-aquatic.

at ORR include terrestrial resources,
resources,- and' threatened'and
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Table-133,4-2.

Summary of GroundwaterQualityMonitoringat Oak Ridge.Reservation
Existing Conditions (1994)"

Parameter
Alkalinity-CO 3
Alkalinity-HCO 3
Alpha (gross)
Aluminum
Barium
Beta (gross)
Boron
Calcium
Chloride
Chromium
Copper
Fluoride
Iron
Magnesium
Manganese
[ Nickel
I Nitrate
pH
Potassium
Sodium
Strontium
Sulfate
Total dissolved solids
Uranium, Total
Vanadium
Zinc

Water Quality
Criteria and
Unit: of Measure :,Standardb
INA
mg/I
,NA
mg/A
PCi.I
15C
:0.05 to 0 .2 d
mg/l
mg/
,2c
50e
pCi/
mg/I
NA
NA
mg/I
d
mg/I
2 50
mg/I
0 .05f
1.3c
mg/I
mg/I
4c
0.3 d
mg/I
mg/
NA
0.05d.
mg/I
.0.ic, f
mg/I
loc. f
mg/I
pH units
6.5 to 8.5f
Mg/
NA
NA
mg/I
8c
pCi/
d
mg/I
0
25
mgA
pCiA
mg/I
mg/l

5 0 0d

20N
NA
5d

Well No.
ýGW-056
< I
255
1254
0.17
0.12
.-3.66
0.048
99
79
<0.01
<0.004
0.1
1.2
21
0.45
0.11
0.2
7.4
1.9
46
0.16
29
422
<0.015
< 0.005
0.0056

Well'No.
GW-683
<I

198
22.2
0.099
0.13
34.3
0.082
73
13
< 0.01
< 0.004
0.2
0.036
20
0.0026
< 0.01
12
7.3
1.7
9.6
0.14
21
278
0.08
< 0.005

0.0035

Well No.
GW-685
:<1
.2257
4.94
0.21
0.11
11.4
0.038
84
45
0.01
< 0.004
0.1
1.2
<4
0.074
< 0.01
4
7.5
1.2
23
<11.1
20
358
<0.015
< 0.005
0.0061

I Well locations are shown in Figure 3.3.4-1.
For comparison only.
c National Primary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 141).
b

d National
C

Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 143).
Proposed National Primary Drinking Water Regulations; Radionuclides (56 FR 33050).

f Tennessee State Water Quality Standards.
9 DOE Derived Concentrations for Water (DOE Order 5400.5). Derived Concentration Guides values are based on a committed effective
dose equivalent of 100 mrem/yr; however, because the drinking water maximum contaminant level is based on 4 mrem/yr, the number
listed is 4.percent of the Derived Concentration Guide.
Note: NA=not applicable; <=estimated values and/or detection limits were used in'
the calculations; mg=-milligram; pCi=picocurie.
Source: OR DOE 1995f; TN DEC 1991a.
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Zone 0:
Zone 1:
SZone 2:
Zone 3:
Zone 4:

No0Damage,
Minor Damage
Moderate Damage
MajorbDamage
Severe Damage

Site locations
1
2
3
4

Bab cock and Wilcox Co., Virginia
Nuclear. Fuel Service, Inc., Tennessee
Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, Tennessee
Savannah River Site. S6ulh Carolina

Source: ICBO 1994a.
2600/HEU

Figure3.3.5-1. Seismic Zone Map of the UnitedStates.
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Table 3.3.5-1. •The`Modified MercalliScale of 1931,-With Approximate Correlationsto:RihterScale
and Maximum GroundAcceleration
,'Maximum
Approximate
Modified
'Richter
.Ground
Mercalli
.ŽAccelerationd
"Observed
Effects
Intensityv
of Earthquake
,-Magnitudeb, c
-2
I
. Usually'not felt
,-negligible
-R
Felt-bypersons at rest, on upper floors or favorably placed
2to3
-<0.003g
.III
Felt indoors;.hanging objects swing;: vibration likepassing of light
3
0.003 to 0.007g
truck occurs; might not be recognized asearthquake
IV
Felt noticeably by persons indoors, especially in upper floors;
4
0.007 toO.015g
vibration occurs like passing of heavy-truck; jolting, sensation;
standing automobiles rock; windows, dishes, and doors rattle;
wooden walls-and frames may creak
V
Felt by nearly everyone; sleepers awaken; liquids disturbed and
5
0.015 to 0.03g
may spill; some dishes break; small unstable objects are displaced
or upset; doors swing; shutters and pictures move; pendulum
clocks stop or start
VI
Felt by all; many are frightened; persons walk unsteadily; windows
6
0.03 to 0.09g
and dishes break; objects fall off shelves and pictures fall off
walls; furniture moves or overturns; weak masonry cracks; small
bells ring; trees and bushes shake
VII
Difficult to stand; noticed by car drivers; furniture breaks; damage
0.07 to 0.22g
moderate in well built ordinary structures; poor quality masonry
cracks and breaks; chimneys break at roof line; loose bricks,
stones, and tiles fall; waves appear on ponds and water is turbid
with mud; small earthslides; large bells ring
7
VIII
Automobile steering affected; some walls fall; twisting. and falling
0.15 to 0.3g
of chimneys, stacks, and towers; frame houses shift if on
unsecured foundations;,damage slight in specially designed

structures, considerable in ordinary substantial buildings;
changes in flow of wells or springs; cracks appear in wet ground
and steep slopes
General panic; masonry heavily damaged or destroyed;
0.3 to 0.7g
foundations damaged; serious damage to frame structures, dams
and reservoirs; underground pipes break; conspicuous ground
8
cra-cks
0.45 to 1.5g
X
-Most masonry and frame structures destroyed; some well built
wooden structures and bridges destroyed; serious damage to
dams and dikes; large landslides; rails bent
XI
Rails bent greatly; underground pipelines completely out of service
0.5 to 3g
8+
XII
Damage nearly total; large rock masses displaced; objects thrown
0.5 to 7g
into air; lines of sight distorted
a Intensity is a unitless expression to rank the severity of an earthquake by its effects on people and buildings.
b Magnitude is an exponential function of seismic wave amplitude, related to the energy released.
C Until the development of the Richter magnitude scale in 1935, the effects of an earthquake were measured by intensity scale.
d Acceleration is expressed in relation to the earth's gravitational acceleration (g).
IX

Source: ICSSC 1985a; PPI 1994a.
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endangered species. Within each bioticresource area,
the discussion focuses first on' ORR: as a&whole and
then on.the Y-12 Plant. -Scientific'..names of-species
identified. in the text are presented inAppendix D.
Terrestrial Resources. Plant communities at ORR
are characteristic of the intermountain- regions of
centraLand southern Appalachia. Since it was
withdrawn from public access, ,approximately
10.percent of ORR has been permanently disturbed
and no longer provides natural habitat; the remainder
of the site has reverted to or been planted, with natural
vegetation (OR DOE 1989a:3-5). The vegetation of
ORR has been categorized into seven plant
communities.
Pine and pine-hardwood forest is the most extensive
plant community on ORR. Important species of this
type 'include loblolly, shortleaf, and Virginia pine.
Another abundant plant community is the oakhickory forest, which is commonly found on ridges
throughout ORR. Northern hardwood and hemlockwhite pine hardwood forests are the least common
forest community types on ORR. Forest resources on
ORR are managed for maintaining the multiple use of
forest land and sustaining the yield of quality timber
products (OR DOE 1994b:2-113). There are 983
species, subspecies, and varieties of plants that have
been identified on ORR (OR NERP 1993b:2).
Animals found on ORR include 39 species of
mammals, 169 species of birds, 33 species of reptiles,
and 26 species of amphibians (OR NERP nda: 10-17).
Animals commonly found On ORR include the
American toad, eastern garter snake, Carolina
chickadee, northern cardinal, white-footed mouse,
and raccoon. Although the whitetail deer is the only
species hunted onsite (OR DOE 1991c:4-6), other
game animals are also present. Raptors, such as the
northern harrier and great horned owl, and
carnivores, such as the gray fox and mink, are
ecologically important. groups on ORR (ORNL
1981a:3.4-17). A variety of migratory birds has been
found at ORR. Migratory birds, their nests., and eggs,
are protected under the MigratoryBird Treaty Act.
*

Habitat within the vicinity of the Y-12 Plant is
dominated by, buildings,:parking. lots, and lawns;
thus, little natural vegetation is. present. A few small
forested areas do exist within the plant boundary
along the Chestnut Ridge. Animals within the Y-1 2
3-24

boundary are limited by the lack of large areas of
natural. habitat.
Wetlands. -Wetlands on ORR include emergent,
scrub-shrub, and forested wetlands ,-associated' with
:embayments of. the Melton 'Hill and Watts 'Bar
Reservoirs; 'riparian~areas' bordering major streams
-and their tributaries; old'farm: ponds;.: and
groundwater: seeps.`Welbdeveloped communities of
'emergent wetland plants in the shallow. embayments
of the two reservoirs-typically.intergrade- with
forested wetland plant communities, which extend
upstream through ripariian areas associated with
streams and their tributaries. Old farm ponds on ORR
vary in size and; support diverse plant communities
and fauna. Although most riparian wetlands on ORR
are forested, areas within utility rights-of-way, such
as those in Bear Creek and Melton Valleys, support
I emergent vegetation (OR NERP 1991a:18, 26, 41).
Aquatic Resources. Aquatic habitats on or adjacent
to ORR range from small, free-flowing streams in
undisturbed watersheds to larger streams with altered
flow patterns due to dam construction. These aquatic
habitats include tailwaters, impoundments, reservoir
embayments, and large and small perennial streams,
as well as seasonal and intermittent streams.
Sixty-four fish'species have been collected on or
adjacent to ORR. The minnow family has the largest
number of species and is dominant in most streams.
Fish species representative of the Clinch River in the
vicinity of ORR are shad, herring, common carp,
catfish, bluegill, crappie, and drum (ORNL
1981b:138, 139). The .most important fish species
taken commercially in the ORR area are common
carp and catfish. Recreational species consist of
crappie, bass, sauger, sunfish, and catfish.
Bear Creek, locatedwest of the Y-l 2 Plant boundary,
contains adequate physical habitat to maintain and
propagate aquatic life firoughoutits length, with the
lower reaches having increased habitat diversity;
however, contamination (primarily from the Y-12
'Plant)'has affected species diversity and richness,
:especially in comparison with unaffected streams of
similar size.-East Fork Poplar Creek, also within the
vicinity of the Y-1 2 Plant, contains several species of
fish, as well as benthic and other organisms typical of
aquatic habitats with characteristics ranging from
limestone:rip-rap to smooth and muddy-stream
'.bottoms;. howeveri: as in'Bear Creek, contamination
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Sfrom the Y-1 2 Plant and. other, sources, has affected
.aquatic species diversity and abundance (OR:DOE
1994d:5-4 3).
Threatened and Endangered, Species.!Eighty-four
Federal- and State-listed threatened; endangered, and
zother special- status. species: have been identified on
, and .near ORR (Appendix ,D, Table D.l 2).The
appendix-. indicates, that 24 of,these species have
recent records of occurrence on ORR, none of which
are.Federal listed as threatened or endangered.
Fifteen species are State listed as threatened or
endangered, the majority of which are •plant species
located within the National Environmental Research
Park. No critical habitat for threatened or endangered
species, as defined inrthe EndangeredSpecies Act (50
CFR 17.1.1; 50 CFR 17.12), exists on ORR.
There are no Federal-listed threatened or endangered
species known to occur in the vicinity of the Y-12
Plant. The Tennessee dace is a State-listed species in
need of management known to occur in Bear Creek
near the Y-12 Plant (OR NERP 1993a: 10). ORR lies
within the geographic range of the gray and the
Indiana bats, but suitable habitat for these species is
not known to occur on or near the Y-12 Plant.
Neither bat species was collected during a limited
survey conducted in 1992 (OR TT 1993a). The
peregrine falcon may occur in the area as a rare
migrant or -winter visitor. Hellbenders may occur in
streams that drain the site. [Text deleted.]
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Prehistoric Resources. More than 20 cultural
resources surveys have been conducted on ORR.
About 90 percent of ORR has received
reconnaissance-level studies; however, less than
5 percent has been intensively surveyed. Most cultural
resources -studies have occurred along the Clinch
River and adjacent tributaries. Prehistoric
archaeological sites recorded at ORR include villages,
burial mounds, camps, quarries, chipping stations,
limited-activity locations, and shell scatters. Over 45
prehistoric siteshave been recorded at ORR. At least
10 prehistoric sites may be considered potentially
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP); however, most of these sites have not yet
*been evaluated. One site (40RE86), which is located
on the Clinch River near K-25, has been determined
eligible for inclusion on the NRHP. No'NRHPeligible prehistoric sites have been.identified atY-l 2.

One site (40AN6), -alithic scatter,- was.identified near
Scarboro Road east of Y-1 2, outside, the fences., A
field- review, 6f'Y-12 indicated that. much of the:.area
had been :disturbed,. and that the potential forfNRHP•eligible -prehistoric sites was low..Additional
*prehistoric: sites&may'be identified in.the.,unsurveyed
portions of ORR. On: May 6, 1994, al Programmatic
Agreement. concerning the. management of historical
,and culturalbproperties. at ORR was executed among
theDOE Oak:Ridge.Operations Office,: the Tennessee
State-Historic Preservation Officer, and the-Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation.:This agreement was
administered to satisfy. DOE's -responsibilities
regarding Sections 106 and 110 of the National
Historic PreservationAct :and requires DOE to
develop a cultural resources management plan -for
ORR and to conduct cultural resources-surveys as
required.
Historic Resources. Several -historic resources
surveys have been conducted at ORR. Historic
resources identified at ORR include both
archaeological remains and standing structures.
Documented log, -wood frame, or fieldstone
structures include cabins, barns, churches,
gravehouses, springhouses, storage sheds,
smokehouses, log cribs, privies, henhouses, and
garages. Archaeological remains consist primarily of
foundations, roads, and trash scatters. Sixty-five
pre-1942 cemeteries were located within the original
ORR. Today, there are only 32 known cemeteries
within ORR, because the size of the reservation has
been reduced. More than 240 historic resources-have
been recorded'at ORR, and 20 of those sites may be
considered potentially eligible for the NRHP. Freel's
Cabin and two church structures, George Jones
Memorial Baptist Church and the New Bethel Baptist
Church, are listed on the NRHP. These structures date
from before the establishment of the Manhattan
Project, which -was established in 1942 as the
Manhattan Engineering Works for the-purpose of
constructing atomic bombs. NRHP sites associated
with the Manhattan Project include the Graphite
Reactor, listed on the NRHP as a National Historic
Landmark, and three traffic checkpoints, Bear Creek
Road, Bethel Valley Road, and Oak Ridge Turnpike
Checking Stations. None of these sites are located at
Y-1 2. Many other buildings and facilities at ORR are
associated with the Manhattan Project and may be
potentially eligible for the NRHBP Historic building
surveys were completed during fiscal year' 1994 at
K-25 and'ORNL. A similar survey was completed at
3-25
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.Y-1.21in-'fiscal year-1995 and thefinal document
should:be. finished in fiscal year .19.96. It ispossible
that as many as 100 buildings within 'Y-12 may. be
:eligible for the NHRP as contributing.properties to a
Y-12*.Historic District. Additional historic sites may
be anticipated in the unsurveyed portions. of ORR.
Native American.'Resources. .The Overhill Cherokee
occupied portions of the Tennessee, Hiwassee,
Clinch,:-and Little Tennessee River Valleys by the
1700s. Overhill Cherokee villages consisted of a large
townhouse, a summer pavilion, and a plaza;
residences had both summer and winter structures.
Subsistence was based on hunting, gathering, and
horticulture. Most of the Cherokee people were
relocated to the Oklahoma Territory during the 1830s
as part of the Trail of Tears; some Cherokee later
returned to the area. Resources that may be sensitive
to Native American groups include remains of
prehistoric and historic villages, ceremonial lodges,
cemeteries, burials, and traditional plant-gathering
areas. No Native American resources have been
identified at Y-12.

I

Paleontological Resources. The majority of geological
units with surface exposures at ORR contain
paleontological materials. Paleontological materials
consist of primarily invertebrate remains, and these
assemblages have relatively low research potential.
3.3.8
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increased' 16.2 percent to the':1990 level of'41:2,,803.
In 1994' unemployment in: the- REA was4'9 percent,
which was about the..same. as the rate' for.Tennessee.
The region's.?,per capita income.of '$17,652 in .1993
was approximately 4.3.percent less than the; statewide
per. capita' income .of $ 18,439.1' Employment and
regional.-economy statistics and projections: for the
proposed action.period, for:the.ORR-REA, are:given in
Appendix F, Table, F.1-6, and selected statistics are
'summarized in' Figure. 3.3.8-1.
As shown in Figure 3:3.8-1, the composition of the
REA economy parallels that of the statewide
economy of Tennessee. During 1993,.the services
sector accounted for. 26.percent, of the region's total
employment, followed by retail trade (19 percent)
and manufacturing (18 percent). For the entire State,
the services sector comprised 26 percent of total
employment, while manufacturing accounted for
19 percent, and retail trade accounted for 17 percent.
[Text deleted.]
Population and .Housing. In 1992, the ROI
population totaled 499,444. From 1980 to 1990,.the
ROI population increased by 4 percent, compared to
6.2 percent for Tennessee. Within the ROI, Loudon
County experienced the greatest population increase,
9.5 percent, while Roane County's population
decreased by 2.5 percent. Population ..trends are
summarized in Figure 3.3.8-1. [Text deleted.]

Socioeconomic characteristics described for ORR
I include employment, regional economy, population,
housing, community services, and local
transportation. Statistics for employment and regional
economy are presented for the REA that encompasses
15 counties around ORR in the State of Tennessee
(Appendix F, Table F.1-1). Statistics for-population,
housing, community services, and local
transportation. are presented for the ROI, afourcounty area in which 91.3 percent of all ORR
employees reside: Anderson County (33.1 percent),
Knox County (36 percent), Loudon County
(5.6 percent), and Roane County (16.6 percent)
(Appendix F, Table F.1-2). Approximately
31.7 percent of the ORR employees reside in the city
of Knoxville (Knox County). Supporting data are
presented in Appendix F.

The number of total housing units in the ROI increased
13.8 percent between 1980 and 1990, reaching 206,234
in 1990. In comparison, the number of housing units in
the'State increased by almost 16 percent during the
same period. The 1990 ROI homeowner and rental
vacancy rates were 1.7 and 8.5 percent, :respectively.
These rates were comparable.to the Statewide rates. (A
full presentation of population. and. housing statistics
and projections are provided in Appendix F,. Tables
F.1-10.and F.1-14,-respectively.)

Regional Economy Characteristics. 'Between, 1980
and 1990, the civilian labor force in the REA

'Education. In. 1994, eight .school districts, provided
public education services&and facilities: in' the ORR
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Community. Services. Education, public safety, and
health carecharacteristics are,used. to-assess the level
of community services in the ORR ROI. Figure
3.3.8-2 summarizes school district characteristics' for
the ORR ROI. Figure 3.3.8-3.summarizes public
safety and health care services.

AffecledEnvironment

Nonfarm/Private Sector Employment for the ORR REA and Tennessee,
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Figure3.3.8-1. Economy, Population,and Housingfor the Oak:Ridge Reservation
Regional Economic Area and Region of Influence.
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'Number of Students per-Teacher in the ORR ROlSchool. Districts, 1994
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Total Enrollment in the ORR ROI School Districts, 1994
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Source: OR School 1995a.

Figure3.3.8-2. School DistrictCharacteristicsfor the Oak Ridge Reservation
Region of Influence.
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Census 1993a; Census 1993b; DOC 1990c; DOC 1990d; DOC 1994j; OR Fire 1995a; OR Police 1995s.
bAMA 1994a; Census 1993s; Census 1993b; DOC 1990c; DOC 1990d; DOC 1994j.
Note: Except for ROI cities, city sworn police officers and firefighters are Included in the county totals.

Figure3.3.8-3.

Public Safety and Health Care Characteristicsfor the Oak Ridge
Reservation Region of Influence.
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ROI. As. seen in Figure :3:3.8-2, these school districts
ranged in enrollment size from, 1,170 students in the
Clinton City SchoolDistrict to 55,56Ostudents in the
Knox County. Schoolý District. The average studentto-teacher ratio for the, ROI, was 16.2:1. The Lenoir
City, SchoolDistrict hadtheý highest ratio.at.. 17.2:1.
'PublicSafety.City, county, and State law enforcement
agencies provided~police. protection to the residents of
the ROI. In'.1995, a total of 792 sworn police officers
served the .four-county. area. The. city of Knoxville
employed the largest number of police officers (362),
while Lenoir City had the highest officers-topopulation ratio (3.4 officers per 1,000 persons). The
average ROI officers-to-population ratio was 1:5
officers per-.1,000 persons., Figure 3.3.8-3 compares
police force strengths across the ROI.
Fire protection services in the ORR ROI were
provided by 1,120 regular.and volunteer firefighters
in 1995. The fire department with the:.highest
firefighters-to-population ratio is located in the city
of Kingston (7.7 firefighters per 1,000 persons) as
indicated in Figure 3.3.8-3. The city of Knoxville
had the greatest number of active firefighters (357).
The average active firefighters-to-population ratio in
the ROI was 2.2 firefighters per 1,000 persons.
Health Care. There were nine hospitals serving the
four-county ROI in 1993. Over 84 percent of the
hospital bed capacity is located in six of the nine
hospitals. These six hospitals-were located in the city
of Knoxville. During 1993, all nine hospitals
operated below capacity, with bed occupancy rates
ranging from 55.1 percent in Roane County to
72.8 percent in Knox County.
There were 1,269 practicing physicians in the ROI
during 1993, with the majority (1,070) operatinglin
Knox County. Figure 3.3.8-3 shows that thephysicians-to-population ratio ranged from 0.6,
physicians per 1,000 persons in Roane, and Loudon'
County to 3 physiciansiperýl,;000 persons in Knox
County. The average ROI physicians-to-population
ratio was 2.5 physicians per 1,000 persons.
Local Transportation. Interstate (I) and State Route
(SR) highways provide access between ORR and
metropolitan areas as illustrated in-Figure 3.3-71.
I East-west highway 1-40, located 2.4km (1.5 mi)
south of the reservation boundary,. provides access to
3-30

the. cities of Nashville: and.Knoxville, Tennessee.
North-south highway 1-75, is located 4 km (2.5 mi)
south- of: ORR and serves as a major, route to the
south, passing through the cities, of Chattanooga,
.Tennessee, and Atlanta,. Georgia.
Vehicularaccess to ORR is,.provided-by three State
Routes. SR-95 forms. anr interchangewith 1-40 and
enters' ORR from the south.- SR-58 enters ORR from
the west and-passes just south of K-25. SR-162
extends from 1-75/1-40 just west of Knoxville and
provideseastern access to ORR.
Within ORR, several routes are used to transfer traffic
from the State Routes to the :main plant areas. Bear
Creek Road, located north of the Y-1 2 Plant, flows in
an east-west direction and connects Scarboro Road on
the east end of the plant with SR-95 and SR-58. Bear
Creek Road has restricted access around Y-12 and is
not: a public thoroughfare. Bethel Valley Road, a
public roadway, extends from the east end of ORR at
SR-62 to the west end at SR-95. BlairRoad provides
access to K-25 from the north. [Text deleted.] Oak
Ridge has a part-time public transportation system
(ORR 1995a:7). There are two current road
improvement projects affecting access to ORR. The
first is the construction of two box bridges on SR-61
near Oak Ridge. The second is the repavement of SR62 from Tuskegee Drive to north of Union Valley
Road. There are two planned road improvement
projects that could affect access to ORR in the near
future. The first is the reconstruction of SR-9 in Lake
City. The second is the construction of SR-58 from
1-40 to SR-95 in Oak Ridge (TN DOT 1995a:2).
Two main-line branches provide rail service for
ORR. CSX Transportation (CSXT) line at Elza Oust
east of Oak Ridge)..serves the Y-12 Plant and the
Office of Scientific and.Technological Information in
eastOak Ridge. •The'Norfolk Southern (NS) main
line fromi Blair provides, access to K-25. The Clinch
River has"a bargeO facility located on the west end of
ORR.-i ear`K-25 :and isi occasionally used for the
receipt of shipments that are too large or heavy to be
[transported by rail or truck (ORR 1995a-7). McGhee
Tyson Airport, located approximately,37 kIn (2-3 mi)
from ORR, is the nearest airport serving the region
with major carriers providing passenger and cargo..
service. A private airport, Atomic Airport, Inc., is the
closest, air transportation facility, to. Oak.:Ridge
I (DOT 1992a).

Affected Environment
3.3.9

PUBLIC AND OCCUPATIONAL
,HEALTH

Radiation Environment. All residents in the vicinity
of ORRare exposed to background radiation from a
variety of natural and man-made sources. The major
-sources 'of background -radiation exposure: to
individuals in the vicinity, of ORR are shown inTable
3.3.9-1 Background radiation doses to individuals in
the vicinity,of ORR-are unrelated to.ORR operations.
All annual doses to individuals' from background
,radiation are expected to remain constant over time.
Accordingly, the incremental total dose to the
population would result only from changes in the size
of the population.

with cancerfor the; entire'U.S.-population was
0.2 percent per year (Almanac 1993a:839). Based on
this national rate, the number.of fatal cancers from all
causes expected to occur during: 1993 was 1,760 for
the population living within 80 km (50 mi) of'ORR.
This number of expected fatal.cancers is much higher
than the estimated 1.4x 102. fatal: cancers-that could
result from ORR operations in 1993.
'Table 3.3.9-1. Sources -OfRadiation.Exposureto
Individuals in: the Vicinity, Unrelatedto
Oak;Ridge'Reservation,Operations

Source

'Releases of radionuclides to the environment from
ORR operations provide another source of radiation
exposure to individuals in the vicinity of ORR.
The radionuclides and quantities released from
operations in 1993 are listed in the Oak Ridge
Reservation Annual Site Environmental Reportfor
1.1993 (ES/ESH-47, November 1994).The doses to the
public resulting from these releases and direct
radiation fall within radiological limits and are
small in comparison to background radiation.
Table 3.3.9-2 presents the doses to the general public
resulting from releases and direct radiation.The
releases listed in the 1993 report were used in the
development of the reference environment's
radiological releases at ORR for the public and
occupational health segments within Section 4.3.

Natural'Background'Radiation
Cosmic radiation
External terrestrial radiation
Internal. terrestrial radiation
Radon in homes (inhaled)
Other Background Radiation
Diagnostic x-rays and nuclear
medicine
Weapons test fallout
Air travel
Consumer and industrial products
Total

Committed
Effective Dose
Equivalente
(mrem/yr)
27
28
40

200
53
<1
I
10
360

NCRP 1987a; OR DOE 1993a.Value for radon is an average
for the United States.

Based on a risk estimator of 500 cancer deaths per
1 million person-rem to the public (Appendix E), the
fatal cancer risk to the maximally exposed individual
(MEI) of the public due to radiological releases from
ORR operations in 1993 is estimated to be
approximately 1.0xl0"6 . That is, the estimated
probability' of this person dying of cancer at some
point in the future from radiation exposure associated
with 1 year of ORR operations is 1 chance in 1
million. (It may take several years from the time of
exposure for cancer to manifest.)

Workers at ORR receive the same dose as the general
public from background radiation, but they receive an
additional dose from working in the facilities. These
doses fall within radiological limits (10 CFR"835).
Based on a risk estimator of 400 fatal cancers per I
million person-rem among workers (Appendix E),
the number of excess fatal cancers to ORR workers
from operations in 1992 is estimated to-be 2.7x10"2.
Table 3.3.9-3 presents the average, maximum,.and
total occupational doses to ORR workers from
operations in 1992.

Based on the same risk estimator, .4x 10-2 excess
fatal cancers were estimated from normal operations
in 1993 to the population living within 80 km (50 mi)
of ORR. This number can be compared with the
numbers of fatal cancers expected in this population
from all causes. The 1990 mortality rate associated

A more detailed presentation of the radiation
environment, including background exposures and
radiological releases and doses, is presented in the
Oak Ridge Reservation Annual Site Environmental
Reportfor 1993 (ES/ESH-47, November 1994). The
concentrations of radioactivity in various
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.Table 3.3.9-2. 'Doses.to the General Public From NormalOperationsat OakRidge4Reservation,1993
(committed'effectivedose equivalent)
Atmospheric Releases
Actualb
'StandardO
1.4
10

Receptor
'Maximally exposed
individual (mrem)
Population within.80 kme
(person-rem)
Average individual:within
80 km (mrem)f

None

26
3.0x10"2

None

eLiquld.Releases
'Actualb
Standard'
0.6c
'4
None
',None

Total
Actualb
:-Standard 2
12d
100

2
2.3x10

100
3

'None

28
3.2x10 2

a The standards for individuals are given in DOE Order 5400.5. As discussed in that order, the 10 mrem/yr limit from airborne

emissions is required by the CleanAirAct; the 4' mremlyr limit is required by the:Safe Drinking WaterAct, and the total dose of
100 mremryr is the limit from all pathways combined. The 100 person-rem value for the population is given in proposed
10 CFR 834 (58 FR 16268). If the potential total dose exceeds this value, it is required that the contractor operating:the facility
notify DOE.
b OR DOE 1994c.
c Includes a dose of 0.2 mrem from drinking water.
d An additional annual direct radiation dose of I mrem may be incurred to an individual at Poplar Creek or the Clinch River

shoreline.
e In 1993, this population was approximately 880,000.

f Obtained by dividing the population dose by the number of people living within 80 km of the site.

Table 3.3.9-3. Doses to the Onsite Worker From
NormalOperationsat Oak Ridge Reservation,1992
(committed effective dose equivalent)
Onsite Releases and

Receptor

Direct Radiation
Actualb
Standard'

Average worker (mrem)
Maximally exposed worker
(mrem)
Total workers (person-rem)

None
5,000

4
2,000

None

68

may come in contact (for example, surface waters
during swimming and soil through direct contact or
via the food pathway). The baseline data for
assessing potential health impacts from the chemical
environment are those presented in previous sections
of this EIS, particularly'Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.

contribute small amounts of radioactivity to these
media.

Health impacts to the public can be minimized
through effective administration and design controls
for decreasing pollutant releases to the environment
and achieving compliance with permit requirements
(for example, air emissions and NPDES permit
requirements). The effectiveness of these controls is
verified through the use of monitoring information
and inspection of mitigation measures. Health
impacts to the public may occur during normal
operations via inhalation of air containing pollutants
released to the atmosphere by ORR operations. Risks
to public health from other possible pathways, such
as ingestion of contaminated drinking water or direct
exposure, are, low relative to the inhalation pathway.

Chemical'Environment. The background chemical
environment important to human health is the
atmosphere, which may contain hazardous chemicals
that can be inhaled; drinking water, which may
contain hazardous chemicals that can be ingested;
and other environmental- media with which people

'Baseliiie air emission concentrations for hazardous
air .pollutants and their applicable standards are
presented in Section 3.3.3. These concentrations are,
estimates of the highest existing offsite
concentrations and represent the highest
concentrations to which members of the public could

10 CFR 835. DOE's.goal is to maintain radiological
exposure as low as reasonably achievable.
b DOE 1993n:7. The number of badged workers at ORR in
1992 was approximately 17,150.

environmental media (for example, air, water, and
soil) in the site region (onsite and offsite) are also

presented in the same report. ORR operations
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be exposed. These concentrations are in compliance
with applicable-guidelines -and regulations.
Information about estimating health impacts from
hazardous chemicals is presented. in Appendix.,E,
Section E.3.4.
-Health impacts to ORR workers during normal
operations may include the following: inhalation of
the workplace atmosphere, drinking ORR potable
water, and.possible- other.contact with. hazardous
materials associated with work assignments. The
potential'for health impacts .varies. from, facility to
facility- and, from worker to worker; however,
workers.are protected from hazards specific to the
workplace through appropriate training, protective
equipment, monitoring, and management controls.
ORR workers are also protected by adherence to
occupational standards that limit workplace
atmospheric and drinking water concentrations of
hazardous chemicals. Monitoring ensures that these
standards are not exceeded. Additionally, DOE
requirements (DOE 0 440.1, Worker Protection
Managementfor DOE Federal and Contractor
Employees) ensure that conditions in the workplace
are as free as possible from recognized hazards;
therefore, worker health conditions at ORR are
expected to be substantially better than required by
standards.

•1984a:817-821).'Mercury -exposures.greater than or
equal to 0.6. mg/l- of mercury" showed.an association
with clinical polyneuropathy relatedwith the level of
exposure, but.not
nwith :duration of exposure
(AN%1988a:651-659). Studies.are continuing on the
long-term effects of exposure to'mercury and other
hazardous chemicals.
More epidemiologic studies' have been .conducted to
,assess the health of thepopulation working at ORR
than any other site reviewed 'for this document.
,Excess .cancer mortalities 'have been, reported, and
linked to, specific'job categories, age,. and' length of
employment, as well as to-the levels of exposure to
radiation. All reviewed studies are presented in
Appendix E, Section E.4.2.
Accident History. There have been no accidents with
a measurable impact on offsite population during
nearly 50 years of Y-12 operations at ORR. The most
noteworthy accident in Y-12 history was a 1958
criticality accident. This accident resulted in radiation
sickness for a few ORR employees. In 1989, there
was a one-time accidental release of xylene into the
ORR sewer system with no adverse offsite impacts.
Accidental releases of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride
have occurred in 1986, 1989, and 1992, with little
onsite and negligible offsite impacts. The hydrogen
fluoride system-where these accidents occurred is
being modified to reduce the probability of future
releases and to minimize the consequences if a release
does occur.

Health Effects Studies. Two epidemiologic studies
(JAMA 1991a:1403-1407; TN DHE 1992a; NIH
Publication No. 90-874, July 1990) were conducted
to determine whether the ORR facility contributed to
any excess cancers in the communities within 80 km
(50 mi) of the facility. One study found no excess
cancer mortality in the population living in counties
surrounding ORR when compared to the control
populations located in other-nearby counties and
elsewhere in the United States. The other study found
a slight excess of cancer incidences of several types
in the counties near ORR, but none of the excess risks
were statistically significant.

Emergency Preparedness. Each DOE site has
established an emergency management program.
These programs have been developed and maintained
to ensure adequate response for most accident
conditions and to provide response efforts for
accidents. not specifically considered. The emergency
'management 'programs incorporate activities
associated with emergency planning, preparedness,
and response.

A pilot study on mercury contamination conducted
by the TDEC showed no difference in urine or hair
mercury levels between individuals with potentially
high mercury exposures and those with little
potential for exposure; however, soil analysis
showed that the mercury-in soil was inorganic, which
decreases the likelihood of bioaccumulation and
health effects (IARC 1984a:57-63; JOM

The Department of Energy has the overall
responsibility for emergency planning and operations
at 'ORR; however, DOE has delegated primary
authority for event response tothe operating
contractor. Although the contractor's 'primary
response is onsite, it does provide offsite assistance, if
requested, under the- terms of existing mutual aid
agreements. If a hazardous materials event with
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.offsite impacts occurs at a DOE.ORR, facility, elected
officials and local.governments,'are responsible for
;the State's -response efforts. 'The Governor's
':Executive Order'No..'4 established the Tennessee
.'Emergency Management Agency. as the agency
responsible for coordinating :State. emergency
services. When a hazardous:rmaterials event
occurring at DOE facilities is beyond the capability
*of local government and assistance is :requested, the
-Tennessee Emergency Management Agency1Director
may direct State,agencies to.provide assistance to the
local,governments. The Director-may cause' the State
Emergency Operations Center and Field
Coordination Center to be activated to accomplish
this task and ensure prompt initiation of emergency
response -actions. City or county officials may
activate local emergency operation centers in
accordance with existing emergency plans.

3.3.10

WASTE MANAGEMENT

This section outlines the major environmental
regulatory structure and ongoing waste management
activities for the three major operating industrial
complexes within ORR: the Y-12 Plant, ORNL, and
the K-25 Site. DOE is .working with Federal and
State regulatory authorities to address compliance
and cleanup obligations arising from its past
operations at ORR. DOE is engaged in several
activities to bring its operations into full regulatory
compliance. These activities are set forth in
negotiated agreements that contain schedules for
achieving compliance with applicable requirements
and financial penalties for nonachievement of agreed
upon milestones.
The EPA placed ORR on the National Priorities List
on November 21, 1989. DOE, EPA Region IV, and
the TDEC completed an FFCA effective January 1,
1992. This agreement coordinated ORR inactive site
assessment and remedial action. Portions of the
FFCA are applicable to operating waste management
systems. Existing actions are conducted under RCRA
and applicable State laws, which minimize
duplication, expedite response actions, and achieve a
comprehensive remediation of the site.
ORR generates and manages the following waste
categories: transuranic (TRU), low-level, mixed,
hazardous, and nonhazardous. Table 3.3.10-1
through 3.3.10-3 present a summary of waste
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.management for. 1993 at the.Y-12-Plant, ORNLL and
.'K-25 site, respectively. Adiscussion of the waste
,management operations, associated- with. each of
.these categories follows:
.High-Level Waste. ORR does-not generate or
manage HLW.
'-Transuranic Waste. ORNLis the only generator of
TRU waste at ORR. Solid TRU waste consists of
:.filters,'paper, metals, and other'items generated at
ORNL through laboratory,"pilot plant, and- reactor
operations in 1993. This includes both contacthandled and remote-handled TRU waste
contaminated with lead and, in some cases, mercury.
Contact-handled waste is TRU waste that contains
mainly Pu, which emits alpha particles and lowenergy photons. The packaging is designed to
provide sufficient containment and shielding to
minimize personnel exposure problems. Remotehandled TRU waste contains activation materials and
fission products that decay by the emission of beta
and gamma radiation with a resulting dose rate in
excess of 200 millirem per hour (mrem/hr).
As of December 31, 1993, approximately 2,020 m3
(71,300 ft3 ) of TRU waste was in retrievable drum
storage. The amount of remote-handled waste was
about 564 m3 (19,900 ft 3 ) (DOE 1994d:101-102).

Current activities center around certification of
contact-handled TRU waste, planning and design of
a repackaging and certification facility for remotehandled TRU waste, and planning for the shipment of
waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant or another
suitable repository that can provide for the disposal
of TRU waste, pursuant to the provisions of 40 CFR
191 and 40 CFR 268.
Low-Level Waste. Solid LLW, consisting primarily
of radioactively-contaminated construction debris,
wood, paper, asbestos, trapping media, process
equipment, and radionuclides removed from liquid
and airborne discharges, is generated at ORR. ORNL
operates the only LLW disposal facility at ORR. This
disposal facility only accepts LLW generated at
ORNL. Solid LLW is being stored at K-25 and Y-12
for future disposal. Contaminated scrap metal is
stored above ground at the K-770 scrap metal facility
and the Y-12 old salvage until further disposal
methods are evaluated.

Table 3.3.10-1.

Waste Management at Y-12 Plant

Tleatment
1993 Generation

I

Waste Category

Method

(M3)

Storage
Capacity
(m 3/yr)

Method

Disposal
Capacity
(M3)

Method

Capacity
(m 3)

Low-Levei

I

Liquid

1

Solid

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid

Solid

Hazard6us
Liquid

I

Solid
Nonhazardouts
(Sanitary)
Liquid
Solid

I

1,030

Activated sludge

12,900a

Stored onsite

4, 7 3 0b

Compaction and
stabilization,
incineration and
smelting by
commercial
vendor

19,300c

Stored onsite at
Y-12 or K-25

2,410

Neutralization,
activated sludge,
oxidation,
adsorption, and
incineration at
K-25
Incineration at
K-25 or offsite
commercial
vendors

12,300e

Tanks

223

8,840

1,0801

2,460 m3/day1

43,900"

Managed as mixed
LLW
Offsite

Offsite
Compaction

NA

Staged for
shipment

Tanks
NA

5,300 m3/daym
43,9000

Staged for
shipment

None
None

Included in liquid
mixed LLW
16,200W

NA

NA

None-store•d pendinig
availability of dffsite
disposal or planned
onsite LLW disposal
facilities

NA

NA

NA

11,7009

Offsite

NA

751'

Offsite

NA

17 0 k

Offsite

NA

NA

Offsite
Ifidustri and sanitary

NA

andiiii 'and offsite at
municipal site

NA

IA0,9000P6

Table 3.3.10-i.

Waste Management at Y-12 Plant-Continued

Treatment
Waste Category
N6nhazardous

1993 Generation
(m3)

Method

Storage
Capacity
(m3/yr)

Method

Capacity
(m3)

isposal
Metli0d

Capacity
(in3)
t1Z

(Other)

I

Liquid

Included in liquid
sanitary

Solid

Included in solid
sanitary

Evaporation,
neutralization,
and precipitation
None

251, 0 0 0 q

None

NA

Offsite.
NPDES outfall

NA

None

NA

Construction
demolition landfill
(6nsite)P

NA

119,OOO

a West End Treatment Facility and Central Pollution Control Facility.

Includes 2,340 m3 of contaminated scrap metal.
c Waste Feed Preparation Facility and the Uranium Chip Oxidizer Facility (design feed rate).
d Includes the Depleted Uranium Oxide Storage Vaults, Above Grade Storage Facility, salvage yard, the Containerized Waste Storage Area, and the Slud ge Basin.
b

Includes WasteCoolant Processing Facility, Acid'Waste Neutralization and Recovery Facility, Cyanide Treatment Facility, and Groundwater Treatment Facility. The West End
Treatment Facility, the Plating Rinsewater Treatment Facility, and the Central Pollution Control Facility can process mixed waste and LLW.
f OD7, OD8, 0D9, and 0010, Liquid Storage Facility, 9212 Tank Farm, and Building 9720-9 (western half).
9 RCRA and PCE Container Storage Area (9720-58), Container Storage Facility (Bldg. 9720-12), PCB Drum Storage Facility (9407-7), Buildings 9201-4, 9206, 9212, and the West
End Tank Farm.
h Plating Rinsewater Treatment Facility. Does not include Stream Plant Wastewatdr Treatment Facility.
Building 9720-9 (eastern half).
Currently all RCRA-hazardous wastes are stored at Y-12 or K-25 awaiting disposal.
k RCRA storage and staging area (Bldg. 9720-3 1).
Does not include sewage waste.
m
Oak Ridge Sewage Treatment Plant.
n Includes trash, debris, scrap metal, treatment residue, and classified waste.
0 Assumed 1993 treatment rate at Building 9720-25 Baler Facility.
P Serves all three sites. Value provided is design capacity. Projected utilization rate is 39,600 m3/yr for Industrial and Sanitary Landfill V and 27,520 m3/yr for
Construction Demolition Landfill VI.
q Approximate Central Pollution Control Facility, West End Treatment Facility, and Steam Plant Wastewater Treatment Facility NPDES permit annual discharge volume Iirtiits for East
Fork Poplar Creek.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: DOE 1993a; DOE 199 4 n; DOE 1995gg; OR DOE 1992c; OR DOE 1995g; OR MMES 1995c; ORR 1993a:4.

Table 3.3.10-2. Waste Management at Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory
1993 Generation

I

Waste Category
Transuranic
(Solid)
Contact handled

Method

fila

Capacity

Method

(m3/yr)

(M3 )

Disposal

Storage

Tfreatment

NA

None

Capacity

Method

Staged for
shipmentb

1,760

Staged for
shipmente

856

Capacity
(M3)

(m3)

None (WIPP or

NA

alternate faciliit
in future)

Remote handled

7

NA

None

I
I

None (WIPPor

NA

alter ate facility

in futrwe)
Low-Level
Liquid

1,540

Solid

i,720f

I

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid
Solid

Ion exchange,
filtration,
solidification, and
evaporation
Compaction,
incineration, and
smelting by
commercial
vendor

Stored onsite in
tanks

I 1,3009

Noned
118'

Incineration at K-25 Offsite
Incineration at K-25 Offsite
or offsite
commercial
vendor

23,800

Neutralization,
sedimentation,
and evaporation
Open burning,
treat offsite

Stored onsite

NA

3,230e

7,2900

303k

Tanks and drums
Staged for
shipment

Included in liquid
mixed LLW

Staged for
shipment

Included in solid
hazardous

Onsite

3,5900

None

0rfsite

NA

Offsite

NA

Storageinkcineration
(K-25) and

NA

NA

Hazardous

I

Liquid

I

Solid

I

354'

Included in
nonhazardous
liquid (other)
tm
Variable

Staged for
shipment

130"

landfill (Y-12)

Table 3.3.10-2. Waste Management at Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory-Continued
Treatment

I

Waste Category
Nonhazardous
(Sanitary)
Liquid

I

Solid

Nonhazardous
(Other)
Liquid

Solid

1993 Generation
(m 3)

331,000

5,620

28,000

Included in solid
sanitary

Method

Storage
Capacity
(m3/yr)

Method

Disposal
Capacity
(m3)

Method

Capacity
(m3)

Extended aeration
(activation sludge
treatment)
Nonep

414,000P

None

NA

NPDES outfall

NA

NA

None

NA

Y-12 landfill,
offsiie to
municipal site

Included in Y-12
table

Neutralization,
precipitation, and
filtration
None

1 , 5 10 ,0 0 0 q

None

NA

Offsite

NA

None

NA

Y-12 landfill and
SWSA-6 burial

NA

Included in
sanitary

Does not include 9 m3 of mixed TRU waste.
b Stored in various Buildings 7826, 7834, 7842, 7878, 7879, and 7934.
C Stored in tanks, bunkers, and earthen trenches (Buildings 7855 and SWSA 5N trenches).
d Process Waste Treatment Plant, Melton Valley Low-level Waste Immobilization Facility, and Liquid Low-level Waste Evaporation Facility.
e Liquid Low-Level Waste System.
f Includes radioactive scrap metal and sludge from Sanitary Waste Treatment Plant.
g Waste Compactor Facility (Building 7831). ORNL never used this facility at 11,300 m3/yr capacity. Current use is much lower because solid LLW is se't offsite.
h As of June 30,1994.
'Interim Waste Management Facility.
Mixed waste oil projected to be generated in 1994.
k Buildings 7654, 7507w, 7823, and Tank 7830g.
Includes PCB and asbestos waste.

S(Text deleted.J
mT

Chenicial Detonation Facility treats small amounts of hazardous wastewater that would be dangerous to transport offsite. Explosives such as aged picric acid are detonated in this

facility.
Hazardous Waste Storage Facility (Building 7652 Part B permit - 57,2001 and Building 7507 Part A permit - 31,200 1, Building ,7651 and Building 7653).
0 Sanitary Waste Treatment Facility design capacity.
SPLoaded in boxes and stored at Interim Waste Management Facility.
q NPDES discharge limit for ORNL Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Note: NA--not applicable; WIPP--Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
Source: DOE 1994n; DOE 1995gg; OR DOE 1993a; OR DOE 1993b; OR DOE 1995g; OR MMES 1995c.
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Table 3.3.10-3.

Waste Management at the K-25 Site

Waste Category
Low-Level
Liquid
Solid

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid

1993 Generation
(m3)
6

I

I

I
LA)
W

%0

Solid

Nonhazardous
(Sanitary)
Liquid
Solid

Incineration

1,580c

Compaction,
incineration,
and smelting
(offsite)

81,8w0o

Neutralization
and
incineration
Incineration or
offsite by
commercial
vendor

Solid

Hazardous
Liquid

Method

Capacity
(m3/yr)
15,700a
Offsite

22l,OO0'

Offsite'

Treated as mixed Included in liquid
Included in
mixed LLW
LLW
liquid mixed
low-level'
Planned
Included in solid Offsite
mixed lowlevel

415,000
3,210n

Extended
aeration
None

Disposal

Storage

Treatment

829,000m
NA

Method

Capacity
(m3)

Stored onsite

Included in solid
LLWb

Method

None
Non'e-stored
pehding
availability of
offsite disposal
orplarined omsite
LLW disposal
facilities

Capacity
(im 3)
NA
NA

Stored onsite

4 0 ,8 0 0 d

Stored onsite

96,900 g

Stored onsit,

120,000i

Offsite

1,280k

Treated as
mixed LLW

Included in
mixed LLW

Offsite

NA

Treated as
mixed LLW

Included in solid Offit'e
mixed LLW

NA

NA

NA

None

NA

NPDES ou'tfalI

NA

None

NA

Oak Ridge Landfilll
(offsite)

NA

Table 3.3.10-3.

Waste Category

1993 Generation
(m3)

Waste Management at the K-25 Site-Coniinued

Treatment
Method
Capacity
(m3 lyr)

Storage
Method
Capacity
(in 3)

Disposal
Method

Capacity
(in 3)

Nonhazardous

I
I

(Other)
Liquid
Solid

71,0000

Included in solid
sanitary

Neutralization,
settling and
filtration
None

Included in liquid
mixed LLW
NA

None

Stockpiled at
scrap yard

NA

Unspecified
capacity

TSCA Incinerator (K-1435) normal operating capacity. Also treats mixed waste.
b
Liquid LLW stored in K-1065c Facility, Building K-33, and K-25 Building vaults.
C

Includes 42 m3 of contaminated scrap metal.

[Text deleted.]
d Solid LLW stored in K-25 Building, outside areas, K-1313A, and K-33.
3
Includes TSCA wastewater density assumption equal to I kg/I or 1000 r/m
.
f Central Neutralization Facility permitted operating capacity.
g Includes current permitted container (solid/sludges/liquid wastes) and tank (liquids) storage capacity.
h Includes contaminated asbestos/beryllium oxide (BeO), RCRA and State-regulated waste, and may include some PCB-tainted waste.
Sludge Fixation Facility may be used after engineering problems are solved.
J Total current permitted waste pile unit storage capacity.
k Projected waste being sent to commercial vender in 1994.
1 Hydrogen .softener blowdown from the steam plant.
([Text deleted.]
mSewage treatment plant capacity. (Building K-1203)

i Includes waste shipped to Y-12 Sanitary Landfill.

[Text deleted.]
Includes nonhazardous Steam Plant wastewater.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: DOE 1995gg; OR DOE 1993a; OR MMES 1995c; ORR 1993a:4.

0

CA
-cz,,

NPDES outfall

Y-i12 landfill and
metal sold to
public

NA

Included in
Y-12 table

Affected Environment
The.primary facility.generatorof liquid mixed, waste
is the.,K-1435 TSCA:Incinerator.from theý wet
scrubber blowdown. This waste, is currently. being
treated. at, the central neutralization: facility, which
provides pH: adjustment-anid:ehemical'precipitation.
7Treated.effluent's are discharged through. an NPDES
outfall. The contaminated sludges arelstored at 'K-25
as'mixed waste.
[Text deleted.] The management of LLWN at ORR has
been affected by three-recent events: declines in ORR
disposal capacity, changes~in regulatory and
operational conditions, ,and, evolution of.the
radioactive -waste disposal-class concept. The
previous strategy classified LLW according to its
isotopic content, concentration, and the performance
*ofa disposal facility. In some instances, these
classifications are used to describe the type of LLW
or a disposal technology. For example, L-I refers to
low concentration LLW or a landfill disposal facility,
while L-ll refers to low to moderate concentration
LLW or a tumulus disposal facility. A revised
classification system has been proposed. Exempt
LLW would have contaminant levels sufficiently low
to be disposed of in a sanitary or industrial landfill
with State concurrence. Disposable LLW would be
suitable for disposal at ORR as determined by facility
performance assessments. Offsite LLW would be that
LLW which would not meet the criteria of exempt or
disposable. The long-range strategy is to rely on the
combination of onsite and offsite facilities. Plans for
a replacement onsite disposal facility will continue to
be pursued, with the most likely candidate site for a
tumulus disposal facility being Bear Creek Valley.
That portion of the LLW that cannot be disposed of
onsite consistent with DOE Order 5820.2A,
Radioactive Waste Management, will be stored until
disposal offsite becomes available.
Mixed Low-Level Waste. Both RCRA mixed and
radioactive land disposal-restricted wastes (including
some nonradiological classified land disposalrestricted waste) are in storage at Y-12, K-25, and
ORNL. Because prolonged storage of these wastes
exceeded the 1-year limit imposed by RCRA, ORR
entered into an FFCA for RCRA Land Disposal
-Restriction wastes with EPA on June 12, 1992..This
agreement recognizes that DOE will continue to
generate and store mixed waste' subject to disposal
restrictions. The agreement was terminated in late

1995. and; was replaced bya: State Commissioner
Order that'enforces the regulation of the 1992..FFCA.
Sludges..contaminated with low-level radioactivity
were..generatedcVat K-:25 -by settling :and .scrubbing
operations, and in the:past were stored. in"K-1407-B
and K-1407.C; ponds- at:,K-25. :The, contaminated
sludges have' been removed from these ponds) and-.a
portion has~been fixed in concreteat theý K-41419
-.Sludge Treatment-Facility: and stored-abovelground at
the K-1417 casting and storage yard. The concreted
sludges. are, being.. shipped 6ffsite: for.disposal..,The
:raw sludges: are stored in the';K-1065. Building
pending further treatment. Mixed waste sludges are
also generated at Y-12 in the treatment of nitrate
waste from purification/recycling of uranium and in
the treatment of plating shop waste.
The K-25 TSCA Incinerator has a design capacity to
incinerate 909 kg/hr (2,000 lb/hr) of mixed liquid
waste and up to 454 kg/hr (1,000 lb/hr) of solids and
sludge (91 kg/hr [200 lb/hr] maximum sludge
content). Currently, DOE guidance does not allow
incineration of solids and/or sludges. Due to permit
limits (TSCA, RCRA, State of Tennessee), the
incinerator is not running at full capacity. In 1993,
approximately 2,309 m3 (610,000 gallon ([gal]) of
mixed liquid waste was incinerated (OR MMES
1995c:7-9).
Uranium-contaminated PCB waste (that is, mixed
waste) is being stored in excess of the 1-year limit
imposed by TSCA because of the lack of treatment
and disposal capacities. DOE and EPA have -signed
an FFCA, effective February 20, 1992, to bring the
facility into compliance with TSCA regulations for
use, storage, and disposal of PCBs. It also addressed
the approximately 10,000 pieces of nonradioactive
PCB-containing dielectric equipment associated with
the shutdown.of diffusion plant operations.
Hazardous Waste. 'Both RCRA-regulated and PCB
wastes are generated by ORR in laboratory research,
electroplatirpg operations, painting operations,
descaling, demineralizer regeneration, and
photographic processes. Certain other wastes (for
example, spent photographic. processing solutions)
are processed onsite into a nonhazardous state. Those
wastes that are safe to transport and. have been
certified as having no added radioactivity are shipped
offsite to RCRA-permitted commercial treatment/
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•disposal,
chemical
transport
processed
at ORNL.

facilities.. Small amounts, of reactive
explosives that would be dangerous to
offsite, such as aged -picric acid, are
onsite in the Chemical Detonation Facility

Nonhazardous Waste. Nonhazardous wastes are
.generated from ORR maintenance -and,utilities. For
example, the steam plant produces nonhazardous
sludge.Scrap metals are discarded from maintenance
and renovation activated and are, recycled when
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appropriate. Construction.and demolition, projects
also produce- nonhazardous industrial wastes. All
nonradioactive, medical:wastes .are autoclaved to
render them noninfectious .and:are -sent to 'Y-12
Sanitary, Landfill. Remedial action projects also
produce wastes requiring. proper management. oThe
State of Tennessee, permitted landfill receives
nonhazardous industrial materials suchas fly ash and
construction debris. Asbestos and. general refuse are
managed in the industrial and sanitary landfill located
atY- 12.

Affected Environment
:3.4

'SAVANNAHIRIVER'SITE,
AIKEN,-SOUTH CAROLINA

The-SRS facility was established in' I 950.as :a'nuclear

-materials production, site. It occupies -approximately
.80,130 ha (198,000..acres), :approximately '40km
(25-mi) southeast of Augusta, .Georgia. and 32 km
(20mi) south of.Aiken, South: Carolina (SR DOE
[.1995e;5-11). Theý current Defense'7Program mission
atSRS is to.process.tritium and conduct tritium
recycling 'and filling in-support of-stockpile
requirements. The location of SRS, and. its.vicinity is
shown in Figure 3.4-1.
The following sections describe the affected
environment at SRS for land resources, site
infrastructure, air quality and noise, water resources,
geology and soils, biotic resources, cultural and
paleontological resources, socioeconomics, public
and occupational health, and waste management.
3.4.1

LAND RESOURCES

Land Use. The SRS facility is situated within
portions of Aiken, Barnwell, and Allendale Counties
in southwestern South Carolina. All land within SRS
is owned by the Federal Government and is
administered, managed, and controlled by DOE. The
location of SRS within the South Carolina and
Georgia region is illustrated in Figure 3.4-1.
Generalized existing land use at SRS and its vicinity
is shown in Figure 3.4.1-1. There are three major
categories of land use at SRS: forest/undeveloped,
water, and developed facility locations. Forest/
undeveloped lands (for example, open fields and
pine/hardwood forests) comprise approximately
58,500 ha (144,500 acres) or 73 percent; water (for
example, wetlands, streams, and lakes) comprises
[approximately 17,630 ha (43,500 acres) or
22 percent; and industrial use (for example,
production and support areas, roads, and utility
corridors) accounts for approximately 4,000 ha
(9,900 acres) or 5 percent of the total land area of
SRS (WSRC 1995d:7). A forest management
program has been in effect at SRS since 1952, when
it was.'formed through an interagency agreement
between DOE, then the Atomic Energy Commission,
and the U.S. Forest Service (WSRC 1993a:317). The
majority of the woodlands area is in revenue
producing, managed timber production. Soil map
units that--meet the. soil requirements for prime

farmland-soils exist on -SRS.-However, United'States
Department of Agriculture 'Natural Resources
Conservation-Service does.not identify these lands as
prime farmland- due to the.nature of site-..use (SR
USDA 1995a:l).
In 1972,. DOE designated the entire SRS site. as a
NERP. The NERP. is. used-by the' national scientific
community tostudy.the impacts of human activities
on the cypressswamp and southeastern-pine and
hardwoodforest ecosystems (DOE 1985a: 1).
Recreational opportunities are available at 'SRS.
.Three walking trails exist onsite for employee use
during work and nonwork hours. SRS hosts the
-annual Georgia-Carolina Boy Scout Council Fall
Camporee. The Crackerneck Wildlife Management
Area, which comprises 1,930 ha (4,770 acres) of SRS
adjacent to the Savannah River, is open to the public
for hunting and fishing. In addition, controlled hunts
of deer and feral hogs are offered each fall at SRS,
although recreation is not the primary purpose
(WSRC 1995d:48). Offsite, the Operations
Recreation Association owns and operates an 85-ha
(210-acre) recreation complex approximately 8 km
(5 mi) northwest of SRS. For the use of SRS
employees, contractors, and their families, the
complex includes athletic fields, a gun range, and a
fishing area.
Land use bordering SRS is primarily forest and
agricultural, although there is a substantial amount of
open water and nonforested woodland along the
Savannah River Valley. Incorporated and industrial
areas are the only other significant land uses in the
vicinity. Some urban and residential development
borders SRS. The closest residences include several
structures located to the west, north, -and northeast
that are within 61 m (200 ft) of the site boundary.
Visual Resources. The SRS landscape is
characterized by wetlands and upland hills. The
vegetation is composed of bottomland hardwood
forests, scrub oak, pine woodlands, and wetland
forests. DOE facilities are scattered throughoutrSRS
and are brightly lit at night. The developed areas and
utility corridors (that is, transmission lines and
aboveground pipelines) of SRS are consistent with
VRM Class 5 designation. The remainder of SRS
,generally ranges from VRM.Class 3 to Class 4.
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Figure3.4-1. Savannah River Site, South Carolina,and Region.
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Facility location
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Agricultural
Forest/undeveloped
Water

Site boundary
-

-

*0
S

County boundary
Roadthighway
Railroad
River/stream
City
Vogtle Nuclear
Power Plant
2609MHEU

Figure3.4.1-1. GeneralizedLand Use at Savannah River Site and Vicinity.
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,The visual landscapeconsists, mainly of agricultural
and heavily.forested.-land, ,with some limited
residential and industrial areas. Views are limited-by
-rolling terrain,. normally hazy. atmospheric
.conditions, and"dense vegetation.:DOE facilities are
generally not visible from offsite. The only areas with
high-visual-sensitivity levels. impacted by .DOE
•.facilities are"the, viewý corridors of SR-125 and&SRS
"Road 1. The few other areas that have views of SRS
facilities are distant, -8 km (5 mi). or-more, and, have
low-visual, sensitivity. levels.
3.4.2

SrrEINFIIASTRUCTURE

Site Description. The major nuclear. facilities at SRS
include fuel and target fabrication facilities, nuclear
material production reactors, chemical separation
plants used for the recovery of Pu and uranium
isotopes, a uranium fuel processing area, andthe
Savannah River Technology Center that provides
process support. Tritium recycling facilities at SRS
empty tritium from expired reservoirs, purify it to
eliminate the helium decay product, and fill
replacement reservoirs with specification tritium for
nuclear stockpile weapons. Filled reservoirs -are
delivered to the Pantex ,Plant in Amarillo, Texas, for
weapons assembly or stockpile maintenance as well
as directly to the Department of Defense as
replacements for expired reservoirs. Historically,
DOE has produced tritium at SRS; however, DOE
has not produced new-tritium since 1988.
Table 3.4.2-1.
Mission
Tritium recycling

'Puý and spent nuclear fuel: processing at SRS have
.been terminated. Tritium recycling. operations will
continue with the replacementv tritium facility
,conducting the: majority of these operations. As part
of the eat lier nonnuclear consolidation, SRS received
some.of the tritium processing functions: formerly
,performed-at theMound-Plan~t in.-Miamisburg, Ohio.
.The current missions at SRS are: shown-in Table
3.A4.2-1. These activities. canibe categorized as
Defense Programs, Environmental Management,
Nuclear Energy, and.-'other activities. Figure 3.4.2-1
depicts primary facilities located in SRS.
ofEnergy Activities. In the past, the
SRS complex was Operated under the direction of the
Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs for the
production of nuclear materials. It consisted of five
reactors (C-, K-, L-, P-, and R-Reactors) in addition
t6 a fuel and target fabrication plant, two target and
spent nuclear fuel chemical separation plants, a
tritium-target processing facility, a heavy water
rework facility, and waste management facilities.
Recently, the K-Reactor, the last operational reactor,
was put into cold standby- status with no planned
provision for restart. This ended all tritium and
special isotope production capabilities. SRS is still
conducting tritium recycling operations in support
of
stockpile requirements using retired weapons as the
tritium supply source. F- and H-Canyons, large
separations facilities that were constructed in the

-Department

CurrentMissions at Savannah River Site

Description
Operate H-Area tritium facilities

Sponsor
Assistant Secretary for Defense
Programs

Stabilize targets, spent nuclear fuels,
and other nuclear materials
Waste management

Operate F- and H-Canyons

Environmental monitoring and
restoration
Research and development

Operate remediation facilities

Space program support
Other non-DOE missions
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Operate waste processing facilities

Savannah River Technology Center
technical suppori of Defense
Programs,-Environmental
Management, and Nuclear Energy
programs
Provide Pu-238 for space program
missions
Various, as described in.text

Assistant Secretary for Environmental
Management
Assistant Secretary for Environmental
Management
Assistant Secretary for Environmental
Management
Assistant Secretary for Defense
Programs; Assistant Secretary for
EnvironmentalManagement; Office
of Nuclear Energy
Office of Nuclear Energy
-Various

I.

Affected Environment

New'Ellenton

S
---

-•

-P-+-+

Existing facility
Water
Site boundary
County boundary
Road/highway
Railroad

•Stream
Intermittent

7SCREVEN

-

-

- -

*

1

'City
Figure3.4.2-1. Primary.Facilitiesat SavannahRiver Site.
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early 1950s, are currently -shut, down .pending
assessment of their. capabilityof, operations for
.material stabilization and -until.onsite backlogs of
fuel- and target elements.-are-processed. Upon
completion of material. stabilization activities, these
facilities will be, shutdown-..permanently. Further
deposition Of- F-Canyon would. have to take into
account the fact that- the structure. supports, the -Pu
storage facility and the FB-Line storage vaults.
The Department of Energy.'sOffice of-Environmental
Management is pursuing a 30-yearplan to achieve
full compliance with all applicable laws, regulations,
and agreements; treat, store, and dispose of.existing
waste; reduce generation of new wastes; clean up
inactive waste sites; remediate contaminated
groundwater; and dispose of surplus facilities.
The Savannah River Technology Center provides
technical support to all DOE operations at SRS. In
this role, it provides process engineering
development to reduce costs, waste generation, and
radiation exposure. SRS continues to provide Pu-238
required to -support space programs and has an
expanding mission to transfer unique technologies
developed at the site to industry. SRS is also an active
participant in the Strategic Environmental Research
and Development Program formulated to develop
technologies to mitigate environmental hazards at
Department of Defense and DOE sites.

*

Non-Department of Energy Activities. There are
several non-DOE facilities and operations at SRS
that include the Savannah River Forest Station, the
Savannah River Ecology Station, and the Institute of

The Savannah:River Ecology Laboratory is operated
:fOr.rDOE by the-University.of-Georgia's Institute of
'Ecology. Itbhas established a center of ecological-field
research where, faculty, staff, and students perform
interdisciplinary field, research -and&provide an
.understanding.of the impact of. energy technologies
-on the ecosystems of the southeastern United States,
This:information is communicated to the scientific
community, Government agencies, .and. the: general
-public. Inm addition to. Savannah, River. Ecology
Laboratory-studies, the -Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology is operatedby the University of South
Carolina to survey the archaeological resources of
SRS. This survey is used by DOE when planning new
facility additions or.modifications and is referred to
in the operations management of the site.
Environmental Regulatory Setting. The
Department of Energy is working with Federal and
State regulatory authorities to address compliance
and cleanup obligations arising from its past
operations at SRS. DOE is engaged in several
activities to bring its operations into full regulatory
compliance. A brief description of the environmental
regulatory setting at-SRS follows.
The State of South Carolina has regulatory authority
for air, water, solid waste, hazardous waste, and
mixed waste. DOE and the State of South Carolina
have signed a Memorandum of Agreement whereby
SRS agrees to abide by South Carolina
environmental laws the same as any other industry in
the State, and also to implement an environmental
management plan and report regularly on the
progress of that plan.

Archaeology and Anthropology. The Savannah River
Forest Station is an administrative unit of the U.S.

Forest Service, which provides timber management,
research support, soil and water protection, wildlife
management, secondary roads management, and fire
management to DOE. The Savannah River Forest
Station manages about 62,300 ha (154,000 acres),
which is ,approximately 80 percent of the site area. It
has been responsible-for reforestation and manages
an active timber business. The-Savannah River Forest
Station assists with the development and updating of
sitewide land use -and provides continual support
with site layout and vegetative management. Italso
assists in long-term. wildlife management and soil
*

rehabilitation projects.

The EPA placed SRS on the National Priorities List
effective December 21, 1989. DOE entered into an
FFCA with EPA and the State .of South Carolina,
.effective August 16, 1993, to coordinate CERCLA
and RCRA cleanups under one comprehensive
strategy. This strategy builds on the ongoing RCRA
Facility Investigation Program -and governs the
.corrective/remedial action process from site
investigation through site remediation, including
schedules for producing work- plans and facilitating
public involvement in'decisionmaking processes.
The FFCA signed by EPA and DOE on March 13,
1991, addresses SRS compliance -with the Land
Restrictions of the Hazardous and Solid
Waste Amendments: of .1984, allowing SRS to

-iDisposal
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continue to, operate, -generate,. and store, mixed
wastes. This 'agreement was amended on April. 24,
"1992, to include- mixed -wastes whose treatment
standards are outlined in the Land Disposal
Restrictions Third Thirds- Rule (40 CFR. 268.35) and
an alternative, treatment- strategy for M-Area waste.
.This amendedagreement forms the basis for the SRS
mixed.waste- site-specific treatment plan required by
the-FFCA of, 1992.

I According: to TSCA;,PCB, wastes -are required to be
disposed of-within 1-year of their initial storage. Due
to theradioactive nature of PCB-contaminated
equipment and materials, treatment capability for
these wastes is not currently available. DOE is
developing this treatment capability-and working
with the State of South Carolina to approve a
treatability study to remove the PCB contamination
and return the radioactive materials to. SRS as LLW.
Pollution Prevention. Pollution prevention,
previously driven by best management practices and
economics, is now mandated by statutes, regulations,
and agency directives. The SRS Waste Minimization
and Pollution Prevention Program is designed to
achieve continuous reduction of wastes and pollutant
releases to the maximum extent feasible and in
accordance with regulatory requirements while
fulfilling national security missions. The SRS Waste
Minimization and Pollution Prevention Awareness
Plan addresses wastes, and potential pollutants of all
types and establishes priorities for accomplishing
waste minimization and pollution prevention through
source reduction, recycling, treatment, and
environmentally safe disposal.
Baseline Characteristics. SRS contains extensive
production, service, and research facilities. Not all of
these facilities are operational. To support current
missions and functions, an extensive infrastructure
exists as shown in Table 3.4.2-2.
3.4.3

AIR QUALITY AND NOISE

The following describes existing air quality,
including a review of the meteorology and
climatology, in the vicinity of SRS. More detailed
discussions of the air quality methodologies, input
data, and atmospheric dispersion characteristics are
presented in Appendix C, Section C. 1.5.

Table 3.4.2-2. SavannazkRiver-SiteBaseline
Characteristics
.Current Characteristics
,-Land
Area (ha)
Roads (kim)
-Railroads (Ian)

Value
80,130
230
103

-Electrical

'Energy consumption (MWh/yr)
659,000
Peak load (MWe)
130
"Fuel
Natural gas (m3/yr)
0
Diesel/oil (l/yr)
28,400,000
Coal (t/yr)
210,000
Steam
Generation (kg/hr)
85,400
Water Usage (l/yr)
153,687,000,000
Note: MWh=megawatt hour; MWe=megawatt electric.
Source: SRS 1995a:2.

I

Meteorology and Climatology. The SRS region has
a temperate climate with short, mild winters and
long, humid summers. Throughout the year, it is
frequently affected by warm and moist maritime air
masses. The average annual temperature at SRS is
17.3 'C (63.2 *F); average daily temperatures vary
from 0VC (32 'F) in January to 33.2 *C (91.7 °F) in
July. The average annual precipitation at SRS is
113 cm (44.5 in). Precipitation is distributed fairly
evenly throughout the year, with the highest
precipitation in summer and the lowest in autumn.
There is no predominant wind direction at SRS. The
average annual wind speed is 2.9 m/s (6.5 mph)
(NOAA 1994c:3). Additionil information related to
meteorology and climatology at SRS is presented in
Appendix C, Section C.1.5.
Ambient Air Quality. The SRS facility is located
near the center of the Augusta-Aiken Interstate
AQCR. As of January 1995, all of the areas within
SRS and its surrounding counties were designated as
attainment: areas with respect to NAAQS (40 CFR
81.311,40 CFR 81.341). Applicable NAAQS and the
ambient air quality standards for South Carolina and
Georgia are presented in Appendix C, Section C.1.3.
Since the promulgation of the PSD regulations
(40 CFR 52.21) in 1977, PSD permits have not been
required.for any of the new SRS emission sources,
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nor modifications required to:existing permits. There
are no.known PSD Class Iareas inmthe, vicinity of
:SRS.

the table. The criteria pollutant concentrations, are in
-compliance with applicable guidelines, and
.regulations.

1Historically, the primary'emission sources of criteria
.air:pollutants at SRS.are ,the:nine coal-buming and
four fuel oil-buming~boilers that.,produce- steam and
electricity (A-, D-, H-,.K-, and P-Areas); the fuel and
.target fabrication facilities (M-Area), and processing
,facilities (F- and IH-Areas). Other, emissions. and
..sources include fugitive particulates from coal piles
-and coalprocessingfacilities, vehicles, and
temporary -emissions from various constructionrelated activities.

Toxic/hazardous air. pollutant, standards-have, been
adopted by, the State of-South Caroling Departmentof
-Health.and'Environmental 'Control. No ambient
standards for, toxic/hazardous. air~pollutants:have
been proposed orestablished-by the-State*of Georgia.
SRS :has emission sources for 139 of the 257, air
*toxins:regulated by the-State of South.:Carolina.
Estimates of-maximum 24-hour average groundlevel concentrations of toxic/hazardous air pollutants
that exceed 1 percent of the standard at the SRS
boundary are listed-in Table. 3.4.3-2. These estimated
concentrations are in compliance with applicable
standards.

Criteria pollutant concentrations resulting from
operations at SRS were estimated based on a 1990
emissions inventory of the site. Table 3.4.3-1
presents the estimated concentrations of criteria
pollutants and those regulated by the State of South
Carolina along with the applicable standard. The
percent of the applicable standard is also presented in

Noise Conditions. Major noise emission sources at
SRS are primarily located in developed or active
areas and include various industrial facilities,
equipment, and machines. Noise emitted from the

Table 3.4.3-1. EstimatedAmbient Concentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsFrom ExistingSources
at Savannah River Site
Averaging
Time
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

8 hours

1hour
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matter (PM10)
Sulfur dioxide (502)

Mandated by South Carolina
Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours
Annual
1 month
I week
24 hours
12 hours

Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
3)
(Wg/m
1 0 0 0 0a.b
4 0 ,00 0

a'b

1.5a
100a
50
150"
80 a
3 6 5 a'b
,
1 3 0 0ab
75c
0.8c
1.6c
2.9c
3.7c

Concentration
at SRS
Boundary
(W.gm 3)
22

Percent of
Regulations or
Guidelines
0.2

171

0.4

0.0004
5.7
3
.50.6
14.5
196
823
12.6
0.09
0.39
1.04
1.99

0.03
5.7
6
33.7
18.1
53.7
63.3

.

16.8
11.3
24.4
35.9
53.8

Federal standard.
b Concentrations not to be exceeded more than once a year.
"

c State standard or guideline.

Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, was not evaluated since it is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidates sites.
Source: 40 CFR 50; SC DHEC 1992b; WSRC 1994e.
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'Table3.4.3-2. Estimated,Concentrationsof Toxic/HazardousfPollutants,That Exceed 1 Percentof
South CarolinaDepartment of Health andEnvironmentaControlAirQuality Standards"From
Existing Sourcesat SavannahRiver Site
Averaging
Time

Pollutant
*33ý-Dichlorobenzidine
Acrolein
:Benzene
!'Bis (chloromethyl)
"Ether

I

Cadmium oxide
Chlorine
Chloroform
Cobalt
Formic acid
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Nitric acid
Parathion
Phosphoric acid
[Text deleted.]
Source: SC DHEC 199 1a; WSRC

24 hours
'k24 hours
24 hours
24 hours
24 h
24 h(ours
24. h( ours
24 h()urs
24 hcmrs
24 hc urs
24 hc urs
24 hc Mrs
24 hciurs
24 hc urs
24 h Mrs

Most-Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
(pg/rn3 )
0.15
.1.25
150
0.03

0.25
75
250
0.25
225
25

0.25
0.5
125
0.5
25

'Concentration
at SRS
',Boundary
(pg/rm3)
"0.'002

0.016
31.711
0.002
0.021
7.63
4.957
0.206
2A2
0.821
0.014
0.271
50.96
0.007
0.462

ýPercent of
ýRegulations or
rGuidelines
1.3
1.3
21.1
,6.7

:8.4
10.2
2

82.4
1.1
3.3
5.6
54.2
40.8
1A
1.9

1994e.

site is barely distinguishable from background noise
levels at the SRS boundary. Major noise emission
sources outside of activity areas consist primarily of
vehicles and rail operations. These are also the major
sources of offsite noise that can be attributed to SRS
activities and would have an effect on noise levels
along site access highways through the nearby towns
of New Ellenton and Jackson.
Traffic from SRS operations is an important
contributor to noise levels along site access highways
through the nearby towns of New Ellenton, Jackson,
and Aiken. Noise measurements recorded during
1989 and 1990 along SR-125 in the town of Jackson
at a point about 15 m (50 ft) from the roadway
indicate that the 1-hour equivalent sound level from
traffic ranged from 48 to 72 dBA. The estimated DNL
average along this route was 66 dBA for summer and

69 dBA for winter. Similarly, noise measurements
along SR-19 in the town of New Ellenton at a point
about 15 m (50 ft) from the roadway indicate that the
1-hour equivalent sound level from-traffic ranged
from 53 to 71 dBA. The estimated average DNL
along this route was 68 dBA for summer and 67 dBA
for winter (SR NUS 1990a:C-1-C-4, D-1-D-12).
The States of Georgia and'South Carolina and the
counties in which SRS is located have not established
any noise regulations that specify acceptable
community noise levels, with the exception of a
provision in the Aiken County Zoning~and
Development Standards Ordinance that limits
daytime and nighttime noise by frequency band. The
Aiken County maximum allowable noise levels are
presented in Appendix C, Section C.3.2.2.
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3.4.4

'WATER:RESOURCES

:Surface'Water. The most, prominent-hydrologic
featureattSRS is the- Savannah' River, bordering
[the~site'for.32 km (19.9 mi) to the' southwest (Figure
3.4.4-). ,Six major-streams flow. through SRS to the
'Savannah River: Upper ThreeiRunsCreek, Beaver
Damr Creek, Fourmile iBranch, Pen' Branch, Steel
:Creek,ý and Lower'Three Runs. Creek.:Upper Three
Runs Creek has two tributaries, Tims Branch and
Tinker Creek; Pen .Branch has- one: tributary, Indian
'Grave Branch; and Steel Creek has one tributary,
Myers-Branch. Surface waters in'the vicinity of Fand H-Areas flow into Upper Three Runs Creek and
Fourmile Branch. Shallow groundwater in the
vicinity recharges both Upper Three Runs Creek and
Fourmile Branch (SR DOE 1995e:3-8).
The SRS facility withdraws surface water from the
Savannah River mainly for industrial water cooling
purposes. A small quantity is also removed for
drinking water supplies. In 1994, 140.4 billion I/yr or
37.1 BGY was supplied from the Savannah River
(SRS 1995a:1). Most of the water that is withdrawn
is returned to the Savannah River through its onsite
tributaries. Streams, especially Fourmile Branch, that
received discharges from reactors in the past, are still
recovering from scouring or erosion impacts. The
average flow of the Savannah River is 282 m 3Is
(9,959 ft3 /s). The lowest recorded flow, 152 m 3/s
(5,368 ft3/s), occurred during a drought period from
1985 to 1988 (SR DOE 1990a:3-18). The proposed
HEU facility could affect the Fourmile Branch
drainage basin, which also receives effluents from C-,
F-, and H-Areas; however, Pen Branch also could
receive discharges. The minimum flow of Fourmile
Branch is 0.16 m3/s (5;8 ft3/s).
Average annual treated sanitary discharge volume to
the Savannah River is about 2 million -I/day
(528,000 gallons per day [GPD]), which isabout
50 percent of the new centralized sanitary
wastewater treatment capacity. Wastewater'from the
treatment plant is discharged to Fouriile Branch.
The F/H Effluent Treatment Facility treats industrial
wastewater in F- and H-Areas, where the HEU
blending facility will-be located. The treated
wastewater stream is released to Upper Three Runs
Creek. The design capacity of Effluent Treatment
Facility is approximately 600 million I/yr (159
'MGY); however, the maximum permitted treatment
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capacity, for theEffluent Treatment Facility. is:, about
400 million' I/yr (105 MGY). Currently,: the,' Effluent
,Treatment :Facility treats 'approximately 16 million
1/yr (4.22 MGY).
The Savannah River also suppliespotable- water to
several municipalities (SR DOE 1995e:3-8).
Upstream from'SRS, the- Savannah River.supplies
domestic and industrial water needs to Augusta,
Georgia; and North Augusta,. South Carolina. .The
river also: receives, sewage treatment.-plant effluent
from Augusta, Georgia; North Augusta, Aiken, and
Horse Creek -Valley, South Carolina; and, as
described above, from a variety of SRS operations
via onsite stream discharges. Approximately 203km
(126 mi) downstream from SRS, the river supplies
domestic and industrial water needs for the Cherokee
Hill Water Treatment Plant at Port Wentworth,
Georgia, and for Beaufort and Jasper Counties in
South Carolina.
There are two man-made water bodies on SRS:
L-Lake, which discharges to Steel Creek, and Par
Pond, which empties into Lower Three Runs Creek.
There are approximately 190 Carolina bays scattered
throughout the site. Carolina bays are naturally
occurring closed depressions that may hold water.
There are no direct discharges to the bays; however,
some do receive stormwater runoff.
The proposed HEU blending facility is to be located
in either F- or H-Canyon, which is located outside of
the 100-year floodplain (see Figure 3.4.4-2).
Sitewide information concerning 500-year
floodplains at SRS is not available. [Text deleted.]
Surface Water Quality. In the vicinity of SRS, the
Savannah Riverand onsite streams are classified as
fresh water suitable 'for the following: primary and
secondary contact recreation and as a source for
drinking water supply after conventional treatment in
accordance With the requirements of the South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control; fishing and the survival and propagation of a
balanced indigenous and aquatic community of fauna
and' flora; and industrial and agricultural uses
(SC DHEC 1992a:29). Table 3.4.4-1 lists the surface
water monitoring results for 1993 for the Savannah
River downstream of SRS.'No parameters exceeded
the -South Carolina Water Quality Criteria for the
[Savannah' River. However, ýiron and manganese do
• exceedi theNational -Secondary:Drinking Water

Affected.'Environment

Main groundwater
contamination
plumes
Savannah River
Swamp
Area of Downward
Hydraulic Gradient
SWater
-=

-

Site boundary

County boundary
Road/highway

'Streams

*

-

City
Groundwater flow
direction
Areas

O
G•

A- and M-Area=s plumes

G)

Sanitary landfill plume

G•)
G•

G
k

Fand H-Areas plumes

TNX-Area plum
D.Area plume
C-, K-, L-, N-, a nd
P-Areas plume=s
R-Area plume

Figure3.4.4-1. Surface Water Featuresand Groundwater Contamination
Areas atSavannahRiver Site.
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Figure 3.4.4-2. 100-Year Floodplainand Major Stream Systems at Savannah River Site.
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Table 3.4.4-1. :Summary of-Surface-Water Quality Monitoringat:-SavannahRiver'Site
Water Body Concentration
ýReceiving•Water: SavannahRiver, 1993
Parameter
Alkalinity
-1Alpha (gross)
Aluminum
Ammonia nitrogen
Beta (gross)
Calcium
Chemical oxygen
demand

Chromium
Conductivity
Dissolved oxygen
Iron
Lead

Magnesium
Manganese
Nitrogen

Unit of Measure
mg/l
..pCi/l
mg/I
mg/
-pCi/I
mg/
mg/l
mg/l
pohms/cm
mg/
mg/I
mg/
mg/
mg/
mg/I

,WaterQuality
Criteria"
NA
15

b

0.05 to.0. 2 d
NA

50V
NA
NA
0.1b
NA
>5 f
0.3 d
0.0 15 d, f

NA
0.05d, f
NA

High
24
0.51
0.838
0.11
3:41

5.09
ND
ND
106
10.5
1.15
0.003
1.34
0.064
0.31

:Low
13
-0.2c
0.182
0.02
0.9
3.25
ND

ND
54
6.2
0.516
ND
1.11

0.04
0.18

(as N0 2 /N0 3 )
Phosphate (P)

pH units
mIg/

Plutonium-238

pCi/I

Plutonium-239

pCi/I
mg/l
pCi/I
mag/I
mg/I
oc
mg/l
pCi/I
turbidity unit

IpH

Sodium
Strontium-89, 90
Sulfate

6.5 to 8.5'
NA
1.69
1.2 g

NA
b
8
d
250

NA

6.7
ND
0.001
0.001
12.7
0.24

9

16
25.7
90
Total dissolved solids
500d
Tritium
5,690
20,000b
I to 5d
28
ITurbidity
5d
Zinc
mg/I
0.012
a For comparison only, except for parameters which have South Carolina Water Quality Criteria.
Suspended solids

Temperature

32.2f

6
ND
_0.001c
0.0009
5.28
0.0017
4
5
9.1
49
-147c
3.6
ND

b National Primary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 141).
C A negative number represents concentration below upstream background values.
d National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 143).
e Proposed National Primary Drinking Water Regulations; Radionuclides (56 FR-3ý050).
f South Carolina State Water Quality Criteria.
g DOE's Derived Concentration Guides for water (DOE Order 5400.5). Derived Concentration Guides values are based on a committed
effective dose equivalent of 100 mrem/yr; however, because the drinking water maximum contaminant level is based on 4 mrem/yr,
the number listed is 4 percent of the Derived.Concentration Guides.
Note: All nonradiological data from station R-10. downstream of SRS; all radiological data from station'R-38 (below Vogtle); NAfnot
applicable; ND=none detected; mg=milligrams, pCi=picocuries; pohms/cm=microohms per centimeter.
Source: WSRC 1994d; WSRC 1994f.
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*EnrichedRegulations. The exceedance would .only. affect .the
aesthetics of the water, but wouldnot.change-any
health effects.
In addition towater quality monitoring, SRS
-conductsrmonitoring to .ensure compliance with
NPDES permit, limits. SRS has tw9 NPDES.permits
that cover 81..outfalls as:.part of, the .permit
'.requirements and-onegeneral,-stormwater discharge
,permit that covers 48 outfalls.. In*1993, the. major
releases of, radionuclides-to surface waters: were
12,700 (curies [Ci]) of tritium, 0.477 Ci of strontium89 and -90, and 01246 Ci of cesium-137, resulting in
less than 2 percent of EPA and DOE standards for
public water supplies and less than 0.2 percent of the
DOE dose standard-from all pathways. Of the 8,000
analyses performed at the industrial outfalls in 1993,
10 exceeded permit limits, 99.9 percent of the
analyses were in compliance with the SRS NPDES
permit (SR DOE 1995e:3-10). Noncompliances were
noted for pH, and total suspended solids with one
noncompliance each for oil and grease.and biological
oxygen demand. In all cases, either corrective actions
or an administrative review were taken to prevent
future noncompliances (WSRC 1994d:4-75).
Surface Water Rights and Permits. Surface water
rights for the Savannah River are determined by the
Doctrine of Riparian Rights. Under this doctrine,
users of water must not adversely impact quantity or
quality of water availability for downstream users.
Groundwater. Several aquifer system naming
schemes have been used at SRS. For this document,
the most shallow aquifer will be called the water
table. The water table is supported by the leaky
"green clay" aquitard, which confines the Congaree
aquifer. Below the Congaree aquifer is the leaky
Ellenton aquitard, which contains the Cretaceous (or
also, previously, the Tuscaloosa) aquifer. In general
at SRS, groundwater flows slowly toward streams
and swamps and into the Savannah River at rates
ranging from centimeters to several hundred meters
per year. The depth to which the onsite streams cut
into the soils controls the horizontal movement of
groundwater. The valleys of the smaller perennial
streams allow discharge from the shallow saturated
geologic formations. The valleys of Major, tributaries
of the Savannah River (that is, Upper 'Three Runs
Creek) drain formations of intermediate depth, and
the valley of the Savannah River drains. deep
formations.
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Groundwater flow at some locations on the site (that
is, F-, H- and certain sections of K-Areas) is upward
-from the lower- to0'the.upper -sediments (Figure
3.4.4-1). In other areas, including A-, M-,ý.L-,, and
P-Areas, groundwater flow is.downward. Horizontal
groundwater .flow occurs at M-.Area (to the
west-northwest in the shallow aquifer, and
subsequent -fl ow: to the south- toward Upper Three
-Runs: Creek in'the intermediate aquifer), K-Area
'disassembly basin (toward, Pen&-Branchtand- LLake),
P-Area .disassembly :basin, (toward -Steel Creek),
F-Canyon.Building (toward Upper Three Runs Creek
and Fourmile Branch), and N-Canyon'Building
(toward Upper ThreeRuns Creekand its tributaries).
The Cretaceous aquifer is an abundant and important
water resource for the SRS region. Some of the local
cities (for example, Aiken) also obtain groundwater
from the Cretaceous, but most of the rural population
in the SRS region gets its water from the Congaree or
water table. All groundwater at SRS is classified by
EPA as a Class II water source. Depth to groundwater
ranges from at or .near the ground surface (near
streams) to approximately 46 m (150 ft) below the
ground surface.
Groundwater Quality. Groundwater data have been
obtained from SRS monitoring wells for the past
several years. Groundwater quality at SRS ranges
from excellent (soft and slightly acidic) to below
EPA drinking water standards on several constituents
in the vicinity of some waste sites. Industrial
solvents, metals, tritium, and other constituents used
or generated at SRS have contaminated the shallow
aquifers beneath 5 to 10 percent of SRS (SR DOE
1995e:3-10). These aquifers are not used for SRS
operations and drinking water; however, they do
discharge to site streams and eventually to the
Savannah River. Most contaminated groundwater at
SRS flows beneath a few facilities; contaminants
reflect the operations and chemical processes
performed at those facilities. At F- and H-Areas,
contaminants in the groundwater include tritium and
other radionuclides, metals, nitrates, and chlorinated
and volatile organics. Area plumes are shown in
Figure 3.4.4-1. At A- and M-Areas, contamination
includes chlorinated volatile organics, radionuclides,
metals, and nitrates. At the reactors (K-, L-, and
P-Areas), tritium, other radionuclides, andlead are in
the groundwater (SR DOE 1995e:3-11).. At D-Area,
*contaminants include VOC, chromium,• sulfate, and
tritium;-and at the.TNX-Area, volatile organic
compounds, lead, nitrate, and uranium are.present.

Affected Environment

iRadioactive ,constituents (tritium,,.cesium4 37,
iodine-131, ruthenium- 106, and stronfiuri49,and -90)
above drinking waterstandards have ,occurred. in
'F-Area monitoring wells. Studies of flow directions,
-infiltration rates, and operating history indicate that
this contamination is, from an isolated -incident that
.occurred more than 35 years ago.(SR'DOE
.1995e.3- 11). Groundwater contaminationjfound
i beneath H-Canyon- reflects the widespread. use '.of
tritium inH-Area. The tritium is not directly from HCanyon activities, but rather results. from past.use.of
the nearby H-Area seepage basins with subsequent
transport beneath the canyon.-Results of groundwater
quality measurements from two monitoring wells
located in the H-Canyon area and comparison with
standards or criteria for selected groundwater quality
parameters are presented in Table 3.4.4-2.

Domestic -water,supplies are primarily; from the
'.Congareeý aquifer~and' the. water table. In ,Barnwell
and Allendale. Counties, the Congaree aquifer
supplies: some municipal users. At SRS,. most
.groundwater. production is. from the 'Cretaceous
aquifer, with a-few wells pumping-from the Congaree
aquifer.:Every major operating area-at SRS has
;groundwater- wells; total. groundwater production
,•from these wells is approximately 13,249 million 1yr
(3,500 'MGY), which' is ,similar to' the 'volume
,pumped for: industrialand :municipal -production
within 16 km (9.9 mi) of the site (SRS 1995a:1).
Groundwater rights in South Carolina are
traditionally associated with the absolute ownership
rule. Originating in English common-law doctrine,
the owners of land overlying a groundwater resource
are allowed to withdraw from their wells all the water
they wish for whatever purpose they desire. The
water withdrawn can be used for any purpose on or
off the owner's land (VDL 1990a:725). However, the
Water Use Reporting and CoordinationAct requires
all users of 379,000 1 (100,000 gal) or more per day

GroundwaterAvailability, Use, and Rights.
Groundwater is a domestic, municipal, and industrial
water source throughout the Upper Coastal Plain.
Most municipal and industrial water supplies in
Aiken County are from the Cretaceous aquifer.

Table 3.4.4-2. Summary of GroundwaterQualityMonitoringat SavannahRiver Site, 1994

Parameter

Unit of
Measure

Alpha (gross)

pCi/1

Barium
Beta (nonvolatile)
Chloride

mg/
pCi/I
mg/I
mg/l
mg/

Iron

S Lead
Manganese
Nitrate

pH
Phenols
Sulfate
Total dissolved solids
Total organic halogens
Total phosphates
Tritium

Water Quality
Criteria and
Standardsa
15

50d
250e
0.3f

0.015b

0.05f

mg/I
mg/l
pH units
mg/l
mg/A

l0b
6.5-8.5f

22'

250'

mg/I
Mg/
mg/I

pCi/I

b

2b

5oof
NA
NA

20,000b

Characterization
Well No. HAA-4B
2.1
0.0397
0.2
2.69
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.333
8.1
0.005
2.54
132
0.005
0.05
6,300

Characterization
Well No. HCA-4C
-0.5c
0.0695
0.7
1.75
0.0057
0.003
0.0052
0.74
9.03
0.005
3.08
39
0.0072
0.462
1,600

I For comparison only.
b National Primary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 141).

c A negative number represents concentrations. below upstream background values.
d Proposed National Primary Drinking Water Regulations; Radionuclides (56 FR 33050).
e National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 143).
f South Carolina State Water Quality Criteria.
Note: NAfnot applicable; mgffmill.igrams; pCi=picocuries.
Source:' SRS 1995a: 11.
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(138:3 million, 1/yr or 36.4 MGY) of water to report
their withdrawal rates, to the-South Carolina'Water
Resources'.Commission. SRS. groundwater use
exceeds this amount, and'SRS reports its withdrawal
rates to the commission.
3.4.5

*

*

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

Geology. The .SRS facility "lies.in. the Aiken Plateau
portion of the Upper Atlantic Coastal Plain southeast
of the Fall Line, a major physiographic and structural
feature that separates the Piedmont and the Atlantic
Coastal Plain in southeastern South Carolina. The
plateau is highly dissected, with narrow, steep-sided
valleys separated by broad, flat areas.
In the immediate region of SRS, there are no known
capable faults within the definition of 10 CFR 100.
Subsurface mapping and seismic surveys suggest the
presence of six faults beneath SRS: Pen Branch, Steel
Creek, Advanced Tactical Training Area, Crackemeck,
Ellenton, and Upper Three Runs Faults. The closest of
these to the H-Canyon Area is the Upper Three Runs
Fault. The Steel Creek Fault, which passes through
L-Area, and the Pen Branch Fault, which passes
through K-Area, are the closest faults to the areas that
store nuclear materials (SR DOE 1995e:3-4);
however, there is no evidence of movement within the
last 38 million years along this fault.
Since SRS lies within Seismic Zone 2, moderate
damage could occur as a result of earthquakes
(Figure 3.3.5-1). Since 1985, only three earthquakes,
all less than Richter magnitude 3.2 (Table 3.3.5-1),
have occurred within the immediate vicinity of SRS
(two within the SRS boundary and one located
16.1 km [10 mi] east of the city of Aiken). None of
these earthquakes produced any damage at SRS.
Historically, there have been two large earthquakes
within 300 km (186 mi) of SRS. The largest of these
two, the Charleston earthquake of 1886, had an
estimated Richter magnitude of 7.5. The SRS area
experienced an estimated peak horizontal
acceleration of 0.1 gravity (SR DOE 1995e:3-7).
Earthquakes capable of producing structural damage
to any buildings are not likely to occur in the vicinity
of SRS because SRS design basis for earthquakes is
0.2 gravity, which is twice as much as the historical
earthquake horizontal acceleration (SR DOE
1995e:3-4). There is no volcanic hazard at SRS. The
area has, not experienced volcanism within the. last
230 million years.
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Soils. The soils at the-lHEU facility. are mainly sands
and sandy loams. The somewhat excessively drained
soils-have a thick, sandy surface layer that extends to a
depth of 203 cm (80 in) or more in some areas. Many
of the, soils are subject to slight to moderate water and
wind erosion,- flooding,: ponding,, and cutbank caving
(SR USDA 1990a. 17-25). Several soil units that cover
,approximately 17'percent of.the SRS plant' property
have been 'designated as prime,farmland. All- the soils
have low shrink-swell' potential and have-slight water
and wind erosion.The H-Canyon:area lies on the
upland soils of Fuquay-Blanton-Dothan Soil
Association. This soil unit has been designated as
prime farmland, but the area is not presently under
cultivation. The soils at'SRS are considered acceptable
for standard construction techniques.

*

3.4.6

BIOTIC RESOURCES

Biotic resources at SRS include terrestrial resources,
wetlands, aquatic resources, and threatened and
endangered species. Within each biotic resource area,
the discussion focuses first on SRS as a whole and
then on the area of the proposed activities. Scientific
names of species identified in the text are presented
in Appendix D.
Terrestrial Resources. Most of SRS has remained
undeveloped- since it was established in 1950. Only
about 5 percent of the site is occupied by DOE
facilities. Five major plant communities have been
identified at SRS. Of these, the largest is the loblolly,
longleaf, and slash pine community that covers
approximately 65 percent of SRS. This community
type, as well as the upland hardwood and scrub oak
community, occurs primarily in upland areas. Swamp
forests and bottomland hardwood forests are found
along the Savannah River and the numerous streams
that traverse SRS. More than 1,300 species and
varieties of vascular plants have been identified on
I the site (DOE 1992e:4-126;' DOE 1995p:4-47).
Because of the variety of plant communities on the
site, as wellas the region's mild climate,,SRS
supports a diverse and abundant wildlife including
54 mammal species, 213 bird species, 58. reptile
species,, and 43 'amphibian.species.. Common species
at SRS include the slimy salamander, eastern box
turtle, Carolina chickadee, common crow, eastern
cottontail, and gray fox (DOE 1992e:4-128; WSRC
1993b:3-5, 3-39). A' number. of.game animals are
'found on SRS; however, only. the Whitetail deer and

Affected Environment
feral hog. are hunted.onsite (DOE 1992e:4-128).
Raptors, such. as'Cooper's hawk and black -vulture,
and carnivores, such as the gray fox and raccoon, are
ecologically important groups on SRS. A variety of
migratory. birds:have been found at SRS. Migratory
birds,ý their, nests, and eggs, are protected'by the
Migratory'BirdTreaty Act. Eagles are ;similarly
protected by the. Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act.
Wetlands..The SRS facility has extensive,, widely
distributed wetlands, comprising approximately' 19,800
ha (49;000 acres). Most are associated with-floodplains,
streams, and impoundments.'Wetlands on the site may
be divided into the following categories: bottomland
hardwoods, cypress-tupelo,, scrub-shrub, emergent,.and
open water. The most extensive wetland type on SRS is
swamp forest associated with the Savannah River
floodplain. Approximately 3,800 ha (9,400 acres) of
these wetlands are found on SRS. Past releases of
cooling water effluent into site streams and the
Savannah River swamp have resulted in shifts in plant
community composition. Changes have included
replacement of bald cypress by scrub-shrub and
emergent vegetation in the swamp and reduction in
bottomland forests along streams (DOE 1992e:4-130;
WSRC 1989e:3-4).
Carolina bays, a type of wetland unique to the
southeastern United States, are also found on SRS.
Approximately 190 Carolina bays have'been
identified at SRS. These shallow depressions occur
on interstream areas of SRS and range from lakes to
shallow marshes, herbaceous bogs, shrub bogs, or
swamp forests (SR NERP 1989a:9).
Aquatic Resources. Aquatic habitat on SRS includes
artificial ponds, Carolina bays, reservoirs, and the
Savannah River and its tributaries. There are more
than 50 artificial impoundments located throughout
the site that mainly support populations of bass and
sunfish (SRS 1992a:8). Fewer than 10 percent of the
Carolina bays on SRS have permanent fish
populations. Species present in these bays include
redfin pickerel, mud sunfish, lake chubsucker, and
mosquitofish (SR NERP l983a:15; SR NERP
1989a:37). Par Pond and L-Lake support similar fish
populations including largemouth bass, black
crappie, and various species of pan fish (SRS
1992a:8). Recreational-fishing is not allowed on SRS.

The Savannah- River.is used-for:both commercial and
--sport fishing..- Important.:commercial -species :are
American-shad, hickory shad, and striped bass; all-are
anadromous. The most important warm-water. game
fish species of the-Savannah- River. are-bass, pickerel,
crappie, bream,-and.catfish. 'In the:past, water intake
structures for C- ;and'K-Reactors- and the-.D-Area
-powerhouse caused •annual:estimated entrainment of
approximatelyO1 percent of the. fish eggs- and larvae
•;passing the intake canalsxduringthe spawning season.
-In addition, estimated-.impingement losses were
approximately 7,600 fish per year (SR-DOE,1987b:331, C-61).
Threatened and Endangered Species. Sixty-one
Federal- and State-listed threatened, endangered, and
other special status species -have been identified on
and in the vicinity of SRS (Appendix D, Table
D.1-3). The appendix indicates that 57 of these
-species have records of occurrence on SRS. Twelve
of these are Federal- and/or State-listed threatened or
endangered species. No critical habitat for threatened
or endangered species, as defined in the Endangered
Species Act (50 CFR 17.11; 50 CFR 17.12), exists on
SRS. The smooth coneflower is the only listed
endangered plant species found on -SRS. Two
colonies exist on SRS, but suitable habitat for this
species occurs throughout the site. Bald eagles nest
near Par Pond and L-Lake and forage on these
reservoirs. Wood storks forage in the Savannah River
swamp and the lower reaches of Steel Creek, Pen
Branch, Beaver Creek Dam, and Fourmile Branch.
Red-cockaded woodpeckers inhabit open pine forests
with mature trees (older than 70 years for nesting and
30 years for foraging). Peregrine falcons have been
reported in the past as rare winter visitors on SRS.
The American alligator is a common inhabitant of Par
Pond, Beaver Dam Creek, and the Savannah River
swamp. The shortnose sturgeon spawns in the
Savannah River both up and downstream of SRS.
This fish has not been collected in the tributaries of
the Savannah River that drain SRS (SR'DOE
1995b:3-44). The State-listed Rafinesque's big-eared
bat and Appalachian Bewick's wren occur on SRS.
[Text deleted.)
F- and H-Areas contain no habitat for any of the
Federal-listed threatened or endangered -species
found on SRS. Red-cockaded woodpeckers nest in
old.growth pine trees, and there are no suitable
nesting sites in the vicinity of F- or H-Area. Smooth
coneflower also is not found in F- or H-Area. The
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Southern bald.eagl6 and the wood stork feed and nest
-near wetlands,,streams,':and. reservoirs, aihd, thus
would notbe-attracted to the highly disturbed F- or
H-Area..Shortnose sturgeon, typically residents of
large coastal, rivers and estuaries, have never been
collected in-Fourmile; Branch or any of the tributaries
of the Savannah Riverthat-drains ýSRS (DOE
1995p:4-51).

•3.4'7

_CULTUmAREsouRcES

Prehistoric Resources. Prehistoric site types on SRS
consist of villages, base camps, limited-activity sites,
quarries, and workshops. An extensive
archaeological survey program began at SRS in 1974
and includes numerous field studies such as
reconnaissance surveys, shovel test transects, and
intensive site testing and excavation. More than
60 percent of SRS has received some level of cultural
resource evaluation. Over 1,000 sites have been
identified at SRS. Of these, over 800 prehistoric sites
or sites with prehistoric components have been
identified; however, fewer than 8 percent have been
evaluated for eligibility to the NRHP. To date,
67 prehistoric and historic sites are considered
potentially eligible for listing on the NRHP. Cultural
resources surveys have been conducted within F- and
H-Areas, and some prehistoric material has been
found a few miles from H-Canyon. Some prehistoric
sites that may be NRHP-eligible have been identified
within F- and H-Areas. Most of H-Area has been
disturbed through grading and construction. No
NRHP sites are within the facility.
A Programmatic Agreement was signed by the DOE
Savannah River Operations Office, the South
Carolina State Historic Preservation Officer, and the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation on August
24, 1990. Its purpose is to ensure that appropriate
measures are taken to inventory, evaluate, protect,
'and enhance archaeological sites on SRS. In addition,
an Archaeological Resource Management Plan for
SRS is in place.
Historic Resources. Types of historic sites include,
farmsteads, tenant dwellings, mills, plantations and
slave quarters, rice farming dikes, dams, cattle pens,
ferry locations, towns, churches, schools, cemeteries,
and commercial building, locations. Approximately
400-historic sites. or sites with historic components
have been identified within SRS; approximately
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10 percent have been evaluated for NRHP
nomination.
-Most historic structures were demolished during the

: initial establishment of SRS in 1951. ,Two 1951
buildings are currently in use.'[Text deleted.]
Native American Resources. 'Native American
.,groups with traditional ties to the-area include the
Apalachee, Cherokee,! Chickasaw, Creek," Shawnee,
Westo, and Yuchi. At different times,- each of these
groups was encouraged by the English to settle in the
area to provide protection from-the French, :Spanish,
or other Native American groups. Main villages of
both the Cherokee and Creek. groups were located
-southwest-and northwest of SRS,-and both groups
may have used the area for hunting and gathering
activities. During the 1830s, most of the remaining
Native Americans residing in the region were
relocated to the Oklahoma Territory as part of the
Trail of Tears.
Native American resources in the region include
remains of villages or townsites, ceremonial lodges,
burials, cemeteries, and areas containing traditional
Iplants used for religious ceremonies. Literature
reviews and consultations with Native American
representatives reveal that there are some concerns
related to the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act within the central Savannah'River Valley;
however, no specific sites at SRS have been
identified. The Yuchi Tribal Organization, the
National Council of the Muskogee Creek, the Indian
People's Muskogee Tribal Town Confederacy, the
Pee Dee Indian Association, the Ma Chis Lower
Alabama Creek Indian Tribe, and the United
Keetoowah Band of the Cherokees have expressed
concerns for sensitive Native American resources at
SRS. The Yuchi and the Muskogee Creek expressed
concern for areas containing several p'lants
traditionally used in ceremonies (SR DOE
1991e:19,21),
Paleontological Resources. Paleontological
materials at SRS include fossil plants, numerous
invertebrate fossils, deposits of giant oysters
(Crassostreagigantissima),,mollusks, and bryozoa.
All paleontological materials from SRS-are marine
invertebrate deposits and, with the exception of the
.giant oysters, are relatively common fossils and are
widespread; therefore, the assemblages have
relatively low research. potential.
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3.4.8

SOCIOECONOMICS
-

Socioeconomic characteristics described for'SRS
include employment, regional economy,, population,
housing, community services, and local
transportation. Statistics for employment and
regional: economy, arelpresented for, the'REA that
encompasses 15 counties: around SRS in the'States of
South Carolina and Georgia (Appendix F, Table
:F.1-1). Statisticsýfor.population; housing, community
services, and local transportation are presented for
the ROI, a: six-county area in which: 90.1 -percent of
allSRS employees reside. These counties include
Aiken County (51.9 percent), Allendale County
(1.1 percent), Bamberg County (1.7 percent), and
Barnwell County (7.3 percent) in the State of South
Carolina; -and Columbia County (10.6 percent) and
Richmond County (17.5 percent) in the State of
Georgia (Appendix F, Table F.1-3). Supporting data
are presented in Appendix F.
Regional Economy Characteristics. Between 1980
and 1990, the civilian labor force in the REA
increased 21.4 percent to the 1990 level of 248,239.
In 1994, unemployment in the REA was 6.7 percent,
which was approximately 0.4 and 1.5 percent higher'
than South Carolina and Georgia, respectively. The
region's per capita income of $17,212 in 1993 was
approximately 2.1 percent greater than South
Carolina's per capita income of $16,861 and
10.6 percent lower than Georgia's per capita income
of $19,249. Employment and regional economy
statistics and projections for the proposed action
period for the SRS REA are given in Appendix F,
Table F.1-7 and summarized in Figure 3.4.8-1.
In 1993, as shown in Figure 3.4.8-1, the percentage
of total employment involving the private sector
activity of retail trade was similar in the REA
(16 percent)and the two States. Service sector
employment. in the region (22 percent of total
employment) represented a 3 percent smaller share
of the regional economy than in the economy of
Georgia and was similar to that of South Carolina.
The manufacturing sector's share of the economy
was similar in the REA (21 percent) and South
Carolina (20 percent), but represented a 6 percent
larger share of the economy than in-Georgia
(15 percent).

-.Population and "Housing. In 1992, the ROI
population totaled 453,824.-From 1980 to 1990, the
ROI population increased'by 13.2 percent,
compared to 18.6,percent for Georgia and
1L*7 percent for South-Carolina.-Within the ROI,
Columbia County- experienced the- largest increase
at -65- percent, while :Bamberg, County's population
decreased by 6w7 percent.'. Population trends are
in- Figure.3.4.8-1. [Text deleted.]
-summarized

The number.of housing units in the ROI increased by
23.8 percent between .1-980 and 1990, totaling
168,803 units in the latter year. The percentincrease
was comparable to South Carolina but 6 percent
smaller than in Georgia. The 1990 homeowner
vacancy rate in the ROI, 2.2 percent, was similar to
those experienced by South Carolina ,and Georgia.
The rental vacancy rate for-the ROI counties, nearly
10 percent, was approximately 2 percent less than the
rental vacancy rates for both states. (A full
pres'entation of population and housing statistics
and projections is provided in Appendix F, Tables
F.1-11 and F.1-15, respectively.)
Community Services. Education, public safety, and
health care characteristics will be used to assess the
level of community service in the SRS ROI. Figure
3.4.8-2 presents school district characteristics for the
SRS ROI. Figure 3.4.8-3 presents public safety and
health care characteristics.
Education. In 1994, nine school districts provided
public education services and facilities in the SRS
ROI. As shown in Figure 3.4.8-2, these school
districts ranged in enrollment size from
1,017 students in District 29 (located in'Barnwell
County) to 34,907 students in the Richmond County
School District. The average students-to-teacher ratio
for the ROI was 17.5 .' The Aiken County School
District had the highest ratio at 19:1.
Public Safety. City, county, and State law
enforcement agencies provided police protection to
the residents in the ROI. In 1993, a total of 924 sworn
-police officers served the. six-county ROI. Richmond
County employed the greatest number of sworn
police Officers (323), while the.cities of Aiken and
Augusta had the highest police officers;to-population
ratios (3.7 officers per 1,000 persons). The average
ROI sworn police officers-to-population ratio was 2

[Text deleted.]
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Figure3.4.8-1. Economy, Population,andHousingfor the Savannah River Site RegionaltEconomicArea
-and Region of Influence.
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Number of'Students per Teacher in the SRS ROI-School Districts, 1994
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Dist. 1
Dist. 2

Bamwell
Dist. 19

Total Enrollment in the SRS ROI School Districts, 1994
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Allendale Bamberg Bamberg Barnwell
County
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I

Bamwell
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I

Bamwell I Columbia
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Source: SR School 1995a.

Figure3.4.8-2. School DistrictCharacteristicsfor the Savannah River Site
Region of Influence.
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Numberof Sworn. Police Officers (1993),and, Firefighters (1995) per 1,000 Persons
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Figure3.4.8-3. -PublicSafety and Health Care Characteristicsfor the Savannah River Site
Region of Influence.
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officers per 1,000. persons. Figure 3-4.8-3 compares
police force strengths-across, the, ROI.
AFire protection -services- in the. SRS ROI were
provided by 1,363 regular and volunteer. firefighters
in 1995. The fire-department with the highest
firefighters-to-population ratio- is located in
,,Bamberg County (8.7 firefighters ýper
1,000 persons) as indicated in Figure 3.4.8-3.
Aiken County ýhad the greatest 'number of
active firefighters (375). The average firefightersto-population ratio in the -ROI was 2.9 per 1,000
..persons.
Health Care. There were eight hospitals serving the:
six-county ROI in 1993. All eight hospitals were
operating at below capacity, with hospital occupancy
rates ranging from 29.4,percent in Allendale County
to 64.8 percent in Richmond County.
In 1993, a total of 1,325 physicians served the'ROI with
the majority (979) located in Richmond County. Figure
3.4.8-3 shows that the physicians-to-population ratio
ranged from 0.3 physicians per 1,000 persons in
Allendale County to 4.8 physicians per 1,000 persons
in Richmond County. The average ROI physicians-topopulation ratio was 2.9 physicians per 1,000 persons.
Local Transportation. U.S. and State Routes
provide access between SRS and metropolitan areas
as illustrated in Figure 3.4-1..SR-19, north of the site,
provides access to New Ellenton and Aiken, South
Carolina. West of the site, SR- 125 provides access to
Augusta. U.S. 278, located northwest of the site,
provides access to the East Coast and Augusta.
Several routes provide direct access to SRS. From the
northwest and north, access is provided by SR-125
and SR-19, respectively. Both highways are open to
through traffic. From the northeast, SR-39 and SR781 pass inside the SRS boundary. Access from the
east is by SR-64 and from the southeast by SR-125.
Public access is provided by U.S. 278, SR-125, and
SR-19, but only SRS employees are permitted access
to the site on the other routes. There are no road
improvement projects. under construction or planned
in the near future in Barnwell. and Aiken Counties
] that would affect SRS access (SC DOT 1995a:1).
There is no local public transportation directly
serving SRS. Rail service in the ROI is provided by
NS and CSX Transportation. SRS has provided rail

*access via Robbins Station on the CSX
line. In addition,'SRS maintains .103
.-km (64 mi) of onsitetrackfor internal -uses.
VWaterborne° transportation is, available- via the
-Savannah River. 'Currently, the.-Savannah;River is
I used :primarily for recreation (SRS.:1995a:12).
,Columbia Metropolitan Airport,.. in. the city of
Columbia,: and"Bush- Field, in the city of Augusta,
*receive jet air passenger and cargo service from both
•national- and local carriersNumerous~smafler.private
airports are located in the ROI (DOT 1992a).

I Transportation

3.4.9

PUBLIC AND'OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH

Radiation Environment. All residents in the
vicinity of SRS are exposed to background radiation
from a variety of natural and man-made sources. The
major sources of background radiation exposure to
individuals in the vicinity of SRS are shown in Table
3.4.9-1. All annual doses to individuals from
background radiation are expected to remain constant
over time. Accordingly, the incremental total dose to
the population would result only from changes in the
size of the population.
Table 3.4.9-1. Sources of RadiationExposure to
Individualsin the Vicinity, Unrelatedto Savannah
River Site Operations
Committed
Effective Dose
Equivalent
(mren/yr)9

Source
Natural Background Radiation
Cosmic radiation
29
29
External terrestrial radiation
40
Internal terrestrial radiation
200
Radon in homes (inhaled)
Other Background Radiation
Diagnostic x-rays and nuclear.
53
medicine
<1
Weapons test fallout
I
Air travel
Consumer and industrial products
10
Total
363
NCRP 1987a; WSRC 1994d. Value forradon is an average.
for the United States.
Releases of radionuclides to the environment from
SRS operations provide another source of radiation
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.-exposure, to individuals in. the vicinity of`SRS. The
radionuclides and quantities released: from SRS
-operations in 1993, are listed in the Savannah River
Site 'EnvironmentalReportfor 1993 (WSRCTR-94-075).
The releases listed in the 1993 report wereused in the
development of the reference environment's
radiological%releases, at SRS-for the 'public and
occupational health segments withinSection 4.3. The
doses to the public resulting from these-releases fall
within radiological limits and are small in
comparison to background radiation (DOE Order
5400.5). Table 3.4.9-2 presents the doses to the
public resulting from releases at SRS.
Based on a risk estimator of 500 cancer deaths per
1 million person-rem to the public (Appendix E), the
fatal cancer risk to the MEI of the public due to
radiological releases from SRS operations in 1993 is
estimated to be approximately 1.6x10"7 . That is, the
estimated probability of this person dying of cancer
at some point in the future from radiation exposure
associated with 1 year of SRS operations is less than
2 chances in 10 million. (It may take several years
from the time of exposure to radiation for cancer to
manifest.)
Based on the same risk estimator, 1.1xl0"2 excess
fatal cancers were estimated from normal operations
in 1993 to the population living within 80 km (50 mi)

of SRS. This number can be compared with the
number of fatal:cancers expected in this population
from all. causes. The 1,990 mortality rate associated
with. cancer for the entire U:S. population was
0.2 percent per year (Almanac 1993a:839). Based on
this. national mortality rate, the number of fatal
.:cancers from all causes expected. during 1993 in the
.population. living within 80,km (50 mi) of SRS was
1,240. This number of expected fatal.cancers is much
-higher than the estimated 1. x 10-2 fatal cancers that
-could result from SRS operations in 1993.
Workers at SRS receive the same dose as the general
public from background radiation, but receive an
additional dose from working in the facilities. These
doses fall within radiological limits (10 CFR 835).
Based on a risk estimator of 400 fatal cancers per
1 million person-rem among workers (Appendix E),
the number of excess fatal cancers to SRS workers
from operations in 1992 is estimated to be 0.14.
Table 3.4.9-3 includes the average, maximum, and
total occupational doses to SRS workers from
operations in 1993.
A more detailed presentation of the radiation
environment, including background exposures and
radiological releases and doses, is presented in the
Savannah River Site EnvironmentalReport for 1993
(WSRC-TR-94-075). The concentrations of
radioactivity in various environmental media (for

Table 3.4.9-2. Doses to the GeneralPublic From Normal Operationsat Savannah River Site, 1993
(committedeffective dose equivalent)
Atmospheric Releases Liquid Releases
Total
Receptor
Standard' Actualb Standard" Actual' Standard' Actual
Maximally exposed individual (torem)
10
0.18
4
0.14
100
0.32
Population within 80 kmnd (person-rem)
None
20
None
1.5
100
21.5
3.5x10"2
2.4x10"3 None
3.2x10- 2 None
None
Average individual within 80 Iae (mrem)
a The standards for individuals are given inDOE Order 5400.5. As discussed in that order, the 10 mrem/yr limit from airborne emissions
is required by the Clean Air Act, the 4 mrem/yr limit is required by the Safe Drinking WaterAct, and the total dose of 100 mrem/yr is
the limit from all pathways combined. The 100 person-rem value for the population is given in proposed 10 CFR 834 (58 FR 16268).
If the potential total dose exceeds this value, it is required that the contractor operating the facility notify DOE.
b WSRC 1994d.
c The actual dose value given in the column under liquid releases conservatively includes all water pathways, not just the drinking water
pathway. The population dose includes contributions to Savannah River users downstream of SRS to the Atlantic Ocean.
d In 1993, this population was approximately 620,100.
e Obtained by dividing the population dose by the number of people living.within 80 km of the site.
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-Table3.4.9-3. Doses to the.Onsite Worker From.
Normal.Operationsat-SavannahRiver Site, .1993
(committed effective dose equivalent)

Receptor
Average worker (mrerm)
Maximally.exposed worker
(rnrem)
Total workers (person-rem)

Onsite Releases and
'Direct-Radiation
Standard' Actualb
None
5,000

17.9
3,000

-None

350

a 1O.CFR' 835., DOE's goal is tomaintain radiological exposures

ALARA.
b DOE 1993n:7. The number of badged workers in 1992 was
approximately 19,500.
example, air, water, soil) in the siteregion (onsite and
offsite) are also presented in this reference.
Chemical Environment. The background chemical
environment important to human health consists of the
atmosphere, which may contain hazardous chemicals
that can be inhaled; drinking water, which may contain
hazardous chemicals that can be ingested; and other
environmental media with which people may come in
contact (for example, surface waters during swimming
and soil through direct contact or via the food
pathway). The baseline data for assessing potential
health impacts from the chemical environment are
those presented in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4.
Health impacts to the public can be minimized
through effective administrative and design controls
for decreasing pollutant releases to the environment
and achieving compliance with permit requirements
(for example, air emissions and NPDES permit
requirements). The effectiveness of these controls is
verified through the use of monitoring information
and inspection of mitigation measures. Health
impacts to the public may occur during normal
operations at SRS via inhalation of air containing
pollutants released to the atmosphere by SRS
operations. Risks to public health from other possible
pathways, such as ingestion of contaminated
drinking water or direct exposure, are low relative to
the inhalation pathway.
Baseline air emission concentrations for hazardous air
pollutants and their applicable standards are presented
in Section 3.4.3. These concentrations are estimates of
the highest existing offsite concentrations and

represent the highest concentrations to'.which
-members of thepublic could be exposed.' These
.concentrations are in compliance with: applicable
.guidelines and regulations. Information:.about
,estimating health impacts from hazardous chemicals
is presented in Appendix E, Section.E.3.4.
.Health impacts to:-SRS, workers during-normal
operation may include those from: inhalation of the
workplace: atmosphere, drinking, SRS potable. water,
and. possible other contact with hazardous materials
,associated. with work assignments.:The potential for
health impacts varies from facility to facility and from
worker to worker, and available information is -not
sufficient to accurately summarize these impacts;
however, the workers are protected from hazards
specific to theworkplacethrough. appropriate training,
protective equipment, monitoring, and management
controls. SRS workers are also protected by adherence
to occupational standards that limit workplace
atmospheric and drinking water concentrations of
potentially hazardous chemicals. Monitoring ensures
that these standards are not exceeded. Additionally,
DOE requirements (DOE 0 440.1, Worker Protection
Management for DOE Federal and Contractor
Employees) ensure that conditions in the workplace
are as free as possible from recognized hazards that
cause, or are likely to cause, illness or physical harm;
therefore, worker health conditions at SRS are
expected to be substantially better than required by the
standards.

I Health Effects

Studies. Two epidemiologic studies
on the general population in communities within
80 km (50 mi) of SRS resulted in three publications
(ED 1982a:135-152; JAMA 1991a:1403-1407; NIH
Publication 90-874, July 1990). One study (JAMA
1991a; 1403-1407; NIH Publication 90-874) found
no evidence of excess cancer mortality; whereas, the
Iother study (ED 1982a:135-152) reported an excess
in leukemia and lung cancer deaths along with other
statistically nonsignificant excess deaths.
An excess in leukemia deaths has been reported
among hourly workers at SRS. A more detailed
description of the studies and findings reviewed is
included in Appendix E, Section E.4.3.
Accident History. From 1974 through 1988, there
were 13 inadvertent tritium releases from the tritium
facilities at SRS. These releases have been traced to
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aging equipment in the tritium processing facility and
are one of the reasonscontributing to the construction
of a- replacement tritium facility at SRS.. Detailed
.descriptions, and studies of these incidents',and their
.consequences to. the offsite population have-been
documentedby SRS. The most significant occurred
*in' 1981, 1984, and 1985, when 32,934, 43,800, and
19,403 Ci, respectively, of tritiated water vapor were
•released'(WSRC 1991 a:41).,'Inthe. period, from 1989
through 1992, therewere 20:inadvertent releases, all
with little or. no offsite. dose consequences. The
largest.of. these recent releases occurred in 1992
when 12,000 Ci of tritium were released (WSRC
1993a: 11-260).
Emergency Preparedness. Each DOE site :has:
established an emergency management program.
These programs have been developed and maintained
to ensure ,adequate response for most accident.
conditions and to provide response efforts for
accidents not specifically considered. The emergency
management programs incorporate activities
associated with emergency planning, preparedness,
and response.
The emergency preparedness facility at SRS provides
overall direction and control for onsite responses to
emergencies and coordinates with Federal, State, and
local agencies and officials on the technical aspects
of the emergency.
The SRS emergency operations facility consists of
several centers, described below, that provide distinct
emergency response support functions.
* The SRS operations center coordinates
the initial response to all SRS
emergencies and is equipped to function
as the heart of SRS's emergency response
communications network.
* The technical support center provides
command and control of emergency
response activities for the -affected facility
or operational area.
* The emergency operations center
provides command and control of
emergency response activities for SRS
locations outside of the affected area.
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* The security management center
coordinates -activities relating to"the
security-andsafeguarding of materials by
providing security, staff: in the affected
.area and contractor management in the
emergency operations center.
* The dose assessment center is responsible
for assessing the 'health and
environmental consequences of any
airborne or -aqueous -releases, of
radioactivity or toxic chemicals -and
recommendsonsite and offsiteprotective
actions to other centers.
3.4.10

WASTE MANAGEMENT

This section outlines the major environmental
regulatory and ongoing waste management activities
for. SRS. DOE is working with Federal and State
regulatory authorities to address compliance and
cleanup obligations arising from its past operations at
SRS. DOE is engaged in several activities to bring its
operations into full regulatory compliance. These
activities are set forth in negotiated agreements that
contain schedules f6r achieving compliance with
applicable requirements and financial penalties-for
nonachievement of agreed upon milestones. These
agreements have been reviewed to ensure that
proposed actions are allowable under the terms of the
agreement..
The EPA has placed SRS on the National Priorities
List and has identified approximately 150 potential
operable units. In accordance with CERCLA, DOE
entered into. an FFCA with EPA and the State on
January 15, 1993, to coordinate cleanup activities at
SRS under one comprehensive strategy. The FFCA
combines the RCRA Facility Investigation Program
Plan with a CERCLA cleanup program entitled
RCRA Facility Investigation Remedial Investigation
ProgramPlan.

I [Text deleted.]

SRS has a waste minimization
program that is improving the liquidand solid waste
generation, treatment, and storage practices. A
disciplined approach to these activities is being
developed based on technology and experience from
the commercial nuclear industry. This approach has
reduced the generation of TRU waste (48 percent),
LLW (13 percent), mixed-waste (96 percent),-and
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hazardous waste (58 percent) (DOE 1993e:I-18).
Table 3.4.10-1 presents -a. summary: of waste
management at SRS for 1993. A.discussion of the
waste management activities at"SRS follows. SRS
manages the following waste categories::high-level,
TRU, low-level, mixed, hazardous, .and
*-nonhazardous.
.HighwLeveliWaste. Liquid -HLW-at SRS is
comprised of many .waste streams,:generated during
the recovery and purification of TRU .products -and
unburned fissile materials from spent -reactor fuel
elements. These wastes-are separated -according to
waste form, radionuclide, and heat content; and
transferred to underground tanks in the F- and HArea Tank Farms. Processes used to treat liquid HLW
include separation, evaporation, and ion exchange.
Evaporation produces a cesium-contaminated
condensate. Cesium-137 is removed from the
condensate, resulting in a low-level waste stream that
is treated in the Effluent Treatment Facility. The
remaining high-level waste stream salts are
precipitated, and some can be decontaminated. The
decontaminated salt solution is sent with residues
from the Effluent Treatment Facility to the Defense
Waste Processing Z-Area Saltstone Facility where it
is mixed with a blend of cement, flyash, and blast
furnace slag to form grout. The grout is pumped into
disposal vaults where it hardens for permanent
disposal as LLW. The remaining high-level salt and
sludge will be permanently immobilized as a glass
solid cast in stainless steel canisters at the Defense
Waste Processing Facility Vitrification Plant. The
stainless steel canisters will be welded closed,
decontaminated to DOT standards, and temporarily
stored onsite for eventual transport to a permanent
Federal repository for disposal. Future HLW
generation could result from the processing and
stabilization of spent fuel for long-term storage as a
result of 60 FR 28680 (amended by 61 FR 9441,
March 8, 1996), and from remediation or materials
recovery activities performed in F- and H-Canyons.
Transuranic Waste. Under the FFCA on RCRA
Land Disposal Restrictions signed by EPA and DOE
on March 13, 1991, SRS is required to prepare TRU
waste for-shipment. [Text deleted.] SRS will begin
discussions with the State of South.Carolina
Department of Health and Environmental Control on
alternative treatment options in January 1998 if the

-Secretary, 0fiEnergy does not decide to operate the
Waste Isolation:Pilot-Plant by that time. If a delayed
opening date for the Waste Isolation- Pilot Plant is
determined,-'DOE will- propose- modifications to. the
SRS-site treatment-.plan- for approval. by, the ýState of
-South Carolina. *Status of the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant readiness, schedule will be included in the
updates. Certified.TRU waste is stored on TRU waste
storage pads until it.can be shipped to a TRU waste
disposal" facility. Should additional treatment be
necessary for disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, SRS would develop the appropriate treatment
-capability. All TRU waste currently generated is
stored-in containers on aboveground pads.
The Experimental TRU Waste Assay/Certification
Facility began operations in 1986 to certify newly
generated TRU waste. It since has been shut down. A
new TRU Waste Characterization/Certification
facility is planned that would provide extensive
containerized waste processing and certification
capabilities. The facility is needed to prepare TRU
waste for treatment and to certify TRU waste for
shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Drums
certified for shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant are placed in interim storage on concrete pads
in E-Area. Buried and stored wastes containing
concentrations of transuranic nuclides between 10
and 100 nanocuries per gram (nCi/g) (referred to as
alpha-contaminated LLW) is managed like TRU
waste because its physical and chemical properties
are similar, and because similar procedures will be
used to determine its final disposition. Because all of
the TRU waste placed on the aboveground pads prior
to January 1990 is suspected of having hazardous
constituents, RCRA Part B permit application has
been submitted for the TRU waste storage pads and
the Experimental TRU Waste Assay Certification
Facility. The waste is currently being stored under
RCRA interim status.
Low-Level Waste. The bulk of liquid LLW is
aqueous process waste including effluent cooling
water, decontaminated salt solutions, purge water,
water from irradiated fuel and target. storage basins,
distillate from the.evaporation of waste streams, and
surface water runoff from areas where there is a
potential for contamination. Liquids are processed to
remove and solidify the radioactive constituents and
the decontaminated liquids-are discharged within
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Table 3.4.10-1.

I
I

I

Waste Category
High-Level
Liquid

Solid
Transuranic
Liquid
Solid

Low-Level
Liquid

Solid
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid

Solid
Hazardous
Liquid
Solid

1993
Generation
(m3 )
1,561

Noneb

Treatment
Capacity
Method
(ma/yr)

391

None

14,100

115

18

None
74

Method

53,700

F- & H-Area Tank
Farm

Vitrification

18,800

Air-cooled,
shielded facility

NA
None

NA
None

Adsorption,
evaporation,
filtration,
neutralization,
and saltstone
Compaction

104,000

Stabilization,
adsorption,
neutralization,
precipitation,
filtration, ion
exchange, and
evaporation
None

889,000

None
None

52,000

NA

None
None

Disposal

Storage

Settle, separate,
and evaporate

None

t~i~

Waste Management at Savannah River Site

NA
Pads and buildings

Ponds and tanks
(awaiting
processing)

NA

RCRA permit
Bldgs. E, 600,
700, M-Area
Liquid Effluent
Treatment
Facility
RCRA permit
Bldg. 600
DOT containers
DOT containers

Capacity
(m3)
133,000

4,572 HLW
canisters
NA
14,600

Method

~-

Capacity
(i

Tbirepository

NA

NA
None (Federal
repository in the
future)

NA
None

NA

NA

2,578,000

NA

Trench and
caissons

11,500

None

None

1,990

None

None

Offsite
Offsite

~.

~.

i;-:,

0

)

None

N6nea

NA

Included in solid
860

3

~-

NA
NA

Table 3.4.10-1.
1993
Generation
Waste Category
Nonhazardous
(Sanitary)

Liquid
Solid.

I!

Nonhazardous
(Other)
Liquid
Solid

(m 3)

7 0 0 ,0 0 0

6,670

Included in
sanitary
Included in
sanitary

c

Waste Management at Savannah River Site-Continued

Treatment
Method
Capacity
(m3/yr)

Filter, settle, strip

994,000

Compaction

Expandable,
as required

Included in
sanitary
Included in
sanitary

Included in
sanitary
Included in
sanitary

Disposal

Storage.
Method

Capacity

Method

Capacity
(m 3 )

(M 3 )

Flowing ponds

NA

NA

NA

Included in
sanitary
Included in
sanitary

Included in
sanitary
Included in
sanitary

Permitted
discharge
Landfill (onsite
and offsite)

Varies by each
permitted outfall
Expandable, as
reqiuired

Included in
sanitary
Included in
sanitary

Included in
sanitary
Included in
sanitary

a Treatment removes the high-level constituents (saht and sludge) from the liquids; the salt and sludge are vitrified.
b Facility started operation in 1995.
C 1991 data.
Note: NA=not applicable; DOT=Department of Transportation.
Source: DOE 1995kk; SR DOE 1993c; SR DOE 1994b; SR DOE 1994c; SR DOE 1995b; SR DOE 1995c; SR MMES 1993a; SRS 1995a: 1; WSRC 1995a.
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standardsestablished by the regulatory, permit. Solid
LLW includes operating,. plant and laboratory waste,
contaminated. equipment,. reactor and-reactor fuel
hardware, spent lithium-aluminum targets, and spent
deionizer resin from reactor coolant treatment. Solid
LLW is separatedby radiation levels-into low and
intermediate categories.-Solid LLW that radiates less
than 200 mrem/hr at 5, cm (2-in) from the unshielded
container is considered low-activity waste. If it
radiates greater than'200 mrem/hr atr5 cm (2 in), it is
considered intermediate'activity waste. The disposal
method for solid LLW is disposal in earthen trenches
and concrete vaults. Saltstone generated in the
solidification of decontaminated salts extracted from
HLW is disposed of as LLW in separate vaults, and is
the highest volume of LLW disposed of at SRS.
Disposal facilities are projected to meet solid LLW
storage and disposal-requirements (for example LLW
from offsite DOE facilities such as Pinellas) for the
next 20 years.
Mixed Low-Level Waste. The FFCA, signed by
EPA and DOE on March 13, 1991, addresses SRS
compliance with RCRA land disposal restrictions
pertaining to past, ongoing, and future generation of
mixed LLW (mostly solvents, dioxin, and California
list wastes contaminated with tritium). SRS is
allowed to continue to operate, generate, and store
mixed waste subject to land disposal restrictions; in
return, SRS will report to EPA the characterization of
all solid waste streams disposed of in land disposal
units at SRS and has submitted its waste
minimization plan to EPA for review. Schedules for
measures to provide compliance through
construction of the Consolidated Incineration
Facility and the Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste
Storage Facility are included in the FFCA.
The Consolidated Incineration Facility will treat
mixed LLW and liquid hazardous waste. The
hazardous waste/mixed waste disposal vaults are
scheduled to be available in 2002. Mixed waste will
be in interim storage in the E-Area waste disposal
facility and in two buildings in G-Area until
completion of the Consolidation Incineration Facility
.and the Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Storage
Facility. The FFCA of 1992 required DOE facilities
storing mixed waste to develop site treatment plans
and to submit the plans for approval. The FFCA
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formed the basis :for the: SRS .Proposed Site
Treatment Plan.
Hazardous Waste., Lead, mercury, cadmium, 1,1,1trichloroethane, leaded oil,. trichlorotrifluoroethane,
-benzene, and. paint-. solvents are typical: hazardous
wastes generated at SRS. Allhazardous wastes. are
stored onsite in Department .of Transportationapproved containers in:RCR-A-permitted facilities in
threeRCRA-permitted hazardous waste storage
buildings and on three interim status:.storage pads in
B- and N-Areas. Most of the-waste is-shipped offsite
to commercial RCRA-permitted treatment and
disposal facilities using Department of
Transportation-certified transporters. Eight to nine
percent of the hazardous waste (organic liquids,
sludge, and debris) will be incinerated in the
Consolidated Incineration Facility. Hazardous
chemicals are stripped from aqueous liquids
collected during groundwater monitoring in the
M-Area Air Stripper, with the treated wastewater
discharged in accordance with NPDES criteria.
Nonhazardous Waste. In 1994 the centralization
and upgrading of the sanitary wastewater collection
and treatment systems at SRS were completed. The
program included the replacement of 14 of 20 aging
treatment facilities scattered -across the site with a
new 3,977 m 3/day (1.05 MGD) central treatment
facility and connecting them with a new 29 km
(18 mi) primary sanitary collection system. The
29 km (18 mi) collection system intercepts
wastewater at points prior to discharge into old
sanitary wastewater treatment facilities. The new
central treatment facility treats sanitary wastewater
by the extended aeration activated sludge-process
utilizing the oxidation ditch method. The treatment
facility separates the wastewater into two forms,
clarified effluent and sludge. The liquid effluent is
further treated by non-chemical methods of
ultraviolet light disinfection to meet NPDES
discharge limitations. The sludge goes through a
volume reduction process to reduce pathogen levels
to meet proposed land application criteria
(40 CFR 503). The remaining existing sanitary
wastewater treatment facilities are being upgraded as
necessary to meet demands by replacing existing
chlorination treatment systems with non-chemical
ultraviolet light disinfection systems to meet NPDES
I limitation. [Text deleted.], SRS-generated municipal

!

Affected Environment
.solid waste is sent to a permitted,0ffsite disposal
facility..DOE isevaluating a proposal-to [Text
deleted.] participate in, an interagency effort to
establish a regional solid waste management center at
SRS.:SRS.addressed the offsite shipments in
Environmental Assessment for the, Transportation
and'Disposalof Savannah River Site Generated

Municipal Solid Waste :at an Off-Site Disposal
Facility (DOE/EA-0989, ýAugust 1994) and
,described the environmental impacts of a regional
,center in Environmental Assessment for the
Construction.:andOperation of the Three Rivers
Authority Waste Management Center at the
SavannahRiver Site .(DOE/EA- 1079, October 1995).
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3.5

,.BABCOCK &'WILCOX
FACILITY, LYNCHBURG,
VIRGINIA

The B&W NNFD was. established in 1956. B&W is
an operating company of.McDermott, Inc., a
subsidiary .of 'McDermott'International, Inc. It
occupies approximately .212 ha (524 acres),
approximately 8. km (5, mi) east: of Lynchburg,
Virginia. B&W NNFD operations primarily support
the U.S. Navy propulsion program by fabricating
*unirradiated HEU -into complete core assemblies. for
nuclear reactor fuel components, including fuel
loading and subsequent refueling of ship reactors.
They also provide fuel for Government and
university research reactors. NNFD also performs
recovery of scrap uranium. The location of the B&W
site and its vicinity is -shown in Figure 3.5-1.
The following sections describe the affected
environment at B&W for land resources, site
infrastructure, air quality and noise, water resources,
geology and soils, biotic resources, cultural and
paleontological resources, socioeconomics, public
and occupational health, and waste management.
3.5.1

LAND RESOURCES

Land Use. The B&W facility is located in the
northeastern portion of Campbell County in central
Virginia (Figure 3.5-1). The site is bordered by an
oxbow of the James River along the north, east, and
west site boundaries. The region is characterized by
mixed land use consisting of small farms (crop and
pasture) interspersed, with large tracts of forested
[land. The. Internet Foundry, which manufactures light
machine parts of iron and steel, is 0.4 km (0.25 mi)
from the southern boundary of the site. Other
industrial activities arelocated within 4.8 km (3 mi)
of the site, with the major industries in the general
area near or within the city of Lynchburg
(BW NRC 1991a:43).
There are three major classifications of land at the
B &W site: agricultural/meadow (approximately
47 percent), undeveloped forest (approximately
48 percent), and industrial (approximately 5 percent)
(BW NRC 1991a:44). Generalized land uses at the
B&W site and its vicinity are presented in
'Figure 3.5.1-1. Three facilities are located at B&W:
NNFD, Lynchburg Technology Center, and the
Commercial Nuclear Fuel Plant (CNFP), which is
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'owned by B&W Fuel'.Company,, a conglomerate of
Frenci' companies that includes'Framatome
(BW NRC 199 1a:30). NNFD is located in the center
• of the site within an approximately 13.2-ha
(32.6-acre) fenced area. The main. manufacturing
-complex is contained-in a~separately fenced,
approximately 8-ha (19-acre), area (see
'Figure 3.5.1-2 for-B&W facility map).:Bays 12A,
13A,- and.14A of the, NNFD. facility would be. the
principal bays used for recovery and blending
operations. There is no prime.agricultural land on the
site (BW USDA 1979a). The closest residence is
approximately 1,100 m (3,610 ft) west-southwest
from the NNFD stacks (BW NRC 199 1a:73).
There are no formal public recreational facilities
located on B&W; however, a softball field is
available for the use of plant workers. Minimal
swimming, boating, and other shoreline activities
occur along the James River south of Lynchburg.
While several small-scale recreational facilities (for
example, playgrounds and athletic field's) are in the
immediate vicinity of B&W, there are no prime or
generally recognized recreational destination sites
within the immediate area (BVv 1974a:2-2-6).
Visual 'Resources. The landscape of B&W is
characterized as gently rolling land dominated by a
hill located approximately at the center of the
property. The site also includes a large area of
relatively flat floodplain adjacent to the James River.
Mt. Athos, with an elevation of approximately 271 m
(890 ft) above mean sea level, is the highest point
near the site. The vegetation at B&W is
predominately deciduous forest mixed with
coniferous species (oak-hickory-pine). The
undeveloped portions of the site consist of
second-growth forests and grasslands, with a portion
of the forest occurring within the James River
floodplain. Wetlands are associated with the James
River (BW NRC 1991a:56,59).
The visual character of B&W facilities may be
described by individual facility. NNFD is contained
within a fenced area. Manufacturing operations and
support areas, office space, and a liquid waste
treatment facility occupy a footprint of
approximately 60,850 square meters (m 2 )
(655,000 square feet [ft 2 ]) (BW NRC 1991a:40).
The NNFD main facility and parking lot remain
I brightly lit throughout the night. The Lynchburg
'Technology Center is located adjacent to NNFD and

-Affected Environment

Figure3.5-1. Babcock & Wilcox Site, Virginia, andRegion.
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Figure3.5.1-1. GeneralizedLand Uses at the Babcock & Wilcox Site and Vicinity.
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is %similarin appearance. -:The facility-footprint is
Iapproximately 10,500ým 2 (1:13,000 ft2 ), with the
structures varying from.one to three stories in height.
The EnvironmentalReportfor the:Babcock & Wilcox
CommercialNuclearFuel-Plant,Lynchburg, Virginia
(BAW-1412, December 1974):describes; the area
associated with the CNFP: as landscaped and
maintained to present a, park-like appearance. The
main plant building is a windowless, :metal-paneled
structure with a light tan and -white, baked enamel
finish. The footprint of the main plant building' and
machine shop wing is approximately 4,030 m 2
(43,400 ft2 ) and-has an average roof height of 7.3 m
(24 ft). Support facilities are of metal construction.
The plant site is surrounded by a 1.8-m (5.9-ft) chainlink-security fence.
The visual landscape consists of rural character with
farmland and woodland use. The city of Lynchburg is
the nearest and largest population center. Offsite
views of B&W facilities are greatly limited due to
hilly terrain, forested areas, and limited access;
however, agricultural and forested lands on the
opposite side of the James River may be in view of
the site. From U.S. 460, SR-726 provides the only
access to the site. 'B&W facilities are not visible from
U.S. 460 and are visible for only a short distance
from SR-726 due to a hill that blocks the view of
NNFD and the Lynchburg Technology Center.
SR-726 ends -in a private logging road approximately
3 km (1.9 mi) beyond the CNFP facility
.(BW 1974a:3-1-1).
3.5.2

SITE INFRASTUCTURE

Site Description. The proposed action would add
process equipment in existing buildings used by
NNFD. This division is collocated with CNFP
(B&W Fuel Company) and the Lynchburg
Technology Center on B&W. The three functions on
B&W's property are separately regulated by NRC.
The laboratory supports NNFD operations, and
NNFD processes sanitary waste and LLW for the
laboratory.
The primary mission of NNFD is the fabrication of
highly enriched nuclear fuel elements and assembly
of these elements into complete reactor cores for the
U.S. Navy. Other activities include fabrication of
elements or cores for research and testing activities,
research related to manufacturing of fuel elements,
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recovery of uranium from scrap: materials,: and
recovery of uranium from fuel elements. The fuel
manufacturing process includes classified, techniques
that are unique to the Naval Reactor Program.
>FueLI elements are' manufactured, and assembled in
two' steel4ramev buildings that have, a total floor area
of 46,400 m 2 (500,000 ft2 ). EnriChed, uranium is
processed into fuelelements and then-assembled into
complete reactor cores .SUpport activities,,conducted
in separate buildings,, include fuel recovery, recovery
of -scrape-zirconium.,and copper,' waste. compaction,
waste processing, and research related to the
recovery of uranium.'The locations of these buildings
are shown in Figure 3.5.2-1.
Incoming materials include HEU; zirconium, copper,
nitric, and hydrofluoric acids; aluminum nitrate;
aluminum; fuel .oil; cutting oil; water; and natural
gas. Exit streams. include: product fuel elements and
assemblies; recovered metals; and gaseous, liquid,
and solid waste streams.
The B&W facility can be reached from SR-726
which connects with SR-609 and U.S. 460. U.S. 460
is a major link between the RoanokelLynchburg area
and the eastern portion of the State. NNFD is also
serviced by a spur-of CSX Transportation that runs
through the B&W property.
Environmental Regulatory Setting. The NNFD
facility of B&W is regulated by NRC, who issued a
10-year license renewal to B'&W.in 1991. NRC
provides compliance with CEQ regulations
(40 CFR 1500-1508) by preparing an EA in support
of the license issuance. While NNFD operates in
compliance with its 'license,4'NRC-regulates on the
basis of the reduction of emissions of radionuclides
to a level of as low -as reasonably achievable

(ALARA).
Radioactive material is released to the atmosphere
I through 27 stacks at NNFD and 2 stacks at
Lynchburg Technology-Center. While the weighted
average release falls within the limits of 10 CFR 20
for concentration at an unrestricted area, NRC had
concerns about untreated stack effluents, and so
recommended the reduction of radionuclide
emissions as part of the most recent license renewal
conditions.
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,Liquids discharged from NNFD. enter the James
River through three NPDES-permittedý.outfalls. -The
effluent is: monitored to ensure, compliance. with
ýprovisions of the: permit, which inturn'.ensure
.compliance with the Clean Watere Act: (CWA) and
10 CFR 20 for radionuclide content for discharge to
unrestricted. areas. In addition, NRC. requires the
facility to demonstrate compliance with the. CWA
.and recommendsithat the licensee notify.NRC-within
30 days if the: State of Virginia revokes,. supersedes,
.conditions, modifies, or otherwise nullifies the
.effectiveness of the State-issued, NPDES'permit. In
addition, the licensee must-notify NRC within
30 days of any violation of permit.
[Text deleted.] The Commonwealth: of Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality classified an
NNFD pickling process as an. etching process. The
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality's
classification resulted in the filter cake generated
from the neutralization of the-pickleeacid asan F006
listed waste. This classification retroactively affected
the onsite landfills and the disposal of a portion of the
filter cake that was generated after the determination.
F006 filter cake initially was also determined to'be
contaminated with very low levels of specialmnuclear
material and therefore was classified..as a
mixed waste.
The B&W facility has identified and successfully
implemented a disposal strategy for the filter:cake
solids generated after the Virginia Department.of
Environmental Quality classification. The material in
the onsite landfills is being, addressedwith NRC and
the EPA. B&W initiated an aggressive program of
pollution prevention and waste minimization ,that
effectively eliminated the generation of mixed waste.
Legacy mixed waste. generated by B&W NNFD is
being addressed under an agreement with theVirginia Department of EnvironmentalQuality. Lowlevel radioactive, hazardous, and solidnonhazardous
wastes are staged onsite for-shipment to offsite
disposal facilities. The Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality provides monitoring for
compliance with RCRA regulations.
Pollution Prevention. Pollution prevention at
NNFD is mandated by statutes, regulations, and
governmental agency directives. The NNFD
-pollution' prevention-program is designed to achieve
continuous reduction of wastes and pollutant releases
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to the-maximum extent feasible in accordance with
regulatory, requirements. A comprehensive.effluent
and.environmental monitoring program is conducted
.onsite to :measure progress toward pollution
prevention; goals&-and, to ensure- compliance. with
appropriate environmental ,protection standards: and
to provide, where possible, site-specific data to assist
in the prediction of environmental impacts.
Baseline Characteristics. The Naval Nuclear Fuel
'Division contains 'extensive,.production, research,
and waste processing capabilities' To support-current
missions and functions,, an..infrastructure exists as
shown in Table 3.5.2-1. Theisite is accessed by CSX
Transportation. and SR-726, which is 3.2 km (2 mi)
from U.S. 460.
Table 3.5.2-1. Babcock & Wilcox Naval Nuclear
FuelDivision Baseline Characteristics
CurrentCharacteristics
Land
Area (ha)
Roads (Ikn)
Railroads (kin)
Electrical
.'Energy consumption (MWh/yr)
'Peak load (MWe)
'Fuel

'Natural gas (m3/yr)
Diesel/oil (I/yr)

I

Coal (tlyr)
Steam
Generation (kglhr)
Water Usage (l/yr)

'Value
212a
<1
0.305
64,700
14.3

2,850,000
470,000
0
1,460
195,000,000

• Although the total size of the B&W site is 212 ha, the NNFD
portion of the;-,site ig7.7 ha.

Note: MYhrxnegawatthour; MWe=megawatt electric.
Source: .BW 1995b: 1BW NRC '991 a; BW NRC 1995a.

S3.5.3

AIR QUALITY AND NOISE

The following describes existing air quality,
including a review of the meteorology and
climatology, in the vicinity of B&W. More detailed
'discussions of air quality methodologies, input data,
and atmospheric dispersion characteristics are
presented in Appendix C,-Section C.1.6.

Affected'Environment
Meteorology and Climatology. :The.climate of the
'area surrounding B&W is influenced'by cold and dry
polar continental-air masses in the winter and humid
gulf maritime air masses in the summer. Extremes in
weather conditions in the area are rare.

peak: hours,, the plant traffic. may be. a, major
contributor to traffic noise levels, inhthetarea. At the
site. boundary, some noise on site may~be audible
above. the background sound levels. The impact -of
onsite noise sources: has not been documented.

The average annual temperature at B&W is 13.3 OC
(55.9 ?F); the average daily minimum temperature is
-4.1 PC (24'7 0F) in. January; and, the average daily
maximum temperature is 30 'C (86 'F) in July. The
average annual'.precipitation' is. approximately
104 cm (40.9 in)..The monthly precipitation rates are
nearly uniform throughout the year except for a
slightly higher rate during the summer months.
Prevailing wind directions at B&W are
predominantly -from the southwest, -with a mean
speed of 3.4 m/s (7.7 mph) (NOAA 1994b:3).
Additional information related to meteorology and
climatology at B&W is presented in Appendix C,
Section C.1.6.

The 'Commonwealth of'Virginia: has: not yet
established noise regulations: that, specify: acceptable
community. noise ,levels that would'be applicable to
'B&W. Campbell County has established a' maximum
sound level, limit of '65 dBA, which is applicable at a
property boundary of the receiving land for the' hours
10 p.m. to 6 a:m., but it is -not applicable to
construction and industrial activities.

Ambient Air Quality. The B&W facility is located
in Campbell County, in the Central Virginia Intrastate
AQCR. As of January 1995, the areas within this
AQCR were designated as in attainment with respect
to NAAQS (40 CFR 81.347). Applicable NAAQS
and Virginia State ambient air quality standards are
presented in Appendix C, Section C.1.3.
One PSD Class I area can be found in the vicinity of
B&W. This area, James.River Face National
Wilderness Area, is located approximately 40 km
(24.9 mi) northwest of B&W. Since the promulgation
of regulations (40 CFR 52.21) in 1977, no PSD
permits have been required for any emissions source
at B&W.

3.5.4

WATER RESOURCES

Surface Water. The major surface water body in the
immediate vicinity of B&W is the James River,
which borders the site on'three sides. Northern
Campbell County is drained by the JamesRiver and
its primary tributaries: Blackwater Creek, Opossum
Creek, Beaver Creek, and Archer Creek. The James
River flows generally southeast from the Valley and
Ridge Province to the Atlantic Ocean. Just east of
Lynchburg, the river makes an abrupt turn
northeastward following the zone of faulted rocks for
about 64 km (39.8 ml), then resumes its southeasterly
course across the Piedmont Province. The annual
average flow of the James River at the site is
estimatedto be about 107 m 3 /s (3,800 ft3/s) (BW

1974a:2-5-3). The minimal flow rate of the James
River is 12.7 m3/s (448 ft3/s). The natural surface
water body in the vicinity of the B&W facility is
shown in Figure 3.5.1-2.
[Figure deleted.]

Tables 3.5.3-1 and 3.5.3-2 present the baseline
ambient air concentrations for criteria and
toxic/hazardous pollutants at B&W, respectively. As
shown in the tables, baseline concentrations are in
compliance with applicable guidelines and

regulations.
Noise Conditions. The noise environment near
B&W is typical of a rural location with DNL in the
range of 35 to 50 dBA (EPA 1974a:B-4, B-5). Major
noise emission sources within B&W include various
industrial facilities, equipment, and machines. The
primary source of noise at the site boundary and at
residences near roads is expected to be traffic. During

The B&W facility withdraws water from the James
River and treats it before distribution to the various
users. Total water supplied from the James Riveris
approximately 735 million I/yr (194 MGY) with a
withdrawal design capacity of approximately 1,193
million 1/yr (315 MGY) (BW NRC 1995a:3). A
recycled water system is also used at,the facility to
provide water for noncontact cooling, firefighting,
sanitary sewage, and other uses that do not require
high-purity water. The system receives make-up
water from the James River. The recycled water
systemr has become contaminated with low levels of
radioactive material (uranium). The major source of
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.Table3.5.3-i.

I

EstimatedAmbient'Concentrationsof CriteriaPollutants.FromExisting Sources
at the Babcock & Wilcox Site
Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
3

Averaging
.7Time
Pollutant
.Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
Particulate matter (PM10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2 )

Mandated by Virginia
Total suspended particulates (TSP)

(pg/rn )

8 hours
1 hour
Ca lendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
.24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours
Annual
24 hours

10 000a
40,0008
1.5a

Concentration Percent of
Regulations or
-atB&W
',Boundary
Guidelines
(pg/rM3 )
4
<1
13.1
<1
b

3.5

100a
50a
1502
802
365a
1,300a

3.5
0.02
0.16
0.34
2.28
11.8

-<1
<1
<1
<1
<1I

60c

0.03
0.22

<1
<1

150c

a Federal standard.
b No emissions from existing sources.
C State standard or guideline.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, was not evaluated since it is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: 40 CFR 50; VA APCB 1993a; VA DEQI 995b.

Table 3.5.3-2. Estimated Concentrationsof ToxiclHazardousPollutantsFrom Existing Sources

at the Babcock & Wilcox Site

I

Averaging
Time
Pollutant
Copper compounds
i

Nitric acid'
Sulfuric acid
Trichloroethylene
State standard or guideline.
Source: BW EPA 1995a; VA APCB 1993a.
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Annual
1 hour
Annual
1 hour
Annual
1 hour
Annual
1 hour

Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines'
(pg/n 3)
2
50
10.4
250
2
75
538
13,425

Concentration
at B&W
Boundary
3
(tg/Wm
)
0.04
4.65
0.04
4.55
0.01
1.13
2.44
313.6

Percent of
Regulations or
Guidelines
2
9.3
0.4
1.8
0.5
1.5
0.5
2.3

Affected Environment
*the uranium contamination- is ,believed to, be, fallout
.from recovery stack emissions and-the subsequent
[drainage of rainwater from the roof areas that entered
the recycle system in stormwater.used for make-up at
that time. Currently, an action.. plan to remedy the
contamination problem has been implemented
0(BW'NRC 1991a:5).
,The 'U.S.. Department0of-Housing :and Urban
Development has conducted flood studies along the
James River. The northwest,, north, and northeast
property boundaries of B&W lie within the 100-year
f floodplain of the James River (Figure ,3.5.1-2)..The
James River has flooded the plant site 11 times
between the years 1771 and 1985. The 1795 flood
had the highest flood stage and was measured at
160 m (525 ft) above mean sea level -at Lynchburg
and estimated at 151 m (495 ft) above mean sea level
at the site. The largest most recent flood occurred in
11985, with a flood stage of 150 m (492 ft) above
mean sea level at the site (BW NRC 1991a:43).
Upstream flood control facilities have been designed
to reduce the probabilitythat the largest historic flood
stages will be exceeded. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has developed flood criteria for a
maximum probable flood and a standard project flood
for the James River. According to these criteria,
maximum probable flood and standard project flood
discharges would produce a discharge rate of
10,700 m 3 /s (378,000 ft3 /s) and a flood stage of
153 m (502 ft) above mean sea level at the site. The
500-year flood is estimated to have a discharge of
8,200 m 3/s (290,000 ft3 /s) and a stage of 152 m
(499 ft) above mean -sea level at the site (BW
1974a:2-5-4).
Surface Water Quality. The James River has been
designated a Class A river at the site by the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality-Water
Division (formerly known as the Virginia State Water
Control Board). Classification A requires that the
water must be generally satisfactory for use as public
or municipal water supply and for secondary contact
recreation, propagation of fish and aquatic life, and
other beneficial uses. Several communities, including
the city of Lynchburg, use the James River-as their
primary source of drinking water. The major water
consumers downstream from the plant are'Scottsville
and Richmond (approximately 100 and 200 km [62
and 120 mi], respectively, in distance) (BW
1974a:2-5-6).

The B&W facility has three outfalls regulated'by its
"NPDES >permit. Effluents. from -the sanitary,
radioactive and nonradioactive pickle acid: treatment
plants,.and the Imh6ff System have been combined to
Outfall 001, (BW NRC.1995a:21). Discharges: from
'Outfall. 001 arediseharged through a diffuser located
in the middle-of the-river to allow mixingwith-James
River,.water-.and -to-mitigate any potential' impacts.
.Effluents from the, stormwater, overflowing the
noncontact, cooling tower-and: recycle reservoir-are
discharged through .Outfall 002. The overflows from
the, noncontact cooling -water system.-and the
stormwater pond are discharged through Outfall' 003.
All three outfalls from the site discharge into the
James River at a rate of approximately 65 million 1/yr
(17 MGY) (BW NRC 1991a:50). The parameters
regulated by the NPDES permit are identified in
Table 3.5.4-1, which lists the surface water
monitoring results for the James River. Between
1989 and 1-993, the NPDES permit was
noncompliant two times at B&W: one for fecal
coliform and one for fluoride (BW NTRC 1995a:3).

-

Surface water samples are collected semiannually at
six locations throughout the site by NNFD. The
samples are analyzed for alpha activity and total
uranium content. The action level for surface water
are 15 picocuries per liter (pCi/1). The levels of
uranium in surface water is well below action level,
indicating that there has been minimal impact from
operations (BW NRC 1991a:23).
Surface Water Rights and Permits. Surface water
rights and allocations for the Commonwealth of
Virginia are determined by the common law Doctrine
of Riparian Rights. Under this doctrine, users of
water must not adversely impact quantity or quality
of water for downstream users, and the water must be
used for beneficial purposes. Virginia statutory laws
direct the Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality-Water Division to formulate State -water
resources policies and regulations that maintain the
quality ofthe State's waters.
In December 1981, the Virginia State Water Control
Board adopted Regulation II, which became'effective
March 1, 1982. This regulation requires the reporting
of withdrawals of surface or' groundwater when the
daily average rate exceeds 0.038 million 1/day
(0.01-MGD) during any single full month of the year;
excluded are withdrawals for crop irrigation,
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Tdble 3.5.41. .Summary ofSurface.WaterQuality
'Monitoring,at the Babcock &' Wilcox Site

I
•:Parameter
Arsenic
-Beryllium
Biological oxygen
demand

I Cadmium

I

Chemical oxygen
demand
Chromium
Chloride
Copper
Fluoride
Lead
Manganese
Nickel
:Nitrate as nitrogen
Nitrite as nitrogen

IpH
Selenium
I Sulfate
Thallium

1

Zinc

Receiving.-Water:
JamesRiver,41993
,Average
Water
:-Water
::Body
Unitof
Quality ConcenMeasure Criteria" trationb
0.05c
-..14/1
:0.003
mg/I
0.004 c
0.001
mn/I
NA
2
mg/
mg/l

0.006c
NA

0.006
12

0.1c,d

0.009
25Oe
15
c, d
1.
0.0012
3
mg/i
d
c,
mg/l
0.13
4
mg/I
mg/I
0.015c, d 0.008
mg/I
0.073
0.05c
mg/I
0.012
mg/I
10.C
mg/I
0.015
0.025f
0.316
mg/I
6_9d
7.75
pH units
.0.05C
0.001
mg/I
250e
22
mng/I
NA
0.001
mg/I
5e
0.02
mg/I

For comparison only.
b Results from the 6-21-93 sampling effort.
c National Primary Drinking Water Regulations

(40 CFR 141).
d Virginia Surface Water Quality Standards
(YR 680-21o0l.2B3).
e National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations'
1

(40CFR 143).
Virginia Groundwater Quality Standard (VR 680-21-04).

Note: NA=not applicable.

I

Source: VA DEQ 1993a.

withdrawals of saline surface waters, withdrawals
'from mines or quarries for the sole purpose of

dewatering, withdrawals for the sole purpose of
hydroelectric power, generation, and withdrawals by
Federal agencies. Also exempt from the regulatory
mechanisms are users who do not withdraw their
water but.obtain it from.other users.
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*Groundwater., Metamorphic rocks of the Evington
Group occupy- the: main portion of the B&W. site.
These rocks have very'little porosity and.are
-practically impermeable. Since these rocks generally
-slope in a northerly direction toward the James River,
the main groundwater body (confined or unconfined)
also follows the surfaces of the impervious layers.
ý,Because, thet thin layer. of topsoil, is. underlain by
impermeable cohesive soils, such as silt and clay,
runoff thatpenetrates into the topsoil is' blocked by
,the cohesive soils-and forms.an unconfined
,groundwater source. The main portion of
groundwater under the property is found in confined
aquifers (BW 1974a:2-5-8). Although metamorphic
rocks are usually poor aquifers, the wells on the
'B&W property produce adequate amounts of
groundwater. Upper aquifer groundwater levels
determined in a site survey range from 151 to 144 m
j(495 to 472 ft) above mean sea level. The higher
levels are observed at the center of the site, and the
lower levels are observed near the riverbank. The
measured levels are all above the normal river
elevation (BW NRC 1991a:53). The aquifer is
recharged from the rainwater that falls in the B&W
drainage basin.
GroundwaterQuality. Groundwater is monitored
quarterly by B&W's Environmental Engineering at
24 monitoring wells for pH, fluoride, nitrate,'VOCs,
and radioactivity. B&W's Environmental
Engineering monitors for potential releases and
tracks three trichloroethylene plumes under an EPA
RCRA consent order. Annual sampling for primary
and secondary metals is also conducted at these
wells. In addition, sampling of the seven
groundwater supply wells is also conducted for,pH
and'radioactivity. Table 3.5.4-2.shows groundwater
quality for selected.groundwater monitoring wells.
The action level for radioactivity in groundwater is
15 pCi/l, well in excess of observed levels (not shown
in Table 3.5.4-2), indicating that the facility
operations have not affected radiological quality of
the groundwater. Levels reported for some. primary
.and secondary metals are below maximum
contaminant levels defined as primary drinking water
standarAs. However, most exceed State groundwater
contaminate levels.
[Text deleted.] The three groundwater plumes are
contaminated with trichloroethylene. (TCE),
tetrachloroethylene (PCE), and related.degradation
constituentsabove the drinking water limit of

Affected Environment
Table 3.5.4-2.

Parameter
Aluminum
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Cyanide
Fluoride
Foaming agents
Lead
Nitrogen

[l
l
I

Nitrate as nitrogen
Nitrite as nitrogen
pH

Silver
Sodium
Total organic carbon
Total toxic organics
Zinc

[
[
i
b

Summary of GroundwaterQualityMonitoringat the'Babcock.& Wilcox Site

Unit of.Measure
mg/l
mg/A
mg/I
mg/I

Water Quality
.Criteria and
,'Standardsa
0.05,0.2 d

mg/I
mg/1
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
m•g/
pH units
mg/l

mg/I
mg/l

mg/l
mgfl

,FEp.,3b
155'075

FEP_1c
Environment
3.5375 Affected
0.016

0.006e

•0.01635

o.le. f

0.238

0.0356

1-3 e,f

0.55825

0.04

0.2e

0.005

0.005

1.4 f

1.6925

2.15

0.05f
0.015r, f
0.0 2 5 f

0.0725

0.23

0.1
1.415
1
0.064
6.8
0.0169
12.075

0.026

0.025f
lO* 1
5.5-8.5f
0.1d

270f

lOf

2.13f
5d

1.07

802.5
0.58
6.5
0.0139

1,764.625

8.285
0.01

3.7613

0.66825

0.04713

0.01

For comparison only, except for parameters with Virginia groundwater standards.
FEP-3 monitors background water quality upgradient to the Final Effluent Ponds (FEP). Data represent the average of
groundwater monitoring for 1993.
Well is located downgradient of the Final Effluent Ponds. The number shown is an average value.

d National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 143).
e National Primary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 141).
f Virginia Groundwater Quality Standards (VR 680-21-04).
Source: BW 1994a.

0.005 parts per million (ppm) (BW NRC 1995a:32).
The largest plume, 28 ha (70 acres), is located
beneath the NNFD plant and has an average
concentration of 0.1 ppm for TCE. The second plume
is located beneath the CN/FP, and is approximately
10 ha (25 acres) with an average concentration of
0.01 ppm for TCE. The third plume is located on the
western portion of the site where the former uranium
recovery building was buried. The plume has an
average concentration of 0.1 ppm for TCE and
0.1 ppm for PCE and is approximately 2 ha (5 acres)
(BW NRC 1995a:32). The plumes are each migrating
toward the James River, where dilution and
evaporation reduce contaminant concentrations to
acceptable levels (BW NRC 1991a:23-27). Upon
EPA Region 111 approval of the Remedial Feasibility
Investigation (RFI) report, B&W will proceed with
the corrective measures study, where alternatives for
corrective action will be evaluated
(BW NRC 1995a:32).

GroundwaterAvailability, Use, and Rights.

IApproximately

165 million 1/yr (43.6 MGY) of
groundwater are obtained for potable and industrial
.process applications (BW 1996a:1). The
groundwater is pumped from seven wells located in
the northeast portion of the facility at an average rate
of 322 1/minute (85 gal/minute), with a maximum
capacity of 492 I/minute (130.gal/minute) (BW NRC
1995a:6). Groundwater without prior treatment is
used as potable water and is routed to wastewater
treatment following use. Groundwater used as
process water is treated prior to use and is routed to
wastewater treatment following use (BW NRC
1991a:5).
Groundwater rights in Virginia are traditionally
associated with the American or Reasonable Use
Doctrine. Under this doctrine, landowners can
withdraw groundwater to the extent that they must
exercise their rights reasonably. in relation: to. the
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similar rights of others.Furthermore, the owner's use
of groundwater for off-lying land may be
unreasonable'and therefore unlawful'if the
withdrawals 4or the; off-lying land impair .a
neighbor's, groundwater usage (VDL 1990a:725).
3.5.5

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

Geology. The-B&W facility lies in the westernregion
of the Piedmont metamorphic physiographic
province, which is characterized by complex, folding
and faulting (BW USDA 1977a: 118). The Piedmont
Plateau, a landform of gently rolling to rolling
topography, is underlain mainly by metamorphic
rock formations and, to a lesser extent, by
sedimentary and igneous rock formations. The
surficial geology is composed of Quaternary-age
alluvium below the 150-m (500-ft) contour elevation
and Quaternary or older terrace gravels at higher
elevations up to the base of Mt. Athos
(BW NRC 1995a:25).
At B&W, metamorphic rocks (muscovite, schist,
and phyllite) of the Candler Formation are
exposed west of SR-726. East of SR-726, bedrock
under the site is the metamorphic graphitic schist
member of the overlying Archer Creek
Formation. Both the Candler and Archer Creek
Formations are part of the Evington Group of
rock, which consists of tight isoclinal folds that
have been faulted by high-angle reverse faults as
a result of the James River Synclinorium regional
structure (BW NRC 1991a:53).
Babcock & Wilcox lies within Seismic Zone 1,
indicating that minor damage could occur as a result
of earthquakes (Figure 3.3.5-1). Since the Virginia
earthquake of 1758, 121 earthquakes with epicenters
in Virginia have been reported. The largest
earthquake occurred in 1897, 161 km (100,mi) west
of B&W; it has been estimated that it had a modified
Mercalli intensity of V to VI (Table 3.315-1) at the
site and an intensity of VIII at the epicenter. In 1875,
an earthquake with a modified Mercalli intensity of
VII occurred 81 km -(50.3 .mi) east-northeast of-the
site. No earthquake activity has occurred at the site
with intensities greater than the 1875 or 1897
occurrences (BW NRC 1991a:56). A maximum
horizontal ground surface acceleration of 0.1 .gravity
at: B&W is estimated to result from an earthquake
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that could occur once every 2,000 years
* (BW 1996a: 1). The facilities at B&W that would be
-used were designed and constructed to meet the
-target performance to-.withstand an earthquake with
an acceleration of 0:1. gravity (BW 1996a: 1).
Soils. Most of the soil cover at B'&W is formed by
weathered .products of the metamorphic rock
formations and, to a lesser extent, by sedimentary and
igneous rocks of the PiedmontPlateau. The CullenWilkes- Soil Association, found at, the ?B&W site, is
generally characterized as deep and.moderately deep,
well-drained, gently sloping to steep, and a
predominantly clayey subsoil is found primarily in
upland areas (BW USDA 1977a:4). This association
accounts for approximately 25 percent of the area of
Campbell County. It is specifically composed of 43percent Cullen soils, 17-percent Wilkes soils, and 40percent less extensive soils (BW NRC 1991a:56).
The soils at B&W are considered acceptable for
standard construction techniques.
Soil samples are collected semiannually by NNFD at
14 locations throughout the site and analyzed for
alpha activity and total uranium content. B&W has
continuously monitored the levels of uranium in the
site's sediment and soils over the past 13 years. These
results have been reported to the NRC. The NRC in
the B&W EA dated June 1995 and FONSI published
in the Federal Register (60 FR 46630, September 7,
1995) concluded that the environmental impacts
associated with proposed license renewal for
continued operation of B&W's NNFD/Lynchburg
Technology Center facility are insignificant
(BW 1996a:1). The action level identified for
sediment and soil with the exception of the hot
equalization pond sediment is 10 pCi/g. The action
level- for the radioactive equalization pond sediment
is 500-pCi/g. Levels of uranium in selected sediments
and soil are significant fractions of the action levels
(BW NRC 1991a:23). An action plan was
implemented in 1993 and 1994 to remedy the
contamination problem related to fallout from
recovery stack emissions and the subsequent
drainage from the roof. Fallout from the recovery
stack is no longer an issue because recovery scrubber
system modifications and improvements were made.
All potentially contaminated effluents have been
routed through treatment systems through permitted
discharge points.

Affected Environment
3.5.6

SBIOTIC.RESOURCES

Biotic resources .at B&W include-terrestrial
resources, wetlands, aquatic resources,:and
threatened and endangered species. ýWithin each
resource area, the discussion describes-B&W as a
whole.: Scientific names of species identified in the
text are presented in Appendix-D.
Terrestrial Resources. Plant communities at"B&W
are characteristic of intermountain regions-of central
and southern Appalachia. Natural climax vegetation
in the region is classified as oak-hickory-pine forest.
Common species include white oak, post oak,
hickory, and.pine.
Approximately 48 percent of the site is secondgrowth forest and 47 percent is maintained as grassy
areas. Approximately.5 percent has been developed.
A portion of the forested area lies in the floodplain,
I adjacent to the James River (BW NRC 1991a:44).
There are approximately 24 species of mammals, 160
species of birds, 19 species of reptiles, and 17 species
of amphibians expected to occur in the Lynchburg
area. Economically important species in the vicinity
of the site include big game mammals (for example,
whitetail deer and black bear); small game mammals
(for example, eastern gray squirrel and eastern
cottontail); furbearers (for example, raccoon, mink,
river otter, red fox, and beaver); upland game birds
(for.example, wild turkey, northern bobwhite, and
mourning dove); and several species of waterfowl
(BWNRC 1991a:59).
Wetlands. The B&W site contains several small areas
of wetlands. An abandoned sewage lagoon and a fire
pond and its associated wetland habitats are located
near the B&W Fuel Company along with anwarea of
wetlands, associated with the river floodplain (BW
NRC 1991a:50). Surface drainage at NNFD runs into
one small onsite creek. Minor wetland habitats are
associated with this drainage system.
Aquatic Resources. Aquatic habitats on or adjacent
to B&W range from the nearby James River to
several small artificial impoundments. The aquatic
biota of the James River in the vicinity. of B&W is
characteristic of a moderately polluted flowing river.
The benthic community of the James River near the
site consists .of both flowing, and backwater areas.

:Fish common to the ,James, River-and found in the
vicinity of B&W primarily include American shad,
-striped bass,. common carp, .and a -variety of perch
(BW NRC 1991a:59).",These.species have both
commercial and recreational value.
-Threatened and'Endangered
Thirty.one
-Federal- and Statelisted threatened, endangered,, and
other, special status.species, that:potentially- occur on
or in the vicinity-of*B&W- are presented-in Appendix
D, Table D. 1-4. The occurrence of these species on
-B&W-.is.currently. unknown.' No critical habitat for
threatened or endangered species,-as defined in the
,EndangeredSpecies Act (50 CFR 17.11; 50 CFR
17.12), exists on B&W. Federal- and State-listed
threatened and endangered --species that may be
[present at B&W include the bald eagle, peregrine
falcon, Indiana bat, Virginia big-eared bat, and
eastern cougar (BW NRC 1991a:59). There are no
species of rare or endangered fish or mollusks known
to occur in the James River in the vicinity of the site.
-Species.

3.5.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Prehistoric Resources. Two prehistoric
archaeological sites have been identified within the
boundary-of B&W. ,One site yielded historic kaolin
pipestems and prehistoric stone tool manufacturing
waste material; the-other can be dated to the Archaic
Period (ca. 8000-1000 B.C.). None of these sites is
eligible for the NRHP. Prehistoric groups that lived
during this time period were mobile hunters and
gatherers who collected wild plants and hunted wild
animals, such as white-tail deer or, rabbit. The kaolin
pipestem fragments are -historic and probably date to
the 18th century A.D.'Other prehistoric resources that
may exist within B&W include limited-activity
hunting camps, longer-term multipurpose occupation
camps, and stone tool manufacturing locations.
Historic Resources. -No NRHP historic
archaeological sites are located at the B&W site. Two
,nearby sites, the Mansion Truss Bridge, which
crosses the James River to the north of B&W, and
Mt. Athos, which is located east of-the site on
,Mt. Athos, are on the NRHP. The Mt. Athos site
includes the ruins of the manor house of Buffalo Lick
-Plantation. The, house~was built in 1796 by Colonel
William J. Lewis. The plantation area includes
gravesites, a tobacco barn, and stone cisterns. The
-mansion itself was destroyed by fire in 1876.
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Remains of the -Kanawha Canal still exist on the
property and. are located north of the railroad tracks
and the facility structures.-This canal was constructed
during the early 19th century and played a role, in the
rural economy, transporting, agricultural goods such
as tobacco. and wheat. During the Civil War, the.canal
was used-by the Confederacy• to: transport -war
materials. Approximately six additional, historic sites
that date to the 19th century have been-identified on
the property. The'historic component of the site
-previously described indicates remains of a
circa 18th-century visit or occupation by EuropeanAmericans.
Native American Resources. Native Americans
have lived in the.Piedmont area and along the James
River for thousands of years. In the-early 17th
century, a number of tribes that spoke Siouan
dialects, including the Manahoacs, Monacans,
Occaneechis, and Saponis, lived in the Piedmont
region. These groups participated in a loose
confederacy and can be referred to generally as
Monacans. They were described by both Captain
John Smith and by John Lederer in the early and late
17th century. They were hunter-gatherers of wild
animals and plants, practiced agriculture, and lived in
villages and hamlets. Five Monacan villages were
identified on a 1607 map drawn by Captain John
Smith. One of these villages was located near
present-day Wingina, downstream from the site- on
the James River, approximately 56 km (34.8 mi)
northeast of B&W.

IAlthough most of these people were either removed,
died, or left the area in the 18th and 19th centuries,
the descendents of those who remained still live in
the area. In 1833,-Piedmont Indians purchased 162 ha
(400 acres) of land on Bear Mountain in Amherst
County, some 25 km (15.5 mi) north of B&W. The
Monacan Indian Tribe in Amherst County is
officially recognized by the State of Virginia, and
most Monacans live in Amherst- County -and in
Lynchburg. No Native American resources have been
identified within B&W.
Paleontological Resources. The stratigraphy of the
B&W landscape consists of two formations, the
Candler Formation and the Archer Creek Formation,
as described in Section 3.5.5. Outcrops of
metamorphic rocks (muscovite, schist, and phylite)
•are located west of the main facility road.No surveys
or excavations of. paleontological resources have
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been conducted at B&W:facilities:because the
probability of identification of significant or rare
resources is low.
3.5.8

SOCIOECONOMICS

'Socioeconomic characteristics described- for B&W
I.include employment,' regional economy, population,
housing, community -services, and local
transportation., Employment and regional.economy
-statistics are presented for the REA that encompasses
18 counties around"B&W in the States of Virginia,
North Carolina, and'West Virginia (Appendix F,
Table F.1-1). Statistics for population, housing,
.community -services, and local transportation are
presented for the ROI, a four-county. area located in
Virginia (including the independent city of
Lynchburg) where 91 percent of all B&W employees
reside: Amherst County (11'.9 percent), Appomattox
County (9.6 percent), Bedford County (14.1 percent),
Campbell County (18.5: percent), and Lynchburg
(36.9 percent) (Appendix F, Table F 1-4). Supporting
data are presented in Appendix F.
Regional Economy Characteristics. Between 1980
and 1990, the civilian labor force increased 16.7
percent to the 1990 level of 382,857. In 1994
unemployment for the REA was 4.9 percent,
comparable to Virginia's unemployment rate, but 0.5
percent higher than North Carolina's, and 4 percent
lower than West Virginia's. The region's per capita
income of $17,552 in 1993 was approximately
119 percent lower than the per capita income of
$21,653 for Virginia, 6 percent lower than the per
capita income of $18,670.in North Carolina, and 8.3
percent higher than the per capita income of $16,200
I for'West Virginia. Employment and regional
economy statistics and projections for the proposed
action period for the B&W REA are given in
Appendix F, Table F. 1-8 and selected statistics are
summarized in-Figure 3.5.8-1.
In 1993, as-shown in Figure 3.5.8-1, manufacturing
accounted for 21 percent of the region's total
employment. By comparison, the. manufacturing
sector makes up 11, 11, and 21 percent, respectively,
of Virginia's, West Virginia's, and North Carolina's
total employment. The service sector provided 2.4
percent of the region's employment. The percentwas
similar to North Carolina but less than the percentage
in Virginia (28 percent) and West Virginia (26
percent). The retail trade sector comprised 17 percent
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J of the region.'s total: employment, a percentage
comparable to the retail sector's contribution to
North: Carolina's economy; but. slightly lower than
the contribution to the. economies of Virginia and
,West Virginia.
[Text deleted.]
.Population and :Housing. 4In 1992, the, ROI
,population totaled 210,935. From 1980 to 1990, the
ROI population increased' by 5'2, percent, a rate that
was significantly less than the approximately 16percent population growth for Virginia. Within the
ROI, Bedford County experienced the greatest
population increase, 31 percent, while Amherst
County's -population decreased by 1.9 percent.
Population trends are summarized in Figure 3.5.8-1.

police. officers served- the four-county area.
Lynchburg -employed the largest number of police
officers (134), and also had the,:highest officers-topopulation- ratio (2 officers per 1,000. persons). The
average ROI officers-to-population ratio was 1.6
,-officers,per 1,000-persons. -,Figure;3.5.8-;3 presents
,.police force- strengths in the ROI.
-

Firefighting-protection:services-. in -the'ROI were
provided by-960 regular and volunteer firefighters in
1995. The fire department with the highest
firefighters-to-population ratio is located in Bedford
County, 6 firefighters per 1,000 persons, as indicated
in Figure 3.5.8-3 (includes Bedford City
firefighters). Bedford County had the greatest
number of active firefighters (343). The-average
firefighters-to-population ratio in the ROI was 4.4
firefighters per 1,000 persons.

[Text deleted.]
The percent increase in total housing units in the ROI
between 1980 and 1990, 16 percent, was nearly 8
percent less than the increase in total housing units
for the entire State. In 1990, the estimated total
number of housing units in the ROI was 84,018. The
1990 ROI homeowner and rental vacancy rates were
1.5 percent and 7.2-percent, respectively. These rates
were comparable to the Statewide rates. (A full
presentation of population and housing statistics and
projections are provided in Appendix F, Tables F.112 and F.1-16, respectively.)
Community Services. Education, public safety, and
health care characteristics are used to assess the level
of community service in the B&W ROI. Figure
3.5.8-2 summarizes public school district statistics
for the B&W ROI, and Figure 3.5.8-3 summarizes
public safety and health care services.
Education. During 1994, five school districts
provided public education services in the B&W ROI.
As seen in Figure 3.5.8-2, these school districts
ranged in enrollment-size from 2,332 students in the
Appomattox County School District to 9,489 students
in the Bedford County School District (includes
Bedford City). The average students-to-teacher ratio
for the ROI was 14.2:1. The Bedford County School
District had the highest ratio at 15.4:1.
Public Safety. City, county, andState law
enforcement agencies provided police protection to
residents of the-,ROI. Int 1993,- a total of 348 sworn
3-90

Health Care. There were ihree hospitals serving the
four-county ROI in 1993. All three hospitals operated
below capacity with hospital occupancy rates ranging
from 40 percent in Bedford County to 72 percent in
Campbell County.
There were 291 practicing physicians -in the ROI
during 1993,-with the majority (229),practicing in
Lynchburg. Figure 3.5.8-3 shows that the physiciansto-population ratio ranged from 0.2 physicians per
1,000 persons in Campbell County to 3.4 physicians
per 1,000 persons in Lynchburg. The average ROI
physicians-to-population ratio was 1.4 physicians per
1,000 persons.
Local Transportation. The B&W site is located
approximately 8 km (5 mii) east of Lynchburg. U.S.
highways and State Routes provide access between
B&W and metropolitanareas (Figure 3.5-1). The
east-west highway, U.S.- 460, provides access to the
cities of Roanoke and Farmville to-the west and east,
.respectively. -U.S. 460 East connects to U.S. 360,
providing access to the cityof Richmond. The northsouth highway, U.S. 29, is located west of the facility
providing access to the cities of Charlottesville to the
northeast and Danville to the south.
Vehicular access to B&W, is provided- by. SR-726,
which connects with SR-609 and U.S. 4600. No
improvements to highways accessing the-facility are
currently underway or planned (VA DOT 1995a:1).

Affected Environment
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Public Safety andHealth Care:Characteristics
for the Babcock & Wilcox Site
Region of Influence.

Affected"Environment
There are no public transportation systems providing
service to the site (LCC'.1995a:1). Onsite rail
transport for some materials is-provided-by a spur of
CSX Transportation that, runs through. B&W. The
,facility is bordered by.an oxbow of the JamesrRiver
on the north, east, and west. The James'River is not
used by the -facility for transportation. purposes.
Lynchburg Municipal (Preston Glen) Airport in the
city of Lynchburg provides. jet,passenger and cargo
.-service for the region from, major. and national
carriers (DOT 1992a).

3.5.9

PUBLIC AND OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH

Radiation Environment. All residents in the vicinity
of rNNFD are exposed to background radiation from
a variety of natural and man-made sources. The
major sources of background radiation exposure to
individuals in the vicinity of the B&W site are shown
in Table 3.5.9-1. All annual doses to individuals from
background radiation are expected to remain
constant over time. Accordingly, the incremental
total dose to the population would result only from
changes in the size of the population.
Table 3.5.9-1. Sources of Radiation Exposure to
Individuals in the Vicinity, Unrelatedto
Babcock & W'dcox Site Operations

Source
Natural Background Radiation
Cosmic radiation
External terrestrial radiation
Internal terrestrial radiation
Radon in homes (inhaled)
I Other Background Radiation
Diagnostic x-rays and nuclear
medicine
Weapons test fallout
Air travel
Consumer and industrial products
Total

Committed
Effective Dose
Equivalent
(mrem/yr)a
43

46
40
200

53
<1
1
10

'394

BW NRC 1991 a; NCRP 1987a. Value for radon is an average
for the United States.
[Text deleted.)

:=Releases.of radionuclides to the.environment from
-.B&W. facility operations provide.,another, source of
radiation~exposure to individuals in the vicinity of the
site. These, radionuclides and. their' representative
associated' release quantities• for',normal operations
arem presented- in site-specific environmental reports.
.-ýThe doses to:the; public resulting tfrom these releases
-and direct radiation fall within radiological limits and
.r-are small:in comparison to background radiation. The
.;doses to the public resulting from these releases and
direct radiation -are presented in Table• 3.5.9-2.
Furthermore,- these radiological releases were used in
the development of the 'reference- environment's
'radiological releasesat B&W for the public:and
occupational health segments-within Section 4.3.
Based on'a,risk estimator of 500 cancer deaths per
1 million person-rem to the public, the fatal cancer
risk to the ME1 of the public, because of representative
annual radiological releases from B&W facility
operations, is estimated to be approximately 2.5x10".
That is, the estimated probability of this person dying
of cancer at some point in the future from radiation
exposure associated with 1 year of the B&W facility
operations is less than three chances in 100 million. (It
may take several years from the time of exposure for
cancer to manifest.)
Based on the same risk estimator, 1.8x10"4 excess
fatal cancers to the population living within 80 km
(50 mi) of the B&W facility are estimated for a
normal operating year. This number can be compared
with the numbers of fatal cancers expected in this
population from all causes. The average mortality
rate associated with cancer for the entire U.S.
population is presently 0.2 percent per year
(Almanac 1993a:839). Based on this national rate,
the number of fatal cancers from all causes expected
to occur annually is 1,050 for the population living
within 80 km (50 mi) of the B&W site. This number
of expected fatal cancers is much higher than the
estimated 1.8x10"4 fatal cancers that could result
from present-day annual B&W facility operations.
Workers aX the B&W site receive the same dose as the
general public from background radiation, but they
receive an additional dose from working at the
facility. Based on a risk estimator of 400 fatal cancers
per 1 million person-rem among workers, the number
of excess fatal cancers to B&W facility workers from
operations in 1994 is estimated to be 7.2x10"3 .Table
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Table 3.5.9-2. RepresentativeAnnual.Doses to the GeneralPublic From Normal Operationof the
Babcock & Wilcox Naval Nuclear.FuelDivision and CommercialNuclearFuelPlant
(committed effective dose equivalent)
Receptor
Maximally exposed individual
. (mrero)
Population within 80 kicn
(person-rem)
Average individual within 80 kmd
(mrem)

LiquidReleases
Atmospheric Releases
Actualb
Standaida Actualb ýStandard2
4.0x10. 3
4.6x 10-2
4
10

Total
Actual
Standard2
5.0x 10-2
25

.None

0.3

None

0.05

None

0.35

None

5.7x10"4

None

9.5x10"5

None

6.6x10"4

The standards for individuals are given in 40 CFR 61, 141, and 190. As discussed in these regulations, the 10 mrem/yr limit from

airborne emissions is required by the Clean AirAct, the 4 mrenmyr limit is required by the Safe Drinking WaterAct, and the total
dose of 25 mrem/yr is the limit from all pathways combined.
b BW 1995b:1; BW NRC 1991a.
CIn 1990, this population was approximately 525,000.
d Obtained by dividing the population dose by the number of people living within 80 km of the site.

3.5.9-3 presents the average, maximum, and total
occupational doses to B&W facility workers from
operations in 1994. These doses fall within
radiological limits (10 CFR 20).
Table 3.5.9-3. Doses to the Onsite Worker From
Normal Operation of the Babcock & Wilcox
Naval NuclearFuel Division, 1994
(committed effective dose equivalent)
Onsite Releases and
Direct Radiation
Standarda Actualb
Receptor
None
10
Average worker (mrem)
3,300
5,000
Maximally exposed worker
(mrem)
18
None
Total workers (person-rem)
10 CFR 20. NRC's goal is to maintain radiological exposure
ALARA.
bBW 1995b:l; NRC 1995b. The number of badged workers
, in 1993 was approximately 1,800.

Chemical Environment. The background chemical
environment important to human health consists of the
following: atmosphere, which may contain hazardous
chemicals that can be inhaled; drinking water, which
may contain hazardous chemicals that can-be
ingested; and other environmental media with which
people may come in contact (for example,, surface
waters during swimming and soil through direct
contact or via the food pathway). The baseline data for
assessing potential health impacts: from the chemical
,3-94

environment are those presented in previous sections
of this EIS, particularly Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4.
Health impacts to the public can be minimized
through effective administrative and design controls
for decreasing pollutant releases to the environment
and achieving compliance with permit requirements
(for example, air emissions and NPDES permit
requirements). The effectiveness of these controls is
verified through the use of monitoring information
and inspection of mitigation measures. Health
impacts to the public may occur during normal
operations via inhalation of air containing pollutants
released to the atmosphere by B&W facility
operations. Risks to public health from other possible
pathways, such as ingestion of contaminated
drinking water or direct exposure, are low relative to
the inhalation pathway.
Baseline air emission concentrations for hazardous
air pollutants and their applicable standards are
presented in Section 315.3. These concentrations are
estimates of the highest existing offsite
concentrations and represent the highest
concentrations to which members of the public could
be exposed. These concentrations are in compliance
with applicable guidelines and regulations.
Information about estimating health impacts from
hazardous chemicals is presented in Appendix E,
Section E.3.4.
Health impacts to B&W facility workers during
normal-operations may include those from the

Affected'Environment
following:, inhalation of the workplace atmosphere,
drinking B&W site potable--water,,and possible other
contact with hazardous materials :associated .with
ýwork assignments. ,The:potential for health impacts
varies from facility to facility and from worker to
worker, and available information is&not sufficient to
;-accurately summarize- these. impacts; "however,
-workers -are-protected from hazards: specific to the
-workplace: through appropriate- training, protective
, equipment; monitoring, and managementrcontrols.
,B&W facility workers also are protected byadherence
to occupational standards that limit workplace
atmospheric and drinking water concentrations of
potentially hazardous chemicals. Monitoring ensures
that these standards are not exceeded.
Health Effects Studies. Data searches have been
made for studies and/or information on the
epidemiology in .communities near the B&W site;
however, no literature or database information has
been identified. In addition, the Campbell County
Health Department had no reports available. No
epidemiologic information was available from the
Campbell County Health Department, the Virginia
State Office of Health Hazardous Control, or the
Virginia State Department of Environmental Quality.
Accident History. The B&W site is a nuclear fuel
manufacturing facility and is heavily inspected by
,Federal, State, and local agencies. Incidents over the
last 10 years have included a few localized (onsite)
minor. chemical spills, all of which were cleaned up.
There have been no reported incidents of radiological
exposures or releases. There have been four reported
incidents of occupational injuries that required
treatment; all of the injuries were transient.
Emergency Preparedness. Sites that are licensed to
operate by NRC are required to have extensive
emergency preparedness programs, including plans
and resources to deal with-any emergency situation
that may occur. Adequate resources must be available
to protect the workers, the public, and the
environment from unlikely hazards that may occur
during a facility's lifetime.

3.5.10

WASTE MANAGEMENT

This section outlines the major environmental
regulatory structure and ongoing waste management
activities at B&W NNFD. To meet the requirements

of its-,current NRC license,INNFD ensures
-compliance-with Federal and" State. regulations, for
water, air, and. -land disposal in, addition to: facility
:permits.. Agencies- responsible for efiforcement and
ste '
inspection: atNTNFD include NRC, the•V maiiiia
Department: of Environmental-Quality, the
..Department- of. Health-Division of Radiological
Health, the Air Pollution 'Control Board, .and the
Waste Management.Control-Board.
Wastes produced at this, facility are categorized -as
•low-level, -mixed low-level, "hazardous, and
nonhazardous.-Activities at NNFD- that -generate
waste include-uranium recovery, recovery of scrape
zirconium and. copper, waste compaction, waste
processing, and research related to the recovery .of
uranium. Incoming materials to the facility include
uranium, zirconium, copper, HEU, nitric acid,
hydrofluoric acid, water, and natural gas. Exit
streams from the facility include product fuel
elements and assemblies; recovered metals; and
gaseous, liquid, and solid waste.
The low-level, process, and sanitary liquid wastes
produced are each treated in a different element of the
waste treatment facility where they will result in an
effluent suitable for environmental release. A
discussion of the waste -management activities at
B&W is presented below:
High-Level Waste. The B&W site does not generate
or manage HLW.
Transuranic Waste. The B&W site does not
generate or manage TRU waste.
Low-Level Waste. Operations at B&W produce-both
liquid and solid LLW. Liquid LLW is produced in the
manufacturing, recovery, and gaseous emission
cleanup operations. Manufacturing process liquid
waste includes acid pickling solution for metal parts,
low level acid solutions- from uranium dissolution,
wash water from the laundry and personnel stations,
analytical laboratory liquids, land- scrubber water
from the acid treatment. operations. The total.daily
volume of these liquid wastes is 76 m3 (20,000 gal)
(BW NRC 1995a:8). Liquid LLW from recovery
operations includes scrap dissolution liquids and
scrubber solutions from gaseous emission control
equipment. The total daily volume of liquid waste
produced from recovery operations is approximately
3-95
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3/day (1n000
min',(15,000 gal). Additionally, .3.8-m
.gal/day). of LLW are produced -from the NNFD
Research;Laboratory. This liquid waste~.stream. is
treated prior to release from theý laboratoiy tocomply
with 10,CFR 20G requirements concerning-release to
an unrestricted area(1(BW NRC. 1995a:10).

The LLW streams produced are treated, in the liquid
•LLW ;,treatment system. "Treatmentimethods-include
-acid neutralization,- precipitation of metals, liquid
clarification (using- microfiltration:system), .and
sludge filtration.'This batch-modesystem is.designed
-to process 246 .m3/day (65,000,gal/day). TheLLW
stream from the NNFD Research Laboratory is
transferred directly to the neutralization tank in
[batches of 3.8 m 3 (1,000:gal) (BW NRC -1995a:10).
The liquid and sludge -effluent separated in the
clarifier are processed independently. After the
complete treatment process, final dried solids are
produced that have a uranium content of 6 milligrams
(mg)/1 (BW NRC 1995a:10). The solids are:
transferred to 208-1 (55-gal) drums for offsite
disposal at a licensed LLW disposal facility. Liquid
effluents from the process undergo hot acid
equalization and chlorination and are ultimately
released into the James River in accordance with the
NPDES permit (BW NRC 1995a:10).
Solid LLW results from manufacturing, liquid waste
management, and incineration, and includes paper,
small pieces of equipment, and miscellaneous trash.
A fraction of the solid waste produced is incinerated
and the remaining is packaged for offsite.disposal. A
supercompactor exists onsite that compacts 208-1
(55-gal) drums containing LLW. During past
operations at NNFD, the total solid LLW volume has
been approximately 620m 3 /yr (22,000 ft3/yr). [Text
deleted.) Compaction reduces the solid LLW volume
to approximately 283 m3 /yr (10,000 ft3/yr) with, an
average radionuclide content of 118 becquerel, per
cubic centimeter (Bq/cm 3 ) (90 microcuries per cubic
feet [±Ci/f-t3]) (BW NRC 1995a:16).

I

1995a'2- 10). Theý volume of mixed LLW generated
3 (1,000 ft3
annually decreased from 28.3 m3 to 14 mn
3
Sto 500 ft ),from 1990.to 1995 (BW NRC 1995a:16).

Hazardous Waste. Liquid hazardous waste is
produced from acid pickling, metals cleaning,
•and~emissions control operations.at the rate of
-151 m3/day (40,000 :gal/day) (BW' NRC 1995a:10).
..Solidhazardous waste is produced through the'liquid
hazardous waste, treatment operations. The primary
methods for treating the liquid hazardous -waste are
acid. neutralization,: dissolved solids, precipitation,
liquid clarification, and sludge filtration. tLiquid
effluent from the treatment system is ultimately
discharged to the James River in accordance with the
facility's NPDES permit. Prior to 1990, the.resulting
sludge from the nonradioactive wastewater treatment
system was buried in an onsite landfill. Currently,
sludges from this. process are packaged and disposed
of offsite. [Text deleted.] These neutralization filter
cake solids were categorized by the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality as an F-listed
hazardous waste. The filter cake solids generated
from the acid pickling operations are storedonsite for
less than 90 days and processed at an offsite facility
to render them nonhazardous.
Nonhazardous Waste. Process liquid waste is
generated at the rate of 1,400 m3 (370,000 gal) per
day and is treated prior to release. Sanitary liquid
waste is generated at the rate of 178 m 3/day (47,000
gal/day) and processed in a -section of the waste
treatment facility (BW NRC 1995a:10-13). The
primary processes for this facility are size reduction,
aeration, clarification, and chlorination, with a
capacity of 606 m3/day (160,000 gal/day) (BW NRC
1995a:2-1 1). As with the other treatment processes,
the effluent is ultimately discharged into the James
River in accordance with the facility's NPDES
permit. Solid nonhazardous waste generated at the
Irate of 1,700 m 3 /yr (60,010 ft /yr) includes
miscellaneous trash and paper, classified paper, and
scrap zirconium and copper (BW NRC 1995a:16).
Approximately 455 t of paper are sold for offsite
recovery each year. Scrap zirconium and copper are
also recovered and sold for recycling. Miscellaneous
trash is sorted, incinerated if appropriate, and
packaged -for offsite disposal atthe Lynchburg
[Sanitary landfill.

I
Mixed Low-Level Waste. The Naval Nuclear Fuel
Division processes uranium-containing F-listed
solvents: using distillation. The sludge bottoms from
this process are categorized as mixed LLW. The
mixed LLW ispackaged and stored onsite at a
dedicated facility (15.8 m3 or 76 drums with a 55-gal
capacity) until disposal becomes feasible (BW' NRC

3-"9.6

Affected Environment
3.6

'NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES,
INC., ERWIN, TENNESSEE

The'NFS facility has been in operation since, 1958. It
occupies 25.5tha (63 acres)-within: the .city limits of
Erwin, :Tennessee. The NFS plant produces nuclear
reactor fuel for the U.S. Naval Reactor Program,
processes scrap materials to recover uranium, and
develops. other nuclear. fuels. containing enriched
uranium. The affected environment includes
operations data for the processing of U.S. Naval
ReactorProgram material in. 1994. The location of
NFS and its vicinity is shown in Figure 3.6-1.
The following sections describe the affected
environment at NFS for land resources, site
infrastructure, air quality and noise, water resources,
geology and soils, biotic resources, cultural and
paleontological resources, socioeconomics, public
and occupational health, and waste management.
3.6.1

LAND RESOURCEs

Land Use. The NFS site is located in Unicoi County
in the city of Erwin and immediately northwest of the
unincorporated community of Banner Hill (Figure
3.6-1). The site is situated upon relatively level land
in a long, narrow mountain valley (Indian Creek
Valley). The valley is bounded on both sides by the
Appalachian Mountains, which rise to elevations of
900 to 1,500 m (2,950 to 4,920 ft) within several
kilometers of the site. Offsite land use within 4.8 km
(3.0 mi) of NFS is shown in Figure 3.6.1-1. This total
area of 7,320 ha (18,100 acres) consists primarily of
residential (1,010 ha [2,500 acres] or 13.8 percent),
industrial (322 ha [796 acres] or 4.4 percent),
commercial uses (81 ha [200 acres] or 1.1 percent),
agricultural/suburban residential (527 ha [1,300
acres] or 7.2 percent), and mountainous forest land
(5,380 ha [13,300 acres] or 73.5 percent). The
mountainous areas adjoining the valley consist of the
Cherokee National Forest. The U.S. Natural
Resources Conservation Service has estimated that
there are 132 ha (326 acres) of prime and unique
farmland within 4.8 km (3 mi) of the site (NF NRC
1991a:3-11). Although the soil conditions on a
portion of the NFS site would meet prime farmland
soil requirements, given the current site land use, the
land would not be available for agricultural use;
therefore, the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation
Service has determined that no prime farmlands exist

on the"NFS site (NFUSDA 1995a:1). About 60
percent of'NFS is developed and occupied,-by
buildings andassociated grounds, parking lots; waste
ponds, and solid waste burial grounds. The remainder
of the site, approximately 40 percent, is undeveloped
and includes open fields, brushland, shrub swamp,
and woods (NF NRC 199la:3-9). NFS is bounded in
,part' by: Banner:Hill Road to the.southeast, .CSX
Transportation to the northwest, andMartin Creek to
I the northeast (Figure 3:6.1-2). 'The:. nearest
residences are located within the. Banner Hill
community immediately southeast of the site, with
individual residences located approximately 250 m
(820 ft) from the facility main stack (NF NRC
1991a:2-4,3-6).
The only recreational facility located within.the NFS
site is a softball field outside the secured areafor NFS
employee use. Nearby recreational opportunities
center on water-based recreation. Recreational uses
along the section between the origin and mouth of the
Nolichucky River at Douglas Lake include
swimming, rafting, boating, canoeing, picnicking,
and other similar activities. Along the 24-km
(14.9-mi) stretch of river downstream of NFS,
recreational activities include canoeing, rafting, and
using developed riverside recreational facilities, such
as picnic tables and parks. Recreationalfishing in the
short stretch of Martin Creek near NFS is infrequent
because limited access roads make it inaccessible to
the public (NF NRC 1991a:3-15,3-16).
Visual Resources. The NFS landscape is
characterized by relatively level topography. NFS
lies within a valley oriented in a southwest-tonortheast direction. Although the original NFS site
vegetation has been cleared, the predominant
vegetation within the region is deciduous forest
mixed with coniferous. The major forest types are the
oak-hickory and oak-pine associations and the white
pine (NF NRC 1991a:3-32).
The elevation of the developed portion of the site is
about 9 m (29.5 ft) above the nearest point on the
Nolichucl~y River. The visual character of the NFS
site facilities may be described as consisting of
numerous small buildings located within dual chainlink security fencing. The administration building
and the guard house are constructed of local brick and
the process buildings are predominantly cement
block, painted white. Metal "Butler" buildings are
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Figure'3.6-1. Nuclear FuelServices Site, Tennessee, andRegion.
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Figure3.6.1-1. GeneralizedLand Use at Nuclear Fuel Services Site and Vicinity.

used for storage of equipment and supplies. The
majority of the facilities are one to three levels.
Retention ponds, radioactive solid waste burial
grounds, and contaminated soil piles also are located
within the perimeter fence (NF NRC 199 1a:2-1).
The visual landscape consists of residential and
industrial use. The city of Erwin is the closest
population center and Johnson City, approximately
27 km (16.8 mi) north of the site, is the largest nearby
population center (NF NRC 1991a:3-7). The facility
and its perimeter are brightly lit at night and are highly
visible to offsite lands due to the close proximity of
development, particularly residential development
along Carolina Avenue/Banner Hill Road.
3.6.2

SITE INFRASTRUCTURE

Site Description. The site is surrounded mostly by
privately owned property and is bounded in part by
Banner Hill Road to the southeast, CSX
Transportation to the northwest, and Martin Creek to
the northeast. About 60 percent of the site is or has
been used for activities associated with the nuclear

materials operations licensed by NRC, and is
occupied by plant buildings, building grounds,
outdoor storage areas, settling ponds, solid waste
burial grounds, and a parking lot. The remainder of
the site includes woods, brushland, shrub swamp, and
open fields.
The primary mission of NFS operation is to convert
HEU into a classified product used in the Naval
IReactor Program. The classified production
procedures are unique to the U.S. Naval Reactor
Program. In addition, NFS is involved in research
and development of improved manufacturing
techniques, recovery and purification of scrap
uranium, removal and/or recovery of material
generated in manufacturing waste streams to prevent
environmental degradation, operation of a chemistry
lab, and decommissioning of unused facilities.
'The facility consists of numerous small buildings within
chain-link security fencing (Figure 3.6.1-2).
Remediated retention ponds, formerly used for liquid
waste, are also within the security fence immediately
northeast of the facility buildings. Burial grounds that

Idual
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1.

Figure3.6.1-2. Building Locations at the Nuclear Fuel Services Site.
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were used: for-radioactive solid waste are'outside the
security fence, north of the retention ponds.-but inside:a
chain-link fence.. The principal production.area of NFS
consists of several buildings where highly enriched UF 6
is.converted in a series of steps into a classified nuclear
fuel:product. Process steps in which ammonia and
fluoride may be present are vented through. a-packedbed: scrubber. In addition to being scrubbed, certain
process steps that have a high dust potential are vented
through high-efficient particulate air4(HEPA) filters.
Gaseous effluents from these devices are discharged
into the 300-Complex ventilation system.
Nuclear Fuel Services has decommissioned buildings
that once fabricated reactor fuel elements that
contained a mixture of uranium and Pu. A Pu
decommissioning plan for these buildings was
-approved in 1989, with decommissioning being
completed in 1994.
Environmental Regulatory Setting. The NFS
facility at Erwin, Tennessee, is regulated by NRC,
who issued a 4-year license renewal to NFS in June
1992. NRC provides compliance with CEQ
regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) by issuing an EA
and a FONSI of the license issuance (NF NRC
1991a:1-6). While the NFS facility operates in
compliance with its license, NRC regulates on the
basis of the reduction of emission of radionuclides to
ALARA levels; therefore, it may request the
reduction of emissions below the regulated level
when such reductions can be reasonably achieved. A
request for license renewal has been submitted by
NFS since their license expires in June 1996. The
NRC has placed NFS in a "timely renewal" which
allows the site to continue operating until the NRC
has completed a new EA and the licencing process.
A request for license renewal has been submitted by
NFS since their license expires in June 1996. The
NRC has placed them on a "timely renewal" status
which allows the site to operate until the NRC has
completed a new EA and the licensing process.
Radioactive material is released to the atmosphere
through stacks at the NFS facility. The main plant
:stack discharges approximately 90 percent of the
gaseous emissions, with the remaining emissions
distributed through short stacks-and roof vents.
Nonradioactive air emissions-are regulated by the
TDEC-Division of Air Pollution Control. The site is

in compliance, with 0'"CFR 20 for radionuclide
emissions to. unrestricted..areas and with, the Clean
Air Act for hazardous~and solid constituents.
Liquids discharged from NFS enter the Nolichuck3,
River through. a single' NPDES-permitted outfall.
Three other outfalls- that do, not empty into the
Nolichucky are'described in 'Section 3.6.4 . The
effluent is monitored to ensure4 compliance with 10
CFR .20 for radionuclide-content- discharged to
unrestricted areasand, for chemicals described-in the
NPDES permit. In addition, NRC requires the facility
to demonstrateý compliance with CWA and
recommends.that, the licensee notify NRC within 30
days if .the TDEC-Division of Water-Pollution
Control, revokes, supersedes, conditions, modifies,
or otherwise nullifies the effectiveness of the Stateissued NPDES permit. In addition, the licensee must
notify NRC within 30 days of any violation of the
permit. NFS also samples sewage sent to the Erwin,
Tennessee, Public Owned Treatment Works (POTW)
and -reports gross alpha activity, isotopic uranium
concentrations, and flow rates. Sewage discharges
have met 10 CFR 20.2003 (previously 10 CFR
20.303) limits for radionuclides, but in the past,
uranium was concentrated in the treatment plant
sludge. Since that time, NFS reduced the volume of
uranium entering the sewer by 98 percent, and now
treats most of its waste onsite.
Low-level, hazardous, and nonhazardous solid
wastes are staged onsite for shipment to offsite
disposal facilities. The TDEC-Divisions of Water
Pollution Control and Solid Waste Management
review NFS operation for compliance with CWA and
RCRA regulations. Solid waste disposal practices are
in compliance with all applicable regulations. Prior
to 1977, process wastewater was.allowed to settle in
unlined ponds. These .ponds have not been utilized
since the late 1970s, and NFS has removed all
sediment through its ongoing decommissioning
efforts. This decommissioning plan was incorporated
into NFS' NRC license by amendment. In addition,
low-level and mixed low-level solid wastes were
disposed of onsite. These burial sites have been
partially remediated to prevent migration of
hazardous and radiological constituents, and are
monitored regularly. Decommissioning plans and the
financial commitment to, remediate, these sites have
been incorporated into NFS' license.
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Pollution Prevention: Pollution prevention at NFS is
mandated by various-statutes,:regulations, ;and
governmental, agency-directives. The NFS pollution
prevention program is, designed to -achieve
continuous reduction of wastes and pollutant releases
to the maximum extent feasible,. in accordance with
.regulatory- requirements. A comprehensive effluent
-arid-environmental monitoring program is conducted
onsite to. demonstrate compliance with appropriate
environmental: protection- standards and- to provide,
where-possible, site-specific data to assist in the
:prediction of environmental impacts..The site's
environmental -monitoring -program monitors
radiological 'releases; ,airborne discharges from
stacks; and nonradiological pollution of surface
water, groundwater, cooling water, soil, and
vegetation.
-

Baseline Characteristics. NFS contains extensive
production, research, and waste processing
capabilities. To support current missions and
functions, an infrastructure exists as shown in Table
3.6.2-1. The site is accessed by CSX Transportation,
1-181, and 1-81. The spur from CSX Transportation
was removed, but replacement is planned for 1996.
Table 3.6.2-1.

Nuclear FuelServices Baseline
Characteristics

Current Characteristics
Land
Area (ha)

Value
25.5

Roads (kin)

3

Railroad (Jun)

0

Electrical

Energy consumption (MWh/yr)

21,800

Peak load (MWe)

Fuel
Natural gas (m3/yr)
Diesel/oil (1/yr)

12,900
36,000
0

Generation (kg/hr)

6,260

Water Usage (1/yr)

57,000,000

I ,Note: MWh=rnegawatt hour;-MWe=megawatt electric.
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-The following describesexisting air quality,
.including a:review, of 1the meteorology and
*climatology, in thelvicinity-of the::NFS site. More
detailed discussions of the air-quality methodologies,
inputdata,-and atmospheric dispersion characteristics
are presented in AppendixC; -Section C. 1.7.

-

ýMeteorology` and Climatology. •The, climate in the
vicinity- of NFS is- characterized by ýwarm, humid
summers and relatively- mild, winters. Cooler, drier

weather-in the area is usually, associated with-polar
continental airmasses, whereas warmer, wetter
weather: isassociated with gulf maritime air-masses.
The average.-annual temperature atNFS is 13.1 'C
(55.5 *F); the average daily minimumrtemperature is
-4.3 'C (24.3 'F) in January; and the average daily
maximum temperature is 29.2 °C (84.6 °F) in July.
The average annual precipitation is approximately
103 cm (40.7 in). Prevailing wind directions at NFS
tend to follow the southwest to northeast orientation
of the valley (NF NRC 1991a:3-1). The annual
average windspeed is approximately 2.5 m/s
(5.5 mph) (NOAA 1994c:3). Additional information
related to meteorology and climatology at NFS is
presented in Appendix C, Section C.1.7.
The NFS facility is located in Unicoi County, in the
Eastern Tennessee-Southwestern Virginia Interstate
AQCR. As of January 1995, the areas within this
AQCR were designated as in attainment with respect
to theNAAQS (40 CFR 81.343). Applicable NAAQS
and Tennessee State Ambient Air Quality Standards
are presented in Appendix C, Section C.1.3.

3.5

Coal (t/yr)
Steam

Source: NF NRC 1991a; NFS 1995b:2.

:3.6.3

One PSD Class I area can be found in the vicinity of
NFS. This area, Great Smoky Mountains National
Park, is located approximately 75 km (46.6 mi)
southwest of NFS. Since the promulgation of the
PSD regulations (40 CFR 52.21):in, 1977,-no PSD
permits have been required for any emission source
at NFS.
The primary emission source of criteriapollutants at
NFS isthe heating plant. Other emission sources
include chemical processes, vehicles, diesel-powered
emergency generators, and incinerators (NF NRC
1991 a:2-10). Appendix C,- Section C. 1.7 presents

Affected Environment

emissions of criteria, and hazardous/toxic pollutants
from NFS.
Tables 3.6.3-1- and 3.6.3-2 present the'baseline
ambient air concentrations for criteria and toxic/
hazardouspollutants at NFS, respectively. As shown
in the tables,-baseline concentrations' are.in
compliance with. applicable guidelines and
regulations.
Noise Conditions. The noise environment near NFS
is typical of a rural location with DNL in the range of
35 to"50 dBA (EPA 1974a:B-4,B-5). Major noise
emission sources within NFS include various
industrial facilities, equipment, and machines. The
primary source of noise at the site boundary and at
residences near roads is expected to be traffic. During
peak hours, the plant traffic may be a major
contribution to traffic noise levels in the area. At the
site boundary, some noise sources' onsite may be
audible above the background sound levels. The
impact of onsite noise sources has not been
documented. The State of Tennessee and Unicoi
County have not established specific numerical
environmental noise standards applicable to NFS..
3.6.4

WATER RESOURCES

Surface Water. There are four major surface water
bodies in the immediate vicinity of the NFS Erwin
Plant: Banner Spring Branch, North Indian Creek,
Martin Creek, and the Nolichucky River
(Figure 3.6.4-1). The Banner Spring Branch lies
entirely within the site; North Indian Creek is located
north of the site boundary; Martin Creek is just
outside the site's north boundary; and the Nolichucky
River is located west of the site boundary.

Banner Spring Branch is a small spring-fed stream
that flows in a northerly direction at a rate of 0.01 to
0.02 m3/s (0.35 to 0.71 ft3/s) and empties into Martin
Creek at the site boundary. The stream is
approximately 366 m (1,200 ft) in length from the
spring source to the confluence with Martin Creek. In
the past, approximately 0.004m 3/s (0.141 ft3/s) of
water was used as industrial water for noncontact
cooling operations at NFS. When operational,
ndncontact cooling water was discharged back to this
stream at a rate of 0.004 m 3/s or 0.141 ft3/s (NF NRC
1991a:4-27). Other inputs to the stream from NFS
include surface runoff and overflow. Martin Creek is

fed from mountain springs,"rain, and snow melt
drainage from Martin Creek 'Hollow. The width
varies from 2.4 to 4.6 m (7;9 to.15.1 ft) and the depth
.from a few inches to pools of 0.9 to 1.2 m (3 to 3.9 ft).
The flow of the creek varies seasonally from 0.06 to
0.31 m 3/s (2.11 to 11.0 ft 3 /s).. Martin Creek empties

into North Indian Creek approximately 1,220 m
(4,000 ft) north of the'NFS site, and' North Indian
Creek discharges into the'Nolichucky River about
'500.m (1,640 ft) downstream of the site.
The Nolichucky River is formed by the North Toe and
Cane;Rivers in 'Yancey and Mitchell Counties. The
river flows west from North Carolina and southwest
through Tennessee to join the French Broad River,
whose watershed forms part of the upper Tennessee
River Basin. The average flow of the river onsite is
approximately 39 m 3/s (1 ,380 ft 3 /s).

Currently, no surface water is being used on the site.
Approximately 57 million 1/yr (15 MGY) of water is
are being supplied to the site from the city, which
obtains its waters from springs located northeast of
the site. In the past, the noncontact cooling loop
utilized surface water at a rate of 0.004 m 3/s (0.141
ft3/s). The Nolichucky River is used as a source of
both agriculture and drinking water in the
surrounding communities. The city of Jonesborough,
located 13.km (8.1 mi) downstream of NFS. is the
closest municipal user of water from the Nolichucky
River.
The northern third of the NFS site, which contains the
HEU recovery area, is located on the 100-year
floodplain of the Nolichucky River, where the
greatest recorded. flood elevation was 501 m
(1,643 ft) above mean sea level before NFS was built
'in 1956. The Tennessee Valley Authority has
developed flood criteria for a maximum probable
flood for the Nolichucky River. According to these
criteria, maximum probable flood discharges would
produce a discharge rate Of 5,380 mniIs (190,000 ft 3/s)
and a flood stage of 501 m (1,644 ft) above mean sea
level at the site. However, flood insurance rate. maps
and flood profiles published by the Federal
Emergency Management Authority (FEMA)'have
determined the 100-year flood elevation at the site to
be at 499.5 m (1,639 ft) above mean sea level
(NF FEMA 1984a:20P). In addition, 'FEMA has
estimated the 500-year floodplain to have a discharge
of 4,899 m 3/s (173,000 ft 3/s) and a flood stage of
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Tablek.6.3-1.

EstimatedAmbient Concentraions.!ofCteriaer PollhtantsFrom Existing'Sources
at the'NuclearFuelServices Site

I1

Averaging
•Tine

:Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
-Particulate matter (PM1 0)
-Sulfur dioxide-(SO2)

Mandated by Tennessee
Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

I

"Most•Stringent
-Regulations or
Guidelines
10,000a

8 hours
1 hour
.C11
fendar.Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours

,40,000a
1.5a
1008
50'
150'
80'
365a

3 hours

1,300w

24 hours
I month
I week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

'Percent of
Regulations or
Contribution -Guidelines
(pg/r 3)
ýNFS

150C
1.6c
2.9c

1.97
2152

•<1

0.62
*0.03
0.21
0.02
0.15
0.35

<1
<1
<1
<1

<1
.b

<1
<1

<1

0.21
0.02

1.7

<3.8

<0.06d

3.7c

250c

2.1
2.7

0.06
0.1
0.11

0.04

'Federal standard.
b No emissions from existing sources.
c State standard or guideline.
d The ISCST2 code does not calculate weekly concentrations; therefore, the 24-hour concentration was used.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: 40 CFR 50; NF DEC nda; TN DEC 1994a; ThDHE 1991a.

Table 3.6.3-2. Estimated Concentationsof ToxicdHazardousPollutantsFrom Existing Sources
atthe NuclearFuelServices Site

I

Averaging
TUwe
Pollutant
Ammonia
Nitric acid

8 hours
8 hours

' State standard.
Source: NF EPA 1994a; TN DHE 1991a&
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Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines'
(jg/mn3).
1,700
520

NFS
Contribution
(./m 3 )
129
3.3

Percent of
Regulations or
Guidelines
7.6
0.6

Affected.Environment

to Johnson City
(24-kilometers)

CSx

'Transportation

/

to Asheville, NC
(80 kilometers)

Existing facility
Water

Asheville
Highway

100-year floodplain
500-year floodplain
Road/highway
Railroad
Site boundary

Source: NF FEMA 1985s; NF NRC 1991a.
________

_____________________________

i

____________

S26,/HEU

Figure 3.6.4-1. Surface Water Featuresand Location of 100- and 500-Year FloodplainArea at the
Nuclear Fuel Services Site.
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500 m (1,641 ft) above: mean. sea level at"the site
'(NF FEMA 1984a:20P). Elevations of the building
floors are between 500 and 510 m (1,640 to 1,670 ft)
above- mean sea level. Theconstruction of the
highway betweenthe site and the river, the
rechanneling of the river associatedwith the highway
construction, and the rerouting of Martin Creek to
. enter the Nolichucky farther downstream from the
site have slightly: lowered the. previously, expected
flood levels -at the site.A significant flood (not
reaching 100-year flood, levels) on the Nolichucky
River in November 1977: did not resultin the flooding
of any buildings on NFS; however, damage to homes,
roads, and bridges was reported in the city of Erwin.
Warning devices and systems are in place along the
river to warn the public and the plant of the chance of
possible flooding. The NFS site has Emergency Plans
in place to contact the city of Jonesborough Water
Treatment Facility as well as other local, State, and
national committees, and inform them when any
accidental releases from the plant have occurred.
During flooding or because of accidental releases to
surface water, the Jonesboro Water Treatment Plant
closes off the water intake valves, so no
contamination to the public water supply occurs.
Surface Water Quality. The streams and creeks of
Tennessee are classified by the TDEC and defined in
the State of Tennessee Water Quality Standards.
Classifications are based on water quality, designated
uses, and resident aquatic biota. Banner Spring
Branch, Martin Creek, and the Nolichucky River are
all classified for fish and aquatic life, livestock
watering and wildlife, irrigation, and recreation. The
Nolichucky River is also classified for domestic
water supply.
Nuclear Fuel Services has four outfalls (001, 002,
003, and 004) regulated by NPDES permit,
pretreatment permit, or stormwater NPDES permit.
Approximately 18.9 million 1/yr,(5 MGY) of
effluents from the wastewater treatment plant are
discharged through Outfall 001 to the Nolichucky
River. This outfall has the permitted capacity to
discharge 38.6 million l~yr (10.2 MGY). Currently,
no noncontact cooling water from the site is being
discharged through Outfall 002 to"Banner Spring
Branch; however, when operational, this outfall has
the capacity to discharge 0.004 m3 /s (0.141 ft'/s).
Approximately 38 million 1/yr (10 MGY) of sanitary
waste is discharged to Erwin Public Owned
3-106

:Treatment Works. This outfall has, no permitted
.capacity. Stormwater isdischarged to Banner Spring
-Branch.through Outfall 004 and- subsequently. flows
to Martin Creek, North Indian Creek,: and then to the
Nolichucky River. Sluice gates are in place along the
flowý path and:could be closed should -a:spill occur.
The radiological water quality characteristics of
Martin.Creek are typical. of background levels found
,in surface waters,-, and Banner'Spring Branch is
slightly higher thanthe background levels. The
nonradiological water quality characteristics. of
:Banner Spring Branch are typical of the area. The
spring is monitored on a daily (Monday through
Friday) basis downstream of the discharge for pH and
flow. Ammonia, nitrate, fluoride, and mercury levels
in the.branch are analyzed weekly byNFS. With the
exception of nitrate, all parameters analyzed are
comparable to background levels and are within
acceptable parameters for protection of water quality
and aquatic life. The source of elevated nitrate in the
branch may be from septic tanks or offsite
fertilization of lawns and gardens east of Banner Hill
Spring (NF NRC 1991a:4-27).
The nonradiological water quality of Martin Creek
has-not been determined upstream of the NFS site;
however, the quality of the water in the creek has
probably been affected by the flow through the Erwin
Fish Hatchery located approximately 180 m (591 ft)
upstream from NFS. The water quality of the
Nolichucky River is influenced by runoff and silt
from mica and feldspar tailings generated during
previous mineral mining at Spruce Pine, North
Carolina, located over 200 km (124 mi) to the east of
NFS. No gauging or water quality stations are located
upstream of NFS; however, samples were taken
during the NFS effluent toxicity study and are
provided in Table 3.6.4-1.
Surface Water Rights and Permits. The State of
Tennessee's water rights laws are codified in the
Water Quality Control Act. The water rights are
similar to riparian rights in that the designated usages
of a water body cannot be impaired. The only
requirement to withdraw water from available
supplies would depend on intake location.
Construction may -require a 26 A permit from
Tennessee Valley Authority, review by the Watts Bar
Inter-Agency Working Group, a State Aquatic
Resources Alteration Permit, or a U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers permit to construct intake structures.

Affected;Environment
Table 3.6.4-1.

iI

I

Parameter
Ammonia
Arsenic
:Barium
Bio oxygen demand
Boron
'Cadmium
Chemical oxygen
demand
Chloride
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Dissolved oxygen
Fluoride
Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
-Nickel
Nitrate and Nitrite
Phosphate
Potassium
Settleable residue
Silver
Sodium
Sulfate
Suspended residue
Temperature
Total organic carbon
Total residue
[Text deleted.]
Zinc

Summary of Surface WaterQualityMonitoringat the NuclearFuel Services Site

Unit of Measure
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I

mg/
mg/I
mgt]
mgA
mg/
mg/I
mgA
mg/l
mg/I
mg/1
mg/Il
mg/i
mg/i
mg/l
mg/l
mg/I
mg/I
mg/l
mg/I
mg/I
mg/
mg/I
mg/l

mg/]
mg/I

Water Quality
Criteria and
Standard'
NA
0.05,
.2d
NA
NA
0.006d
NA
250e
0 . 0 5f
NA
1.3d

NA
4d
0 .3 e

0.015d
NA
0. 05 e
0.002'
NA
0.1d
10d

NA
NA
NA
0.1e
NA
250e

NA
NA
NA
NA

mg/I

"Nolichucky
Riverb
0.06
<0.001
<0.01
<I
<0.2
<0.001
99
1
<0.001
<0.01
0.006
9
0.1
I
<0.01
1
18
<.0002
<0.01
0.01
0.45
0.04
1
0.1
<0.001
1.4
4
19
14.5
<1
57
<0.009

Banner.Spring
.Branchc
0.02
0.001
0.01
1
0.01
0.001
5
2
0.001
0.01
0.006
7.3
0.12
0.23
0.01
6.6
1
0.0002
0.02
2.2
0.03
0.1
0.02
4

12
2
23.3
1
103

0.006

' For comparison only.
b Chemical and physical characteristics of 1983 water samples from the Nolichucky River upstream of the NFS discharge.
C Chemical and physical characteristics of 1983 waters samples from the Banner Spring Branch noncontact cooling water
discharge.
d National PrimaryDrinking Water Regulation (40 CFR 141).
I National Secondary Drinking Water Regulation (40 CFR 143).
f Tennessee State Water Quality Standard.
Note: NA--not applicable.
Source: NF NRC 1991a.
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Grounfdwater. Shallow unconfined groundwater at
NFS is:contained in the alluvium of the Nolichucky
,Riverzand its tributaries and in residual soils
:developed, on the Shady and Honaker Dolomites and
:Rome?'Formation (Section 3.-6.5). 'Deeper
,groundwater is contained in solution' cavities and
Sfractures, of the Shady. and Honaker Dolomites-and in
fractures' in the Rome Formation and the, basal
*clasticsý.Only the-dolomites are considered to be deep
well sources of municipal, and6industrial water,.In
addition,, numerous springs yielding large quantities
of water are located in the dolomitic rocks. of the
Shady ,and Honaker Dolomites and in the Rome
Formation near the contact with the underlying
Shady Dolomite. Depth to groundwater varies from'
the ground level where the. springs contact the surface
to approximately 4.2 m (13.8 ft) at NFS.
Aquifer discharge and recharge take place readily
through the alluvium of the Nolichucky River and its
tributaries. The heterogeneous mixtureof sand,
gravel, and boulders in the alluvium is highly
permeable, permitting rapid recharge to deeper
aquifers through open solution cavities or fractures.
There are no Class I, sole-source aquifers that lie,
•eneath NFS. All aquifers are considered Class II
aquifers (current potential sources of drinking water).
Because of the abundance of surface water, no
groundwater is used for NFS operations. All water is
supplied by the Erwin Public Utility System, which
obtains water from springs and groundwater wells
located northeast of the site. Approximately
57 million I/yr (15.1 MGY) of water is supplied to
the site.
GroundwaterQuality. Water quality in the area is
generally good. The principal dissolved constituents
of the groundwater are calcium, magnesium
carbonate, and bicarbonate, regardless of the
production zone geology. This reflects the regional
influence of dolomitic host rocks on groundwater
quality. Some nitrate: was present (0 to 12 ppm), and
total dissolved solids ranged from 90,to 189 ppm.
There is no early record of well completions in the
Quaternary -alluvium; therefore, baseline
groundwater quality in that unit is unknown.
Currently, groundwater contamination occurs in the
Quaternary alluvium adjacent -to theý settling ponds,
•beneath the buried holding tanks, and beneath the
3-108

radioactive solid waste burial ground. (NF NRC
1991a:4-32). There is-also slightly contaminated
groundwater: beneath the CSX Transportation: rightof-way. This area is the only documented offsite area
of groundwater contamination. Banner Hill Spring is
notpresently.contaminated; however,- it is not known
whether the Quatemary alluvium northeast of the site
is ,contaminated. NFS.currently. analyzes
groundwater samples for a number of
nonradiological.patameterson a routine basis.. In the
.past, samples were analyzed, for ammonia,, nitrate,
'fluoride, mercury, and pH. As part of the
hydrogeologic characterization for the pond
decommissioning,; groundwater samples were
anal.yzed:.:for general chemicals, heavy metals,
radiochemicals, and organic chemicals. Samples
collected near the ponds exhibit significant chemical
contamination (NF NRC 199 1a:4-29). NFS currently
has 10 pump-and-treat wells in place in the ponds'
vicinity and treats the groundwater'prior to discharge
to the sanitary s6wer.
At Banner Hill Spring (on the' NFS facility), nitrate
and total dissolved solids were actually lower in 1980
than in 1948. Also, the gross alpha content was below
that of.Erwin Utilities; municipal water supply and
the Birchfield well located several thousand feet
downstream from the NFS facility. Recent
groundwater quality data for Erwin Utilities springs
and wells are presented in Table 3.6.4-2.
GroundwaterAvailability, Use, and Rights. No
groundwater is used onsite. All drinking water is
obtained from the city of Erwin. Municipal drinking
water supplies in the area are primarily taken from
groundwater wells and from springs: O'Brien Spring,
Birchfield Spring, and three springs collectively
referred to as the Anderson-Mclnturff Spring located
northeast of the site. Groundwater rights in
Tennessee are traditionally associated with the
Reasonable Use Doctrine. Under this doctrine,
landowners can withdraw groundwater to the extent
that 'they must exercise their rights reasonably in
relation to the similar rights of others (VDL
1990a:725). Additionally, the owner's use of
groundwater for off-lying land may be unreasonable,
and therefore unlawful, if the withdrawals for the offlying land impair. a neighbor's water supply or
usage.

Table 3.6.4-2. Summary of GroundwaterQuality Monitoringat the Nuclear Fuel Services Site

I
I

Parameter
Alpha (gross)
Arsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Chloride
Chromium
Copper
Fluoride
Hardness
Iron
Lead
Manganese

I Mercury
Nitrate
pH
Selenium
Silver
Sodium
Sulfate
Total dissolved
solids
Zinc

Water Quality
Criteria and
Unit of Measure
Standarda
pCi/i
15C
mg/I
0.05c
mg/I
2c
mg/I
0.006c
1g1/
250d.
mg/I
0.05e
mg/I
1.
mg/I
mg/i
NA
mg/I
0 .3 d
mg/I
0.015c
mg/I
0 .0 5d

Banner Hill
Spring
12/80
0.4
<0001
0.03
<0.001
5.3
<0.01
0.03
0.28
88
0.05
<0.01
0.029

O'Brien
Spring
6/78
NA
<0.001
0.05
<0.001
3.5
<0.01
0.026
0.86
49
0.011
<0.01
0.001

Existing Conditions
AndersonBirchfleld
Mclnturff
Spring
Springs
6/78
6/78
NA
NA
<0.001
<0.00i
0.05
0.03
<0.001
<0.001
4.5
4.7
<0.01
<0.01
0.013
0.011
1.02
0.26
85.7
81.8
0.011
0.005
0.02
<0.01
0.003
0.001

Compositeb
8/78
0.1
<0.001
0.06
<0.001
5.7
<0.01
0.512
0.81
80
0.023
<0.01
0.003

Birchfield
Well
8/84
0.6
<.001
<0.1
<0.001
3
<0.01
0.023
<0.2
NA
0.268
<0.01
0.02

mg/I

.002o

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.601

mg/I
pH units
mg/I
mgI
m1g/I
mSg/
mg/I

<0.001

l0c
6.5-8.5e
0.05W
6.td
NA

0.77
NA
<0.001
<0.001
0.4
<0.2
115

0.81
NA
<0.001
<0.001
1.6
2.8
190

0.87
NA
<0.001
<0.01
1.4
<0.2
i89

0.22
NA
<0.00i
< 0
1.3
1.3
94

0.74
NA
<0.001
<0.000

5 0 0d

1.78
NA
<0.001
<0.001
10.2
1.9
99

5d

0.009

0.018

0.055

mg/I

2 50 d

SFor comparison only.
water mixed from O'Brien, Birchflield, and Anderson-Mclnturff Springs.
c National Primary DrinUng Water Regulations (40 CFR 141).
d National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 143).
e Tennessee State Water Quality Standard.
Note: NA---not applicable.
Source: NF NRC 1991a.

0.02

0.068

1.5
2
158
0.013

b Municipal

0

'0
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.-3.6.5

'GEOLOGY AND SOILS

Geology. The"NFS, site lies in the'Valley and Ridge
.physiographicý province of northeasternTennessee.
-The stratigraphy of the area is-vety complex because
-much folding and-faulting has.occurred. The
topography consists of a series of alternating valleys
Sand ridges that have a northeast-southwest trend,
with NFS occupying a valley.'Three: dolomite
formations underlie the -valley: the Shady, Knox, and
•Honaker Formations. They are associated with a
large band of!sandstone, siltstone, shale, dolomite,
and limestone called the Rome Formation (NF
USDA 1985a:1). Large areas of these formations-are
covered by deep soils foundin colluviumfrom the
adjacent mountains and alluvium from the larger
streams. The present topography of the valleys is the
result of stream erosion of the softer shales and
limestones; the ridges are underlain by the more
resistant shale, sandstone, and quartzite.
Metamorphic and intrusive rocks ofthe Blue Ridge
physiographic province lie southwest and southeast
of NFS.
The NFS site lies in the moderately active
Appalachian Tectonic Belt which is' located'in
Seismic Zone 2, indicating that moderate damage
could occur as a result of earthquakes (Figure
3.3.5-1). NFS is cut by many inactive faults formed
during the late Paleozoic Era. There is no evidence of
capable faults: in the immediate area of NFS within
the definition of 10 CFR 100; the nearest capable
faults are located 100 km (62.1 mi) southwest and
200 km (124 mi) northeast of the site. Strong
earthquakes over time originating in more active
regions southwest of the site (New Madrid, Missouri,
and Charleston, South Carolina) have been felt in
eastern Tennessee, but-no damage has been
experienced at the site. A maximum horizontal
ground surface acceleration of 0.18 gravity at NFS is
estimated to result from an earthquake that could
occur once every 2,000 years. The facilities at NFS
that would be used for blending would meet the target
performance to withstand an earthquake with an
acceleration of 0.18 gravity (NFS 1996a:1).
Soils. The NFS facility lies on the.Buncombe and
Cotaco 'soil series. These soils consist of deep,
moderately well-drained: to excessively drained
sandy and loamy soils on floodplains and terraces
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bordering stream channels (for example, Nolichucky
River). These soils were formed in recent alluvium
washed from mountainous. areas and from- soils
underlain by quartzite, granite, and gneiss (NF
USDA 1985a:47,49).Slopes range from0 to 2
and wind.erosion (0.009 tons per acre-year) is low, to moderate and shrink-swell potential is
*low. Permeability. ranges from moderate to rapid. and
available water capacity is-low to high. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture rates the Cotaco and the
•Buncombe soil -series as having severesoil
limitations and being poorly suited for construction
:because of the rapid permeability and the flood
hazard (NF USDA 1985a:80).
-percent.-Water

At NFS, bedrock strata are consolidated, making firm
foundations for buildings that lie directly on the strata
or that are supported by footings; however, structures
that are constructed on the unconsolidated alluvium
from the floodplain and terraces of the Nolichucky
River are subject to settlement during the first 2 to
3 years after construction (NF NRC 1991 a:3-25,3-27).
The Cotaco soils that.underlie the southwest portion
of NFS have been designated by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture as prime farmland, but the area is not
presently under cultivation (NF USDA 1985a:29).
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has estimated
that there are 132 ha (326 acres) of prime and unique
farmland within 5 km (3.1 mi) of the NFS plant
(NF NRC 1991a;3-1 1). Important crops include
tobacco, hay, corn, tomatoes, and strawberries.
Soil samples are collected quarterly from several
locations on the site and analyzed for gross alpha
radioactivity. Multi-year averages during 10 years
(1979 to 1989) indicate that the:alpha and beta
activities are slightly elevated when compared to
background samples; however, the samples are well
below the limit of 30 pCi/g of enriched uranium for
soil allowed for disposal with rno restrictions on
method of burial (NF NRC 1991a:4-21).
3.6.6

Bionc RESouRcEs

Biotic resources at NFS include terrestrial resources,
wetlands, aquatic resources, and threatened and
endangered species. Within each biotic resource area,
the discussion describes NFS as a whole. Scientific
names of species identified in the text are presented
in Appendix D.

Affected Environment

Terrestrial Resources. Plant :communities at NFS
are characteristic of the intermountain regions of
central and southern Appalachia.-•Major. forest- types
in the Erwin-area are oak-hickory,.oak-pine, and
white, pine. Valley floors, -mountains, and mountain
coves have their individualcharacteristic -vegetation
types. :The natural vegetation of 'NFS!is. a forest
..community dominated by red oak orwhite oak with
'subdominants including:.yellowý poplar, fhickories,
other oaks, and some southern pine species (NF NRC
1991a:3-32). NFS:lies within.Indian'Creek Valley.
Plant communities. consist of second growth-forests
.and open grassy areas. Most of NFS is occupied by
buildings, building grounds, and open fields. A
limited area consists of woods, shrub, ,swamp, and
:brush; -however, nearby mountainous areas are
largely undisturbed and support extensive forest and
wildlife resources.
The fauna of the Erwin region includes a large
number of vertebrate species including 70 mammals,
140 birds, 35 reptiles, and 34 amphibians; however,
most of these species would not be expected to occur
in Indian Creek Valley because of extensive
disturbance and lack of natural habitats. The woods,
swamps, and brushy areas onsite or in the vicinity are
likely to support more species. Common species
include European starling, northern cardinal,
mourning dove, Carolina chickadee, opossum,
eastern cottontail, and house mouse. The most
important game species of the region include
whitetail deer, eastern gray squirrel, ruffed grouse,
and wild turkey, which occur in the forests of the
surrounding mountains :but are not common onsite.
Eastern cottontails, mourning doves, and northern
bobwhites are present in most areas within Indian
Creek Valley (NF NRC 1991a:3-34). Carnivores,
such as the gray fox, and raptors, such as the redtailed hawk, are ecologically important groups in the
NFS vicinity.
Wetlands. Wetlands at NFS include streams and
shrub swamps (riverine and palustrine wetland types,
respectively). The streams include Martin Creek, just
outside the site's northeast boundary, and Banner
Spring Branch, which flows through the site. A small
shrub swamp located nearBanner Spring is less than
1 ha (2.47 acres) in size (NF NRC 1991a:3-11, 3-12).
Aquatic Resources. Aquatic habitat on or adjacent to
NFS ranges from the'Nolichucky.River to several

small' streams. Banner.Spring Branch' is a small
onsite stream that :contains several-species of
minnows, and-some trout in-its lower reaches. Martin
Creek is typical of creeks in eastern Tennessee. The
streambed&is composed of sand, pebbles, rocks, and
some organic matter.-A State-operated. fish hatchery
is located on: a tributary to Martin Creek
approximately-I180 m (591' ft) upstream of NFS. The
Nolichucky River in.the-Erwin vicinity contains a
substrate of rocks, sand, boulders, and little aquatic
moss.'Riffles and large. pool-s*.provide good
smallmouth bass habitat. Other fish,species present in
,the Nolichucky River.include olive darters, catfish,
largemouth and spotted bass, central stonerollers, and
white crappie.

I Threatened -and Endangered

Species. Twenty
Federal- and State-listed threatened, endangered, and
other special status species that potentially occur on
and in the vicinity of NFS are presented in Appendix
D, Table D.1-5. No Federal-listed threatened or
endangered species are known to occur onsite. In
addition, no- Federal-listed aquatic species occur in
the Nolichucky River, in the immediate vicinity, or
downstream of NFS; however, the highfin carpsucker
and sharphead darter, listed as species in need of
management by the TDEC, are found in the
Nolichucky River in the Erwin vicinity. Several plant
species listed rare by the TDEC have been recorded
in the vicinity of NFS (NF NRC 1991a:3-36, 3-37,

C-1).
3.6.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Prehistoric Resources. No cultural resources
surveys or excavations have been conducted within
NFS; therefore, no prehistoric archaeological sites
have been identified within the facility. No NRHP
sites are within the facility;, however, because of-its
location along the floodplain of the Nolichucky
River, there is the likelihood that some sites that are
potentially eligible for inclusion on the NRHP may
exist within the facility. These sites may include
remains of short- or long-term occupations such as
hearths, food storage pits, stone tools, or ceramic
potsherds.
Historic-Resources. No historic archaeological-sites
Ihad been identified within NFS by 1996. One
abandoned, deteriorated farmhouse is still standing.
Some, historic archaeological sites may exist, such as
'3-111
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remains of residential structures or outbuildings and
associated artifacts. No*NRHP historic sites are
located within, the fiicility. There are two NRHP sites
within Unicoi County. One is the' Clarksville :Iron
Furnace on Tennessee'State Highway 107-in the
Cherokee:National Forest, approximately -16 km
(9.9 mi) west of the facility. The. other. is the
Clinchfield. Depot in 'Erwin. The depot was builtý in
1925-by the Carolina; Clinchfield, andOhio Railroad.

the State of Tennessee, in which 91.7. percent of all
NFS employees reside: Cartef County (8.3 percent),
Sullivan County.(2.8 percent), Unicoi County
(40.9 percent), and Washington County
(39.7. percent) (Appendix F, Table F.1-5). It-should
be noted that there are no counties in North Carolina
where significant numbers of NFS-employees
reside; therefore, neither, the REA nor the ROI
.contain North-Carolina jurisdictions. Supporting
data are presented in Appendix F.

Native American ;Resources. The Overhill
Cherokee once lived in the vicinity of NFS. Most
Overhill Cherokee villages were located along the
Little Tennessee and Hiwassee Rivers, 128 km
(79.5 mi) southwest of NFS, but they may have used
the area for hunting -and gathering activities. The
Cherokee were allied with the British during the
Revolutionary War. After the war, they remained in
the region and became farmers and landowners.
During the 1830s, most of the Cherokee were
removed from this region to Oklahoma as part of the
Trail of Tears. Some Native American resources may
be located within the boundaries of.NFS.

Regional Economy Characteristics. Between 1980
and 1990, the civilian labor force in the REA
increased 10.6 percent to the 1990 level of 252,178.
In 1994 unemployment in the REA was 5.9 percent,
which was approximately 1 percent greater than both
Tennessee and Virginia. The region's per capita
income of $16,309 in 1993 was 11.5 and 24.7 percent
less than the per capita incomes of $18,439 in
Tennessee and $21,653 in Virginia, respectively.
Employment and local economy statistics and
projections for theiproposed action period for the
NFS REA are presented in Appendix F, Table F.1-9
and summarized in Figure 3.6.8-1.

Paleontological Resources. The stratigraphy at NFS
consists of siltstone, silty limestone, and shale with
some sandstone. No paleontological surveys or
excavations have been conducted at NFS, and no
paleontological resources are known -within the
facility. Some invertebrate- fossils may exist in the
limestone and shale strata; however, these are
probably common rather than rare or significant
fossils. The probability of significant or rare
paleontological resources existing at NFS is low.
3.6.8

SOCIOECONOMICS

Socioeconomic characteristics described for NFS
include employment, regional economy,
population, housing, community services, and local
transportation;..Statistics for, employment and
regional economy are presented for the REA that
encompasses nine counties around NFS in the
States of Tennessee and Virginia. (Appendix F,
Table F.1-1). As stated in Section 3.2, the
geographic region comprising the REA is
determined by Bureau of Economic Analysis and is
based on economic links between communities in
the region. Statistics -for population, -housing,
community services, and local transportation are
presented for the ROI, a four-county area,;located in
3-112

In 1993, as shown in Figure 3.6.8-1, the percentage
of total employment involving the private sector
activity of retail trade was similar in the REA
(17 percent) and the two States. Manufacturing in the
region (25 percent of total employment) represented
a greater share of the economy than in the States of
Tennessee (19 percent) and Virginia (11 percent).
Services in the REA (22 percent) represented a
4 percent smaller-share of the economy than in
Tennessee and a 6 percent smaller share of the
economy than in Virginia.
[Text deleted.]

-

Population and Housing. In 1992, the ROI

population totaled 310,430. From 1980 to 1990, the
ROI population increased by 1.6 percent compared to

6.2 percent for Tennessee. Within the ROI,
Washington County experienced the largest increase
at 4!percent, while Sullivan County's population
decreased by 0.3 percent. Population trends- are
summarized in Figure 3.6.8-1. [Text.deleted.]

-

The total number of housing units between 1980 and
1990 increased 12 percent, nearly 4,percent less than
Jthe increase in housing-units for-the entire -State. In

Affected Environment
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Figure3.6.8-1. Economy, Population,and Housingfor the"NuclearFuelServices
RegionalEconomic Area and Region.of Influence.
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11990, the total numberof housing units was 127,856.

'Health Care. There were eighthospitals serving the

The 1990 homeowner vacancy rate in the ROI. was
1.6 percent, which was similar to the vacancy.rate.for
Tennessee. The rental vacancy rate for the ROI
counties was'5.6 percent, approximately 4,percent
less than the, rental ,vacancy rate for the entire State.
(A presentation of population and housing statistics
and projections is'presentediuin Appendix F Tables
'F.1-13 and"F.1-17, respectively.)

four-county ROI in 1993. All eight hospitals operated
below capacity with hospital occupancy rates ranging
"from 31 percent in Carter County to 68 percent in
f'Sullivan County.

Community Services. Education, public safety,. and
health care characteristics are used to assess the level
.of community, service in the NFSROI.
Education. In 1994, eight school districts provided
public education services and facilities in the NFS
ROI. These school districts ranged in enrollment size
from 2,547 students in the Elizabeth City School
District to 14,550 students in the Sullivan County
School District. The average students-to-teacher ratio
for the ROI was 18:1. The Washington County
School District had the highest ratio at 19.2:1. Figure
3.6.8-2 presents school district characteristics for the
NFS ROI.
Public Safety. City, county, and State' law
enforcement agencies provided police protection-to
the residents in the ROI. In 1993, a total of 542 sworn
police officers served in the four-county area.
Sullivan County employed the greatest number of
sworn police officers (307) and had the highest
officers-to-population ratio (2.1 officers per
1,000 persons). The average ROI officers-topopulation ratio was 1.7 officers per 1,000 persons.
Figure 3.6.8-3 presents police force strengths for the
ROI.
Fire protection services in the NFS ROI were
provided by 1,201 regular and volunteer firefighters
in 1995. The firi'e department with the highest
firefighters-to-population ratio is located in Sullivan
County, with 4.6ilfirefighters per 1,000 persons,
Sullivan County also 'employed the greatest number
of firefighters (694). The firefighters-to-population
ratio in the ROI was 3.7 firefighters per
1,000 persons. Figure 3.6.8-3 presents fireprotection
service characteristics for the ROI.
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There were 848.practicing physicians in the ROI
during 1993,, with- most (415)i practicing in Sullivan
<County. The physicians-to-population ratio. ranged
from 0.6,physicians, per 1,000 persons in Carter and
S.Unicoi Counties to, 4.1 physicians' per 1,000 persons
in Washington County. The average ROI physicians,to-population ratio was 2.7 1physicians per 1,000
persons. Figure 3.6.8-3 'presents health care
characteristics for the ROI.
Local Transportation. Interstate highways, U.S.
highways, and State Routes provide access between
NFS in Erwin, Tennessee, and metropolitan areas
illustrated in Figure'3.6-1. The north-south highway,
1-181, is located West of the facility and provides
access to Johnson City, Tennessee. 1-81 is northwest
of NFS and connects to east-west highway SR-107,
providing access to Greenville, Tennessee, via U.S.
321. Access to Asheville, North Carolina, is provided
by north-south highway U.S. 19W/23, located tothe
south of NFS,
Vehicular access to NFS is provided by U.S. 19W/23.
1-181 has been extended to the North Carolina State
line. This should improve traffic conditions around
Erwin. The expansion of 1-181 does not currently
interfere with local traffic near. Erwin. There are no
road projects planned in the near future that will
affect access to NFS directly (TN DOT 1995a:1).
There are no public transportation systems providing
service to the site. The site is accessed by CSX
Transportation. The s'pur fromCSX Transportation
was removed, but replacement is planned for 1996.
1There is no access t6oNFS by navigable waterway.

The Tri-Cities Regional Airport, located "north of
Johnson City, is the nearest airport serving te region
with major carriers providing passenger and cargo
service (DOT 1992a).

Affected Environment
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Figure.3.6.8-2. School DistrictCharacteristicsfor the Nuclear Fuel Services
Region of Influence.
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Number of Sworn-Police Officers (1993) and Firefighters (1995) per 1,000 Persons in the NFS ROI)
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Figure3.6.8-3. Public Safety. and Health Care Characteristicsfor the Nuclear Fuel Services
Region of Influence.
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3.6.9

PUBLIC AND, OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH

Radiation Environment. All residents in the vicinity
of the NFS facility are.exposed to background
radiation from a variety, of natural and man-made
sources. The major sources of background radiation
exposure to individuals in the vicinity of NFS are
shown in 'Table :3.6.9-1 . -All.annual 'doses to
individuals from background radiation are expected
to remain constant over time. Accordingly, the
incremental total dose to the population would result
only from changes in:the size of the population.
Releases of radionuclides to the environment from
NFS facility operations 'provide another source of
radiation exposure to individuals in the vicinity of the
site. These radionuclides and their representative
associated release quantities for normal operations
are presented in site-specific environmental reports.
The doses to the public resulting from these releases
and direct radiation are presented in Table 3.6.9-2.
These doses fall within. radiological limits and are
small in comparison to background radiation.
Table 3.6.9-1. Sources of Radiation Exposure to
Individualsin the Vicinity, Unrelatedto Nuclear
Fuel Services Facility Operations

Source
Natural Background Radiation
Cosmic radiation
External terrestrial radiation
Internal terrestrial radiation
Radon in homes (inhaled)
Other Background Radiation
Diagnostic x-rays and nuclear
medicine
Weapons test fallout
Air travel
Consumer and industrial products
Total
2

Committed
Effective Dose
Equivalent
(mrem/yr)a
45

70
25
200

53
<1
1
10
405

NCRP 1987a; NF NRC 199 1a. Value for radon is an average
for the United States.

-.Furthermore, these radiological releases were used in
the'development of. the reference environment's
-radiological releases at'NFS. for the public and
occupational health- segments within' Section 4.3.
-.Based on a risk estimator of 500 cancer deaths per
1 million person-rem to the public, the fatal cancer
risk to the 'MEI of the public due to representative
.annual -radiological;releases 'from NFS site
operations is estimated to be approximately 1.6x10-8.
That is,' the estimated'probability of this person dying
of cancer in the future-from.radiation.exposure
associated with 1 year of NFS operations, is less than
2 chances in 100 million. (It may take 'several years
from the time of exposure for cancer to manifest.)

-

Based on this same risk estimator, approximately
1.Oxl0O4 excess fatal cancers to the population living
within 80 km (50 mi) of NFS are estimated from a
normal operating year. This number can be compared
with the numbers of fatal cancers expected in this
population from all causes. The average mortality
rate associated with cancer for the entire U.S.
population is presently 0.2 percent per year
(Almanac 1993a:839). Based on this national rate,
the number of fatal cancers from all causes expected
to occur. annually is 1,840 for the population living
within 80 km (50 mi) of NFS. This number of
expected fatal cancers is much higher than the
estimated 1.0xl0"4 fatal cancers that could result
from present-day annual NFS facility operations.
Workers at NFS receive the same dose as the general
public from background radiation, but receive, an
additional dose from working at the facility. These
doses fall within radiological limits (10 CFR 20).
.Based on a risk estimator of 400 fatal cancers per
1 million person-rem among workers, the number of
excess fatal cancers to0NFS facility workers from
operations in 1994. is estimated to be 6.5x10-3 . Table
3.6.9-3 -presents the average, maximum, and total
occupational doses to NFS facility workers from
operations in 1994.
Chemical Environment. The background chemical
environment important to human health consists of
the following: the atmosphere, which may contain
hazardous chemicals that can be inhaled; drinking
water, which may contain hazardous chemicals that
can be ingested; and other environmental media with
which people may come in contact. (for example,
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:Table 3.6.9-2. :RepresentativeDoses to the General-Public.From Normal Operationof the NuclearFuel
Services,Fuel FabricationFacilities,1994 (committed effective dose equivalent)
.Receptor
Maximally exposed individual

(mrem)
Population within,80 kmc
(person-rem)
Average individual within 80 kmd
(mrem)

Atmospheric Releases
:Standardo
Actualb
-3.2x,6-2
10

.Liquid Releases
-Standard' Actualb
4

9.0x10"4

:Total
Standard'
Actual
3:3x!0-2
25

None

0.2

None

1.4x10 3

None

0.2

None

2.2x10"4

None

1.5x10"6

None

2.2x10"4

The standards for individuals are given in 40 CFR 61, 141, and, 190. As discussed in these regulations, the 10 mrem/yr limit from

airborne emissions is required by,the CleanAirAct, the 4 mrremlyr limit is required by the Safe Drinking WaterAct, and the total
b

dose of 25 mremryr is the limit from all pathways combined.
NFNRC 1991a; NFS 1995b:1.

C In 1990, this population
d

was approximately 921,400.

Obtained by dividing the population dose by the number of people living within 80 km of the site.

Table 3.6.9-3. Doses to the Onsite Worker-From
Normal Operationof the Nuclear Fuel Services
Fuel FabricationFacilities,1994
(committed effective dose equivalent)
Onsite Releases and
Direct Radiation
Actualb
Standard'

Receptor
Average worker (mrem)
None
50
Maximally exposed worker
5,000
470c
(torem)
Total workers (person-rem)
None
16.3
10 CFR 20. NRC's goal is to maintain radiological exposure
ALARA.
b NFS 1995b:2; NRC 1995b. The number of badged workers
in 1994 was approximately 325.
C NFS 1995b:2; NRC 1995b. From one-half year of operation.
surface waters during -swimming and soil through
-direct contact, or via the food pathway). The baseline
data for assessing potential health impacts from the
chemical environment are presented in previous
sections of this EIS, particularly Sections 3.6.3 and
3.6.4.
Health impacts to the public can'be minimized
through effectiveý administrative and design controls
for decreasing pollutant releases to the environment
and achieving compliance with permit requirements
(for example, air emissions and NPDES permit
requirements). The effectiveness of these controls is
verified through the use of monitoring information
and inspection of mitigation measures.:Health
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impacts to the public may occur during normal
operations via inhalation of-air containing pollutants
released to the atmosphere by NFS facility
operations. Risks to public health from other possible
pathways, such as ingestion of contaminated
drinking water or direct exposure, are low relative to
the inhalation pathway.
Baseline air emission concentrations for hazardous
air pollutants and their applicable standards are
presented in Section 3.6.3. These concentrations are
estimates.of the highest existing offsite
concentrations and represent the highest
concentrations to which members of the public could
be exposed. These concentrations are in compliance
with applicable guidelines and regulations.
Information about estimating health impacts from
hazardous chemicals is presented in Appendix E,
Section E.3.4.
Health impacts to NFS facility workers during
normal operations may include inhalation of the
workplace atmosphere, and possible other contact
with hazardous materials associated with work
assignments. The potential for health impacts varies
from facility to facility and from worker to worker,
,and available information is not sufficient to
accurately summarize these impacts; however,
workers are protected from hazards specific to the
workplace through appropriate training, protective
equipment, monitoring, and management controls.
NFS facility workers also are protected by adherence
to occupational standards that limit workplace

Affected Environment
atmospheric concentrations of potentially. hazardous
chemicals. Monitoring ensures that these standards
are not exceeded.
Health Effects'Studies. Data searches have been
made for studies and/or, information on the
epidemiology in communities near the NFS site;
however, no literature or database informationhas
been identified.: In. addition,, the Unicoi County
Health Department had no reports available. The
TDEC was requested to .provide reports or
information from epidemiologic*studies conducted
on area residents; the TDEC'Epidemiology Program
Office was not aware of any studies conducted by
local or State personnel.
Database/literature searches have produced one
study on kidney disease among plant workers, with
guards, and local dairy farmers used as the
Icomparison groups (NIOSH 1988a:1). NFS
employees showed a higher prevalence of kidney
stones than guards but lower than dairy workers.
Although there was greater prevalence of urinary
tract infections for workers at NFS than for the cohort
groups, the authors did not link this finding to
occupational hazards at NFS. Details of the study are
presented in Appendix E, Section E.4.5.
Accident History. NFS is a nuclear fuel
manufacturing facility and is heavily inspected by
Federal, State, and local agencies. As such, NFS has
maintained an exemplary record relating to strict
compliance to all applicable regulations. NFS has
never experienced a fatality resulting from workrelated activities, nor has a criticality accident ever
occurred at NFS. NFS has never been cited by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) or the Tennessee OSHA for any infraction,
and within the past 7 years, NFS has had no
reportable radiological over-exposures and no
reportable offsite chemical releases.
Emergency Preparedness. Sites that are licensed to
operate by NRC are required to have extensive
emergency preparedness programs, including plans
and resources to deal with any emergency situation
that may occur. Adequate resources must be available
to protect the workers, the public, and the
environment from unlikely hazards that may occur
during a facility's lifetime.

36.0

WASTE MANAGEMENT

This section outlines the major. environmental
,.regulatory: structure and ongoing waste management
.activities, at NFS.'NFS's waste management
operations-are in compliance with their NRC license;
with!Federal regulations for water, air, and land
disposal; and' with State of Tennessee:and city of
•Erwin rgulations.
-All-process waste. is treated. and discharged to the
'Nolichucky River through, an' NPDES-permitted
outfall.The TDEC governs air pollution control,
water pollution control, and solid. and hazardous
waste management at NFS. Hazardous and solid
LLW are shipped offsite for disposal. NFS has
disposed of LLW in the past in onsite burial grounds.
Contaminated soil has been removed and placed in a
controlled area on the site. Radiological
measurements indicate no subsurface migration or
groundwater contamination from previously used
waste disposal sites (NF NRC 1991a:2-6). Waste
management activities at NFS are discussed below.
High-Level Waste. NFS does not generate or
manage HLW.
Transuranic Waste. Pu and mixedPu-uranium fuel
materials have been processed in the past; however,
those facilities have been decontaminated. There is
currently no TRU waste generation, though future
decommissioning activities may produce some TRU
waste from the removal of residual Pu
contamination.
Low-Level Waste. Liquid and solid LLW is
generated at NFS. Liquid LLW is generated at the
rate of 18,900 m 3/yr (5,000,000 gal/yr) and solid
LLW is generated at the rate of 3,000 m 3 /yr
(106,000 ft3 /yr) (NFS 1995b:2). The bulk of liquid
LLW is aqueous process waste. Liquid effluents are
treated in the WasteWater Treatment Facility to
remove the radioactive constituents, and the treated
effluents are discharged within standards established
by the State of Tennessee in the NPDES permits and
10 CFR 20. Liquid LLW process facilities have the
capacity to treat 38,700 m /yr (10,000,000 gal/yr) of
liquid waste (NFS 1995b:2). Solid .LLW includes
operating plant and laboratory waste, Waste Water
Treatment Facility sludge, HEPA filters, and
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-contaminated equipment.: Solid LLW is shipped
6ffsite"for, disposal.
Mixed;Low-Level Waste. Mixed waste isgenerated
at the rates of 0.45 m 3/yr (l,19, gal/yr)' for liquids and
0.03 m 3/yr (1.05 ft 3/yr): for, solids, (NFS .1995b:2).
Mixed waste is segregated, packaged, labeled, and
managed in,.accordancewith all-applicable6:NRC,
.EPA,-State,. and, Department. ofTransportation
requirements. Mixed waste may be treated within.90
.days. of the accumulationstart. date-in -compliance
with 'EPA-and State of Tennessee ',regulations;
'however, if treatment is not feasible, the waste is
stored in the NFS RCRA Part B-permitted storage
facility until treatment capacity becomes available.
Hazardous Waste. Hazardous waste is segregated,
packaged, labeled, and managed in accordance with
all applicable EPA, State, and Department of
Transportation regulations. The waste is moved to a
90-day storagefacility prior to disposal at a permitted
hazardous waste disposal facility. Twenty liters
(5.3 gal) of liquid and 0.1 m 3 (4.0 ft 3 ) of solid
hazardous waste are generated each year
(NFS 1995b:2). [Text deleted.]
Nonhazardous Waste. Process wastewater is treated
in the Waste Water Treatment Facility on a batch
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basis. Treatment includes pH-adjustment,
,,precipitation, air stripping, and chlorination. Each
.batch is analyzed for gross alpha--and beta
ýradioactivity before.it is discharged-to the
ýNolichucky River through a NPDES permit issued by
-the State of Tennessee. Thirty-seven; thousand eight
hundred- cubic, meters (10,000,000:gal). of liquid
sanitary -waste. and 18,900im3. (5,000,000':gal) of
-liquid process- waste, are, generated each year
I (NFS 1995b:2).
'Sanitary waste is discharged to a sewer system that
delivers it to the city of Erwin POTW. Current
sanitary waste. consists. of groundwater treatment
facilities effluent and restroom and shower output. A
proportional sampling system in the line collects
daily samples that are analyzed for'gross alpha and
beta contamination. Monthly composites of the daily
samples are analyzed for uranium isotopes. There are
2,300 m3 (81;000 ft3) of solid nonhazardous wastes
generated each year (.NFS 1995b:2). Solid
nonhazardous waste is packaged for offsite disposal.
'Surface drainage is controlled and can be stopped
along the drainage path in the event that hazardous
constituents are detected in the flow. This allows for
cleanup of hazardous constituents before the offsite
release occurs.
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Environmental Consequences
4.1

METHODOLOGIES

The .environmental' impact assessment methodologies discussed in this sectionaddress the full
range of natural and,human resource and issue areas
pertinent to the sites considered'forthe 'EIS
-alternatives. These resource. areas are landz resources,
•air quality and~noise, water-resources, geology. and
soilsbiotic resources, cultural -resources, -and
socioeconomics. Also included in the discussion are
additional issue areas :that -are not specifically
resources but are important to consider in assessing
the environmental effects of the alternative blending
processes. These issue-areas are facilities operation/
site infrastructure, intersite transport of HEU and
LEU (see Section .4.4), -waste management,
radiological and hazardous chemical effects during
normal operation and accidents, and cumulative
effects (see Section 4.6).
As part of the impact assessment process, the
-analysis includes mitigation measures that are part of
the -alternatives (for example, part of the facility or
process) and provides mitigation measures for DOE
facilities that could be used to reduce and minimize
potential impacts as appropriate.
4.1.1

LAND RFSouRcEs

Land-resource analysis involves an assessment of the
patterns and densities of land use and visual
resources. [Text deleted.] The potential for resource
impacts are analyzed within the context of related
Federal legislation and Executive orders.
Chapter 3 provides a description of land and visual
resources for each site. Information was researched
by data calls and facility site development/land-use
plans, local zoning ordinances and comprehensive
plans, and aerial photographs. Site-specific
information published in recent NEPA documents is
incorporated by reference where appropriate.
A baseline (no action) description of land resources
is presented for each site. It discusses current and
projected patterns and densities of land use and visual
quality at these sites. No action information is

assembled from any combination of existing NEPA
documents, -data calls, direct site contacts,. and site
visits. Key issues-and public, concerns pertaining to
land- resources.,provide a baseline to establish a
.framework for environmental consequences
discussions.
An analysis of environmental consequences is
performed to estimate the magnitude and extent of
potential impacts to existing patterns and densities of
land use from the alternatives under consideration.
Land use-analysis assesses-the following: availability
of adequate land area to operate an HEU building
facility; .compatibility of the facility with current and
projected land use as designated by applicable plans,
policies, and-controls; potential impacts to prime and
unique agricultural lands, wild and scenic rivers,
public lands, and other environmentally sensitive
lands; qualitative assessment of potential land-use
changes in the locale caused by project-induced inmigration; and qualitative assessment of recreational
lands lost or impacted. Potential changes to the
existing facility layout that may impact land use are
assessed.
Visual resource analysis classifies visual resources
and assesses potential impacts to the visual
environment that could result from the
implementation of the alternatives. A methodology
for visual resource assessment is based on the Bureau
of Land Management VRM methodology. The
existing landscape is assigned a VRM classification
that ranges from one (a pristine area, including
designated wilderness and wild.-and scenic rivers) to
five (an area where the natural character of the
landscape has been disturbed to the point that
rehabilitation is necessary). [Text deleted.]
Visual resource impacts are assessed using the degree
of visual contrast between the proposed facilities or
activities and the existing landscape character as seen
from viewpoints accessible to the public. Sensitivity
levels of viewpoints, and viewpoints and visibility of
the affected area are taken into consideration.
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4.1.1

ISIT INFRASTRUCTURE

•Site infrastructure assessment evaluates -the change in
resource. requirements imposed by, the, proposed
-alternatives at each. site. Site infrastructure impacts
are. determined by comparing.-the. infrastructure
requirements of- each-alternative -with each site's
baseline (no action) requirements. Impact
assessments, focus- on. electrical power,. road- and rail
networks, fuel requirements, water usage,, and steam
.generation. Site-specific data information
.documents, site development plans, DOE planning
documents, EISs, and-EAs were used to determine
site infrastructure conditions. Tables depicting
current resource requirements and requirements
needed at each site for each altemative are,,presented.

-

Chapter 3 presents baseline conditions at each site.
For the DOE sites, ORR and SRS, the affected
environments are the same as the no action
alternatives. For the commercial sites B&W and
NFS, the affected environments are the same as the
no action alternatives, which are based on the most
current site information available and their NRClicensed activities. It is assumed that existing
facilities would operate in compliance with their
current licenses and permits.
4.1.3

AIR QUALITY AND NOISE

Air Quality. The air quality assessment evaluates the
consequences of criteria pollutants associated with
each alternative at each site. Air quality impacts are
evaluated within the context of EPA's Regulations on
National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air
Quality Standards (40 CFR 50), the 1990 Clean Air
Act, National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAPs) (40 CFR 61), and Stateproposed or:-adopted standards or guidelines. The
assessment of radiological air emission impacts is
discussed in the public and occupational health
sections. Air quality concentrations from modeling
current site emission rates are used to determine
baseline concentrations of pollutants at each site.
[Text deleted.]
This EIS presents the estimated impacts on air quality
based on baseline air quality conditions at- all sites
and the projected impacts resulting from each of the
alternatives. It compares the total concentrations to
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the most- restrictive:Federal or State ambient air
.quality standards and guidelines.
The modeling of site-specific emissions is performed
in accordance,-with EPA's Guideline on Air Quality
.Models (Revised), EPA-45012-78-027R, July-1986.
The EPA-recommended Industrial Source Complex
Short-Term -Model (Version 2) is the-most
-appropriate -model to. pefform.-the air.dispersion
modeling analysis for this EIS-because it allows for
the estimation of dispersion from a combination*of
point, area,, and volume- sources. -More technical
information can be found in EPA's User's.Guide for
the IndustrialSource Complex (ISC2) Dispersion
Models, EPA-450/4-92-008a, March 1992. For
source characteristics that are not available,
characteristics are assumed based on similar source
configurations at sites employing similar processes.

-

Toxic air pollutants are addressed in both the air
quality and noise sections and the public and
occupational health sections for each of the candidate
sites. In the air quality sections, the maximum
concentration of toxic air pollutants at or beyond the
site boundary is compared with a Federal, State, or
local-standard to determine compliance. In the Public
and Occupational Health sections, a health risk is
calculated based upon chemical concentration and
toxicity compared to the Reference Concentration for
the public and the Permissible Exposure Level for
workers for noncancer causing chemicals and slope
factors for the public and workers.for cancer causing
chemicals. The cancer effects are a risk that is based
on the -slope factor (cancer potency) for chemicals
that are regulated as carcinogens.
These differences in analytical method result in the
different pollutants between the air quality analysis
and the public and occupational health analysis. In
the-air quality -analysis, toxic: pollutants; with low
emission rates in most cases will result in extremely
low concentrationsat the-site boundary. and therefore
are not presented in the air. quality analysis. In the
public and occupational health analysis, many of
these same chemical pollutants may expose an onsite
worker located 100 m (328 ft) from the emission
source to a health risk, and therefore are presented in
this analysis. -Thehazardous chemical pollutants used
by these two disciplines to evaluate impacts will be
different. Compliance to standards does not consider
-what health effects are expected nor the interaction
-between several chemicals that may together cause
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adverse health responses• even if they;,separately are
-at below-standard concentrations.
Noise. The onsite and offsite acousticalenvironments
.may-be impacted during: facility! modification and
operation. Generic noise sources that may affect
nearbyý residents are briefly -discussed for the no
action baseline and each of the proposed alternatives.
.A description. of currentconditionsJ for.DOE and
commercial sites is provided. For-each of the
,alternatives, a qualitative discussion. of operation
•noise, sources and the potential for'onsite and 'offsite
.impacts is provided in the EIS. This discussion is
:prepared-using information available on.thei potential
types of noise sources.
Since most nontraffic noise associated with the
operation of HEU facilities is located at a sufficient
distance from offsite noise sensitive receptors, the
contribution to the offsite noise level is expected to
be small.
4.1.4

WATER'RESOURCES

The assessment of potential impacts to water
resources, which includes surface water, floodplains,
and groundwater, addresses the following: 1)
•whether. there is sufficient water available for the
project and domestic consumption, 2) whether the
water quality is degraded or will be furtherdegraded,
3) whether the proposed actions'challenge legislative
or regulatory compliance, and 4) whether actions are
threatened by flooding.
Surface Water Availability. Surface waters include
rivers, streams, lakes, •ponds, and reservoirs. An
inventory of surface water resources in the project
ROI, a description of areas in the ROI currently using
surface water, general flow characteristics,
reservoirs, and an identification of classifications
applicable to the surface water is used to determine
the affected environment at each site. Emphasis is
placed on those water bodies potentially impacted
during the facility modification or operation phases
of the alternatives. Current potable and process, water
,supplies and systems, water rights, agreements and
allocations, and wastewater treatment facilities also
are described as baseline.

JIFor -all the blending! sites, .the rate.ofwater
,consumption 'associated -with each.ý alternative is
compared -with:each site's baseline:'availability of
-water to determine potential effects on. water, supply.
IFor all the, blending -sites, potential 'effects, on- the
availability of water, are determined if-the:'proposed
project:4) increases withdrawals either by exceeding
the current stream-low flow,'2) decreases the stream
'flow rate to the point where 'downstream
commitments cannot-be met,: or 3)Y violates existing
water rights, agreements, allocations, or-supply
'limits.
jSurface 'Water Quality. [Text deleted.] The
assessment of potential water quality impacts
includes evaluation of the type (that is, wastewater
effluent), rate, and concentration of potential
discharge constituents. Parameters with the potential
to further degrade existing water quality or that are in
violation of existing NPDES permit limits are
identified. Environmental consequences may result
if: 1) the surface water flow rate is decreased to the
point where the capacity of the stream to assimilate
discharges is noticeably diminished, 2) the proposed
increases in discharge cannot comply with NPDES
permit limits on flow rates or specific constituent
contributions, 3) the proposed increases in discharges
contribute constituents to receiving waters already
identified as exceeding applicable surface water
quality criteria, or 4) the proposed increases in
effluent cannot comply with pretreatment limits on
flow rates or-specific constituent contributions.
Floodplains. Floodplains include any lowlands ,that
border a stream and encompass areas that may be
covered by the stream's overflow during flood stages.
As part of the affected environment discussion at
each site, floodplains- are identified from maps and
environmental, documents. Any facility within a 100year floodplain or a critical action in a 500-year
floodplain is considered an environmental
consequence. The500-year floodplain evaluation is
of concern for activities determined to be critical
actions for which even a slight chance of flooding
would be intolerable.
Groundwater Availability. Groundwater includes
water that occurs below, the water table in saturated,
nonconsolidated geologicl material (sand or gravel)
and in fractured and -porous rock. Aquifers are
saturated strata containing groundwater. Availability
. 4-3
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of,groundwater will vary widely overthe various
sites because it is a-function of bothk the hydraulic
characteristics of the aquifers and, the rate at which
groundwater is -withdrawn by other users.
*[Text.deleted.]
ThPepotential effects. to ýgroundwater availability,: are
assessed for each alternative-ateach candidate site by
evaluating whether the proposed.project:- 1) increases
groundwater withdrawals in areas already
experiencing overdraft. and other related, problems
(that is, land subsidence), 2) potentially decreases
groundwater. levels, causing a substantial depletion
of the resource, 3)ý exceeds the water requirement
allotment, water rights, or available supply limits, if
present, or 4) reduces or ceases -the flow of one or
more majorzsprings. Suitable mitigation measures to
reduce impacts are identified and discussed.
Groundwater Quality. [Text deleted.] The potential
groundwater' quality environmental consequences
are associated with pollutant discharges during
facility modification and operation phases (that is,
process wastes and sanitary wastes) and are
examined for each site to determine if a direct input
to groundwater occurs. The results of the
groundwater quality projections-are then compared to
Federal and State groundwater quality standards,
effluent limitations, and safe drinking water
standards to assess the acceptability of each
alternative. Parameters with the potential to further
degrade existing groundwater quality are identified
for each alternative.
4.1.5

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

The impact assessments for geology and, soil
resources identify resources that may be affected by
the project and the presence of natural conditions that
may -affect the integrity and. safety of ,the project.
Geology resources include mineral resources (that is,
energy resources such as coal, oil, and natural gas),
unique geologic features, and geologic hazards (that
is, earthquakes, faults, volcanoes, landslides, and
land subsidence). Soil resources include natural earth
materials in.which plants grow (usually consisting of
disintegrated rock, organicmatter, and soluble salts),
and prime and unique farmland. Several Federal,
State, and local laws have been passed that protect
geology and soil resources.
4-4

I [Text deleted.]
A number of aspects. of geology and soil resources
are identified as:potentially important inthe.EIS
analyses for-allRsites. ,Unique or, scenic topographic
features may be impacted by project activities:'Rock
units, which• may -have, scenic or other important
values 'or contain- mineral, or.energy resources, may
have their condition, or accessibility altered.' Mineral
and. energy resources are evaluated from records. of
.past-production and reports assessing the ,potential
for future exploitation.
Earthquake potential is evaluated from past events. of
effective peak velocity-related acceleration, by
seismic zone, and by the location of.capable faults.
Areas of past mass movements and conditions
favorable to mass -movements, ýsuch as excessive
slopes and the presence of water, are identified.
Soil units are evaluated for soil erosion potential and
characteristics. Prime and unique farmlands that may
limit facility operation -are evaluated for each site
using existing maps and records.
The impact assessments foreach site involve locating
geologic and soil features of concern and
determining how-many of those features would be
influenced. Impacts of project activities are identified
if, during operations, there is destruction or.damage
to .important geological features-and if erosion and
the potential for subsidence or slope failure is
increased. Impacts also are identified if a site is
located within any prime or unique farmland or
unique geological feature that would be subject to
irreversible physical,disturbance by,-the project.
Potential operational activities conducted- in areas
prone to geologic or natural hazards (for example,
landslides or earthquakes) are determined ,and
-presented. The geology and-soil impacts are
discussed qualitatively for each alternative, -with the
exception of presenting the amount of land :that
would be disturbed or affected during operation of
the blending facilities. Mitigation measures to reduce
potential impacts to or from geology and soil
resources are identified and discussed.
4.1.6

SBIOTIC RESOURCES

The assessment of potential impacts to biological
resources is performed for terrestrial resources,
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wetlands, aquatic resources, and. threatened and
endangered species. Each category has elements that
-are important-from an ecological,- recreational,
scientific, and/or commercial standpoint. In addition,
several laws specifically protect biological resources.
Important legislation and Executive orders, include,
but are not limited to, the following: the:Endangered
SpeciesAct of 1973; Section 404 permit requirements
of CWA; the Coasta1l'iZone Management.Act,
.Wetlands Executive Order. 1-1990; the MigratoryBird
Treaty Act; and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act. Additional guidance is contained in CEQ's
IncorporatingBiodiversity Considerationsinto
Environmental Impact Analysis under NEPA
I (January 1993).

Wetlands.,.Some.potential impacts to. wetlands are
related: to. displacement,.of wetlands. Other, impacts
could be caused by activities outside of wetland areas
(for example, -soil. erosion, siltation,; and
sedimentation). Operational impacts may occur from
liquid.emissions,--from surface or groundwater
withdrawals, or from the creation of new wetlands.
Existing wetlands are- described on a site-specific
-basis.

Biological impacts. are assessed by evaluating
changes to the baseline environment (no action) that
could result from action associated with each
alternative. The baseline conditions at these sites are
descriptive and qualitative in nature. Impacts
resulting from facility modification or operational
activities use the number of acres lost and/or the
amount of water consumed or discharged as a basis
for assessment. A summary comparison of the
blending alternatives and their associated
environmental consequences at each site also is
provided. In addition, mitigation and monitoring
strategies are discussed as appropriate.

Aquatic Resources. Impacts to aquatic resources
depend on the nature of the water body and the
aquatic life present. Impacts from loss of habitat,
increased water demand, sedimentation, increased
flows, and the introduction of waste heat and
chemicals are evaluated as described for wetlands.
Descriptions include streams, creeks, ponds, and
nearby surface water that could be affected. Impacts
resulting from operation are evaluated based on both
short- and long-term impacts.

Terrestrial Resources. Potential impacts to
terrestrial resources include loss and disturbance of
wildlife and wildlife habitats, as well as exposure of
flora and fauna to air emissions. Two important
considerations in-assessing the impact of habitat loss
are the presence and regional importance of affected
habitats and the size of habitat area disturbed,
temporarily or permanently.
Impacts on terrestrial plant communities resulting
from project activities are evaluated by comparing
regional vegetation data to proposed land
requirements for both construction and operation.
Impacts to wildlife are based to a large extent on
plant community loss, which is closely related to
wildlife habitat. The loss of important or sensitive
species or habitats is more significant than the loss of
species or habitats that are regionally abundant. This
EIS evaluates disturbance, displacement, and loss of
wildlife in accordance with the wildlife protection
laws listed above.

Impacts to wetlands resulting *from proposed
alternatives are addressed. in-a fashion similar to that
for terrestrial :plant communities. Impacts on
wetlands are evaluated and compared to-State and
Federal regulations under the CWA.

Threatened and Endangered Species. Impacts to
threatened and endangered species, including critical
habitat, are assessed. Information on species, areas of
occurrence, and critical habitats are obtained from
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. :Impacts are
determined in a manner similar to that described for
terrestrial and aquatic resources, since the -sources of
potential impacts are similar. Consultations with U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, as well as State wildlife
agencies, are conducted at the site-specific level as
necessary. These consultations ensure that HEU
blending activities would not adversely impact
threatened and endangered species. Loss of
biodiversity is -assessed in accordance with
guidelines from CEQ's IncorporatingBiodiversity
Considerationsinto Environmental Impact Analysis
underNEPA (January 1993).
4.1.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The assessment of potential impacts to cultural and
paleontological resources involves evaluation of the
projected effects to prehistoric, historic, Native
American, and paleontological resources. A
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description of, the baseline (no action), environment
based. on the identificationm of resources within a
potentially affected site is developed."This
description is compiled using reports, of-previous
-cultural and..paleontological, resources. studiesand
-surveys. The:potential, impacts to these resources are
discussed,'based:primarily on acreage disturbed or
interference to viewsheds due to.a .specificalternative.
Prehistoric Resources. Prehistoric resources consist
of the physical, remnants of' human activities that
predate written records. They include, but are not
limited :to, chipped stone tools and the remains of
hearths and structures.
Historic Resources. Historic resources consist of the
physical remnants of human activities that post-date
written records. They include, but are not limited to,
residential and commercial structures and trails. In
the United States, these are resources that date, in
general, from 1492 onward.
Prehistoric and historic resources are primarily
protected through the NationalHistoricPreservation
Act of 1966, the Archaeological and Historic
PreservationAct of 1979, the Archaeological
Resources Protection Act of 1979, and their
implementing regulations. These laws and
regulations establish procedures for the
identification, evaluation, and protection of cultural
resources.
The prehistoric and historic resources sections
discuss how existing resources could be affected at
each site. The discussion includes the acreage, if any,
that could potentially be disturbed during the
implementation of each alternative, the potential to
reduce access to these areas, and the potential loss or
destruction of these resources. Previous cultural
resources, studies, including surveys and excavations
and the possible .presence of sites that are on. or are
eligible for listing on the NRHP,.also are discussed to
provide a baseline environment for evaluation of
each alternative's potential impacts. Consequences of
the no action alternativeýare discussed. Potential
mitigation measures are presented where applicable.
Native American Resources. Native American
resources are sites and materials important to Native
Americans for religious or heritage reasons. These
4-6

include, but are .not limited to, sacred spaces,
cemeteries and burial grounds,,and traditional plant
gathering areas.
Native American resources are-protected under. the
A merican Indian Religious.FreedomActof 1978.and
the Native American ;Graves,-Protection.:and
RepatriationActof:1990.,Theselaws and regulations
establish'procedures for the: identification,
-evaluation,-.and protection, of cultural, resources.
DOE's American: Indian Policy is also considered.
The Native American resources section in the
environmental consequences section follows the
same formatvas the.prehistoric and historic resources
sections when -discussing potential impacts. Impacts
to Native American resources will be postulated if
alternatives have the potential to affect sites
important in the Native American physical universe
or religion or to reduce access to sacred sites or
traditional-use areas.
Paleontological Resources. Paleontological
resources consist of the remains, impressions, and
traces of plants or-animals from a former geological
age.
The paleontological resources section in the
environmental consequences section follows the
same format as the prehistoric, historic, and Native
American resources sections in discussing potential
impacts and mitigationmethods. The potential loss or
destruction of these resources that are scientifically
important also is discussed.

4.1.8

SOCIOECONOMICS

Socioeconomic impact analysis assesses the
environmental consequences of demographic and
economic changes resulting from the implementation
of each of the proposed alternatives., Increasing the
level of activity at operational facilities could
potentially burden existing community services and
create additional demands on available housing
stock. The primary determinants of community
impacts are changes in the economic base and
demographic composition usually associated with
the in-migration of new workers. Assuming that total
employment would rise from a proposed activity, and'
some of this increase could be associated with inmigration, the demand for local services could rise.

:EnvironmentalConsequences

The'new workers -and.their families would, require
:public services (for example, schools and healthcare)
and thus create conditions for an expansion- of the
economic base of the region. Whether this- occurs
would depend in part on the degree of excess capacity
that may already exist. Potential impacts could occur
in regions that cannot expand to accommodate new
population growth if the demands of this, growth-,are
rapid or excessive.
Four sites, two commercial and two DOE facilities,
have been, identified.as candidate sites for the
proposed blending of HEU into LEU as UNH.- Both
commercial sites contain existing blending
capabilities; therefore, no new construction would be
required. Socioeconomic impacts from employment
needs for the operational phase are assessed. The two
commercial facilities are also evaluated as candidate
sites for blending HEU into LEU as UF6 . Blending is
assumed to take place in existing facilities and no
new construction is required.. Some additional
workers are needed for the operational phase, and
socioeconomic impacts are. assessed. The ORR
facility is also evaluated as a candidate site for
blending HEU into LEU as molten metal.
Socioeconomic impacts from operational
employment needs are assessed in this document.
The use of either the commercial or. DOE sites or
both would require additional employment;
therefore, potential impacts to surrounding
communities are assessed. The study focuses .on the
potential impacts of additional workers on housing
availability, health care services, education, public
safety, and local transportation. Potential
socioeconomic impacts are. assessed for .the
geographic area that -would be most affected, the
ROI.
Changes to demographic and economic indicators of
the REAs and ROIs are assessed by comparing
baseline (no action) projections of the affected
regions to estimates of project-induced impacts.
Baseline projections for the project period are
derived from population forecasts developed by
Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Proposed project alternatives would require
additional workers. during operation phases. An
analysis of the existing labor availability is
performed to determine the number of workers that

are needed to. come from-.outside the region. In
addition. to jobs created directly by the. proposed
project alternatives,. other job. opportunities will- be
'indirectly created within the region. These indirect
jobs and income are measured-by employing the-most
recent version of-the Regional Input-Output
Modeling System developed by Bureau of Economic
-Analysis. Population increases due to the inmigration of new workers and their families.are
-assessed together with their-effects on -housing,
community services, and localtransportation.
Environmental Justice Assessment. The
environmental -justice analysis focuses-on potential
disproportionately high and adverse-human health or
environmental effects from the proposed alternatives
to minority, and low-income populations. The
assessment is pursuant to Executive Order 12898,
FederalActions to Address EnvironmentalJustice in
Minority Populationsand Low-Income Populations,
dated February 16,1994. EPA and DOE are in the
process of developing implementation guidance
concerning Executive Order 12898 and the approach
taken in this EIS may differ somewhat from the
guidance that is eventually issued and from the
approach taken in other EISs. Selected demographic
characteristics of region-of-influence (80 km [50 mi])
for each of the four candidate sites were generated
from 1990 block level U.S. Census data. The analysis
identified census tracts where minorities comprise 50
percent, or-simple majority, of the total population in
the census tracts, or where minorities comprise less
than 50 percent but greater than 25 percent of the
total population in the census tract. The analysisalso
identified low-income communities where 25 percent
or more of the population is characterized as living in
poverty (yearly income of less than $8,076 for a
family of two). Impacts are assessed based on the
analysis presented for each resource and. issue area
for each blending technology at each site. Any
disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects on minority and low-income
populations are discussed.
4.1.9

PUBLIC AND OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH

The assessment of impacts to workers and the public
for radiological releases from normal-blending
operations and facility accident conditions for each
alternative is performed using the Hanford
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Environmental Radiation Dosimetry Software
System, [Generation II: (GENII) .and 'MACCS
computer codes,, respectively. Impacts from facility
accidents-were originally estimated in-the-HEULDraft
EIS using the"GENII computer code.- GENII is
.generally used-and best suited for modeling impacts
of,radiological: releases-,under normal operation of
facilities -because it handles a. large, number. of
radiological isotopes and-accounts, for the ingestion
pathway. [GENII -was- used with 50-percent
meteorology (average meteorological conditions-that
would occur '50 percent of. the time in any. given
period -at the site) during the accident. It was-assumed
that the noninvolved worker is placed in the sector
that yields -the maximum dose calculated by GENII
and is located 1,000 m (3,280 ft) away (or at the site
boundary if less than 1,000 m'[3,280 ft]) from the
accident. Latent cancer fatalities were. calculated by
applying this dose to all noninvolved workers at a
site. This was done to compensate for a lack of data
regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields
highly conservative results.
In response to public comments, DOE has revised its
analyses to improve the realism in the calculation of
noninvolved worker doses. Accidental releases of
uranium were remodeled using the MACCS
computer code with more detailed site-specific
information to better estimate noninvolved worker
cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a
widely used code that offers better capabilities than
GENII in terms of modeling accident conditions.
MACCS assumes, unlike GENII, that when an
accident occurs, food. production would be
interdicted (no consumption of contaminated food).
It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological
conditions and statistically distributes population
dose among sectors based on frequency of wind
direction recorded over a 1-year period. MACCS also
accounts for various site-specific protective measures
such -as.evacuation sheltering and temporary
relocation. All information required for MACCS
were gathered including the worker distribution data
for each site and incorporated into MACCS runs to
obtain a more realistic estimate of potential worker
accident consequences (see.Appendix E for
additional details).
Public Health Risks
The risks to the general public are determined in the
following ways: 1) for present operations, doses
4-8

presented in the most,recent environmental or. safety
reports are used to calculate health risks,-and
2) incremental-radiological/chemical doses and
-.respective subsequent-. risks for various blending
operations are modeled using site-specific
parameters.

-

The radiological and chemical- effluents- for the No
Action Alternative are. obtained. from currently
reported releases.-For..each.of the-other. alternatives,
radiological and chemical effluents-are obtained from
data reports-specific to each blending process (further
supplementary information is presented in
Appendix E).
As discussed earlier, radiological impacts under
normal operations are obtained, using the GENII
computer code. The assessment of incremental
impacts to the MEI from blending. alternatives at two
DOE sites, Y-12 and SRS, and at one of the
commercial sites, B&W,- is directly performed using
site-dependent factors such as meteorology and an
assumed facility location on the site. Sufficient
information exists -for these sites for use in GENII to
adequately represent ,ambient conditions (current
conditions representing no action) and to calculate
incremental increases in the -MEI dose due to the
proposed blending alternatives. However, for the
assessment of impacts at the NFS site, a "calibration"
factor (a benchmark ratio) is used to assess the
incremental impacts to the MEI since all site-specific
parameters required by GENII are-not available. In
this case, the "calibration" factor is established by
dividing the no action dose reported in a recent NFS
EA (NF NRC 1991a:4-34) by a corresponding
GENII calculated no action dose (the GENII dose
was calculated using the release terms in-the EA).
This benchmark ratio is used to adjust MEI doses
calculated by GENII for each blending alternative.
For. the calculation of incremental population doses
for the two DOE:sites, Y-12 and SRS, GENII is run
using site-dependent factors such as meteorology,
population distributions, agricultural production, and
an assumed facility location. The incremental
population doses for the two commercial sites, B&W
and NFS, however, are calculated using a ratio
obtained by dividing the dose to the- population
within 80 km (50 mi) by the MEI dose reported in the,B&W EA (BW NRC -1995a: 73, 75)-and NFS EA
(NF NRC 1991a:4-34, 4-36), respectively. The
incremental population:dose for B&W and NFS for

K
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each blending~alternative is.then calculated by
multiplying this. ratio by the incremental, dose to the
'MEl.
[Text deleted.]
The resulting doses are compared with regulatory
limits, and, for perspective, with.background
radiation. levels in theý area of the site. These doses
then are converted into the-projected number of fatal
cancers using a risk estimator of 500 fatal. cancers.per
1,000,000 person-rem derived: from data presented
both in a report prepared by, the"National'Research
Council's Committees on the Biological Effects of
Ionizing Radiations (BEIR V)-and cited in the.1990
Recommendations of the InternationalCommission
on RadiologicalProtection (ICRP Publication 60),
by the International Commission on Radiological
Protection. The calculated health effects from each of
the blending processes then are compared to those
determined for the total site; the difference of the two
yields a value that corresponds to a no action result.
By presenting total site impacts, a conservative
assumption that any blending operation can be
performed concurrently with existing operations is
maintained.
Hazardous and Toxic Chemical Consequences.
Public health risks from hazardous chemical releases
during normal operation at the respective. DOE and
commercial sites are assessed by essentially the same
analytical approach using conservative assumptions.
Engineering design for the facilities used to.process
HEU and/or store HEU or LEU includes the
anticipated emissions of hazardous chemicals. From
the emissions data, concentrations at the site
boundary are assumed to represent the maximum that
any member of the public will encounter; therefore,
the site boundary concentrationsare derived through
modeling using the Industrial SourceComplex ShortTerm Model (Version 2) system recommended by
EPA. The noncancer risks to the MEL of the public
consist of hazard quotients (HQs) that compare
chemical exposure levels to the Reference
Concentration values published by EPA in the
Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS). The
lifetime cancer risk to the MEI is calculated from
doses derived from modeled exposure level, using
slope factors or unit risks for individual chemicals
published in IRIS or the, Health Effects -Summary
Tables, the yearly summary of EPA's regulatory

toxicity data, including IRIS information. The hazard
..index (HI) values (thatis,-sum of:HQs) and cancer
-risks are conservative:'because, a-single point at the
..site boundaryis'lchosen for the calculations. The
cancer risks are, conservative due to the single point
concentration and the.position wherethe exposure~is
assumed. The ,conservatism of the cancer risk
calculation is alsodue to theassumption that the'MEI
:is..exposed to.the-,chermical- over the' individual's
-lifetime' The HI is independentcof the cancer risk.-If
the HI is __1.0, all non-cancer, exposure values meet
'OSHA. standards. :If. the -lifetime cancer risk
'is
.:5 lxl0"6 (40CFR 300.430), the incidence of cancers
from hazardous toxic chemicals cannot be
distinguished from the cancer risk for an individual
member of the general population.
Facility Accidents. [Text deleted.) The potential for
and associated consequences of reasonably
foreseeable accidents are assessed for the public for
each alternative using the MACCS computer code.
The potential impacts from events such as processrelated accidents and a severe earthquake (the
evaluation basis earthquake) are evaluated in terms
of potential cancer fatalities that may result for the
public from bounding scenarios. [Text deleted.] The
evaluation basis earthquake is a severe earthquake,
postulated for the purpose of evaluating
consequences of mitigation and prevention system
I failures, and as such, it is analogous to a beyond
design basis accident.
Three measures of accident consequences are
"Dose" is a measure of the amount of
radiation received by the body. "Latent cancer
fatalities per accident" is a measure of the health
consequences of an accident if it occurs. It is the
number of people that would be expected to die of
cancer as a result of receiving that dose (which
assumes that the postulated accident occurs). "Risk
(cancer fatalities per year)" is a, measure that reflects
possible fatalities which considers both the
probability that an event will occur and the
consequences of that event. The numbers of latent
cancer fatalities from the bounding scenarios are
evaluated to-provide an overall measure of accident
impacts. The risk is calculated by multiplying' the
accident annual frequency (or probability) of
occurrence by the consequences (number of cancer
fatalities to the, public or increased, likelihood of
cancer fatality to the MEI).

I presented.
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The potential,, impacts. from accidental. releases of
toxic chemicals -to .the -public -from these same
bounding scenarios,.are-.evaluated in terms of
immediately:dangerous to life or health (IDLH)
concentrations (NIOSH 1990a:4-5,116-117,126127, 160-161). These concentration se represent the
maximum concentration'-from Which, in the event of
respirator failure, one could escape within 30 min
,without a respirator and without-experiencing any
escape-impairing (for example, severe eye irritation)
or. irreversible healthý effects. Concentrations to the
public also are compared-with ThresholdLimit
Values (TLV) for Short-Term (15-min) Exposure
Limits (STEL) and Time (8-hr) Weighted Average
(TWA) concentrations to workers (ACGIH 1992b:25,22-w23,28-29). The latter represents the timeweighted average concentration for a normal 8-hr
work-day and a 40-hr work week, to which nearly all
workers may be repeatedly exposed, day after day,
without adverse effect. The former represents the
concentration to which workers can be exposed
continuously for a short period of time without
suffering from 1) irritation, 2) chronic or irreversible
tissue damage, or 3) narcosis of sufficient degree to
increase the likelihood of accidental injury, impair
self-rescue or materially reduce work efficiency.
Occupational Health Risks
Health risks are assessed for two types of workers.
The first type is the involved worker who would be
located inside a facility that is involved with the
storage or disposition of HEU materials. The second
type is the noninvolved worker who might be located
somewhere else on the site but is not involved in the
storage or disposition of HEU materials.
Radiological: Impacts. Involved worker exposures
are based on blending process dose measurements.
The doses to noninvolved-workers.at each respective
site are determined based .on occupational dose
histories; for these workers, impacts 'associated with
each blending alternative are assumed to be
negligible compared with those associated with their
primary onsite activities.
The worker doses are converted into the number of
projected fatal cancers using the risk estimator of 400
fatal cancers per 1,000,000 person-rem for doses less
than 20 rem and dose rates less than 10 rad/hr (ICRP
1991a:70). This lower risk estimator, compared with
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that for members of the public, reflects the absence of
.children in the workforce.
Hazardous.and Toxic Chemical 'Impacts. Since
direct chemical monitoring data on worker exposure
.is not available for specific. operations, the onsite
worker is assumed to receive the maximum exposure
any involved or. noninvolved onsite,.person will
receive. OSHA-regulated levels- (that- is, the
PermissibleExposure Level).are applied to all
hazardous chemicals that are released at the,site. This
includes both the process-specific releases as well as
those that are a-result of other site operations. All
onsite exposures are assumed to occur at a distance of
1100 m (330 ft) from a centralized point of release,
which will yield a: conservative concentration level
for each chemical; The concentrations are derived
through modeling using the Industrial Source
Complex Short-Term Model (Version 2) model
system recommended by EPA. The noncancer risks
to the onsite worker consist of HQs that compare
chemical exposure levels to the Permissible
Exposure Level values established by OSHA. The HI
for each alternative is the sum of all HQs for the
alternative. The cancer risks to the onsite worker are
calculated from doses derived from modeled
exposure levels, using slope factors or unit risks for
individual chemicals published in IRIS or Health
Effects Summary Tables. The worker exposure is
based on an 8-hour'day and for 52 weeks of 40-hour
duration (that is, 0.237 fractional year) and a lifetime
exposure. The HI values and cancer risks .are
conservative because a single point at 100 m (330 ft)
from a centralized source term is chosen for the
calculations. The cancer risks are conservative due to
the single point concentration and the position where
the exposure is assumed. The cancer risks to the
facility worker for each chemical are computed from
the dose (converted from air concentrations) and the
unit risk or slope factors to yield a probable risk. The
risks are conservative because a single point at or
near the maximum onsite concentration is selected
for exposure of the facility worker. The conservatism
of the cancer risk calculation is also due to the
-assumption that the worker is exposed to the
chemicals -over.the individual's working lifetime of
40 years. Actual risks are lower than the estimated
risks. As described for public health risks, this
conservative approach is applied uniformly to
workers at all sites. If the HI is <•1.0, all non-cancer
exposure values meet OSHA: standards.- If the
-
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lifetime, cancer, risk is• lx10"6 (40 CFR'300.430),
the incidence .of.cancers from hazardous toxic
chemicals cannot. be- distinguished from the cancer
risk, for a general -individual: member of the
workforce.'It should be noted that when the, OSHA
standards for HIs are exceeded and/or the cancer risk
exceeds,.1' 0x10"6 a.health concern does:not
necessarily, exist and, indeed, may not exist. The
model used to calculate HI and cancer risk in this EIS
only establishes a baseline, for.comparison of
alternatives among,-different sites. This. baseline is
then used to determine theextent by which each
HI
Salternative adds 'or subtracts from the no actionf
and cancer risk for workers at each site.
Facility Accidents. [Text deleted.] The potential
impacts from accidents are evaluated in terms of
potential, cancer fatalities that may result for
noninvolved workers from bounding scenarios
explained previously under Public Health Risks. The
risk of cancer fatalities from these bounding
scenarios is also evaluated to provide an overall
measure of accident impacts and is calculated by
multiplying the accident annual frequency (or
probability) of occurrence by the consequences
(number of cancer fatalities in the worker
population).
The calculation for the dose to, the noninvolved
worker population is similar to the calculation for the
dose to the general population within 80 km (50 mi)
(described previously), except that a site-specific
worker distribution is used. No credit, was taken for
short-term reactions such as evacuation or relocation.
However, it was assumed that workers would be
shielded from inhalation of the radioactive material
for approximately half the time the radioactive plume
would be present at the site. The noninvolved
worker's breathing rate is taken as 2.7x 104 m 3/s
3
(0.01 ftIs)
during immersion in the plume. It is also
assumed that for healthy workers who are exposed to
radioactivity of exposure rate less than 10 rad/hr or
doses less than 20 rem, there would be 400 fatal
cancers per 1,000,000 person-rem of.exposure. For
an exposure rate greater than 10 rad/hr or doses
greater than 20 rem, there would be 800 fatal cancers
per 1,000,000 person-rem of exposure.
The potential impacts from accidental releases of
hazardous chemicals to noninvolved workers from
these same bounding scenarios are evaluated in terms

of IDLH concentrations (NIOSH 1990a:4-5,116.117,126-127,160-1:61).;'These concentrations
represent the maximum concentration'from which, in
the event:of respiratorfailure, -one could escape
within '30 -minutes without. a respirator and without
experiencing any escape-impairing (for example,
severe eye irritation) :or irreversible :health effects.
.Concentrations also are, compared~with TLV for
'STEL and TWA concentrations to-workers (ACGIH
'.1992b.2-5,22-23,28r29). The. latter represents the
time-weighted average concentration: for aý normal
8-hour work-day' and a'40-hour, work week, to which
nearly all workers may' be- repeatedly: exposed, day
after day, without adverse effect. The former
represents the concentration to which workers can be
exposed continuously for a short period of time
without suffering from 1) irritation, 2) chronic or
irreversible tissue damage, or 3) narcosis of sufficient
degree to increase the likelihood of accidental injury,
impair self-rescue or materially reduce work
efficiency.
In addition to the potential impacts to noninvolved
workers, there are potential impacts to workers who
could be located in the facilities. Quantitative
statements of these impacts cannot be made until
details are developed further in site-specific safety
documentation, at which time the number -and
location of facility workers can be estimated to
support accident impact analyses. Reference is made
to an analysis of related facilities (ORDOE
1994d:6-26,6-27); its results are summarized as an
indication of impacts to involved workers.
4.1.10

WASTE MANAGEMENT

The waste management analysis evaluates impacts of
proposed alternatives on the existing and projected
waste management activities at the candidate sites
against the no action alternative at that site. The
impact assessment addresses the waste types and
waste volumes from the various blending processes
at each site and compares them with the no action
alternative.
The following categories of waste are analyzed: lowlevel, mixed low-level, hazardous, and nonhazardous
waste. Wastes generated-from environmental
restoration programs are considered.
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Tbhe waste management"baseline information is
'extracted from -annual site: environmental reports;
The Integrated,Data'Base: :U.S. Spent Fuel and
-Radioactive Wasteý Inventories, Projections,and
:Characteristics-AnnualiR.eport; the Waste

Management' Information,"System; the'Mixed Waste
.Inventory Report; site, treatment plans;, site annual
waste- generationriand .minimization, reports; site
waste,management.' plans;' facility, descriptions;
;process operation%descriptions; andtiplanning
documents. Existing environmental, agreements
affecting emission; effluents, andowaste streams also
are examined to'determine the requirements for. each
'known site. A regulatory setting is developed for
-each site based on current Federal, State, regional,
and local regulations and agreements.
This EIS assesses the environmental impacts
associated with waste management for each proposed
blending process. Waste generation and effluent
(post-treatment) data are based on operating data for
existing blending facilities and on estimates for new
blending capabilities. The impact on waste
management infrastructure and practice caused by
waste streams for each blending process is evaluated.
For the No Action (baseline) Alternative, waste
generation data from the current affected
environment are used.
For the purposes of analysis in this EIS, data from
DOE's Integrated Data Base Program as shown in
Tables 4.1.10-1 and 4.1.10-2 were used to calculate
LLW disposal land usage for commercial and DOE
disposal facilities, from 1-990 through 1993. To
determine a usage factor to use in the waste
management impact analysis, SRS was selected,
since the waste disposal facilities at ORNL accept
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only ewaste ,generated atORNL, ,and:_ not from K-25,
Y-42, or.from offsite. The&SRS average value was
:rounded down to. the nearest 100 cubic meters (that
is, 8,600 m3/ha [123,000 ft3 /acre]))Except for-special
conditions documented in"Sit6 Treatment:Plans,, in
-compliance with-the Federal'Facility,Compliance

Act of 1992, and subject to"NEPA analysis, and
FFCA,'DOE sites do'not normally. accept waste from
;:other, sites for disposal. NTS :currently accepts.waste
from 15,generators withI9,more pending (7
submitting, applications for. approval,, and 2 awaiting
DOE approval); for disposal of. selected waste, forms
meeting NTS 'Waste Acceptance Criteria. No
additional waste will be shipped to NTS until the
completion of the NTS SitewideEIS (or other
applicable NEPA documentation, including the
Waste Management'PEIS),and in accordance with
decisions in the associated ROD(s). For B&W and
NFS, an average value of 20,000 m /ha (286,000 ft3 /
acre) was calculated, assuming the waste would go to
a commercialfacility. Thevalue used closely
approximates usage at Barnwell, which is expected to
remain operational through 2005 (DOE
1995kk:112,115). However, if necessary, the
commercial facility at Richland,' Washington, is also
an option. It must be recognized that the specific site
where wastes will be disposed is not a fixed issue.'For
this analysis, normal practice was assumed for the
process waste, in that~it is assumed to be disposed of
in accordance with current practice (that is, the
commercial sites would ship their waste offsite to a
commercial facility, and the DOE sites would dispose
of their waste onsite). AtORR, the proposed Class II
LLW disposal facility was, assumed to be utilized,
with. a usage factor of 3,300 m3 /ha (47,200 ft3/acre)
I (OR DOE 1995e:1).
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Table 4.1.10-I. Low-Level Waste DisposalLand
Usage,FactorsforCommercialSites

Site

Total
Estimated Land
Usage
Cumulative Area
Volume Utilized Factor
(ha)
(m3/ha)
(ma)

Table4.11O-2. -Low-Level Waste DisposalLand
Usage-Factorsfor Departmentof Energy Sites

Site

:1993

Barnwell, SC
Beatty, NVW
Richiand, WA
Barnwell, SC
Beatty, NVa
Richland,'WA
Barnwell, SC
Beatty, NVa
Richland, WA
Barnwell, SC
Beatty, NVa
Richland, WA
Barnwell, SC
Beatty, NV8
Richiand, WA
8

'701,368
137,455
"355,051
1992
684,223
'137,455
349,763
1991
660,705
122,880
338,042
1990
638,337
118,341
326,170
Average

36.6
-15.7
11.9

19,163
8,755
*29,836

.34.7
15.7
11.9

19,718
8,755
29,392

29.8
15.7
11.9

22,171
7,827
28,407

29.8
15.7
7.8

21,421
7,538
41,817
20,618
8,219
32,363

.Stopped accepting LLWDecember 31, 1992.
Source: DOE 1991h; DOE 1992f; DOE 1994c; DOE 1994d.

Hanford
'INEL

NTS
L
:ORNL8
SRS

Total
-Estimated
-Area
Land Usage
Cumulative
-'Utilized
-Factor
Volume
(m3/ha)
(M3)
(ha)
,1993
601,610
171.8
3,502
A4554
'32.3
147,084
17.4
12,684
220;700
458,435
1,74.2
2,632
7
-29,900
209i300
665,239
67.9
9,797
,1992

Hanford
IMEL
LANL
NTS
ORNLO
SRS

589,506
146,300
218,000
439,700
208,500
649,700

Hanford
IREL
LANL
NTS
ORNLO
SRS

582,800
145,300
215,700
419,600
207,400
636,700

3,472
6,901

169.8
21.2
17.2
55
7
78.2

12,674
7,995
29,786
8,308

167.8
21.2
17.2
55
7
78.2

3,473
6,854
12,541
7,629
29,629
8,142

1991

Hanford
LANL
NTS
ORNLO
SRS
Hanford
IINEL
LANL
NTS
ORNLO
SRS

1990
578,990
166.8
21.2
144,000
209,900
17
No data
408,400
207,200
6
72.1
612,800
Average

3,471
6,792
12,347
No data
34,533
8,499
3,480
6,275
12,562
6,085
29,772
8,687

a Can only accept waste generated at ORNL. Cannot accept

waste from Y-12 or K-25.
Source: DOE 1991h; DOE 1992f; DOE 1994c; DOE 1994d.
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4."2

NO A CTION ALTERNAT'IV

To satisfy the requirements of NEPA,, the'No Action
Alternative is presented as a baseline for comparison
With, the various action alternatives.. Under no action,
DOE would not dispose :of surplus:•HEU. Surplus
HEU is .currently'proposed to, remain- in storage
primarily at 'DOE's Y-12 Plant an'dcurrent
operations at each of the:proposed HEU blending
sites would continue. The' No Action-Alternative
establishes baseline characteristics necessary for the
determination of environmental impacts for each of
the candidate sites.
The interim storage, pending disposition (for up to
10 years) of surplus HEU at Y-12 (where most of the
HEU is stored), is analyzed:in the Y-12 EA. Impacts
from interim storage are briefly summarized below.
Impacts of Interim Storage at the Y-12 Plant.
Under the No Action Alternative, there are potential
environmental impacts due to interim storage of
HEU at the Y-1 2 Plant. The impacts to each resource
during interim storage have been summarized below
from the Y-12 EA, September 1994.
The Y-12 EA evaluates the continued receipt,
prestorage processing, and interim storage of
enriched uranium for up to 10 years in quantities that
would exceed the historical maximum storage level.
This EA states that eight facilities are currently used
to store enriched uranium or process it for storage.
These facilities would continue to be used for the
interim storage of enriched uranium above the
historical maximum storage level (OR DOE
1994d:3-4). No new facilities would need to be
constructed to accomplish the proposed action of the
Y-12 EA. Minor internal modifications would be
required to provide enhanced security and additional
storage capacity. Facilities and buildings within
Y-12 that contain substantial quantities of enriched
uranium have DOE-approved SARs, which are
currently undergoing a Safety Analysis Report
Update Program to meet, requirements of new DOE
orders.
Highly enriched uranium and LEU would be stored
in vault-like cages, tube vaults, vaults, or modular
storage vaults. LEU could be stored in other
configurations such as drums stacked in warehouse
storage areas depending upon the U-235 content of
LEU. Within the storage configurations, HEU and
4-14

LEU are stored in stainless or galvanized steel
cylindrical containers. The criticality-safe containers
•are:constructed to-DOT specifications or are DOE.approved storage containers.
No construction or demolition.of buildings is
anticipated;ý therefore, archaeological, cultural,
ecological: resources,: groundwater, and land use
would not be.affected. Wastewater discharge,
,domestic sewer discharge,; or radionuclide discharge
would not-exceed applicable permit levels.
The release of contaminates into: the atmosphere at
the Y-412 site occurs as a result of plant operations,
maintenance and waste management operations, and
steam generation. Routine releases to the atmosphere
would essentially be terminated whenHEU is placed
in storage. Therefore no additional impacts are
anticipated to air quality while HEU is in interim
storage.
The annual amounts of waste generated as a result of
prestorage processing and storage are not expected to
be higher than the 1993 quantities. This was because
1993 was the peak year for the disassembly of
weapons systems at the Y-12 Plant which generated
the highest rate of enriched uranium processing.
The annual doses for incident-free radiological
exposure to workers and to the public were estimated
to be well within the 1 rem (worker) and 10 mrem
(public) maximum exposure limits. The annual
collective dose from airborne releases due to Y-12
operations to all the involved workers and to the
public within 80 km (50 mi) of ORR was estimated
to be 12.9 person-rem and 12 person-rem,
respectively. Under accident conditions, the average
collective dose to the onsite worker population and
the public was estimated to be highest under the
solvent fire scenario, 7,100:person-rem and
100.person-rem, respectively. Potential radiological
impacts as a result of the beyond design basis
collapse postulated for Building 9212 was estimated
to result from an extreme natural hazard (tornado or
.earthquake) or an airplane. crash. The average
collective dose to all the workers onsite at Y-12 and
the public within 80 km (50 mi) was estimated to be
14,000 person-rem and 190 person-rem; respectively.
A bounding accident analysis was performed to
determine the potential uranium toxicity exposures to
the public (chemical- risk). From the largest uranium

Environmental Consequences
release postulated,- the; concentration to the
maximally exposed individual2of the -public was
estimated to be 20 mg U/m 3 . It was stated that there
would be no discernible toxic effect for a30-minute
exposure below the level. of concern value of'21 mg
U/mr3 for acute exposures. Nitric acid and
hydrofluoric acid alsopresent hazard, potential in the
event of a release. The chemical accident scenario
assumed that the entire tank of nitric acid is released.
-From this scenario, it-was. estimated thatthe
maximally exposed member of the public would
receive 25 mg/m 3 in the worst case which is just
below the level of concern of 26 mg/m 3 . A leak of
anhydrous hydrofluoric acid -into the air could be
more dangerous. The scenario assumed that the entire
hydrofluoric acid tank is released. This scenario
predicted that 88 onsite personnel would be exposed
to hydrofluoric acid concentrations exceeding onetenth of the IDLH standard. Twenty-five of these 88
persons would be exposed to concentrations of
hydrofluoric acid exceeding this standard. Mitigation
measures such as hydrofluoric acid detectors and
remote shutoff valves were installed to alert operators
of a release, isolate a leak, and minimize the amount
of hydrofluoric acid discharged.
4.2.1

LAND RESOURCES

Under the No Action Alternative, current missions at
ORR, SRS, B&W, and NFS would continue. Existing
and planned land-use activities associated with these
missions would continue at each of these sites and
impacts to land use from these actions would be
independent of and unaffected by the proposed action.
Table 4.2.2-1.
Site
Land (ha, fenced)

,4.2.2

SITE INFRASTRUCTURE

Under the'No Action Alternative, -the existing and
reasonably foreseeable activities described in
Chapter :3-for each ofý the candidate sites would
continue. Table 4.2.2-1. summarizes. the- baseline site
infrastructure requirements- for each candidate site.
The existing. site infrastructure has adequate capacity
to support all of these no action requirements.
4.2.3

AIR QUALITY AND NOISE

Under the No Action Alternative, current missions at
ORR, SRS, B&W, and NFS would continue. The
baseline resources described in the affected
environment sections in Chapter 3 are the existing air
quality and noise conditions. The concentration of
criteria and toxic/hazardous pollutants resulting from
the No Action Alternative are in compliance with
applicable Federal and State air quality regulations
and guidelines. Table 4.2.3-1 summarizes the
baseline ambient concentrations of criteria pollutants
from existing sources at each candidate site.

4.2.4

WATER RESOURCES

Surface Water. Under the No Action Alternative, no
additional impacts to surface water resources are
anticipated beyond the effects of existing and future
activities that are independent of and unaffected by

Site InfrastructureBaseline Characteristicsfor the No Action Alternative
Y-12
328

42
Road (Ian)
11
Railroad (kin)
420,500
Electricity (MWh/yr)
62
Electric Peak Load (MWe)
66,000,000
Natural Gas (m3/yr)
0
Diesel/oil (l/yr)
2,940
Coal (t/yr)
99,000
Steam Generation (kg/hr)
7,530,000,000
Water Usage (1/yr)
Note: MWh=megawatt hour; MWe=megawatt electric.
Source: Tables 3.3.2-2,3.4.2-2, 3.5.2-1, and 3.6.2-1.

I

*The existing landscape characteristics would remain
-consistent-with existing .and.proposed land uses
under the No Action Alternative.

SRS
•80,130

230
103
659,000
130
0
28,400,000
210,000
85,400
153,687,000,000

B&W
212

NFS

<1
0.305
64,700
14.3
2,850,000
470,000
0
1,460
195,000,000

3
0
21,800
3.5
12,900
36,000
0
6,260
57,000,000

25.5
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Table 4.2.3-1. EstimatedAmbient Concentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsFrom Existing Sources at Each
CandidateSite Boundaryfor the No Action Alternative
Averaging
Time
. Pollutant

Carbon monoxide (CO)
'i

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen'dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matter (PM1 0)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

Mandated by Tennessee,
South Carolina, and
Virginia
Total suspended
particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
•(jig/mn3 )

:8 hours
10,000a
-1 hour
..40,0008
,Calendar'Quarter
1.5a
Annual
100a
Annual
50a
24 hours
150a
Annual
80"
24 hours
365a
1,300a
3 hours

Annual
24 hours
I month
1 week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

Y-12
(gg/m 3)
5
11

0.0004
5.7

.1
2

3

2
32
80

2

0.8c
1.6c
2.9c
3.7c
250c

'122
171

0.05
.3

id

60c
150C

,SRS
(WgnM3)

0.2
0.3
<0.6
<0.6
0.6

:50.6
14'5
196
823

12.6

47d, e

0.09
0.39
1.04
1.99
<2.99d

B&W
(gg/M 3 )

4
13.1
b

.NFS
(jig/m3 )
1'97
2.52
b

3.5
0.02
0.16
0.34
2.28
11.8

0.62
0.03
0.21
0.02

0.03

o.03 d

0.22

0.21
0.02

b, d
b, d
b, d
b, d
b, d

0.15
0.35

<0.06
0.06
0.1
0.11

a Federal standard.
b No emissions from existing processes.
C State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
e Based on maximum measured SRS ambient monitored data for 1985.
[Text deleted.]
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations for Y-12
include other ORR operations.
Source: 40 CFR 50; DOE 1995i; NF DEC nda;-SC DHEC 1992b; SR NUS 1991a; TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a;
VAAPCB 1993a; VA DEQ 1995a; WSRC 1994e.

the proposed action. Under the No Action
Alternative, because of the reduced operating
requirements of existing facilities at both ORR and
SRS, surface water withdrawals are expected to
decrease. Wastewater from the Y-12 Plant and SRS
would continue to be discharged to NPDESpermitted site streams, although the volume
discharged would decrease. As a result of reduction
in discharges to site streams, water quality should
improve. Under the No Action Alternative, current
surface water withdrawal is expected to remain
unchanged at B&W. Currently, no surface water is
used at NFS.
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Groundwater. Under the No Action Alternative, no
additional impacts to groundwater resources are
anticipated beyond the effects of existing and future
activities that are independent of and unaffected by
the proposed action. Under the -No Action
Alternative, existing missions at SRS and B&W that
withdraw -groundwater would be expected to
continue. Currently no-groundwater is used at ORR
and NFS. All drinking water for NFS is obtained
from the city of Erwin. Water quality data obtained
from wells located near ORR and SRS indicate that
water quality is above or bordering drinking water
standards for a number of parameters. Under the No
Action Alternative, current restoration programs
would continue at. ORR and SRS. Minimal impacts

EnvironmentalConsequences

Under the No Action Alternative, current missions at
ORR, SRS, B&W, and NFS would. continue. The
baseline resources described. in the affected
environment sections of Chapter 3. areý the existing
:geologic and soil conditions. There ,would be no
construction or demolition of buildings and no
-disturbance of the land beyond the effects of existing
and future activities that are independent of the
proposed action. Although it is currently proposed
that Y-12 would continue to receive HEU for
storage, existing facilities would be used and no new
facilities would be needed for storage. Because no
new construction would occur beyond the effects of
existing and future activities that are independent of
the proposed action, the No Action Alternative would
have no impact on the geological or soil resources at
the four candidate sites. Any impacts to geology and
soils from current missions would be independent of
and unaffected by the No Action Alternative.

,baseline-resources described in the. affected
environment sections. in Chapter 3.are the existing
cultural. resources conditions. There would: be no
construction or demolition of buildings, -so there
would be no disturbance of the land beyond the
effects of existing and future activities that are
independent of the proposed action. Although it is
currently proposed that'Y-12 would continue to
receive-HEU for storage, existing facilities would be
used- and no-.new: facilities would be" required&for
storage. 'The 'No Action Alternativeý would' have'no
impact on cultural resources,. including, prehistoric
and, historic: resources, Native American resources,
and paleontological resources at any of the candidate
sites. The effects considered include those resulting
directly from land disturbance during construction,
visual intrusion on the settings or environmental
context of historic structures, visual and audio
intrusions on Native American sacred sites, reduced
access to Native American traditional use areas,
unauthorized artifact collection, and vandalism. Any
impacts to cultural resources from current missions
would be independent of and unaffected by the No
Action Alternative.

4.2.6

4.2.8

on groundwater quality are expected due to
wastewater releases.
4.2.5

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

BIOTIc RESOURCES

Under the No Action Alternative, current missions at
ORR, SRS, B&W, and NFS would continue. The
baseline resources described in the affected
environment sections in Chapter 3 are the existing
biotic conditions. There would be no construction or
demolition of buildings, so there would be no loss of
wildlife habitat beyond the effects of existing and
future activities that are independent of the proposed
action. Although it is currently proposed that Y-12
would continue to receive HEU for storage, existing
facilities would be used and no new facilities would
be required for storage. Because no new construction
would occur, the No Action Alternative would have
no impact on biotic resources, including terrestrial
and aquatic resources, wetlands, and threatened and
endangered species at any of the candidate sites. Any
impacts to biotic resources from current missions
would be independent of and unaffected by the No
Action Alternative.
4.2.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Under the No Action Alternative, current missions at
ORR, SRS, B&W, and NFS would continue. The

SOCIOECONOMICS

Under the No Action Alternative, current missions at
ORR, SRS, B&W, and NFS would continue. The
baseline resources described in the affected
environment sections of Chapter 3 are the existing
socioeconomic conditions. Under the No Action
Alternative, the worker population would not change
at these sites; therefore, no environmental
consequences are anticipated. The No Action
Alternative assumes continuation of operations at the
four candidate sites. Employment, local economy,
population, housing, community services, and local
transportation are the parameters used to assess the
baseline characteristics. Table 4.2.8-1 summarizes
the baseline conditions for these parameters for each
candidate site.
4.2.9

PUBLIC AND OCCUPATIONAL

HEALTH
Under the No Action Alternative, current missions at
ORR, SRS, B&W, and NFS would continue. The
baseline resources -described in the affected
environment sections of Chapter 3 are the existing
normal operation and facility accident conditions.
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'Tble42.8-

Sociecnoic ParaetersBaselineCharacteristicsfor the No Action Alternative

. Site
Employment
'Payroll (million $)

`ORR

SRS

15,273
523

19,208
1,149a

.1,846

-462,900
488;700

243,800
259,400

321,400
334,700

`B&W
80

NFS
.325
13.2

ýRegional.Economic Area
Employment
1995
,2000
'Unemployment (%)
-1994
'Per capita income

iI

1995 ($)
2000 ($)

Region of Influence
Population
1995
2000
Housing units

1995
2000

4.9

6.7

4.9

253,800
265,500
5.9

18,200
-19,214

17,800

18,930

18,000
18,788

16;800
17,594

519,300
548,200

477,600
508,300

219,900
229,000

322,600
•337,600

222,000
234,400

189,400
201,600

90,500
94,300

135,700
141,900

Students
1995
2000
Teachers
1995
2000

Police officers
1995
2000

Firefighters
1995
2000

83,400

88,200

88,000

93,900

34,200
35,600

52,500
54,900

5,140
5,420

5,060
5,380

2,400
2,500

2,920
3,060

792

956

836

1,020

358
373

556
582

1,120
1,180

1,363

960
1,000

1,201

1,450

1,300

1,380

1,370
1,460

299
312

910

73
78

66
69

70
73

61
64

1,260

Physicians
1995
2000

870

Hospital occupancy (%)
1995
2000
2

Total payroll for 1992 is based on 1990 employee wage and 1992 total number of employees.

Source: AHA 1994a; AMA 1994a; BW 1995b: 1; BW Fire 1995a; BW School 1995a; Census 1991a; Census 1991b; Census 1991c;
Census 1991u; Census 1993a; Census 1993b; Census 1993c; Census 1993e; Census 1993g; DOC 1990c; DOC 1990d;
DOC 1994j; DOC 1995a; DOJ 1994a; NF Fire. 1995a; NF School 1995a; NFS 1995b:2; OR Fire 1995a; OR Police 1995a;
OR School 1995a; ORR 1991a:4; SR Fire 1995a; SR School 1995a; SRS 1991a:3.

Under the No Action Alternative during normal
operations, both radiological and hazardous chemical
releases to the environment as well as direct
exposures would occur. Table 4.2.9-1 summarizes
the baseline conditions for the resulting radiological
doses and potential health effects to the public and
workers. To put operational doses into perspective,
the doses from natural background radiation also are
4--18

included in Table 4.2.9-1. If normal operations at the
four candidate sites were to continue, the resulting
impacts would remain within the regulatory limits.
The risks of adverse health effects to workers and the
public would be small.
At ORR, the annual dose to the MEI of the public,
including continued operation of the Y-12 interim

:EnvironmentalConsequences
ýTable 4.2.9-1.

PotentialRadiologicalImpacts to Workers and the'PublicResulting,From Normal
OperationsBaseline,Characteristics
for the 'No Action Alternative

,Receptor
Natural, background radiation'dose (mremlyr)
Average worker (irem/yr)
'-Fatal cancer risk for, 20 years

ORR
295
4
3.2x10 5
.2,000

,Maximum worker exposure (rnrem/yr)
Maximally exposed member of public (mrem/yr)
-Fatal.cancer risk for 20years

i
I

2b
.2.0x10"5

Total worker dose (person-rem/yr)
SNumber of fatal cancers for 20 years
Total population dose (person-rem/yr)
Number of fatal cancers for.20 years

68
0.54
28
0.28

SRS
-.298
17.9
14x104
l,

B&W
329
10
-8.0x10"5

3,000
0.32
:3.2x10"6

3,300
5.0x10"2
'5.0x10-7

216
1.7
:21.5
0.22

'NFS
-340
50
4.0x10-4
.

470"
.3.3x10"2
3.3x10-7

18
014
-0.35
.3.5x10" 3

16.3
0.13
0.2
2.0x10-3

a Representative of one-half year.

b Representative of-air and liquid media only; an additional 1 mrem/yr may be.incurred due to direct exposure.
Source: BW 1995b:l; BW NRC 1991a; DOE 1993n:7; NF NRC 1991a; NFS 1995b:2; OR DOE 1994c; SRS 1995a:13;
WSRC 1994d.

storage is 2.0 mrem. After 20 years of operation, the
corresponding cumulative risk of fatal cancer to this
individual is 2*0x10"5 . The annual population dose
(within an 80-km [50-mi] radius of the site),
including interim storage facilities at Y-12, would be
28 person-rem. After 20 years of operation, the
corresponding cumulative number of fatal cancers in
this population would be 0.28.
Hazardous chemical impacts to the public resulting
from normal operation are presented in
Table 4.2.9-2. The hazardous chemical impacts from

all site operations are needed to.estimate the total site
impacts for the various alternatives. The noncancer
adverse health effects expected and the risk of cancer
due to the total chemical exposures are estimated for
each site. Tables showing the toxic chemical effects
and the exposure limits for each chemical are
presented in Appendix E in Tables E.3.2-1 and
E.3.3-1, respectively. The background chemical
exposure, levels are negligible for the sites analyzed
because releases come primarily from site operations
and not commercial industrial operations that are
present in surrounding communities. The no action

Table 4.2.9-2. PotentialHazardous ChemicalImpactsa to Workers and the Public Resulting From
Normal OperationsBaseline Characteristicsfor the No Action Alternative
Receptor
Maximally Exposed Individual
Hazard indexb
Cancer riskc
Onsite Worker
Hazard indexd
Cancer risk'

!I
I
!

ORR

SRS

B&W

NFS

3.95x10"2
0

5.16x10 3
1.31x10"7

1.15x10"5
.1.68x10"s

9.55x10"2

0.154
0

1.16
1.94x10"4

4.07x10"3
3.94x10-5

7.57x10"3
0

0

a Includes any background emissions that would be present at the site in the absence of site operations plus site emissions that exist

at the present time.
b Hazard index for MEI=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for MEl.
Cancer risk for MEI=(emissions of concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
d Hazard index for workers=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for.workers.
' Cancer risk for workers=(emissions for 8-hour) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed])
'

x (0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
-Source: NFS 1995b:2; OR MMES 1995i; SRS 1995a:2; SRS 1996a:1; VA DEQ 1995a.
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level of exposures is used to, calculate the noncancer
and cancer risks for.all.sites. All supporting analyses
are provided in Appendix E, Tables'E.3.4-1 through
E.3.4-4. [Text deleted., The His for the public show
that the hazardous. chemical. concentrations are
within EPA's (Reference Concentrations) regulatory
limits. The -His for the-workers at SRS; indicate the
potential for noncancer effects. AtrSRS and B&W,
the cancer risks for the onsite worker-are. I .94xl0-2
and 3.94x10- 5, respectively.
Under, the No Action Alternative, it is currently
proposed thatHEU would continue to be storedat the
Y-12 Plant and other operations would continue-at
SRS, B&W, NFS, and the remainder of ORR.
Potential accidents and their consequences have been
addressed in site safety documentation prepared for
existing facilities. The Y-12 EA (DOE/EA-0929,
September 1994) addresses accident consequences
for the interim storage of HEU at the Y-1 2 Plant. The
potential radiological consequences to the involved
worker range up to several thousand rem (fatal); up to
2 rem (9.0x10 increased likelihood of latent cancer
fatality) to the noninvolved worker; up to 14 rem
(7.0x10 3 latent cancer fatalities) to the maximally
exposed individual; and up to 190 person-rem to the
surrounding population. The maximum chemical
accident consequences would be from a hydrogen
fluoride leak. Evacuation level concentrations would
be reached for a short distance outside the site
boundary under most weather conditions for such an

Table 4.2.10-1.

Liquid (in3 )
Solid (rn3 )

4.2.10

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Under the No Action Alternative, current and
reasonably achievable missions at ORR, SRS,'B&W,
and NFS would continue. Under this alternative, it is
currently proposed that surplus HEU continue to be
stored at the Y-12 Plant. Under the No Action
Alternative, waste management practices would
continue. Under the No Action Alternative, all four
sites would continue to manage low-level, mixed
low-level, hazardous, and nonhazardous wastes.
Table 4.2.10-1 summarizes the baseline conditions
for the waste types for each candidate site.
At the Y-12 Plant, solid LLW would continue to be
stored until future disposal methods are determined.
Mixed LLW would continue to be generated at Y-12
under the No Action Alternative during the treatment
of nitrate waste from the purification/recycling of

Annual Waste Generated Baseline Characteristicsfor the No Action Alternative

Waste Category
Low-Level

I

accident; fatalities, could not be ruled out under
flimiting conditions. Since 4989, DOE has been
engaged in a programto update SARs for the'Y-12
Plant, as in some cases existing SARs did. not reflect
current. standards. That effort is ongoing. Accident
,probability and consequences aredependent on the
accidentscenarios,' which vary:-at these sites due; to
the type, form, amount,. and. processes, and the
radiological and hazardous chemicals resident at the
site. Under the No-Action Alternative, the risk of
accidents at these sites would be unchanged.

SRS

B&W

INFS

2,576
8,030

0
14,100

50,005
620

18,900
3,000

84,210
960

115
18

0
14

<1
<1

74

55,115
0

<1
<1

700,000
6,670

:576,160
1,700

56,700
2,300

ORR

Mixed Low-Level

I

3
Liquid (mn
)
3
Solid (in )
Hazardous
3

Liquid (M )
Solid (in 3 )
Nonhazardous
Liquid (M3 )
Solid (M3 )

32,640
1,434
1,743,000
52,730

Included in solid

Source: BW 1995b:1; BW NRC 1991a; BW NRC 1995a; NF NRC 1991a; NFS 1995b:2; OR LMES 1995b; SR DOE 1994c.
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.,uranium and in the treatment of plating, shop wastes.
Mixed, LLW would be managed) in accordance with
the ORR Site Treatment Plan, which complies with
FFCA. The Y-12 Plant's hazardous waste treatment,
storage, and disposal units would continue to operate
in accordance with RCR'A:interim status
requirements. pending receipt, of'RCRA operating
permits. Nonhazardous sanitary: and nonradioactive
process ,waste. liquids would be treated in

•conventional.-sewage treatmentýplants. The resultant
solids would be disposed of with'solid nonhazardous
waste in a permittedlandfill sized to handle projected
waste ,v6lumes. Asbestos' and. general refuse would
continue to be managed in the'.Y-12: Plant Sanitary
Landfill. Under the No Action iAlternative,, this
landfill ,would, also continue to ý.accept
nonradiological: medical wastes that-have been
rendered' noninfectious.
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4.3

DISCUSSIONýOFSITE-SPECIFIC
,ANNUALoIMPACTS
ASSOCIATED WITH BLENDING
,HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM
'-TO, LOW-ENRICHED URANIUM

The site-specific alternatives:in this section consider
blending surplus HEU to a suitable assay LEU for
fabricationas fuel for commercial reactors-or: for
disposal as waste. Most of the surplus HEU, whether
commercial (130 t) or off-spec (40 t) material
(described in: Section 2.1.1), could be blended' with
suitable blendstock material to produce LEU-for
commercial use. There are two blending processes
available for this purpose: blending HEU to LEU as
UNH, and blending HEU to LEU as UF6 . Currently,
the commercial fuel industry receives all LEU fuel
feed as UF6 ; however, since UNH crystals could also
be used as fuel feed, the UNH blending process is
considered reasonable for reactor fuel. The
environmental consequences of the two processes,
blend as UNH and blend as UF 6 , are presented in
Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
All of the surplus HEU including commercial (130 t),
off-spec (40 t), and noncommercial (30 t), could be
blended with blendstock material to produce LEU for
disposal as waste. There are two blending processes
available for this purpose: blending as UNH and
blending as metal. For the reasons explained in
Section 2.2.2, UNH and metal are not acceptable
waste forms for disposal; therefore, LEU in UNH and
metal form would be converted to U3 0 8 prior to
being discarded as waste. The environmental
consequences of the two processes, blend as UNH
and blend as metal, are presented in Sections 4.3.3
and 4.3.4. The analyses in Section 4.3 describe
annual impacts.
The following four sections discuss the
environmental consequences of blending surplus
HEU to either 4-percent or 0.9-percent LEU at each
of the candidate sites. All four candidate sites have
the capability to blend surplus HEU to 4-percent or
0.9-percent LEU as UNH. The two commercial sites
may add the capability to blend surplus HEU to
4-percent LEU as UF 6 for commercial fuel. The Y- 12
site has the capability to blend surplus HEU to
0.9-percent LEU as metal. UNH and metal blending
facilities at Y-12 and SRS and UNH blending
facilities at NFS are currently not operating. UF 6
conversion and blending facilities do not: currently
4-22

exist,, but might be developed at B&W and NFS by
the addition of new processing equipment to existing
facilities.
'The SRS site currently lacks the capability to solidify
UNH material at enrichment, levels higher than about
1 ,percent. (See Section.2.2.3.3.) Nonetheless, the
.environmental impacts from the-solidification
processm'have been included, in this analysis: for SRS
-as. for the other sites so, a valid comparison can be
.made among' them.' Development' of ,a new UNH
,ýsolidification facility -at SRS (or offsite locations)
might be proposed in the future by DOE, by a
commercial entity, or by another 'Federal agency to
whom off-spec LEU derived from 'surplus HEU
'might be -sold,or transferred pursuant to the USEC
Privatization Act (Public Law 104-134,
Section 3112(e)(1)).
Except as noted in the proceeding paragraph, none of
the analyzed processes would necessitate
construction of new facilities, require land
disturbance, or affect the VRM classification of any
of the candidate sites; consequently, no impacts to
land resources, geology and soils, or cultural
resources are anticipated. Any future construction at
B&W or NFS would be a business decision, and is
not proposed by DOE or necessitated by this
proposed action or alternatives. No construction of a
solidification facility at SRS is proposed at this time.
If any such construction at lany of the sites were
proposed, it could involve land disturbance and
associated impacts, such as minor air emissions.
Additional NEPA review would be conducted as
necessary for any such new construction, if it were
proposed.
[Text deleted.]
4.3.1

TECHNOLOGY AND SITE-SPECIFCC
IMPACTS FOR:BLENDING- HIGHLY
ENmCHmED URANIUM TO 4-PERCENT
Low-ENRcICHE URANUM AS
URANYL NITRATE HExAHYDRATE

The process wouldinvolve dissolving both surplus
HEU and uranium blendstock in nitric acid, yielding
UNH for further blending, and conversion to UNH
crystals or to uranium oxide as U0 2 as described in
Section 2.2.2.1. This process could be performed at
any or all of the four facilities.

Environmental Consequences
Assessment of impacts of blending HEU to 4-percent
LEU as UNH are based on an annual throughput of
10 t of impure, unalloyed 50-percent assay•HEU
metal to:pure 4-percent assay UNH crystals with
appropriate:blendstock. The blendstock feed material
used in this alternative is assumed to be pure U30 8 or
metal.
4.3.11

Site Infrastructure

Operation of facilities to blend HEU to 4-percent
LEU as UNH would potentially affect site
infrastructure, mainly electrical power, fuel, and
water/steam supply.
Site infrastructure requirements are discussed in
Section 2.2.2.1 and detailed in Table 4.3.1.1-1 ,for
each candidate site; however, the discussion of
impacts on site infrastructure is presented for all the
sites collectively.
Due to the use of existing facilities and the estimated
UNH blending facility utility requirements, there is
no anticipated need for modifications to onsite or
offsite road and rail access or right-of-way corridors
for such services as electrical transmission lines,
natural gas and water supply pipelines, and
telecommunications. The additional annual electrical
service requirement represents a small percentage
increase for the DOE sites (that is, less than 1 percent
of the Y-12 Plant and SRS's annual consumption)
with only a few percent increase in peak demand, as
shown in Table 4.3.1.1-1. For commercial facilities,
this increase is slightly higher, approximately
6 percent for B&W and over 18 percent for NFS. Thfe
increase in peak load is approximatelyý picehtfor
•14
B&W and 57 percent for NFS. The capacity at both
the DOE and commercial sites is adequate to
accommodate the blending facility's electrical
service requirements without implementing any
major modifications or constructing new
transmission or distribution facilities.
The fuel and water requirements to support the
blending facility represent relatively small fractions
of current annual usage or existing capability at Y-1 2
and SRS. Natural gas is available and; in use, at all
sites except for SRS where oil is the major fuel
source. Annual fuel oil consumption at ORR is
416,000 1 (110,000 gal); none of this is used at the
Y-12 Plant. Coal-fired boilers are in use at both DOE

*sites for the production of process steam, whereas the
commercial -sites utilize either natural gas or oil
depending upon availability- and cost. The total fuel
requirements, in terms of total fuel energy equivalent
for the UNHEconversion and blending facility,
represent an increase of 0.6,' 0.2, and 12 percent. of
*current fuel consumption at ORR, SRS, and B&W,
respectively. .For.NFS,. the .'blending facility
represents an increase of 742 percent of current-fuel
consumption,.because'the- facilities. areless iactive
than "normal; however, based on fuel consumption
data for building and. process'equipment (that is,
790,000 1 [209,000.gal] of fuel oil), the fuel
requirements for the UNH blending facilities would
be about 36 percent of NFS's installed capacity.
Annual raw water requirements to support blending
facility. operations are insignificant compared with
current usage at ORR and SRS. For:B&W and NFS,
this requirement represents an increase of about
9.7 percent and 33.3 percent of current usage,
respectively. The available water capacity at each site
is adequate to satisfy the blending facility
requirements under this alternative.
As a result of the extensive site infrastructure already
existing at Y-12 and SRS, minimal effects in terms of
the percentage increase in site infrastructure resource
usage would result from the operation of the UNH
conversion and blending facilities at either site. Site
infrastructure resource requirements.are well within
the available capacity at both the Y-12 Plant and
SRS. For B&W and NFS, the infrastructure resource
requirements of the blending facility represent a
more significant increase over current useage;
however, the existing infrastructure is capable of
accommodating the blending facility requirements
with no significant adverse site infrastructure-related
environmental effects being incurred.
4.3.1.2

Air Quality and Noise

Operation of facilities to blend HEU to 4-percent
LEU as UNH would generate criteria and
toxic/hazardous pollutants. Concentrations of these
pollutants resulting from this alternative were
estimated for each site and are presented in Table
4.311.2-1. The discussion of impacts on air quality
and noise are presented for all the sites collectively.
Air Quality. Air pollutant emissions associated with
the operation of the UNH blending facility consist of
4-23

Table 4.3.1.1-1. Annual Changes to Site Infrastructurefor Blending (10 t/yr) Highly Enriched Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas
Uranyl NitrateHexahydrate
Access

I

Site
UNH facility
Y-12 baseline
Y-12 percent change
SRS baseline
SRS percent change
B&W baseline
B&W percent change
NFS baseline

NFS percent change

Area
(ha)
0
328
0
80,130
0
212
0

Road
(kin)
0
42
0
230
0
<1
0

Electrical
Peak
Rail
Energy
Load
(kcm)
(MWh/yr) (MWe)
0
4,000
2
11
420,500
62
0
0.95
3.2
103
659,000
130
0
0.6
1.5
0.305 64,700
14.3
0
6.2
14

25.5

3

0

0

0

0

21,800

i8.4

Fuel
Natural
Gas
(m3/yr)
17,000
66,000,000
<0.1P
0
NAc
2,850,000
0.6

zK~'

Water

Diesel/Oil

0130)
56,800
0
NAb
28,400,000
0 .3 a

470,000
71. 5 a

3.5

12 ,9 0 0 c

36,000e

57.1

132

933a

Coal
tyr)
363
2,940
12
210,000
0.17
0
NAd
0
NAd

Water
(million
l/yr)
19
7,530
0.25
153,687
0.012
195
9.7
57
33.3

Steam
(kg/hr)
1
99,000
0.001
85,400
0.001
1,460
0.07
6;260

0.02,

a Percent change includes required natural gas, oil, or coal eneigy equivalent.

Natural gasis the primary fuel at Y-12, and all of the blending facility oil requirements have been converted to a natural gas energy equivaIent; fuel oil (0.96 kgll) is assumed to be
41,800 BTUs/kg or 40,128 BTUs/I and natural gas is assumed to be 35,315 BTUs/in 3 (that is, 56,8001 of fuel oil=64,515 m3 of natural gas).
c Natural gas is not available at SRS and all of the blending facility process natural gas requirements would be supplied via liquid petroleum gas (LPG); these requirements have been'
converted to a Niel oil energy equivalent; the nat"al gas is assumed to be 35,305 BTUs/m 3, LPG is assumed to be 24,800 BT-s/', ad fuel oil is assumed to be 40,128 BTUs/i (that
b

is, 17,000 m3 of natural gas=24,200 I of 1.'=-14,9001 of fuel oil).
d Coal is not utilized at B&W-NNFD or NFS, and all of the blending facility coal derived energy requirements would be supplied via the fuel oil energy equivalent; the fuel oil energy
content is assumed tobe 40,128 BTUs/I, and for coal it is assumed to be 30.9 million BTUst, (363 t of coal=279,200 I of fuel oil).
e Values shown are based on current usage; typical annual consumption is estimated at approximately 790,0001 of fuel oil.
Note: NA--not applicable; MWih=megawatt hour, MWe=megawatt electric; BTU=British thermal unit.
Source: OR LMES 1995b; Tables 3.3.2-2,3.4.2-2,3.5.2-1, and 3.6.2-I.

EnvironmentalIConsequences
criteria pollutants from the operation, of boilers, to
produce steam-and toxic/hazardous pollutants such as
nitric acid used orgenerated in the blending.process.
These pollutants .-are controlled using. liquid
scrubbing prior to. HEPA filtration-to remove
chemical vapors and.particulates.
The 24-hour concentration of sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ) at
ýORR is approximately 9,percent of the standard,
which is the 'highest: percent of a&standard for-the
criteria pollutants at'ORR. The UNH blending would
contribute 8 and 153'.percent to the 24-hour
concentration of'SO 2 .and total suspended
particulates (TSP) at ORR, respectively. The
remaining criteria pollutant concentrations would be
less than 55 percent of the respective standard.
The 3-hour concentration of SO 2 at SRS is
approximately 63 percent of the standard, which is
the highest percent of a standard for criteria
pollutants at SRS. The UNH blending process would
contribute less than 1 percent to the 3-hour
concentration of SO 2 at SRS. The remaining criteria
pollutant concentrations would be less than
63 percent of the respective standard.
The annual concentration of nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
at B&W was calculated to be approximately
3.5 percent of the annual NAAQS for NO 2 . NO2 is
considered to be a primary emission at the site. The
UNH blending process would contribute less than
1 percent to the annual concentration of NO2 at the
site. The addition of the blending emissions of NO2
to those existing at.B&W would increase the-percent
of the annual NAAQS for NO2 only slightly. Criteria
pollutant concentrations would be expected to remain
in compliance with the NAAQS and State-mandated

standards.
The primary source of criteria pollutants at :NFS is
from :space heating, ;which is accomplished by
combustion of natural, gas. The annual concentration
of NO2 at_'NFS is approximatelyO,6 percent of the
standard, which -is the highestpercent of-astandard
for criteria pollutants at NFS. Monitoring performed
at NFS by TDEC indicated that the facility is in
compliance with Federal and State regulations: and
guidelines (NF NRC'1991a:4-30). Operation of the
UNH blending •facilities ,would add~less •than
0.1. percent to the annual concentration of NO2 ,
which would not be expected to change the
compliance status of NFS.

'Table,4.3 1.1.2, presents the estimated'concentrations
o-0f criteria pollutants from~blending.HEU to 4-percent
.LEU as UNH. Table 4.3 l',2-2,'presents: the total
,concentrations of no: action criteria, pollutants plus
'blending-HEU to 4-percent LEU as UNH at each site.
During operation,- impacts, from. the'•UNH blending
facilities with respect to the concentrations of criteria
;and toxic/hazardous air pollutants are expected to be
,within:Federal and State' regulations,:and' guidelines
for each site.
Noise.. Operation' of the UNH blending-facility in an
existing buildinig at6eachsite wouýd'resltsinlittle or
ýno change.in the cont'rbution to noise levels'at offsite
receptors. EXisting buildings are located at a
sufficient distance from offsite noise sensitive
receptors that the contribution to-offsite noise levels
would continue to be small.
Noise impacts associated with increased traffic on
access routes would be small considering that-any of
the four facilities would require a maximum of 125
employees during operation, 'many of whom would
be employees currently working at the site (OR
LMES 1995b:20).
Potential measures to minimize noise impacts on
workers include providing workers in noisy
environments with appropriate hearing protection
devices that meet OSHA standards. As required,
noise levels would be measured in worker areas, and
a hearing protection program would be conducted.

4.3.1.3

Water Resources

Environmental impacts associated with the operation
of UNH conversion and blending facilities would
affect surface and groundwater resources. Water
resource requirements and discharges provided in
,Section 2.2.2.1 were used to assess impacts to surface
water and groundwater. The discussion of impacts
are provided for each site separately.
Oak Ridge Reservation
:Surface Water. Operation of UNH blending
facilities would require an additional 19 million I/yr
(5.0 MGY) of water, mostly for process operations
and steam generation and a lesser, amount for potable
water. This would be less than 1 percent of the Clinch
JRiver's average flow (132 m3 /s [4,661, ft&/s]), and the
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•Table 4.3.1.2-1. .EstirnatedConcentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsBased UponBlendig (10 t/yr) Highly
'Enriched'Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas-Uranyl Nitrate,Hexahydrate
UNH Blending Alternative Concentrationa
Averaging
JTime
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

Lead (Pb)
'Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matterd (PM 10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

.
8 hours
1,>hour
Calendar
,Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

MostStringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
(gtg/m 3)
10 , 00 0 b
40,000b
1.5b
00b
50b
Sob
80b

3 65 b
,
1 300 b

Y-12
(jig/n 3)

11.5
'53
c
1.33
0.03
0.37
2.46
29.3
161

Mandated by Tennessee, South
Carolina, and Virginia
60e
6.74f
Total suspended particulatesd Annual
(TSP)
24 hours
150e
80.16
c
1 month
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)
0 .8 e
c
1.6e
I week
c
2.9e
24 hours
c
12 hours
3 .7 e
c
250e
8 hours
a Model results.
I b Federal standard.
C No emissions from this process.
d It is conservatively assumed that PM10 concentrations are TSP concentrations.
C State standard or guideline.

:

[

SRS
(jtg/m3)
0.07
0.14
c

ý.B&W
(jtg/m3)
5.22
16.96
c

NFS
(jig/m3 )
0.6
0.77
c

0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.02
0.32
0.71

0.1
0.02
0.16
0.27
1.82
9.41

0.02
<0.01
0.02
0.04
0.27
0.64

0.05

0.02
0.16
c, f
c,f
c, f
c,f
c,f

<0.01f
0.02
c
c
C
c
c

0.88f

c
c
c
c
c,f

f No State standard.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for Y-l 2
include other ORR operations.
Source: 40 CFR 50; OR LMES 1995b; SC DHEC 1992b; TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a; VAAPCB 1993a; VA DEQ 1995b;
WSRC 1994e.
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Table 4.3.1.2-2. EstimatedTotal Concentrationsof CiteriaPollutantsfor No Action Plus Blending
(10 tlyr) Highly.Enriched:Uranium to 4-Percent;Low-EnrichedUranium as Uranyl Nitrate'Hexahydrate
No Action Plus Blending Concentrationa

[.

Pollutant

Carbon monoxide (CO)

Most Stringent
'Averaging -Regulations or
Time
Guidelines
(gg/m 3 )
,000b

8 hours

10

I hour

40,000'

Lead (Pb)

'Calendar

Nitrogen dioxide (1NO 2)
Particulate matter (PM10)

Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

1 .5 b

Y-12
(jag/rn3 )

SRS
(jag/rn 3)

.16'51
64
0.05

.22
171
0.0004

4:33
1.03
2.37
4.46
61.3
241

5.71
3
50.6
14.5
196
824

3.6
0.04
0.32
0.61
4.1
21.21

0.64
0.03
0.23
0.06
0.42
0.99

7.74'
82.16
0.2
0.3
<0.6
<0.6
0.6

12.65
47.88e
0.09
0.39
1.04
1.99
<2.99e

0.05
0.38

0.04e

-B&W
(ag/rm3 )
.9.22
-30.06

NFS
(jig/r 3)
2157
3.29
C

Quarter

Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

I
I
I
I
I

Mandated by Tennessee, South
Carolina, and Virginia
Total suspended particulates
(TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Annual
24 hours
I month
I week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

15 0 b
b

18 0

b

365

60
15 0

d
d
0

.8 d

1 .6

3

d

.7 d

C, e

C, e
C, e
C, e

0.23
0.02
<0.06
0.06
0.1
0.11

a Model results.
b Federal standard.
C No emissions from no action and this process.

d State standard or guideline.
e No State standard.

IText deleted.)
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted nor monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: 40 CFR 50; DOE 1995i; NF DEC nda; OR LMES 1995b; SC DHEC 1992b; SR NUS 1991a; TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a;
VAAPCB 1993a; VA DEQ 1995b; WSRC 1994e.

potable water usage would be within ORR's
treatment capacity.
The liquid effluents from involved operations and
sanitary wastewater discharges, would not contain
radionuclides or hazardous chemicals. The
wastewater generated from the operations would be
conveyed to the Y-12 Central Pollution Control
Facility or the Y-12 West End Treatment Facility for
processing. The approximately 18.7 million I/yr
(4.9 MGY) of additional treated wastewater would be
discharged to East Fork ,Poplar Creek. Treated
sanitary:and process wastewater discharges
1(18.7 million I/yr [4.9 MGYI) released to East Fork

Poplar Creek would not exceed 1 percent of the
average flow (1.3 m 3/s [45 ft3/s]) and therefore
should not result in any downstream flow effects.
Releases to the Clinch River would represent less
than 1 percent of the average flow. All discharges
would be monitored to comply with NPDES permit
limits. The difference between the-amount of water
being used and the amount of water being discharged
can be attributed to drift and evaporation in the
cooling towers. Stormwater runoff from-the main
plant area would be collected in detention ponds,
monitored, and, if acceptable, discharged to nearby
streams. Stormwater runoff from outside the main
plant area, except from those facilities that require
4-27
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"onsite~management controls by regulations (for
example, -sanitary treatment plants and landfills),
would be discharged to nearby, streams.
The Y-12 Plant is currently involved with
'remediation of East Foik.Poplar' Creek under
CERCLA, because East Fork Poplar :Creek was
contaminated by past releases from- the Y-12 Plant.
Significanrcleanupactivities are required onsite and
'Offsite.-Future'NPDES- permits,would be obtained
after review of the current water-quality and how it is
-affected by discharges-from Y-12. In -addition,
discharges from the treatment plants are required to
meet all permit limits; therefore, no impacts to water
quality are expected.
Domestic wastewater from the Y-12 Plant, including
some sinks in process areas, is discharged to the
sanitary sewer for treatment under an industrial
user's permit. This permit allows the Y-12 Plant to
discharge wastewater to be treated at the ORR
wastewater treatment facility through two main
sewage lines into the ORR sanitary sewer system in
accordance with effluents limitations, monitoring
requirements, and other conditions set forth in the
permit. Radiological and nonradiological parameters
are monitored for these sewer lines.
UNH blending facilities lie outside the 100- and 500year floodplains.
Groundwater. No groundwater would be used at
Y-12 given the plentiful surface water available;
therefore, no impacts on groundwater levels are
expected.
Groundwater quality would not be affected by the
operation of UNH blending facilities. Because there
would be no direct discharge of process wastewater
to ground or groundwater, and wastewater would be
treated at either the Y-12 Central Pollution Control
Facility or at the Y-12 West End Treatment Facility
before being released to surface waters,. no impacts
on groundwater quality are expected. Groundwater
contamination at ORR is the :result of practices that
have been discontinued. The Y-12 Plant has
implemented a comprehensive groundwater
monitoring plan. to monitor groundwater flow,
quality, and content by sampling groundwater
monitoring wells across the facility. Water quality of
the East Fork Poplar Creek would be protected by the
extensive Y-12 efforts to protect-water quality.
•4.-.28

,Savannah'River-Site
Surface .Water. Surface water required. for the
operation of UNH blending facilities (19 million: I/yr
[5 -MGY]) -would be taken from, the existing water
-supply -system, which obtains- water: from 'the
'Savannah River. and. groundwater -wells. These
surface water withdrawals, would represent -less than
1 :percent. of theý regulated' minimum- flow ofý the
[Savannah'River (152 m3/s [5,368 ft3/s]), and would
not be expected to affect downstream users. Use of
the-Savannah River would not beý affected by
consumptive use associated with the UNH blending
facilities. Operation of UNH blending facilities under
these conditions would not violate riparian rights
(Section 3.4.4).
The major sources of liquid effluents from involved
operations would be nonhazardous wastewater that
would not contain radionuclides and chemicals.
Fourmile Branch near F- and H-Canyons is an area of
low instream flow and was determined by an SRS
study to be acceptable for sanitary water discharges
after treatment at the new Centralized Sanitary
Wastewater Treatment Facility. The 18.7 million 1/yr
I (4.9 MGY) would represent less than 1 percent of the
minimum flow of Fourmile Branch and would not-be
expected to adversely impact stream hydrology. All
discharges would be required to comply with NPDES
permit limits. Stormwater runoff from the facility
would be collected in detention ponds, monitored,
and, if clean, discharged to nearby streams.
Stormwater from outside the main plant area would
be discharged to nearby streams.
The UNH blending would be accommodated in
facilities located outside the 100-year floodplain of
Fourmile Branch or Upper Three Runs Creek.
Statewide information concerning 500-year
floodplains at SRS is not available. However, the
blending alternatives at SRS would not be likely to
affect or be affected by the 500-year floodplain of
either the Fourmile Branch or Upper Three Runs
Creek because the F- and H-Canyons are located at
an elevation of approximately 32.6 m (107 ft)-and
64 m (210 ft) above, these streams and at distances
from these-streams of 0.8 km (0.5 ni) and 1.5 km
(0.94 mi), respectively. The maximum flow that has
occurred on the Upper Three Runs Creek was in
1990, with a flow rate of about 58 m3/s (2,040 ft3 /s).
At that time, the creek reached an elevation ofalmost
-30 m (98:ft),above meansea level (SR USGS

I
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1996a:1). The elevation of the buildings in F- and HCanyons are located more than 62 m (203 ft) above
the highest flow elevation of the Upper Three Runs
Creek. The maximum flow thathas occurred on the
Fourmile Branch was in 1991 with a rate of
approximately 5 m3/s (186. ft3l/s), and an elevation
about 6.1 m (199 ft) above mean sea level (SR USGS
1996a:1). Elevations of the buildings in F- and IIAreas are approximately 31 m (101 ft) higher than
the maximum flow level, than has occured.
Groundwater., Suitable groundwater from the deep
aquifers at the site is abundant, andaquifer depletion
is-not a problem. Pumping from the deep aquifer to
meet domestic, process, and other water uses has
continued as needed since the early 1950s. This
usage has not adversely affected water levels in-the
deep aquifer.
Normal operation of UNH conversion and blending
facilities would not result in liquid effluent discharges
to groundwater; thus, groundwater quality would not
be directly affected by wastewater discharges.
SRS would continue to notify the South Carolina
Water Resources Commission when groundwater
pumping exceeds 379,000 I/day or 100,000 gal/day
(138 million I/yr or 36.4 MGY).

River minimum flow rate (12.7' m3/s [488 ft3/s)). The
difference in amounts between watertusage and water
discharge is attributed to drift and evaporation in the
cooling towers.
Degradation of surface water quality is prevented by
enforcement of release limits and-monitoring
programs mandated under the facility NPDES
permit. Examination of the NPDES monthly reports
,indicates that Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) standards
were violated in three instances.
The 'site has the potential for flooding if the James River
experiences very, high flows. The more vulnerable
areas of the site are the wastewater treatment facility
and the ponds that are at lower site elevations. A large
flood for the site (10,000 m 3/s [353,000 ft3/s]) would
cover the two equalization ponds and could remove the
sediment material and transport it downstream. Such a
flood would not be expected to inundate the applicable
UNH blending facility.
Groundwater. Potential groundwater impacts
include drawdown of the water table in the vicinity-of
facility wells and degradation of groundwater quality
due to uncontrolled leakage from the subsurface
soils. B&W withdrawals of groundwater in the area
of the James River are small in comparison to the
capacity of the wells and groundwater system.

Babcock & Wilcox
Surface Water. Water withdrawn from the James
River for the UNH blending operation (19 million
I/yr [5 MGY]) is less than 1 percent of the minimal
flow rate of the river (12.7 m 3/s [448 ft3 /s]). The
design capacity for withdrawal by the B&W facility
is 1,193 million I/yr (315 MGY), and this additional
amount would be 1.7 percent of the design capacity.
To date, water withdrawn from the James River has
had no adverse impact on the James River flow rate.
The withdrawal rates associated with future
operations are expected to be similar to or less than
the historical flows; therefore, no adverse impacts to
river flow are expected.
The aqueous process waste and sanitary wastewater
is treated and then discharged to the James River
through permitted outfalls. The additional 18.7
million l/yr (4.9 MGY) discharged to the river would
represent an approximate 29-percent increase in the
amount being treated (65 million I/yr [ 17 MGY]) and
would represent less than 1 percent of the James

There are no discharges of wastewater that could
result in groundwater contamination. from proposed
operations except for those ponds that are used to
manage the flow rate of discharges into the James
River. The groundwater does have low levels of TCE
contamination from previous leaks that have been
identified and eliminated. All but two of the
underground tanks installed at the site have been
removed, so the potential for accidental
contamination of the groundwater is reduced.
Remediation plans are being prepared for the cleanup
of the TCE plume. The operation of UNH blending
facilities is not expected to result directly in any
impacts to the local groundwater.
NuclearFuel Services
Surface Water. Water.requiredaor;he*ý.peration of
UNHblending,,fa•ilities (9,millionl/.yr j•[5' MGY])
would be taken from the existing water supply
system, which obtains process water from the city of
Erwin public utility system. The additional water
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zrequired would represent about -33t'pecehnbtfthe
current..usage.,(57:millionyzyr41[ý5 MG.] ) :•anwoidd

be
notexpect

dusAr.
dF
tafetther-

Aqueous process waste is piped to the wastewater
treatment facility, treated, and then. discharged to the
NolichuckyRiver by a direct pipeline. Theitkbnal
discharge, (0.9; millioii"Y1/yr' [0;.2,3, MGY]) ':,w;Ould
•.represent :•an~appr0ximnate •5-percenit Anicredase •in'the
current:•di scrge' •(,:9: Xini~li on:/•[5'l GY).Total
site discharges (19.8 million 1/yr [5.2 MGY]) to the
Nolichucky' River,would be 51 percent of the current
permitted capacity (38.6 million 1/yr [10.2 MGY])
and less than 1 percent of the river's average flow
(39 m 3 /s [1,380 ft 3 /s]). Sanitary wastewater
(17.8 million I/yr [4.7 MGY]) would be discharged
to the city of Erwin treatment system. This will
increase ',currentsanitary:wastewater d~isc.harges
(38 million I/yr [10 MGY]) b4y,.3aproximely
47perent. Total site sanitary wastewater discharges
(55.8 million 1/yr [14.7 MGY]) would not exceed the
current permitted capacity (75.7 million I/yr
[20 MGY]). There are no plans for noncontact
cooling water to be discharged to Banner Spring
Branch. Discharge is required to meet all NPDES
permit limitations.
The site has the potential for being flooded if the
Nolichucky River experiences very high flows.
Elevations of the building floors are between 500 and
510 m (1,640 and 1,670 ft). The UNH blending
would be accommodated at facilities in the 300 Area,
and, .0-ypearfloo4plains.
Sloctt4ou.tsi'e -theI00-,
Based on the FloodInuii-rainc'-Rate Map-and the flood
profiles, 100- and 500-year floodplain elevations at
the NFS site are determined to be 499.5 m (1,639 ft)
and 500 m (1,640 ft) above mean sealevel,
respectively. Facilities in the 300 Area have building
floor elevations of approximately 500.5 m (1,642 ft)
above mean sea level, which would be above the 100and 500-year floodplain elevations. The more
vulnerable areas of the site include the HEU recovery
area, which contains the Highly Enriched Scrap
Building, Highly Enriched Scrap Expansion, and DiProcess Storage facilities. The rechanneling of the
Nolichucky, associated with the highway
construction and rerouting of Martin Creek to enter
the Nolichucky farther downstream, has lowered the
previously expected flood levels at the site. Warning
devices and systems are in place along the river to
warn the public and the plant of the chance of
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possible flooding. TheNFS site has emergency plans
-in place to contact, the city of Jonesborough Water
Treatment Facility as- well as other local, ýState, -and
national committees,: and inform themwhen any
accidental releases from the plant have occurred.
-During flooding or-any accidental releases to.the
,'surface water, the Jonesborough Water Treatment
Plant. closes off the water intake valves so no
contamination to the.public water supply occurs.: In
addition, the. intake valves are monitored routinely
for. any water contamination problems. 'By having
flood warning systems in place and emergency action
plans, thepublic water supply can remain well
protected from any potential contamination.
Groundwater. No groundwater would be used at NFS
given the plentiful city water available; therefore, no
impacts on groundwater levels are expected.
Groundwater quality would not be affected by the
operation of UNH blending facilities, because there
would be no direct discharges of process wastewater
to groundwater. Wastewater would be treated prior to
discharge to the Nolichucky River.
Currently, groundwater contamination occurs in the
Quaternary alluvium adjacent to NFS's settling
ponds, beneath the buried holding tanks and beneath
the radioactive solid waste burial ground. A pumpand-treat restoration program is in place to clean up
the groundwater contamination. There is also slightly
contaminated groundwater beneath the CSX
Transportation right-of-way. There are no known
local down-gradient wells in the Quaternary
alluvium. Banner Hill Spring has remained
uncontaminated from 25 years of normal operations
at the NFS facility.

4.3.1.4

Biotic Resources

The operation of the UNH blending facilities at ORR,
SRS, B&W, or NFS is not expected to have
significant adverse impacts on biotic resources.
Operation of the blending'pro-es sF' wou!ld•'b-e

accommod ate wihnex~is~t.ing- buildings. Theret
no iiiibacts'on wildlife. The increase of water intake
or discharge to site streams would-be minimal (less
than 1 percent of stream flow rates), which would
cause no impacts to aquatic resources.

SEnvironmentaPConsequences
Impacts to wetlands would. not-occur since these
resources are not located in the proposed area of
activities. No Federal- or. State-listed threatened or
endangered species would-be affected.
4.3.1.5

Socioeconomnics

This section describes the potential socioeconomic
effects- resulting from operation .of facilities.' for the
-blending of BEU to 4-percent:LEU, as UNH'at-ORR,
SRS,:'B&W, or. NFS. Any upgrades/modifications
required at these! facilities would beaccomplished by
the site's existing workforce, and. no new jobs would
be created; however, operation of the blending
facilities at any of these sites would require additional
employees, creating some. minor,economic benefits to
the region.

'are.currently employed at theseýsites;ý however, to
assess' the: maximum 'potential impact of-this
alternative, the .analysis assumes that ,all -of the
candidate, sites would. need.125 additional employees
..toblend'HEU to LEUas UNH. The project would also
create indirect jobs within the REAs-ranging from 245
at-SRS to 319 at ORR (Figure 4.3.1,;5-41).
,Available labor inzeach of the-regions. isl sufficient to
fill the new jobs 'created directly. bylý the ,project, and
additional jobs created indirectly;: therefore, it is
unlikely that there would be any. in-migration -to these
regions. Without any project-related -in-migration,
.there would beno. additional demands for housing
units, community services, or transportation. The
effects on ,housing and community services in the
ROIs would be the same as ,for the :No Action
Alternative.

Operation of the UNH blending facility would require
125 employees. Some workers needed for operation

Increase in Total Employment
400
350
300
6 250
o 200
.0D

E

150.

100
so ---

0

1--I
ORR

SRS
M Direct

B&W
El Indirect

Source: Model results.

Figure4.3.1.5-1. Increase in Total Project-RelatedEmployment (DirectandIndirect)at-Each
CandidateSite Resulting From Blending 10 t/yr Highly Enriched Uraniumto 4-Percent
Low-Enriched Uraniumas UranylNitrateHexahydrate.
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4.3.1.6

Publicand OccupationalHealth

This section describes the radiological and hazardous
chemicalreleases and their associated impacts
resulting from either normal operation or potential
.accidents for blending HEU to 4-percent LEU as
UNH at the candidate sites. -Summaries of the
radiological impacts at each site to the, public and to
workers associated with normal. operation are
presented in Tables 4.3.1.6-1 and 4.3.1.6-2,
respectively. Chemical impacts to these same groups
are presented in Table 4.3.1.6-3, and accident
impacts are presented in Table 4.3.1.6-4 through
Table 4.3.1.6-7. (Further supplementary information
is presented in Appendix E.)
Normal Operation
Radiological Impacts. Incremental radiological
impacts to the public resulting from normal operation
of UNH conversion and blending facilities at each of
the sites are presented in Table 4.3.1.6-1. The
impacts from total site operations, including the
UNH conversion and blending facilities, are also
given in the table. These impacts are provided to
demonstrate compliance with applicable regulations
governing total site operations. To put operational
doses into perspective, comparisons are made with
natural background radiation. As shown in Table
4.3.1.6-1, the doses to the MEI of the public from
annual total site operations are all within radiological
limits and would range from 0.052 mrem at B&W to
2 mrem at ORR. The annual population doses (within
80 kmn [50 mi]) would range from 0.51 person-rem at
B&W to 28.2 person-rem at ORR.
Incremental and total site doses to onsite workers
from normal operations are-given in Table 4.3..6-2.
The annual incremental dose to involved workers at
the blending and conversion facility would be 90
mrem to the average worker and 11.3 person-rem to
the entire facility workforce (DOE 1993n:7; NRC
1995b; OR LMES 1995b).

*
*

[Text deleted.] All resulting doses are within
radiological limits and are well below levels, of
natural background radiation.
Hazardous Chemical Impacts. Hazardous
chemical impacts to the public resulting from
blending HEU to 4-percent LEU as UNH at ORR,
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SRS, B&W. and NFS are presented in Table
4.3.1.6-3. The increment of potential. adverse
noncancer health - effects and cancer- risks posed-by
this action at the various sites-are shown, followed by
the total risk (that is, incremental risk plus no action
contribution to risk) at each unique site.
The incremental and total site His for the. public MEI
contributed by this alternative at all sites are less than
1.0, showing that all hazardous chemicals are at
concentrations -below EPA's -Reference
Concentrations. However, atrSRS the total HI for the
worker is 1.16 higher than the level for no potential
noncancer effects. This level is due to the no action
contribution at this site. The cancer risks to the MEI
at all sites are low and not-significantly different from
those to the nonexposed public. The cancerrisks for
the worker-are also low except at SRS and B&W
where the total cancer risks are 1.94x10"4 and
3.94x10-5 , respectively. [Text deleted.]
The incremental and total site HIs for the onsite
workers contributed by this alternative at all sites are
all less than 1, showing that all hazardous chemical
concentrations are below OSHA's regulatory health
limits (Permissible-Exposure Levels), except at SRS
where the total HI is 1.16. The incremental cancer
risks for workers are all less than 1.Ox10.6 (RA
1994a:477-481). The total site worker cancer risks at
SRS and B&W are above the level for potential
noncancer effects. The cancer risks to the MEI at all
sites, and the total risk for onsite workers at Y-12-and
NFS should not exhibit differences-from the general
public from the onset of operation. For details of
calculations used to derive His and cancer risks, refer
to Appendix E.3.
Facility Accidents
A set of potential accidents has been postulated for
which there may be releases of radioactivity and
hazardous chemicals that could impact involved and
noninvo'lved onsite workers and the offsite
.population. A set of accident scenarios were selected
to represent bounding cases. In assessing the
bounding accident scenarios for the UNH blending
facilities, the following parameters were evaluated:
1) material at risk; 2) energy sources (for example,
fires, explosions, earthquakes, and process
design-related events); 3) barriers to release; and 4)
protective features of the facility.

I ýt

Table 4.3.1.6-1.

PotentialRadiologicalImpacts to the Public Resulting From NormalOperationof Blending 10 t/yr Highly EnrichedUranium to
4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as UranylNitrate Hexahydrate
, 'c

Receptor
Madimally Exposed Individual
(public)
Dose from atmospheric release
pathwayb (mrem/yr)
Dose from total liquid release
pathwayb (mremlyr)

ORR
t
Incremental
Total Site

SRS
Incremental
Total Site

B&W
Incremental Total Site9

NFS
INcremental Total Site"

3.9x10-2

1.4

2.5x10"3

0.18

1.9x10-

4.8x10"2

0.14

0.17

0

0.6

0

0.14

0

4.0x0"3

0

9.Ox10-4

3.9x10- 2

2

2.5x10"3

0.32

l.gx10"3

5.210-2

0.14

0.17

Percent of natural backgroundc

1.3x10 2

0.68

8.4x10-4

0.11

5.8Xi0

4

1.6x10-2

4.1xl)

2

5.0x10 2

Risk of fatal cancer per year of

2.0x 10"

1.0xl06

1.3x10"9

1.6x10"7

9.5xI10

2.6x10"8

7.0x10"8

8.5xi0`8

1.7x10"2

0.44

1.2

1.5

0

0.07

0

1.9x10 3

1.7X10.2

0.51

1.2

1.5

2I8x 104
6.0x 10-4

3.5xi0 4
7.5x10-4

Dose from atmospheric and liquid

release

pathways combined1

(mrem/yr)
operationd
Population Within 80 nkm
Dose from atmospheric release
pathwayse (person-remlyr)
Dose from total liquid release

pathwayse(person-rem/yr)
Dose from atmospheric and liquid
release pathways combinede

0.16
0

0.16

26.2
2

28.2

0.16
0

0.16

20.2
1.5

21.7

(person-remnyr)
7.0x102.1x10 4
5.2xi0"5
9.2x10"3
7.5x0"5
1.0xl0 2
Percent of natural backgroundc
2
2
5
2.6xi0 4
8.5x10"
l.lxl0"
8.0x10"5
1.4x10"
8.0xl0"
Number of fatal cancers per year of
operationd
Includes impacts from all site operations that are expected to continue during the interim of blending process operations (reference environment).

b The applicable radiological limits for an individual member of the public from total site operations are 10 mremfyr from the air pathways, 4.mrenmyr from the drinking water pathway,
lI0 mrerlyr from all pathways combined for DOE sites: ORR and SRS and 25 mremlyr from all pathways combined for NRC sites: B&W and NFS. Incremental radiological doses
are different at each site because of site-specific characteristics such as meteorology, topography, distance to site boundary, etc.
C Annual natural background radiation levels: 1) ORR: the average individual receives 295 mrem; the population within 80 kin receives 306,000 person-iem, 2) SRS: the. average
individual receives 298 mrem; the population within 80 km receives 213,000 person-rem, 3) B&W: the average individual receives 329 mrem; the population within 80 km receives
244,000 person-rem, 4) NFS: the average individual receives 340 mrem; the population within 80 km receives 429,000 persoi-rem.
d Representative of material processed at the rate of 10 t/yr.
e Proposed 10 CFR 834 (58 FR 16268) includes the requirement that the contractor who operates a DOE site notify DOE if the potential annual population dose exceeds 100 person-rem
from all pathways combined.
Source: Appendix E.
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Table 4.3..6-2. Potential-RadiologicalImpactsto Workers Resulting'From'NormalOperationof
Blending'10tlyr Highly Enriched-Uraniumto-4-PercentLowEnriched.Uraniumas UranylNitrate
Hexahydrate
IReceptor
Sinvolvid Workforce"
Average worker
MDose (mremiyr)b
Risk of fatal cancers
per,year of site operation
Total
Dose (person-rem/yr)
Number of fatal cancers
per year of site operation
Noninvolved Workforcec
Average worker
Dose (mrem/yr)b
Risk of fatal cancers
per year of site operation
Total
Dose (person-rem/yr)
Number of fatal cancers
per year of site operation
Total Site Workforced
Dose (person-rem/yr)
Cumulative number of fatal cancers per year
of site operation

ORR

SRS

B&W

NFS

90
3.6x10"5

90
-3.6x10"5

i90
3.6x10"5

90
3.6X10-5

11.3
4.5x10-3

11.3
4.5x10-3

11.3
4.5x10 3

11.3
4.5xl0-3

4
1.6x10-6

18
7.2x10-

10
4.0x10-6

50
2.0x10-5

68
2.7x10"2

216
8.6x10"2

16.7
6.7x10"3

16.3
6.5x10"3

79
3.2x10"2

227
9.1x10"2

28
1.1x10"2

28
1.lxl0 2

IThe in-plant (involved) worker is a worker associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities. The estimated
number of in-plant workers is 125.

The radiological limit for an individual worker is 5,000 mrem/yr (10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 835).
The noninvolved worker is a worker on site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities. The
d estimated number of noninvolved workers is 16,875 at ORR; 12,000 at SRS; 1,675 at B&W; and 325 at NFS.
d The total site workforce is the summation of the in-plant worker impacts and the noninvolved worker impacts. The estimated
number of workers in the total site workforce is 17,000 at ORR; 12,125 at SRS; 1,800 at B&W; and 450 at NFS.
Source: BW 1995b:1; DOE 1993n:7; NFS 1995b:2; NRC 1995b; OR LMES 1995b; SRS 1995a:13.
b

C
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Table 4.31.6-3.

PotentialHazardousChemical Impacts to the Public and Workers Resulting From the Blending 10 tlyr of Highly Enriched
Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate
Y-12

SRS

Incrementala

Total Siteb

3.84x10"4

3.99x1() 2

Cancer riskd
Onsite Worker

1.21x10"1 5

1.21x10

Hazard indexe

1.26x10"3
2.75x 1014

Receptor

Incrementalr

B&W

Total Siteb

Incremental3

NFS
T6tal Siteb

Iicrementala

Total SNteb

Maximally Exposed Individual

(Public)

I
I

'I

Hazard indexc

Cancer riskf

4.26x10"5

5.20z1X0

15

1.35x10"!6

1.31x10"7

4.37xl0"18

0.155
2.75x10- 14

1.13x10"3
2.47x10-14

1.16
1.94x10"4

4.68x10-4
1.03x16-14

3

1.38x10

6

5

2.2xi0"3

9.75x10-2

1.68x10"8

6.37x0"-15

6.37x10

4.54Y10-3
3.94xi0-5

6.42x101.41x10- 14

8.21xi0"3
1.41x10- 14

1.29x10

5

I Incremental=contribution only from single activity at the site.
b Total=no action emissions plus activity incremental.
c Hazard index for MEI=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for MEI.
d Lifetime cancer risk for MEI=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
e Hazard index for workers=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
f Lifetime cancer risk for workers=(emissions for 8-hour) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposedj) x (0.571 (fraction of lifetime working]) x
(slope factor).
Source: ORLMES 1995b.
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Table 4.3.1.6-4. Accident ConsequencesandRiskofMajorAccidentsforBlending 10 t/yrHighly'Enriched
Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas Uranyl Nitrate!Hexahydrateat Y-12
Accident,Description
Accident frequency

(per year)
Consequences
Noninvolved Workers
Dose (person-rein)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally, ExposedIndividual
Dose (rem)

I

Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per year)
Population-Within 80 km (1,040,000. in 2010)
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)

'Filter Fire
io3a

Earthquake Induced Evaluation, Basis
"Earthquake Scenario
Criticality
1040

11
4.2x 103
4.2x10"6

38
1.5x 10- 2
1.5x10"6

-320
0.13
1.3x10"5

1.0x1O"2

5.1x10"2

0.31

5.2xl106
5.2x10"9

2.6x10"9

16xlO"8

2.6x10"5

1.6x10"4

44
1.5
3
2.2x10"2
1.5x10"3
7.7x10"4
2.2x10"6
1.5x10"7
7.7x10"7
2 Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 104 to 10.2, 10-3 chose n for use in comparing alternatives.
b Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10-5 to 10"3, 10-4 chose n for use in comparing alternatives. The probability or
frequency of a criticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.

I Source: Results shown are derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.
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,Table 4.3.1 6-5.. Accident Consequences,andRisk of MajorAccidentsfor.Blending 10 t/yr
Highly Enriched Uraniumto .4-PercentLo w-Enriched Uraniumas UranylNitrate Hexahydrate
at Savannah River'Site
Accident, Description
Accident frequency
(per year)
Consequences
Nonlnvolved Workers
'Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities peraccident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual

i[
!

Dose (rem)

[
I

Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per year)
Population Within 80 km (710,000 in 2010)
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities-per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)

!I
!

Filter Fire

Earthquake Induced '.Evaluation. Basis
Criticality
Earthquake Scenario
l 0 -4b

10"3a

i 0 -4b

.2.3
9.3xl0"4
9.3x10-7

8.5
3.4x10-3
3.4x10"7

70
2.8x10"2
2.;8x0"6

6.6x10- 5

.3.0x10 4
1.5x10"7

9.6x107

1.5x10-1 1

9.6x0-11

8

3.3x10"
3.3x10- 1
0.37
1.8x10-4
1.8x10-7

0.33
1.6x10"4
1.6x10"8

1.9x10" 3

11
5.3x10"3
5.3x10"7

' Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10 to 10-2, 10-3 chosen for use in comparing alternatives.
Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10,5 to 10-3, 10-4 chosen for use in comparing alternatives. The probability or

b

frequency of a criticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.
Source: Results shown are derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.
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Table4.3.1..6. AccidentConsequences andRisk of MajorAccidents for Blending 10 t/yr Highly
Enriched-Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched.Uraniumasý UranylNitrate-Hexahydrate
at.Babcock-& Widcox
.EarthquakeInduced
AccidentfDescription
Accident frequency

Filter Fire

10"

Criticality
10

-Evaluation Basis
!,Earthquake Scenario

"b

(per year)

!l
.[

iI
I
I

Consequencesc
Noninvolved Workers
'Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
Dose (rem)
Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per year)
Population Within 80 km (730,000 in 2010)
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)

24
9;5x10"3
9.5x1O"6

80
3.2x10"2
.3.2x10"

760
0.3
30x10"5

1.2x10.2
5.9x10"6

5.6x10"2
2.8x10"5

0.36
1.8x10

5.9x10"9

2.8x10"9

1.8x10"8

0.9
4.5x10 4

1.9
9.3x10 4

26
1.3x10"2

4.5x10"7

9.3x10"8

4

1.3xl0"6

, Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of l0e to 102, 10.3 chosen for use in comparing alternatives.
b Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 20-5 to 10-3, 10-4 chosen for use in comparing alternatives. The probability or
frequency of a criticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.
c Onsite meteorological data required for MACCS is not available. Therefore, consequences shown are based on the nearest
meteorology data set, Roanoke Airport. The consequences corresponding to onsite meteorology would be approximately two to three
times lower than the consequences indicated in this table. Further information is described in Appendix E.5.1.3.
Source: Results shown are derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.
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Table 4.3.1.6-7. Accident Consequencesand Risk of MajorAccidents for Blending,10 t/yr Highly
,EnrichedUranium to 4-PercentLow-EnrichedUraniumas UranylNitrate Hexahydrate
at NuclearFuel Services
Accident Description

Filter-Fire

Accident frequency

I

(per year)
;Consequences
NonlnvolvedMorkers
Dose (person-rem)
-Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
Dose (rem)
Latent cancer fatality peraccident
Risk (cancer fatality per year)
Population Within 80:km (1,260,000 in 2010)
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)

SEarthquakelnduced 'Evaluation Basis
Criticality
;Earthquake Scenario

03a

0
o4b

1.6
6.6xl0"
6.6x10"7

8.7
3.5x10"3
3.5x10-7

'67
.2.7x10"2
2.7xl0"6

2.3x10-3
1.2xl0"6
1.2x10"9

1.4x10"2
6.9x10"
6.9x10"1 °

7.8x10"2
3.9x10"5

1.3
6.4xl 0"4
6.4x10 7

2.2
l.lxlO 3
1.1xlO"7

38
1.9x10.2
1.9x1O"6

10

3.9x10"9

Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 104 to 10"2, 10-3 chosen for use in comparing alternatives.
b Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10- to 103, 10" chosen for use in comparing alternatives. The probability or

frequency of a criticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.

I

[Text deleted.]

Source: Results shown are derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.
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The accident scenarios that. were considered included
.a tornado, straight winds, an-aircraft crash, a truck
crash, nuclear criticality,; process-related accidents,
and an evaluation basis.•earthquake. With the
exception of the filter:fire (with continuous, exhaust
flow), all of the accident scenarios that are considered
potentially bounding can be -initiated-by the
evaluation basis -earthquake.•Therefore, the
ev-aluation' basisf earthquake would result in the
highest atmospheric release:.of- radioactivity -and
hazardous chemicals. The evaluation basis
earthquake-is assumed to:initiate the nuclear
criticality and other release scenarios.
In a filter fire accident, it is assumed that a fire occurs
that releases all the uranium in the bag filters, traps,
and HEPA filters to the atmosphere in a matter of
minutes. The quantity of material assumed to be
released is 0.15 kg (0.33 lb) of HEU.

Jof

In an earthquake-induced criticality accident, it is
assumed that storage racks containing multiple
critical masses of uranium powder and uranyl nitrate
solution are damaged directly by seismic shaking and
indirectly by falling debris. Safe spacing is lost and
moderators added in the form of water from the fire
system or organic solutions. This results in the
possible formation of one or more critical
assemblies. In an accidental criticality, it is assumed
that 1.0x1019 fissions would occur prior to reaching a
stable, subcritical condition and that all material
releases would occur within a 2-hour period
(NRC 1979b:3.34-4). The amount of radioactive
material released as fission products created by the
nuclear criticality would be 46,000 Ci of krypton
isotopes, 65,000 Ci of xenon isotopes, and 1,600 Ci
iodine isotopes.
In the evaluation basis earthquake accident scenario,
it is assumed that the building collapses, resulting in
ruptured containers, piping, and tanks releasing
uranium solutions, water, toxic gases, flammable
gases, and toxic and reactive liquids. This is assumed
to result in the release of 0.076 Ci of uranium
isotopes (67 percent of the activity is U-234).
The accidents that release radioactivity and their
consequences are shown in Tables 4.3.1.6-4 through
4.3.1.6-7. The consequences shown in these tables
for B&W are based on meteorological data for
Roanoke Airport (which is located 93 km [61 mi]
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west- off B&W, in an area of more: adverse stability),
since, unlike'Y-12, SRS, and"-NFS, onsite
meteorological data requiredf for: MACCS -were not
available (some meteorological parameters -are not
,monitored- at'B&W). Therefore, as discussed in
-Appendix E, Section. E.5.1.3,,these consequences (as
shown in the table) are expected to be approximately
two to three-times higher than anticipated at B&W
- under onsite meteorological conditions.
The combined evaluation basis earthquake and
.earthquake-induced criticality accident release
results in the highest consequences. The evaluation
basis earthquake is conservatively assumed to cause
both a criticality and a release of uranium material.
The evaluation basis earthquake -and the criticality
are added together to show the range of consequences
and risks at the candidate sites. If the evaluation basis
earthquake were to occur, the estimated latent cancer
fatalities in the general population within 80 km
(50 mi) of each site would range from 5.5x10"3 at
2
-SRS to 2.4x10- at Y-12. For the MEI, there would be
an increased likelihood of latent cancer fatality
ranging from 1.1x10 6 at SRS to 2.1x10"4 at B&W.
Based on the spatial distribution of noninvolved
workers located on the site, the estimated number of
latent cancer fatalities in the worker population
ranges from 3.1x10-2 at SRS and NFS to 0.33.at
B&W. The accident risks, reflecting both the
.probability of the accident occurring and the
consequences, are also shown in the tables. For the
general population, MEI, and noninvolved worker
population, the fatal cancer risks range up to
2.4x10" 6 , 2.1x10"8 , and 3.3x10" 5 per year,
respectively.
For SRS the accident analysis was performed for the
H-Area. If blending were to occur in the F-Area,
doses from an accidental release would be similar to
an accidental release in the H-Area. The dose to the
MEI would be slightly larger due to the decreased
distance of 9,646 m (31,649 ft) from F-Area to the
site boundary. The dose to the offsite population
within 80 km (50 mi) would be slightly smaller due
to F-Area being further from the offsite population
than H-Area. The dose to noninvolved workers
would be smaller due to the smaller workforce in the
F-Area. The dose to noninvolved workers in the
processing area is the dominant portion of the dose to
total site noninvolved workers. The dose to
noninvolved workers not in the processing area

'Environmental Consequences
'Table 4.31.6-8. ComparisonofAccident Results

would be a minimal effect due to the distance to other

Between the HighlyEnrichedUranium-andthe
Savannah River Site Interim Managementof
Nuclear MaterialsEnvironmentalImpact
Statements

areas.
In addition to the potential impacts to noninvolved
workers, there are potential impacts to involved
workers, who are located in the facilities analyzed in
this EIS. Potential radiological consequences to the
involved worker range up to several thousand rem in
:the case of a criticality. The combined
evaluation-basis.earthquake and eatthquake-induced
criticality would probably result in fatal doses to the
involved worker. Furthermore, fatalities, to- the
involved workers would be expected-as a result of the
building collapse (fromthe earthquake) and the
I criticality (OR DOE 1994d:6-26, 6-27).
The bounding chemical release accident is a spill
from nitric acid (HNO 3 ) and sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) storage tanks caused by the evaluation basis
earthquake. The release point for these accidents is
the same as for radiological accidents. The seismic
event is assumed to compromise the structural
integrity of the curbing around the tank pits such that
the two chemicals mix; they would react with
sufficient heat generation to result in the airborne
release of 13,000 kg (28,700 lb) of unreacted HNO3 ;
for sufficiently large exposures this could result in
.irritation to the respiratory system, eyes, skin, and
pulmonary edema. If this accident were to occur, the
noninvolved worker could be exposed to
concentrations in excess of the IDLH level (100 ppm)
at Y-12 and.B&W andin excess of the TLV-STEL
level (4 ppm) at NFS and SRS. The MEI of the public
could be exposed to concentrations in excess of the
IDLH level at Y-12 and B&W (these levels dissipate
below the 1DLH level at 380 and 180 m [1,250 and
590'ft] downwind, respectively), in.excess of the
TLV-STEL level at NFS. (36 m [120 ft] downwind of
the IDLH level), and at levels less than the TLV-TWA
level (2 ppm) at SRS (see Section 4.1.9 for a
discussion of thelsignificance of these levels).
The SRS Interim Management of Nuclear Materials
EIS (SRS IMNM EIS) also considers facility
accidents that are similar to those-in this EIS (SR
I DOE 1995e:E-25). Some of the accident scenarios
involving HEU presented in the SRS' IMNM EIS
would have more severe consequences than the
accidents postulated in the HEU EIS' Table 4.3.1.6-8
presents a comparison between the two-EISs for the
noninvolved worker, the. maximally exposed
individual, and the population within:80km (50 mi)

Accident
'Description
Accident frequency
(peryear)
:Consequence
Noninvolved Worker
Latent cancer fatality per
accident
Risk
(cancer fatality per

I

lIEEUEIS
Evaluation SRS IMNM
.•Basis
ZEISSevere
Earthquake-Earthquake
,Scenario 'Scenario
.104
2.0xl10

8.8xlO 5

2.2x10"2

8.8x10"9

4.4x106

9.6xlO"7

6. 3 xlO-

9.6x10"11

1.3x10"7

5.3x10"3

3.7

5.3x10"7

7.3x10-4

year)
Maximally Exposed
Individual
Latent cancer fatality per
accident
Risk
(cancer fatality per

year)
'Population Within 80 km
(710,000 In 2010)
Latent cancer fatality per
accident
Risk
(cancer fatalities per
year)

I

Source: SR DOE 1995e; Table 4.3.1.6-4.

for the accident scenario resulting in the highest
consequences. The consequences differ~in these two
documents mainly due to different meteorological
assumptions used in the accident analyses. The SRS
IMNM EIS assumes very conservative
meteorological conditions (extreme conditions that
are-not likely to be exceeded 99.5 percent of the time)
whereas the analyses in this EIS -use average
meteorological conditions (that will likely occur 50
percent of,the time). The SRS IMNM EIS described
the potential variability attributable to differences in
meteorological assumptions as follows:
The' modeling of" the various accidents
,postulated• for the facilities associated with
the different alternatives assumed
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conservative
(99.5 ýpercentile)
,meteorological conditions (for, example,
direction and speed. of the, prevailing wind).
:.Conservative meteorological conditions, are
those .for which, for.a given release,, the
concentration of radionuclides (and the
resultingdose) at a fixed downwind location
will not be exceeded 99.5 percent of the time.
'Usually, this-means a highly~stable-low wind
ýspeed weather conditioný where the-wind
provides only limited dilution of the material
,released. Use of these meteorological
.conditions result in consequences
approximately three to four times higher for
onsite workers and between 10.and 100
times higher for the offsite population than
those that would occur during average (50
percentile) meteorological conditions (SR
DOE 1995e: E-7).
Therefore, SRS IMNM EIS gives generally higher
consequences due to the difference in material
present and the conservative meteorological
conditions assumed. In addition, SRS IMNM EIS
Iused a site specific evaluation basis earthquake
frequency of 2x10"4, whereas the HEU EIS used a
generic accident frequency range of 10-' to 10-5
appropriate for all four sites. Both the SRS'IMNM
EIS frequency of 2x10 4 and theHEU EIS frequency
of 104 are within the accident frequency range. The
Y-12 EA evaluated an earthquake with a 5.0x10"4
frequency also within the frequency range for the
HEU EIS. These events (that is, earthquakes) are very
rare. .[Text deleted.] For the HEU EIS, the latent
cancer fatalities following an evaluation basis
earthquake are 8.&x10-5 , 9.6xl0"7 , and 5.3x103. for
the noninvolved worker, the MEI, and the population
within 80 km (50 mi), respectively. For the SRS
IMNM EIS, the latent Cancer fatalities for the 'same
earthquake are 2.2x10"2 , 63x10- 4 , and 3.7: The
differences between consequences for the
noninvolved worker, the MEI, and the population
within 80 km (50 mi) are a factorý of 250, '660, and
700, respectively. This difference between the two
EISs is mainly due to the assumptions employed for
meteorological conditions and the source terms used
in the analyses. The two analyses differ because the
HEU EIS assumed a normal solution source term of
0.076 curies and the SRS IMNM EIS assumed a
limiting solution source term of 1.17 curies which
includes material. in the facility unrelated to the
4-42

blendingR activity. In addition to- the'differences
"between the consequences,. the differences; between
the-risks, which is the product of the consequence and
the probability, are. an additionalfactor of 2. These
additional differences are due to the larger earthquake
frequency that is assumed in- the'SRS. IMNM' EIS.
The HEUýEIS describes a spectrum of accidents for a
specific material. For a wider-range of accident
:-scenarios at'SRS, the SRS; IMNMXEIS :shouldbe
consulted and'the results evaluated in association
with those presented in this EIS.

4.3.1.7

Waste Management

Operation of facilities required to blend surplus HEU
to 4-percent LEU.as UNH would affect current waste
management activities at the candidate sites. There is
no spent nuclear fuel, HLW, or TRU waste associated
with the proposed conversion and blending. However,
generation of low-level, mixed low-level, hazardous,
and nonhazardous wastes would increase. This
section summarizes the potential impacts on waste
management activities at each candidate site resulting
from blending HEU to 4-percent LEU as UNH.
As shown in Table 2.2.2.1-2, the blending process
would result in generation of additional amounts of
low-level, mixed low-level, hazardous, and
nonhazardous wastes. Table 4.3.1.7-1 provides the
estimated sitewide waste generation resulting from
the blending process. At each commercial facility
considered for the blending process, the generation of
wastes would be evaluated for ALARA principles.
Table 2.2.2.1-2 also provides the resultant waste
volume after treatment (effluent) using a reasonably
foreseeable treatment scheme as outlined in.Figures
4.3.1.7-1 to 4.3.1.7-3.Liquid LLW from
decontamination would go through a uranium
recovery process first. The liquid effluent then would
go to a radioactive wastewater treatment facility. The
resultant sludge would be immobilized for disposal as
solid LLW and the treated effluent would be
discharged through a permitted outfall.
Solid LLW generated by the blending process would
consist of lab wastes, decontamination solids,
scrapped equipment, air sampling filters, HEPA
filters, and miscellaneous contaminated solids. Solids
generated from decontamination processes would go
through a uranium recovery' process before being
packaged for disposal., All other solid LLW would be

Table 4.3.1.7-1. EstimatedAnnual GeneratedWaste Volumes for Blending 10 t/yr Highly Enriched
Uranium to 4-Percent Low-Enriched
Uraniumas UranylNitrateHexahydrate
0RR"

SRSW

B&W

NI's

With UNH
With UNH
With UNH
With UNH
NoAction Blending Increase No Action Blending Increase No Action Blending Increase
No
Action
Blending
(M3)
(M3 )
(Percent)
(m3)
(M3)
(Percent)
(M3)
(M3)
(Percent)
(m3)
(in 3 )

I
!

Waste
Category
Low-Level
Liquid
2,576
Solid
8,030
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid
84,210
Solid
960

2,598
8,106

<1
<1

0
14,100

22
14,176

>100
<1

50,005
620

50,027
696

84,256
960

<1
0

115
18

161
18

40
0

0
14

46
14

32,640

32,728

<1

55,115

Solid
1,434
Nonhazardous
Liquid
1,743,000
Solid
52,730

1,434

Hazardous

I

I

Liquid

1,761,773
53,550

Included in
solid
0
74
i
2

700,000
6,670

88

-

<1
12

Increase
(Percent)

18,9§00
3,000

18,922
3,076

<I
3

0

<1
<i

46
<1

>100
0

55,203

<1

<J

89

>100

New

74

0

0

0

0

<.

<1

0

718,773
7,490

3
12

576,160
1,700

594,933
2,520

3
48

56,700
2,300

75,473
3,120

33
36

11993 Generation. Wastes at ORR are managed by a centralized waste management organization and not by individual sites; therefore,
generation rates rep~resent the suni of activities
at K-25, ORNL, and Y-12.
b 1993 Generation. Nonhazardous waste category is 1991 Generation.
Source: BW 1995b:1; BW NRC 1991a; BW NRC 1995a; NFS 1995b:2; NRC 1991a; OR LMES 1995b; Tables 3.3.10-1, 3.3.10-2,3.3.10-3, and 3.4.10-1.
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Figure4.3.1.7-1. RadioactiveLiquid Waste Managementfor Conversion andBlending 10 t/yr of Highly Enriched Uranilum
to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as UranylNitrate Hexahydrate.
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Figure.4.3.1.7-2. NonradioacliveLiquid Waste Managementfor Conversion andBlending 10 tMyr of Highly Enriched Uranium
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compacted and immobilized as appropriate to meet
-the waste -acceptance criteria of an -onsite or offsite
LLW disposal facility. The-solid-LLW radiological
content would include U-232, U-234,. U-235, U-236,
and U-238.. Liquid mixed LLW consisting of spent
solvents and lab waste would be incinerated, thus
eliminating the. hazardous constituent..The resultant
ash would be immobilized and packaged fordisposal
-as solid LLW. The sump collection wastes-from
general, plant operations would, be.precipitated and
filtered in a radioactive liquid waste treatment
facility.. The resultant sludge would be. immobilized
for disposal and the- treated effluent would: be
discharged through a permitted outfall. Other solid
mixed LLW would consist of contaminated gloves
and wipes. After compaction, they would be
packaged for storage until a sufficient volume had
accumulated for treatment in an onsite or offsite
RCRA-permitted facility.
Liquid hazardous waste consisting of liquid waste
treatment excess/flush water and chemical spillage
would be treated onsite by distillation, evaporation,
neutralization, and ammonia removal. The treated
effluent would be discharged through a permitted
outfall. Liquid nonhazardous waste such as sewage
wastewater would be treated and disposed of using
current site practices and facilities. Solid
nonhazardous waste would primarily consist of solid
sanitary waste, trash, waste paper, scrap metal, air
filters, personnel respirators, plastic bags, and gloves.
Nonrecyclable portions of this waste would be
disposed of in a permitted landfill per site practice.
Oak Ridge Reservation. Current waste generation
rates and treatment, storage, and disposal capacities
are presented for ORR in Tables 3.3.10-1 through
3.3.10-3. These tables indicate that liquid and solid
LLW treatment facilities at ORR would not be
greatly impacted due to this action. The liquid LLW
treatment facility at ORR has the capacity to treat the
increase in liquid LLW generated. Solid LLW
generated at ORR would be compacted, smelted, and
incinerated offsite and then stored onsite pending the
completion of a proposed LLW Class II facility that
.is due to be operational in 2002. The amount of solid
LLW generated by blending 10 t/yr of HEU that
would eventually be transferred to the LLW disposal
facility would be 46 m 3/yr (1,620 ft3/yr). Assuming a
usage factor of 3,300 m3 /ha (47,200 ft3 /acre) as
developed in Section 4.1.10, this waste will require

0.014 ha/yr (0.034zacres/yr) in the new LLW Class II
facility. Thesmall increase in liquid mixed, LLW
could be handled-by the onsite mixed LLW treatment
facility. Solid.LLW.generated as a result of
processing the entire potentially commercially
usable HEU (170 t)-would be 782 m3 (27,600 ft 3),
which would require 0.24"ha (0.59 acre) for disposal.
Adequate-staging capacity also is available to
incorporate the amount of-solid mixed LLW from the
treatment, of. theý liquid mixed' LLW. The .onsite
hazardous waste treatment facility has the capacity-to
accommodate the 1-percent increase in the amount of
,hazardous liquid waste-produced by;the blending
process. This action would increase liquid sanitary
waste generation to approximately 1,762,000 m3/yr
(465 MGY). The onsite facilities have a capacity of
14,930,000 m3/yr (1,300 MGY), so the increase is
within the facility capacity. The increase in solid
sanitary waste would not greatly reduce the design
life of the onsite landfill. The nonhazardous
recyclable solid wastes generated by this process
could be easily accommodated in the site's current
recycling practices.
Savannah River Site. Current waste generation rates
and treatment, storage, and disposal capacities are
presented for SRS in Table 3.4.10-1. This table
indicates that liquid and solid LLW treatment
facilities at SRS would not be greatly impacted due to
this action. The amount of liquid LLW generated per
year by this action would be small compared to the
amount of liquid LLW generated yearly at the site,
and the onsite treatment facility has the capacity to
accommodate the increase. There would be 46 m3 /yr
(1,620 ft3 /yr) of solid LLW resulting from liquid and
solid LLW treatment that would require staging
and/or disposal. Assuming a usage factor of 8,600
m3/ha (123,000 ft3/acre) as presented in Section
4.1.10, the increase in the amount of solid LLW
would-require 0.005 ha/yr (0.012-acres/yr) in the
onsite LLW disposal facility. Solid LLW generated as
a result of processing the entire potentially
commercially usable HEU (170 t) would be 782 m3
(27,600 ft3 ) which would require 0.09 ha (0.22 acre).
The onsite mixed LLW treatment facility has the
capacity to incorporate the increase in the amount of
mixed LLW.generated by the blending process. The
storage capacity for mixed LLW at SRS is much
greater than the yearly waste generation rate and
would likely be able to handle this increase.
Currently, the site incorporates liquid hazardous
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system. There.exists.:atSRS the capacity to treat
12,000 m 3 lyr (528,000' gal/yr) of liquid hazardous
waste;,.therefore, the- increase would:not burden
existing systems. A 3-percent increase' in the amount
of liquid nonhazardous waste- would. result-at SRS if
this. action- were implemented. This increase would
not burden onsite facilities. The increase, in: solid
sanitary waste would: not greatly reduce: the design
'life of'the onsite-landfill. The-nonhazardous
recyclable solid wastes, generated by: this process
could-be easily, accommodated in the-site's current
recycling practices.
Babcock:& Wilcox. The B&W site has facifities for
treating liquid LLW, hazardous waste, and sanitary
waste. The amount of liquid LLW.generated per year
by this action is small compared with the amount of
liquid LLW generated yearly at the site. The onsite
treatment facility for liquid LLW at B&W has a
capacity to treat approximately 89,800 m 3/yr
(23.7 MGY); therefore, B&W would be able to
handle the 22 m3/yr (5,810 gallyr) increase in liquid
LLW generated (BW NRC 1991 a:13). When this
process is complete, the amount of solid LLW
reguiringstaging and eventual disposal would be 46
n yr (1,620 ft /yr). This waste would be hauled
offsite to a disposal facility. Assuming a usage factor
of 20,000 m 3 /ha (286,000 ft&/acre) as developed in
Section 4.1.10, this waste would require 0.002 ha/yr
(0.005 acres/yr) in a disposal facility. Solid LLW
generated as a result of processing the entire
potentially commercially usable HEU (170 t) would
be782 i3(27,600ft3) which would require 0.039 ha
(0.097 acre). The small amount of liquid mixed LLW
generated would require some form of treatment.
[Text deleted.] This waste can be treated in the
existing LLW treatment facility at B&W. Currently,
onsite treatment facilities process approximately
I 55,115 m3 (14.6 million gal) of liquid hazardous
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.waste. The increase-in liquid hazardous waste
-generation of 88- m3. (23,200 'gal) should not burden
this treatment system.'The amount of liquid
nonhazardous waste resulting- from the blending
process would increase-by 3 percent over current
operations. This: could be-.accomplished, in. existing
facilities that'have-&a- capacity of 2.5, times the
combined requirement. .B&W has current recycling
,practices. that. could:,accommodate, the increased
Samount, of; recyclable nonhazardous, waste- resulting

I

from this action.
Nuclear Fuel Services. The'NFS site has facilities
for treating LLW, hazardous waste, and sanitary
waste. The amount of liquid LLW generated per year
by this action is small and the onsite treatment
facility would likely have the. capacity to handle an
increase of approximately 22 m /yr (5,810 gal/yr).
oLL-WdtW
This action'will'add 46 mi3 '(i620 t•
requiring staging and eventual disposal. This waste
would be shipped offsite to a disposal facility. With a
usage factor of 20,000 m3 /ha (286,000 ft3 /acre) as
presented in Section 4.1.10, this waste would require
0.002 ha/yr (0.005 acres/yr) in a disposal facility.
Solid LLW generated as a result of processing the
entire potentially commercially usable HEU (170 t)
would be 782 n3 '(27,600 ft3), which would require
0.039 ha (0.097 acre). The small amount of liquid
mixed LLW generated by this process would require
some form of treatment. The liquid LLW treatment
system could handle the increase in mixed LLW.
I [Text deleted.] The amount of liquid nonhazardous
waste resulting from the blending process would
increase from current operations. It would be
discharged to the public treatment works with the rest
of the nonhazardous liquid waste. NFS has current
recycling practices that could accommodate the
increased amount of recyclable nonhazardous waste
resulting from this action.
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4.3.2

constructing new transmission or distribution
facilities.

:TECHNOLOGY AND.SITE-SPECIFIC
IMPACTS FORM BLENDING:-HIGHLY
ENRICHED URANIUM TO 4-PERCENT
LOw-ENRICHED URANIUM-AS
URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE

Due to a decrease, in' processing requirements,,the
facilities at NFS&are less active than normal; therefore,
-.increases in. resource requirements from the blending
facility -are orders of magnitude higher-than current
annual consumptive'fuel use. Natural gas. is the
primary fuel in use at2B&W-with a significant fraction
used in, steam-boilers to satisfy-energy requirements of
current operations."Similarly, NFS uses natural gas in
*,boilers for-buildingand process heat:production. Fuel
oil is used arboth sites-when natural-gas is unavailable
or uneconomical. The fuel requirements. for.the'UF 6
conversion and blending facility represent an increase
over current usage of 16.6 percent at B&W.For NFS,
the blending facility represents an -increase of
1,075 percent of current fuel consumption; however,
based on fuel consumption data for NFS building and
process equipment (790,000 1 [209,000gal] of fuel
oil), the fuel requirement for the UF6 blending facility
would be about 65 percent of NFS's installed capacity.
The annual raw water requirements for operation of
the blending facility would result in about a :10.3
percent increase in current usage at B&W and a 35.1
percent increase at NFS. The available water capacity
at each site is adequate to satisfy the blending facility
requirements under this alternative.

Theprocess. analyzed in this section involves
converting surplus-HEU to UF6 and-blending itvin the
..gaseous form with. natural: or low-enriched UF6 to
.obtainthe desired~enrichment level.,There are no'DOE
or commercial, facilities in the United States that have
the capability to convert HEU to UF 6 .-However, for the
reasons explained in Section 2.2.1,:B&W and'NFS are
used as representative sites for this alternative.
Assessment of impacts of blending HEU to 4-percent
LEU as UF 6 are based on an-annual throughput of 10 t
of impure alloyed 50-percent assay HEU metal to
-4-percent assay UF 6 with LEU blendstock. The
blendstock feed material used in this alternative is
assumed to be pure UF 6 .
4.3.2.1

Site Infrastructure

Operation of facilities to blend HEU to 4-percent LEU
as UF 6 would potentially affect site infrastructure,
mainly electrical power, fuel, and water/steam supply.
Site infrastructure requirements are discussed in
Section 2.2.2.3 and detailed in Table 4.3.2.1-1 for each
site; however, the discussion of impacts on site
infrastructure is presented for all the sites collectively.

The infrastructure resources at B&W and.NFS are
capable of accommodating the blending facility
requirements without incurring any significant adverse
environmental effects. No major, modification or
upgrade to these resources is expected due to
development, operation, and decommissioning of the
UF 6 blending facility at either site.

Due to the use of existing facilities, and the estimated
utility requirements for the UF 6 blending facility, there
is no anticipated need for modifications to onsite or
offsite road and rail access or right-of-way access
corridors for such services as electrical transmission
lines, natural gas and water supply pipelines, and
telecommunications.
Annual electrical service requirements would result in
approximately a 38-percent increase over the current
annual usage at B&W and a 115-percent increase in
annual consumption for NFS (This increase at NFS is
due to its current unoperational state.) Peak load is
estimated to increase by approximately 14 and
57. percent at B&W and NFS, respectively. Even with
this increase, the capacity at both commercial facility
sites would still be adequate to accommodate the
blending facility's electrical service requirements
without implementing any major modifications or

4,3.2.2

Air Quality and Noise

Operation of facilities to blend HEU to 4-percent LEU
.as UF 6 would generate criteria and toxic/hazardous
,pollutants that could potentially exceed -Federal-and
State ambient air quality standards or guidelines.
Concentrations of these pollutants resulting from this
alternative were estimated for each site and are
presented in'Table4.3.,2:2-1.

-

Air Quality. Air, pollutant emissions associated with
the operation of the UF 6 blending facility consist of
criteria, pollutants from the operation of boilers to
produce steam and toxic/hazardous pollutants used or
generated in the blending process such. as: nitric acid.
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Table 4.3.2.1-1. Changes to Site Infrastructurefor Blending 10 tfyr Highly EnrichedUranium to 4-PercentLowi-Enriched Uranium
as Uranium Hexafluoride
Access

I

Site
UF 6 facility
B&W baseline
B&W percent change
NFS baseline
NFS percentchange

Rail
(kin)
0
0.305
0
0
0

Energy
(MWh/yr)
25,000
64,700
38.6
21,800
115

Peak
Load
(MWe)
2
14.3
14
3.5
57.1

Fuel

Water
6,

Natural Gas
(m3/yr)
21,200
2,850,000
0.7
12,900c
165

Diesel/Oil
(Iyr)
56,800
470,000
10 1 a
36,000c
13 2 2 a

Coal
(t/yr)
545
0
NAb
0
NAb

Water
(million Iyr)
20
195
I0.3
57
35.1

Stelirn
(kg/hr)
1
1,460
0).07
6,260
0.02

Percent change includes required coal energy equivalent.
is no0t utiltize at B&W NN.FI or NFS and all of the blending facility coal derived energy requirements would be supplied via the fuel oil energy equivalent; the fuel oil energy;
content is assumed to be 40,128 BTUs/I and for coal it is assumed to be 30.9 million BTlUs/t (that is, 545 t of coal-=419,185 I of fuel oil).
Values shown are based on current usage; typical annual consumption is estimated at approximately 790,0001 of fuel oil, equivalent.
Note: NA--not applicable; MWh=megawatt hour; MWe=megawatt electric; BTU=British thermal unit.
Source: BW 1995b:1; NF NRC 1991a; NFS 1995b:2; OR LMES 1995a.
b Coal

I

Road
(kin)
0
<1
0
3
0

Electrical

t~p
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Table.4.3.2.2-1. 'EstimatedConcentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsBased Upon Blending 10 t/yr Highly
Enriched Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas Uranium-Hexafluoride

!
I

Averaging
Time

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matteýd (PM10 )
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

Mandated by Tennessee
and Virginia
Total suspended particulatesd (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

8 hours
I hour
'Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
,24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

Annual
24 hours
I month
I week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
(pg/m3 )
10,000b
'40,000b
1.5b

100b
50 b
15 0 b
80b
365 b
1 ,3 00b

60e
15 0 e

1.2e
1.~
6e

2.90
3.7e

250e

U]Fjý Blending Alternative
;ConcentrationO
B&W
NFS
(pg/rm3)
(pVg/m 3 )
'5;43
0.62
17.63
0.80
C

0.14
0.03
0.19
0.4
2.74
14.11

0.03
0.19
tracef, g
tracef, g
tracef, g
tracef, g
tracef, g

C

0.03
<0.01
0.03
0.05
0.4
0.96

< 0 .01f

0.03
traceg
trace5
traceg

trace5
trace5

Model results.
b Federal standard is the most restrictive standard.
r No emissions from this process.
d It is conservatively assumed that PM10 concentrations are TSP concentrations.
e State standard or guideline.
f No State standard.
g Hydrofluorination is anticipated to be a closed system with scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission of gaseous
fluorides is estimated to be a trace amount.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: 40 CFR 50; OR LMES 1995a; TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a; VAAPCB 1993a; VA DEQ 1995b.

These pollutants are controlled using liquid scrubbing
prior to HEPA filtration to remove chemical vapors
and particulates.
The annual concentration of NO 2 at B&W was
calculated to be approximately 3.5 percent of the
annual NAAQS for NO 2 . NO2 is considered to be a
primary emission at the site. The UF 6 blending facility
would contribute less than 1 percent to the annual
concentration of NO 2 at B&W. Criteria, pollutant
concentrations would be expected to remain in
compliance with the NAAQS and State-mandated
standards.

The primary source of criteria pollutants at NFS is
from space heating, which is accomplished by
combustion of natural gas. The annual concentration
of NO2 .at NFS is approximately 0.6 percent of the
standard, which is the highest percent of a standard for
criteria pollutants at NFS. Monitoring performed at
NFS by TDEC indicated that the facility is in
compliance with Federal and State regulations and
guidelines (NF NRC 1991a:4-30). Operation of the
UF6 blending facility would add less than 0.1 percent

.of the annual concentration-of NO2 , which would not
be expected to change the compliance status of NFS.
Table 4.312.2-1 presents the estimated concentrations
,of criteria pollutants fromblending. HEU to 4-percent
-4-51
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LEU as UF 6 . Table- 4.3.22--2,presents -the total
.concentrations of no actioncriteria pollutants, plus
'blending ateach site..During operation, impacts from
the UF 6 blending facility with respect to the
:concentrations. of criteria, and toxic/hazardous air
-,pollutants are expected to be, within Federal and State
,regulations and-guidelines for each site.
'Noise. Operation~of the UF 6 ýblending. facility in, an
.-existing building at each site would result in little or no
change in the contribution to noise.levels at offsite
receptors. Existing buildings are' located at a sufficient
.distance from offsite noise~sensitive receptors that-the

.contribution to.offsite, noise, levels, would continue to
'be small.
Noise- impacts associated with increased traffic on
access routes would be small considering that either of
the twoa facilities would require, a maximumof 126
employees during operation (OR LMES 1995a:24),
.,.many ofwhom' would be employees currently working
Sat the.site.
Potential measures to-minimize 'noiseimpacts on
workers include providing workers in noisy
environments with appropriate hearingprotection
devices.that meet OSHA standards. As required, noise

I Table 4.3.2.2-2.
Estimated Total Concentrationsof Criteria.PollutantsforNo Action Plus Blending 10.tlyr
SHighly Enriched Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as Uranium Hexafluoride
I

I

Averaging
Time
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)

Particulate matterd (PM 10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

8 hours
I hour

Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
(g/mi 3 )
10 ,0 00 b
40,000b

1.5b

Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

No Action Plus Blending
Concentrationa
B&W

NFS

(pg/Wm 3)
9.43

3
(pWtg/m
)
2.59

30.73
C

3.32
C

15 0 b

3.64
0.05
0.35

0.65
0.03
0.24

80 b
3 65 b

0.74
5.02

0.07
0.55

1,3 06b

25.91

1.31

60e
150e

0.06

0 .0 4 f

0.41

le1 b
50b

Mandated by Tennessee

and Virginia

Total suspended particulatesd (TSP)

Annual

Gaseous fluorides (as HIF)

24 hours
I'month
I week
24. hours
12 hours
8 hours

1.2e

trace, g

1.6e
2.9e
3.7e
250e

tracef, g
tramef;
tracef, g
tracef, g

0.24
0.02
<0.06
0.06
0.1
0.11

Model-results.
b Federal standard.
c No emissions from no.action or this process.
d It is conservatively assumed that PM1 0 concentrations are TSP concentrations.
C State standard or guideline.:
f No State standard.

• Hydrofluorination is anticipatedto be.a closedsystem withscrubber filter exhaust system..Therefore, emission of gaseous
fluorides is estimated to be a trace amount.
[Text deleted.)
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not emitted nor monitored by the candidate sites.
'Source: 40 CFR,50; NF DEC nda; OR LMES 1995a; TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a; VAAPCB 1993a; VA DEQ 1995b.
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levels would be measured; inworker areas, arid, a
hearing protection program would be implemented.

4.3.2.3

transport it downstream. ,Such; a' flood, would not be
expected to inundate the•applicable' UF6 blending
facility.

Water: Resources

Environmental impacts associated with the :operation
of U1F6 blending facilities would affect surface-and
groundwater resources. Water resource requirements
and discharges provided in'Section 2.2.2.3 were used
in assessing impacts-to surface water and'groundwater.
The discussion of impacts is ,provided for each site
separately.
Babcock & Widcox
Surface Water. Water withdrawn from the James
River for-the UF6 blending operation (20 million 1/yr
[5.3 MGY]) would represent less than 1percent of the
minimal flow rate of the river (12.7 m3/s [448 ft3/s])
and approximately 1.7 percent of the design capacity
of B&W (1,193 million I/yr [315 MGY]). To date,
water withdrawn from the James River has had no
adverse impacts on the river's flow rate. The
withdrawal rates associated with future operations are
expected to be similar to or less than the historical
withdrawals; therefore, minimal flow impacts are
expected.

'Groundwater. Potential:groundwater impacts include
drawdown of the water table in the vicinity of facility
wells..and degradation of' groundwater quality due to
uncontrolled leakage from the subsurface soils. B&W
,withdrawals of,groundwater in the area of the James
'River are small in.comparison to the capacity -ofthe
wells and groundwater system.
There-are no discharges of wastewater that could result
in groundwater contamination from proposed
operations, except for those ponds that are used to
manage the flow rate of discharges into the James
River. The. groundwater does have low levels of TCE
contamination from previous leaks that have been
identified and eliminated. All but two of the
underground tanks installed at the site have been
removed; therefore, the potential for accidental
contamination of the groundwater is reduced.
Remediation plans are being'prepared for the cleanup
f of the TCE plume. The operation of UF 6 blending
facilities is not expected to result in any direct impacts
to the local groundwater.
Nuclear FuelServices

The aqueous process waste and sanitary wastewater is
treated and then discharged to the James River through
permitted outfalls. The additional 19.1 million 1/yr (5
MGY) discharged to the river would represent an
approximate 29-percent increase in the amount being
treated, 65 million 1/yr (17 MGY), and less than
1 percent of the James River minimum flow rate (12.7
m3/s [448 ft3 /s]). The difference inamounts between
water usage and water discharge is attributed to drift
and evaporation in the cooling towers.
Degradation of surface water quality is prevented by
enforcement of release limits and monitoring
programs mandated under the facility NPDES permit.
Examination of the NPDES monthly reports indicated
that TDS standards were violated in three instances.
The site has the potential for flooding if the James
River experiences very high flows. The more
vulnerable areas of the site are the wastewater
treatment facility and the ponds that are at lower site
elevations. A large flood for the site (10,000 mn31s
[353,000 ft3/sJ) would cover the two equalization
ponds and could remove the sediment material and

Surface Water. Water required for the operation of
UF 6 blending facilities (20 million 1/yr [5.3 MGY])
would be taken from the existing water supply system,
which obtains process water-from the city of Erwin
public utility system. The additional water required
would represent about 35.1 percent of the current
usage (57 million 1/yr [15 MGYJ) and would not be
expected to affect other users.
The aqueous process waste is piped to the wastewater
treatment facility, treated, and then discharged to the
Nolichucky River by a direct pipeline. The additional
Idischarge (1.3 million 1/yr [0.34 MGY]) would
represent an approximate 7-percent increase in the
current average daily discharge (18.9 million 1/yr
[5 MGY]) or less than I percent of the average flow
(39 m3 /s [1,380 ft3/s]). The sanitary wastewater
(17.8 million I/yr [4.7 MGY]) would be discharged to
the city of Erwin wastewater treatment facility. This
will increase current sanitary wastewater discharge (38
million l/yr [10 MGY]) by approximately 47 percent.
Total site sanitary wastewater discharges (55.8 million
1/yr [14.7 MGY]) would not exceed the current
4-:.53
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Ipermitted capacity (75.7 million I/yr [20 MGY]).
There are no plans: to discharge noncontact cooling
water to Banner-Spring"Branch. Discharges are
required to meet.allrNPDES permit limitations.
The site has the potential for being flooded if the
Nolichucky River. experiences very high flow.
Elevations of the building floors are:between 500 and
510.m (1,640 and: 1,670 ft). The.UF6 .conversion:and
'blending facility would not-be, accommodated at
facilities in the 300.Area, located inside the 100- or
500-year floodplain. [Text deleted.] Based on the
-Flood InsuranceRate Map and the flood profiles, 100and 500-year floodplain elevations at the NFS site are
determined to be 499.5 m (1,639 ft) and 500 m (1,640
ft) above mean sea level, respectively. Facilities in the
300 Area have building floor elevations of
approximately 500.5 (1,642 ft) above mean sea level,
which would be above the 100- and 500-year flood
elevations. Warning devices and systems are in place
along the river to warn the public and the plant of the
chance of possible flooding. The NFS site has
emergency plans in place to contact-the city of
Jonesborough Water, Treatment Facility :as well as
other local, State, and national committees, and -inform
them when any accidental releases from the plant have
occurred. During flooding or because of accidental
releases to the surface water, the Jonesborough-Water
Treatment Plant closes off the water intake valves, so
no contamination to the public water supply occurs.
The rechanneling of the Nolichucky associated with
the highway construction and the rerouting of Martin
Creek to enter the Nolichucky farther downstream
have lowered the previously expected flood levels at
the site.
Groundwater. No groundwater would be used at NFS
given the plentiful city water available. Therefore, no
impacts to groundwater levels are expected.
Groundwater quality would not be -affected by the
operation of UF 6 blending facilities, because there
would be no direct discharges of process wastewater to
groundwater. Wastewater would be treated prior to
discharge to the Nolichucky River.
Currently, groundwater contamination occurs in the
Quaternary alluvium adjacent torthe NFS's settling
ponds beneath the buried holding tanks and beneath
the radioactive solid waste burial ground. A pump and
treat restoration program is in place to clean up
groundwater. contamination. There is also slightly
4-:-54

contaminated, groundwater beneath the CSX
Transportation right-of-way. There are no known local
down-gradient wells in the Quaternary alluvium.
-Banner Hill Spring has remained uncontaminated
*from 25 years of normal operations at the NFS facility.
4.3.2.4

'Biotic Resources

The operation of the UF 6 blending facilities at B&W
or NFS is not expected to have significant adverse
impacts on'biotic resources. Operations would be
accommodated within existing buildings. There would
be no loss of habitat; therefore, no impacts on wildlife
are anticipated. The increase of water intake or
discharges to site streams would be minimal (less than
1 percent of stream flow rates), which would cause no
impacts to aquatic resources.
Impacts to wetlands would not occur, since these
resources are not located in the proposed area of
activities. No Federal- or State-listed threatened or
endangered species would be affected.

4.3.2.5

Socioeconomics

This section describes the potential socioeconomic
effects resulting from operation of facilities to blend
HEU to 4-percent LEU as UF 6 at B&W or NFS. Any
upgrades/modifications required at either facility
would be accomplished by the site's existing
workforce, and no new jobs would be created.
However, operation of the blending facilities at either
location would require additional employees creating
some positive economic benefits to the region.
Operation of the UF6 blending facility would require
126 employees. Some workers needed'for operations
are currently employed'at these' site's however, to
assess the maximum potential impact of this
'alternative, the analysis assumes that-bothcandidate
sites would need 126 additional employees to blend
HEU to LEU as UF 6 .'The. project would also create
285 and 253 indirect jobs within the B&W and NFS
REAs, respectively (Figure 4.3.2.5-1). The regional
unemployment rates would decrease from 4.9 to
4.8 percent at B&W and from 5.9 to 5.7 percent at
NFS.
Available labor in both regions would be sufficient to
fill the new jobs created directly by the project and
additional indirect jobs. Therefore, itris unlikely that
there would be any in-migration to the regions.
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Increase in Total Employment
1300
(0

"-

225

'.E
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75
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B&W
* Direct

NFIS
- Indirect

Source: Model results.

Figure4.3.2.5-1. Increasein Total Project-RelatedEmployment (DirectandIndirect)at Each Candidate
Site Resulting From Blending 10 t/yr Highly Enriched Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium
as Uranium Hexafluoride.

Without any project-related in-migration, there would
be no additional demands for housing units,
community services, or transportation. The effects on
housing and community services in the ROIs would be
the same as for the-No Action Alternative.
4.3.2.6

Public and Occupational Health

This section describes the radiological and hazardous
chemical releases and their associated impacts
resulting from either normal operation or potential
accidents for blending HEU to 4-percent LEU as UF6
at the two commercial sites under consideration.
Summaries of the radiological impacts to the public
and workers associated with normal operation at each
site are presented in Tables 4.3.2.6-1 and 4.3.2.6-2,
respectively. Chemical impacts to these same groups
are presented in Table 4.3.2.6-3, and accident impacts
are presented in Tables 4.3.2.6-4 and 4.3.2.6-5.
(Further supplementary information is presented in
Appendix E.)

Normal Operation
Radiological Impacts. Incremental radiological
impacts to the public resulting from normal operation
of the UF 6 blending facilities at;both sites are
presented in Table 4.3.2.6-1.The impacts from total
site operations, including the UF6 blending facilities,
are also given in the table. These impacts are provided
to demonstrate compliance with applicable regulations
governing total site operations. To put operational
doses into perspective, comparisons are made with the
doses from natural background radiation. As shown in
Table 4.3.2.6-1, the doses to the MEI of the public
from annual total site operations are all within
radiological limits and would be 0.054 mrem at B&W
and .0.28 mrem at NFS. The annual population doses
within 80 km (50 mi) would be 0.52 person-rem at
B&W and 2.6 person-rem at NFS.
Incremental and total site doses to onsite workers from
normal operations are given in Table 4.3.2.6-2. The
annual incremental dose to involved workers at the
blending facility would be 115 mrem to the average
worker and 14.5 person-rem to the entire facility
workforce (NRC 1995b:A-9; OR LMES 1995a:24).
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,Table 4.3.2.6-1. 'Potential.RadiologicalImpacts to the Public'ResultingFrom Normal Operation
of Blending 10 tyrfHighly Enriched Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium
as Uranium Hexafluoride YA( ,,
B&W
Receptor
Maximall Exposed Individual

Incremental

NFS
Total'Sitea

Incremental

Total Sitea

(Public)"

From atmospheric releasepathway
3.5x 10- 3
5.0x10-2
0.25
0.28
(mremr/yr)c
9.OxIO-4
0
4.0x10. 3
0
From total liquid release pathway
(mrem/yr)c
From atmospheric and liquid release
3.5x10"3
5.4x10 2
0.25
0.28
pathways combined (mrernmyr)c
8.2xl0-2
7.4x10- 2
l.6x 10 2
.1x10-3
Percent of natural backgroundd
7
8
1.4x10" 7
1.3x10"
2.7x10°
1.8xI0"9
of
year
Risk of fatal cancer per
operatione
Population Within 80 km
From atmospheric release pathways
3.2x 10- 2
0.45
2.3
2.6
dose (person-rem/yr)
1.9xlOr3
0
7.0xlO"2
0
From total liquid release pathways
(person-rem/yr)
From atmospheric and liquid release
3.2x10"2
0.52
2.3
2.6
pathways combined (person-rem/yr)
Percent of natural backgroundd
l.3x10"5
2.1X10-4
5.4x10"
6.1x10"4
Number of fatal cancers per year of
l.6x10"5
2.6x10 4
l.2x10"3
1.3x10 3
operatione
2 Includes impacts from all site operations that are expected to continue during the interim of blending process operations (reference
environment).
b The applicable radiological limits for an individual member of the public from total site operations are 10 mrem/yr from the air
pathways, 4 mrem/yr from the drinking water pathways, and 25 mrem/yr from all pathways combined.
C Incremental radiological doses are different at each site because of site-specific characteristics such as meteorology, topography,
distance to site boundary, etc...
d Annual natural background radiation levels: 1)B&W: the average individual receives 329 torem; the population within 80 km
receives,244,000 person-rem, and 2) NFS: the average individual receives 340 mreom; the population within 80 km receives
429,000 person-rem.
Representative of material processed at the rate of 10 t/yr.
Source: Appendix E.
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Table 4.3.2.6-2. PotentialRadiological Impacts,to- Workers Resulting FromNormal Operation
of BlendinglO t/yr.Highly Enriched Uranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium
.as' UraniumHexafluoride
Receptor
B&W
'NFS
Involved Workforcea
,Average worker
Dose (mrem/yr)b
115
115
5
.Risk of fatal cancer
4.6x10.
-4.6x10 5
,per year of site operation
Total
Dose (person-rem/yr)
14.5
14.5
Number of fatal cancers
5.8x10"3
5.8x10"3
per year of site operation
Noninvolved Workforcec
Average worker
Dose (mrm/yr)b
10
50
Risk of fatal cancer
4.0x10.6
2.0x10.
per year of site operation
Total
Dose (person-rem/yr)
16.7
16.3
Number of fatal cancers
6.7x10.3
6.5x10
per year of site operation
Total Site Workforced
Dose (person-rem/yr)
31.2
30.8
2
Number of fatal cancers per year of site
1.2x10"
1.2x10" 2
operation
a The involved worker is a worker associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities. The estimated number of
in-plant workers is 126. The average in-plant worker dose is estimated to be similar to that for UNH blending operations, with an
additional 25 mrem/yr incurred from fluorination processes.
b The radiological limit for an individual worker is 5,000 mrem/yr (10 CFR 20).
c The noninvolved worker is a worker onsite but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities. The
estimated number of noninvolved workers is 1,674 at B&W and 325 at NFS.
d The total site workforce is the summation of the in-plant worker impacts and the noninvolved worker impacts. The estimated
number of workers in the total site workforce is 1,800 at B&W and 451 at NFS.
Source: BW 1995b:l; NFS 1995b:2; NRC 1995b; OR LMES 1995a.
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.:][!Text deleted.] All resulting doses are within
.radiological limits and are well'below levels of natural

their regulated-levels, there. is no time limit placed on
the exposures. Likewise, the cancer risks to the MEI
and onsite workers represent lifetime and working
lifetime for the onsiteeindividual. -Therefore, the'MVI
and the onsite -workers should not exhibit differences
from the. general, public from the onset to the end of
operations (with the exception noted). For'details of
the calculations used to derive the His and cancer
risks, refer to Appendix E.3.

-background radiation.
-Hazardous:Chemical Impacts.,Hazardous chemical
impacts to thet public resulting from blending.HEU to
4-percent LEU as UF 6 at B&W and NFS are.presented
in Table 4:3.2.6-3. The table presents the increment of
potential: adverse noncancer health effects and cancer
Jrisks posed by this action atthe various sites, followed
by the total risk (that is, incremental risk plus no action
contribution to risk) at each unique site.

Facility Accidents
A set of potential accidents has been postulated for
which there may be releases of radioactivity and
hazardous chemicals that could impact noninvolved
onsite workers and the offsite population. A set of
-accident scenarios was selected to represent bounding
cases. In assessing the bounding accidentscenarios for
the conversion and blending facility, the following
parameters were evaluated: 1) material at risk, 2)
energy sources (for example, fires, explosions,
earthquakes, and process design-related events), 3)
barriers to release, and 4) protective features of the
facility. The accident scenarios that were considered
included a tornado, straight winds, an aircraft crash, a
truck crash, nuclear criticality, process-related
accidents, and an evaluation basis earthquake. With the
exception of the fluidized bed release and the filter fire

The incremental and site-total'His for the public MEI
contributed by this alternative are all less than 1.0 at
B&W and NFS, and the cancer risks to the MEI of the
public -are below the value of 1.Ox 10,6 (RA 1994a:
477-481).
The incremental and site total.HIs for the onsite
workers contributed by this alternative are all less than
1.0 at B&W and NFS showing that all chemicals or
combinations are below OSHA Permissible Exposure
Levels. The incremental lifetime cancer risks for
B&W and NFS, respectively, are below the value of
1.0xl e, but total site lifetime cancer risk exceeds this
level for B&W. Since the His represent ratios between
actual exposure levels to hazardous chemicals and

Table 4.3.2.6-3. PotentialHazardous ChemicalImpacts to the Public and Workers at Various Sites
Resulting From Blending 10 t/yr Highly EnrichedUranium to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium
as Uranium Hexafluoride

II

B&W
Receptor
'Incremental
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Hazard indexc
1.44x10"6
Cancer riskd

Worker Onsite
Hazard index'
Cancer riskf

I

Total Siteb

,NFS
Incrementalb
Total Sitec

l.29x10. 5

2.10'x1013

9.76x 10- 2

8.44x10"

1.68x 10"

1.23x10.14

1.23x10"14

5.09x10"4
1.98x10" 14

4.58x10"3
3.94x10"5

6.98x10- 4
2.72x10" 14

8.27x10- 3
2.72x10"14

18

a Incremental=contribution only from single activity at the site.

b Total site includes any background emissions that would be present in the absence of site operations plus site emissions that exist
at the present time.
Hazard index for MEI=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for MEI.
d.Lifetime cancer risk for MEI=emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor).
' Hazard index for workers=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
c

f Lifetime cancer risk for workers=(emissions for 8-hour) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year
exposed]) x (0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: OR LMES 1995a.
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:(with continuous exhaust flow), all of the -accident
scenarios that are considered potentially bounding can
be initiated by the evaluation basis earthquake.
Therefore, it is concluded that the evaluation basis
earthquake would result in the' highest atmospheric
release of radioactivity andhazardous chemicals. The
evaluation basis earthquake is, assumed to initiate the
nuclear criticality, UF 6 , and other release scenarios.
In a fluidized bed release, it. is assumed that the
high-temperature filters -would be removed for
replacement but the filter housing would be closed
withoutnew filters inside. The inventory of one bed is
swept out by the nitrogen used to fluidize the bed. The
quantity of material assumed to be released -is 7.5 kg
(16.5 lb) of HEU.
-In a filter fire accident, it,is assumed that a fire occurs
that releases all the uranium in the bag filters, traps,
and HEPA filters to the atmosphere in a matter of
minutes. The quantity of material assumed to be
released is 0.15 kg (0.33 lb) of HEU.
In an earthquake-induced criticality accident, it is
assumed that storage racks containing multiple critical
masses of uranium powder and uranyl nitrate solution
would be damaged directly by seismic shaking and
indirectly by falling debris. Safe spacing is lost and
moderators added as water from the fire system or
organic solutions. This results in-the possible
formation of one or more critical assemblies. In an
accidental criticality, it is assumed that 1.Ox1019
fissions would occur prior to reaching a stable,
subcritical condition and that all material releases
would occur within a 2-hour period (NRC
1979b:3.34-4). The amount of radioactive material
released as fission products created by the nuclear
criticality would be 46,000 Ci of krypton isotopes,
65,000 Ci of xenon isotopes, and 1,600 Ci of iodine
isotopes.
In the evaluation basis earthquake accident scenario, it
is assumed that the building collapses, resulting in
ruptured containers, piping, and tanks releasing
uranium solutions, water, toxic gases, flammable
gases, and toxic and reactive liquids. This is assumed
to result in the release of 0.061 Ci of uranium
(76 percent of the activity is U-234).
In the UF 6 release, the evaluation basis earthquake
causes equipment failures and a pressurized release of
a UF 6 cylinder. Thirty percent of a cylinder containing

LEU-is assumed to be released into the atmosphere
consistent: with,.NRC's guidance. presented, in the
Nuclear Fuel .Cycle -Facility -Accident Analysis
Handbook (NUREG-1320, May 1988). After the
accident, it is estimated that there would be a release of
30-Percent of the- material to equalize the-pressure
inside, and outside- the cylinder. This is.assumed to
result in the release of 1,900 kg (4,100 lb) of
1.5-percent assay LEU. as shown in Appendix-E.5.2.2.
The accidents that release radioactivity-:and their
consequences are shown in Tables 4.3.2.6-4 and
-4.3.2.6-5.The-consequences shown in these tables for
B&W are based on. meteorological data-for Roanoke
Airport (which is-located 93-km [61 mi) west ofB&W,
-in an area of more adverse :stability), since, -unlike
NFS, onsite meteorological data required for MACCS
werenot available (some meteorological parameters
are not monitored at B&W). Therefore, as discussed in
Appendix E, Section E.5.1.3, these consequences (as
shown in the table) are expected to be approximately
two to three times higher than anticipated at B&W
under onsite meteorological conditions.
The accident with the highest consequences is a UF6
cylinder release. The evaluation basis earthquake is
conservatively assumed to cause a criticality, a UF6
cylinder release, and a release of uranium material.
The evaluation basis earthquake, criticality,: and UF6
cylinder release are added together-to show the range
of consequences and risks at the candidate sites. If a
UF 6 cylinder release were to occur, there would be an
estimated 1 and 1.4 latent cancer fatalities in the
general population within 80 km (50 mi) of B&W and
NFS, respectively. For the MEI, there would be
increased likelihood of latent cancer fatality of
1.9x10"2 and 3.0x10"3 at these two sites, respectively.
Based on the spatial distribution of noninvolved
workers located on the site, the estimated number of
fatalities in the worker population-would be 30 and 2.5
respectively. The accident risks, reflecting both the
probability of the accident occurring and the
consequences, are also shown in the tables. For the
general pbpulation, MEI, and noninvolved worker
population, the fatal cancer risks range up to 1.4x104,
1.9x1O06, and 3.0x10"3 per year, respectively.
In addition to the potential impacts to noninvolved
workers, there are potential impacts to involved
workers, who are located in the blending facilities
analyzed in this EIS. Potential radiological
consequences to the involved worker range to several
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'Tabke.32.16-4. Accident Consequencesand Risk of MajorAccidents for Blending-10t/yr Highly
,,Enriched'Uraniumto 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas UraniumHexafluoride
at Babcock & Wilcox

Accident Description
Accident'frequency (per year)
Consequencesc
Noninvolved Workers
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
Dose (rem)
Latent cancer fatality per-accident
Risk (cancer fatality per year)
Population Within 80 km
(730,000 1n2010)
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)

Fluid Bed

Filter Fire

.3a
10

990
0.4
4 .Oxlo1

-:Evaluation
ZBasis
Earthquake
Induced !Earthquake
Criticality
"Scenario
10-4b
lo4b

80
3.2x10-2
9.5x O10- •3.2xlO6

24

9.5xl10 3

0.49
2.4x10 14
2.4x10"7

1.2XI10 2
5,9xl106
5.9x10-9

5.6x 10-2
2.8x1i0"
2.8xi0"9

38
2
1.9xlO"
1.9x10"5

0.9
4.5x10-4
4.5xl10 7

1.9
9.3xl09.3x10"8

•UF6
Cylinder
Release
le-4

54,000
524
30
0.21
2.1x10-5
3.0xlO"3
0.25
1 3x10-4
1.3x10"8

18
9.1xO"3
9.1x10- 7

26
1.9xO"-2
1.9xlO"6

1,900
1
1.OxlO"4

Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10.4 to 10"2, 10-3 chosen for comparing alternatives.
b Accident annual frequency estimatedin the range of 10f to 10-3, 10'4 chosen for comparing alternatives. The probability or
frequency of a criticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.
Onsite meteorological data required for MACCS is not available. Therefore, consequences shown are based on the nearest
meteorology data set, Roanoke Airport. The consequences corresponding to onsite meteorology would be approximately two
to three times lower than the consequences indicated in this table. Further information is described in Appendix E.5.1.3.
Source: Results shown are derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.
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Table 4.3.2.6-5. Accident Consequences and,Risk of MajorAccidents for Blending 10 t/yr Highly
'Enriched Uraniumto 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas,UraniumHexafluoride
at NuclearFuelServices
zEvaluation
Accident Description
Accident frequency (per year)

_FiUd Bed
10"3a

Earthquake

_,Basis

Filter Fire

induced
Criticality

'Earthquake
/Scenario

10 -3a

1 0 "4b

`UF 6

Cylinder
Release

040,

Consequences
Noninvolved. Workers
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
Dose (rem)
Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per year)
Population Within 80 km
(1,20,000 in 2010)
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)

68
2.7x10 2

8.7
-3.5x10"3
3;5x10- 7

46
-1-.8x10- 2

.2.7x10"5

1.6
6.6xlO4
6.6x10"7

:1.8x10"6

5,000
2.5
2.5x10-4

9'7x10"2
4.8x10"5
4.8x10"'

2.3x10-2
1.2x10"6
1.2xlO"9

lAxl0"2
6.9x10"6
6.9x10 10

5.4x10"2
2.7x 10"5
2.7x10-9

5.7
3.0x 10"'
3.0xl0-7

53
2.7x10- 2

1.3
6.4xlO

2.2
1.1x10"3

26
1.3x 10-2

2.7x10"5

6.4x10- 7

1.1xl0"7

1.3x10"6

3,000
1.4
1.4x10"

Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10.4 to 10.2, 10" chosen for use in comparing alternatives.
b Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10-5 to I 0A, 10'4 chosen for use in comparing alternatives. The probability or
frequency of a criticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.
[Text deleted.]
Source:'Results shown are derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.

thousand rem in the case of a criticality. The combined
evaluation basis earthquake, -earthquake-induced
criticality, and UF 6 cylinder release would probably

result in fatal doses to the involved worker.
Furthermore, fatalities to the involved workers would
be expected as a result of the building collapse (from
the earthquake) and the criticality (OR DOE
1994d:6-26, 6-27).
The bounding chemical release accidents (caused by
the evaluation basis earthquake) are a spill from HNO3
and NaOH storage tanks, and the rupture of processing
lines resulting in the emptying of the HF tank and a F2
cylinder. The release point for these accidents is the
same as for radiological accidents. The seismic event
is assumed to compromise the structural integrity of
the curbing around the HNO 3 ,and NaOH tank pits
such that the two chemicals mix; they are assumed to
react with sufficient heat, generation to result in the
airborne release of 2,600kg (5,730, Ib) of unreacted
HNO 3 ; for sufficiently large exposures, this could
result in irritation to the respiratory system, eyes, and
skin and pulmonary. edema. If this accident were to
occur, the impact to the noninvolved worker could be

exposure to concentrations in excess of the IDLH level
(100 ppm) atB&W,,and in excess of the TLV-STEL
level (4 ppm) at NFS. The impact to the MEI of the
public could be exposure to concentrations in excess
of theTLV-STEL level at each site (280 and 160 m
I [920 and 530 ftJ downwind of the IDLH level at-B&W
and NFS, respectively).
The HF and F2 releases, (600: and 500 kg [1,320 and
1,100 lb], respectively), ,which-cause similar health
impacts as to HNO3 , could result in exposure to the
noninvolved worker of concentrations in excess of the
IDLH level (30 and,25 ppm, respectively) at B&W and
in excess of the TLV-STEL level (6 and 2 ppm,
respectivey) at NFS. The public could be exposed to
concentrations in excess of the TLV-STEL level at
each site. (See Section 4.1.9 for a discussion of the
significance of these levels.)
4.3.2.7

Waste Management

Operation of UF 6 blending facilities would increase
waste generated at the candidate sites. There is no
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-Table 4.3.2.iT7-1. - EstimatedAnnual GeneratedWaste Volumes for Blending 10 t/yr Highly Enriched
'Uraniumto 4-PercentLow-Enriched'Uraniumas Uraniu" Hexafluoride
'NFS
•B&W

1Waste Category

No Ation

-WithUF6
Blending

Increase

(mi3)

(in 3)

(Percent)

No Action
(m3)

With UF6
;Blending

Increase

(mi)

(Percent)

Low-Leve
Liquid

'Solid

'50,005

:50,054

765

.23

<1

18,900

18,949

<1

0
14

159

>100

<1

14

0

<1

159
<1

>100
0

55,115

55,121

<1

<1

6

>100

620

3,000

3J145

5

Mixed Low-Level

Liquid
Solid
Hazardous
Liquid

Solid

0

0

0

<1

<1

0

576,160

595,315

3

56,700

75;855

34

1,700

2,520

48

2,300

3,121

.36

'Nonhazardous

Liquid

I

Solid

Source: BW 1995b-2; BW NRC 1991a; BW NRC 1995a; NF NRC 1991a; NPS 1995b:2.; OR LMES 1995a.

spent nuclear fuel, HLW, or TRU waste associated
with the proposed action. However, generation of
low-level, mixed low-level, hazardous, and
nonhazardous wastes would increase. This section
summarizes the impacts on treatment, storage, and
disposal facilities at each potential site resulting from
the UF 6 blending.
The blending process would result in the generation of
low-level, mixed low-level, hazardous, and
nonhazardous wastes. Table 4.3.2.7-1 provides the
sitewide waste generation resulting from the blending
process. At each facility considered for the blending
process, the generation of wastes would be evaluated
against ALARA principles. Table 2.2.2.3-2 also
provides the resultant waste volume -after treatment
(effluent): using a proposed treatment scheme as
outlined in Figures 4.3.2.7-1 to 4.3.2.7-3. Liquid
LLW from decontamination would ,go through a
uranium recovery process first. The liquid effluent then
would go to a radioactive wastewater treatment
facility. The resultant sludge wouldbe immobilized for
disposal as solid LLW and the treated effluent would
be discharged through a permitted outfall.
Solid LLW generated by the blending process would
consist of lab wastes, decontamination solids,
scrapped equipment, contaminated calcium fluoride,
spent sodium fluoride, sintered-metal filter cartridges,
air sampling filters, HEPA filters, and miscellaneous
4-52

contaminated solids. Decontamination solids would
go through a uranium recovery process before being
packaged for disposal. All other solid LLW would be
compacted and immobilized as appropriate to meet the
waste acceptance criteria of an onsite or offsite LLW
disposal facility. This solid LLW radiological content
-would include U-232, U-234, U-235, U-236 and
U-238. Liquid mixed LLW consisting of spent
solvents and lab waste would-be incinerated, thus
eliminating the hazardous constituent. The small
amount of solid mixed LLW remaining would increase
the amount to be disposed of offsite. The resultant ash
would be immobilized and packaged for disposal as
solid LLW. The sump collection wastes from general
plant operations would be precipitated and filtered in a
radioactive liquid waste treatment facility. The
resultant sludge would be immobilized for.disposal
and the treated effluent would be discharged through a
permitted outfall.
Liquid hazardous waste consisting of liquid waste
treatment excess/flush water and chemical spillage
would be treated onsite by distillation, evaporation,
neutralization, and. ammonia removal; The treated
effluent would be discharged through a permitted
outfall. Liquid nonhazardous waste such, as, sewage
wastewater would be treated and disposed of using
current site practices. and facilities. Solid
nonhazardous waste would primarily consist of solid
sanitary waste, trash,. waste paper, scrap metal,,: air

SoWdLLW
Note: All volumes are in cubic meters, I cubic metersl,OOO liters=264 gallons.
Source: OR LMES 1995a.

Long-Tem
Storage or Disposal

Figure43.2.7-1. Radwatve Liquid Waste Managementfor Conversion and Blending 10 uMyr of Highly EnrichedUranium
to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas Uranium lexaflnoride.
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Figure4.3.2.7-2. NonradioactiveLiquid Waste Managementfor Conversionand Blending 10 t/yr of Highly Enriched Uranium
to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as Uranium Hexqfluoride.
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Figure 4.3.2.7-3. Solid Waste Managementfor Conversion and Blending 10 t/yr of Highly Enriched Uranium
to 4-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas Uranium Hexafluoride.
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filters, .pe0'Sonnel'respirators, plastic ,bags, and gloves.
"Nonrecyclable portions- of this waste would'be
disposed of in a permitted landfill per site practice.
Solid. and liquid -nonhazardous wastes would be
.generated from the minor building modification
activities associated-,with. this'blending alternative.
,Wastes generated during building modification would
include concrete and. steel construction waste
materials and sanitary solids and wastewater.-Any steel
construction waste would be recycled as scrap material
before completing building modification. The
:remaining, nonhazardous wastes generated would be
disposed of as part of the buildingmodification project
by the contractor. Wood, paper, and metal wastes
would be shipped offsite to a commercial contractor
for recycling. Solid LLW generated as a result of
processing the entire potentially commercially usable
HEU (170 t) would be 1,510 m3 (53,400 ft3 ), which
would require a total disposal area of 0.076,ha
(0.19 acres).
Babcock & Wilcox. The B&W site has facilities for
treating liquid LLW, hazardous waste, and sanitary
waste. The amount of liquid LLW generated per year
by this action is small compared with the total amount
of liquid LLW generated yearly at the site. The onsite
treatment facility for liquid LLW at B&W has a
capacity to treat approximately 89,800 m 3/yr
(23,700,000 gal/yr); therefore, the facility would be
able to handle the 159 m3/yr (42,000 gallyr) increase
in liquid LLW generated (BW NRC 1991a: 13). When
this process is complete, the amount of solid LLW
requiring staging and eventual disposal for ýrocessing
10 tlyr HEU would be 89 m 3/yr (3,140 ft /yr). This
waste would be hauled offsite to a disposal facility.
Assumin I a usage factor of 20,000 m 3 /ha
(286,000 ft /acre), the increase in the amount of solid
LLW would require 0.004 ha/yr (0.01 acres/yr) in a
disposal facility. Solid LLW generated as a result of
processing the entire potentially commercially usable
HEU (170 t) would be 1,510 m3 (53,400 ft3 ), which
would require a total disposal area of 0.076 ha
(0.19 acres). The small amount of liquid mixed LLW
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generated would require some form of treatment. This
waste can be treated in the existing LLW treatment
facility at, B&W. Currently, onsite treatment 3facilities
0 0 m3
annually process approximately 55,
(1,930,000.gal) of liquid hazardous waste. The
increase- in liquid hazardous waste generation of
6 m 3/yr (l',590.gal/yr) would not burden this treatment
system. The amount of.liquid. sanitary waste resulting
from the blending process would increase by 3,percent
over current operations. This could be accommodated
in. existing facilities, which have a capacity. 2.5. times
the combined requirement. B&W has current
recycling practices that could incorporate the
increased amount of recyclable nonhazardous waste
resulting from this action.
Nuclear Fuel Services. The NFS site has facilities for
treating LLW, hazardous waste, and sanitary waste.
The amount of liquid LLW generated per year by this
action is small and the onsite treatment facility has the
capacity to handle more than twice the combined
volume, which would increase approximately
49 m 3/yr (1,730 I/yr). This action will add 89 m3/yr
(3,140 ft3/yr) of solid LLW requiring staging and
eventual disposal. This waste would be shipped offsite
to a disposal facility. Assuming a usage factor of
20,000 m 3/ha (286,000 ft3/acre), the increase in .the
amount of solid LLW would require 0.004 ha/yr
(0.01 acre/yr) in a disposal facility. After treatment,
solid LLW to be disposed of as a result of processing
the entire potentially commercially, usable HEU
(170 t) would be 1,510 m 3 (53,400 ft3 ), which would
require a total disposal area of 0.076 ha (0.19 acres).
The small amount of liquid mixed LLW generated by
'this process could be accommodated in the LLW
treatment facility at NFS. [Text deleted.] The liquid
sanitary waste resulting from the blending process
would be discharged to the public treatment works
with the rest of the nonhazardous liquid waste. NFS
has current recycling practices that could
accommodate the increased amount of recyclable
nonhazardous waste resulting from this action.

-Environmental Consequences
4;3.3

TECHNOLOGY AND SITE-SPECIFIC
IMPACTS FORK BLENDING HIGHLY
.ENRICHED URANIUM TO

0.9-PERCENT LOW-ENRICHED
URANIUM AS URANYL NITRATE
HEXAHYDRATE

Blending surplus-HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as- UNH
involves the-same processes.described in Section
4.3.1. A-significantly- smaller- quantity of HEU
(2.1 t/yr) can -be blended annually in producing the
0.9-percent LEU (ratio of HEU toblendstock isT70 to
1)than 4-percent LEU (ratio of HEU to blendstock is
14-to 1). The only differences between blending to
0.9-percent and blending to 4-percent LEU-are in the
areas of public and occupational health, intersite
transportation, and waste management. Specific
differences are discussed in the appropriate sections
that follow.
4.3.3.1

Site Infrastructure

As shown in Section 2.2.2.1, the annual site
infrastructure resources consumed -in implementing
this blending process are equal to the blending of
HEU to 4-percent LEU as UNH except for two
resource areas: electricity and natural gas. Annual
electricity requirements for blending to 0.9-percent
LEU increase by 1,000 megawatt hour (MWh) and
the natural gas requirements increase by 2,800 m3 .
Site infrastructure resource requirements are the
same as those shown in Table 4.3.1.1-1 except
electricity requirements are 5,000 MWh/yr and
natural gas requirements are 19,800 m3/yr. The major
difference in processing HEU to a waste product
versus reactor fuel is in the elimination of the
purification process requirements. The elimination of
the purification process step results in no effect in the
site infrastructure resources. Accordingly, the annual
site infrastructure services required to implement this
action, along with the associated environmental
impacts, will be the -same -as that presented for the
4-percent LEU blending process described in Section
4.3.1.1.
4.3.3.2

Air Quality and Noise

Operation of facilities to blend HEU to 0.9-percent
LEU as UNH would generate criteria and
toxic/hazardous pollutants at ORR, SRS, B&W, and
NFS. Annual air pollutant emissions resulting from
this alternative would be equal to those associated

with blending to 4-percent LEU as UNH; therefore,
annual-air and noise consequences of this alternative
action-would be the-same-as-the consequences
presented previously in-Section 4:3.1.2.
4;3.3.3

Water Resources

Operational-requirements, and discharges for
blendingHEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH-would be
-less than those associated with-blending to 4-percent
LEU; therefore, environmental consequences of this
Salternativeaction would be: less than or similar to the
'consequences presented previously in
4.3.1.3.
4.3.3.4

-Section

Biotic Resources

Annual operational intake or discharges for blending
HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH would be equal to
those associated with blending to 4-percent LEU as
UNH; therefore, environmental consequences of this
alternative action would be equal to the
consequences presented previously in
Section 4.3.1.4.
4.3.3.5

Socioeconomics

The potential socioeconomic impacts resulting from
blending HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH at ORR,
SRS, B&W, or NFS would be equal to those
associated with blending to 4-percent LEU as UNH,
except would continue over a longer period of time.
Upgrades to any one of these facilities would be
accomplished by the site's existing workforce, and no
new jobs would be created. [Text deleted.]
Operation of the proposed blending facility would
require 125 employees, the same workforce
requirement as for bleiuding HEU to 4-percent LEU
as UNH. The activities would generate some-minor
economic benefits to the affected region.
4.3.3.6

Public and Occupational Health

The radiological releases and their associated
impacts resulting from potential accidents involving
the HEU blending facility at any of the four sites
under consideration would be similar to but not
necessarily-equal to those associated with blending to
4-percent LEU as UNH. This facility will blend HEU
to 0.9-percent LEU in the form of UNH. Summaries
of the radiological impacts to thepublic and workers
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associated with accidents are. presented in Tables
.43.3.6-1 through 4.3.3.6-4. (Further supplementary
information is presented in Appendix E.)

incremental: and total site HIs and.cancer.risks.are
identical.
'Facility Accidents

'Normal Operation

IRadiological Impacts. [Text deleted.] In comparison
to annual impacts for.blending to 4-percent LEU as
UNH, conveyed in Section 4.3.1'.6, all- annual
impacts 'would be identical: both. to the, public and to
workers when blending to 0.9-percent' LEU.
Hazardous Chemical Impacts. Hazardous chemical
impacts to the public resulting'from blendingkHEU to
0.9-percent LEU as UNH at Y-12, SRS, B&W, and
NFS are equal to those presented in Table 4.3.1.6-3
for blending HEU to 4 -percent because all

A set of-potential accidents has..been postulated for
which there may'be releases of radioactivity and
hazardouschemicals that could impact noninvolved
onsite .workers: and the offsite population.- A set of
accident- scenarios, was selected to 'represent
bounding cases. In, assessing the-bounding&accident
scenarios for therblending facility, the following
parameters were evaluated: 1) material at risk, 2)
energy sources (for example, fires, explosions,
earthquakes, and process design-related events), 3)
barriers to release, and 4) protective features of the
facility.

Table 4.3.3.6-1. Accident Consequences andRisk of MajorAccidents for Blending 2.1 t/yr Highly
Enriched Uranium to 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium
as Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate at Y-12

Accident Description
Accident frequency (per year)
Consequences
Noninvolved Workers
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
Dose (rem)
'Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancerffitality per Year)
Population Within 80 km (1,040,000 in 2010)
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)

Earthquake
Induced Criticality
Filter Fire
,
10-4b
10.O a

Evaluation Basis
Earthquake
Scenario
10-4b

.4.2x1&-

38
2
1.5x10"
1.5xI0-6

960
0.38
3.8xl0"5

:5.2xlO06
'5.2i1O-9

5.1x10-2
2.6x10"5
2.6x10-9

0.94
4.7x10"4
4.7x10"8

7.7x10O
7.7xl10 7

3
1.5x10-3
l.5x0-7

130
6.7x10"2
,6.7xl1-0

I Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10-4 to 10"2, 10- chosen for use in comparing alternatives.

b Accident annual frequency. estimated in the range of 10-5 to 10"3, 10"e chosen for use in comparing alternatives. The probability
or frequency ofa criticality induced by an earthquake would-be lower.,
Source: Results shown are derived from' accident analyses; see Appendix E.5..
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Table 4.3.3.6-2. Accident Consequences and Risk of MajorAccidentsforBlending 2.1 t/yr Highly
EnrichedUranium to 0.9-.PercentLow-Enriched Uranium
as Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrateat Savannah,River Site

I

Accident-Description
Accident frequency (per year)
Consequences
Noninvolved Workers
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities. per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
Dose (rem)
Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality-per year)
Population Within 80 km (710,000 in 2010)
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per-year)

Filter Fire
.10-3a

Earthquake
Induced Criticality
10"4b

Evaluation Basis
Earthquake
Scenario
104

2.3
9.3x10"4
9.3x

8.5
-3.4x10"3

210
8.4x10"2

3.4x10"7

8.4xl0"6

6.6x10"5
3.3x10"s
3.3x10 1 1

3.0x10"4

5.8x10"3

1.5x10"7
1.SxlO1 "

2.9x1O"6
2.9x10"1l

0.37
1.gx10' 4
1.8xl0"7

0.33
1.6x10-4
1.6xl0"5

32
1.6xl0"
1.6xl0

' Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 1.4
" to 10.2, I0s chosen for use in comparing alternatives.
b Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of l10 to 10-3, 10 chosen foruse in comparing alternatives. The probability
or frequency of a criticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.
Source: Results shown are derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.

The accident scenarios that were considered included
a tornado, straight winds, an aircraft crash, a truck
crash, nuclear criticality, process-related accidents,
and an evaluation basis earthquake. With the
exception of the filter fire (with continuous exhaust
flow), all of the accident scenarios that are considered
potentially bounding can be initiated by the
evaluation basis earthquake; therefore, it is concluded
that the evaluation basis earthquake would result in
the highest atmospheric release of radioactivity and
hazardous chemicals. The evaluation basis
earthquake is assumed to initiate the nuclear
criticality and other release scenarios.

indirectly by falling debris. Safe spacing between
storage containers is lost and moderators from the fire
suppression system are added as water or as organic
solutions. This results in the possible formation of one
or more critical, assemblies. In an accidental criticality,
1-it is'assumed, that 1.0x10 19 fissions occur prior to
reaching a stable, subcritical condition and that all
material releases occur within a 2-hour period (NRC
1979b:3.34-4). The amount of radioactive material
released as fission products created by the nuclear
criticality is 46,000 Ci of krypton isotopes, 65,000 Ci
of xenon isotopes, and 1,600 Ci of iodine isotopes.

In a filter fire accident, it is assumed that a fire occurs
that releases all the uranium in the bag filters, traps,
and HEPA filters to the atmosphere in a matter of
minutes. The quantity of material assumed to be
released is 0.15 kg (0.33 lb) of lIEU.

In the evaluation basis earthquake accident scenario, it
is assumed that the building collapses, resulting in
ruptured containers, piping, and tanks releasing
uranium solutions, water, toxic gases, flammable
gases, and toxic and reactive.liquids. This is. assumed
to result in the release of 0.19 Ci of uranium isotopes
(54 percent of the activity is U-234).

I

In an earthquake-induced criticality accident, it is
assumed that storage racks containing multiple
critical masses of uranium powder and uranyl nitrate
solution are damaged directly by seismic shaking and

The accidents that release radioactivity and .their
consequences- are shown in Tables 4.3.3.6-I through
/ 4.3.3.6-4. The consequences shown in these tables for
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Table4.3,36,3.-64

Accident Consequencesand Risk of MajorAccidentsfor Blending 2.1 tlyr Highly
Enriched Uranium to 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium
as UranYl NitrateHexahydrateatBabcoCk,& Wilcox
Earthquake
Induced Criticality

I

Evaluation Basis
Earthquake
.!,Scenario

FilterFire
Accident Description
i0"30
10 44b
Accident frequency (per year)
'Consequencesc
NoninvolvedWorkers
2;300
80
24
Dose (person-remn)
2
3
0.91
3.2x10"
9.5x10
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
3.2x10"6
9.lxlO15
9.5x1O"6
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
1.1
5.6x10 2
1.2x 10-2
Dose (rem)
5
5.4x10.4
2.8x 10
5.9x 10.6
Latent cancer fatality per accident
2.8x10.9
5.4X 10"
5.9x 10 9
'Risk (cancer fatality per year)
Population Within 80 km (730,000 in 2010)
79
1.9
0.9
Dose (person-rem)
4
3.9x10"2
9.3x10.
104
4.5x
accident
Latent cancer fatalities per.
9.3x10"s
3.9x10"6
4.5x10"7
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Accident annual frequency estimated in the range.of 104 to 10-2, 10" chosen for use in comparing alternatives.
b Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10-5 to 103, 10- chosen for use in comparing alternatives. The probability
or frequency of acriticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.
c Onsite meteorological data required for MACCS is not available. Therefore, consequences are based on the nearest meteorology
data set, Roanoke Airport. The consequences corresponding to onsite meteorology would be approximately twoto three times
lower than the consequences indicated in this table. Further information is described inAppendix E.5.1.3.
Source: Results shown are derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.

B&W are based on meteorological data for Roanoke
Airport (which is located 93 km [61 mi] west of
B&W, in an -area of more adverse stability), since,
unlike Y-12, SRS, and NFS, onsite meteorological
data required for MACCS were not available (some
meteorological parameters are not monitored at
B&W). Therefore, as discussed in Appendix E,
SectionE;5.1.3, these consequences (as shown in'the

table) are expected to be approximatelytwo, to three
times higher than anticipated at B&W under onsite
meteorological conditions.
The.combined evaluation basis earthquake and
earthquake-induced criticality-accident release results
in the highest consequences. If the combined
evaluation basis earthquake and earthquake-induced
criticality were to occur, the estimated increase in

latent cancer fatalities in the general population
within 80 km (50 mi) of each site would range from
1.6x10"2 at SRS to 6.9x10"2 at Y-12. For the MEI,
there would be an increased likelihood of latent
4-70

cancer fatality ranging from 3.0x10"6 at SRS to
5.7x10"4 at B&W. Based on the spatial distribution of
noninvolved workers located on the site, the estimated
2
number of latent cancer fatalities ranges from 8.4x 10"
at NFS to 0.94 at B&W. The accident risks, reflecting

both the probability of the, accident occurring and the
consequences, also are shown in the tables. For-the
general population, MEI, and noninvolved worker
population, the fatal cancer risks range up-to 6.9x10"6,
5.7x10 8 , and 9.4x10 5 per year, respectively.
For SRS the, accident analysis was performed for the
H-Area. If blending were to occur in the F-Area, the
doses from an accidental release would be similar to
an accidental release in the H-Area. The dose to the
MEI would be slightly larger due to the decreased
distance of 9,646 m (31,649 ft) from F-Area to the site
boundary. The dose to the offsite population within 80
km (50 mi) would be slightly smaller due to F-Area

being farther from the offsite population than H-Area.
The dose to.the noninvolved workers would be smaller

Environmental Consequences
Table 4.3.3.6-4. Accident Consequences:and'Riskof MajorAccidentsfor Blending2.12 t/yr Highly
EnrichedUranium toO9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium
as Uranyl NitrateHexahydrateat NuclearFuelServices
Earthquake
Induced, Criticality
104b

Evaluation Basis
-Earthquake
.'Scenario
10"4b

Accident Description
Filter Fire
10"3&
Accident frequency (per year)
Consequences
Noninvolved. Workers
8.7
. 2W
1.6
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
6.6x10-4
3.5x10-3
, 8.0x 10-2
7
7
"8.0x106
3.5x10"
6.6x10"
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
Dose (rem)
2.3x10-3
1.4x10- 2
0.23
6
1.2x 10-4
6.9x10.6
1.2x10Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer-fatality per year)
1.2x10"9
6.9x10"'0
1.2x10"4
Population Within 80 km (1,260,000 in 2010)
2.2
110
1.3
Dose (person-rem)
5.7x10-2
6.4xl0-4
1.lx 10"3
Latent cancer fatalities per accident
7
7
5.7x10.6
1.1x10
6.4x10
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
B Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 1074 to 10"2, 103,chosen for use in comparing alternatives.
b Accident annual frequency estimated in the range of 10"5 to 10"3, 104 chosen for use in comparing-alternatives. The probability
or frequency of a criticality induced by an earthquake would be lower.
[Text deleted.]

Source: Results shownare derived from accident analyses; see Appendix E.5.

due to the smaller workforce-in the F-Area. The dose
to noninvolved workers in the processing area is the
dominant portion of the dose to the total site
noninvolved workers.' The dose to noninvolved
workers not in the processing area would be a
minimal effect due to the distance to the other areas.
In addition to the potential impacts to noninvolved
workers, there are potential impacts to involved
workers, who are located, in the facilities analyzed in
this EIS. Potential radiological consequences to the
involved worker range up toseveral thousand rem in
the case of a criticality. The combined :evaluationbasis earthquake and earthquake-induced criticality
would probably result in fatal doses to the involved
worker. Furthermore, fatalities to the involved
workers would be expected-as a result of the building
collapse (from the earthquake) and the criticality (OR
[DOE 1994d:6-26,6-27).
The, bounding chemical release, accident is a spill
1-from HNO 3 and. NaOH%storage tanks caused'byý the
evaluation basis earthquake. The release,-point for

accidents.
The is
seismic
event
is assumed
to
these accidents
the same
-as for
radiological
compromise the structural integrity of the 'curbing
around the tank pits such that the two chemicalsmix;
they would react with sufficient heat generation to
result in the'airborne release of 13,000,kg (28,700 lb)
of unreacted nitric acid. For sufficiently -large
exposures this could result in irritation to the
respiratory system, eyes,-skin, and pulmonary edema.
If this accident were -tooccur, the noninvolved worker
could be exposed to concentrations in excess of the
IDLH level (100 ppm),at Y-12 and B&W and in
excess of the TLV-STEL level (4 ppm) at NFS'and
SRS. TheMEI of the public could be exposed to
concentrations in excess -ofthe IDLH level at Y-12
and B&W (these levels dissipate below the IDLH
•level 380 and 180 m [ 1,250 and; 591 ft] downwind,
'respectively),,in excess of the TLV-STEL level at NFS
(36:m [118 ft] downwind of the IDLH- level), and, at
levels, less, than the TLV-TWA level (21ppm) at'SRS.
;(See Section 4.1'.9 for a discussion, of the significance
o0fthese levels.)
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The SRS IMNMEIS also considers facility accidents
that are related to those in this EIS. A comparison
between the accident analysis in the SRS IMNMEIS
and the HEUBEIS is contained in Section 4.3.1.6.
4.3.3.7

'Waste Management

The process of blending'HEU' as uranyl"nitrate to
0.9-percent LEU for disposal as waste is bounded for
this analysis by the7 throughput :capacity: ofprocess
facilities at-Y-12,.-which assumes~processing 8.4 t/yr
of uranium-aluminum (U/Al) alloy, at 25 percent
HEU. At a dilution ratio of 70 to 1,the resulting waste
product would contain 149 t of LEU at 0.9 percent U235 in a U/Al oxide mixture, resulting in
approximately 177 t waste product for disposal.
There is no spent nuclear fuel, HLW, or TRU waste
associated With blending to LLW as UNH; however,
generation of low-level, mixed low-level, hazardous,
and nonhazardous wastes would increase. This
section summarizes the potential impacts on waste
management activities at-each site resulting from the
blending of HEU to approximately 0.9-percent LEU
as UNH crystals.
The blending process would result in an increased
generation of low-level, mixed low-level, hazardous,
and nonhazardous wastes, which are shown in Table
2.2.2.1-2. Table 4.3.3.7-1 provides the sitewide
waste generation resulting from the blending~process.
Atveach facility considered for the blending process,
the generation of wastes would be analyzed against
ALARAprinciples. Table 2.2.2.1-2.also provides the
resultant waste volume after treatment (effluent)
using a proposed treatment scheme as outlined in
Figures 4.3.3.7-1 to 4.3.3.7-3. Liquid LLW.from
decontamination couldgo through a uranium
recovery process first..The liquid effluent would then
go to a radioactive wastewater treatment facility. The
resultant sludge could be immobilized for disposal as
solid LLW and the treated effluent would be
discharged -through a permitted outfall. Solid LLW
.generated by the blending process would consist of
lab wastes, decontamination 'sOlids,: scrapped
equipment, air sampling filters, HEPA filters,,and
miscellaneous contaminated solids. Decontaminated
,solids could go~througha uranium~recovery, process
before-being packaged for disposal..All othersolid
"LLW could be compacted, and immobilized as
.appropriate to meet the waste acceptance -criteria of
an*onsite or offsite LLW disposal' facility. The solid
4-72
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LEW
content would
U-238.include
Liquid U-232,
mixed
U-234,radiological
U-235, U-236,'and
LLW.consisting of spent solvents and lab waste could
be incinerated, thus, eliminating the hazardous
constituent. The.resultantash could be immobilized
,and packaged for disposal as-solid;LLW. The sump
.collection wastes from general plantoperations could
be: precipitated and 'filtered in. a&radioactive liquid
waste treatment facility. The, resultant sludge could
•be-immobilized' for. disposal and the-treated effluent
could' be discharged through a permitted outfall.
Other solid mixed:LLW would consist of
'contaminated gloves and wipes. After compaction,
they could be packaged for storage until a sufficient
volume had accumulated for disposal in an offsite
RCRA-permitted facility.
Liquid hazardous waste consisting of liquid waste
treatment excess/flush water and chemical spillage
would be treated onsite by distillation, evaporation,
neutralization, and ammonia removal. The treated
effluent would be discharged through a permitted
outfall. Liquid nonhazardous waste such as sewage
wastewater would be treated and disposed of using
current site practices and facilities. Solid
nonhazardous waste would primarily consist of solid
sanitary waste, trash, waste paper, scrap metal, air
filters, personnel respirators, plastic bags, and gloves.
Nonrecyclable portions of this waste would be
disposed of in a permitted landfill per site practice.

The-wastes quantified in Table 2.2.2.1-2 result only
from the process of blending 2.1 t of HEU per year to
0.9,percent LEU.as UNH. The end product from this
process will be an LEU waste that may be staged
temporarily at SRS or ORR in existing facilities until
there is sufficient quantity for cost-effective shipment
to the disposal site(s). The blending process of 2.1 t
of HEU will result in 177 t of LEU waste :per year.
Assuming a loading of a 90-kg/55-gal (0.208 m3 )
drum, it can be determined that this blending process
will~result in approximately, 409 m3 (14,400 ft3 ) of
LEU "end product" waste per year. In a DOE LLW
disposal facility, this waste would require from
0.05 to 0.12.ha (0.12 to 0.31 acre) of space per year,
based on usage factors for DOE'facilities that, range
-from 3,300 to 8,600 m 3 /ha (47,200 to
123,000 ft3/acre), respectively.
The following discussions for each. site:considered for
this blending process-present- analyses for the wastes

Table 4.3.3.7-1. EstimatedAnnual Generated Waste Volumes for Blending 2.1 tlyr Highly EnrichedUranium as Uranyl Nitrate
to 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas UranylNitrate Hexahydrate

I

ORR93

-Waste
Category
Low-Level

I
I

With
With
UN
UNH
Increase No Action Blending Increase No Action Blending
(M3)
(m3)
(m3)
(m3 )
(Percent)
(Percent)

With
UNH
Increase No Action Blending Increase
(i3)
(percent)
(Percent)
(m3)

2;576

2,595

<1

0

19

>100

50,005

50,024

<1

18,90()

18,919

<1

8,099

<1

14,100

14,169

<1

620

689

11

3,000

3,069

2

84,217

<1

115

122

6

0

7

>100

<1

7

>100

960

960

0

18

18

0

14

14

0

<1

<1

0

32,640

32,651

<1

11

NA

55,115

55,126

<1

<1

II

1,434

1,434

0

Included
in solid
74

74

0

0

0

0

<1

<1

0

3
12

576,160
1,700

594,893
2,520

3
48

56,700
2,300

75,463
3,120

33
36

Solid

I

Liquid
Solid

I

NFS

B&W

b

8,030
Solid
Mixed Low-Level
84,210
Liquid

Liquid

Hazardous

I

No Action
(i 3)

With UNK
Blending
(ms)

=

718,763
700,000
1
1,761,763
1,743,000
Liquid
7,490
6,670
2
53,550
52,730
Solidi
a i993 Generation. Generation rates represent sum of activities at K-25, ORNL, and Y-12.
b

>100

1993 Genlrati6n. Nonhaidous waste category is t991 Generation.

1

N6te: NA--inot appi cable.
Source: BW 1995b:l; BW NRC 1991a: BW NRC 1995a; NF NRC 1991a; NFS 1995b:2; OR LMES 1995d, Tables 3.3.10-1, 3.3.10-2,3.3.10-3, and 3.4.10-1.

ft.

b

Note: All volumes are in cubic meters,. I cubic meter=-i,000 liters=264 gallons.
Source-: OR LMES 1995d.

Figure 4.3.3.7-1.

Long-Term
RCRA-Permitted Storage

Liquid Effluent

RadioactiveLiquid Waste Managementfor Conversion and Blending 2.1 tlyr of Highly Enriched Uranium
to 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas UranylNitrate Hexahydrate.
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Figure4.3.3.7-2. Nonradio'activeLiquid Waste Managementfor Conversion and Blending 2.1 tlyr of Highly Enriched Urrniu, to 0.9-Percent
Low-Enriched Uraniumas Uranyl NitrateHexahydrate.
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Figure4.3.3.7-3. Solid Waste Managementfor Conversion andBlending 2.1 O/yr of Highly Enriched Uranium
to 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas UranylNitrate Hexahydrate.
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"SavannahRiver-Site. Current waste generation rates
and treatment, stor#ge, ,and disposal capacities are
presented: for SRS- in'Table 3.4.10-i. These tables
indicate that liquid and' solid LLW treatment facilities
:at SRS would not be: greatly impacted due to this
action. The amount of liquid LLW generated-per year
by this action is small compared With the amount of
liquid LLW. generated yearly at, the site, and the
'onsite treatment facility hasthe.capacity to3
the increase. There would be 36 m
3
(1,271 ft ) of solid LLW'-generated per year resulting
from liquid :and solidLLW treatment.that would
require staging and/or disposal. Assuming a usage
factor of 8,600 m3/ha, the increase in the amount of
solid LLW would require 0.004.ha/yr (0.01 acre/yr)
in the'onsite LLW disposal facility. The onsite mixed
LLW treatment facility has the capacity to
incorporate the less than 1-percent increase in the
amount of mixed LLW generated by the blending
process. Currently, the site incorporates liquid
hazardous waste into the solid hazardous waste
treatment system. The capacity exists to treat
2,000 m3/yr (528,000 gal/yr) of liquid hazardous
waste at SRS; therefore, the increase of 11 m3/yr
(2,900 gallyr) will not burden existing systems. A
3-percent increase in the amount of liquid
nonhazardous waste would result at SRS if this action
were implemented. This-increase would not. burden
.onsite facilities. The increase in solid sanitary waste
would not greatly reduce the design life of the onsite
landfill. The nonhazardous recyclable solid wastes
generated by this process could be easily
accommodated by the site's current recycling
practices.

generated by the; blending process and not the
ultimate management of the waste end product.bThe
annual.and total quantities of LEU "end product"' (as
LLW) for. disposal and transportation related to; this
LLW are discussed in section 4.4 and 4.5. Depending
on the alternative, the total amount of.HEU-that
would be, potentially' not. commercially usable 'could
vary:between 30 t (15 percent of surplus:inventory)

Iaccommodate

and 200 t (100 percent of surplus inventory),as-stated
in Chapter 2. Multiple sites and blending,,processes
would-be used under-all alternatives (except.no
action) for blending the entire surplus inventory to
LLW, as explainedin Chapter 2.
Oak Ridge Reservation. Current waste generation
rates and treatment, storage, and disposal capacities
are presented for ORR in Tables 3.3.10-1 through
3.3.10-3. These tables indicate that liquid and solid
LLW treatment facilities at ORR would not be
greatly affected due to this action. The liquid LLW
treatment facility at ORR has the capacity to treat the
increase in liquid LLW generated. Solid LLW
generated at ORR would be compacted, smelted, and
incinerated offsite and then stored onsite pending the
completion of a proposed LLW ClasslI facility that
-is due to be operational in 2002. The amount of solid
LLW generated by this action that would eventually
be transferred to the LLW disposal facility would be
36 m/yr (1,271 ft'/yr). Assuming a usagefactor of
3,300 m3/ha (OR DOE 1995e:1), this waste will
require 0.01 ha/yr (0.28 acres/yr) in the new LLW
Class II facility.'The small increase in liquid mixed
LLW could be handled by the onsite mixed LLW
treatment facility. Adequate staging capacity is also
available to incorporate the amount of solid mixed
LLW from the treatment of the liquid mixed LLW.
The onsite hazardous waste treatment facility has the
capacity to accommodate the less than 1-percent
increase in the amount of hazardous liquid waste
produced by the blending process. This action would
increase the liquid sanitary waste generation to
1,762,000 m3/yr (465 MGY). The onsite facilities
have a capacity of 4,930,000 m3/yr (1;300 MGY), so
the increase is within facility capacity. The increase
in solid sanitary waste would'not greatly reduce the
design- life of the onsite-landfill. The. nonhazardous
recyclable -solid wastes generated by this process
could be easily accommodated by the site's current
recycling practices.

-

Babcock & Wilcox. The B&W site has facilities for
treating liquid LLW, hazardous waste, and sanitary
waste. The amount of liquid LLW generated per year
by this action is small compared with the amount of
liquid LLW generated yearly at the site. The onsite
treatment facility.for liquid LLW at B&W has a
capacity to treat approximately 89,800 m3 /yr
(23,700,000 gal/yr); therefore,. B&W would be able
to'handle the increase in liquid LLWgenerated
M(BW NRC 1991a:13). When this process is
complete, the amount of solid LLW requiring staging
-and eventual -disposal would-be 36-min/yr
1(1,271 *ft3 /yr). This-waste would be' hauled, offsite to
,a licensed disposal' facility. Assuming a usage factor
of'20,000 m3/ha (286,000 ft3 /acre), "this waste would
'require 0.002 ha/yr (0.0005,-acre/yr).in a-commercial
A4.77
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licensed disposal facility..The small amount 6f~liquid
mixed LW,generated could be accommodated in the
liquid' LLW treatment facility. Currently, onsite3
treatment facilities. processi approximately`55,300 m
(14,600,000,'gal) of liquid:hazardous waste .per-year.
The:increase in liquid hazardous waste generation of
41 :m 3'(2,900 gal/yr)-should not burden'this treatment
system.,Themamount of liquid nonhazardousm.waste
resulting: from the,blending process;would' increase
:by29ý percent over.current operations. This, could-be
-accommodated in: existing facilities, which have a
capacity': of 2.5 times the combined, requirement.
B&W has current recycling practices that, could
:accommodate the increased amount of -recyclable
nonhazardous waste, resulting -from this action.
NuclearFuel 'Services.'The NFS site'has facilities
for treating LLW,..hazardous waste, and process
waste. The amount of liquid LLW.generated per year
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by this action can beaccommodated onsite in:the
'LLW- treatment facility that- has a capacity of
38,700 m3/yr.`When.this process is complete, the
.amount of solid, LLW ,requiring. stagingand eventual
Jdisposal would,be36,rh3/yr (1,27 lft3/yr). This waste
would be-shipped.-ffsite. to: aý licensed disposal
facility. Assuming a usage'factor. of 20,000 m3/ha
•(286,000 ft3 /acre), this-waste 3would,,:,require
0.002 ha/yr (0.005 acre/yr) in, a commercial, licensed
'disposallfacility. ['Text deleted.] -The-amount of liquid
-nonhazardous ,waste resulting. from-the blending
process would increaseby 33, percent..from current
operations. The increase results in. a combined
effluent that is within the capacity of the POTW
where it is processed. NFS has current recycling
.practices :that could 'accommodate the increased.
,amount of recyclable nonhazardous waste, resulting
from this action.

Environmental Consequences
4.3.4

TECHNOLOGY AND SITE-SPECIFIC
IMPACTSFOR BLENDING HIGHLY
ENRICHED URANIUM TO

0.9-PERCENT LoW-ENRICHED
URANIUM AS METAL
Under this process,. surplus HEU metal would be
melted down. and mixed with molten DU to attain the
appropriate enrichment level, of 0.9-percent assay.
The homogeneous- molten mixture then would be
converted to oxide form. This process would be used
only'for surplus HEU to be discarded as waste.
Assessment of impacts of blending HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as metal is based on an annual
throughput of 3.1 t of 50-percent assay HEU (impure
U/Al metal alloy) blended to approximately 264 t/yr
LEU. The resultant product would be an impure U/Al
metal alloy containing 0.9-percent assay uranium
metal, which would be subsequently converted to
oxide form prior to disposal. When oxidized,
including aluminum, the total mass of the waste
product would be 278 t/yr. The blendstock for this
alternative would be DU, requiring a blending ratio
of 70 to 1 (each metric ton of HEU would require
about 70 t of blendstock). The Y-12 Plant is
-considered for this alternative because it is the only
site where metal blending capability currently exists.
4.3.4.1

Site Infrastructure

Operation of facilities to blend HEU to 0.9-percent
LEU as metal would potentially affect site
infrastructure, mainly electrical power, fuel, and
water/steam supply. Site infrastructure requirements
are discussed in Section 2.2.2.2 and detailed in Table
4.3.4.1-1 for the Y-12 Plant. The discussion of
impacts on site infrastructure is presented for all the
sites collectively.
Due to the use of existing facilities at the Y-12 Plant
and the estimated metal blending facility utility
requirements, there isno anticipated need for
modifications to .onsite or, offsite road-and rail access
or,right-of-way. access. corridors for such services. as
electrical transmissionlines, natural: gas and water
.supply-pipelines, and telecommunications. The
existing road, rail,, and- other-utility., services at the
I.Y-12.Plant are -considered adequate to support.the
projected needs of the metal blending-facility.

The annual, electrical service: requirements, of the
metal blending facility are-3;800'MWhwith a
maximum peak demand in, any .1-hour period
estimated at 1 MWe. Thisrequirement is less than 1
-percent of current annual consumption at the'Y-12
[Plant.
The fuel andwater requirements -tosupport the metal
blending: facility, represent relatively: small: fractions
of current annual usage or available capacity at ORR.
Natural.gas is~available and in use~at the&Y-12 Plant.
[Text deleted.]Annual:fuel.-oil consumption at ORR
is 416,000 l(ll0,000 gal); however,.none of this oil
is used at the Y-12 Plant. Coal fired boilers are in use
for the production of process steam. The fuel
requirements for the metal conversion and blending
facility represent only 0.2 percent of current fuel
consumption at OORR. Annual raw water
requirements to support the blending facility
operations represent only 0.2 percent of current
usage at ORR.
As a result of the extensive site infrastructure already
existing at Y-12, -minimal effect, in terms of the
percentage increase in site infrastructure resource
usage, can be expected due to the development,
operation, and decommissioning of the metal
blending facility. In addition, the metal blending
facility's site infrastructure resource requirements are
well within the available capacity at the Y-12 Plant.
4.3.4.2

Air Quality and Noise

Operation of facilities to blend HEU to 0.9-percent
LEU as metal would generate criteria and toxic/

hazardous pollutants. Concentrations of pollutants
resulting from this alternative were estimated for
ORR and are presented in Table 4.3.4.2-1.
Air Quality. Air-pollutant emissions associated with
the operation of the'metal'blending.facility consist of
criteria pollutants from the operation of boilers to
-produce steam.and toxic/hazardous pollutants such as
.nitric acid used or generated in the blending process.
These'pollutants are controlled using *liquid
:scrubbingprior'to HEPA'.filtration to remove
.chemical vaporsand.particulates.
-The 24.-hourconcentration of 'S2at ORR-is
approximately 9.percent of the, standard, -which is the
,highest",percent 'of.-a-standard. for. the, criteria
A4.79
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Table 4.3.4.1-1. AdditionalSite InfrastructureResourcesfor Blending 3.1 flyr Highly Enriched Uranium to 0.9-Percent
Low-Enriched Uranium as Metal
Access
Road,
(kin)
0
42
0

Electrical
Rail
(kin)
0
11
0

Energy
(MWhfyr)
3,800
421,000
0.9

Peak
Load
(MWe)
1
'62
1.6

Natural
Gas
(m3/yr)
708
66,600,000

Fuel
Diesel/
oil
(' yr)
37,850
0
NAb

Water

Coal
Water
Steam
Site
(tfyr)
(million l'yr)
(k~thr)
l Metal facilimy
127
12
0
Y-12 baeiirfe
2,940
7,530
99,300,
Y-12 icnt change
0.07a
4.4
0.16
0
Text deleted.]
Percent change includes required natural gas or oil energy equivalent.
b Natil gas isthe &priary
fuel at Y-12, and all of the blending facility oil requirements have been converted to a natural gas energy equivalent; fuel oil (0.96 kg/l) is assumed to be
41,800 BTs/kg or-40,128 BTI-s/, and natural gas is assmned to be 35,3'15 BTUslin3 (that is, 37,850 of fuel oil=43,065 m3 natural gas).
(textdeleted.

Note: NA-not applicable; MW=m-gawatt hour, MWe=megawatt electric; BTU=Britsh thermal unit.
Source: di 6&S 1995c; OR MMES 1995a.
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Table 4.3.4.2-1. -EstimatedConcentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsBased Upon Blending 31 t/yr
Highly Enriched Uranium to 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as Metal
.Most-Stringent
'Regulations or
'..Guidelines
S(p•./m)

Averaging
Time

. Pollutant
Carbon-monoxide (CO)

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
Particulate matter (PMo0 )
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

Mandated by Tennessee
Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

10 ,0 0 0

8 hours
1 hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
241hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

b

'40,000b
1.5 b
10 0 b

50b
15 0b
80b
365b

1,300b

60d

Annual
24 hours
I month
I week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

150d
0.81
1.6d

Metal Blending
Alternative
Concentration for
, •-12a
3)
(Wtg/m
:6.7
'31
C

0.47
0.02
0.27

0.86
10.2
56.2

2.37e
28.16
C
C

2.9d

C

3.7d
250d

C
C

a'Model results.

b Federal standard.
No emissions from this process.
d-State standard or guideline.
e No State standard or guideline.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: 40 CFR 50; ORLMES 1995c; TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a.

pollutants at ORR. The metal blending would
contribute 3 and 19 percent to the 24-hour
concentration of SO2:and TSP at ORR respectively.

The remaining criteria pollutant concentrations
would-be less-than 20 percent of the respective
standard.

Noise. Operation of the metal blending facilities in an
existing building at ORR would result in little or no
contribution to noise levels:at offsite receptors.
Existing buildings are located, at a sufficient distance
from offsite noise sensitive receptors that the
contribution to offsite noise levels would continue to
be small.

[Text deleted.]
Table 4.3.4.2-42- presents the total concentrations of
no action-criteria pollutants plus blending at the Y-12
site.. During, operation, ,impacts; from the, metal
blending with respect to the.concentrations of criteria
and toxic/hazardous air pollutants are expected to be
Within, Federal and State: regulations arid guidelines
4 for.ORR.

Noise impacts associated with increased traffic on
access routes would be. small considering-that'the
[facility would' require- a,maximum of .72employees
during. operation (OR LMES 1995c:20), many. of
'whom, would be employees currently working at the

:site.
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Table 4.3.4.2-2. Estimated.Total Concentrationsof Criteria-Pollutantsfor No.ActionPlus Blending
3.1 t/yr Highly Enriched Uranium to.0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas ýMetal
Most Stringent
'°Regulations or
Guidelines
3)
(pg/mn

Averaging
Time

.-Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
Particulate matter (PM10 )

*

I

Sulfur dioxide (SO2 )

1 0,0 0 0

.8,hours
1 hour

b

40,000b

Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

1.5b

•100b
50 b
150b
80
36 5

b
b

1,300b

'NoAction Plus
*Blending
Concentration- at
.Y-12a
3
ý(pg/rn )
11.7
,42

0.05
-3.47
.1.02
2.27
2.86
42.2
136

Mandated by Tennessee

*

I

Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Annual
24 hours
1 month
I week
24 hours
12 hours
8. hours

60c
150c
0.8c
1.6c
2.9c
3.7c
250c

3.37d

30.16
0.2
0.3
<0.6
<0.6
0.6

a Model results.
b Federal standard.
I State standard or guideline.
d No State standard.
[Text deleted.]
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source: 40 CFR 50; DOE 1995i; OR LMES 1995c; TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a.

Potential measures to minimize noise impacts on
workers include providing workers in noisy
environments with appropriate hearing protection
.devices that meet OSHA ;standards. As required,
noise levels would be measured in worker areas, and
a hearing protection program would be conducted.
4.3.4.3

Water-Resources

Environmental impacts associated with the-operation
[1of metal blending facilities would-affect surfaceand
,groundwater resources.: Water:resource~requirements
and discharges provided in' Section 2.2.2.2 were used
to assess impacts to, surface water-and groundwater.
The discussion of impacts are..provided for. each site
separately.
,:44-.82

Oak Ridge Reservation
Surface Water. Operation of metal blending
facilities would require an additional 12 million 1/yr
(3.2 MGY) of water or less than 1 percent of the
I Clinch River's average flow (132 m3/s [4,647 ft3/s]).
The wastewater generated from the operations would
be. conveyed to the Y-12 Central Pollution Control
Facility or. the Y-12 West :End Treatment, Facility for
processing. Approximately 11'7" millionl1/yr
.(3.1•MGY) of.additional treated sariitary and
wastewater would be'discharged' to1East'Fork Poplar
Creek, not exceeding 1 percent of the creek's average
flow (1.3 mri 3 /s [45 ft 3 /s]), and, therefore these
discharges, should not result:in any downstream flow

.EnvironmentalConsequences

effects. Releases to the Clinch River would' represent
less than 1 percent of the average flow: (132 m 3/s
[4,661 ft3 /si). All discharges would be monitored to
comply with'NPDES permit limits. Stormwater
runoff from the main plant area would be collected, in
detention ponds, monitored, and if acceptable,
.discharged to nearby -streams. ,Storm.water.-runoff
from.outside the main plant, area,. except, those
facilities that require onsite management controls by
:regulations such as sanitary treatment plants and
landfills, would be discharged to nearby streams.
The Y-12 Plant is currently involved with the
remediation of East Fork Poplar Creek under
CERCLA because East Fork Poplar Creek was
contaminated by past releases from the Y-12 Plant.
Future NPDES permits would be written after review
of the current water quality and how it is affected by
discharges from Y-12. In addition, discharges from
the treatment plants are required to meet all permit
limits, therefore, no impacts to water quality are
expected.
Domestic wastewater from the Y-12 Plant, including
some sinks in process areas, are discharged to the
sanitary sewer for treatment under an industrial
user's permit. This permit allows the Y-12 Plant to
discharge wastewater to be treated at the Oak Ridge
Wastewater Treatment Facility through two main
sewage lines into the Oak Ridge sanitary sewer
system in accordance with effluents limitations,

monitoring requirements, and other conditions, set
forth in the.permit. Radiological and nonradiological
parameters are monitored. for these sewer lines.
The proposed area for the metal blending facility lies
outside the 100- and 500-year floodplains.
Groundwater. No groundwater would be used at
-Y-12 given, the, plentiful -surface water supplies;
therefore, no impacts on groundwater levels are
expected.
Groundwater quality would not be affected by the
operation of metal blending facilities. Because there
would be no direct discharge of process wastewater
to groundwater, and wastewater~would-be treated at
either the Y-12 Central Pollution Control Facility or
at-the Y-12 West End Treatment Facility before
being released to surface waters, no impacts on
groundwater quality are expected. Groundwater
contamination at ORR has been the result of past
practices that have since been discontinued. The
Y-12 Plant implements a Comprehensive
Groundwater Monitoring Plan to monitor
groundwater flow, quality, and content by sampling
groundwater monitoring wells across the facility.
Water quality of East Fork Poplar Creek would be
protected by-the extensive Y-12 efforts to protect
water quality.
[Text deleted.]
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.4.3.4.4

BioticResources

.either location would: require additional, employees,
creating some minor economic benefits to the region.

The operation of the metal blending facilities at the
Y-12Plant is not expected to have significant adverse
impacts, on: biotic resources.: Operations-.would be
.:conducted within' existing buildings. There would be
,,no,loss of' habitat; therefore,; no impacts.on. wildlife
are anticipated. The .increase'of: water intake or
(discharges to site streams would berminimal (less than
1 percent of stream flow rates), which would cause no
impacts to aquatic resources.
'Impacts to wetlands would not occur since these
resources are'not locatedin the proposed area of
,activities. No Federal- or State-listed threatened or
endangered, species would-be. affected.
4.3.4.5

Socioeconomics

This section describes the potential socioeconomic
impacts resulting 'from operation of facilities for the
blending of HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as metal at the
Y-12 Plant at ORR. Any upgrades/modificafions
required at either site would be accomplished by the
site's existing workforce, and no new jobs would be
.created; however, operation of the blending facility, at

Operation.of the: metal, blending facilities twould
require 72,:employees. Some, workers needed for
operation. are, currently employed, at these sites;
however, to: assess the-maximum potential impact of
this :alternative, the: analysis assumes.,that .both
,.candidate, sites would need 72. additional:,employees
Stoblend,HEU, toLEU as metal. The, project would
also create,184 indirect-jobs within.the ORR REA
.(Figure 4.3.4.5-1). .Thei.regional unemployment. rate
would .decrease. from. 4.9 to 4:8 percent .at ORR.
-.Earnings also would increase slightly in the region-as
.a result of the project.
Available labor in each region is sufficient to fill the
new jobs created directly by the project and additional
indirect jobs; therefore, it is unlikely that there would
be any. in-migration to the region. Without any
project-related in-migration, there would be no
additional demands for housing units, community
services, or transportation. The effects on'housing and
community services in the ROIwould be the same as
for the No Action Alternative.

Increase In Total Employment
200

150
0
n

100
E
Z

50
J[

0*
'S
Source:

Direct

-

Indirect

Model Results.

I

Figure4.3.4.5-1. -Increasein .TotalProject.RelatedEmployment (DirectandIndirect)at.OakVRidge
Reservation Resulting'FromBlending 3.1 t/yr HighlyEnrichedUranium to
•0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uraniumas MetaL
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in Table 4.3.4.6-1. The impacts from total: site
operations, including the metal blending facilities,
This section describes the radiological and hazardous -also are-given in theutable.-These impacts are provided
chemical releases and their associated impacts ,to-demonstrate compliance with applicable
resulting from either thenormal operation or potential :regulations governing- totalsiteoperat-ions. To- put
accidents for blending-HEU to 0.9-percent LEU-as : operational doses into- perspective, a comparison is
metal at ORR. Summaries of the radiological impacts made-with the-doses from natural -background
to. the public and, workers associated ,with normal -radiation.'As shown-in:Table4.3.4:6-1 the dose to the
MEL of the public'fromannual total site operations is
operation at' ORR are-presented in Tables 4.3,4,;61
and 4.3.4.6-2. Chemical-impacts to thesesame
within radiological limits and would be 2.0 mrem at
ORR. The annual population dose within 80 km
groups are presented in Table 4'.3.4.6-3, and accident
impacts are presented in Table 4.3.4.6-4. (Further 1(50 mi)-would be 28.1- person-rem at ORR.
supplementary information is presented in
Incremental and total site doses to onsite workers
Appendix E.)
from normal operations are given in Table 4.3.4.6-2.
The-annual incremental dose to involved -workers at
Normal Operation
the blending and conversion facility would be
110 mrem to the average worker and 7.9 person-rem
Radiological Impacts. Incremental radiological
to the entire facility workforce (DOE 1993n:7;
impacts to the public resulting from normal operation
of the metal blending facilities at ORR are presented INRC 1995b; OR LMES 1995c).
4.3.4.6

Public and.Occupational Health

-

Table 4.3.4.6-1. PotentialRadiologicalImpacts to the PublicResulting From Normal Operationof
Blending 3.1 t/yr Highly Enriched Uraniumto 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as Metal
ORR
Receptor
Incremental
Total Sitea
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
From atmospheric release pathway (mem/yr)b
2.6x 10.2
1.4
From total liquid release pathway(mrem/yr)b
0
0.6
From atmospheric and liquid release pathways
2.6x10.2
2
combined (mrem/yr)b
Percent of natural background'
8.8xl0"-3
0.68
I.0x10. 6
1.3xl0"5
Risk of fatal cancer per year of site operationd
Population Within 80 km
From atmospheric release pathways dose
0.11
26.1
(person-rem/yr)From total liquid release pathways (person-rem/yrf
0
2
From atmospheric and liquid release pathways
0.11
28.1
combined (person-rem/yr)e
Percent of natural backgroundc
3.6x 10.
9.2x10. 3
5
Number of fatal cancers per year of siteoperationsd
5.5x10.
1.4x10"2
h Includes impacts from all site operations that are expected to continue during the interim of blending process operations (reference
, environment).

b The-applicable radiological limits for an individual member of the public from total-site:operations are 10 mremlyr from the air
pathways, 4 mreznyr from the drinking waterpathway; and' 100 mrem/yr from allpathways combined. [Text deleted.)

SAnnual-naturaibackground radiation levels at ORR: the average individual receives 295 mrem; and the population within 80 km
receives0306,000.person-rem.
d Representative of-material processed at the rate of 3.1 t/yr.
C Proposed 10 CFR-834 (58 FR 16268).includes the requirement that-the contractor who.operatesma DOE site notify DOE if the
potential annual population dose exceeds 100 person-rem from all-pathways combined.
.Source: Appendix'E.
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Table 4.3.4.6-2. PotentialRadiologicalImpacts to Workers Resulting From Normal,Operationof Blending
131. t/yr Highly Enriched,Uranium to 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched.Uranium as Metal
:.ORR

. Receptor

Involved Workforce&

,-Average Worker

*1

*

I

*

I

,Dose (mreM/yr)b:
:Risk of fatal cancer per year of site operation.
Total
Dose (person-rem/yr)
Number of fatal cancers per year of site operation
Noninvolved Workforcec
Average worker,
Dose (mremn/yr)b

110
4.4x10

5

7.9
3.2x10"3

4
1.6xl0"6

Risk of fatal cancers per year of site operation
Total
Dose (person-rem/yr)
Number of fatal cancers per year of site operation
Total Site Workforced

68
2.7xl0" 2

76

Dose (person-rem/yr)
Number of fatal cancers per year of site operation

3.0xi0-2

'The-in-plant (involved) worker is a worker associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities. The estimated
number of in-plant workers is 72.
b The radiological limit for an individual worker is 5,000 mrem/yr (10 CFR 835).
C The noninvolved Worker is a worker on site but not-associated with operations of the blending and conversion facilities. The
estimated number of noninvolved workers is 16,928 at ORR.
d The total site workforce is the summation of the in-plant worker impacts and the-noninvolved worker impacts. The estimated
number of workers in the total site workforce is 17,000 at ORR.
•
Source: DOE 1993n:7; NRC 1995b; OR LIES 1995c.
-

[Text deleted.]. All resulting doses are within
radiological limits and are well below levels of natural
background radiation.
Hazardous Chemical Impacts. Hazardous chemical
impacts to the public resulting from blending'HEU'to
0.9-percent LEU as metal at Y-12 are presented in
Table 4.3.4.6-3. The increment of potential adverse
noncancer health effects and cancer risks posed by
this action at the various sites is shown, followed by
the total risk (that is, incremental risk plus-no action
contribution to risk) at each unique :Site. There.are' no
cancer risks for those sites where there-are no known
Scarcinogens among the hazardous, chemicals,released,
and therefore the slope factor is 0 for.allchemicals.

I

The, incremental and site total, HIs for the public MEI
contributed, by this- alternative are all less than 1.0 at.
.Y- 12 ,showing: that ,all:hazardous .chemical
,concentrations are below EPAs concentrations
*4-•86

.

(Reference Concentrations). The cancer risks to the

NMEI of the public are below the value of l.0x10"6 (40
CFR 300.430).
The incremental and total' site His for the onsite
workers contributed by this alternative are less than
1.0 at Y-1 2. [Text deleted.] The incremental and total
cancer risks to the workers at Y-12 are below the
value of l.Oxl0"6.
Facility Accidents
A set of.potential. accidents have been:postulated .for
which there may,be releasesof radioactivity that could
-impact,noninvolved,.onsite workers ,and, the offsite
,population. A set-of accident-scenarios was selected to
,represent bounding cases. Jný assessing- the, bounding
•accident scenarios for--the conversion- and blending
:facility, the following parameterswere evaluated: , 1)
material at risk, 2) energy sources (fires, explosions,

'Environmental Consequences
Table 4.3.4.6-3. PotentillHazardous ChemicalImpacts to'the Publicand Workers-ResultingFrom
Blending 3.1 t/yr of Highly Enriched Uranium,to 0.9-Percent
SLow-Enriched Uranium as Metal at Y-12
:Receptor
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Hazard indexc
Cancer riskd
Worker Onsite
Hazard indexe
Cancer riskf

Incremental'

Total Siteb

2.24x10"4
.9.25X10O16

3.97x10" 2
9.25x10"16

8:82x10"4
2.40x10"14

0.155
2.40x10"14

1aIncremental=contribution.only from single activity at the site.
b Total=total site includes any background emissions that would be present in the absence of site operations plus site emissions that
C

exist at the present time.
Hazard index for MEI=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for MEL.

d Lifetime cancer risk for MEl=(emissions concentrations) x:(0.286 [converts:concentrations to'doses]) x (slope factor).
e Hazard index for workers=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
f Lifetime cancer risk for workers=(emissions for 8-hour) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses)) x (0.237 [fraction of year
exposed)) x (0.571 [fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: OR LMES 1995c.

earthquakes,. and process design-related events), 3)
barriers to release, and 4) protective features of the
facility.
No toxic chemicals were identified among the
materials at risk. The-accident; scenarios that were
considered included a tornado, straight winds, an
aircraft crash, a truck crash, nuclear criticality, process
related accidents, and an evaluation basis earthquake.
With the exception of the filter fire (with continuous
exhaust flow) all of the accident scenarios that are
considered potentially bounding can be initiated by
the evaluation basis earthquake; therefore, it is
concluded:that the evaluation basis. earthquake would
result in the worst-case atmospheric release of
radioactivity and hazardous chemicals. The evaluation
basis earthquake is assumed to initiate the nuclear
criticality 1and other release scenarios.
In a filter fire accident, it is assumed that a fire occurs
that releases all the uranium in the-bag :filters, traps,
and HEPA: filters to the atmosphere in a.matter of
minutes. The quantity -of material assumed to be
released is'0.15kg (0.3341b) of HEU.
In an earthquake-induced criticality accident, ,it is
assumed that storage racks containing multiple critical
masses of uranium metal- arecdamageddirectly" by
seismic; shaking, and indirectly-by falling, debris. Safe
spacing islost and moderators added as-water from'the

fire system. This results in the possible formation of
one or more critical assemblies. In an ,accidental
criticality, it is assumed that l.0x10 19 fissions occur
prior to reaching a stable, subcritical condition and
that all -materialtreleases occur within a 2-hour period
(NRC -1979b: 3.34-4). The iamount of radioactive
material released as fission products created by the
'nuclear criticality is 46,000 Ci of krypton isotopes,
.65,000 Ci of xenon isotopes, and 1,600 Ci of iodine
isotopes.
In the evaluation basis earthquake accident scenario, it
is assumed that the building collapses, resulting in
ruptured containers, piping, and tanks releasing
uranium mixtures, water, and reactive liquids..This is
assumed to result in the release of 2.1millicurie (mCi)
of uranium isotopes (48 percent of the activity is
U-232 and 33 percent of the, activity is U-234).
The accidents that release radioactivity and'their
[consequences are presented in Table 4.3.4.6-4. The
accident with the highest consequences is a criticality.
it.were to occur (in conjunction. with the evaluation
basis earthquake), therewould be an estimated
2'.5x10"3 latent cancer fatalities in the general
population -within 80.km. (50, mi)' of'Y-l2. For, the
MEL, there would be an increased likelihood&6f latent
-cancer: fatality of 3-3x 10. 5 -at: ORR., Based:on, the
spatial distribution 6f noninvolved workers located at
-If
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ORR, the'estimated number of latent cancerfatalities
in the worker, populationh is ,21x10"2.The accident
risks, reflecting both the, probability of'the-accident
occurring and the consequences, also are shown -in the
tables. For thei general'population, .'MEl,. and
noninvolved-worker.population; the fatal cancer risks
are 2.5xl107,;-3.3x10 .-9 , andi2.*1 x 1 06,per year,
respectively. In addition to. the, potential impacts to
noninvolved workers, there-are, potential impacts. to
involved' workers, who are located in the facilities
analyzed in this EIS. Potential radiological
consequences to the-involved worker range to several
thousand rem in the case .of-a criticality. The
combined evaluation-basis earthquake and
earthquake-induced criticality would probably result
in fatal doses to the involved worker. Furthermore,
fatalities to the involved workers would be expected
as azresult of the building collapse (from the
earthquake) and the criticality (OR DOE 1994d:6-26,
6-27). [Text deleted.]

I [Table deleted.]
:4.3.4.7

Waste Management

Operation of facilities required to blend surplus HEU
to 0.9-percent LEU as- metal would affect current
iwaste management practices, at ORR. There is no
spent :nuclear fuel,..`HLW,, of TRU: waste associated
.with. the blending; howevert -generation.of low-level,
mixed low-level, -hazardous,. and, nonhazardous
wastes- would increase. This section summarizes the
*impacts on treatment, storage,,.and. disposal facilities
at ORR resulting 'from-blending HEU to 0.9-percent
LEU as metal.
-

The blending -process would- result -in!the. generation
of low-level, mixed low-level, and nonhazardous
wastes (as presented in Table 2.2.2.2-2). Table
4.3.4.7-1 'presents .the increased sitewide waste
generation resulting from the blending, process. [Text
deleted.] Table 2.2.2.2-2 also provides the resultant
waste volume after treatment (effluent) using a
proposed- treatment scheme as outlined in'Figures

Table 4.3.4.6-4. Accident Consequences-andRisk of MajorAccidents for Blending 3.1 t/yr Highly
EnrichedUranium to 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as Metal at Y-12
Accident'Description

Accident frequency
(per year)
Consequences
Noninvolved Workers
Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer fatalitiesper accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per year)
Maximally Exposed Individual
Dose (rem)
Latent cancer fatality per accident
Risk (cancer fatality per year)
PopulatloniWithin80 km (1,040,000
in 2010)
;Dose (person-rem)
Latent cancer- fatalities per-accident
Risk (cancer,fatalities per year)

Filter Fire
10Pa .

"Earthquake'Induced
Criticality
.14b

'Evaluation Basis
Earthquake Scenario
10"4b

11
4.2x10-3
4.2x10-6

38
l.Sx10"2

14
5,6x10"3

1.5x10- 6

5.6x10-7

1.OxO02
5.2x10.6
5.2x10"9

5.1x10"2
2.6x10"5
2.6x10"9

1.4xl0"2
6.8xl 0-6

1.5
7>7x 10"
7.7xl0

3
I .5x l 0-3
1.5x10"-

1.9
9,7x 10-4
9;7xl0"8

6.8x10"10

f Accident annual frequency estimated in-the range of 10"4 to 10"2, 0"3 Cchosen for use incomparing alternatives. .
b Accident annual, frequency estimatedin the range of 1O' to- 103, 10"4chosen for use in comparing.alternatives: Ihe.probability
or frequency of a criticality induced byan earthquake, would be lower.
-Source:, Results shown are derived from accident analyses; seeAppendik E.5.
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j4.3.4.7-1 through 4.3.4.7-3.'Liquid LLW from
.decontamination could -go through a uranium
recovery process first. The liquid- effluent then-would
go to a radioactive wastewater treatment facility. The
resultant sludge would be immobilized for disposal as
.solid LLW, and the treated :effluent would be
discharged through a permitted outfall. -The sump
collection wastes, from general_ýplant operations
would be precipitated and' filtered in a-,radioactive
liquid waste treatment facility. The. resultant sludge
would be immobilized for disposal,, and the treated
effluent would be discharged through, a permitted
outfall. Solid-LLW generated-by the blending process
would consist of-lab wastes, decontamination solids,
graphite, slag, brick and insulation, oil filters, air
sampling filters, HEPA-filters, and miscellaneous
contaminated solids. Decontamination solids could
go through a uranium recovery process before being
packaged for disposal. All other solid. LLW could be
compacted and immobilized as appropriate to meet
the waste acceptance criteria of an onsite or offsite
LLW disposal facility. The solid LLW radiological
content would include U-232, U-234, U-235, U-236,
and U-238. Liquid include mixed LLW consisting of
spent solvents -and lab waste could be -incinerated,
thus eliminating the hazardous constituent. The
resultant ash could be immobilized and packaged for
disposal as solid LLW. Other solid mixed LLW would
consist of contaminated gloves and wipes. After
-

compaction, they would be packaged for storage until
sufficient volume had accumulated for. disposal in-an
offsite RCRA-permitted facility.
:Liquid nonhazardous waste such as-sewage
wastewater would be treated and disposed.f :using
.current; sitepractices and facilities. Solid
.nonhazardous waste,-would primarily: consist of solid
sanitary waste, trash, :waste paper, .scrap metal, -air
filters, personnel respirators, plastic bags, and gloves.
Nonrecyclable portions of this waste would-be
disposed of in a-permitted landfill per site practice.
The wastes quantified in Table 4.3.4.7-1 result only
from the -process of blending 12.52 t/yr of impure
U/Al metal alloy that contains 3.1 -t of HEUt
0.9-percent LEU as metal. The end product from this
process will be an LEU waste that may be staged
temporarily at ORR in existing facilities until there is
sufficient quantity for cost-effective shipment to the
disposal site(s). The blending process of 3.1 t of
HEU will result in approximately 260 t/yr of LEU
waste (OR LMES 1995c: 1). Using a loading of 90-kg
(55-gal) drum, it can be determined that this blending
process will result in approximately 610 m3 /yr
(21,500 ft3 /yr) of LEU waste. In a DOE LLW disposal
facility, this waste would require from 0.07 to 0.18

ha/yr (0.18 to 0.46 acres/yr) of space, based onusage
factors for DOE facilities that range.from 3,300 to

Table 4.3.4.7-1. EstimatedAnnual Waste Volumes Generatedfor Blending 3. t/yr
Highly Enriched Uraniumto 0.9-PercentLow-Enriched Uranium as Metal at Oak Ridge Reservation
Waste Category
Low-Level
Liquid
Solid
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid
Solid
Hazardous
Liquid
Solid
'Nonhazardous
-

-Liquid
Solid
-

No Action
(m3 )

With Metal Blending
(m3 )

Increase
(Percent)

-2,576
8,030

2,856
8,575

11
7

84,210
-960

84,219
960

<1
0

32,640
1A434

32,641
1,434

<1
0

1,743,000

:1,754,664

<1

53,200

1

:52,730

-

Source: OR LMES 1995e;Thbles,313.10--1 -33..10-2, and 3•3.10-3.
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.8,600 m 3 /ha (47,200 to I123,000-ft 3 /acre),
-respectively. The annual and total quantities of the
LEU "end product" (as LLW) for. disposal. and
transportation of theLLW to a representative disposal
site are, discussed in,'Sections 4•. and 4.5. The
[following discussion'of.ORR for this blending
alternative present analyses for the .wastes generated
'by, the'. blending process, and-,not' the .ultimate
:management of theILEU waste, end 7product.
Depending on the. alternative,, the total amount of
HEU that potentially would"be blended to LEU~as
waste could vary between 30 t (15 percent of surplus
inventory) and 200 t (100 percent of surplus
inventory) as stated in Chapter 2. Multiple sites would
be used for all alternatives (except no 'action)
necessary to blend the surplus inventory to LLW, as
explained in Chapter 2.
Oak Ridge Reservation. Current waste generation
rates and treatment, storage, and disposal capacities
are presented for ORR in Tables 3.3.10-1 through
'3.3.10-3. Liquid and, solid LLW treatment facilities at
ORR would not be greatly impacted due to this action.
The liquid LLW treatment facility ,at ORR has the
capacity *totreat the 11-percent increase in liquid
LLW generated. Solid LLW generatedat ORRwould
be compacted,. smelted,. and incinerated offsite and
then stored onsite pending the completion of a
proposed'LLW Class II facility that is due to be
operational in 2002. The amount of solid LLW
generated by this action that will eventually be
transferred to the LLW disposal facility would be 364
m 3/yr (12,850 ft3/yr). Assuming a usage factor of
3,300 m 3/ha (47,200 ft3/acre) (OR DOE 1995e:1),
this waste will require 0.11 ha/yr (0.27 acre/yr) in the
new LLW Class II facility. The small increase in
liquid mixed LLW could be handled by the onsite
mixed LLW treatment facility. This action would
increaseliquid sanitary waste generation to 1,755,000
m3/yr (464 MGY). The onsite facility'has. a capacity
of 4,930,000 m 3/yr (1,300 MGY) so the increase is
within the facility capacity. The increase in solid
sanitary waste would not greatly .reduce the design
life of the onsite landfill. The -nonhazardous
.recyclable solid wastes generated: by this process
could be easily~accommodated inwthe site's&current
recycling practices.

I [Text deleted.]
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4.3.5

:CONVERSION OF THE;BLENDSTOCK
FROM URANIUM HEXAFLUORIIDE -TO
'URANIUM OXIDE ATeGENERAL
:;ELECTRICVWILMINGTON

The General-Electric (GE) NuclearF,Fuel Plant, at
Wilmington,'North Carolina operates under'NRC
:License SNM- 1097, Docket Number 70- 1113. The
most-recent NEPA document: addressing its
operations is the'EnvironmentalImpact Appraisalfor
'Renewal of'Special Nuclear MaterialLicense, No.
SNM-1097 (NUREG-1078, June 1984)..This section
discusses the potential impacts associated with the
conversion of the UF 6 blendstock to uranium oxide
blendstock at GE Wilmington. The conversion of UF6
to uranium oxide is a process that GE Wilmington has
performed for over 25 years and currently performs
under its NRC license. This license permits GE
Wilmington to process up to'50 t of U-235 contained
in uranium to a maximum, nominal enrichment of
6-percent U-235 in the form of UF 6, U0 2, U 30 8 , and
other intermediate forms characteristic of LEU fuel
fabrication activities (GE 1995b:I-1.3). GE
Wilmington is authorized in their most recent license
application to convert UF 6 to uranium oxide by the
ammonium diuranate process, the GE UF6 to U0 2
conversion,process,.and a dry conversion process (GE
1995b:I-1.6).
Operation of the GE Wilmington plant has had no
adverse effects on land use in the past, and there are
no plans to expand the facility. Therefore, no
additional impacts to land resources, pre-historic and
'historic sites, Native American resources, floodplains,
or wetlands will result from this action. Any future
construction at GE Wilmington would be a business
decision, and is not proposed or necessitated by the
-proposed action or alternatives. For blending HEU to
4-percent LEU, up to 207 t of NU blendstock in a UF 6
form could be shipped to GE Wilmington
representing approximately 17 percent of the average
yearly quantity of UF 6 converted at GE Wilmington.
For blending HEU to 0.9-percent LEU, up to 219 t of
.DU blendstock in a UF 6 form could be shipped to GE
Wilmington, representing' approximately .18 percent
of the average yearly quantity of UF 6 converted atGE
'Wilmington. These values assume that,all blendstock
for the' UNH-.blending,:process would;,be UF 6 'and
therefore represent' maximum values. A more likely
'scenario is that only. small, portion of the blendstock
would, be: UF6.and. therefore. the-amount of material
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that GE Wilmington would process would' be much
less.

and none ýshould be affected by continued. plant
operation (GE NRC 1984a:62).

Operation, of facilities to blend HEU to 4-percent or
0.9-percent-.LEU as UNH would potentially -'affect
.site infrastructure-mainly electric power, fuel, and
water/steam supply. As a result of the .-site
infrastructure already. existing at GE Wilmington,
minimal,effects interms of the percentage increase in
site infrastructure resource usage would result from
the operation of the UF6 conversion; facility. Normal
operation of GE Wilmington's fuel fabrication
facility isnot expected to have a significant effect on
*nonradiological air quality parameters. The North
Carolina Department of Natural Resources and
Community Development has reviewed GE's
process discharges and issued permits to operate air
pollution control equipment for the diff,,rent release
points. Operation of the UF 6 conversion facility in an
existing building would result in little or no change in
the contribution to noise levels at offsite receptors
(GE NRC 1984a:60). Direct effects on surface waters
are controlled by requirements of the NPDES permit
and NRC license. GE's liquid effluent during the
1978 to 1982 period met the applicable limits for
radiological and nonradiological constituents at the
point of release. Because these discharge limits are
low, and-because the waste stream is very small
compared to the average flow of the Northeast Cape
Fear River, significant impacts to the river are not
expected (GE NRC 1984a:61-62). Continued
operation of the GE plant would have no significant
impacts on terrestrial vegetation or wildlife other
than the continued use of potential habitat by
industrial facilities. Because no new construction on
underdeveloped areas is planned, there is no
additional loss of habitat. No threatened or
endangered species are known to frequent the area,

No upgrades- or. modifications of this facility would
be required by the, proposed action or alternatives.
.Any future consideration would-be' a' business
decision, and. is not necessitated&by. this: proposed
'action: or. alternatives. In: the event upgrades or
'modifications. are.undertaken,;.they -would.,be
performed by the existing site workforce, and no new
jobs -would be created.;'Because.- the operation: is
consistent with current operation, noadditional
employees are-assumed to be needed to convert LEU
from UF 6 to U3 0 8 . During normal operations at GE
Wilmington, the dose to the MEI-is estimated to be
0.13 mrem/yr.'This dose is about 14 percent of the
EPA standard. Therefore, normal operation of the GE
plant has resulted in maximum annual doses to the
nearest resident -that are well below the limits
outlined in 40 CFR 190. The 1980 population within
a 80-km (50-mi) radius of the plant is almost 370,000
people. During normal operations at GE Wilmington,
the cumulative dose to the surrounding population
within 80 km (50 mi) of the site is approximately 0.15
person-rem/yr. The natural background dose rate is
82 mrem/yr along the North Carolina coastal plain,
which-results in a population dose within 80 km (50
mi) around GE of 30,000 person-rem. The total body
dose of 0.15 person-rem is-negligible compared to
the background dose (GE NRC 1984a:62-65). GE
Wilmington would dispose of the solid low-level
waste offsite. The State of North Carolina is a
member of the'Southeast Compact, which utilizes an
NRC/State of South Carolina-licensed burial facility
operated by Chem Nuclear Systems, Inc., in
Barnwell, South Carolina. GE Wilmington would
utilize this facility to dispose of this waste (GE
1995b:1-1.8-I-1.9).
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INTERSITE TRANSPORTATION

For this EIS, intersite transportation is: the transport
of radioactive materials between sites in truckload
shipments by DOE safe secure trailer (SST) or
commercial conveyance. The SSTs are vehicles
designed specifically, for the safety and security of
the cargo. These radioactive materials- receive
continual surveillance and accountability by DOE's
Transportation Safeguards. Division at Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Shipments by SSTs are. accompanied
by armed guards and are monitored by a tracking
system. Using a computer code, the health risks were
calculated for transportation between sites of various
forms of surplus HEU, NU or DU blendstock, LEU
for commercial use, and LEU for waste disposal (as
LLW) as defined for each alternative. Quantities of
materials, distance between sites, material forms,
handling procedures, transportation modes, types of
packaging, and other shipment criteria are identified
for each alternative and used for the transportation
analyses. Results obtained (health risk impacts) are
presented in terms of potential radiological and
nonradiological impacts to transport crew members
and thepublic under accident and accident-free
scenarios.
4.4.1

For blending HEU to 4-percent LEU as UNH
(crystals), HEU would be transported in SSTs from
the Y-12 Plant to SRS, B&W, or.NFS. 1 The 'NU
blendstock material in either :oxide-or':UF 6 form
would be transpatfd from its sources to these
blending.sites (or to a conversion plant first in the
case of NU in UF 6 form). The blendediLEU-product
.then would:bezshipped-to,'a,'.fuel.iJabrication~plant as
UNH-(crystatl)"f ru e:inhc'-mm erialýreactor,ý,el.,
An overview of the transportation, modes, associated
with'blending HEU to LEU as UNH (crystals) is
presented inFigure 4.4.1-1.
For blending HEU to 4-percent LEU as UF6 , HEU
would be transported-inSSTsf4rom-the•Y.-•12 !ant to.
B&WzorANFS. The NU~blendstock material in UF 6
form could be transported from its sources to these
blending sites (in this case NU in UF6 form does not
need conversion to oxide because blending would
occur in UF6 form). The blended 'LEU product then
would be shipped to a fuel fabrication plant as UF6
for use in commercial reactor fuel. An overview of
the transportation modes associated with blending
HEU to LEU as UP6 is presented in Figure 4.4.1-2.
For.the blending processes, NU or DU blendstock
would be required. NU blendstock (in oxide or UF 6

METHODOLOGY

This section presents the methodology used in this
EIS to determine the potential risks from intersite
transportation. A comparison of potential
transportation impacts for the alternatives considered
and the cumulative annual impacts also are
presented. Impacts are presented for the No Action
Alternative and for all the blending alternatives.
Under the No Action Alternative, surplus HEU would
remain in storage at the Y-12 Plant and would not be
blended to LEU; thus, there would be no
transportation risk.
Under alternatives associated with blending HEU to
LEU for commercial use, surplus HEU would be
transported •by• •OErow.ed.4S STs•-f~rm•,theY-E2
Plant. to, one or more of the three candidate. blending
sites: SRS, B&W, or'NFS. There would be, no.SST
transportation risk at' ORR since both.,surplus*HEU
and the blending: facilities, are located-at the .Y-42
Plant.

The approximately 20 t of HEU solutions at SRS could be
blended to approximately 617 t of 4-percent UNH solution.
The UNH solution could be transported from SRS using
NRC-certified liquid cargo tank trailers (for example,
DOE-specification MC-312, NRC Certificate of Compliance
Number 509) or other DOT-approved Type A fissile packaging
to one of several offsite facilities that could perform the
solidification of the material. SRS is close to existing
commercial fuel fabrication facilities in both South Carolina
and North Carolina that could perform the solidification. The
South Carolina facility (97 km [61 mi] from-SRS) is assumed
as a representative solidification site for the purpose of analysis
only (it is not proposed at this time). This project

(transportation for solidification of 617 t of LEU solution)
would require about 350 truckloads of 16,800 kg (37,040 lb) of

UNH solution (includes 1.8 t uranium per truckload)..The
impact from nonradiological would be about 3.7xl 0-3 fatalities
for the entire project. The risk from radiological accidents is
estimated to be 3.9x10"5 fatalities for the entireproject.The

impacts from normal: (accident-free) transportation, including
handling and air pollution 'would be about 1.9x 10"2 fatalities.
The combined, impact for the total campaign would be about
*2.3x10"2 fatalities. The location of such offsite solidification

.•and the extent of any transportation,may. depend in:part.on
future proposals. concerning the off-spec material as SRS
and/or construction of a UNH solidificationfacility, Additional
NEPA review would be conducted, as appropriate.
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Potential Blending'Sites

:HEIJ
. lOt
6 truckloads

rI

~U3O8j."

NU Blendstock
~

1

~!±

.rianTorG .iIe,
Richland, WA

,I

*-B&W, Lynchburg, VA
NFS,. Erwin, TN
o SRS, Aiken, SC

Y-12 Plant,, Oak Ridge, TN
(HEU already on site)

165 rLu308
(140 t NU)
15 truckloads

- NU:Blendstock
* USEC, Paducah, KY or
* USEC, Piketon, OH
;II

.

ý I I

.

. . . 11

..

kLýI

............ Conversion Plant

111

-I
207 t UF 6
(140 t NU)
22 truckloads

* GE Wilmington, NC
Commercial Fuel
Fabrication Plants
* ABB-CE, Hematite, MO
" B&W, Lynchburg, VA
" GE Wilmington, NC
* SNPC, Richland, WA
* WCFF; Columbia, SC

165 tU 3 0 8
(140 t NU).
15 truckloads

316 t UNH crystals
(150 t LEU)
70 truckloads

Note: AB"-CE-Asee Brown-Sovedl Combustion Engineering; SNPC-Slemens Nuclear Power Corporatlon; WCFFaWeatlnghouse Columbia Fuel Facility.
Source: Derived from OR LMES 1996b.
2640/HEU

Figure4.4.1-1. Annual Transportationfor the Productionof UranylNitrateHexahydrate
Crystals From 10 t/yr Highly Enriched Uraniumfor Commercial Use.
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HEU
T

I•
12

ntFWI

Oak Ridge, TN

'IL

lot
(40 t alloy)
105 truckloads

• .B&W, Lynchburg, VA
-: NFS, Erwin, TN

NU Biendstockb
* USEC, Paducah, KY or
*USEC, Piketon, OH

Potential
."Blending Sites 8

i

207 t UF6
(140 t NU)
22 truckloads
Domestic Commercial
Fuel Fabrication Plants

* ABB-CE, Hematite, MO
" B&W, Lynchburg, VA
" GE Wilmington, NC
* SNPC, Richland, WA
" WCFF, Columbia, SC

I

I

222 t UF6
(150 t LEU)
20 truckloads

a For this EIS, the now UFe site Isassumed to be located at B&W or NFS.
b Transportatton risk calculations are based on existing availability of blendstock. LEU (1.5-percent assay) could be used In lieu of NU; the cumulative risk would
be similar.
Note: ABB-CE-Asea Brown-Soverl Combustion Engineering; B&W,=Babcock &Wilcox; GE-General Electric; HEU=hlghly enriched urenium; LEUlow-enrlched uranium;
NFS-Nuclear Fuel Services; SNPCSlemens Nuclear Power Corporation; UFe.urenlum hexafluoride; USEC,=Unfted ltetes Enrichment Corporation;
WCFFWestinghouse Columbia Fuel Facility.
Source: Derived from OR LMES 1995a.
-2548/HEU

Figure4.4.1-2. Annual Transportationfor the Productionof Uranium Hexafluoride
From 10 t/yr Highly Enriched Uraniumfor Commercial Use.
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form).could be provided from several Government or
commercial sources and transported directly to the
blending site. For this :EIS,.DOE's'lHanford"Site in
Washington is used as a representative source for NU
(in oxide. form): because. its location is farthest from
-the potential blending sites. DU'blendstock (in metal
_form) would be obtained from the Fernald
Environmental Management Project in Femald, Ohio
(Fernald), the Y-12'Plant,' or SRS. Fernald is used as
a representative site for-assessing the transportation
of DU (metal) blendstock. N-U. blendstock (in UF 6
form) would be provided by representative sources
from the USEC Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant at
Paducah, Kentucky (USEC Paducah), or the USEC
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant at Piketon, Ohio
(USEC'Piketon). The NU blendstock (as UF 6) may
need to be tranlsported to a site where it would be
converted to uranium oxide as U3 0 8 . The GE
NuclearFuel Plant at Wilmington, North Carolina, is
used as a representative conversion site for this
analysis. The U3 08 then would be shipped to the
selected blending site (Y-12, SRS, B&W, or NFS)
for the UNH blending process. For blending HEU to
LEU as UF 6 , the UF6 blendstock would not need to
be converted to U3 0 8 and would be transported
directly from USEC Paducah or USEC Piketon to the
UF 6 blending site, B&W or NFS.
When IEU, is blended down to 4-percent LEU for
commercial use, it would require transportation,
either as UNH crystals or UF 6 , to one of five potential
-domestic fuel fabrication plants: Asea Brown-Boveri
Combustion Engineering at Hematite, Missouri
(ABB-CE); B&W; GE Wilmington; Siemens
Nuclear Power Corporation at Richland,
Washington; and Westinghouse Columbia Fuel
Facility at Columbia, South Carolina.
Underý alternatives associated with blending HEU to
LEU for disposal as waste, surplus HEU would be
transported to SRS, B&W, and NFS. Blending at
Y-12 would not require offsite transportation of
.surplus,'HEU.
-For blending HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH, the
transportation modes would be similar to the UNH
blending alternative:.explained, above except for the
destination of the'LEU product.':n this alternative,
the blended: LEU product would be converted: to
oxide form and shipped to,an LLW disposal site.,For
the analyses in this EIS; the transportation route from
4-98

blending sites to NTS was used as a representative
route. NTS is one of only two. DOE LLW sites
--accepting offsite'DOE waste. NTS- has. accepted
.similar waste forms for disposal in the past.
Non-DOE: sites take only a limited. amount of DOE
waste. Use of NTS as a representative route for
transportation risk~analyses 'does: not imply that this
site -necessarily would' be the LLW disposal' site;
other;DOE- sites-and although less 'likely non-DOE
sites-in lieu of or in combination with NTS could be
the disposal site(s). An overview of the transportation
modes associated with blending HEU to 0.9-percent
LEU as UNH (converted to oxide form prior to
transportation for disposal as waste) is presented in
Figure 4.4.1-3.

I Blending HEU to 0.9-percent LEU as metal would be
performed at the Y-12 Plant. As in the UNH
alternative, no off-site transportation would be
required formetal blending at the Y-12 Plant. The
DU blendstock (metal) would be shipped from
Fernald, which is used as the representative route for
the analyses in this EIS. The resulting LEU product
would be converted to oxide form and transported to
-an LLW disposal site, which is NTS for the purposes
of the analyses in this EIS. An overview of the
transportation modes associated with blending HEU
to 0.9-percent LEU as metal (converted to oxide form
prior to transportation for disposal as waste) is
presented in Figure 4.4.1-4.
Actual and projected inventories of HEU, NU, and
DU materials were used for the transportation risk
analysis. The additional annual projected quantities
of LLW generated from the project are estimated. It
is assumed that HEU would be stabilized and
packaged for shipment at the originating site (Y-12
Plant) to meet DOT, NRC, and DOE requirements.
Unit risk .factors were developed for each form of
material to estimate the potential risk of transporting
truckload shipments by SST or commercial
conveyance over intersite routes. These factors were
used, in conjunction .withdistance and thenumber of
shipments, to estimate potential radiological and
.nonradiological!impacts to ,transport crew~members
and. the public. The unit risk,factors were determined
-by .using averagerural, -suburban,..and. urban
•populations along each route; an average container or
truckload of: material;, and the risk per kilometer for
each of the material forms.

'Environmental Consequences
Potentiai Blending Sites

,',B&W,,Lynchburg, VA
•NFS, Erwin, TN
.SRS,Aiken, SC
Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge, TN
. (HEU already on site)
175 t (oxide)
(148 t DU)
16 truckloads

DU Blendstock
£

USEC, Paducah, KY or
USEC. Piketon. OH
USEC Piketon, OH

KM

175t U3 0 8
(148 t DU)
16 truckloads

219 tUF6
(148 t DU)
23 truckloads

LLW Disposal Site (NTS)

177 t oxide U308
(150 t uranium)
40 truckloads

Note: NTS=Nevada Test Site
Source: Derived from OR LMES 1995d.
2547)HEU

Figure4.4.1-3. Annual Transportationfor the Productionof Low-Enriched Uranium
(Oxide) as Waste for DisposalFrom 2.1 t/yr Highly Enriched Uranium Under the Uranyl
Nitrate HexahydrateAlternative.
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PotentialBlending.Site

DUBiendstock
, Femald Environmental
:Management Project, Femald, OH

VF

.218 t DU
20 truckloads

.Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge, TN
3.1 t HEU (12.4 t alloy) alreadyon site

II
A

4

264 t oxide LLW

LLW'Disposal Site (NTS)

(247t U30' and l7 t A! 20.)
59 truckloads

Note: NTSNevade Test Site; AbOS=aluminum oxide.

Source: Derived from OR LMES 1995c.

2549/HEU

Figure4.4.1-4. Annual Transportationfor the Productionof Low-Enriched Uranium
(Oxide) as Waste for DisposalFrom 3.1 t/yr Highly EnrichedUranium Under the Metal
Alternative.
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-Environmental,Consequences
The health risks were analyzed using the RADTRAN
Version 4 computer code in. conjunction with the
projected inventories of .material forms (nuclide
composition)- and themost direct routing between
-sites for each'alternative.1The potential annual health
risk impacts were.tabulated, andpresented for both
accident and- accident-free scenarios. AppendixG
presents a summary. of the RADTRAN transportation
risk analysis methodology.
4.4.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Included in the evaluation arethe vehicle loading,
transport, and unloading of 200 t of surplus HEU.
The HEU would be placed in DOT-specification
packaging and transported in a maximum of 105
truckloads per year. In addition, the risks of loading,
transporting by commercial truck, and unloading the
blendstock materials (oxide, metal, and UF 6), the
UNH and UF 6 reactor fuel feed material, and the
LEU LLW (oxide) are assessed. To produce reactor
fuel feed material, the blendstock material would
consist of a maximum of 165 t/yr of U3 08 (140 t NU)
or a maximum of 207 t/yr of less than 3-percent NU
blendstock in the UF 6 form (140 t NU) to be shipped
from USEC Paducah or USEC Piketon to either the
blending site or .conversion plant, depending on the
blending process. For the UNH reactor fuel feed
material alternative, approximately 165 t/yr of U3 O8could be shipped from GE Wilmington to the
blending plant. To produce LLW using UNH
blending, approximately 175 t/yr of U30 8 (148 t DU)
or approximately 219 t/yr of depleted UF 6 (148 t
DU) converted to U 3 0 8 would be required,
depending on the blending process. To produce LLW
using metal blending, approximately 218 t/yr of DU
metal would be required. The blending process
would produce approximately:
* 316 t/yr of UNH (crystals) reactor fuel
feed material, including 150 t (90 kg per
container, 3,511 containers, 70
shipments)
* 222 t/yr of UF 6 reactor'fuel' feed material,
including 150 t LEU (2,275'kg .per
container, 20 shipments)
* : 177.t/yr of U3 0 8 (oxide) LLW from UNH
blending; including. 150 t of uranium (90
kg per container, 40 shipments)

264 t/yr of LLW (oxide) from metal
blending, including 247 t U308 and 17 t
aluminum oxide (A12 0 3 ) (90 kg per
container, 59 shipments)
All of the health risks, from transporting these
materials are calculated on an. annual-basis.
Although.DOE has experienced.traffic accidents
related to the intersite transport ofradioactive
.materials, there has never been a traffic accident
involving a release of radioactive material causing
injury or death during transportation' 2 Risk impacts
were determined using standard analysis criteria and
accepted computer models.
The Department of Energy's unclassified radioactive
and other hazardous materials are transported by
commercial carrier (truck, rail, or air). Special
nuclear materials, such as HEU, are transported by
DOE-owned and -operated SSTs.
4.4.2.1

Site Transportation Interfaces for
Hazardous Materials

The existing transportation modes that serve-each of
the four candidate blending sitesand the links to
those modes for the intersite transport of hazardous
materias are-siimmafzed in- Table 4.u4.2. -:...
Although hazardous materials could be transported
by rail, truck, air, and barge modes, the materials in
this EIS would be transported only by truck. HEU
would be transported exclusively by SST.
Radioactive blendstock, LEU fuel feed material, and
LLW would be transported by certified commercial
truck carriers. There would be no rail, barge, or air
hazardous material (radioactive and nonradioactive)
shipments are small compared to the large shipment volume
from non-DOE hazardous material transport activities. DOT

2 DOE's

estimates that- approximately 3.6 billion t/yr of regulated
hazardous materials are transported and that, approximately
500,000 movements of hazardous materials occur each day
(Public Law 101-615, Section 2[l ]). There are approximately.2
million, annual shipments of radioactive materials involving
about 2;8 million packages, which represents about 2 percent

of the annual hazardous materials shipments.-Most radioactive
.:shipments involve small or'moderate quantitiesof material in
,relatively small packages. In comparison; the DOE-Nuclear
Weapons. Complex ships about 6,200 radioactive.packages

(commercial and.classified) annually among its sites. DOE's
-annual shipments, of radioactive packages- represent less. than
0.3 percent of all radioactive shipments in the UnitedStates.
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Table4.4.2.-1. TransportationModes:and ComparisonRatingsfor the: CandidateSites
'-Onsite
,Railroad
Service

I
I
I

'Site
ORR
*SRS
B&W
NFS

Yes
;Yes
Yes
No

Nearest
Interstate
Highway
(kin)
6
48
108
2

Distance.to
Airport for
.<Cargo
Shipments :Barge Service
(kin)
Yes
61
Yes
`32
No
18
No
66

:Possible
'Weather
.Delays2

Overall Level
of Transport
Service

Minimal
-'-Minimal
Minimal
Minimal

Good
Good
Good
Good

DOE Transportation Safeguards'System shipments.

Source: BW 1995b:1;DOE 1991j; NFS 1995b!2.
shipments; 'thus, there would be zero impacts from
transportation by these modes.
In the Nuclear Weapons Complex Reconfiguration
Site Evaluation Panel Report (October 1991), two
sites (ORR and SRS) were given a comparative rating
based on the strengths and weaknesses of their
transportation services (DOE 1991j:7). For
consistency, the rating methodology and evaluation
procedures established by the Nuclear Weapons
Complex Reconfiguration -Site Evaluation Panel also
were applied to the B&W and NFS sites.
4.4.2.2

Packaging

Approved packaging refers to a containerand all
accompanying components or materials. necessary to
perform its containment function. Packages -used by
DOE for hazardous materials shipments are either
certified to meet specific performance requirements or
built to specifications described in the DOT hazardous
materials.regulations. For relatively low-level
radioactive materials, DOT-specification, Type A
packagings are used. These packagings are designed
to retain, their contents under: normal transportation
conditions. More •sensitive radioactive materials
shipments, including HEU and UF6 , require the use of
highly sophisticated Type B packaging, whichis
designed to prevent the release of' contents under all
credible transportation accident conditions.
•For this assessment, a stainlessi steel model 6M,.Type
'B packaging, -which.resemblesa: 55-gal drum, would
.be used. for HEU shipments in SSTs from the Y-12
-.Plant to the blending site. A more detailed, description
of the, 6Mpackaging is, given., in :'Appendix G.
DOT-specification, Type-B .packaging would-also be
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used for transporting NU (as UF 6) blendstock and
UF 6 fuel feed material by commercial conveyance.
Historically, the use of Type B packaging has
demonstrated that an accidental release of radioactive
material is unlikely. Type A packaging would be used
for. transporting NU (as U3 0 8), DU (as U3 0 8 and
metal), U3 08 blendstock, UNH (crystals) fuel feed
material, and LLW (oxide).
4.4.2.3

Safe Secure Transport

Nuclear materials, which include HEU,.require
special measures to ensure physical security and
protection from radiation during transportation.
DOE's Transportation Safeguards Division, located at
Albuquerque, New Mexico, has the responsibility to
provide for-the transport of these materials. The
Transportation Safeguards Division was established
in 1975 and has accumulated over 112 million km (70
million mi) of over-the-road experience with no
accidents causing a fatality or release of radioactive
material. DOE's transportation vehicle, the SST is a
specially designed part of an 18-wheel tractor-trailer
truck that incorporates various deterrents to prevent
unauthorized removal of the cargo. The SST is
designed to protect the cargo, in the event of an
accident, through superior structural characteristics
and a highly reliable cargo tie down system similar to
that used in aircraft. The thermal characteristics of the
SST.allow the trailer to be totally -engulfed in a fire
Iwithout incurring damage to the cargo. The
tractor-trailers -and their escort vehicles. are equipped
with communications, electronic, radiological
monitoring,. and&other. equipment, which further
enhance. en route safety. and security.

Environmental.Consequences
Armed nuclear materials couriers, who are Federal
officers, accompany each shipment containing
special nuclear material. These couriers are trained in
tractor-trailer driving, electronic and communication
systems operation, and are authorized by the Atomic
Energy Act to carry firearms -and make arrests in the
performance of their duties. They :drive the
tractor-trailers, escort vehicles, and .operate the
.communications and other convoy equipment. The
couriers must meet periodic qualification
requirements for firearms, physical fitness, and
driving proficiency. They also must pass an annual
medical examination and are subject to random drug
and alcohol testing.
The Department ofEnergy. makes every effort to
ensure that its convoys travel at safe speeds and do
not travel during inclement weather. 'Should the
convoys encounter adverse weather, provisions exist
for them to seek secure shelter at previously
identified facilities. A liaison program provides State
and local law enforcement officers: information :on
what actions to take to assist one of these -vehicles
should it be involved in. an, accident. A DOE control
center maintains an emergency contact directory of
Federal, State, and -local,response organizations
located throughout the~contiguous United States.
4.4.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

4.4.3.1

No Action

Under no action, surplus HEU would remain in
storage at the Y-12 Plant; therefore, there would be
no transportation or transportation risk.
4.4.3.2

Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium
Disposition Alternatives

This section describes the health effects from the
-intersite: transportation of surplus HEU, LEU,ý and
LLW based on the results of RADTRAN analyses.
Impacts are presented for each disposition
alternative: blend to 4-percent LEU as UNH
(crystals) or as UF 6 reactor fuel feed material or
blend to 0.9-percent (oxide) LLW.

Transport ofHighly Enriched Uranium, from the
Y-12'Plant:toBabcock &Wilcox, Nuclear-Fuel
-Services,:and SavannahRiver Site
The shipments of HEU would consist of an average
of approximately 10 t/yr of HEU as metal and metal
alloys, oxides, compounds,. and nitrates. The
maximum amount of HEU to be shipped-would -not
exceed 10 t/yr to any one site; therefore, this rate was
used for-transportation, risk. calculations., HEU would
be shipped- in cans (similar in-size: and shape- to a
coffee can); the cans would be placed in a Type 2R
inner container (a containment barrier); and the
Type 2R inner container then would be placed ,in a
6M, Type B (DOT.specification), stainless steel
packaging, which resembles a '55-gal drum. Up to
three cans could be placed in a 6M packaging. A
maximum of 20 t/yr could be shipped to multiple
sites;*however, no more than 5,000 packages would
be shipped-per year to any one blending site. Figure
4.4.3.2-1 shows a-representative 6M packaging array
for HEU consideredlin this assessment.
Eight 6M packages"could be.placed in a cargo
restraint transporter (CRT), which is a method of
palletizing the cargo, and constraining it during
transport. A diagram of a :typical CRT, -loaded -with
6M packages, is shown in Figure 4.4.3.2-2. Each
SST carries up to six CRTs. The 6M package testing
is described in Appendix G.
Onsite TransportationImpacts at the Y-12 Plant.
Highly enriched uranium that would be blended at
the Y-12 Plant would be transported between
facilities by means of Blue Goose vehicles (trucks for
onsite transport of HEU). There has never been a
Blue Goose accident that resulted in the release of
radioactive material. The Y-12-EA includes
information on a postulated bounding criticality
accident. This criticality could result in yields of
1.0xl0 19 fissions (spike and total). Radiation
exposure would vary from greater:than 600 rem at the
site of the accident to 50 rem at 36.6 m (120 ft). This
would produce acute. radiation sickness -within a
radius ofup to 36.6 m (120 ft) with aprobable fatality
rate of less-than 5 percent. At distances -less than
15.2, m (50 ft), the, fatality. rate would: be. 100 percent
(OR.DOE 1994d:6-55).
.For HEU that would be blended-at sites other than the
'Y-12 Plant, HEU, would .be: removed from: storage,
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,Figure 4.4.3.2-2., A-Typical .Cargo,Restraint,TransporterConfigured,withk6M.Containers.
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loaded onto SSTs at the storage:facility,. and
transported away from the Y-42 Plant.-There would
,be, no other onsite transportation. Onsite' risks, would
be limited to loading operations. Onsite
over-the-road risks are included.in.the'analysis of the
SST transportation to the blending plant.
The potential health risks associated with the loading
of SSTs at the Y-1 2 Plant are based on the following
criteria:
There would be an average of 10 t/yr of
HEU material to be transported to
blending facilities for 5 years,:or,50 t of
HEU total, in the initial, campaign.
Following this initial campaign, the
remaining 150 t of surplus HEU
inventory would continue to be
transported at the same postulated rate of
10 t/yr (for a total of 200 t over a 40-year
period, depending on the alternative). All
subsequent shipments of additional
surplus HEU that may be generated by
the Nuclear Weapons Complex are
calculated against this same criterion of
10 t/yr.
" Up to six CRTs would be loaded into each
'SST..
* HEU would be transferred directly from
storage into the SSTs within the Y-12
Plant's protected area.
* It would take about 8 hours to prepare and
stage HEU for each SST load. This
includes preparation of documentation,
radiation surveys, and actual loading.
Most of the transportation-related
radiation exposure would occur during
the 15 minutes it would take for two cargo
handlers to load each CRT into. an SST.
The complete transfer of all CRTs into
105 SSTs would take about 840.hrs/yr,
collectively.
* The SSTs would mount-*flush with the
storage facility shipping dock for ease of
loading.
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Only fork lifts would be utilized to move
the material. from storage,. place it in the
CRTs,,and load the SSTs for: shipment.
'There would be only two. cargo handlers.
Thirty-five other workers ,would be
within:50 m (164 ft) of the-loading site.
This includes- 10 people involved in .the
loading of the'SSTs (warehouse;, health
,:physics,,andý nuclear material control and
accountability personnel). The other
'workers .are ,not -subdivided into
Government or civilian personnel.
The Y-12 Plant has 'no record of a
transportation-related accident or incident involving
'special nuclear materials (ORR 1995a:10). Because
of the low speeds involved in transferring HEU from
the storage facility to the SSTs and the rigid design
standards for Type B packagings to withstand an
accident (for example, a fork lift puncture), it is
extremely unlikelythat a Type -B-package would be
breached. It is extremely unlikely that a package
could be damaged so severely that both the inner and
outer.containers would fail,-that somefraction of the
contents would be dispersed, and that a worker or
citizen fatality .would occur as a result of an accident
during the transfer of HEU.
Accident-free radiological exposures to cargo
handlers, other workers, and the public while
transferring HEU'from the storage'facility to an SST
are summarized in Table 4.4.31.2.-1.The exposed
groups of workers are.the two cargo handlers~and 35
other workers within a 50.im (164-ft) radius. Because
the loading w•ould occur onsite in a secured area away
from the general public, there would be no exposure
to the public under accident-free conditions.
The highest dose to. an average individual would be
received by a cargo handler and is estimated to be a
total of 0.03 rem over the duration of the loading
activity. The collective dose to the two cargo handlers
is estimated to be 0.06 person-rem. Using. the worker
dose-to-risk conversion factor of 4x10- 4 cancer
fatalities, per person-rem' multiplied by-the collective
dose,: 2;4x 10- latent 'cancer fatalities:-areý estimated.
This, means' there is a probability of 2.4x1 0- or about
1 chance in .42,000 that'any excess cancer fatalities
would occur 'among the- workers as:.a. result. of
accident-free exposure during-HEU transfer.activities.

,Environmental Consequences
The risk of fatalities, resulting from additional:air
pollution caused by the operation of equipment is too
small to measure.
Impacts From :Transportationof -Surplus-Highly
Enriched Uranium From the Y-12 Plantz to
Savannah River,Site, :Babcock & Wilcox, and
'Nuclear"Fuel Services. -HEU material would be
transported to the' blending sites by DOE-owned and
-operated[ SSTs. *Typical. SST transport routes were
selected for the analysis. The exact routes, when
determined, would be classified for -security and
theft/diversion purposes. The routes selected for
analyses maximize the use of interstate.highways, as
established by INTERSTAT (a computer routing
code). Rural, suburban, and urban population data
were used to define the properties and characteristics
along the routes. Credit was not given for the special
shielding provided by the SST walls, which provide
additional protection and decrease radiation
exposure.
The RADTRAN computer code, developed by SNL,
was used to determine radiological risks. Release
fractions are characterized in RADTRAN in terms of
eight accident severity categories, which are
determined by a combination of crush force and
982 °C (1,800 'F) or hotter fire durations. For this
analysis, the release fraction was assumed to be zero
for accident Categories I through VII. The release
fractions for Category VIII accidents were
conservatively estimated to be 0.1 for the strictly
controlled SST shipments of HEU and 1.0 for the
transport of other radioactive materials. The
Categor7 VIII accident is one with crush forces of
2.2x10 newtons (2.2x10 1 1 dynes) or greater, a
982 °C (1,800 'F) fire duration of 1.5 hrs or more, or
a combination of force and fire of similar destructive
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capability. The.physical- states (characteristics that
would affect the fractions that are airborne, inhaled,
and deposited. in the lungs)'and the chemical forms
were estimated. The methodology for conducting the
'transportation risk analysis is, described in greater
detail in Appendix G.
Annual, radiological risks from. the transportation of
•surplus HEU from the Y-:12 ;Plant to the blending
sites-are shown, in Appendix G, Table G.F-5. The
maximum impact would be to the public,. and the
highest collective dose to the public is estimated to be
3.7 person-rem, resulting in 1.9x10-3 fatal cancers
from, transportation to B&W for the UF 6 blending
alternative.
Nonradiological risks of highway transportation
(those risks that are caused by added air pollution or
by highway accidents not involving a radiological
release) are summarized in Appendix G, Table
G.1-5. The risk of fatalities resulting from additional
air pollution caused by the operation of trucks was
estimated on the basis of 1.0xl0 7 fatalities-per km of
travel in urban zones (SNL 1982a: 11). Accident
fatalities incurred by the crew and public were
estimated on the basis of fatality rates per kilometer
of travel in rural, -suburban, and urban zones. These
rates are as follows: 1) for occupational risks per km,
1.5xl0 8 rural, 3.7x10" 9 suburban, and 2.1x10"9
urban; and 2) for public risks per kin, 5.3x10 8 rural,
1.3xl10 8 suburban, and 7.5x10"9 urban (SNL
1986a:167). The nonradiological risks are greater
than those from radiological effects; however, they
are no greater than similar nonradiological risks
experienced by the vehicle population as a whole.
A summary of potential radiological and
nonradiological annual health impacts from the

Table 4.4.3.2-1. Accident-FreeRadiologicalExposure From TransferringMaterialsper Shipment
Between the Storage Site and a Truck
Types-of Population'
Cargo Handlers
Collective population
Average individual dose
.Other Workers
Collective. population
Average individual~dose

Population Size

Dose

-Latent Cancer Fatality

2
I1

6.Ox 10.2 person-rem
30x 10-2 rem

2.4x 0l1.2xl0"5

35
,I

4.0x 10-3 person-rem
1.2x 104 rem

1.6x10"6
4.6xl0.8

a Under normal.(accident-free) conditions, the public does not receive a measurable, dose.

Source: RADTRAN model results.
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4.4.3.2-3 summarizes the, potential radiological and
nonradiological annual health impacts from the
transport of.-HEU from USEC.Piketon for each
-alternative.'The annual amount of HEU to be
transported would remain unchanged;. 10 tV for
blending to 4-percent LEU, as commercial-reactor
fuel,.2.1 t forblending to 0.9-percent LEU as UNH
for disposal as. LLW, :and..3' 1..ttfor'blending to
0•9-percent' LEU. as metal for -disposal-as- waste.
Handling risk, is -also',included in -annual health
impacts presented: in Table 4.4.3.2-3. The
incremental change as compared to the transport of
an.equivalent amount of HEU from the Y-12 Plant to
the same sites (that is, the difference in risk from that
shown in Table 4.4.3.2-2) becomes insignificant
-when included in'the cumulative total health impact
from transporting all materials under each blending
alternative for the campaign of the proposed action.
The basic impact assessment for intersite
transportation uses the Y-12 Plant as the
representative source of surplus HEU in the analysis
since most of DOE's surplus HEU would be located
at Y-12. If surplus HEU located at USEC Piketon is
shipped from any of these sites, the impacts can be
calculated from Table 4.4.3.2-3. The inventory in this
scenario would only last 1 to 7 years.

transportation of HEU from the Y- 2: Plant to the
blending: sites isshown in Table 4.4.3.2-2.,The, risk
due to .handling (loading and unloading) is, higher
than' the relative :contribution from transportation
risk, which-is comparable at each site. This: handling
risk is-added to the transportation risk, in the~analysis
of determining health impacts. The highest impact-is
;estimated to'be 1.3x10"l2 potential. fatalities -from
transporting',HEU totB&W under the UF6 blending
alternative for commercial reactor fuel feed material.
Additional information is included in-Appendix G.
Table 4.4.3.2-2. Annual Health Impacts From%
• Transportationof Highly Enriched Uranium
(93-PercentU-2350) From Y-12 to Blending Sites
Blending Site
UNN Blending for
Commercial Reactor

TotalHealth Effectb

Fuel (10 t/yr HEU)
B&W
NFS
SRS
Y-12c
UNIT Blending for LLW
Disposal (2.1 t/yr HEU)
B&W
NFS
SRS'
Y_12c
UF 6 Blending for
Commercial Reactor

Fuel (10 t/yr HEU)
B&W
NFS
Metal Blending for LLW
Disposal (3.1 t/yr HEU)
[Text deleted.]
Y-12c

7.4x10-4
5.lX1O7.2x1 O3.1lx10O4

2.7x10-3
l.9x1O' 3
2.6x10-3

Onsite Transportationlmpacts at Blending Sites.
The B&W site, NFS, and the Y-12 Plant have never
experienced a transportation-related accident
involving special nuclear materials. SRS has
experienced two leaks resulting in -some
contamination (BW 1995b:l; NFS 1995b:2; ORR
1995a:10; SRS 1995a:5). The health effects of
unloading the trucksand placing the HEU into
interim storage at the blending site are presented in
Table 4.4.3.2-1.

1.1y,10-3

1.3x 0-2
8.9xl10 3

1.7xl10 3

a A bounding value per Appendix G.

b Fatalities.

c Only handling risk.
Source: RADTRAN model results.

Impacts; From Transportation.of Surplus Highly
-EnrichedUranium From.UnitedStates Enrichment
Corporation Piketon (Portsmouth Gaseous
Diffusion'-Plant)to'Blending Sites. Approximately
10 t of HEU at USECtPiketon could be transported
directly to the blending sites-rather than being placed
in interim -storage: first at the,-Y-12 Plant. -Table
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Upon arrival at the blending site, HEU would be
immiediately-unloaded from the SSTs and placed in
the interim storage facility. Onsite road risks from the
site gate to the unloading dock are included in theline
haul transport assessment from the Y-12 Plant-to the
blending site. There would be no-other onsite
transportation at; any blending facility. A radiological
..accident is.unlikely to.occur.during the unloading of
SSTs -and the transfer of materials tom an interim
-storage-facility for,the same reasons presented. for
,transferring the -materials, at the'Y-12 Plant., It is
extremely unlikely that a-Type B container would-be
accidentally- breached, and the contents. dispersed;

,Environmental Consequences
Table 4.4.3.2-3. Annual Health Impactsfrom
Transportationof Highly Enriched Uranium
(93-PercentU-235') From 'United'States
Enrichment Corporation'Piketonto'Blending'Sites
Blending Site
UNH Blending for
Commercial Reactor
'Fuel (10 t/yr HEU)
B&W
NFS
SRS
Y-12
UNH Blending for LLW
Disposal (2.1 t/yr HEU)
B&W
NFS
SRS
Y-12
UF 6 Blending for
Commercial Reactor
Fuel (10 t/yr HEU)
B&W
NFS
Metal-Blending for LLW
Disposal (3.1 t/yr HEU)
Y-12
b

Total Health Effectb

1.09ix.010
1.30x10-3
9.42x10-4
3

3.8 1xI0.

3.99x103'
4.75xl10 3
3.45x103'

1.82x10' 2
l.90X10-2
5.17x 1&'

A bounding value per Appendix G.
Fatalities.

Source: RADTRAN model results.

therefore, the probability of an accident-induced
radiological exposure or fatality during the transfer
of the HEU from SSTs to storage at the blending site
is negligible.
Accident-free radiological exposures to cargo
handlers, other workers, and the public while
transferring HEU from the SSTs to the blending site
interim storage -facility are summarized in Table
4.4.3.2-1. ,The exposed workers would be the.two
cargo handlers and 35 other workers (for-example,
guards) within a 50-m (164-ft) radius., Because-the
unloading would occur onsite.in a-secured, area away
from the general public, there would'be no exposure
to: the public under accident-free conditions.
-The highest dose to an average individual would'be
received by -a cargo' handler-and is' estimated to be
0.03' rem. The collective dose to two cargo handlers

is.estimated to be"0.06,person-rem; 2.4x10=5 latent
cancer, fatalities:are estimated.
'Transport of Blendstock Materials
The blending of uranium by he UNH process for
commercial use (4percent U-235 enrichment) could
require the transport of 165 t/yr of NU blendstock (as
U308)Yfrom'Hanford (a representative: site) to the
blending -sites,. or-207 t of UF 6 from either USEC
Paducah or -USECPiketon to GE Wilmington-for
conversion to U 3 0 8 . UNH blending for waste
disposal (0.9-percent U-235 enrichment) would
require 175 t/yr of.DU as oxide, whichis also
assumed to be-shipped~from the. representative site-at
Hanford, or 219 t/yr.of depleted UF 6 from USEC
Paducah or USEC Piketon.to GE Wilmington for
conversion to U 30 8 and then shipment of 175 t/yr of
U308 to the blending sites. For blending HEU to
LLW under the metal alternative, 218 t/yr of DU as
metal would-be required from -Fernald and shipped to
the blending site.'The estimated impacts from
accident-free radiological exposure from transferring
blending materials from storage to a truck are
summarized in Table 4.4.3.2-1.
Transport of Natural Uranium Blendstock From
Hanford to the Blending Site. NU blendstock
(oxide) would be of 0.71-percent enrichment and
shipped as a solid. A maximum of 165 t/yr of U308
(14,0 t NU) would be transported in
DOT-specification metal box packages by
commercial carrier. A typical Type A metal box
packaging is shown.-in Figure 4.4.312-3. The annual
radiological and nonradiological impacts from
transporting NU blendstock are presented in
Appendix G, TableG. 1--6. The highest-total impact is
1.lxlO02 fatalities (from Hanford to SRS). Potential
impacts from loading trucks at origin and unloading
trucks -at the blending site are shown in' Table
4.4.3.2-1.
Transport of Natural Uranium :or.:Depleted
'Uranium as "Uranium,HexafluorideiBlendstock
From 'Either'United States. Enrichment
CorporationPaducah-or:UnitedStates Enrichment
CorporationPiketon ,to ,Wilmington.':The UF 6
.blendstock would be of less than',3-percent
enrichment',and, would be shipped- as at solid., A
-maximum of 207 t/yr of UF 6 (140 tý NU), would be
required for blending to fuel feed-material or'219 t/yr
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of UF6 (148 t DU) for blending to LLW. The material
would be.placed, in a specification UF 6 cylinder
(inner packaging),'which then would be placed in an
approved Type B protective overpack (outer
packaging for added protection) for shipment .by
commercial carrier. Up to 23 cylinders, each
containing -9 t of .material, ,would 'be' required per
year. It is estimated that up to,23--truckloads per year
(one cylinder per truckload). wouldbe' needed to
transport the material. The.IAEA assessed and
approved the adequacy of UF 6 transport, regulations
as pertaining to radiological and chemical hazards.
This material has been. successfully transported
throughout the world via ship, rail, and truck without
loss of life or property due to a radiological or
chemical release.'The annual radiological and
nonradiological impacts from transportation of UF6
from USEC Paducah or USEC Piketon to GE
Wilmington, B&W, or NFS are presented in
Appendix G, Table G.1-6. The overall annual risk of
transporting UF6 is estimated-to be small. Figure
4.4.3.2-4 presents an illustration of a commercial
truck loaded with 9 t, Type 1B overpack that is
typically used for the transport of UF6 material.
Transport of Triuranic-OctaoxideFrom General
Electric Wilmington to the Blending Sites. At GE
Wilmington, the UF 6 would be converted into-U30 8 ,
which would be shipped to B&W, NFS,,,SRS, or the.
Y-12 Plant. A maximum of 165 t of U3 0 8 (140 t of
uranium) per year would be transported in a
maximum of 75 DOT-specification, Type A metal
box packages for blending as UNH (4-percent
U-235) fuel feed material. Each package would
contain about 2,200 kg (4,850 lb) of uranium,
depending upon the material assay. The material
would be transported by an estimated. 15 commercial
flatbed truckloads per year to the selected blending
site. For UNH of 0.9-percent U-235, approximately
175 t of U3 0 8 would be transported'by an estimated
16 commercial shipments. The radiological, and
nonradiological impacts for the transport of U30 8
from GE Wilmington to the potential blending plants
-are presented in Appendix G, Table G. 1-6. The
annual risk of, transporting U3 O 8,-is estimatedl to be
:-small. .The estimated radiological, impacts from
transferring UF6 and U3 0 8 between:storage facilities
*andtrucks at both origins: and destinations, are shown
in:Table 4,4.3.2-1.
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Transportof Natural Uranium as Uranium
Hexafluoride Blendstock From Either United
States Enrichment CorporationPaducahor United
States 'Enrichment Corporation Piketon to a
':UraniumHexafluoride Blending Site. For' the UF 6
'blending alternative, UF 6 'blendstock would be
transported from either USEC Paducah-or' USEC
,Piketon directly to a UF 6 :blending site, located at
*either.B&W orNFS. The UF6 alternative, would not
require the conversion of UF 6 blendstock into U3 0 8
at GE Wilmington (as required-for the UNH option)
.before being transported to the blending site., For this
option, 207 t/yr of UF6 (140 t NU) would be

transported.

-

Both the UF 6 and U30 8 are low-enriched materials
that are routinely shipped in DOT/NRC-approved
shipping containers by commercial truck. There are
no unusual shipping criteria (as are required for
special nuclear materials) other than meeting
standards established by DOT andipresented in 49
CFR and supplemented by State, local, and DOE
regulations. These standards require the shipper to
comply with selecting the proper, authorized
packaging for the material; preparing hazardous
materials shipping papers; properly certifying what is
being shipped; properly marking, labeling, loading,
blocking, and bracing the material; and meeting
safety requirements.
The potential health effects from transporting UF 6
from USEC Paducah or USEC Piketon to B&W or
NFS are presented in Appendix G, Table G.1-6. The
highest impact is estimated to be 4.2x10"3 fatalities
for the transport of .UF6 blendstock material from
USEC Paducah to B&W. Potential impacts from
unloading the trucks at the blending site and placing
the material in interim storage are presented in Table
4.4.3.2-1.
Transport of Depleted Uranium (Metal) From
Fernald to the Y-12 Plant. Under the 'metal
alternative, to blend HEU to LLW (oxide) for
disposal, 218 t/yr.of DU (metal) blendstock material
would 'be required, to be transported -from÷Fernald
directly to ,the blending site at the -Y- 12 Plant.. DU
would be' shipped in. DOT-specification shipping
.containers by commercial, truck. As is, required of all
shippers&and:carriers of hazardous' materials, the
,.handling and transportation, procedures for. this
material must comply. with' Federal,".State,; and local

"Environmental'.Consequences

Bouce: Dertved from 49 CFR 176.3W; WHC 1992a.
276&MU

FiguIre44.3.2-3. A Typical Departmentof Transportation-Speciftcation7A, Type A Metal
Box Packagingfor the Transport of Most Blendstock Materials.
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Overpack (top)

UF6 Cylinder (9 metric tons)

Overpack (bottom)

Overpack Cradle

from Bafteile 977sz.
SGurw: tDedWed
2767/-EU

TFigure 4.4.3.2-4. 'UraniumHexafluoride'Cylinderwith Two-Part'NuclearRegulatory
Commission-Certified:Type:B Overpack(9.metric tons).
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regulatory standards. The impacts from transporting
DU (metal)"from:Fernald to the blending sitesare
presented in Appendix G, Table G.1-6. This annual
risk. of transporting-DU (metal) is estimated to be
2.3x 10-3 fatalities. The potential. impacts from
loading trucks at origin and unloading trucks at
destination are presented in Table 4.4.3.2-1.
Transportationof Low-Enriched Uranium From
Fernaldto:Blending Sites. Approximately 191 t of
LEU (1.25-percent enrichment), located at-Fernald,
could be used in lieu of NU only for the.alternative to
blend HEU to UNH crystals for use as commercial
fuel. The LEU blendstock (in oxide U3 0 8 or U0 3
form),would be transported in 48 truckloads (80 t
LEU, 1 t U-235) per year from Fernald to any of the
four blending sites (SRS, the Y-12 Plant, B&W, and
NFS). The highest risk from transporting LEU would
be 8.44x10" fatalities p er year (Fernald to SRS),
compared to 1.10xl0" fatalities per year form
transporting NU (Hanford to SRS). NU was used for
the transportation analysis in general because: (1) it
is the material most likely to be ,used for blending,
and (2) the 191 t of LEU at Fernald would not fulfill
the total blendstock requirement for the life of the
project (it would suffice for less than 3 years). As
shown in Table 4.4.3.2-4, the blendstock risk is
bounded by the transport of NU form Hanford to the
blending sites. The total annual health impact from
transporting NU blend stock from Hanford versus
transporting LEU from Fernald is summarized in
Table 4.4.3.2-4.
Transport of Uranyl Nitrate Crystals, Low-Level
Waste (Oxide) from Blending Sites to a Fuel
FabricationPlantor Waste DisposalFacility.There
are three probable products, from the blending
process: UNH reactor fuel feed. material that is
4-percent enrichment in U-235, UF 6 fuel feed
material that is 4-percent enrichment in U-235, or
LLW (oxide) that is 0.9-percent enrichment.
The UNH (crystals) or UF6 reactor fuel feed materials
(4-percent:enrichment) and LLW (0.9-percent
.enrichment), would be, transferred -from storage -and
loaded onto trucks :at the blending site. The estimated
impacts of these loading activities, on a-per-shipment
basis, are presented in:Table 4.4.3.2-1.

Table 4.4.3.2-4. Comparison ofAnnual Health
ImpactFrom TransportingNaturalUranium-From
Hanford and Fernaldto'Blending Sites
Blending
-Site
B&W
NFS

:Total Health Effecte
-Hanford
Fernald
NU (0'71 percent) :.LEU (1.25percent)
2
,8.02x10- 3
1.10x10"
6.78x 10-3
1,00x10-2

Y-12

9.70x10"3

5.57x10"3

SRS

1.10xl0"2

8.44x10

a Fatalities.
Source: RADTRAN model results.

blended into a material containing 4-percent enriched
UNH in hydrated form (crystals), the material would
be shipped in NRC-certified, Type A fissile
packaging via commercial carrier to a fuel
fabrication plant. Approximately 14 t of blendstock
are required for each metric ton of HEU; thus, 10 t/yr
of HEU and 165 t/yr of U3 0 8 would be required to
produce the maximum output of 316 t of UNH
crystals (150 t/yr LEU) fuel feed material. It is
estimated that 70 truckloads per year would be
required to transport the UNH crystals to a fuel
fabrication plant. The risk of transporting this
material is presented in Appendix G, Table G.1-7.
Under the UF6 alternative, 222 t of UF 6 (150 t LEU)
fuel feed material of 4-percent enrichment would be
transported to a fuel fabrication plant per year. This
material would be placed in a DOT-specification UF6
cylinder (inner packaging), which is then placed in an
NRC-certified, Type B packaging (overpack) for
shipment by commercial carrier. Approximately 98
cylinders, each containing approximately 2.3 t,
would be required per year.. It is estimated that 20
truckloads-would be needed per year to transport UF6
to a fuel fabrication plant.
The UNH or UF6 reactor fuel feed materials, would
be transported by commercial truck in compliance
with DOT (49 CFR 171- 180) and other regulatory
requirements that.govemrthe movement of hazardous
-materials. The UNH -would be- transported in
NRC-certified, Type A fissile .packaging (for
.example, IBU-7 ,which .has a: Certificate of
Compliance'Number.9019).

The, UNH crystals are the product of the UNH: fuel
-feed.' material. blending: process. Once- HEU: is
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.Four sites '(the Y-.ý12 'Plant,-SRS,':.B&W, 'and 'NFS)
would be capable of blending'HEU to- 0.9-percent
LLW, for disposal.
To-blend down HEU to LLW (0.9-percent
:enrichment),. approximately 70 t of-blendstock are
required for. each metric ton of -HEU. Based on• the
blending site's assumed blending rates,,:and
associated, output,i it is."estimated, that 40 truckloads
per -year would be required to transport the LLW
(oxide) obtained from UNH blending to a waste
disposal facility.
Metal forms would be blended down to 0.9-percent
enrichment and further converted to oxide form for
waste disposalonly. This LLW (oxide) "end product"
material would be placed in DOT-specification, Type
A packages and transported by commercial truck to a
waste disposal site (NTS is used for risk
calculations). Approximately 59 truckloads would be
required to transport 264 t of LLW per year.
The risks of transporting UNH of 4-percent or
0.9-percent enrichment, UF 6 of 4-percent
enrichment, or metal LLW of 0.9-percent enrichment
are small. The potential transportation health risks for
these types of shipments are summarized in
Appendix G, Table G. 1-7.
'4.4.3.3

-

Cumulative Summary of
Transportation Environmental
Impacts

The. high and low range of cumulative radiological
and nonradiological annual health impacts from
transporting radioactive materials for alternatives in
this EIS are presented in Table 4.4.3.3-1. Additional
information is included in Appendix G, Table G. 1-8.
The maximum potential impacts, by alternative, are
summarized as follows:
:The maximum annual transportation
.health impacts from blending HEU to
LEU as UNH (4-percent enrichment) fuel
-feed -material would ,be 0.061, or
"approximately one excess fatality in 16
years. *This option requires the
transportation of HEU from the Y-42

'-Plant to SRS, NU blendstock' from
Hanford to.'SRS, and the transportation of
fuel feed material (UNH crystals) from
SRS to the fuel' fabrication plant:at the
Siemens'Nuclear-Power Corporation site.
• The: maximum -annual transportation
health. impacts from blending HEU to
LEU:,as' UF 6 (4-.percent enrichment) fuel
feed-material would be 0.031, or
approximately one excess fatality in 32
years. This option requires the
transportation of HEU 'from the Y-12
Plant to B&W, UF 6 blendstock from
USEC Paducah to B&W, and the
transport of UF 6 fuel feed material from
B&W to the Siemens Nuclear Power
Corporation Site.
The maximum annual transportation
impacts from blending HEU under the
UNH alternative to LLW (0.9-percent
enrichment) for disposal would be 0.038,
or approximately one excess fatality in 26
years. This option requires the transport
of HEU from the Y-12 Plant to B&W,
DU blendstock from Hanford to B&W,
and the transport of LLW from B&W to
NTS for disposal.
The annual transportation health impacts
from blending HEU metal (0.9-percent
enrichment) to LLW at the Y-12 Plant
would be 0.035, or approximately one
excess fatality in,29 years. This option
requires blending of HEU to LLW at the
Y-12 Plant, the transportation of DU
(metal) blendstock from Fernald to the
Y-12 Plant, and the transport of LLW
from the Y-12 Plant to NTS for disposal.
The lowest transportation risk alternative would be to
produce UNH fuel feed material of 4-percent
enrichment at B&W. This would require the transport
of HEU from the Y-12 Plant to B&W, the transport
of UF6 blendstock material from USEC Paducah to
GE Wilmington, and the transport, of U 30 8 from GE
Wilmington to B&W.This risk would be 0.012, or
one. excess fatality in. 83 years; .however the risk
differences between all other: alternatives and, sites
'are not,significant.
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.Table 4.4.3.3-1. Summary of High and Low TransportationRisk
for Each Blending Alternative (peryear)
:Fuel

I

,HEU Origin
Fuel Feed Material as Uranyl
Nitrate Crystals (10 t/yr)
Y-12 Plant
Y-12 Plant
Uranyl'Nitrate LLW
as Oxide (2.1 t/yr)
Y-12 Plant
Y-12 Plant
Fuel Feed Material as
UF 6 (10 t/yr)
Y-12 Plant
Y-12 Plant
Metal LLW
,as Oxide (3.1 t/yr)
[Text deleted.]
Y-12 Plant

Blending
Material
Origin

Hanford
-Paducah

Hanford
Paducah

Paducah
Paducah

Fernald

Total
-Health
Risk"

Conversion
Site

Blending
Site

Fabrication
or
-LLWDSite

-

SRS
B&W

SNPC
B&W

6.lxlO 2,b

B&W
Y-12

NTS
NTS

3.8xl0. 2
3.0xl0. 2

B&W
NFS

SNPC
WCFF

3.1x10 2
1.5x10.2

Y-12

NTS

3.5xl0-2

GE

-

GE

-

1.2x10-2

a Estimated fatalitiesper year.
b Highest risk for all transportation options.
Source: RADTRAN model results.
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14.5

TOTAL CAMPAIGN'IMPACTS

This section- describes the impacts of the various
alternatives'evaluated for disposing HIEU at the four
candidate sites. The'annual operational impacts of
each of the blending technologies or the resources of
the. candidate sites: are fully described in -Sections 4.3
and 4.4. In this section; the combined impacts of each
alternative for disposing the 200 t of surplus HEU
inventory, which may involve multiple technologies,
.sites, and end products, are summarized and shown in
Table 2.4-1.
For each alternative analyzed other than the No
Action Alternative, there are two potential processes
for blending to, commercial fuel (UNH and UF6 ) and
two potential processes for blending to waste (UNH
and metal). The impacts and, in the case of blending
to waste, the processing rate of the respective
processes differ. In other words, the magnitude of
expected impacts and the time required to complete
disposition actions depend on the process selected.
The analyses in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 for the four
candidate sites are based on one rate for each process
so that a valid comparison can be made between the
site-specific impacts. While it is recognized that
some of the sites may be able to process material at a
higher rate, a comparison between the impacts at the
maximum rate for each site could be misleading. For
example, if one site is processing material at 10 t/yr
to 4-percent UNH and a second site is processing
material at 40 t/yr to 4-percent UNH, then the
impacts from the analysis for the second site may be
greater based on the increased production rather than
the site. It is also assumed that each site can process
the material at the blending rates analyzed, although
at some sites this may preclude other blending not
associated with this proposed action.
Material could be blended to waste at the two DOE
sites using UNH or Y-12 using metal blending.
Similarly, material could be blended to commercial
fuel feed at the two commercial sites using either
UNH or UF 6 blending. To provide conservatism in
the site;-specific analyses below,.where there is such a
choice of applicableiprocesses at a site (that is, only
for blending to waste at the DOE sites and blending
to. commercial fuel, feed at the commercial sites), the
.value given'-for .eachb resource .area is'based on
.whichever process. produces the.greatest impact.
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For blending to waste at- DOE sites, the UNH process
would produce the greatest impact in all resource
areas except four. Theý metal process&would produce
the greatestý impacts for liquid LLWV generated, solid
LLW generated, solid- LLW. after treatment, and
.transportation; therefore, the: analyses below
conservatively use the' metal- impacts for these four
resource areas and the UNH impacts; for all.other
resource areas.
For. blending to commercial fuel feed- at the
commercial sites, the UF 6 :process would produce the
greatest impacts in all resource areas except three.
The UNH process would produce the greatest
impacts for liquid hazardous waste generated, solid
nonhazardous waste after treatment, and
transportation. The analyses below conservatively
use the UNH impacts for these three resource areas,
and-the UF 6 impacts for all other resource areas.
The results indicate that all four sites have the
capacity to process material with minimal impacts to
the workers, the public, or the environment. For the
two DOE sites, the generation of waste based on an
increased usage of utilities ýrepresents small
increases-less than 5 percent over current
operations. For the' two commercial sites, the
generation of waste based on an increased usage of
utilities represents increases of over 20 percent, but
both facilities have adequate capacities to
accommodate the increases since neither site is
currently operating at full capacity. The NFS site
would require a large increase in water usage (35.1
percent) and fuel requirements (933 percent). This is
I because NFS is currently processing. material at a
reduced rate; therefore, use of the these utilities
(water and fuel) is currently very low..Because the
quantity of water and fuel used in the. past for similar
operations was also used for the proposed action and
in the analyses in this EIS, it is anticipated that the
increase in these requirements can easily be
accommodated at NFS.
For most resource areas, the impacts 'from a given
blending process would not vary from site to site.
Three exceptions to this:are the radiological dose to
*the MEI, the -dose to the public,.and the total health
risk during-transportation. The first two exceptions
are due to the MEI. and the, population within '80 km
(50 mi) being at different distances-from the blending
facility. for each site. The last exception is due to the
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different transportation distances between -various
,affected sites and the different. distributions of
,populations along the,. hipping routes where HEU
originates, blendstock, originates, 'fuel' fabrication is
performed, and wastedisposal is carried out. This
section- analyzes and compares, the incremental
impact over the life of the campaign"for blending
200 t for each alternative.-These, analyses are'based
on the maximum impact for each resource at each site
(that is, the maximum: electricity_ needed, for either
UNH or UF 6 blending :to fuel or UNH or metal
blending to waste).'The'impacts will vary for
different scenarios depending on the sites and
processes selected.
As noted in Chapter 1, several blending technologies
and facilities are likely to be used for different
portions ,of the surplus inventory, and the decisions
regarding those technologies and facilities are likely
to be made in part by USEC, other private entities as
marketing agents for DOE, or DOE. Thus, specific
decisions concerning the locations where surplus
HEU disposition actions will be implemented will be
multi-dimensional and will likely involve multiple
decisionmakers The impacts of both theRussian and
U.S.-origin surplus HEU on the domestic producers
will be limited by provisions of the USEC
PrivatizationAct enacted in April 1996. Under
provisions of the act, the quantity of surplus HEU
that can be transferred to commercial end users will
be constrained to a level that would not adversely
affect the domestic market. Hence, because the
quantity of U.S. material is relatively small and the
USEC PrivatizationAct prevents unrestricted
transfer of the material to end users, the incremental
impacts of the proposed action on the domestic
nuclear fuel industry would be small. The
alternatives as described are not intended to represent
exclusive choices among which DOE (or other
decisionmakers) must choose, but rather to provide a
range of reasonable alternatives.

4.5.1

No ACTION

.Under the No Action Alternative,. DOE will continue
to store surplus HEU (primarily.'at'DOE's'Y-12
Plant). As stated in Section 1.4.2, storage of: surplus
LHEU isanalyzed for a period up to 10 years in the Y12,EA..:Storage.of weapons-usable' fissile' materials
I beyond the, 10-year. period (2005), including surplus
LHEU, up: to, the.point:of'disposition, is.,being

addressed in the Storage and%Disposition' PEIS.
Current.. operations as described, in:Section 2.2.3 at
each of the: potential LEU blending'sites (Y-12,
SRS,-B&W, and NFS) would', continue. The, impacts
from this'No Action Alternative are described in
Section 4.2.
A4.5.2

'No COMMERCIAL USE

Under this, second alternative, DOE .would blend the
entire, stockpile of surplus HEU. (200 t) to'LEU and
dispose of it.as waste. This would include surplus
.HEU with or without commercial value. The blending
of all surplus HEU would be performed at all four
sites. Although this.alternative would not recover any
of the economic value of LIEU for the Government or
provide peaceful beneficial use of the material, it
would meet nonproliferation objectives and is
included to provide a comprehensive evaluation of a
full range of alternatives in the HEU EIS.
Surplus HEU could be blended to waste either as
UNH or metal at a rate of up to 2.1 t/yr or 3.1 t/yr,
respectively. All the blending sites have' UNH
blending capabilities. Only ORR is considered as a
blending sitefor metal blending because SRS, B&W
and NFS neither-have nor plan to build metal blending
facilities. Utilizing the metal process, the time
required to blend all 200 t would be more than
64 years. Utilizing the UNH process at only one of the
commercial sites, the time required to blend all of the
200 t would be. more than 95 years. No combination
of fewer than three sites could complete the task in
less than 30 years. For this alternative, all four sites
would be used to blend 50 teach. If all four sites were
to process material, it would take.23.8 years to finish
converting all 200 t of HEU to LEU as waste.
The blending of surplus HEU to waste would not be
initiated before an LLW disposal facility was
identified to accept the LLW. Surplus I-EU would
remain in interim storage at DOE's Y-12 Plant, or at
another storage facility pursuant to the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, pendingidentification of the LLW
disposal facility.
'For-the DOE sites, blending to waste (that is,
.blending 100 t at DOE sites with :each site. blending
,50 t HEU) would take 2318,years if the UNH process
is used, and:16.1 years if the metal:process is used.
For the commercial, sites,' blending to waste (that is,
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blending 100 t at the, commercial, sites with each
commercial site blending 50 t.WU) would take 23.8
years using the UNH. process. (Therefore, if all four
.siteswere toprocessthe material,:it would take 2.18
....years .to convert all. of the 20.0.t of surplus: HEU to
LEU as waste.) The total or maximum incremental
impacts for each. resource under this alternative are
-presented in Table 2.4-1 ,under Alternative 2.
[Tables deleted.]
4 .•.3

JLIMITWDUOMMERCIAL USE

(25/75-FuEL/WASTE RATIO)

Under this third alternative, 50 t of the surplus HEU
-would be blended to commercial fuel while -the
remaining 75-percent (150 t) would be disposed of as
waste. First, the title to 50 t of surplus HEU (with
7,000.t NU as UF6 ) would be transferred to USEC.
USEC (or the successor private corporation) then
would select blending sites for blending 50 t of
surplus HEU to LEU for use in commercial fuel. The
remaining quantity would be blended into waste.
[Text deleted.]
The third alternative would-blend the 50 t of HEU at
the commercial sites, each blending 25 t of material.
[Text deleted.] The two DOE sites would not blend
any commercial HEU material. The remaining 150 t
of HEU material would be blended into waste using
all four blending sites; Each DOE and commercial
sitetwould receive 37.5 t of material for blending.
[Text deleted.] The total or maximum incremental
impacts for each resource under this alternative are

presented-in Table 2.4-1 under Alternative 3.
[Tables deleted.]
4.5.4

SUBSTANTIAL COMMERCIAL USE

(65/35 FUEL/WAsTERATIO)
Under this fourth alternative, all of the commercial
material (130 t) would be blended to commercial
fuel, and all of the off-spec (40 t) and
non-commercial- material (30 t) would be blended to
-waste. Thirty-five percent of theHEU would be
blended and disposed ofas-waste-while the remainder
.would be blended for commercial use. First, the title
to 50 t of. surplus:HEU (with 7,000 t:NU, as UF 6)
I would: be transferred to USEC. ýUSEC (or the
private corporation) would then select sites
-successor
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: fortblending 50 t of surplus",HEU.,to,,LEU for use- in
commercial fuel. The.-remaining -quantity. of
.commercially usable HEU (80 t) would be blended at
-any or all of the four sites toaLEU forfabrication into
commercial -reactor. fuel. The remaining 70 t of
.surplusHEU would be blended to-waste.
All three-:alternative: blending processes&could be
used-for this purpose: blending as' UNH. and/or UF6
for 4-percent commercial fuel. feed, and-blending as
.UNH-and/or as metal :for 0;9-percent.waste feed.
°Surplus HEU could be blended to commercialfuel as
either UNH or UF6 :at a rate of 10 tlyr. Surplus HEU
could beblended to waste aseither UNH or as metal
at a rate of up to 2.1 t/yr or 3.1 t/yr, respectively. All
the blending sites have UNH. blending capability.
Only: B&W.and NFS are considered as' blending sites
for UF 6 . Only ORR, is. considered as a blending site
for metal blending.
Four variations: of this alternative would use
combinations of different sites. These particular
different. combinations of sites are representative
only. DOE, USEC, or another private entity might
choose others, depending on programmatic,
commercial, or -other considerations.
4.5.4.1

Substantial Commercial Use at
Department of Energy Sites (65/35
Fuel/Waste Ratio)

The first variation. of the fourth alternative would
blend all of the HEU at the two DOE.sites, with the
HEU split. equally :between them. ORR and SRS
would each blend 65 t of HEU to LEU for
commercial fuel-and 35 t of HEU to.LEU for disposal
as waste. Utilizing the DOE sites. only, blending to
both commercial fuel and waste -would take 23.2
years if the UNH process were used for blending the
35 t to waste, and 17.7 years if the metal process were
used for blending the 35 t to waste. The total or
maximum incremental impacts for.each resource
under this variation are presented in Table.2.4-1
under Alternative 4, Variation-a.
4.5.4.2

Substantial Commercial Use at
Commercial Sites (65/35 Fuel/Waste
'Ratio)

.The second variation of the- fourth alternative would
-blend all of the HEU at the twocommercial, sites,
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with the HEU split equally between them. B&W and
*NFS would each blend 65 t ofHEU to.LEU for
commercial fuel and 35-t of HEU to LEU for disposal
as-waste. Utilizing the commercial sites- only,
blending to: both commercialfuel and waste would
take 23.2 years whether the UNH. or UF6 .process
were.usedfor blending. The total or maximum
incremental impacts for each resource:under this
variation are presented in Table 2.4-1 under
Alternative 4, Variation b.

person-rem,,respectively. The risks of cancer
facilities&per campaign :are 3.7x10=3, 3.7x10"3 ,
4.9xl0"4, and 3.5x10"2, respectively.
[Tables deleted.]
4i5.5

MAXIMUM COMMERCIAL USE

(85/15FuEIJWASTE RATIO)

Under this -fifth alternative, all of the commercial
(170 t) -and off-spec ýmaterial would be blended -to

[Tables deleted.]
4.5.4.3

Su bstantial Commercial Use at All
YFo ur Sites (65/35 Fuel/Waste Ratio)

The third variation of the fourth alternative would
blend all of the surplus HEU at all four sites, with the
HEU split equally among them. ORR, SRS, B&W,
and NFS would each blend 32.5 t of HEU to LEU for
commercial fuel and 17.5 t of HEU to LEU for
Idisposal as waste. [Text deleted.] The total or
maximum incremental impacts for each resource
under this variation are presented in Table 2.4-1
under Alternative 4, Variation c.
4.5.4.4

Substantial Commercial Use at a
Single Site (65/35 Fuel/Waste Ratio)

The fourth variation of the fourth alternative would
blend all of the surplus HEU at only one site. ORR,
SRS, B&W, or NFS would blend 130 t of HEU to
LEU for commercial fuel, and 70 t of HEU to LEU
for disposal as waste. [Text deleted.] The fourth
variation is each site blending twice the amount of
material as in the first and second- variations of this
alternative. The incremental impacts for each
resource for either of the DOE sites are the same as
either the total or the maximum impacts presented in
Table 2.4-1 under Alternative 4, Variation a. The
incremental impacts for each resource for- either of
the commercial -sites are the same as either the total
or the maximum impacts presented in Table 2.4-1
under-Alternative 4, Variation b.'The only exception
is the, normal operations dose!and risk to the MEL of
the.public..The, doses to the -MEI for Y-12, SRS,
B&W, and NFS are L81, 0.116, 0:109, and 7.92
mrem, respectively. The-risks of cancer fatalities- per
.campaign, are
,5.80x10" ,5.46x10"
5.06xl0"8 , and
6
3.96x 10- ,-respectively. The doses to the. population
within 80,km (50 mi) are 7.41, 7:41, 0.982,-and69'9

fuel. This alternative assumes that only. 15 percent of
the surplus HEU would be blended to LLW and
disposed of as waste (30 t). This increases the amount
of material that can be used for commercial use to 85
percent. First, the title to 50 t of surplus HEU (with
7,000 t NU as UF6 ) would be transferred to USEC.
USEC (or the successor private corporation) would
then select commercial sites for blending 50 t of
surplus HEU to LEU for use in commercial fuel. For.
the remaining quantity of potentially commercially
usable HEU (120 t), DOE or USEC (or the successor
private corporation) could have it blended at any or
all of the four sites. The LEU product, following
blending, then would be sold in the market for use in
commercial reactor fuel. The remaining 30 t of
surplus-HEU would be blended to waste. The same
processes and site variations of the fourth alternative
also apply to the fifth alternative.
4.5.5.1

Maximum Commercial Use at
Department of Energy Sites (85115
Fuel/Waste Ratio)

The first variation of the fifth alternative would blend
all of the-surplus HEU at the two DOE sites, with the
HEU split equally between them. ORR and SRS
would each blend 85 t of HEU to LEU for
commercial fuel and 15 t of-HEU to LEU for disposal
as waste. [Text deleted.] The total or maximum
incremental impacts for each resource under this
variation are presented in Table 2.4-1 under
Alternative 5, Variation a.

I [Tables deleted.]
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.4.5.5.2

Madimum CommercialUse at
CommercialSites (85/15:Fuel/Waste
.Ratio)

B&W, and NFS ,are 1.22, 0.078, 0.0864,- and 6.24
mrem;, respectively. The risks of cancer fatalities per
campaign. are .6.08x10"7 , 3.9x10"8, -4.-32xl0"8, and
3.12x10-6; respectively. -The doses to' the population
withink80km (50 mi) are 5.01, 5.01, 0.787; and 56.3
person-rem,-respectively. The risks of cancer
3
3
fatalities per. campaign -are 2.5x10" , 2.5x10 ,
3.9x 10"4 and.2.SX10' 2,respectively.

The second variation of the fifth., alternative would
-blend all of. the-surplus HEU at the two. commercial
sites, with- the' HEU: split equally- between them.
, 'B&WandNFS would each-blend-85 t of-HEU to
LEU-for commercial fuel and 15 tof HEU to LEU for
-idisposal,as-,waste.' [Text deleted:]'The total or
maximum incremental impacts for each, resource
uunder this variation are presented- in Table 2.4-1

4.5.6

'-SUMMARY "OF ALTERNATIVES
, ANALYSIS

-.

under Alternative 5, Variation b..

The analysis of,the impacts of alternatives above is
based on four particular points on the fuel/waste
spectrum: 0-, 25-, 65-, and 85-percent fuel. The
reader could readily calculate a reasonable estimate
of the impacts of other points on the fuel/waste
spectrum by interpolating ,the results as presented.
For. example, the impacts of a 75/25 fuel/waste. ratio
for-a given set of sites would be between those
presented for alternatives 4 (65/35) and 5 (85/15) for
the same sites.

[Tables deleted.]
4.5.5.3

Maximum CommercialiUse at All
Four Sites (85/15 Fuel/Waste Ratio)

The third variation of the fifth alternative would
blend all of the surplus HEU at all four-sites, with the
HEU split equally among them. ORR, SRS, B&W,
and NFS would each-blend 42.5 t of HEU to LEU for
commercial fuel feed and 7.5 t of HEU to LEU for
disposal as waste. [Text deleted;] The maximum or
total.incremental impacts for each resource under this
variation are presented in Table 2.4-1 under
Alternative 5, Variation c.
[Tables deleted.]
4.5.5.4

Maximum Commercial Use at a
Single Site (85/15 Fuel/Waste Ratio)

The fourth variation of the fifth alternative would
blend all of the surplus HEU at only one site. ORR,
SRS, B&W, or NFS would blend 170 t of -HEU to
LEU for commercial fuel, and 30 t of HEU to LEU
for disposal as waste. [Text deleted.] The fourth
variation is each site blending twice the amount of
material as in the first and second variations of this
alternative. The incremental impacts for -each
resource for either of the DOE sites are the same' as
either the total or the maximum impacts as presented
in Table 2.4-1 under Alternative 5, Variation a. The
incremental impacts for. each resource for either of
the commercial sites are the- same as either the total
or the maximum impacts as presented, in Table 2.4-1
under Alternative 5, Variation b. The only exception
is the normal operations dose-and risk- to:.the-MEI of
thepublic. The doses to the'MEI for Y-12,-SRS,

J
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The impacts for particular sites could also be
approximated for different site combinations than
those that are analyzed above. To determine the
impacts of blending a different quantity of material at
a particular site than-is. analyzed above, the assumed
quantity can be divided by the appropriate process
rate (10 t/yr for blending to fuel as UF6 or UNH,
3.1 t/yr for blending to waste as metal, and 2.1 tlyr
for blending to waste as UNH) to yield the time
period necessary to blend that quantity at that rate.
Multiplying the resultant time period by the annual
impact figures for resource areas that are additive
(site infrastructure, water, radiological exposure,
waste management, and transportation yields the
total impacts for that quantity and site). For the
remaining resources (air quality, socioeconomics,
and chemical exposure) adding annual impacts does
notprovide a meaningful measure. For those
resources, the best measure of total campaign
impacts would be the maximum of any applicable
annual impact.

-

The analyses.in this section are based.on annual
blending rates which depend in part on DOE's ability
to- supply HEU to one or, more sites at the process
-blending rates. If DOE is unable to supply material to
multiple.. sites at the iblending -rates&analyzed (for
example,'-10 t/yr for blending to fuel, feed as&UNH),

,.Environmental Consequences
the impacts in agiven year (as described in Sections
4.3 and 4.4) would be reduced accordingly.. However,
since the impacts in this section are based upon
blending the entire 200 t, the total campaign impacts
would be similar to .those described in the-previous
period.
tables, only spread over, a longer time
Calculating the. impacts, that would: result from the
use of different process rates is less precise,. as the
relationships between process rates: and impacts are
in some cases not linear. For' example, doubling the
process rate for a particular process.and facility
would probably approximately double the air
emissions, -water usage, and waste, generation, but it
would not necessarily, double the required workforce.
Nonetheless, as the expected impacts from all
alternatives are small during normal operations, a
reasonable approximation of the impacts from
different process rates could be obtained. by assuming
linear relationships.
The analysis supports several preliminary
conclusions. For most resource areas, the impacts
decrease as the portion of material blended for
commercial use increases. This conclusion is based
on the analysis of impacts from blending .operations
and transportation of -materials only. -It does not
include the impacts from the endpoints: use of

commercial nuclear. fuel, in reactors3 (and of the
licensing process.-for: nuclear plants, existing or
anticipated environmental, documents' for sites for
disposal of the LLW.(such.as the' anticipated sitewide
management of the: resulting spent fuel) or disposal
of LLW. Those impacts are orwill be assessed as part
'*EIS for NTS, and.theianticipated&EIS concerning a
repository for commercial- spent'fuel).,.Since the use
ofLEU derived from HEU in reactors, supplants the
use of LEU from. mined uranium, the 'preferred
alternative involves, no, incremental use. of nuclear
-fuel (or-spent fuel to be managed) than that which
would otherwise occur. -In contrast, the LLW to be
disposed of from HEU that is blended to waste does
represent an incremental:quantity of LLWthat would
not need to be disposed of in the absence of this
proposed action. This distinction, together with the
avoided environmental impacts from uranium
mining, milling, and enrichment (Section 4.7),
further enhances the preferability of maximizing
commercial use.of surplus HEU.
The analyses show some differences between the
impacts of the different blending processes. For
example, for blending to waste, metal blending
generates considerably more process LLW than 'does
UNH blending.

3 An indirect impact 'of the. preferred alternative.would be the
generation of spent fuelunderaltematives 3, 4, and 5, which
would need to be managed-and disposed of ina repository such
as the Yucca' Mountain Site (Yucca site. is currently-being
. characterized; preparation of an EIS has been postponed until
further notice, due to lack' of funding). Since the nuclear fuel
derived from HEU would' replace nuclear fuel that would have
'-been created from newly mined,uranium.without this proposed
action, there would&be no additional spent fuel, generated. No
',!spent fuel would be generated' for the alternatives 1 (no action)
, and 2 (blend allsurplus HEU tomwaste).
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4.6
4.6.1

Oak Ridge Reservation

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
:DESCRIPTION OF CUMULATIVE
.;IMPACTS

* EA for the Proposed Interim Storage of
Enriched Uranium Above the Maximum

---

HistoricalStorage Level at the Y-12 Plant
Oak Ridge, ýTennessee, DOEIEA-0929,
October 1995 (FONSI published 60 FR
54089)

._Impacts from blending surplus HEU to LEU
(assessed in'Chapter .4) would be cumulative-when
added toimpacts from existing:and plannedactivities
Iat. each of the candidate sites evaluated in.this EIS.
This type of an assessment is important because
significant cumulative impacts can result from several
smaller, actions ..that by :themselves do not, have
significant impacts.
A cumulative impact is defined as the "impact on the
environment which results from the incremental
impact of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal),
private industry, or individuals undertakes such other
actions. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant-actions
taking place over a period of time" (40 CFR 1508.7).
This -section discusses potential impacts from other
facilities, operations, and activities that, in
combination with potential impacts from the
disposition of surplus HEU proposal, may contribute
to cumulative. impacts.
The cumulative impacts assessment considered a
wide-ranging view of the Department's programs,
environmental management, and other outside
interactions. Numerous NEPA documents recently
completed for proposed actions at candidate sites
were used to determine site-specific impacts
contributed from each action. If NEPA documents
were in draft form, alternatives that posed the highest
potential for environmental impacts were identified
and used for cumulative impact assessment.
However, if a decision has been made for the
proposed action (that is, ROD is published), then the
impacts associated with the alternative selected were
used. NEPA documents currently being prepared also
were listed and qualitatively discussed as to how
*impacts-anticipated from the -respective proposed
.actions would contribute to the cumulative impacts at
each site.
The following documents :and the associated
.proposed actions were considered .in :assessing, the
cumulative impacts at the candidate sites:
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[Text deleted.]
Waste ManagementPEIS for Managing
Treatment, Storage, and.Disposal of
Radioactive and-Hazardous Waste,
DOE/EIS-0200-D (draft issued, August
1995)

I

" Storage and Disposition of WeaponsUsable FissileMaterialsPEIS,DOE/EIS0229-D (draft issued, February 1996)
" PEIS for Stockpile Stewardship and
Management, DOE/EIS-0236 (draft
issued, February 1996)
* Medical Isotope Production Project:
.Molybdenum-99 and Related Isotopes
EIS, DOE/EIS-0249F (final issued, April
1996)

Savannah River Site
" Interim Management of Nuclear
Materials EIS, DOE/EIS-0220, October
1995 (ROD published 60 FR 65300)
• PEIS for Tritium Supply and Recycling
DOE/EIS-0161, October 1995 (ROD
published)

I

* F-Canyon Plutonium Solutions EIS,
DOEIEIS-0219, December 1994 (ROD
published)
* Supplemental EIS Defense Waste
ProcessingFacility (DWPF), DOE/EIS0082-S,.November 1994 (ROD
Spublished)
" .EIS on aProposedNuclear Weapons
NonproliferationPolicy ConcerningForeign

Environmentalt Consequences
Research Spent Nuclear Fuel, DOE/EIS0218F (final issued, February, 1996)
DOE ProgrammaticSpent 'NuclearFuel
Environmental
'Managementand INEL:
Restoration and ýWaste Management
ProgramsEIS, .DOE/EIS-0203-F, April
.1995 (RODEpublished)
Savannah'River Site Waste Management
EIS, DOE/EIS-0217F, July 1995 (ROD
published)
Waste Management PEIS for Managing
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste,
DOE/EIS-0200-D (draft issued, August
1995)
o

1

Storage and Disposition of WeaponsUsable FissileMaterialsPEIS,DOE/EA0229-D (draft issued, February 1996)

• PEIS for Stockpile Stewardship and.
Management, DOE/EIS-0236 (draft
issued, February 1996)

Babcock & Wilcox
[Text deleted.]
Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium
Obtained from the Republic of
Kazakhstan EA, DOE/EA-1063, May
1995 (FONSI published)
Blending of Kazakhstan HEU is part of B&W's
current licensed operations.

-and-noise, water resources, socioeconomics, public
and occupational health, and waste management. The
discussions include the-highest-potential incremental
impact from the blending alternatives evaluated in
•this,'EIS for each-site. Because,-no- new facility is
assumed and neither land-disturbance nor-wastewater
-discharges constituting more. than. 1., percent of the
stream-flow would. occur as aresult of the
implementation, Of the.proposed-action, the
alternatives ýanalyzed would not contribute to
cumulative impacts -at any of the-potential blending
sites for land resources, biotic resources,: geology and
soil resources, or cultural resources.

4.6.2.1

SiteInfrastructure

The site infrastructure impacts 'resulting from the
proposed action for disposition of surplus HEU would
contribute to cumulative impacts when added to
impacts resulting from existing and planned
activities. This section discusses how impacts
associated -withthe surplus HEU disposition proposed
action affect each site cumulatively when combined
with the No Action baseline and other proposed
actions.
Oak Ridge Reservation. [Text deleted.] The ORR is
proposed as an alternative site for actions associated
with the Storage and Disposition PEIS and the five
documents identified in Section 4.6.1. It is under
consideration as a regional treatment and disposal site
for LLW and mixed LLW in the Waste Management
PEIS. In addition, environmental restoration activities
at ORR are expected to continue for 30 years and
therefore would coincide with the operation of the
proposed surplus HEU blending facilities as well as
the other applicable program activities described
above. Impacts considered in the Y-12 EA are
included in the No Action Alternative of this EIS.

Nuclear Fuel Services
No activities are planned at this site other than current
licensed operations.
[ [Text deleted.]
4.6.2

SITE-SPECIFIC-CUMULATIVE
-IMPACTS

The following sections discuss: the cumulative
impacts identified for- site infrastructure,-- air.quality

The ORR was considered as a -site for a centralized
storage facility in the DOE Programmatic-Spent
Nuclear fuel Management and INEL Environmental
-Restorationand Waste Management EIS; however, in
the RODs associated with this EIS, DOE decided, to
regionalize by fuel type the.management.of its spent
fuel at, three. locations: the Hanford Site, INEL, and
'SRS. Therefore,. the. packaging and shipment of
materials is the only activity that will result at ORR
from- this action and the impacts are minimal.- [Text
deleted.]
-
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Table 4.6.2.1-1 :provides a listing of the~site
infrastructure -related-impacts associated with. those
applicable NEPA actions for Which published data are
] available. [Text, deleted.] The-cumulative impactof
implementing the .proposed-blending, facilities: in
conjunction-with otherproposed activities isexpected
to ,have little or no impact on the onsite road and rail
..network. ;Electrical -power requirements for the
;proposed activities- are. well, within- the, site and
regionalh power pool- capacity, or availability.' [Text
-deleted.] Although fuel consumption during
operation of blending, facilities. would, increase over
current usage, the additional natural gas, oil, and-coal
requirements for the proposed actions can be satisfied
through normal contractual means and would not be
I limiting.

I

Savannah River Site. The SRS is a candidate site for
the 10 documents identified in Section 4.6.1. This
includes the location of an accelerator in the PEISfor
Tritium Supply and Recycling and the location of a
centralized storage facility in the DOEProgrammatic

Spent Nuclear-Fuel Management and INEL
:EnvironmentalRestoration.and-WasteManagement
-EIS. [Text deleted.]
-Highly-enriched

uranium material- proposed for
"blending for the.purpose of' stabilization in the SRS
IMNMKEIS. is the -same -material -proposed for
-blending. for the, purpose of disposition in this EIS.
.SRS. is;proposed- as- an. alternative. site' for actions
;associated with the-Storage-and.Disposition PEIS and
for the stockpileý management- functions, in. the Draft
-PEISfor Stockpile Stewardship and Management. It
is: also under-consideration as a regional treatment
and disposal site for LLW and mixed LLW in the
Waste Management PEIS. In addition, environmental
restoration activities at'SRS -are expected to continue
for 30 years ,and -therefore would coincide with the
operation of the proposed surplus HEU and blending
facilities as well as the other applicable program
activities described above.

Table 4.6.2.1-1. Site InfrastructureCumulative Impacts at Oak Ridge Reservation

Category
[Text deleted.]
Energy
(MWh/yr)
Peak Load
(MWe)
Natural Gas

(m3/yr)

Stockpile
Waste
Stewardship Medical
No
-Manage.
and
Isotopes
Actiona
ment Storage and Dispositionb Managemente Facility HEUd
Storage Disposition
726,000 776,200

94,000

500

5,000

1,738,700

e

11

15

14

e

2

152

95,000,000

0

949

10,426,000

4,000,000

e

19,800

109,446,750

49,000
6,600
370

208,059,750
0
60,560

213,000
800
550

e
e

56,800
363
120
19

208,794,550
24,063
76,643

Storage data is based on: the maximum applicable.alternative operational requirement. Pu disposition data is based on the
summation of the applicable alternatives maximum operational requirements.
C Data-presented is the, maximum change in site-requirements due to NoAction or downsizing.secondary, and case fabrication.
d Data represents themaximum value forthe blending options at Y-12.
%e
Data-not reported.
Note: MWe=megawatt-electric.
Source: DOE 1995cc;'DOE 1995dd;DOE 1996a; DOE 1996b;'DOE 1996h; OR DOE 1994d; OR MMES 1995i.
b

-

,I

69,000

110

Diesel/oil (1/yr)
416,000
0
Coal (t/yr)
16,300
e
Water
14,210
814
(million I/yr)
[Text deleted.]
a Includes actions from the Y-12 EA.

I

68,000

Total
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Table 4.6.2.1-2 provides a listing ofthe site
infrastructure related impacts associated with
existing and other proposed actions at SRS. The
-cumulative impact of. implementing the proposed
•blending facilities in conjunction with other proposed
activities is expected to have little or no impact on the
onsite road and rail network. The cumulative
.electrical .power- requirements- for the proposed
activities would be limiting. This results primarily
from consideration of.the accelerator production of
tritium alternative of-the Tritium Supply and
Recycling program. Cumulative-fuel consumption
and water/steam supply requirements for all the
proposed actions are readily available in the area and
can be satisfied through normal contractual means.
Babcock & Wilcox. There are no proposed actions at
B&W in the reasonably foreseeable future other than
the blending of HEU received from Kazakhstan,
which is currently being implemented. [Text
deleted.] This action is part of B&W's current
licensed operation, and because of this small quantity
of HEU (approximately 600 kg [1,320 lb]), the
blending operation is anticipated to be completed
prior to the proposed action associated with this EIS.
Nuclear Fuel Services. No future activities are
currently proposed for NFS other than existing
licensed operations. Therefore, cumulative impacts
at NFS would be similar to impacts analyzed for each
alternative in this EIS.

4.6.2.2

Air Quality and Noise

Cumulative impacts to air quality constitute emission
sources at each facility including no action and
planned or proposed emissions. Only the cumulative
impacts for criteria pollutants are presented since
there are no anticipated toxic/nonradiological
hazardous air pollutant releases from the surplus
.HEU disposition proposal. Cumulative radiological
air emission impacts are considered in the public and
occupational health section (Section 4.6.2.5).
Concentrations of criteria pollutants-are. calculated
-from these emissions using site-specific
meteorology, dispersion characteristics, terrain,'and
stack parameters. These criteria pollutant
-concentrations then, are compared to: Federaland
state regulations and:guidelines to -determine
compliance.

,Each of the candidate sites, ORR, -SRS, B&W, and
"NFS, is currently. in compliance withý Federal as well
as state: regulations and guidelines. Air emissions
-from the.planned or proposed activities plus the no
action emissions would increase concentrations of
criteria:pollutants. The cumulative impacts are
presented inTables-4'6.2.2-1 through 4,6.2.2-4 for
each. candidate-site, respectively. The resulting
concentrations from cumulative impacts would be in
compliance with Federal and state regulations at each
candidate site.
Oak Ridge Reservation. Cumulative impacts to air
quality at ORR include impacts from no action
emissions, HEU blending activities.and the five
documents listed in Section 4.6.1. Incremental
increases in air pollutants result from each of these
proposed activities and contribute to the cumulative
impacts at the site. Estimated cumulative
concentrations of criteria pollutants at ORR are
presented in Table 4.6.2.2-1. The baseline includes
impacts from the Y-12'EA and FONSI. [Text
deleted.]
Savannah River Site. Cumulative impacts with
respect to air quality at SRS include impacts from no
action emissions, HEU blending activities and the 10
documents listed in Section 4.6.1. [Text deleted.] The
resulting cumulative concentrations of criteria
pollutants at.SRS are shown in Table 4.6.2.2-2.
Babcock & Wilcox. Cumulative impacts to air
quality at B&W include impacts from no action
emissions of pollutants and HEU to LEU conversion
and blending. Table 4.6.2.2-3 presents cumulative
impacts for B&W.
Nuclear-Fuel Services. Cumulative impacts to air
quality at NFS include emissions of pollutants from
no action and HEU to LEU conversion and blending.
Table 4.6.2.2-4 presents cumulative impacts for NFS.
Cumulative noise impacts include contributions from
existing and planned facilities plus'proposed facilities
.at each..of. the candidate. sites. Noise impacts may
result both from onsite noise sources and fromoffsite
sources -such as traffic. 'Noise? impacts on individuals
-from this, alternative -are..expected to be.small,
resulting, in. little- or'no. increase in noise. levels-, at
offsite areas. Little or no increase in. cumulative' noise
impacts. to individuals offsite is expected to occur.
74-1:25

Table 4.6.2.1-2. Site InfrastructureCumulative Impacts at Savannah River Site
to)

No Action
Category
[Text deleted.]
Energy (MWh/yr)
Peak Loid (MWe)
Natural Gas
(rn3 /yr)
Diesel/oil (l/yr)
Coal (t/yr)
Water (millioni

l/yO

Foreign
Research
Stockpile
SRS
Tritium
Reactor
Stewardship
Consolidated Supply and
Spent
Waste
and
Actionsa
Recycleb Nuclear Fuel Management Storage and Dispositionc Management
Storage Disposition

659,000
130

963,400
d

4,534,000
666

1,500
e

0

0

0

e

28,400,000

4,070,000

9,180,000

210,000

2,580

221,400

i 53,687

6,430

4,595

5,000
2

6,437,600
828

i 9 ,8 0 0 g -

10,445,800

69,000
15

e

0

10,426,000f

0

e

e

49,000

208,059,750

28,400

56,800

249,843,950

e

e

4,990

0

1,090

363

440,423

60,560

459

46

19

226,114

325

9;700
1.6

Total

76,000
13

1.9

120,000
e

HEUd

[Text deleied]
a Includes actions from Interim Management of Nuclear Material; F-Canyon Plutonium Solutions; Defense Waste Processing Facility; and Programmatic INEL Spent Nuclear Fuel;
SRS Waste Mahaigemient EIS data not reported.
b An Acceleratbr Production of Tritium is to be constructed at SRS.

c Storage data i' based on the maximum applicable alternative operational requirement. Pu disposition data is based on the summation of the applicable altematives maximum
operational requirements.
d Data repiesen•s ihe maximum value for the blending options at SRS.
Data not reported.
SNatural gas is not available at SRS; therefore, diesel/oil gas (approximately 14.8 million 1) would be substituted for a natural gas requirement of 10.4,million m3/year.
g Natural ga's is not available it SRS; therefore, diesel/oil gas (approximately 28,2001) would be substituted for a natural gas requirement of 19,800 m3/year.
Note: MWe-megawitt electric.
Source: DOE 1995i; DOE 1995p; DOE 1995cc; DOE 1995dd; DOE 1996a; DOE 1996b; DOE 1996g; SR DOE 1994a; SR DOE 1994b; SR DOE 1995b; SR DOE 1995c; SR DOE
1995e; SRS 1993a:3.
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ýTable 4.6.2.2-1. Estimated Cumulative Concentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsat Oak Ridge Reservation
-1Cumulative Concentration

I
Averaging
:.Time

'MostStringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
(p~g/m 3)

8 hours

110,00b
ý40,000b

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

.1 hour

Lead (Pb)
'Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
I Particulate matter (PM10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

Mandated by Tennessee
-Total suspended
particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Ca lendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours
24 hours

Other Onsite

365
1,300b

2
2
32
'80

0.9
9.6
27.6
43.7
20.2
718

1.33
0.03
0.37
2.46
29.3
161

ýTotal
(gm 3)
26.2
93.5
0.05
'5.23
10,63
29.97
48.16
81.5
-959

150e

2

27.6

.80.16

109.76

1.5'
106b

NoAction
(pg/mn3 )
'5
.-11
0.05
•3

50b
15 0 b
80 b

Activitiesa
.(4g/M 3)
9.7
29.35
C

-lIEU
(pg/rn 3)
11 .5
53
d

d
C
1.2e
0.2
0.2
1 month
d
1.
e
1 week
0.3
0.3
6
C
d
2.9e
24 hours
<0.6
<0.6
d
C
3.7e
12 hours
<0.6
<0.6
d
c
e
0.6
0.6
8 hours
25 0
2 Other onsite activities including the Y-12 EA, Waste Management, Storage and Disposition, Stockpile Stewardship and Management,
and Medical Isotope Production EIS.
b Federal standard.
c Data not available.
d No emissions from the proposed HEU blending activities.
e State standard or guideline.

II
I

I

[Text deleted.]
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: 40 CFR 50; DOE 1995i; DOE 1995cc; DOE 1996a; DOE 1996b; DOE 1996h; OR LMES 1995b; OR LMES 1995d;
TN DEC 1994a; TN DHE 1991a.
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.Table.4.6.2.2-2.. Estimated Cumulative-Concentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsat Savannah River Site
DIspsto

fSrlHgl

" Pollutant

I

Carbon monoxide (CO)
-Lead(Pb)

I

I
I

'Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
Particulate-matter (PM10 )
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

Mandated by South Carolina
Total suspended particulates
(TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Cumulative Concentration
•Most Stringent
Other
Regulations or
Averaging
No
Onsite
'Guidelines
:Time
Total
'Action Activitiesa ýHEU
(pg/rn 3)
(pg/ren
3
3)
(tg/rm 3) *(pWg/r
)
3) (pmg/m
:383
22
:405.07
10 ,0()0 b
0.07
8 hours
1708
.40,000b
171
0'.14
11879.14
1 hour
C
d
0.0004
1 5b
0.0004
Calendar Quarter
106b
Annual
21
26.71
5.7
0.01
:50 b
Annual
3
3.21
0.2 <0.01
24 hours.
Annual

b

24 hours

3 6 5b

3 hours

1,300b

50.6
14.5
196
823

Annual

750

12.6

I month
1 week
24 hours
12 hours

150

*8 0 b

1.6e
2.9e
3.7e

0.09
0.39
1.04
1.99

8.5 <0.01
2.2 0.02
53.3 0.32
0.71
335
0.2

C

59.11
59.11
249.62
1158.71
12.85

0.05
d

0.09

d
d

0.39
1.04

d

1.99

Other onsite activities including the Interim Management of Nuclear Materials, Tritium Supply and Recycling, F-Canyon
Plutonium Solutions, Defense Waste Processing Facility, Foreign Research Spent Nuclear Fuel, INEL Spent Nuclear Fuel
Management, SRS Waste Management, Waste Management, Storage and Disposition, and Stockpile Stewardship and Management.
b Federal standard.
I Data not available.
d No emissions from the HEU blending activities.
e State standard or guideline.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted nor monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: 40 CFR 50; DOE 1995i; DOE 1995p; DOE 1995ce; DOE 1996a; DOE 1996b; DOE 1996g; OR LMES 1995b;
OR LMES 1995d; SC DHEC 1992b; SR DOE 1994a; SR DOE 1994b; SR DOE 19951.
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Table..4.6.2.2-3. 'EstimatedCumulative Concentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsat'Babcock& Wilcox
'Cumulative Concentration

I
Averaging
Time

.1

:Pollutant
Carbon :monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 )
Particulate matter (PM 10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

Mandated by Virginia
Total suspended particulates (TSP)

'Most Stringent
Regulations or
Guidelines
, (pW/m3)
10,000a

8 hours
1 hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours
Annual
24 hours

No Action
(jgWm 3)
4
13.1

,HEU
(p/m 3)
.'5.43
.17.63

Total
(0.g/m3)
9.43
30.73

.1.5 a
100a
50a
15 0 a
80a
365a
1,300a

315
0.02
0.16
0.34
2.28
11.8

.0.14
0.03
0.19
0.4
2.74
14.11

3.64
0.05
0.35
0.74
5.02
25.91

6 0d

0.03

0.03
0.19

0.06
0.41

15 0

d

b

0.22

b

a Federal standard.
b Data not available.
C No emissions from the proposed HEU blending activities.
d State standard or guideline.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.

I Source: 40 CFR 50; DOE 1995u; OR LMES 1995b; VA APCB 1993a; VA DEQ 1995a; VA DEQ 1995b.
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.Table 4.6.2.2-4. Estimated Cumulative:Concentrationsof CriteriaPollutantsatNuclearFuel Services

-Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

-

-

*Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
,Particulate matter (PM10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

Mandated by Tennessee
Total suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

Cumulative Concentration
Most Stringent
.Averaging
'Regulations or
',Time
Guidelines
'No Action
lIEU
Total
(pg/m 3)
(jtg/m 3)
(jtg/rn 3 )
(jtg/rm3)
8 hours
10,000a
-197
0.62
2.59
1 hour
.40,000
.2.52
0.80
3.32
b
c
b
1.5 a
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
.24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours
24 hours
I month
1 week
24 hours
12 hours
8 hours

100a
-50a
150a
80a
3 6 5a
1,300a
150d
1.2d
1 .6 d
2.9d
3 .7 d
250d

0.62
0.03
0.21
0.02
0.15
0.35
0.21
0.02
<0.06
0.06
0.10
0.11

0.03
<0.01
0.03
0.05
0.40
0.96
0.03
tracee
tracee
tracee
tracee
tracee

0.65
0.04
0.24
0.07
0.55
1.31
0.24
0.02
<0.06
0.06
0.10
.0.11

a Federal standard.
b Data not available.
c No emissions from the proposed HEU blending-activities.
d State standard or guideline.
e Hydrofluorination is anticipated to be a closed system with a scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission of gaseous
fluorides is estimated to be a trace amount.
[Text deleted.]
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites.
Source: 40 CFR 50; NF NRC 1991a; OR LMES 1995b; TN DEC 1994a; TN DEC nda; TN DHE 1991a.
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4.6.2.3

Water Resources

•IrTable.4.6.2.3-1. CumulativeAnnualWater Usage
at Oak RidgeReservationa'b

Implementation of decisions associated with the
HEU disposition proposed action would contribute
minimal water resource impacts at .each site. The
potential effect-of these actions on cumulative
impacts for each site is discussed below.

Program
No Action
[Text deleted.]
Waste Management
Storage. and.Disposition
Stockpile Stewardship and Management
Proposed Medical Isotope Production
lIEU
Total annual, cumulative water usage

OakRidge Reservation. The operation of a LUNH
blending facility alternative would have the greatest
impact on water resources at ORR, among other
blending alternatives evaluated in this EIS. Other
operations and new facilities planned that could add
cumulative impacts to water resources are those
associated with the five other DOE programs
identified in Section 4.6.1 and current DOE
operations. [Text deleted.]

If all the wastewater were to be discharged toEast
Fork .Popular .Creek, the total cumulative -amount
(13,141 million 1/yr [3,472 MGY]) would: represent
approximately 32 percent of-the average-flow (1.3
m /s [45 ft 3 /s]). All'wastewater effluent-from
treatment facilities would 'be released on a
continuous basis, without causing impacts to. the
creek or to downstream,.users.' Unlike wastewater
:effluent-from treatment facilities, cooling-system

814 2 5 b

6 0 ,9 3 0b. d
550
12 0b
19b
76,644

a Includes both groundwater and surface water usage.
b Data represents the maximum value for the comparative
alternative scenario.

Y-12 EA included in current ORR water usage.
d Includes 370 million 1/yr for the storage alternative and
60,560 million 1/yr for the disposition alternative.
c

Table 4.6.2.3-1 summarizes the estimated
cumulative water usage from the Clinch River. Water
requirements during the operation of all the proposed
projects would be obtained from the Clinch River.
Total cumulative water requirements for the site
(76,643 million 1/yr [20,247 MGY]) would be 1.8
percent of the Clinch River's average flow (132 m 3/s
[4,661 ft3/s]). The proposed UNH blending facility
would account for approximately 0.03 percent of the
cumulative water usage.
Among the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, the
operation of a UNH blending facility alternative
would have the greatest impact on water quality at
ORR. Table 4.6.2.3-2 summarizes the estimated
cumulative water discharge to the Clinch River via
Bear Creek, McCoy Branch, Rogers Quarry, and East
Fork Poplar Creek. [Text deleted.]Total estimated
cumulative •wastewater discharge (13,141 million/yr
[3,472 MGY]) would be discharged to East Fork
Popular Creek and Clinch River. The proposed UNH
blending facility would account for 0.1 percent of the
total estimated cumulative wastewater discharge.

'Water
Requirement
(million l/yr)
14, 2 10c

[Text deleted.]
Source: DOE 1995cc; DOE 1996a;*DOE 1996b; DOE 1996h;

OR LMES 1995b; OR MMES 1995i.

Table 4.6.2.3-2. CumulativeAnnual Wastewater
Dischargeat Oak Ridge Reservation

I
I
I

Program
No Action
[Text deleted.]
Waste Management

I Storage and Disposition

I Stockpile Stewardship and
Management
Proposed Medical Isotope
Production
jHEU
I Total annual cumulative treated
wastewater discharged

Nonhazardous
Sanitary and
Industrial
(million l/yr)
1,858a,)
101.9c

11,162c, d
0e

18.7c
13,141

a Includes nonhazardous sanitary and nonhazardous wastewater
discharges from ORR activities.
b Y-12 EA, no number was reported.
c Based on the h.ighest treated volumes from the alternative
Iscenario.;

]

[Text deleted.]
dIncludes, wastewater from the storage alternative 185 million
and 10,977million 1/yr for thedisposition alternative.
Would not releasing additional, wastewater.

.1/yr
*e
t

f
fNo
number was reported.
.Source:.DOE 1995cc, DOE 1996a; DOE 1996b; DOE 1996h- OR
*LMES 1995b; OR MMES 1995i.
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blowdown activities associated with the'Storage and
Disposition Program'would 'discharge greater
quantities over a shorter period of time. These
discharges would cause scouring of streambeds,
erosion of stream channels,: increased turbidity, and
potential flooding of areas.
All the wastewater discharged to the sub-drainage
'basins on the ORR flows'directly to:the Clinch River.
The total cumulative wastewater discharge (13,141
million 1/yr [3j472`MGYI) wouldrepresent
approximately 0.3 percent of the average flow of the
river (132 m3 /s [4,647 ft3/s]) and would therefore
have no adverse effect on flow or downstream users.
All discharges Would be monitored to comply with
NPDES'permit limits.
Existing ORR treatment facilities could
accommodate all the new cumulative process :and
wastewater streams. The expected total cumulative
wastewater discharge to the tributaries, 13,141
million 1/yr (3,472 MGY), would continue to meet
NPDES limits and reporting -requirements. DOE is
currently involved with the remediation of East Fork
Poplar Creek under CERCLA, because the creek was
contaminated by past releases from the Y-1 2 Plant.
Significant clean-up activities are required on- and
off-site.
Savannah River Site. Amr'ofig the- alfiera-tiie-s
evaluated in this EIS, the operation of a UNH
blending facility would have the greatest impact on
water resources at SRS. Table 4.6.2.3-3 summarizes
the estimated cumulative water usage from the
Savannah River and groundwater. Water
requirements during operation of all the proposed
projects would be obtained from existing or new well
fields at SRS and from the Savannah River. Total
cumulative water requirements for the site (226,115
million 1/yr [59,733 MGY]) would be a 47-percent
increase over current usage. Of the 226,115 million
1/yr (59,733 MGY), approximately 200,000 million
1/yr (52,840 MGY) would be supplied by surface
water. This. amount is 2.3 percent of the Savannah
River's average flow and 3.5 percent of the river's
'minimum flow. After. treatment, most of the water
withdrawn is returned to the Savannah River through
its onsite tributaries and would not, affect downstream
users. The remaining water requirements would be
withdrawn-from :groundwater, sources.,,Suitable
groundwater from the deep' aquifers at the' site is
4-132

[Table 4.6.2.3-3. CumulativeAnnual[WaterUsage
at Savannah River Site
I

.Program
'NoAction
Interim Management of Nuclear
Materials
'Tritium Supply and Recycling
F-Canyon Plutonium Solutions
Defense Waste Processing Facility
Foreign'Research Spent Nuclear
Fuel
Programmatic INEL Spent Nuclear
, Fuel Management
Waste Management
Storage and Disposition
Stockpile Stewardship and
Management
HEU

Total annual cumulative water usage

Water
Requirement
(million l/yr)a
153,687

5,1o~b

/4;595c
1,190b
91.2'

1.91
•49b

325b, d
61,0106b d,e
46b, d
1 9b

226,114

a Includesboth groundwater and surface water usage.
b Based on comparative alternative scenario.

[Text deleted.]
c An accelerated production of tritium facility is to be

constructed at SRS.
d Based on preliminary data.
e Includes 450 million l/yr for the storage alternative and

60,560 million 1/yr for the disposition alternative.
Source: DOE 1995i; DOE 199 5 p; DOE 1995cc; DOE 1996a;

DOE 1996b, DOE 1996g; OR LMES 1995b;
SR DOE 1994a; SR DOE 1994b; SR DOE 1995e;

SRS 1995a:2.
abundant and aquifer depletion is not a problem.
Pumping from the deep aquifer to meet domestic,
process-and other water uses has continued since the
early 1950s. This usage has not adversely affected
water levels in the deep aquifer. The proposed UNH
blending facility would account for 0.008 percent of
the total cumulative water usage.
Among the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, the
operation of a UNH blending facility would have the
greatest effect on wastewater discharge to the
Savannah River."Table 4.6:2.3-4-summarizes the
estimated, treated wastewater :discharge: to, the
-Savannah River. Total cumulative wastewater
I discharge (13,087, million 1/yr [3;457'MGY]) would
be 0.15, percent of the average, Savannah- River flow.

. Environmental Consequences
wastewater-streams if a new facility is built for
tritium supply and recycle operations as planned.,The
expected total. cumulative wastewaterý discharge' to
the:tributaries, 13,087 million 1/yr (3,457 MGY),
would continue to meet,NPDES limits and reporting
I requirements

[Text deleted.]
The proposed UNH blending facility would account
for 0.14 percent of total estimated cumulative waste
water discharge to the Savannah River and
Table4.6.2.3-4. Cumulative Annual Wastewater
.Discharge at Savannah'River'Site

I

-Program

Nonhazardous
Sanitary-and
Industrial
(million l/yr)
731. 6 a
ob

No Action

Interim Management of Nuclear
'Materials
Tritium Supply and Recycling
F-Canyon Plutonium Solutions
Defense Waste Processing Facility
Foreign Research Spent Nuclear
Fuel
Programmatic INEL Spent Nuclear
Fuel Management

|

Waste Management
Storage and Disposition
Stockpile Stewardship and
Management
HEU
Total annual wastewater discharges
to the Savannah River

Downstream. (approximately 130 river miles :or,210
km), the Beaufort-Jasper Water Authority in'South
.Carolina withdraws: approximately 7,200 million I/yr
(1;900 MGY) to a population of-about •51,000
persons. By the year 2000, Beaufort-Jasper plans to
supply water to 177,000 persons. The Cherokee Hill
Water Treatment Plant (130 river miles or 210 km)
downstream withdraws about 4,200 million 1/yr
(1,110 MGY) and plans to supply a' domestic
equivalent of 200,000 persons in the future.

908c
a

52.6'
Babcock & Wilcox. No future activities are
currently proposed for B&W that would add
cumulatively to the site's water usage or affect water.
quality. Therefore the cumulative impacts for water
resources would be similar to the impacts analyzed
for each alternative in this EIS.

1.9 d

.49d
83

d, e

11,196.6e,
46. e

[Text deleted.]

18.7d

[Table deleted.]

13,087

Nuclear Fuel Services. No future activities are
currently proposed for NFS that would add
cumulatively to the site's water usage or affect water
quality. Therefore, the cumulative impacts for water
resources would be similar to the impacts analyzed
for each alternative in this EIS.

a Currently discharged from the Centralized Sanitary

Wastewater Treatment Plant (730 million llyr) and the F- and

H-Area effluent treatment facility (1.6 million lYyr).
b No number reported.

c An accelerated production of tritium facility is to be
constructed at SRS.
d Based on the highest treated volumes from the alternative

([Table deleted.]

scenarios.

e Based on preliminary data.

4.6.2.4

f Includes 219.6 million I/yr for the storage alternative-and

Socioeconomics

10,977 million I/yr for the disposition alternative.

Source: DOE 1995i; DOE 1995p; DOE 1995cc; DOE 1996a;
DOE 1996b; DOE 1996g; OR LMES 1995b;

SR DOE 1994a; SR DOE 1994b; SR DOE 1995e;
SRS 1995a:2.

2.2. percent of the .wastewater treated at-the
.Centralized Sanitary Waste Water Treatment Plant.
.Existing ýSRS treatment facilities -.could
accommodate all the new. cumulative process and

.

Implementation of decisions associated with the
surplus HEU disposition proposed action would
contribute minimal socioeconomic.iimpacts on the
regions. The potential effect of these actions on
*cumulative
impacts for each-site isdiscussed below.
I

Oak Ridge..Reservation. The .cumulative.impacts
resulting from HEU blending facilities at ORR on the
regional economy, .population, housing, community
services, arid local transportation would be minor
:l (see Appendix F). A-maximum of 125 direct jobs and
-4-133
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319 indirect jobs in the local:economy would be
created for this proposed action. In addition to the
existing conditions, and the;HEU blending program,
there are five other 'DOE documents- identified- in
Section 4.6.1 included :in' the.cumulative .analysis.
[Text deleted.]
If all of the alternatives were located at this site,. the
maximum possible total of 9,000-peak.construction
jobs and 5,000 operations jobs would be created. This
would generate~ a total of approximately 13'000
indirect jobs on the local economy. This is
approximately 3 percent of the civilian labor force for
the ORR REA.
These increases would generally be beneficial to the
economy, providing new jobs and increased revenues
in the ROI. However, in-migrating workers would
be required to fill a portion of the new jobs created,
which would require an increase in housing units and
community services. Additionally, new road
construction may be needed to handle traffic
increases in the ROI.
The temporary nature of construction-related jobs
coupled with the differences in peak employment
years between the various alternatives would lessen
any impacts associated with the construction phase.
Operation-related jobs would have a more permanent
impact on the region. Phasing in the operation
employment and training for each program would
reduce the annual level of housing demand and
smooth the peak and valley effect that would occur
between peak construction and full operation.
Savannah River Site.*The cumulative impacts
resulting from the proposed HEU blending facilities
at SRS on the regional economy, population,
housing, community services, and local
transportation would be minor (see Appendix F). A
maximum of 125 direct jobs and 245 indirect jobs in
the local economy would be created. In addition to
the existing conditions and the HEU blending
program, there are 10 other DOE documents
identified in Section 4.6.1 included in the cumulative
analysis. Programs-being considered for SRS include
the Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable
.Fissile Materials which would-generate a maximum
of 8,900 peak~year construction-related jobs and
6,300 -operation-related jobsiand, Stockpile
-Stewardship and'Management which would create
4-134

about 280 peak year construction-related. and 810
operation-related jobs. The SRS IMNMEIS
indicates that it is unlikely that new jobs would be
created at-SRS to support this,program. The Tritium
'Supply, and Recycling mission would generate
approximately 1,400.peak year construction-related
and 630 operation-related jobs. The SRS-Defense
Waste ýProcessing Facility Supplemental .EIS
'estimates this program, would create a maximum of
270 peak year construction-related jobs: but there
would be-no-new operation-related jobs. Also, the
ProgrammaticSpent Nuclear Fuel Management and
INEL Restoration and the Waste Management
ProgramEIS estimates this mission would generate a
maximum of 2,700 peak year construction-related
jobs but there would be no new operations-related
jobs.
If all of the proposed alternatives were
simultaneously sited at SRS, approximately 14,000
peak year construction-related and less than 8,000
operation-related jobs would be created. This would
generate about 16,000 new indirect jobs during full
operation in the local region which would lead to
about an 8 percent increase in the civilian labor force
in the SRS REA. These increases would generally be
beneficial to the economy, providing new jobs and
increased revenues in the ROI. However, inmigrating workers would be required to fill a portion
of the new jobs created which would require an
increase in housing units and community services.
Additionally, new road construction may be needed
to handle traffic increases in the ROI.
The temporary nature of construction-related jobs
coupled with the differences in peak employment
years between the various alternatives would lessen
any impacts associated with the construction phase.
Operation-related jobs would have a more permanent
impact on the region. Phasing in the operation
employment and training for each program would
reduce- the annual level of housing demand and
-smooth the peak and valley effect that would occur
between peak construction and full operation.
-Babcock & Wilcox. The cumulative impacts
resulting from the proposed HEU blending facilities
at B&W.on the-regional economy, population,
housing, community services, and local
transportation would beminor.' The maximum
• number of direct.jobs created by the HEU. program

.EnvironmentalConsequences
should not exceed 126 at the site and! another. 285
indirect jobs in the regional economy.':The -other
programs currently being considered; for; B&W, the
disposition of Kazakhstan HEU, would be absorbed
I by the current workforce. [Text deleted.] The impact
of this small number of jobs generated by the-HEU
program would be a slight improvement in-the
-regionaleconomy;, the housing market.would-not be
burdened, but road congestion may worsen due ,to
increased. traffic. A summary of the socioeconomic
impacts of operating an HEU blending facility at
B&Ware presented in Appendix F of.this document.
Nuclear Fuel Services. No future activities are
.currently being proposed for NFS other than-existing
.licensed operations. Therefore, cumulative impacts
at NFS would be similar to the impacts analyzed for
each alternative in thisEIS.
4.6.2.5

Public and Occupational Health

The cumulative radiological doses and resulting
health effects are summarized in Table 4.6.2.5-1 for
each of the four sites being assessed in this EIS. [Text
deleted.]In regard to the presented cumulative impact
results, it should be noted that SRS could exceed the
proposed population dose reporting limit (58 FR
16268) of 100 person-rem/yr if certain activities (as
shown in Table 4.6.2.5-1) are in an operational mode
during the years in which blending processes are to
be in effect. Furthermore, it should also be noted that
the total cumulative SRS site dose to the MEI would
not exceed the 100 mrem/yr limit; however, the 10
rmrem/yr limit due to airborne releases (Clean Air
Act) could be exceeded if key potential activities at
*the site were operational at the same time as the
blending processes. However, the 100 person-rem/yr
is only a proposed notification requirement. No
mitigation measures would be required at this point.
With the exception of no action, the values, presented
in this table are projected estimates and do not reflect
actual doses and resulting health effects. This
potential limit exceedance however, conservatively
assumes that the MEI would have*to be located, at
several different receptor points .simuiltaneously,
'therefore representing an upper-bounding scenario.
'The cumulative.chemical exposure risk and resulting
health .effects are summarized in Table 4.6.2.5-2 for
each of the four, sites being, addressed in, this"EIS.

4.6.2.6

Waste'Management

Implementation 'of.decisions associated with surplus
HEU disposition proposed actions would impact
waste management activities ateach of the candidate
sites. The following sections discuss how waste
management activities would 'be affected
cumulatively at.each~site.
Oak Ridge Reservation. ORR is a candidate site for
'HEU blending and in five documents identified in
Section 4.6.1. The largest impact results if ORR is
selected as a regional disposal site under one of the
Regionalized Alternatives in the Waste Management
PEIS. The next largest impact is expected from the
Collocation Storage option in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. As illustrated in Table 4.6.2.6-1, it
is expected that surplus HEU blending alternatives
would have consistently smaller impacts than other
foreseeable activities. Thus, the impact of blending
HEU to LEU is small compared to the cumulative
impacts of other potential actions at ORR.
Savannah River Site. The SRS is a candidate site for
HEU blending and in 10 documents identified in
Section 4.6.1. The largest impact on radioactive
waste management would result if SRS is selected for
a regional treatment and disposal facility for LLW
and mixed LLW as a result of the ROD from the
Waste Management PEIS. The next largest
radioactive waste management impact would occur if
the ROD selects the preferred actions recommended
in the Interim Management ofNuclearMaterialsEIS.
The largest impact on nonhazardous liquid waste
management would occur as a result of the ROD
from the PEIS for Tritium Supply and Recycling
and/or if SRS were selected as a reactor site for
plutonium disposition in the ROD resulting from the
Storage and Disposition PEIS. The largest impact on
hazardous waste management would result if SRS
was selected for a mixed oxide fuel fabrication
mission in the ROD from the Storage and Disposition
PEIS.
As illustrated in Table 4.6.2.6-2 it is expected that the
surplus HEU blending alternatives would have
consistently smaller impacts than other foreseeable
'activities; 'thus, the overall impact of blending HEU
StoLEU would not contribute isignificantly to
cumulative impacts at. SRS.
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,Table 4.6.2.5-1. EstimatedAverage,Annual.Cumulative RadiologicalDoses and Resulting Health,Effects
to OffsitePopulationand Facility Workers
I

Program

Oak RidgeReservation
No Action
Y-12 Interim-Storage
Waste Management
Storage and Disposition
Stockpile Stewardship and
Managementf
Proposed Medical Isotope Production
HEU
[Text deleted.]
Savannah River Site
No Action
Interim Management of Nuclear
Materials
Tritium Supply and Recycling
F-Canyon Plutonium Solutions
Defense Waste Processing Facility
Foreign Reactor Spent Fuel
INEL Spent Nuclear Fuel
Waste Managementg
Storage and Disposition
Stockpile Stewardship and
Management
Vogtle Nuclear Planth
HEU
[Text deleted.]
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Maximally, Exposed
?Individual
Fatal
"Total
Cancer
- Doseb
-Riskc .
(rem)

Total -Population
.WithinSO0kma
Workers
Total "Number of
Total
Number of
'Fatal
.;Dosee
:,Fatal
'Dosed
(person- ýCancersc .(person- .Cancersc
rem)
,rem)
2

3.0x10-3
1.3x10"3
5:8xlO4
4.6x10"8
2.0x10"4

1.5x10"6
6.5x10 7
2,9x10"7
2.3x10"11
1.0x10"7

28
12
19
8.2 x10-4
0.6

1.4x10:2
6.0x10"3
9Ax10"3
4.1x10"7
3.0x10"4

68
12.9
0.45
24
-1.8

2.7x105.2x 10-3
1.8xlOA4
*9.6x1603

.3.lx104
3.9x10"5

1.6xl0"7
2.0x10"8

15
0.16

7.5x10"3
8.0x10"5

25
11.3

1.0X10-2
3
4.5xl10

3.2x10"4
2.8x10"3

1.6xl0"7
1.4x10"6

2.5x10"3
8.9x10"6
1.0x10"6
1.8x10"7
5.0x1O04
3.3x10"5
1.4x10"8
1.Oxl0"8

1.2x10"6 210
4.5x10"9
0.38
1
0
5.0x10"
7.0xiO"2
11
9.0x10"
8.6x10"3
2.5x10"7
18.4
1.7x10"8
1.5
12
7.0x10"
7.8x10"4
12
5.0x10
5.9x10"4

1.7x10"4
2.5x10- 6

8.5x10"8
l.3x10"9

*

8.6x 10-2
5.6x 10-2

1.lxl0"2

216

2

5.5x10-

140

0.11
1.9x10"4
3.5x10"5
4.3x10"6
9.2xi0"3
7.4x10"4
3.9x10"7
3.0x10"7

42
131
118
32
76
81
24
156

5.2x10-2
2
4.7x102
1.3x102
3.4x103.2x 10-2
.9.6x103'
2
6.2x10-

5.7x10"2 2.9x10"5
8.0x10 5
0.16

NA
11.3

NA
4.5x l0-

21.5
110

1.7x 10-2

Environmental Consequences
Table 4.6.2.5-1. EstimatedAverage Annual.CumulativeRadiologicalDoses and Resulting Health.Effects
to. Offsite Populationand Facility Workers-Continued

Program
Babcock & Wilcox'
No ActionJ
HEU
[Text deleted.]

*1

Nuclear Fuel Services
No Action
HEU
[Text deleted.]

Maximally Exposed
Total Population
Individual
'Within 80 km'
Workers
Fatal
,Total
Number of 'Total
Number of
-Total
-Cancer
Dosed
Fatal
'Dose
,Fatal
Doseb
'.Risk'
.(person- Cancersc (person- -Cancersc
(rem)
.jrem)
rem)
.0.35

1.SxI1"

18

7.2x10 3

1.8x10"9

3.2x10"2

1.6x10"5

14.5

5.8x10"3

1.7x10"8
1.3x10"7

0.2
2.3

l.0xl0A

16.3
14.5

6.5x10 3
5.8x10"3

5

.2.5x10"8

3.5x10"6

.3.3x10"5
2.5x10"4

5.0x10

1.2x10:

3

a Collective dose to the 80-km population surrounding each given site.
b The applicable limits for an individual member of the public from total site (DOE and commercial) operations are 10 mrem/yr
from the air pathways, 4 mrem/yr from the drinking water pathway, 100 mrem/yr from all pathways combined for DOE sites, and
25 mrem/yr from all pathways combined for commercial sites.
c Annual incidence of excess fatal cancers.
d Proposed 10 CFR 834 (58 FR 16268) includes the requirement that the contractor who operates a DOE site notify DOE if the
potential annual population dose exceeds 100 person-rem from all pathways combined.
[Text deleted.]
I Dose presented is for the total workforce.
f The negative values for worker dose and fatal cancer would be due to the proposed reduction in program operations.
g Data presented within the SRS Waste Management EIS.
h The Vogtle Nuclear Plant is not located within the confines of the SRS boundary.

Included impacts from B&W Commercial Fuel Operations.
J Includes impacts of Kazakhstan EA.
Note: NA=not applicable. Program totals are not presented because resulting summations would not accurately convey a "true"
aggregate of potential site activities. This is due to different modeling techniques and parameters being employed in the
respective impact evaluations.
Source: BW NRC 1991a; DOE 1993n:7; DOE 1995i; DOE 1995p; DOE 1995cc; DOE 1996a; DOE 1996b; DOE 1996g; DOE
1996h; NF NRC 1991a; NRC 1995b; OR DOE 1994c; OR DOE 1994d; SR DOE 1994a; SR DOE 1994b; SR DOE 1994e;
SR DOE 1995b; SR DOE 1995e; WSRC 1994d.
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?Table 4.6.2.5-2. Cumulative ChemicalExposureRisk and Resulting.HealthEffects
at'Each of the Alternative Sites
-Program
Oak Ridge Reservation
No Action
..
-lHEU
ýTotal
Savannah River Site

3.95x10-2

0

3.84x10"4
3.99x10"2

No Action
Tritium Supply andRecycling
Interim Management of Nuclear Material
INEL Spent Nuclear Fuel
Defense Waste Processing Facility

5.16x10"3
4.10x10"3
2.8 1x10-3
3.00x10.3

HEU

0

1.21x10"1
1.21x10" 5

0.154
1.26x10"3
0.155

1.31x10"7
0
0
0
1.00x10-s

1.94x10 4
0
0
0
1.00xl0"10

4.26x10"5

1.35x10"15

:1.16
0.71
1.04x10"3
1.00x10-3
3.00x10 3

1.61x10 2

1.41x1,0 7

1.88

1.94x10-4

1.15x10. 5
1.54x10"6
1.29x10C

1.68x10.8
2.74x10"16
1.68x10s

4.07x10-3
5.70x10"4
4.64x10"3

3.94x10-5
6.42x10"13
3.94x10"5

No Action
HEU

9.55x10"2
2.10x10"3

0
1.23x10"14

7.57x10"3
7.81x10"4

0
3.24x10"14

Total

9.77x10"2

1.23x10"14

8.35x10"3

3.24x10"14

Total

Babcock & Wilcox
No Action
HEU
Total
Nuclear Fuel Services

I

'OnsiteWorker
"Maximlly Exposed Individual
8
Hazard Index
Cancer Riskb ,Hazard Indexc Cancer Riskd

1.00x10"3

5

1.13x10"3

2.75x10" 14
2.75x10- 14

2.47x10"14

a Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncanceradverse health effects) for MEL.
Lifetime cancer risk=(Emission concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (slope factor)

b

Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
Lifetime cancer risk=(Emissions for 8 hr) x ((0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [Fraction of year exposed]) x
(0.571 [Fraction of lifetime working]) x (slope factor)
Source: NFS 1995b:2; OR MMES 1995i; SRS 1995a:2; SRS 1996a:1; VA DEQ 1995a.

c
d
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Table 4.6.2.6-1.

Waste Management Cumulative Impacts at Oak Ridge Reservation,
Annual GeneratedVolumes

Stockpile
Stewardship
and
Medical
Storage and
Waste
No Action'a Management Dispositioub Managementc Isotopes
(mi)
(ms)
(mn)
(mn3)
(m3 )
Waste Category
Low-Level
-Included in
17
0
0
2,576
Liquid
solid
63
0
16,219e
1,300
8,030
Solid
Mixed Low-Level
0
0
0
0
84,210
Liquid
0
67
0
3,543f
'960
Solid
Hazardous
0
0
2
32,640 Included in
Liquid
solid
0
2
0
1,434
Solid
1 , 12 4 g
Nonhazardous
0
0
171,830
1,743,000
64,842
Liquid
0
870
0
52,730 Not analyzed
Solid

HiEUd

'Total

(ms)

(m3)

.280

.2,873

545

26,157

50
0

84,260
4,570

90

32,732

0

2,560

19,000
820

1,583,672
54,420

a Includes actions from the Y-12 EA/FONSI.
b Consolidation of Pu storage collocated with HEU storage.
c No Action.
d Largest generated volumes from the two blending options.
e Regionalization alternative in which ORR treats and disposes of wastes from onsite and from Ames, ANL.E, Bettis, BNL, FEMP,
Fermi, KAPL, KCP, Mound, PGDP, PORTS, PPPL, RMI, and WVDP.
f Regionalization alternative in which ORR treats and disposes of wastes from onsite and from Ames, ANL-E, BCL, Bettis, BNL,
FEMP, KAPL, KCP, Mound, PGDP, PORTS NAV, PORTS, PPPL, RMI, WVDP, and U of MO.
g Regionalization alternative in which ORR treats and disposes of wastes from onsite and from ANL-E, Fermi, KCP and SRS.
Source: 60 FR 55249; DOE 1995cc; DOE 1995dd; DOE1996a; DOE 1996b; DOE 1996h; Table 4.2.10-1.
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Table 4.6.2.6-2. Waste Management Cumulative Impacts at Savannah River Site, Annual Generated Volumes

I
0

1993
Generation
Waiste Category

Low-Level
Liquid
Solid
Mixed Low-Level
Liquid
Solid
Hazardous
Liquid
Solid

(m 3 )

Interim
SRS
Management
Consolidated
of Nuclear
Actionsa
Materials
(M 3 )

0

0

14,100

57,900

1i5
18
Included in
solid
74

Included in
solid
2,203
Included in
solid
Included in

mixed
Nonhazardous
Liquid
Solid

(m 3 )

No data

Tritium
Supply and
Recycling

Waste
Management

(m 3)

(M 3 )

Stockpile
Stewardship
Storage and
and
Disposifionb Managementc
(mi3)

(1m)

liEu

Totald

(m 3 )

(m 3 )

0

0

18,949

80

22

19,051

416

26,835e

2,468

88

76

122,467

0

0

0

0

46

161

190

5

340"

235

0

0

2,986

0

0

45

1

88

134

191

0

0

416

24,783,890

21,000
No data

Included in

2

Included in
solid
151

mixed

700,000

Not analyzed

No data

925,076

35,417

23,983,500

46,200

18,773

6,670

Not analyzed

No data

917

0

15,069

2,900

820

25,459
a includes preferred alternatives or RODs from Defense Waste Processing Facility Supplemental EIS, Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and I INEL Environmental
Restorition and Waste Management EIS, Proposed Nonproliferation Policy on Foreign Research Reactor Spent Fuel EIS, Stabilization of F-Canyoii Plutonium Solutions EIS, and
SRS Waste Management EIS.
b Pit Conversion, Pu Conversion, MOX Fuel, and Reactor Alternatives.
C Pit Fabiication Alternative.
d Does not include Tritium Supply and Recycling Program because the evolutionary reactor for Storage and Disposition would also fulfill the tritium supply and recycling function.
C Regionalizatio~n alternative in which SRS disposes of wastes from onsite and from Ames, ANL-E, Bettis, BNL, FEMP, Fermi, KAPL, KCP, Mound, ORR, PGDP, Pinellas, PMGDP,

Ii
I

PPPL, RMI and WVDP.
f.egionalization
R
alternative in which SRS treats and disposes of wastes from onsite and from Bettis, Charleston, Mound, Norfolk, Pinellias, U of MO, and WVDP.
g Decentralized alternative in which SRS treats and disposes of onsite generated wastes.
Source: 60 FR 63878; 60 FR 65300;DOE 1995i; DOE 1995p; DOE 1995cc; DOE 1995dd; DOE 1996a; DOE 1996b; DOE 1996g; SR DOE 1994a; SR DOE 1994b; SR DOE 1995b;
SR DOE 1995c; SR DOE 1995e.

Environmental Consequences

,Babcock & Wilcox. There are no proposed:actions at
B&W in the reasonably foreseeable future for. which
an: EIS is currently being prepared. [Text, deleted.].
The operation of the proposed action, the-blending.of
HEU received from Kazakhstan,, is currently being
implemented. -This action is assumed to be. part of
B&W's current licensedoperationand because of the
small quantity of this HEU (approximately 600 kg
[1,320 lb]), the blending operation is anticipated to

be completed prior to the proposed action associated
with this EIS.
Nuclear'Fuel Services., No future activities are
currently proposed for'NFS other than existing
licensed operations; therefore, cumulative impacts at
NFS would be similar to the impacts analyzed for
each. alternative inmthis EIS.
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,AVOIDED ENVIRONMENTAL
"IMPACTS OEBL ENDING
SURPLUS'HIGHLY ENRICHED
:URANIUM TO LOWLENRICHED
%URANIUMFORNUCLEAR
'POWERPLANTS

14.7

'In'blending-surplus HEU, to.LEU, for commercial
nuclear power reactor use, part of the current nuclear
fuel cycle in commercial nuclear power plants can be
'replaced. The nuclear fuel cycle.for. commercial
nuclear.power plants normally begins with mining
uranium ore and ends with the disposal of the final
radioactive wastes or the reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuels. The typical light water reactor fuel
cycle without spent fuel reprocessing in the United
States is illustrated in Table 4.7-1. The blending of
surplus HEU to commercial reactor fuel will replace
the fuel cycle steps from uranium ore mining through
uranium enrichment.
In the light water reactor uranium fuel cycle process,
the most significant contributions to the adverse
impact on human health and the environment are the
uranium mining, uranium milling, and uranium
conversion (from U3 0 8 to UF 6 ). The other nuclear
fuel cycle processes (for example, enrichment plants
and fuel fabrication plants) have considerably lower
radioactive emissions than mining, milling, and
conversion. A summary of the radiological
Table 4.7-1. Comparison of CurrentFuel Cycle
and Highly Enriched Uranium
Blending Fuel Cycle
Step

I
2
3
4
5

6
7

CurrentFuel Cycle

Uranium
Uranium
Uranium
Uranium

mining
milling
conversion
enrichment

NA
NA
NA
Blending.HEU to
LEU
Uranium preparation Uranium preparation
and.uranium fuel
and uranium fuel
element fabrication element fabrication
'Nuclear power plants Nuclear power plants
'fueling-burning
fueling-burning
in the-reactor
in the reactor
Spent fuel storage
'Spent fuel storage

Note: NA=not applicable.
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HEU Blending Fuel
Cycle

atmospheric emissions, of radioactive materials from
these processes: is shown in Table 4.7-=2. The
radionuclides' released from the liquid:effluent are
considerably less than the atmospheric emission and
are not included in this.table.
Typical:uranium concentration for fresh lightwater
reactor: fuel- is. about 4-percen't U-235. The:average
reactor. core, (1,000' megawatt.electric [MWe])
inventory is about 90 t and about one-third of the core
will be replaced-by fresh fuel elements each time the
reactor is refueled. Therefore, approximately 30 t of
LEU fuel is required for a light water reactor
refueling annually.
Based on the assumptions described in Section 2.2.2,
the'blending rate for surplus'HEU (with U-235
enrichment of 50 percent) at each candidate blending
site would be 10 t/yr. This blending rate will
subsequently produce 150 tlyr of uranium fuel with
4-percent enrichment. This amount of uranium fuel
can be used to refuel about five currently operating
light water reactors.
4.7.1

AVODFD HUMAN HEALTH IMPACTS

By replacing the current uranium fuel cycle with the
process of blendingthe surplus HEU to LEU fuel, the
processes from uranium mining through uranium
enrichment in the current fuel cycle are eliminated.
As a result, adverse impacts to human health and the
environment in the uranium fuel cycle process are
significantly reduced. Although the HEU blending
process would potentially create other impacts to the
workers and the public, the magnitude of these
impacts would be much smaller than those of the
uranium mining, milling, conversion, and
enrichment processes. Tables 4.7.1-1 and 4.7.1-2
compare the potential radiological impacts to the
public and involved workers, respectively, between
the current fuel cycle process and the proposed
alternatives of blending surplus HEU to LEU for
commercial nuclear fuel.
For the general .public within 80 km (50 mi), the
expected latent cancer fatalities per year of operation
would be 0.051 'for the current uranium fuel cycle
process,and 8.5x10 6 (blending HEU to.LEU as UNH
at B&W) to 1.2x 10- 3 (blending. HEU to LEUo as, UF 6
atNFS) for the:proposed blending. process. ,The
avoided:latent cancer. fatalities, for the publicthen

;Environmental Consequences

Table 4.7-2. -Comparisonof RadionuclideAtmospheric Emissions Between CurrentFuel Cycle
and Highly Enriched UraniumBlending Fuel Cyclea

-Source
Uranium mines
Uranium mills andmill tailing

Principle
Radionuclide
Rn-222

Emission Rate (Ci/yr)
Blending"HEU to ,Blending HIEU to
LEU asUNH
:LEU as.UF 6
NA
NA

Current Fuel
,•Cycleb
3,000

Pbr210
Po-210
Rn-222

3.1x10"2
'3.lxl0 2
1,900

NA
'NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

Ra-226
Th,230

3.1x10-2
3.5x10"2

NA
NA

NA
NA

U-234

6.1x10"2

NA

NA

U-238

2

NA

NA

4.9x10

Uranium conversion

Rn-222
•Ra-226
Pa-234m
Th-230
Th-234
U-234
U-235
U-238

0.59
4.3x10"6
5.3x 10-3
5.9x10"5
5.3x10" 3
5.3x10"3
1.3x10-4
5.3x10"3

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Uranium enrichment

Tc-99
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-238

4.3x10-3
1.2x10"2
2.9x10"3
2.3x10 5
1.3x10"2

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

1.1x10"4
6.9x10"5
NA
U-235
6.2x10- 4
3.2xl0"4
NA
U-238
a The emissions are based on the assumption that four large LWRs (about 5,000 MWe) are needed for the HEU disposition (10 t/yr).
b The radionuclide emissions given in EPA 1979a are for the model facilities. The emissions are adjusted according to the
5,000 MWe power output (7M 1996c; T1 1996d).
c OR LMES 1995a, ORLMES 1995b.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source: EPA 1979a; OR LMES 1995a; OR LMES 1995b.
Blending HEU to LEUc

would be 0.051/yr due to the substitution of blending
surplus HEU to'LEU for commercial fuel.
For the involved. workers, the expected latent cancer
fatalities per year of operation would'be 1 7'for the
3
current uranium fuel cycle process and 3.2x10"
3
(blending, HEU to LEU as metal at :Y-12) to-5.:8x10(blending' HEU to LEU. as' UF 6 ,at B&W or:NFS) for
the'proposed, blending. process.. For the: involved

workers there would be 1.7 latent cancer fatalities
avoided, due to the substitution of blending surplus
I-HEU.toLEU forcommercial fuel.
The total- avoided ,latent cancer- fatalities for the
general public and the involved workers for each
alternative are presented. in Table 4.7.1-3. The total
-avoided latent cancer fatalitiesdue to the substitution
of'blending surplus. HEU toLEU for commercial fuel
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'Table 4.7.1-1.

IFuel Cycle Process

Comparison of PotentialRadiologicaFHumanHealth Impact
to the GeneralPublic within 80 km (50 mi)

Current •Blending HEUto 4%
;LEU as UF6
'Fuel Cyclea
NFSb
B&Wb

:BlendingHEUto 4%MLEU as UNH
B&Wc
NFSc
SRSc
ORR

NA
NA
NA
:NA
3'.0X10 2
:NA
'NA
:.Uranium mining
(LCF/yr)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
-Uranium milling
2.0x10"2
(LCF/yr)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1.2x10"3
Uranium conversion
(LCF/yr)
6.Ox10-4
8.5x10"6
8.0x10-5
8.0x10"5
1.6x10"5
1.2x10"3
NA
HEU blending (LCF/yr)
5
6
3
5
5
2
8.5x10"
6.0x10-4
8.0x10"
8.0x10"
1L6xi0"
1.2x10"
5.1x10Total (LCF/yr)
a The latent cancer fatalities for the current fuel cycle are derived for the model facilities and are adjusted for 5,000 MWe light water
reactors and for consistency with risk estimators used in this EIS CMTI 1996c; IM 1996d).
b Table 4.3.2.6-1.
c Table 4.3.1.6-1.

Note: LCF=latent cancer fatality; NA=not applicable.
Source: EPA 1979a.

I

Table 4.7.1-2.

Comparisonof PotentialRadiologicalHuman Health Impact to the Involved Workers
Current
Fuel Cyclea

Blending HEU to 4%
LEU as UF 6

Blending HEU to 4% LEU as UNH

NFSe
SRSC
B&WC
NFSb
ORRc
B&Wb
Fuel Cycle Process
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.94
Uranium mining
(LCF/yr)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.74
NA
Uranium milling
(LCF/yr)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
4.6x10"3
Uranium conversion
(LCF/yr)
4.5x10"3
4.5x10"3
4.5x10"3
4.5x10"3
5.8x10"3
5.8x10"3
NA
HEU blending
(LCF/yr)
4.5xi0"3
4.5x10"3
4.5x10"3
4.5x10"3
5.8x10"3
5.8x10"3
1.7
Total (LCF/yr)
a The latent cancer fatalities for the current fuel cycle are derived for 1,000 MWe light water reactors and are adjusted for 5,000
MWe light water reactors and for consistency with risk estimators used in this EIS (TrH 1996c; T'IM 1996d).
b Table 4.3.2.6-2.
C Table

4.3.1.6-2.

Note: LCF=latent cancer fatality; NA=not applicable.
Source: NRC 1987d.
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Table 4.7.1-3.

Comparison of Cumulative PotentialRadiologicalHuman,Health,Impact
Current-Fuel. Cycle
(Latent Cancer Fatalities)

Alternatives
Limited CommercialUseTwo Commercial:Sitesb
Substantial Commercial
Use--DOE.Sites Onlyc
Substantial Commercial
Use--Commercial Sites
OnlyC
Substantial Commercial
Use--Al Four Sitesd
Substantial Commercial
Use.-•Single SiteP
Maximum Commercial
Use-DOE Sites Onlyf

:Public
0.26

Workers
8.5

BlendingHEU to LEUa
(Latent Cancer Fatalities)

.Total
8.8

Public
7:3x10 3

Workers
7.0x10"2

-Total
7.7x10"2

Avoided
ý.Latent
Cancer
Fatalities
8.7

0.66

22

.23

2.6x10 3

0.14

0.14

23

0.66

22

.23

1.9x10"2

0.19

0.21

.23

0.66

22

23

2.2x10"2

0.33

0.35

22

0.66

22

23

1.9x10 2

9.3x10"2

0.11

.23

0.87

29

30

3.4x10"3

0.19

0.19

30

i

0.87
29
30
2.6x10-2
0.24
0.27
30
Maximum Commercial
Use--Commercial Sites
Onlyf
29
0.87
29
30
2.9x10"2
0.43
0.46
Maximum Commercial
Use-All Four Sitesg
2.5x10"2
0.12
0.15
30
Maximum Commercial
0.87
29
30
Use-Single Siteh
a Because analyses for less than 10 t/yr HEU processing rate for commercial use is directly analyzed in this EIS, latent cancer
fatalities obtained from Section 4.3 were used for lower processing rates in the case of multiple sites being used to process 8 t
each year (anticipated amount of surplus HEU that DOE can be made available for commercial use annually as indicated in
Table 2.1.2-1). Because lower processing rates would produce less human health impacts, using impacts from the Section 4.3 rate
would yield conservative results.
b Twenty-five percent of the 200 t HEU (that is, 50 t).would be blended to LEU for commercial fuel for this alternative. B&W and
NFS would each process 25 t of HEU. Therefore, it would take 6 years to blend the HEU to LEU at the processing rate of 4 tlyr.
C Sixty-five percent of.the 200 t HEU (that is, 130 t) would be blended to LEU for commercial fuel for this alternative. Y-12 and
SRS (or.B&W and NFS) would each process 65 t of HEU. Therefore, it would take 16 years to blend the HEU to LEU at the
processing rate of 4 tlyr.
d Sixty-five percent of the 200 t HEU (that is, 130 t) would be blended to LEU for commercial fuel for this alternative. All four sites
would process 32.5 t of HEU. Therefore, it would take 16 years to blend the HEU to LEU at the processing rate of 2 tlyr.
e Sixty-five percent of the 200 t HEU (that is, 130 t) would be blended to LEU for commercial fuel for this alternative. Therefore,
it would take 16 years to blend the HEU to LEU at the processing rate of 8 t/yr.
f Eighty-five percent of the 200 t HEU (that is, 170 t) would be blended to LEU for commercial fuel for this-alternative. Y-12 and
SRS (or B&W and NFS) would each process 85 t of HEU. Therefore, it would take 21 years to blend the HEU to LEU at the
processing rate of 4 t/yr.
g Eighty-five percent of the 200 t HEU (that is, 170 t) would be blended to LEU for commercial fuel for this alternative. All four
sites would process 42.5 t of HEU. Therefore, it would take 21 years to blend the HEU to LEU at the processing rate of 2 t/yr.
h Eighty-five percent of the 200 t HEU (that is, 170 t) would be blended to LEU for commercial fuel for this alternative. Therefore,
it would take21 years to blend the HEU to-LEU at the processing rate of 8 tlyr.
Source: TTII 1996c; TTI 1996d.
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could range from-8.7 (Limited Commercial Use
Alternative).. to 30 (Maximum Commercial Use
Alternative).
4.7.2

AVOIDED AIR QUALITY IMPACTS

The ambient air quality can be affected by emissions
of. chemical pollutants from the current: fuel ýcycle
process and the: proposed HEU blending facilities.
The. chemical pollutants from theý current 'fuel' cycle
originate from the uranium mining, milling,
conversion and enrichment processes. The pollutant
emissions are also from the fossil-fuel power plants,
that supply electric power for the current uranium
fuel cycle, mainly for uranium enrichment. By
blending surplus HEU to LEU as fuel, the uranium
fuel enrichment process would be eliminated,
thereby eliminating the need for fossil-fuel power
plants to produce electric power. Table 4.7.2-1
compares pollutant air emissions between the
proposed HEU blending process and a typical fossilfuel power plant that supplies electric power for the
current uranium fuel cycle. The comparison shows
that chemical pollutant emissions from the current
fuel cycle are much higher than the potential
emissions from the proposed HEU blending process.

4.7.3

AVOIDED WASTE GENERATION

The volumes of wastes would also be significantly
'reduced if: part of the current fuel cycle •were to be
replaced by the,HEU blending process. The total
volume of waste generated from blending'LHEU to 4percent LEU for commercial: fuel. would be
approximately 430 m 3/yr (15,200' ft3/yr) as LLW and
as'mixed, LLW.oBased on, historical practice in the
United' States, on the' other 'hand,' the volume of
wastes that would be. generated by. uranium mining,
milling, and extraction would be. approximately
880,000 m 3/yr (31,077 ft3/yr) (DOE 1995kk:145146,154). Using LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU
would eliminate additional waste streams that would
be generated during conversion (from U30 8 to UF 6)
and enrichment. While data relating conversion and
enrichment rates with waste volumes are not
available, the combined volume of wastes (mixed
LLW) produced at the Portsmouth Diffusion Plant (a
major uranium enrichment facility) in 1992 was
reported as 4,500 t of mixed LLW, and projections
from 1994 to 1998 were 169 t/yr for the combined
waste generation from the Paducah and Portsmouth
uranium enrichment plants (DOE 1993c:16.1-3;
DOE 1993g:23.4-1).

Table 4.7.2-1. Comparison of PotentialEmission Rates of Pollutants Between
Highly EnrichedUranium Blending and CurrentFuel Cycle
,Blending HEU to LWR Fuel
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)d
Ozone (03)

Particulate matter (PM 10)
Sulfur dioxide (S02)e
Total suspended particulates (TSP)

Current Fuel Cyclea
(kg/yr)
150,000
6,000,000
NA
5,700,000
22,000,000
NA

To UNHb
(kglyr)
2,160

7,300
215
170
13,500
37,000

To UF 6e
(kg/yr)
2,258
1,433
200
203
2,934
203

a Emissions from the supporting coal power.plant are derived from the NRC regulation (10 CFR 5 1,Table S-3). The original numbers
in the NRC document are for 1,000 MWe LWR. The numbers shown in the table are adjusted for 5,000.MWe LWRs.
b Maximum emissions are presented in the blending process. The.maximum emissions occur in blending HEU to LEU as UNH at Y-1 2
and SRS (Table C.2-1).
Maximum emissions are presented in the blending process. The maximum emissions occur in blending HEU to LEU as UF 6 at B&W
and NFS (Table C.2-4).
d Original source (10 CFR 51) reported as NOX.
e Original source (10 CFR 51) reported as SOX.
C.

Note: NA=not available.
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4.7.4

OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

In addition to the environmental impact discussed
above, other.positive environmental impacts' will
occur by blendingHEU to..LEU'for use as
.commercial fuel in nuclear:power plants. None of the
analyzed processes would necessitate construction of
•new facilities, require land disturbance, or~iffect the
VRM classification of any of the candidate sites;
.consequently, no impacts to land, resources, geology
.and soils, or cultural resources. areanticipated. Any
future construction at B&W or NFS would be a
business decision, and is not proposed by DOE or
necessitated by this proposed -action -or alternatives.
No construction of a solidification facility,. at SRS is
proposed at this time. If any such construction at any
of the sites were proposed, it could involve land
disturbance and associated impacts, such as minor air
.emissions. Additional NEPA review would be
conducted as necessary for any such new
construction, if it were proposed. The following
positive impacts can be qualitatively stated:
Nuclear Proliferation. By blending the
HEU to LEU as nuclear fuel, the surplus
HEU would be "burned" in the reactors.
This would reduce the risk of theft or
diversion and subsequent consequences
such as nuclear accidents.

- Land Resources. No additional. land
nee.ds to be disturbed for mining
operations.
* Site,:.Infrastructure. No additional facility
needs to be.-constructed. No additional
energy resources need to be consumed.
*"Water Resources. [Text deleted.] No
.major impact to water quality would
.occur since no surface runoff or leaching
(mine drainage) from mining and mill
tailings would occur.
Geology and Soils. No new facilities
would be constructed, therefore, limited
exposure to the soil profile and soil
erosion would occur as a result of wind
and water action.
Transportation. No additional onsite or
offsite transportation is required to move
ore from the mine to the mill, to move
refined ore from the mill to the
conversion facility, or move converted
uranium from the conversion facility to
the enrichment plant.
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,4.8

IMPACTS'ONXURANIUM
MINING AND NUCLEAR FUEL
.CYCLE.INDUSTRIES

4.8.1

iBACKGROUND

The impacts of surplus:.HEU disposition on the
uranium mining -and,nuclear fuel. cycle sectors4 will
.depend in: large part on the :degree to which supply
and demand, in. the.nuclear: fuel. maketk are balanced
during the period of delivery towthe-market. Because
thesurplusHEU from Russia-and the United States
will increase the supply of nuclear feed material
(LEU), there is potential for adverse impacts on
domestic markets. This section examines changes in
supply due to the purchase of Russian surplus HEU
and this proposed -action, and -analyzes potential
impacts on each of the affected sectors. An overview
of the nuclear fuel cycle industry, including recent
price and employment trends, is also presented.
Uranium Mining and Milling-From 1947 through
1970,,the U.S. Government, through the Atomic
Energy Commission, instituted -a program to obtain
uranium for nuclear weapons -production. The
commercial nuclear fuel cycle market evolved out of
this program, and the uranium market gradually
changed from one in which the Government was the
sole purchaser to one which was almost entirely
commercial. Early in the procurement program, the
Atomic Energy Commission provided incentives for
uranium ore exploration and production and agreed
to buy all the uranium ore at a set price. The
incentives were such that, by the 1960s, the Atomic
Energy Commission had largely satisfied its needs,
and the procurement program was phased out. This
program coincided with the development and growth
of the private sector nuclear energy industry. In 1964,
the Private Ownership of Special Nuclear Materials
Act (Public Law 88-489) allowed private ownership
of nuclear fuels. Privatization spurred exploration
efforts and construction of mills so that in a few years
available production capability exceeded uranium
oxide (as U3 0 8) requirements. of the infant nuclear
*energy industry. Prices fell and the industry
underwent a period.of contraction.
4 .The cycle-consists of:- mining (including conventional mining,
in situ leaching,- and recovery, as-a-byproduct of phosphate
- production), milling, conversion (from uranium concentrate to
-.UF 6 ), uranium enrichment, fuel fabrication, energy generation,
*and disposal of spent fuel.
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After.the rapid.increase in oil. prices, in 1973 and
1974, the pace-of new orders for nuclearpower,plants
throughout;.the -world accelerated." Fears. of: future
.uranium shortages led. to-a sharp increase of uranium
oxideprices'between -1975-and 1'976. The rapid
increase-in uranium prices stimulated new
exploration- and, additional production. Once again
.the, market- became unbalanced,- with.-an excess of
quantity supplied over, quantity-demanded. As a
result, the price of uranium'declined- throughout the
1980s- and early 1990s. -Contributing-to- the, price
decline was, the entry of the former Soviet Union into
the market with its low-cost uranium oxide, and the
further discovery .of large, low-cost uranium ore
deposits in Canada, Australia, and Africa.

-

The market (spot) price of uranium oxide reached a
low of $18..39/kg ($8.34/lb) in 1992, but has recently
begun to increase. In 1994, the spot price rose to
$21.52/kg ($9.76/Ib); by the summer of 1995, it had
risen above $24.25/kg ($11.00/lb) and reached
$26.90/kg ($12.20/lb) by the end of 1995. Recent
(1995) forecasts predicted that the spot price would
increase by about 2 percent annually through 2005
(EIA 1995a:32). However, the uranium oxide market
is currently in a state of flux.,In fact, it was recently
reported that in the first two months of 1996, uranium
oxide spot market~priceshave increased 18 percent to
about $33/kg ($15/lb) (WSJ 1996a:C1). The current
fluctuation in the spot price could be due 1to
commercial inventory drawdowns occurring at a
faster pace than was estimated last year. This would
lead to a higher demand in the near future and sharp
price increases if there is a.perceived near-term
shortage.
In 1993, the United States was the tenth largest
uranium-producing country in the world, behind
Canada, Nigeria, Kazakhstan, Russia, Uzbekistan,
Australia, France, Namibia, and South Africa. As
seen in Figure 4.8.1-1, U.S. production had been in
sharp decline over the past 15 years, until 1995 when
production rose sharply. During that period, domestic
.production declined from a high of 20,million kg
(44 million lb) in 1980-to a low of 1.4 million -kg
(3.1 million lb) in 1993 (EIA 1995a:25). In 1994,
U.S. output supplied only about 2 percent of the
world's .uranium requirements of 75.million kg
(165 million lb). Responding to. more: favorable
market. conditions, U:S.. firms: have increased
production.: Domestic -production of uranium oxide
for the year 1995 was.2.8 million-kg (6.1, million lb),
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nearly 80.percent more than the amount.produced in
'1994 and higher than forceasted value shown in
-Figures 4.8.1-1 and 4.8.1-2.'Much of this increase
wasthe result of the reopening of a mill and the
addition-of an in situ.leaching plant.
ýAdditional sources of uranium oxide are inventories
Lheld:'by utilities, :uranium. producers, brokers,: and
governments. At. the. end of 1994,. commercially
*owned.inventories totaledapproximately -39 million
'kg (86 million lb) of uranium oxide equivalent,
compared to 48 million kg (106 million' lb)-at the end
of 1993. DOE projections indicate that commercial
inventories over the next 10 years will fall below a
level adequate to meet 2 years of forward reactor
requirements 5 (EIA1 995a:31). Projections indicate a
continuing 'decline each year between now and 2005
before stabilizing at a level equivalent to annual
domestic reactor requirements. Commercial
inventories, which totaled 34.9 million kg
(76.9 million lb) in 1995, are projected to decrease to
20.5 million kg (45.2 million lb) in 2005. It should be
noted that Government inventories at the end of 1994
totaled 33.7 million kg (74.3 million lb) of uranium
oxide equivalent (EIA 1995a:27).
The 1995 uranium oxide requirement of U.S. nuclear
power plants was about 20.6 million kg (45.4 million
lb), while domestic production was 2.8 million kg
(6.1 million lb) (EIA 1995a:32). The balance of
17.8 million kg (39.3 million ib) was made up from
imports and inventory drawdowns of both uranium
oxide and LEU. The United States, which was a net
exporter in 1980, is projected to import almost
80 percent of its commercial needs throughout this
decade. However, as noted above, recent price
increases have stimulated production, which is
projected to increase to 4 million kg (8.9 million lb)
by the year 2005. Net imports are projected to rise
from the current level of 15.2 million kg (33.5 million
lb) to 17 million kg (37.4 million lb) in 2003 and
decrease to 14.7 million kg (32.3 million lb) by 2005.
Commercial inventories are projected to decrease
from 34.9 million kg (76.9 million lb) in 1995 to.20.5
million kg (45.2 million lb) in 2005 (EIA 1995a:32).

I addition,

employment in this sector: has been
sensitive to production levels. These relationshipsare
shown in Figures 4.8.1-1 and 4.8.1-2, which give
historical -relationships and projections-of
production, futurespot prices, and employment,
based on 1995 Energy 'Information Administration
estimates.

As shown in Figures 4.8.1-l.and 4.8.1-2, immense
reductions in uranium oxide production and
employment have already taken place.due to lower
prices. Employment' in 1994 was 452 person-years
for mining, milling, and processing; however, there
were 528 additional person-years for- reclamation
activities that are not related to production (EIA
11995b:20). Increases in uranium industry
employment in the future are only possible if
production increases above the levels shown. The
forecast shown in Figure 4.8.1-1 predicts spot price
increases from $21.52/kg ($9.76/Ib) in 1994 to
$31.22/kg ($14.16/Ib) in 2005, and production
increases from 1.5 million kg (3.3 million lb) to
4 million kg (8.9 million lb) of uranium oxide during
the same period. Employment increases are projected
to increase from 452 person-years in 1994 to 1,187
person-years in 2005. Using this as a basis, each $1
change in price would result in approximately a
0.55 million-kg (1.2 million-lb) change in
production, and each 0.55 million-kg (1.2 million-lb)
change in production would result in approximately
a 160 person-year change in employment.
Uranium Conversion-Uranium conversion in the
nuclear fuel cycle refers to the conversion of uranium
oxide to UF 6 . ConverDyn, a subsidiary of Allied
Signal, Inc., is one of the five largest commercial
converters in the world. The plant, located in
Metropolis, Illinois, employs about 380 workers and
is the last remaining conversion facility in the United
States. The facility provides UF 6 to nuclear utilities
in the United States, Asia, and Europe. With a
production capacity of 12,700 metric tons of uranium
(MTU)/yr as UF6,6 the facility is capable of
supplying about 19 percent of the world's conversion
services.

'Historically, U.S. uranium oxide production has been
Isensitive to changes in. the current spot price. In

The UF6 market, like the market for uranium oxide,
was depressed throughout the 1980s and early: 1990s.

5 Amount of uranium required to ensure uninterrupted operation

6 In this discussion of conversion, UF 6 quantities are expressed
as MTU contained in the product.

of nuclear power plants.
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This led to shutdowns and a decrease. in, production.
-For example, a second U.S. facility, owned;by
Sequoyah Fuels-and located in Oklahoma, was-closed
-at the- end of-1992. However, with the, decrease in
capacity -and the recent increase in demand, the price
of conversion, services has increased over 70 percent
since -1992.- Projected increases in utility demands'
,should;permit a more stable market for. the- only
remaining U.S. conversion facility. All of.the
commercial -conversion facilities world-Wide are
operating at almost full capacity and are expected to
operate at or above 90-percent capacity:for the
foreseeable future.
Uranium Enrichment-The enrichment levels of
UF 6 from the conversion plant are increased at an
enrichment plant to meet a utility's specified level of
3- to 5-percent U-235. USEC, one of the four major
enrichers in the world uranium market and the only
enricher in the United States, operates-the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant and the Portsmouth Gaseous:
Diffusion Plant in Kentucky and Ohio, respectively.
Before 1993, when USEC assumed responsibility
from DOE for the enrichment operations, DOE was
the largest supplier of enrichment services in the
world. The U.S. market position, however, has
steadily eroded since the -mid-1970s as foreign
competitors have entered the market. By 1995, the
two U.S. plants represented only 39 percent of
worldwide installed enrichment capacity.
Fuel fabricators convert the enriched UF 6 to uranium
oxide pellets. Most countries, with large civil nuclear
power programs have their own fuel fabrication
facilities. Together, five U.S. companies represent
35 percent of the world's fabrication capacity. The
five domestic commercial fuel fabrication plants are
listed in Figure 2.1.1-1. The proposed action is not
expected .to have any impact on the fuel fabrication
sector.
USEC Privatization Act-As noted in Section 1.3,
the USEC PrivatizationAct was signed into law in
April 1996 (see Appendix J). The Act specifically
authorizes the transfer of up to 50 t of HEU and up to
7,000 t of.NU from DOE, stockpiles to USEC, and
specifies numerical restrictions on the delivery of that
material for commercial end use; in the United States
(Public Law 104-134, Section 31l12(c))..The Act also
authorizes. additional sales from DOE's-stockpiles of
uranium,4 including LEU derivedfrom HEU. -Such
additional-sales may not be- made unless: 1)ý the
"4152

material is declared surplus; 2) the Secretary:0f
-Energy determines that the-sale will not have an
adverse material,. impact7 . on the domestic uranium
mining, conversion,, or enrichment industry, taking
into account the sales of uranium under the Russian
HEU Agreement and the Suspension Agreement; and
3) the price paid is not less than the fair market value
of the material (Public.Law.104-134, -Section
'3112(d)). The discussion that follows assesses-the
likely impacts of theU.S. HEU'disposition program
in-light of the-statutory "adverse material impact"
standard, also taking into account the material
entering the market from the Russian HEU
Agreement and the Suspension Agreement.
4.8.2

ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF
RUSSIAN HIGHLY ENRICHED
URANIUM

As a result of a formal agreement with Russia signed
in February 1993, the United States, through an
executive agent, will purchase 15,260 t of LEU 8 (or
22,550 t of UF 6), derived from blending 500 t of
HEU from nuclear weapons materials inventories.
All blending services are being performed in Russia,
and delivery of LEU will take place over a 20-year
period that began in 1995. The most recent schedule
calls for deliveries of LEU to USEC in HEU
equivalence of 6 t in 1995, 12 t in 1996, 10 t/yr from
1997 through 1999, and approximately 30 t/yr from
2000 to 2015. Importing that quantity of material into
the domestic market, even over a 20-year period,
would have some adverse impact on the domestic
uranium mining and nuclear fuel cycle industries.
Because the Russian LEU will be in a form ready for
fuel fabrication, the demand for domestic uranium
feed, and for conversion and enrichment services
would likely be reduced. The transfer of Russian
LEU to the U.S. would hot affect the fuel fabrication
sector.
7-The USEC PrivatizationAct does not define the term "adverse

material impact." For purposes of this -analysis only, DOE
assumes that it means long-term market impacts on price, or
-long-term impacts on employment levels or plant closures, not
brought. about by other activities. The analysis and discussion
in this section is based on Public. Law 104-134 as it appeared in
the Congressional Record on April 25, 1996 (Internet version).
`This discussion is not, and should not be, construed to be an
•official interpretation of Public Law 104-134 by DOE for. any
- other purpose.
-s One ton of-Russian HEU would.generate about 30.5 t of LEU
- containing 3, to 5.-percent U'235.

Environmental Consequences
.Under Section 3112(b) of the USEC Privatization
Act, Russian LEU delivered to the U.S. executive
.agent (currently USEC) on or after. January 1, 1997
may not-be transferred to domestic end users-at a rate
exceeding the schedule shown in Table 4.8.2-1.
By limiting the quantity of Russian material that. can
.be delivered for consumption by commercial end
users in theUnited States, Section 3112 of the USEC
PrivatizationAct would help to protect the domestic
-,market-from oversupply.of uranium feed material. 9
Table 4.8.2.-1. Annual Maximum Deliveries of
Uranium Oxide to End Users
Uranium Oxide
Year
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009 and each year
thereafter

MillionPounds Equivalent
(million kg)

0(0)
0(0)
2 (0.9)
4(1.8)
6 (2.7)
8(3.6)
10 (4.5)
12 (5.4)
14 (6.4)
16 (7.3)
17 (7.7)
18 (8.2)
19 (8.6)
20 (9.1)

million lb] U30 8 equivalent) is being delivered to the
United-States in 1,995 and 1996. That material can be
sold in:1996aspart of matched sales; sold at any time
either for overfeeding in the United States or for end
use outside the'United States; or sold in 2001 for
delivery:to end users beginning ind 2002, in quantities
:not toi exceed A1..4 million kg (31.million lb)'U 3 0 8
eequivalent,.per year (Public-Law- 103'134,,Section
3112 (b)(2)):For:purposes of this.analysis only, it is
assumed that 6 t would be sold. in 1996 as.part -of
matched sales, and 12 t would be delivered beginning
in 2002, subject to the limitations just noted,12
Uranium Mining and Milling Sector
Impacts-The economic impacts -of the Russian
LEU were analyzed in USEC's and DOE's
Environmental Assessment for the Purchase of
Russian Low Enriched Uranium Derived from the
Dismantlementof Nuclear Weapons in the Countries
of the Former Soviet Union (USEC/EA-94001,
DOE/EA-0837, January 1994). However, the
analysis in that EA was based on the assumption that
the Russian LEU would be transferred to end -users
during the same year the material is delivered to the
United States (that is, 10 t delivery to USEC in 1997
would add 10 t of nuclear fuel to the domestic market
in-the same year). Because the USEC:Privatization
Act restricts entry of the Russian LEU into the
domestic market (with the exceptions noted in the
preceding paragraph), adverse impacts to the
uranium mining and milling sector would be reduced
tt

Source: Public Law 104-134, Section 3112(b)5.

and other member states of the former Soviet Union were

The legislation does not limit the ability to export this
material for use in nuclear reactors outside the United
States, or to use this material for overfeeding 10 of the
enrichment plants. The USEC PrivatizationAct also
permits this material to be used in matched -sales
pursuant to the Uranium Anti-dumping Suspension
11
Agreements.
ýIn addition, Russian LEU derived from
approximately 18 t.of:HEU (6,3 million kg [14
9 The sale of the conversion component is not restricted (Section
3112 (b)(8)).
10
Overfeeding involves increasing the rate at which uranium feed
is used in the.enrichment process,-with-a corresponding
.reduction in the energy consumed for separative work.

Uranium Anti-dumping Suspension Agreements arose
from charges by U.S. uranium producers and the Oil,
Chemical, and Atomic Workers International Union (which
represents some U.S. enrichment plant workers) that Russia

i he

dumping uranium into the United States. In October 1992, the
U.S. Department of Commerce suspended its investigation of
those charges based on an agreement between the U.S.

petitioners-and the former Soviet states to restrict the volume of
imports into the United- States. In March 1994, the Russian
Suspension Agreement was, amended to include the matched
sales concept, which links Russian importsmwith sales of newly
produced U.S. uranium. Matched sales must-also fall within
yearly quotas set in.the. Russian -Suspension Agreement,, as
-

amended. Pursuant to the USEC PrivatizationAct, this feed

material may be used in matched- sales under the Suspension
Agreement.'Such matched-sales are not subject to.the
numerical- limits on deliveries to end users as specified in the
schedule in.Table4.8.2-1.
12
Suchtransactionsare not.proposed at this time. If such
transactions, are proposed; the details and impacts may~differ
from those analyzed; and DOE will conduct appropriateNEPA
review.
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from those projected in the USECEA.-For-example,
the USECEA assumed- that-the Russian:L.EU would
displace -about 3.6 million kg (8 million lb) of
uranium- annually in the U.S.- market during the first
5 .years of delivery.' 3 This. quantity, represents
'approximately 19 percent of domestic utility
requirements. However, becauseof the legislation,
the quantity transferred to end users during the-same
5-year.period (1995 through 1999). may not exceed
.2'.7million kg,(6! millionlb) -uranium oxide
equivalent for. the entire period.14 This total
compares to 17.4 million kg (384 million lb) that
could be displaced over that period -without the
USEC PrivatizationAct's restrictions. This is an
85-percent reduction from the original USEC
estimate.
The largest economic impact would be to foreign
producers, who, before the Russian Agreement, were
expected to supply up to 80 percent of the uranium
oxide used by U.S. utilities during the delivery
period. If the displaced uranium were prorated
between domestic and foreign producers (based on
current production and procurement patterns),
domestic uranium producers would experience about
a 4-percent reduction in delivery orders.
Under the agreement with Russia, during the period
2000 to 2015, annual deliveries from Russia to USEC
would triple to 30 t of HEU that would be converted
to LEU, the equivalent of 10.9 million kg (24 million
lb) of uranium oxide. However, the USEC
PrivatizationAct allows the delivery, for
consumption by commercial end users in the United
States, of only 2.7 million kg (6 million lb) uranium
oxide equivalent in the year 2000. As indicated in
Table 4.8.2.-1, the quantity increases each year,
reaching 8.6 million kg (19 million lb) in 2008. In
2009 and each year thereafter, up to 9 million kg
(20 million lb) uranium oxide equivalent could be
delivered to end users. Displacement of domestic
uranium oxide could range from about 30 percent per
2000 to 2009, to 50
year on average during the period
15
thereafter.
and
2009
in
percent
The -reduction in feed requirements could adversely
affect. the economic prospects of. domestic, uranium
producers,, particularly beginning: in'.2005 when the
13
1

Based on an average of 10 t of HEU converted to LEU.
"4Basedon a total of 7.5 t of HEU converted to LEU.
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[Russian LEU could begin to. displace more. than
7.2,million kg (16 million lb) of uranium oxide

annually, and up to 9.1 million.kg (20 million lb) in
2009 and.each year thereafter. For example, the
future .expansion of domestic production -capacity
through the reopening of mining and milling
-facilities could, be postponed or canceled in that
period because supply requirements could be met
with, the.Russian LEU. If Russian.deliveries were at
their maximum ind 2009 and thereafter (9.1 million kg
[20: million lb], U3 0 8), some domestic producers
could be: substantially. impacted.
Both USEC and DOE estimated in the EA for
purchase of Russian HEU that these adverse impacts
to domestic uranium producers could be significantly
diminished if USEC (or a successor private
corporation) maintains its current uranium feed
requirements while producing less LEU (USEC
1994a:6-28. Under this scenario, USEC would
continue to receive uranium feed from utilities as
provided in existing contracts, but would produce
less LEU product, because USEC would already
possess the Russian LEU. To prevent the buildup of
uranium feed inventories, which would further
depress the market price for uranium, USEC could
overfeed the gaseous diffusion plants. By
overfeeding, USEC would use greater amounts of
uranium feed per ton of LEU produced. In this way,
the gaseous diffusion plants would maintain demand
for uranium even though the ability to supply LEU
would be increased due to the availability of Russian
LEU. Although overfeeding represents a less
efficient use of the uranium feed, this cost would be
somewhat offset by reduced electricity requirements.
One potential disadvantage of overfeeding is that the
concentration of U-234 per gram of U-235 in the
LEU would increase, and during the latter years
(when Russian deliveries would increase) ASTM
specifications could be exceeded if USEC overfed all
of the excess uranium feed. Nonetheless, by
overfeeding the.gaseous diffusion plants, USEC
might be able to diminish the losses to the uranium
production sector. It. also should be noted, however,
that the ability of USEC to overfeed its gaseous
tSThis estimate assumes that the' majority of domestic utility
demand for uranium feed will~continue to. be supplied by
foreign producers. Displacement estimates also assume that 12
t of the 18 t of-Russian material delivered to the United States
Aduring 1995,and 1996 are transferred todomestic users
beginning in 2002.

Environmental Consequences
diffusion plants would depend on the prevailing
market conditions over the delivery, period. 16
Impacts on the Uranium. Conversion Sector-As
discussed earlier, commercial uranium conversion
,facilities were operating at about 90.percent capacity

in 1995, and are expected to operate at almost full
capacity for the foreseeable 'future."'The improved
market conditions are a result of a strengthening in
world demand -for conversion products and a
reduction in conversion capacity. The addition of the
Russian HEU converted to LEU into the commercial
market could lead to some market surplus, but not
likely until after 2005 when deliveries of Russian
material to domestic users begins to exceed 7.3
million kg (16 million lb) U30 8 equivalent of HEU
(6,000 MTU UF6 ) per year. The USEC Privatization
Act, by limiting the annual delivery of the Russian

material to end users, mitigates economic impacts on
the conversion sector. For example, because the
USEC PrivatizationAct limits domestic end user
deliveries to 9.1 million kg (20 million lb) per year of
HEU beginning in 2009, displacement of U.S.
production could total 7,500 MTU as UF 6 per year,
compared to 9,000 MTU as UF 6 per year if 30 t of
HEU per year could be delivered to end users.

Impacts on the Uranium Enrichment Sector-The
Russian LEU would also reduce the demand for
enrichment services at the gaseous diffusion plants
because the Russian material would be directly
processed for fuel production. Delivery of the
Russian LEU to end users would peak in 2009, when
approximately 4.8 million Separative Work
Units,17 '18 (SWUs) of enrichment services could be
displaced. Based on USEC estimates that demand for
16

The current market conditions (1996) of rising uranium prices
and stagnant electricity prices would render this scenario

impractical in the short term. The analysis in this EIS is not
based on the assumption that adverse impacts on the uranium
mining and milling sector would be mitigated by overfeeding.
Rather, the limitations in the USEC PrivatizationAct are
17

expected to better-serve the objective.
A Separative Work Unit is a measure of the separation work
achieved in a uranium enrichment plant after,separating
uranium of a given U-235 content into two components, one
having a higher.percentage of U-235 than the other component.

18 USEC estimated that SWU demand from the gaseous diffusion
plant, would decrease to 6:3 million SWUs, during the period
whenrRussian imports~would total 30 t/yr- However,' under the
USEC PrivatizationAct, no more than'25 t of HEU would be
transferred to end users.

enrichment' services could average about 12 million
SWUs per :year over the delivery, period, the Russian
LEU could• decrease 'domestic annual. gaseous
'diffusion, plant production to 7.25 million SWUs. If
USEC overfed the gaseous diffusion-plants,
production would: fall to about 5 million SWUs,
:because less of the U-235 material would be removed
from the NU feed.: USEC has estimated that utility
orders in excess' of 7Tmillion SWUs from the gaseous
diffusion plants would be required to continue
operating both enrichment plants. The USEC
PrivatizationAct restricts the delivery of the Russian
material to end users such that annual demand would
still be sufficient to operate both plants unless USEC
employed overfeeding. However, the impacts of the
Russian feed material on the domestic market for
enrichment services would be for a longer period, but
less severe, under provisions of the USEC
PrivatizationAct, because it would take an additional
13 years to eliminate the entire inventory of Russian
material.
4.8.3

ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE
PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action would introduce into the global
uranium market additional quantities of LEU derived
from surplus HEU. As stated in Section 1.3, this EIS
addresses disposition of a nominal 200 t of HEU,
consisting of 175 t declared surplus to date, plus 25 t
of HEU (not yet identified) that may be declared
surplus in the future. Of the 175 t presently declared
surplus, about 72 t are in forms that are not expected
to be available or suitable for commercial use in the
next 10 to 15 years. Of the remaining 103 t, 13 t have
already been transferred to USEC (pursuant to the
Energy Policy Act of 1992) and 50 t are proposed to
be transferred to USEC over the next 6 years
(pursuant to the USEC PrivatizationAct). The rate of
commercialization of that material would be limited
by DOE's ability to make material available,
industrial infrastructure, market conditions, and
legislative requirements. 19 The USEC Privatization
Act contains three requirements for..any sales by DOE
-of its uranium stockpile; one requirement is that the
Secretary of Energy determine that the sale not have
an 'adverse' material impact on the.domestic uranium
mining, conversion,. and enrichment industries. DOE
19DOE.may, propose to sell additional remaining inventories, of
NU and surplus, LEU in the future. These decisions will be
-addressed by future NEPA reviews, as appropriate.
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will conduct an -analysis.of the potential impact prior
to any proposed sale, as requiredby, the Act.
Impacts on the"Mining and Milling ,Sector-The
.Department of Energy estimates that an average of
about 10 t of surplus HEU would be blended down to
LEU for commercial use each year starting in, 1998.20
:Blending:down 10 t of HEU to 4perce6tenridhment
could'displace demand for approximately3.9 million
pounds of uranium oxide annually. 'For the 103 t of
HEU that may be commercialized, this would~be the
equivalent of just over 40 millionpounds of uranium
oxide. This is only about 10 percent of the uranium
oxide equivalent displaced by the Russian HEU.
Furthermore, DOE surplus HEU :(uranium oxide
equivalent) represents only about 4 percent of
projected U.S. utility requirements or 1.5 percent of
non-U.S. requirements. (1996 through 2016).
Nonetheless, the U.S. material would likely result in
some small additional adverse impacts to the
uranium mining and milling industries. However,
these impacts would be small compared to any
impacts already caused by the Russian HEU.
Domestic uranium producers, who supply less than
20 percent of the U.S. utility requirements, would
incur smaller market losses than would foreign
producers. Based on.current marketishares, the U.S.
HEU could displace approximately 353,806 kg
(780,000 lb) of domestically produced uranium oxide
and reduce sector employment by approximately
100 person-years. This quantity represents less than
10 percent of the domestic market share per year for
uranium oxide during the period 1998' to 2002.
Transfers of the U.S.-origin HEU .Wouldlikely
diminish after 2002, and by the year 2009, the
impacts- of the U.S.-origin H-EU would be
inconsequential as the inventory would be almost
fully depleted and transfers to end users would be
minimal. As discussed in the previous section,
displacement of domestic production by Russian
HEU could average up to 30 percent during the
period 2000 to 2009, and over 50 percent thereafter.
Hence, marginal impacts of the U.S. material on the
uranium mining. and milling sector would occur
primarily at the beginning of the delivery period,
when transfers of the Russian material to end, users
would be severely restricted and wheno the market is
20

Jf

DOE is able to make available only. 8 tyr after: 2002; and

market conditions are favorable, the transfer of the entire 103 t
would be completed inr2009.
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projected to be'relatively robust.'One'factor,
however; that may diminish the impact ofboth'the
Russian- and'U;S.-origin HEU on, the uranium
market is that large domestic and foreign inventories
of uranium are -being depleted and -worldwide
uranium production is now only one-half.of
world-wide demand..Demand for uranium; oxide will
likely.,increase as the remaining stocks continue. to
decrease. Utilities- may increase their purchases
beyond what would be required to meet reactor needs
in order to replenish inventories.
Impacts on the Uranium Conversion'Sector-The
U.S. surplus HEU may have some impact on the
uranium conversion market, particularly in the later
years of delivery when together, the Russian and U.S.
HEU could create a surplus of supply. The U.S.
surplus HEU could displace up to 1,500 MTU of
conversion services.2 1 The cumulative impact in the
year 2001, when delivery to the domestic market of
the Russian LEU reaches 10 t, could be displacement
of up to 4,500 MTU as UF 6. If delivery to the
domestic market of the Russian material reaches 9.1
million kg (20 million lb) beginning 2009, up to
8,250 MTU as UF6 could be displaced. In the short
term, impacts on the UF 6 conversion are likely to be
small. The market has improved and prices have risen
to reflect increases in demand. As stated earlier,
conversion facilities are expected to operate at almost
full capacity in the foreseeable future. The major
impact in the longer term would be from the Russian
HEU, which represents a much larger share of the
additional supply. Because DOE would not.release
the final 40 t of surplus HEU that might be
commercialized unless favorable market conditions
.prevail, any incremental impact to the conversion
industry from the U.S. HEU should be minimal.
Impacts on the Uranium!Enrichment Sector-The
U.S.-origin surplus HEU would further decrease the
market for enrichment services provided by the
Paducah and Portsmouth gaseous diffusion plants. As
noted by commentors to the HEU Draft EIS, if
surplus HEU is commercialized ata rate of 10 t/yr, up
to. 800,000 SWU per yearmwould be displaced.

2

'Based on the conversion factor of 2.61 pounds of U 30 8 to 1 kg
of UF6 .

I 22 A total of 640,000 SWUwould be displaced if 8 t/yr of surplus
. HEU is made available to end users.

.EnvironmentalConsequences
The cumulative effect of.theRussian -and U.S.
surplus HEU could peak in the year 2007;, when up to
5.1 million SWUs could be displaced. In the',year
2007,. domestic, production could fall, to, 6.9+million
SWUs, a level at which,; according to the'USECGEA,
one plant could meet all of the.projected demand.
Production would increase above 7-millionwSWUs
again in 2008, -when the current inventory:of 103 t-of
expected commercial U.S.-originsurplus.HEU
.would be almost fully commercialized (only 5 t of
U.S.-origin surplus HEU would. remain at the
beginning of 2009). If DOE were to transfer only 8 t
of HEU -annually after 2002, the gaseous diffusion
plant production would fall below 7 million SWUs
for 2 years (2008. and 2009).
The .decision to maintain operation of one or two
enrichment plants would be made by USEC or its
successor. However, the USEC PrivatizationAct
prohibits the sale of DOE material, unless the
Secretary of Energy determines that such sale will
not have adverse material impacts on the domestic
nuclear fuel cycle industry, taking into account sales
under the Russian HEU Agreement and the
Suspension Agreement. Accordingly, -delivery of the
U.S. material to end users might be extended over a
slightly longer period to ensure that the enrichment
plants are not adversely affected.
4.8.4

SUMMARY

The transfer of U.S.-origin HEU to commercial end
users is not expected to have an adverse material
impact on the nuclear fuel cycle industries. Although
some impacts to each of the industry sectors
(uranium mining and milling, uranium conversion,
and -uranium enrichment) would result from the
proposed, action, these impacts, are likely to beý minor
and temporary. There are several factors that will
.ameliorate potential adverse economic impacts to
these sectors.
The USEC PrivatizationAct limits the
delivery of both U5S.-and Russian'HEU to
:end users-so as toavoid adverse material
impacts on' domestic: production.
Transfer of the U.S. HEU to-end users
would peak when;, Russian. transfers are
still small,' thus: limiting the'. cumulative
impacts.

* Short term demand for. uranium products
(oxide, ;UF 6 ,. and LEU) is currently
.strong, wi'thproducers in each of the
affected, sectors, operating at highest
capacities.
,The cumulative impacts' from the U.S.-origin HEU
and the'Russian HEU would vary over the. period. of
delivery."During the period: 1995 to 2000, impacts to
the nuclear'fuel cycle"industries would be-minimal
because of the. limitations on deliveries to end' users
pursuant to the USEC-Privatization-Act.'The largest
cumulative impacts-to these industries would occur
during the period 2000 to 2009, during which
deliveries of U.S.-origin HEU to end users would
,peak under the Preferred Alternative, 'and delivery
allowances of Russian, HEU would also increase on a
yearly basis. During this-period, the surplus U.S. and
Russian HEU could displace up to 40 percent of the
domestic uranium oxide production. However, most
of the displacement would be due to the Russian

The impacts on the conversion and enrichment
•sectors would appear to be smaller than for the
uranium .mining and milling sector. World demand
for conversion services is projected to be strong
during this period, and as stated earlier, all
commercial plants. are.expected to be operating at
almost full capacity in the foreseeable future. The
enrichment sector would also ýsuffer some
displacement of its services. However, the loss of
some market in the short term is not expected to
result in significant employment impacts. After the
year 2009, the U.S.-origin HEU would 'be almost
fully commercialized, and any impacts to domestic
nuclear fuel cycle industries would be solely
attributable to the Russian HEU.

23

Also contributing to cumulative impacts would be the 7,000 t
of NU that is proposed to be 'transferred to USEC along- with

50 t of HEU.The marginalimpact of this. material on the
uranium mining and .conversion- sectors is expected to be
'modest; as the rate of its delivery to end users is limited-by the
USEC'PrivatizationAct (Section-3112 (c)(2)), and it is

',expected to be, commercialized in the early: years before
.Russian-shipments increase to-substantial levelsThe NU
'would not~impact, the enrichment sectori, as.it would still need
.to be enriched.
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4.9

IMPACTS OF TRANSFERRING
NATURAL URANIUM TO
UNITED STATES-ENRICHMENT
CORPORATION

applicable, are incorporated herein by reference.
Potential, environmental impacts from the operation
of the. Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant include
the following:

The proposal to transfer title to 50 t of HEU to'USEC
includes within it the transfer of title to 7,000 t of NU
now owned-by DOE. This material, is~in the -form.of
UF6 :and'is.part of a larger quantity of UF6that is in
:storage at DOE's Portsmouth and PaducahGaseous
Diffusion Plants, which are currently being leasedto
USEC for uranium enrichment operations. The NU
was originally purchased by DOE to be enriched for
use in nuclear weapons but is no longer needed for
that purpose.

'.Damage to the terrestrial ecology caused
by drift saltsý from the cooling towers
within the vicinity of 300 m (1,000 ft);
*oDetectable vegetation damage or
excessive deposition of trace
contaminants (for example, zinc) within
-an area of 1 km (0.6 mi)-from the cooling
towers;
" Increasing fogging and icing up to
70 hr/yr up to 0.63 km (1 mi) from the
plant;

The most likely disposition of the 7,000 t of NU is
eventual use as feedstock for enrichment to nuclear
power plant fuel, the usual business of the
enrichment plants. If it is so used, and follows the
typical path of NU that is enriched for commercial
use, it would probably be enriched to about 2 percent
U-235 at the Paducah Plant, then transported to the
Portsmouth Plant for additional enrichment to an
appropriate commercial material, generally about
4 percent. From there the enriched UF 6 would be
transported to a commercial fuel fabrication plant for
conversion and fabrication of nuclear fuel.
Transportation of much larger quantities of identical
material to, frohm, and between DOE's two
enrichment plants occurs on a continuing basis as
part of the normal operation of those facilities. All
shipments are made in conformance with DOE 0
460.1, Packaging and TransportationSafety and 0
460.2, Departmental Materials Transportationand
Packaging Management, Department of
Transportation regulation 49 CFR Subchapter C, and
the IAEA Safety Series No. 6. All UF 6 shipping
containers are required to meet American National
Standards Institute N14.1-1972 specifications. The
material would be placed in a specification UF 6
cylinder (inner packaging), which would then be
placed in a 21-PF, Type B, protective overpack (outer
packaging is for added protection) for-shipment by
commercial carrier (see Section-4.4.3.2 for a more
detailed discussion of impacts of transportation of
UF6 blendstock material).
The ongoing normal operations of the enrichment
-plants, including transportation of, materials,- are
covered by existing'NEPA documents2 3,, which,: as

" Liquid discharges that increase the
chemical concentrations in the Scioto
River to levels above ambient.. This
includes residual chlorine, uranium,
aluminum, sulfates, and total nitrogen; and
* The total population within 80 km
(50 mi) may receive a total dose of 0.32
person rem/yr from plant releases to the
atmosphere. The maximum exposed
individual dose is 0.25 mrem/yr.
The shipment of 7,000 t of NU (0.71 percent
enrichment) in the UF 6 form from Paducah to
Portsmouth has been evaluated for this EIS. This
analysis is based on 9,540 kg (21,000 lb) of material
per package and 734 packages for the entire 7,000 t.
The total health risk as described in Section 4.4.1
would be 0.129 fatalities for the entire 7,000 t. If the
material is enriched to 2 percent LEU before
transporting from Paducah to Portsmouth, the 7,000 t
of NU would be reduced to 2,490 t of LEU. The total
health risk would be 0.0458 fatalities for the 2,490 t.
These impacts include the loading and unloading of
trucks and the return of empty vehicles to the origin.
23

Energy Research-and Development Administration.(ERDA),

Final Environmental Statement, Portsmouth Gaseous
Diffusion Plant.Expansion,Piketon, OH, ERDA- 1549,
Washington,. DC, 1977, ERDA, Final EnvironmentalImpact
Statement, Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion PlantSite, Piketon,

OHERDA-1555; Washington, DC, 1977; DOE, Final
EnvironmentalImpact Assessment of the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion'PlantSite, Paducah;KY, DOE/EA-0 155,

Washington; DC, 1982.
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE IN
MINORITY AND LOW-INCOME
POPULATIONS

defined as those where 25: percent or more of the
population is characterized. as: living in poverty
(income of less than $8,076 for .a. familyobf two).
[Text deleted.]
:••-......

[Text deleted.]
'Pursuant to Executive Order 12898, FederalActions
to -Address'Environmental Justice in Minority
IPopulations and Low Income Populations,'DOE and
other Federal agencies identify and address
.appropriate disproportionately high and. adverse
human health or environmental effects of their
programs, policies, and -activities on minority and
low-income populations. DOE is in the process of
finalizing -its Environmental Justice Strategy. [Text
deleted.] Because the Department is still in the
process of developing guidance, the approach taken
in this analysis.may differ somewhat from whatever
guidance is eventually issued.
Previous sections of Chapter 3 describe the
employment and income, population, housing, and
community services surrounding each candidate site.
Impacts to these socioeconomic issue areas from
implementation of the proposed alternatives at these
sites are discussed in Chapter 4. Selected
demographic characteristics of the socioeconomic
ROI for each of the four candidate sites are presented
in Tables 4.10-1 through 4.10-4. [Text deleted.]
Demographic characteristics for the 80-km (50-mi)
surrounding public and occupational health ROI for
each of the four candidate sites, are presented in
Figures 4.10-1 to 4.10-8.
Any disproportionately high and adverse human
health or environmental effects on minority
populations and low income populations that could
result from.the alternatives being considered are
assessed for an 80-km (50-mi) area surrounding each
of the candidate sites. These are consistent with
those used in the public and occupational health and
safety analysis. Other considerations were given to
biological, water, soil, and cultural resources. The
shaded areas in Figures 4.10-1, 4.10-3, 4.10-5, and
4.10-7 showCensus tracts where racial or ethnic
minorities comprise 50 percent or more (simple
majority) of the total population in the.Census. tract,
or where minorities comprise less than 50 percent,
but greater than 25 percent, of the total population in
the Census tract. Figures 4.10-2, 4. 10-4,'4.10-6, and
4.10-8 show low-income, communities generally

Any impacts to surrounding communities would
most likely result'from toxic/hazardous air
pollutants. and radiological, emissions.' Sections
4.3.1.6,4.3.2.6, 4.3.3.6, and 4.3.4.6, which describe
public and occupational health impacts from normal
operations. andfaccidents, show that air emissions
and-releases are within regulatory limits during
normal operations. The analysis also shows that
cumulative effects of continuous accident free
operation over time would result in low levels of
exposure to workers and the public. The public
health impact analysis conducted for all alternatives
estimates that the maximum additional cancer
fatalities from operational activities would occur at
ORR from either the blending of HEU to LEU as
UNH for commercial fuel or the blending of HEU to
LEU as metal. Under all blending alternatives, the
maximum radiation dose to the public is 2.0 mrem
annually, and the fatal cancer risk is 2.0x10"5 for 20
years for normal operations. For postulated
accidents, the maximum latent cancer fatality per
campaign for the alternatives to the MEI ranges from
5.7x10-4 to 1.9x10"2 ; the total campaign risk (cancer
fatality probability for the total campaign) ranges
from 1.4x10- 6 to 1.7x10"5 . The maximum latent
cancer fatalities from accidents per campaign for the
alternatives in the population within 80 km (50 mi)
ranges from 6.9x10"2 to 1.4; the total campaign risk
ranges from 1.6x1 0 "4to 1.2x10"3 . The probability of
the severe accidents is about 10-4 per year and ranges
from about 10-3 to 10"5. Given the low probability of
these accidents, there would not be any
disproportionate risk of significant high and -adverse
impacts to particular populations, including lowincome and minority populations, from accidents.
Except SRS, the analysis of the demographics data
presented in Figures 4.10-1 through 4.10-8, Tables
4.10-1 through 4.10-4, and for the communities
surrounding the-four.candidate sites-indicates that
even if there were. any health impacts to these
communities, these impacts would, not appear to
disproportionately affect minority, or low-income
populations.
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Table 4.10-1. Selected DemographicCharacteristicsfor Oak Ridge Reservation Region of Influence
0\

CharacteristidArea
Persons by RicýIEthnicity
Noin-Hispanic, Wiite
Hispanic
Nion-Hispaniiic, American Indian
Non-Hispanic, Black
Non-Hispanic, Asiin/Pacific Islander
Non-ifspanic, Other
1990 Population
[Text deleted.]
1989 Low-Income
Persons Belokw Poverty
Number

Anderson County
64,320
381
236
2,753
537
23
68,250

Knox County Loudon County Roane County
300,040
2,067
775
29,483
3,263
121
335,749

30,700
83
52
400
49
3
31,287

45,274
212
95
1,456
186
4
47,227

Total Region of Influence
(percent)
440;334
2;743
1,158
34,092
4,035

i5i

91.3
0.6
0.2
7.1
0.8
0

482,513

9,664
45,608
4,192
7,467
66,931
18.4
14.1
13.6
16
14.8
I,6ecene
IaIn calculAtiig percentages, certain categories of individuals are not included as part of the county population: inmates of institiitions, Armed Forces members, and individuals under 15
. years of age.
Note: May- not total 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: Census 1993s; Census 1994o.

Table 4.10-2.

Selected DemographicCharacteristicsfor Savannah River Site Region of Influence
South Carolina

i

CharacteristicdArea
Persons by Race/Ethnicity
Non-Hispahic, White
Hispanic
Non-Hispanic, American Indian
Non-Hispanic, Black
Non-Hispa'nic, Asian/Pacific
Islander
Non-Hispanic, Other
To4a i990 P6pulaition
[Text deleted.]
1989 Low-Income
Persons Below Poverty

Georgia
Richmond
County

Total Region of Influence
(percent)

56,141
962
150
7,239
1,518

103,009
3,707
491
79,221
3,186

270,727
5,918
918
142,608
5,276

2i

105

160

66,031

189,719

425,607

Aiken
County

Allendale
County

Bamberg
County

Barnwell
County

Columbia
County

90,130
867
213
29,176
528

3,598
161
11
7,939
7

6,428
75
22
10,356
20

11,421
146
31
8,677
17

26
120,940

6
11,722

1
16,902

1
20,293

Number
Percenta

16,671
14

3,837
35.8

4,547
28.2

4,367
21.8

4,255
6.6

32,590
18.2

63.6
1.4
0.2
33.5
1.2
0

66,267

i6.2

a In calculaing percentages, certain categories of individuals are not included as part of the county population: inmates of institutions, Armed Forces members, and individuals under

15 years of age.
gay niot total iOo percent due to rounding.
Census 1993s; Census 19946.

-t
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Table 4.10-3. Selected DemographicCharacteristicsfor the Babcock & Wilcox Region of Influence
;

t'J

bz

M-:~

Amherst
County

Appomattox
County

Bedford
County

Campbell
County

Total

of Influence
pegion
(percen)

Characteristic/Area
Bedford City
Lynchburg
Persons by Race/Etfnicity
Nlon-H-ispanic, White
22,507
9,402
41,698
4,635
40,371
47,595
166,208
80.6
Hispanic
211
27
230
56
166
432
1,122
0.5
Non-Hispanic, American
80
33
68
56
85
322
0.2
Indian
Non-Hispanic, Blick
5,752
2,819
3,605
1,328
6,861
17,465
37,830
18.3
Non-Hisparnic', Asian/Pacific
28
14
47
54
110
441
694
0.3
Islander
Non-Hispanic, Other
3
8
8
31
500
Total i990 Population
28,578
12,298
45,656
6,073
47,572
66,049
206,226
[Text deleted.]
1989 Low-Income
Personis Below Poverty
Number
2,594
1,501
3,162
927
4,763
9,889
22,836
Perceni ta
9.8
12.4
7
16.4
10.1
16.4
11.6
a In calculating percentages, certain categories of individuals are not included as part of the county population: inmates of institutions, Armed Forces members, and individuals under
15 years of age.
N~ot'e: Miay not total 10 percent due to rounding.
Source: Census 1993s; Cenisus 1994o.

Table 4.10-4. Selected Demographic Characteristicsfor the Nuclear Fuel Services Region of Influence

Characteristic/Area
Peisons by Race/Ethniidty
Non-Hispan'ic, White
Hispanic,
N•on-Hispanic, Xmerican Indian

Non-Hispanic, Black

Carter
County

Sullivan
County

Unicoi
County

Washington
County

Total Region of Influence
(percent)

50,618
199
142

139,850
362
508

16,434
99
-

88,198
519
175

295,100
1,179
825

97.1
0.4
0.3

437

2,364

2

3,085

5,888

1.9

Non-Hisi'nic, Asiain/Pacific Islander
95
500
14
323
932
0.3
Non-Hispanic, Other
14
12
i5
41
0
Total 1990 Population
51,505
143,596
16,549
92,315
303,965
(Text deleted.]
i989 Low-Income
Persons Below Poverty
Nuimber
9,027
19,133
2,787
13,656
44,603
15.1
17.1
15.6
18
13.5
Percenta
a In calculating iereentages, certain categories of individuals are not included as part of the county population: inmates of instituti6ns, Armed Forces meml~ers, and individuals under
15 years of age.
Note: May noi total 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: Census 1993s; Census 1994o.
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'Figure4.10-4. ,MinorityPopulationDistribuiionforOak Ridge Reservation
and SurroundingArea.
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'Figure4.10-2. Low-Income;Distributionby Poverty Status for Oak Ridge Reservation
and-SurroundingArea.
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*Figure,4.'O-3.Minority PopulationiDistibution-for
Savannah-River Site
. and SurroundingArea.
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Figure4.10-4. Low-Income Distribution'by, Poverty Statusfor Savannah River Site
and SurroundingArea.
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.Figure4.10-.5. MinorityPopulationDistributionfor Babcock & Wilcox
and SurroundingArea.
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2736MiEBU

Figure 4.10-6. Low-Income Distriutionby Poverty.StatusforBabcock.& :Wilcox
.and SurroundingArea.
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UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Transportation:of surplus.HEU and blendstock
materials and blending facility operation would result
in adverse environmental impacts. The impact
assessment conducted in this.,EIShas identified
.potential adverse impacts along with- mitigative
measures that could-be implemented:.to.either.avoid
or minimize these impacts. The residual adverse
impacts remaining following mitigation are
unavoidable and the worst case impacts of all
alternatives at all candidate sites are discussed below.
Air pollutant concentrations during operation would
be no.greater than 63 percent of the NAAQS 3-hour
concentration for SO2 at SRS. This is due to the no
action contribution -while the HEU blending
contribution concentrations are negligible. While the
air pollutant concentrations are expected to remain
within Federal and State ambient air quality
standards, the emission of, criteria pollutants
represents a minimal unavoidable impact.
Some amount of radiation would be released
unavoidably by normal HEU blending operations.
The greatest radiation dose to the maximally exposed
member of the public would be 1.4 mremlyr from
atmospheric releases and 0.60 mrem/yr from liquid
releases at ORR. The associated annual risk of fatal
cancers from operations with these doses is 1.Oxl 0.6.
The greatest annual population dose from total site
operations is 28 person-rem, which occurs at ORR.
The associated annual risk of fatal cancers from
operations with this dose is .1.4x10"2 . The largest
average annual dose to a site worker is 115 mrem and
would result in an associated annual risk of fatal
cancer of 4.6x10"5 from operations. The greatest
annual dose to the total site workforce is 227 personrem occurring at SRS and would result in an annual
risk of 9.1x0"2 'fatal cancers. This is due to the no
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action contribution; the"lEU blending contribution
concentrations are negligible.
*.Since hazardous. and, toxic chemicals are present
during operation of HEU blending facilities, -worker
exposure to. these chemicals is unavoidable. The
maximum -hazard to site workers, based solely on
emissions of hazardous. chemicals, is represented by
a hazards index of-:116atSRS, which is-greater than
the OSHA-action level of 1. This-is due toothe no
action -contribution while the blending contribution
concentrations. are negligible. The maximum hazard
to the-public is represented by a hazard index of
9.76x10"2 at NFS, which does not exceed 1. Cancer
risks to the site workersand publicare 1.94x10- 4 and
1.31x10"7 respectively, at SRS. Thesite worker
cancer risk value exceeds the standard of 1.0x10"6.
This is due to the no action contribution while the
blending contribution concentrations are negligible.
Although each site would implement waste
minimization techniques, generation of additional
low-level, hazardous, and.nonhazardous wastes is
.unavoidable. Generation of additional hazardous or
mixed wastes would not require expansion of
existing or planned treatment, storage, and disposal
facilities for these wastes at sites. Generation of
additional nonhazardous wastes would not require
expansion of existing, or construction of new, liquid
and solid waste treatment facilities but would slightly
reduce the lifetimes of current solid waste landfills.
Transportation of radioactive materials between sites
presents health risks and accident risks to the public
and workforce. The maximum annual risk of
fatalities for the transportation of HEU to SRS for
blending to 4-percent UNH is 6.1x10"2 . For this
scenario the blendstock would be sent from Hanford
and the UNH crystals would be sent for fuel
fabrication to the Siemens Nuclear Power
Corporation facility.
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4.12

IRREVERSIBLE AND
IRRETRIEVABLE
COMMITMENTS OF

RESOURCES
This section describes the. major, irreversible and
irretrievable commitments .of resources. A
commitment of resources is irreversible When:its
primary or secondary impacts limit the future options
for a resource. An irretrievable commitment refers to
the use or consumption of resources neither
renewable nor recoverable, for later use- by future
generations. This section discusses two major
categories that are committed irreversibly or
irretrievably to the proposed action: materials and
energy.
Material. The irreversible and irretrievable
commitment of material resources during the process
of blending HEU to LEU.includes materials that are
rendered radioactive and cannot .be decontaminated,
and materials consumed or reduced to unrecoverable
forms of waste. Consumption of miscellaneous

chemicals (propylene glycol,- nitric,:acid,'etc.) and
gases (argon and nitrogen), While irretrievable, would
.not constitute a permanent. drain on local- sources or
involve any material in critically short- supply in the
United- States as a whole. Materials consumed or
reduced to unrecoverable forms of waste are
.irretrievably lost.
Energy. The irretrievable commitments of resources
during operation of blending facilities would include
the consumption of natural gas, oil (diesel), and coal.
Coalis used-at both Y-12tand SRS-but-not at',B&W
and NFS. Natural:gasis available and used at all. sites
except SRS which uses oil as the major fuelsource.
Oil is used at all sites. except at Y-1 2. The electrical
-energy expended to operate the blending facilities
would also be irretrievable. Site infrastructure
percent change in energy resource usage at Y-12 and
SRS are minimal due to the extensive existing site
infrastructure. B&W and NFS both have higher
percent increases in energy resources mainly because
the facilities are currently operating below capacity.
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4.13

FLOODPLAIN ASSESSMENT

As, required by DOE's regulations on protection of
floodplains and wetlands (10 CFR 1022), thissection
assesses whether the proposed action would: impact
or be impacted by the floodplains at the. involved
sites. The proposed action in this EIS, as described in
Section. 1.1.2, involves actions (blending, activities)
that would be accommodated within existing
facilities at Y-12, SRS, B&W, and NFS. The
locations of facilities at the candidate, sites, Y-12,
SRS, .B&W, and NFS, with respect to delineated
floodplains, are presented in the maps shown in
Figures 3.3.4-2, 3.4.4-2, 3.5.1-2, and 3.6.4-1,
respectively.
Because HEU blending activities associated with the
proposed action and its alternatives could be
accommodated in existing facilities without
structural modifications, no positive or negative
impacts on floodplains would be expected at any of
the candidate sites. Similarly, since no new
construction activity is proposed at any of the
candidate sites and blending facilities are not located
in the vicinity of wetlands, no impacts to wetlands
are anticipated.
In addition to the No Action Alternative, four
alternatives are analyzed in this EIS that involve
various combinations of end products (fuel or waste),
technologies, and facilities to blend down the surplus
HEU. As described in detail in Section 2.1.2,
Alternative 2 involves no commercial use and
represents blending the entire surplus inventory
(200 t) to waste usingmetal and UNH blending
processes using all of the candidate blending sites.
Alternative 3 involves limited commercial use and
assumes that only 25 percent of the surplus inventory
would be blended to fuel at the two commercial sites
using the UNH and UF 6 processes. The remaining
inventory would be blended to waste at all four sites
using the metal and UNH processes. Alternatives 4
and5 involve substantial commercial use (65 percent
to fuel and-35 percent to waste), and maximum
commercial use (85 percent to fuel and 15 percent to
waste), respectively, with blending to be
accomplished at one, two, or four. sites using the
UNH and UF 6 processes for fuel, and metal and
UNH, processes for waste.
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As previously discussed in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.5.4,
and shown in Figures 3.3.4-2 and 3.5.1,-2, blending
operations at theY-12 Plant and B&W, respectively,
would be accommodated in facilities located.outside
the 100- and 500-year-floodplains. At SRS, theF- and
H-Canyons that could be used for blending also fall
outside the. 100-year:floodplains of the.Fourmile
Branch and the Upper .Three Runs Creek (Section
3.4.4). ,However, .no .information currently is
available on 500-year floodplain limits at SRS. The
NFS site is partially located on the floodplain of the
Nolichucky 'River and Martin Creek (as determined
-by FEMA, Flood Insurance Rate Map, January 3,
1985) and is occupied by both 100- and 500- year
floodplains. However, as described in Section 3.6.4
and below, mitigation measures have been and would
continue to be implemented to reduce potential
flooding of the site and the likelihood of adverse
impacts to site operations.
The blending alternatives at SRS would not likely
affect, or be affected by the 500-year floodplain of
either the Fourmile Branch or Upper Three Runs
Creek because the F- and H-Canyons are located at
an elevation of about 91 m (300 ft) above mean sea
level and are approximately 33 m (107 ft) and 64 m
(210 ft) above these streams and at distances from
these streams of 0.8 km (0.5 mi) to 1.5 km (0.94 mi),
respectively. The maximum flow that has occurred on
the Upper Three Runs Creek was in 1990, with a flow
rate of about 58 m 3/s (2,040,ft 3ls). At that time the
creek reached an elevation of almost 30m (98 ft)
above mean sea level (SR USGS 1996a:l). The
elevations of the buildings in F- and H-Canyons are
located more than 62.m (202 ft) above the highest
flow elevation of the Upper Three Runs-Creek. The
maximum flow that has occurred on the Fourmile
Branch was in 1991 with a rate of approximately 5
m3/s (186 ft3 /s), and an elevation of about 61 m (199
ft) above mean sea level (SR USGS 1996a:1).
Elevations of the buildings in F- and H-Areas are
located more than approximately 30 m (101 ft) higher
than the maximum flow level that has occurred.
4.13.1

PROPOSED STATEMENT oFvFINDINGS

Four candidate sites,.two DOE (Y-12:and SRS) and
two commercial (B&W and NFS), were considered
in thisEIS as potential sites. where, the, proposed
action-could be implemented. -These.candidate sites
were selected for evaluation because they currently
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have technically viable HEU conversion and
blending capabilities and could blend surplus HEU to
LEU for commercial fuel or waste., In .addition, the
commercial sites considered are the only ones in the
United Stateslicensed for the processing of HEU.
As described above, all facilities except NFS that are
proposed to be used: for. this proposed action at the
candidate sites would be-outside the-limits of the 100year floodplain, and are at least one foot above the
100-year floodplain elevation and,. therefore would
conform to both State and localfloodplain
requirements.
The floodplains of the Nolichucky River and Martin
Creek at NFS, as previously presented in Figure
3.6.4-1, cover approximately one- and two-thirds of
the NFS site's northern portion under 100-year and
500-year floodplain conditions, respectively. Based
on the Flood Insurance Rate Map and the flood
profiles, both published by FEMA, floodplain
elevations at the NFS site are determined to be 499.5
m (1639 ft) and 500 m (1640 ft) above mean sea
level, respectively. As stated in the NFS EA,
elevations of the building floors are between 500 m
(1640 ft) and 510 m (1660 ft) above mean sea level.
At the time of construction of the plant (1956), there
were no local, State, or NRC requirements
prohibiting construction or. operation of nuclear
facilities in 100- or 500-year floodplains. Presently,
the State of Tennessee has no requirements pertaining
to building in 100- or 500-year floodplains. Local
standards require that any new construction or
substantial improvement of any commercial,

industrial, or non-residential structure should have
the lowest floor, including basement, elevated no
lower than one-foot above the level of base flood
elevation.. Because NFS was-built prior to 41974, site
operations. are. grandfathered, and-this local
requirement,.does not apply to NFS. NRC, which
regulates the NFS site, also has no regulations against
building or operating nuclear facilities in floodplains.
Nevertheless, with the~widening of the site's culvert,
upgraded drainage system, rechanneling of the
Nolichucky River, and rerouting of Martin Creek to
enter the Nolichucky River, farther downstream, the
chance of flood levels at the site has been slightly
lowered. In addition, warning devices and systems
have been placed by the State of Tennessee along the
river to warn the public and the NFS plant of the
chance of possible flooding. In addition,NFS and the
State of Tennessee have emergency.,action plans to
mitigate potential flood impacts and protect the
public water supply from any possible
contamination.
There are two alternatives in addition to no action
that could be considered to remediate potential.
flooding of facilities at NFS. One would be to use the
facilities in the 300 Area for blending activities which
are outside both the 100- and 500-year floodplain
limits. Facilities in the 300 Area have building floor
elevations of at least 500.5 m (1642 ft) above mean
sea level, which would conform to the local
requirement of at least one foot above the 100-year
floodplain-and would also fall outside of the 500-year
floodplain. The second alternative is to eliminate
NFS as a candidate blending site.
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Appendix.A
Nonproliferation .and'Export Control'Policy
PFact

Sheet

This appendix contains a copy of the fact,sheet on: the Pre~ident's Nonproliferationand Export.Control Policy
;released by the•White House on !Septermber 27,: 1993. The fact sheet describes, the major,,principles that guide
.thep0olicyiandthe key.,elements of the policy.
,THE WHITEMHOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary

September 27, 41993

-For:ImmediateeRelease

.FACT-SHEET
NONPROLIFERATION AND-EXPORT.CONTROL;POLICY
ThePresident todayestablished. a framework forUS.
-efforts -to prevent the -proliferation -of-weapons of
mass, destruction and the missilesthat deliver them.
He outlined three major principles to guide our
nonproliferation and export control policy:

.,.:=-,.

.=::-

Our -national -security requires us to
accord
higher
priority
to
nonproliferation, andto -make it an
•integral element of.our relations with
...
oh rcountries .. .. . ..
To strengthen U.S. economic growth,
.democratization abroad andinternational
stability, we:actively seek expanded trade
and-technology exchange with-nations,
-including former adversaries, -that abide
-by,.global nonproliferation norms.
We need to build a new consensus -embracing the Executive andLegislative
branches, industry:and public,andfiiends
abroad-- to -promote effective
and integrate our
nonproliferation and economic-goals.

-nonproliferationefforts

'-The•President reaffirmed'U.S. support for a-strong,
:,effective:•nonproliferation-regime that :enjoys broad
multilateral support- andý employs:all, ofýthe: means at
-ýourdisposal to-advanceý our objectives.
.Key-elements of:the policy-Iollow.

iFis-siteMaterial
TheU.S. will undertake a comprehensive approach to
the -growing -accumulation of fissile material.-from
dismantled-nuclear weapons and within civil nuclear
programs. Under-this approach,l the U.S. will:
* Seek to eliminate where possible -the
accumulation of stockpiles of -highlyenriched:uranium or plutonium-to- ensure
that where these materials -already exist
they are subject to the'highest standards
-of safety, security, and -international
:accountability.
* Propose -a multilateral :convention
-prohibiting the production of highlyenriched uranium or-plutonium-"for
inuclear explosives purposes or-outside of
.international.safeguards.
* Encourage more -restrictive .regional
,arramngements-to constrain fissile material
fproduction in4regions .of instability- and
,high proliferation risk.
. Submi:U,.S.V fissile materil-no-longer
•neededfori.our deterrent to*inspection• by
-,the International Atomic: Energy Act.
, .Pursue the purchase. of-highly-enriched
uranium, from the-former-Soviet-Union

Dispositionof Surplus§Highly
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..and other- countries -and its.conversion; to
peaceful use, as,reactor fuel.
.Explore. means- to limit the, stockpilingof
plutonium from: civil, nuclear-programs,
,-and: seek to. minimize the: civiluse.of
highly;-enriched uranium.
i Initiate, a comprehensive review:of -longterm options. forplutonium disposition,
Staking into account -technicAl,
!nonproliferation, :environmental,
budgetary- and.economic,,considerations.
Russia and other.nations with-relevant
interestsand: experience willbe invited-to
participate in:this study.

'Nuclear Proliferation
'The-.U.S.-- will-make-,every ýeffort to, secure: the
indefinite: extensiont of -the Non-Proliferation -Treaty
.in 1995. We willseek to~ensure that the Intemational
Atomic-Energy. Agency. has.*thezresources needed-to
implement, its, vital- safeguards .responsibilities, ,arid
.ý-will-.workto, strengthen:theIAEA's ,ability -to,: detect
-,clandestine.nuclearactivities.
."Missile'Proliferation
We,-will-,maintain-our~strongsuppofrtor-the -Missile
Technology Control -Regime. We- will promote. the
-principles of the:MTCR Guidelines as a global
-missile inonproliferation- norm-and seek to-.use the
MTCR as.a mechanism. for taking joint action to
.combat-missile -proliferation. :We will,.support
.prudent; expansion :of: the :MTCR's ,membership, to
include; additional countries -that subscribe to
international nonproliferation :standards,-enforce
effective export. controls -and abandon offensive
ballistic :missile programs. The United States will
-also :promote regional efforts to-reduce. thedemand
for missile capabilities.

TheUnited States doesmnot encourage the civil use of
plutonium and,,accordingly, does not-itself engage in
-plutonium -reprocessing for :either, nuclear.power or
.nuclear -explosive purposes. The United :States,
however, will:maintain its -existing commitments
regarding the'use of plutonium in civil nuclear
programs in Western Europe' and Japan.
'Export Controls
To obe tiuly effective,- export controls -should -be
applied-iniformly by all- suppliers. The"United States
will harmonize domestic: andmultihiteral cohtrols to
.the,-greatest extent: possible. At the:samrie time, the
need to lead thei.nternatio6nal community or
,overriding national -security or foreign 'policy
interests may justify unilateral export-controls in
specific cases. We will-reiview our Unilateral dual-use
export controls and:policies,-and eliminate them
, unless such.controlsare~essential: to, national security
:and foreign, policy-interests.
-

We will streamline the implementation-of:U.S.
nonproliferation export-controls. 'Our system must-be
more responsible and ;efficient, and not inhibit
legitimate. exports thatvplay'a-key~role in-American
-economic

tstrength -while,preventing.,exp•rts that

:would -make a material contributionato the
proliferation :of-weaponsof mass destruction•and the
missile that deliver.-them.

-.A-2

The.United--States -will-continue to oppose-missile
Sprograms of proliferatioin concern,: and will exercise
:particularrestra in missile-related cooperation.
'We will continue to retain a strong presumption of
denial-against, exports- to -any country of. complete
space launch vehicles-or-major:'components.
'The United:States -Will not!:support ýthe development
or,acquisitiofi of space-laUnchivehicles in.countries
outside the MTCR.
For MTCR member. countries, we Willnot encourage
-new space'.lauinchvehicle programs, which raise
questions on both, nonproliferation and economic

-

-viability griundis. The United-'States will, however,
•consider exports of MTCR-controlled items to
-MTCR member ountriesgforlpeaceftil-spacelaunch
-programs.,on ai case-by-case :basis. We-will review
whether Additional constraints-or safeguards, could
reduce the rskof,mrisuse of space launch technology.
"We will-seek, adoption'by. All ý-MTCRpartners of
-policies as,vigilant as our ownh.

"Nonprbliferation-atidExport
.ControlPolicyFact Sheet
,hemicalanrdBBiologicaLAWeapons
i
To.' help:deter violations- oflthe&-Biological Weapons
(Convention, .we willbpromoteenew -measures to
;provide increased- transparency of-activities and
'facilities: that could havei biological .weapons
.•:applications. ')Wecall on. all:nations .--. including our
own to, ratify the Chemical`,WeaponsgConvention
,,quickly so~that-it.may. enter into'force by!January 1.3,
1995. 'We. will work,-with, others,.to support the
-international. Organizationwfor. the- Prohibition of
'ChemicalWeapons'createdtby theConvention.
'Regional Nonproliferation Initiatives
.Nonproliferation. will receive -greater priority in our
diplomacy, ,and will be taken into account in our
relations with countries -around the world; 'We will
make. special efforts 'to address the -proliferation
threat in 'regions of tension -such as.the Korean
,peninsula, the Middle East and South Asia, including
efforts to address the -underlying motivations for
weapons -acquisition and to promote -regional
confidence-building. steps.
In Korea, our goal' remains a non-nuclear peninsula.
We will make every effort to -secure North Korea's
'full compliance with its nonproliferation
commitments and-effective implementation of the
North-South denuclearization agreement.
-In ,parallelwith our efforts to obtain aisecure, just,
and lasting peace in the Middle-East, we willpromote
dialogue and confidenc "uilding steps to create the
basis for a MiddleEast free of weapons of mass

'destruction. -In the Persian,'Gulf, we -will,work with
'other, suppliers to contairn Iran's. nuclear, missile, and
*CBW,ambitions",.'while- preventinggreconstruction of
Iraq's activities'in these areas. •ln'South Asia; we will
.encourage,-India::and-Pakistan to, proceed -with
-multilateral:discussions of-nonproliferation ,and
security!issues,'with the 'goal-6ffcapping and
.,ýeventu ally:,rolling; back,'their-nuclear'ani-.d missile
capabilities.
-

In-developing-sour overall approach' to Latin America
and:'South Africa, -we will.take account 'of'the
significant ,nonproliferation progress: made inthese
regions in-recent years. We will intensify efforts to
.ensure,that,the~former:Soviet Union, Eastern'Europe
rand China domnotcontribute to the-spread:of.weapons
of mass destruction ,and'missiles.
Military Planning sand Doctrine
'We will give proliferation a higher profile in our
intelligence collection and analysis 'and defense
-..
planning, and-ensure that~our own force structure. and
:military planning address the potentialthreat from
-weapons of mass destruction and missile around the
-world.
Conventional Arms Transfers
We will actively seek greater transparencyin the area
of conventional -arms transfers and promote regional
confidence-building measures to -encourage restraint
on such transfers to regions of instability. 'The U.S.
.will undertake a comprehensive -review of
.conventional.arms transfer policy, taking into
:account national security, ,arms .control, trade,
budgetary :and ,economic :competitiveness
,consideration.
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Nonproliferationof We~apons ofMass
Destructionand the-Means of-Their'Delivery

Appendix,-B
Non proihferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction
and the Means of Their Delivery
ITHE WHITEHOUSE

Officelof~the'Press. Secretary
JOINT STATEMENT
.PRESIDEN OFRTH'ERUSSIAN7FEDERATION
AND
THE PRESIDENT:OF THE'UNITED STATES OF 'AMERICA
ON NON-PROLIFERATION-OF-WEAPONS OF-MASS DESTRUCTION
AND THE MEANS OF THEIR DELIVERY
President Clinton and -President Yeltsin, during their

meeting in Moscow-on January 14, 1994, agreed that
-the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and

their missile delivery systems represents an acute
threat to international security-in the period following
the end of the Cold:War. They-declared the resolve of
their countries tocooperate actively ,and closely with
each other, and also with other interested states, ýfor
-the'purpose'of preventing and reducing this threat.
'The-PP&i[dents noi-d that -the proliferation of nuclear
weapons creates a serious threat- to the security of all
states, ýand expressed their intention to take:energetic
,measures aimed at prevention of such.proliferation.
Considering the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons as the
basis for efforts to -ensure the
nonproliferation'of nuclear weapons, they
called for its indefinite- and, unconditional
extension at conference of-its participants
in .1995,Land-they urged that-all-states that
.have-not yet done so accede to this treaty.
They~expressedtheir resolve to-implement
-effective ,measures to .-limitand -reduce
ýnuclear .weapons.,In, this connection,ý they
-advocated-the mostc rapid possible .entry
into'force' of the'START I and-!STARTY II
'treaties.

the states which have renounced the
possession of the nuclear weapons -and
that comply strictly with ;their
nonproliferation obligations.
.They-expressed their support for the
International Atomic Energy Agency-in its
efforts to carry out its-safeguards
responsibilities. They also expressed their
intention to -provide 'assistance -to -the
Agency in the safeguards field,, including
through joint efforts of their relevant
-laboratories -to improve safeguards.
They -supported the'Nuclear :Suppliers
,Group, and agreed with the..need for
effective, implementation of: the.-principle
of full-scope IAEA safeguard ýas a
condition for nuclear exports with, the
-need for'export controls 'on dual-use
materials .and-technology in the :nuclear
-field.
* They -reaffirmed their :countries'
commitment toothe,:conclusion.as-soon~as
-possible.

S•They:agreed to review jointly:appropriate
ways to strengthen security assurances for
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•AirQuality and Noise

Appendix C
AirQualityrand Noise
C.1

, AIRQUAI-TY

-This appendix- provides 'detailed data: that support
impact assessments to air quality-and noise addressed
in-Sections:'33.3, 3.4;3, 3.5.3,-andi 3.6.3, Affected
'%Environment, and 4.3.1.2, 4.3.2.2, 4.3.•32, 4.3A.2,
-:.. "'an-4.6.2.2,'Environmental Consequences. The data
presented include emission inventories from .siterelated-activities, and highly .enriched uranium- (HEU)
'blending facilities. Section C. 1.2 presents -the
methodology and -models used in the air quality
-assessment. Section C.1.3 presents supporting data
-applicable to each site. The tables included in
Sections C.1.4 through C.1.7 contain information
applicable to the air quality assessments-at each site,
and the figures contain wind rose data at each site.
Section C:2.presents the emission rates for the
blending facilities considered as alternatives. Section
C.3 presents noise data for those sites where noise
,regulations apply.

-C1.2

METHODOLOGY AND MODELS

The assessment of potential impacts to air quality is
based on the comparison of proposed project effects
with applicable standards and -guidelines. The
Industrial Source Complex.Short-Term Model
'Version 2 (ISCST2) is used to estimate concentrations
-ofpollutants from-emission -sources at each site.

.complex of facilities on each site., assuming a. 10- meter (m)- (32.8-ifeet [ft]):stack height, a:stack
-diameter, of 0.31 m (1 ft), a stack ekit-.temperature
,.equal, to:ambient temperaturei and a-ýstack- exit
velocity equal to 0.03. meter per second (m/s)
(0. Lftls), unless otherwise:specified.
These :assumptions -will tend -to overestimate
pollutant concentrations :since no. credit is. given to
spatial and temporal variations of emission, sources.
'More technical, information- can :be -foundzin" the
'Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) User's
Guide for the-IndustrialSource Complex (JISC2)
'DispersionModels,-EPA-450/4-92-008a, March

,11992.
C.1.3

SUPPORTING DATA

C.1.3.1

Overview

This section presents-supportinginformation for each
.of the, four. candidate' sites .considered'for blending
HEU to low-enriched uranium '(LE'U).
Table C. 1.3.1-1 'presents ýthe. air quality standards
-applicable to each-site. Subsequent. sections present
supporting information used din the air quality
analysis at Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR),Savannah
River Site (SRS),'Babcock &-Wilcox-Facility'(B&W)
at Lynchburg, 'Virginia,. and Nuclear Fuel Services,
Inc. (NFS):at Erwin, Tennessee.

CA.4
The air quality modeling analysis performed for the
.candidate sites is considered to bea screening level
analysis that incorporates conservative assumptions
applied to each-siteso that the impacts associated with
,the respective-alternatives can 'be compared among
.the sites. These conservative assumptions will.tend to
overestimate the pollutant concentrations at each' site.
'The assumptions incorporated into the.,air quality
-.analysis at:each, site, are as~follows:, major-source
'criteria pollutant.,emissions -were:imodeled. using
.actual source. locations ýand .stack' parameters 'to
determine no, action criteria pollutant.concentrations;
':toxic/hazardous pollutant emissions were modeled
-from a single source:centrally' located Within.'the
-

OAKRIDGE.RESERVATION

,This, section, provides information on meteorology
.and climatology, emission -rates, modeling
-assumptions,-atmospheric dispersioncharacteristics,
:and 'annual -mean 'wind speeds -and 'direction
frequencies (Figure..C.1.4-1)-at ORR.-Table C.1 4-1
presents emission rates of criteria-and toxic/
hazardous, pollutants at 'ORR. 'This .'information
'supports data presented in :the "Environmental
:Consequences section for~air.quali.ty.
Meteorology, and- Climatology. The wind direction
above:.the, ridge- tops :andr within.. the, valley-' at-ORR
tends to-, follow.' the-.orientation::ofl.the -,valley.%• On, an
Sannual'basis,, the prevailing windslat the National
C-i

Table C..3.1-1. AinbiettAir Quaity StandardsApplicable to the CandidateSites
Averagng
Time
Poll1tau~t
Criteria Pofihiants
Carbon mo-noxkide' (CO)
Lead b*Pb
Nfitrogen diodide (NO2 j
Ozone (03)
ltcuilati mattei (PM-0 )
Sulfur ýioxid"' (SbN)

Sýtat Mandatedi Pofltintis
Toiaiuspnded particulajes (TS$)
Gaseous flurides (a iF)

.8 hours
1 hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
1 hour
Annual
24 hours
Ainuai
24 hours
3 hours
Aiinnu~
24 hours
1 monih

I e6ek
24 hofirs
i2 hours
8 hours

Prinary
NAAQSa
(glm3
10,000
40,060
1.5
100
235
50
150
80
365
b
b
b
b
b

Secondary
NAAQS
i 3
m3)

b

1.5
100
235
56
150
b
b
1,300

b
b
b

b

TeneSe
(ORR & NFS)
(g/m 3)

Virna
(B&W)
(Jg/m3)

10,0(10

10,000

40,000
1.5
100
235
50
150
80
365
1,300

40,000
1.5

40,00

775
b
0.8
1.6
2.9

b
150
1.2

b10,06W

b

b

South Carouna
(SRS)
:(gm3)

b

3.7

b

b

ioo
235
50
150
80
365
1;300

1.6

2.9

20

cz~

1.5
100
235
56
150
80
365
1,300
60
150.;
b

b
b3

b

.me
oyear.
t; on" per
i dit to .x
, Naji6ni• Abient Air Quality St•dar otr t6hn this6e foi Ozone, pairticulait matter, and thse' based on annuildi•vera"rii,
The
d is attained when di expected numiber of djays per year wiith maximumii hourly aveiiage 6ficeitrations abV6e the standa is iess'a' or equal to orie. Tle 24The ozone stimda4
or particulate matter standard s attainied whni the expected n.umber of days wiih a 24-hour average concentratioii above the standard is iess than or equal to one. The annual
arýithmetc mean particulate matter stndard is attained when the expected annual arithmetic mean c6oicentration is less than or equal to the standard.
bý
Threis no standard.
Note: NAAQS=National Ambient Air Quality Standards; pig=microgmms; m3=cubic meters.
Source: 40 CFR 50; SC DHEC 19900; TN DEC 1994a; T"N DbHE 1991i; VAAPCB 1993a.

r"

Air.Quadlity and1Noise
:WeatherSvice-,(NWS)'stationirm the,:city: 6f OAk
,Ridge are eitherup-valley; fromwest to: southwest, or
down-valley, from east to northeast.;Figure'C. .4-il
-showstmean wind speeds, andz direction' frequencies
for 1990,'measured at the 30-m (98-ft) -level:of' the
ORR meteorology tower. ;.The .prevailing wind
-directionsvareffro~m'ýthesoift-h\fst.aiifd noftheast
quadrants. Annuallmean-wind speedsmeasured in the
,.,region.are relatively. low,• averaging, 2 mn/s (4.4 mph)
at.-the 14-m.r (46-ft)' level; at theOAk• Ridge !NWS
station: antd 2-2',m/s (4.7 ýmiles per, hour,[mp4]). at the
10-m (32.8-ft) .level ,at the .ORR iBethel'Valley
monitoring station.

.The~average -annual -temperature: at 'ORR "is :13.7
Gels iusý (0 C)(56.6.Fahrenheit [OF]); temperatures
vary from "an average -daily minimum -of -3:ý8_ 9C
J(25.1 0F):in January. to. an average daily ma~ximum of

30.4 PC, (867'
1F) inJuly. Relative• humidity readings
taken four times per day: range from:I5:1 percent in
Aprilto 92 percenf inAugust and September (NOAA
1994c:3).
Theaverage annual precipitation measured, at' ORR in
'Bethel "Vill~ey is .1.31 x.centimeters (cm)
(51 6 :inches,-f[ii]) ,'.whilee;the-average :annual
precipitation for- thev 'Oak-Ridge NWS- station is
137 cm (53.8 in). The, maximum'mo~nthly
,.precipitationrecorded-atV the' OakRidge"NWS station
was '48.9 cm (m19. in) in July J-967, while the
'maximum rainfall iin,,a'24-hour period. observed,.was
recorded •in August 1960 -'at 19 .cm .(7.5 in). The
,average annual snowfall as measured:at-theOak .Ridge
'N-WS station;is 24.9.cm (9.8:in).
Damaging winds are uncommon in the~region. Peak
,gusts recorded in 'the area :range from 26.8 to

N

ENE

NNW

W SWw
sw•

71;S' -"sE
";;!!i:::;W"•:•;:;•

"ESE
`SSE

.SSW
'S
-Wind Direction Frequency(percent)

'

MeanWindSpeed (m/sec)

ýSource: ORR 1991 a:8.

2659/HEU

,-Figure.C.J.4-. 1. •Oak:Ridge Reservation:MeteorologicalData,'1990.
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Table C71.4-. -;.Emissions'Ratesof Criteria-and
.,Toxic/Hazaidous',Pollutants
.,-at Oak:Ridge Reservation,•1992

30.,.m/s (60W to68.*9: mph): forý the monthsof
January, through•July;4from,21.9 to 26,8 m/is (49.to
60,mph): for August, September,- andcDe ermiber;

and, 16.1. t6o20. 1 m/s (36 to 45 mph) in'October and

Emission: Rate

TNovember (ORNLt982a:2-72). The:'fastest mile
wind-.speed. (the., 1,6kilometer: [kni],. [1 riiile':(ri)]
.passage ofw.ind• Withl the highestspeedlfor, the day),
,recorded at'the OakRidge NWS station"for.the period

of record 11958 'through ý1979 lwas ý26.•4-rn/s
(59.1 mph) in January 1959 (NOAA-.1.994c:3).

(kg/yr)

Nitrogenkdioxide (NO2)

887,911
21,655
-1,674,980
21,655

Particulate matter (PM10 )b
,Sulfur dioxide (S0 2)
'Total. suspended particulates

-The
eextreme:mnile: wind, speed !atla ,height of 9.1 m
(30 ft) that -is.predicted to occur near ORR once-in
100,years is approximately 40.2 mn/s(89.9 mph). The
approximate -values for. occurrence,; intervals o6f -10,
.25,,and-50.years are.29.1 rn/s (65.1°mph), 33.lm/s
(74 mph),and 34 rn/s (76.1 mph), respectively.
Between 1916 land 1972 there::were-25. tornadoes
reported in the counties of Tennessee, having borders
within about-64.4.km (40.mi) of ORR. The
probability.of a-tornado-striking a-particular point in
the vicinity of ORR is estimated to be: 6.Ox i005 per
year. The recurrence interval associated-with this
.probabilityis .16,550 years (ORNL 198 1a:3,3-7).

-Pollutant
'Carbon monoxide (CO)
4,Lead (Pb)

94,648
a.

(TpSP)b"

Toxic/Hazardous 'Pollutants
Chlorine
Hydrogenxhloiide
Nitric-acid
Sulfuric acid

1,;651
-7,004

'9,526
2,459

a Nosou
midicated.
It is conservatively assumed that PM10 emissions are TSP

b

,emissions.
-Note: kg=kilogram; yr=year.
Source:.ORDOE 1993a.

On February.21, .1993,.a tornado passed through the
northeastern edge of ORR and caused considerable
I damage.to a number of structures in the nearby-Union
Valley Industrial Park. Damage from this-tornado to
ORR was relatively light. The Wind 'speeds
associated with, this tornado ranged from:17.-9mis
.(40 mph) to those approaching 58.1 m/s (130 mph)
(ORDOE 1993c:iii).

,actual stack heights, stack diameter, exit velocity,
.and exit temperature that were taken from
operating permits issued by the'Tennessee Air
Pollution Control- Board'pursuant to the Tennessee
Air Quality Act; toxic/hazardous pollutant
emissions were modeled -from -a centrally located
stack in the "Y-12complex at-a-height of 10 m
(3.2.8 ft), .a stack diameter-of 0.3m (1 ft), -an exit
velocity of 0.03 rm/s (0.1 ft/s), and an exit
temperature equal to ambient temperature.

,Emission ' Rates. Table C. 1.4-1 presents ,the
emission rates of criteria and-toxic/hazardous
pollutants:.at:ORR. ,The toxic/hazardous pollutant
-emissions presented in the -table represent:those
'pollutants with estimated concentrations at or beyond
the 'ORR.boundary .that exceed 1 -percent of
Tennessee
of -"Environment and
Conservation (TDEC). air-quality. standards. These
emissionwrates were used :as input.into :the ISCST2
-model-to: estimate, pollutant concentrations.

Atmospheric Dispersion Characteristics. -Data
.collected at the-ORR meteorological: monitoring
.station .(Y-12,Plant:east tower) for the calendar-year
-1990 indicate that unstable conditions 'occur
-approximately '.23 percent .of-the -time, neutral
:conditions approximately 31, percent of the time, -and
•stable conditions approximately 46 percent,'of the
-time,.on an; annualbasis.

-Department

Modeling, Assumptions. ,Additional: model, input
,used -to ;estimate ,maximum :pollutant
concentrations-at or beyond the ORR site boundary
include the.-following:: criteria. pollutant. emissions
were! modeled--from iactual stack locationsrusing

-

IC-4

,Annual .Mean "Wind.Speeds,,affl
adDirection
'-Frequencies.`The OaklRidge meteorological. data-for
wind6speed, and directionfor2 1990,:are1,presented iin
,Figure C. 1.4-, as a: wind rose. As'showrfin thisfigure,
theý maximum'.wind direction' frequency is from the
east,-northeast with- a secondary,- maximum from, the

Air.Quality and Noise
....nor thea~st•T•he':m~e'a~n•;wi'n'd~sp~eed'dfrom ;The
,east-northeast-is 1.7 m/s (3'.8 mph)andr from the
northeast. is 2.3 rn/s (5.1, mph), while the imaximum
•mean wind-speed is _3.3,m/s, (7A47mph) from the
southwest.
:C:.L5

.SAVANNAH. RIVER' SITE

'.This-section. provides :,iiformation•zon.climatology
and, meteorology, ;modeling, assumptions,
,atmospheric dispersion charactefistics, anidy annual
.mean wind speeds and'direction frequencies (Figure
1C. 1.5-1).at'SRS.
'Meteorology and Climatology. Figure C.,1.5-1
shows annualmeanwind.,speeds ýandvwind, direction
frequencies for 199.1 measured at the.60-nm.(200-ft)
level of the SRS H-AreaWeather'Station.:The wind
.data fromthe site indicate that there'is no
predominant wind direction at SRS. The -highest

directional'frequency- is from' the northeast.' The
.average: annual, Wind, speed measured, is 2.9- m/s
(6.51mph)? and average monthly wind, speeds' range
from2.4 m/s, (5.4 mph), from June', through.August,
,to6,,3.5' n'/s"(7.8 mph) in February.
,.The. average annual:,temperature.;at-ýSRSi is' ,17.3' o.C
(63.2 PF) ; average'daily temperatures ,vary from 0 0C
0 F). in,T(91.7
(32")'
y in'January to-33.2.C
July.
.Relative humidity readings taken, four, times per'day
,range -from '45'percent, inApril-,to 92 percent:in
August and September.
The average annual precipitation at. SRS is 113 cm
(44,5 in). Precipitation'.is distributed :fairy, evenly
throughout• the ýyear, with the: highest precipitation in
-summer (32.7rcma [:12.9, in])-and the lowest in autumn
(21.2'cm [83 in,]). -Although snow can fall •from
November through April, the averageannual snowfall
is only 2.8 cm (1.1'in);:large'snowfalls are rare.

WNW

ENE

W

E

WSW

IESE

SE
SE
Wind, Direction:Frequency (percent)

'Mean-WindSpeed (misec)

Source: .:WSRC 1992h.
,26601HEU

.-FigureC 1'.5-'l. ,Savannah'ýRiverSite MeteorologicddData,',1991.
..C=5
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-,Winter-storms: in the .SRS-area. occasinahlly,'bring'
strong and gusty surface winds with speeds:as high as
'ý22.-mrri/s: (51.hmph). ;,Thunderstorms can generate
.winds:with ýspeeds as: high,-as 21:5.,m/s. (48il-rmph)
andý even%stronger gusts. The, fastest"1-minutewind
•speed-recorded, at-Augustaý, betweenI1952 and&1993
..was27.7rn/s,,(62ýmph):(NOAA1994c:3).-

TableC`l4-.5

ýThe average:number of thunderstorm"days per year at
,SRS is:56.
i1983,.37
•From 1954 to
tornadoes w ere
reported.'for' a 1 degree ,squaref.6E latitude: and
longitude ýthat" includes. S RS ".This-frequency:of
occurrence .amounts to ian -average -of about :one
tornado per year. The estimated probability
of a
:tornado-striking. a point at !SRS :is .7.1x10 5 .per .,year-

"Nitrogen dioxide: (NO2)
IParticulate matter (PM 10)
'oSulfur dioxide' (S2):
"TotalWsuspended
..particulates&(TSP-)

I (NRC :1,986a:32). ý'Since ,operations

began at'SRS in
1953, six tornadoes~have'been confirmed~on;.the:site
or near -SRS.'Nothing)more :than -light, damage mwas
,reported'in.any,.of these'storms,=except for-a tornado
in October .1989. That tornado caused considerable
-damage to timber 'resources in 'an-.undeveloped
[,wooded. area of SRS '(WSRC 1990b: 1).
From 1.899 to 1980, 1"3 hurricanes occurred :in
Georgia :and South Carolina, for -an average
frequency of about one 'hurricane. every-6 ,years.
Three:'hurricanes were classified.as'major.'Because
'.SRS is-about 160kkmn (99.4 mi) inland, the winds
associated with hurricanes'have usually diminished
,below hurricane force (greater than or'equal to a
-sustained speed of'33.5 m/s [75 mph]) before
reaching. the site (DOE .1992e:4-115).
'Emission 'Rates. Table C. 1.5-1 'presents the
emission rates of criteria pollutants at SRS. Toxic/
hazardous pollutant emissions presented in.the.table
-represent those :pollutants with ,estim-ated
concentrations at :or'beyond the<SRS boundary that
exceed .1'percent of South Carolina-State, standards
I (SRS.1993a:4).
Modeling Assumptions. Emission rates 'forcriteria
and toxic/hazardous; pollutants -were based on-actual
-site 'emissions -data: for-the year 1990. 'Additional
-model input-used to'estimate, maximum. criteria-and
toxic/hazardous -pollutantconcentrations•at 'or
,beyond -the ,-SRS .site boundary.:includes:the
.,following:-p011utant:emissions modeled'from, actual
.stack' heights, actual, 6ffective.. stackdiameters,
.'actual exit.,velocity,-,and actual, exit temperature.
-

.'C-6

'..•'Emission-FRates of Criteria'and

ýToxidHazardousPollutantsat
:5'Savannah'River.Site,.:1990
'Emission Rate
"-Pollutant
'Carbonmonoxide (CO)

jkgtyr)
'404,449
. 509
'4,278;380
l,,963,l80
'.9,454,199
•4,430f,890
,Point'&
'Volume
,Source

ZToxic/Hazardous
(kg/yr)
.'Pollutants
:211
'3,3-Dichlorobenzidine
-a
Acrolein
.Benzene
129,772
Bis (chloromethyl) ether
211
-Cadmium oxide
.243
'Chlorine
21,147
'Chloroform
1,035;006
.Cobalt
57,970
.Formic.acid
46,949
'Manganese
,27,882
'Mercury
918
•Nickel
23,023
Nitric acid
.1,151,526
b
-Parathion
'Phosphoric acid
14-860

!Area
-Source
(kg/yr/mr)
'a

.1.94x10"3
.0.21
a
a

10.1
13.6
--4:58x10"4
.a

,2.61
1.15x10-3
"6:02
.a

b
a

a".No.sources indicated.
b Data not available.
"Notie:kg=kilogram;.yr=year m2 =square meter.
:Soure, SRS 1993a:4;.-SRS'1995a:10.

'Atmospheric Dispersion 'Characteristics. Data
collected, at- the -SRS,'meteorological. monitoring
-station for 1991, indicate that.unstable conditions
occur.approximately:3 8-percent-of. the time,- neutral
conditions approximately 43,percent- of the time,
and -stable'conditions'.approximately 19.percent. of
the.,time, on anwannual-basis.
-Annua[Mean 'Wi.ind `.S peeds and :Dire ti on
,Frequencies. The' SRS meteorologicaL'data for
wind speed. and, direction for 1-99 are, presented in
"'Figure, C1.5-6L.as,,a,wind, rose.,.As, shown! in this
figure,o the; maximumf wind'directionr, frequency..is
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from•_the.northeastwithza~secondary. maximumrfrom.. -Athrough. 993 was 25 mrs (55.9. mph)-in May 1-958.
*Peak
-the gust%wind recorded was33.1 rmIs (74 mph) in
the east-northeast. Theýmean witnd'speed-fron
[June 1993 (NOAA 1994b:3).
-northeast is 3.8 m/s (8.5'..mpih):and from the
east-northeastis 3.'8-mls (8"5 -mph),.;while,,the
-,Severe weather in; the Lynchburg -area: isgenerally
,:maximum meanwind speed-is .l~m/s (9.2 i mph)
Slimited, to'thunderstorms with. a low -probability of
'from-the west-northwest.
tomadoes.:,The average number o6fthunderstorm days
'j per.year at Lynchburg is, 40.5 (NOAAr 1994b:3):.The
C..BABCOCKm&.WILcox
,.probability. of -a tornado. actually. striking, the site is
and
-3'.0x1064-per, year, with a recurrence interval' Of
-Thissection
provides information on.-elimatolog!
3,333.years (BW!NRC 1986a:3-4).
-meteorology,-emission rates, modeling assumptions,
.,atmospheric: dispersion-characteristics,-and arinual
.EmissionRates. Table C 1.6-1. presents the-emission
,meanwwind speeds ,and direction frequen .cies
)urg,
rates of criteria-,and toxic/hazardous pollutants
(Figure C.1-6-1) -atýB&W located at Lyncht
Virginia.
I determined from the AIRS Facility:Subsystem (AFS)
-Plant Emissions -Inventory maintained by -,the
Commonwealth r.of Virginia, 'Department -of
-Meteorologyand Climatology. "The7:climate o'f-the
ters.
Environmental
Quality, Air DiVision. Toxic/hazardous:
Lynchburg area has mild summers -and win
pollutant emissions presented ýin :the table-were
' Rainfall is -fairly evenly distributed throughou t, the
obtained from the Toxic Chemical Release Form "R
year, but there is a distinct summertime rairifall,
required by -Section 313 of the Emergency Planning
occasioned by afternoon thunderstorms. Ther e are
and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1-986,:also
occasional snow showers, but the mountains -tDthe
.known-as Title. III ofthe Superfund Amendments and
:immediate -west:act -as. a barrier and. shelter the.area
ReauthorizationAct. These emission rates were -used
-from -many -storms and high -winds. The -mountains
as input into the JSCST2 -model to estimate pollutant
,alsoact as a barrier to extremely cold -weather.
Temperatures have fallen below zero only ,on 2L•few
concentrations.
*days,.and 37.8 'C (100 °F) heat is :almost:as rare,
ModelingAssumptions. Additional model inputused
although this mark has been-exceeded inthemonths of
to estimate maximum pollutant concentrations at or
I May through-September (NOAA 1994b:7).
'beyond the B&W ýsite :boundary includes the
following: criteria pollutant emissions were modeled
'The average annual temperature at the-Lynch burg
using actual stack locations and heights, stack
NWS station is 133 °C (55.9°*F); temperatures :may
diameters, exit-velocity,, and exit temperature;, toxic/
vary from an average daily'minimum of.-4. 1 OC
(24.7 'F) in January to an average daily maximu m of
hazardous pollutant emissions were modeled from a
Lings
centrally located stack within the complex of facilities
30 °C (86 'F) in July. Relative humidity read
ata,height of-10m (328 ft), a,stack diameter of 0.3m
taken three times per day range from 45,perce nt in
(,1ft), -an exit -velocity of 0.03 m/s (0.1 ft/s), -and-an
I April to-89 percent in August (NOAA 1994b:3).
exitrtemperature equal to-ambient temperature.
'The.annual precipitation at the Lynchburg D•
TWS
Atmospheric "Dispersion Characteristics.
[ station is 104 cm (40.9-n). The maximum moi ithly
Meteorological! data-collected at Lynchburg NWS for
.precipitation, recorded at: the Lynchburg NWS st•ation
'1994 indicate -that-unstable atmospheric -conditions
was 29 cm (1.1.4 in) in-October 1976, ,while the
'occur approximately 18,percent.of the time, ,neutral
maximum precipitation observed-in a 24-hour.pieriod
conditions approximately'76 percent-of the time,-and
was 15;9 cm (6:3 in) recorded in June 1,972. -The
average:,annualtsnowfall as measured-at the.Lynch burg
-stable conditions,-approximately:6 percent-of:the time.
NWS- station-is 46 cm (18.1. in).
:The. wind:speed- and direction: data-at-Lyndhburg':NWvS
l[;Prevailing-wind'directions at B&W aretpredomiru antly
r.are: recofzded.during -daylight h6urs6only. The inclusion
of-observations, during- nighttime hours would, increase
,. from :the-southwest-,with a, mean. speed of 3-.4 itSm/s
the
,rthe, percentage',0f. stable, conditions,,significantly. This
(7ý7 mph):.Thie fastest mile wind speed recorded-,
- increase, of-stable, conditions would, tend,, to raise the
.Lynchburg NWS station for the period of record' 1944

- -.-
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,Table.".C.16-1. Emission.Rates.ofCriteria.and
roxic/HazaidousPollutants
at Babcock'&*Wilcox,1994
XEmission Rate
- Polutant

XCrbon mon~xide (CO)
,Lead"(Pb)
•Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
"Particulate matter.(PM1 0)
::Sulfur dioxide (S0Q
1-Tothl suspended particulates (TSP)
Toxic/Hazardous Pollutants
Copper.compounds
.Nitric acid
Sulfuric acid
Trichloroethylene

(kg/yr)
1,678

~36,7%O

:-1 76
" 2,447

,:232
.: 218
..'213
.53
•4,697

:+concentrations/.of :,pollutants at: or beyondd+the, site
boundaiy".The~calcUlated: concentrations. of•po1utants
are, such-,a. smialpercentage- of the :standardsthat .ay
increasedueto, meteorological conditions would-still
bewell.below the standards.
Annual ::Meanx'•Wind ýSpeeds. and`:Direction
Fre~quenc:ies. •TheLynchburgNWS-meteorological
data for,.windsspeed&;anUdddirection'for, 1994.,are
•,presented' in'+Fi~gure'C.l.16- '-as •a. winfd rose..'Asi
shown.-in.this.Jfigure, ýthe maximum-wind-:direction
Ifrequency ,•is from :the-ýsouth-southwest :with.:a
'secondaryrmaximum from,-the-southwest• The mean
-wind ýspeed from.the'south-southwestfis 1.7.nm/s
(3.8 mph) and: from, the southwest is 1:8,m/s
,(4.mph), whilethelmaximum, mean-wind speed is
.2.1 m/s (4.7,mph) from. thevwest.

.a No-sourceindicated.
'Note:, kg=kilgram;-yryear.
I Source: B..W.EPA 1995a; VADEQ.1995b.

I

,FigureCJ.•6-'.L Lynchburg, Virginia-NationalWeafher ServiceMeteoroLogical.Data,1994.
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7Nuclear'FuelServicesInc.

This section provides information on elimatbiogy'and
.meteorology,' emission ratesimodeling assumptions,
Satmosphheri'::dispersion characteristics,, and.annuai
.mean ,wind'-speeds, and. direction frequencies
(Figure"C. 1-ý!) at-NFS located atErwinifTennessee.
Climatology, andMeteorology. -The-climate of the
',Erwin-vicinity is, characterized.bywarm, humid
-summers,and, relativelyý mild winters.(Co61er,d-,rier
,weather in the ,areais. usually associated,-With .,polar
continental air masses, whereaswarmer, ,wetter
weather is associated-with.gulf maritime,.air:masses.
'.The.average. annual, temperature; in-the -ErwinZ-area~is
13.1 °.C (55.5 0 F); temperatures may vary from, an
average daily minimum of -4.3 0C (24.3;.0F)in January
to.an average daily maximumrof 29.2 C, (84.6 9F).in
July. -Relative humidity readings taken four times: per
..day.range from: 51.percent, in April to-93ipercentin
August. and September (NOAA 1994c:3).
The annual precipitation in the"Erwinwareais 4103 cm
(40.7 in). The maximum monthly'.precipitation
recorded near -Erwin was 24.7 cm (9.7 in) in July
1949; while the maximum. precipitation observed in a
'24-hour period,'was 9.3 cm (3.7 'in) -recorded.'in
October 1964. The average annual -snowfall as
,measured near-Erwin is 40.1- cm (15.8 in).
The annual average wind speed -is. approximately
2.5 m/s (5.5 mph). The fastest mile wind speed,
-recorded at the Bristol, Johnson City, Kingsport NWS
station was 22.4 m/s (50.1 mph). in. May .195 1. Peak
gust wind recorded was 28.2 m/s (63.1 mph)-in April
1991 (NOAA 1994c:3).,
The 'averagenumber of thunderstorm. 'days.,per year
near Erwin is 42.8 (NOAA!1994c:3).
Severevstorms are infrequent in the Erwin.rcgion,-which
's"east of-the center .of tomado: activity, .south. of most
blizzard conditions, and too far inland tobe0ften affected
by:hurricanes. Only one tornado."has been:recorded in

'IUnicoi..'County, since 1950'(NRCý 199 la:3-1 33).
iEniission Rates. Table 'C. 1.7-1 -presents: the
emission rates-of criteria pollutants determined from
'operating permits issued between' 198 l.andtt1994,-by
.the Tennessee.Air. Pollution .Control Board.pursuant
7to'.the;'Tennessee Air.!..Quality Act. Toxic/hazardous

-Table(•.741.
ýEmission"Rates of Criteria-and
ý,Toxic/Hazardous-PollutantsatNuclear,Fuel
.,Services,1l994 "
"Emission,Rate

(kgtyr)

S-Pollutant
'.Carbon :monoxide (CO)

7.,
71146

a

Lead (Pb)
Nitogendioxide(NO.2 )
..
Particulate mater'(PM 0)b
-.Sulfur dioxide (SO2 )
,:Total suspended particulates

•

"33',865
1,558
-1",081
' 1,558.

-(TSP)b
'Volatile organiccompounds (VOC)
.Hydrogen-fluoride (HF)
Toxic/Hazarflous Pollutants
Ammonia
Nitric acid

-6,918
.. 405
'9'573

,242

-a No source indicated.
b It is conservatively assumed that all PM 10 emissions are TSP
' emissions.
'Note: kg=kilogram;:yr-year.
'Source: NF,DEC nda;'NF EPA 1994a.

'pollutant emissions presented -in the table -were
obtained from the Toxic Chemical :Release.Form R
-required-by Section313 of the Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act of '1986, also
•known as Title lI-of the SuperfundAmendments and
.ReauthorizationAct. These emission rates'were used
•as..input into-the ISCST2 model towestimate pollutant
concentrations..
Modeling Assumptions..Additional model input used
toestimate maximum, pollutant concentrations at or
,beyond the NFS. site boundary includes: criteria
pollutant emissions modeled from stack 416 at a height
0of.33, m (108 ft), a stack.diameter.of 1521 m (5 ft),:an
velocity .of 11.57 m/s (38 ft/s) (NF NRC
.1991,a:2-4), ,and .an exit.temperature of 177 "C
:(350:*F); toxic/hazardous pollutantemissions were
ýmodeled from,:a centraUy: located.stack intheBuilding
ý7300 complex atza height of 10,m (-32.8'ft),-a: stack
diameter 6f,0.3. m ( 1'ft), :an, exit velocityof 0.03:rn/s
'(0.1l ft/s), -and, an. exit temperature: equal"to ambient
.temperature.

I--exit

Atmospheric.:DispersioniCharacteristics.
'Meteorologicalfdata'collected. at' NFS :for theý. period
'March 1.994, through!.Februaryý 1995 indicate- that
:'unstable. atmospheric. conditions- occur approximately
C-9
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77'percent. of,the time,: neutri condi'tionrs 'approximatelly
.22 percent of. the.,time, .and s table conditions
approximately 1-1
percent'6f the, time.

AIR QUALIT I.MPACTS'OF
ýBLENDINGTFACILITIES

~C.2

'Annual Mean 'Win'd -Speeds, and 'Directi.on

;IFrequencies 'The'onsite, meteorologicalldata, for~wind
speed anddirectionfor- the periodMarchd 1994, through
'Februaryl995'are presented :inFigure C.l.7-1 as a-wind
-rose.As shown-in.thisgfigure;the maximumnwiniddirection
frequency is from the -south-southwest: with a 'seconday
maximum from thel north-ýnorthwest. The' mean' Wind
speed' from. the, south-southwest, is',3 rn/s (6.7. mph) -and
•from the north-northwest-,is -3m/s"(6.'7mph), while the
maximum mean wind speed~is 3.6 mr/s (8.1 mph)-from
.the :south-southeast.

Potenti'ambient •air: quality impacts of the•,emissions that
:result'fromopera-ingz theHEU.conversion .and, blending
faeilities~at: each-site were- analyzed using. ISCST2, as
-'described!,inSection`C. 1.2.,.:The- soureof the blending
facility. emissions :is assumed.to be that:.whih :is'described
-szunder.'theý sectionlModeling "Assumptions, for eachi of the
.cadidates.ites. The model input data: include the emission
':inventories for eachof the blendingfacilities as presented in
I.Tables C.2-1 through C.2-4.

'N

,WNWw

(ENEE

,WSW ""ESE

'r

":SSW

•

SSE
S

i:[W
I Source: "NFS 1995b:2

Wind Direction'Frequency (percent)

.

,Mean WindtSpeed (m/sec)
2662/,EU

)Figure C1.7-1. -NuclearFuelServicesiMeteorologicalData, March1994 throughFebruary 1995.
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'TablefC.24.1.: iE•Emissioný'Rates ofPollutantsfora
Conversion and Blending 'FacilityHighly Enrlched Uranium to Low-Enriched
Uranium as UranylNitrateHexahydrat.for the

."Department of Energy Sites
..Emissioi"Rate
outantkg/yr)
,"Carbonmonoxide (CO)
Lead'(Pb)
Nitrogen-dioxide (NO2)
,Ozone (Q3)b
.Particulate'matter (PM10)
Sulfur dioxide'(SO 2)
Total, suspended particulates (TSP)

2,60
a

7,300
215
170
:13,500
37,000

-a No emissions,from this process.
b Based on estimated generation of volatile organic
compounds,(VOCs).
Note:,kg=kilogram; yr=year.
Source: OR LMES 1995b.

I

[Table deleted.]

Table C.2-2. Emission:Ratesof Pollutantsfora
.Conversionand Blending FacilityHighly Enriched:Uraniumto Low-Enriched
Uranium asMetalfor the Y-12;Plant
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Lead(Pb)
Nitrogen.dioxide (NO2)
Ozone ( 0 3)b

I

Particulate matter (PMlo)
.Sulfur dioxide-(SO2)
Total suspended particulates (TSP)

Emission Rate
(kg/yr)
1,260
a
2,600
106
125
4,700
13,000

a -No emissions-from this process.
b,Based on estimatedgeneration of VOCs.

Note: kg=lkilogram; yr:year.
Source: OR LMES 1995c.
[Table.deleted.]

.C.3

1NOISE

C.I.1
--

IINTRODUCTION

.This, section,-provides, a, summary. of local., noise
r.rgulations. Aqualitative discussion of operation noise
sources and the potential, for.noise impacts is provided

'4Table.C.22-3. "EmissionRates ofPollutantsfora
"•Conversionand Blenfdingý'Faciloty..Highly/EnrichediUranium to Low-Enriched
Uraniumas Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydratefor
Two CommercialSites
.EmiSsion Rate
.Pollutant
f(kgyr)
'Carbon monoxide (CO)
2',172
ta
ALead'(Pb)
Nitrogen'dioxide (NO2)
1,089
'Ozone(Q3)b
-200
Particulate matter'(PM1 0)c
169
Sulfurdioxide (SO2)
.1,956
Total:suspended particulates '(TSP)C
:169
a-.No emissions;for this process.
b.Based.on estimated.generation of VOCs.
c It is conservative lYassumed that all PM1 oemissions are'TSP
emissions.
Note: kg=kilogram; yrfyear.
Source: ORMLMES 1995b;,ORR 1995a:9.
Table'C.2-4. Emission Rates of Pollutantsfor a
Conversion.andtBlendingFacility-Highly Enriched Uranium to.Low-Enriched
Uranium-asUraniumHexafluoridefor
Two.- CommercialSites
Emission Rate
Pollutant
(kgyr),
Carbon, monoxide.(CO)
.2,258
a
(Pb)
Lead
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
1,433
Ozone (03)b
.:200
Particulate matter (PMio)c
.203
-Sulfur dioxide (SO2 )
2,934
Total suspended particulates (TSP)C
-203
d
HF)
(as
fluorides
Gaseous
,a No emissions for-this process.
b Based on estimated generation of VOCs.
C It is:conservatively assumed that allPM1 o'emissions.areTSP
emissions.
d Trace.
Note:,-kg-=kilogram; .yr=year.
-Source: OR LMES 1995a; ORR, 1995a:9.
in-Sections 3.3.3,13.4.3, 3.5.3 and .3.6.3, Affected
'•Environment, and •4.3 .1.2,i 4.3.2.2,'4;3.3.2, 4.3:4.,2, -and
I 4.6.2-2 Environmental Consequences.

:•C-11
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The Occupational-Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) stanrdrds for .occupational'noises exposure
(29' FR-gý 9 10) .are: applicable for. worker protection
at the site.

.C.3.2

.;SuPPoRTiNG:DATA

,.This section provides a diScussion of olocal oise
.reguations~and presents any available ,sound-level
monitoring'dataifor the-`sites. There- are noý.ommunity
noise: regulations'applicable to B&W andNFS.
C.3.2.1

-C321-

SavAnnah iiver Site

jAmbient'sound 'level data collected at SRS in:-1989
,and 19.90 aressummarized in :sound-Level
Characterizationo-ff,the'Savannalh;'River-Site (NUS.5251, August 1990)"The Statesof Geora andSouth

I

SCarolina,. and'the, counties ..where,"SRS;:is"located,
have 1not yet establishedd oise•regulationsthat

,.specify-yacceptable community n6iselevels except-for
a:-provision of the Aiken:CountyNuisance Ordinance,
,whichl- iimitsi daytimeý.and&niglhttime no6ise: by
•frequency, band (Table C.3.2.21).

"Oak Ridge Reservation

Maximum,allowable-noise'limits, for.the city of Oak
iRidge are presentedin: Table C..3,2.1-4.
Table: C3.23-1.• Cityof Oak'Ridge Maximum
' Allowable Noise.LimitsApplicable
to OakVRidge Reservation

Where
Adjacent Use
-All,residential districts

-Maxim

-Measured ;SoundLevel
(dBA)
Commonflot
:50

mine
Neighborhood
business district
General- business
,district
Industrial district
Major.street
-Secondary residential
•.street

Common'lot
:line
Common lot
line
Common lot
. -line'

k55

Street lotline
.Street lot line

75
.60

Note:dBA=decibel,-A-weighted.
Source: ORCity 1985a.

'60
ý65

Table C.32.2-4. AlikenCounty iMaximum
A.lowable Noise:-Levelsa
',Nighthme (9:00 -SoundPressure
.p=m.-7:00 a~m.)
Levels (dB)
:Nonresidential •ResidentiaULot
Iine
Lot'Line
Frequency-Band

(Hz)
.65

20-75
75-150

:69
'60

.50

150-300

56

43

300-600

51

38

6004i200
1,200-2400

42
406

,'33
;30

.2,400-4800

38
28
"4800-0,000
35
.
,20
•a Forioaytime (7:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.) sound'pressum:levels,
,apply one of the following corrections (dB) to the nighttime
1levels above:.daytime. operation only, +5; source operates
less thar-20 percent of any 1-hourpehod,-+5; source
.operates less than 5,percent of-any-l-hour period,,.+10;
source operates less than I percent of any- -hour period,
+15;,noiseo:f impulsive-character, -5;,noise of periodic
character, -5.
Note:dB=decibel;1Hz=Hertz.
Source: SR County. 1991a.

i
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Biofic'Rcesources

Appendix D
-Biotic Resources
.'D.1

4NTRODUCTION

',•This appendix- includes ýadlisting, of.the scientific
-names ,of •.common,. nonthreatened,.! and
.nonendangered plant-and amiimal, species found in!the
text. :Additionally, ýtables ,are •:presentedý listing flora
,and fauna identified by-.the U.S. Fish and-Wildlife
.Service (USFWS), 'National-Marine Fisheries
-Service, and Stateg overnments as.threatened,
.endangered, or other Ispecial status.:Special-.status
I,.species.includeSState clasSifications ,such as species
, of concern, or.species in need of management. [Text

I deleted.] *Thethreatened, endangered, -and special
,status" lists-include:-all such ,species- as could
potentially occurnin ,a: site areawregardless of their
residenceistatusi (that is,,.breeding&,yearý round,
summer, winter, or migratory) or likelihood:ofbeing
t affectedfby..project, actions. Table'D.-1 lists
nonthreatenedland nonendangered plant ý,.arid -aniimal
. species "for ý.the four sites. TablesD.41-2,through
.-D.I-5 .list Federal- and State-listed, threatened,
endangered, and .other species' .status for all four
.sites.Alltableslist species in.-alphabetical order by
,common name.

i D-1

ýDisposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched.Uranium-Final-EIS
iZable D;1•-.

Scientific-NamesofCommon Nonthreatenedand NonendangeredPlantand
Animal,-Speeies-Referredto in the Text

.CommonName
..,Mammals
.,Beaver
.ýBlackbear
'Eastern-cottontail

'ScientificName
Castor.canadensis
-'Ursus americanus
Sylvilagusfloridanus

•Cappie
.-,Eastem.gray squirrel
Susscrofa
Feral hog
.Gray fox
"iUrocyon cinereoargdnteus
MHouse mouse
.
Musmusculus
:Mustela vison
Mink
-Opossum
Didlelphis marsupialis
Raccoon
-Procyonlotor
Vulpes vulpes
Red.fox
White-footed, mouse .Peromyscusleucopus
Odocoileus virginianus
Whitetail deer
Birds
Carolina chickadee
-Paruscarolinensis
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Common crow
Sturnus vulgaris
European. starling
Bubo virginianus
.Great homed owl
Zenaidamacroura
Mourning dove
Colinus virginianus
Northern bobwhite
'Northem cardinal
Red-tailed hawk
"Ruffed.grouse
Wild turkey
'Reptiles
'Eastern box turtle
Eastern.garter snake
Amphibians
American toad
Slimy salamander
'Fish
American; shad
Black crappie
Bluegill
-Bream

13-2

'Cardinalis-cardinalis
,Buteojamaicensis
Bonasa umbellus
Meleagris gallopavo
Terrapenecarolina
,Thamnophissirtalis
Bufo americanus
-Plethodonglutinosus
Alosa sapidissima
Pomoxis nigromaculatus
.Lepomis-macrochirus
Lepomis spp.

Common'Name
Fish (continued)
.:,Catfish
..Central-stoneroller
Common carp .

.-Sdentfic Name
.Ictalurmsspp.
Cam1postoma
Cyprinus-carpio

CrSciurusacalinensis .?Pomoxis4spp.
sp.
Drum
.Aplodinotus
Herring
Alosawsp.
Hickory shad
.:'Alosamediocris
:Lake chubsucker
"Erimyzon sucetta
Largemouthl bass
Micropterussalmoides
"Gambusiaaffinis
:Mosquitofish
Acantharchuspomotis
-Mud sunfish
Olive-darter
Percinasquamata
Esox spp.
Pickerel
Esox-americanus
Redfin.pickerel
Sauger
Stizostedion canadense
Clupeidae
Shad
Micropternsdolomieu
Smallmouth bass
Micropteruspunctulatus
-Spotted bass
.Moroneisaxatilis
,Striped bass
Lepomis spp.
Sunfish
White crappie
Plants
Hemlock
Hickory
Loblolly pine
Longleaf pine
Oak
Post oak
-Red oak
-Shortleaf pine
Slash pine
:Virginia pine
White oak
White pine
Yellow-poplar
-

,Pomoxis annularis
- ':Tsugac-anadensis

Caryaspp.
Pinus taeda
:Pinuspalustris
-Quercusspp.
:.Quercusstelata
"Quercus rubra.
Pinussechinata
Pinus-eiiottii
Pinus virginiana
Quercusalba
Pinusstrobus
Liriodendron tulipfera

'

-Table-D.1•2.

'

:Biotic Resources

Federdl;andState-Listd Threatene~dXEdangered,andýOther.`SpediatStatus'Species•-That
zMay,,Be0iFouidon 'the ,Site,.or,.in teicnty
ofOkRidge Reservation

- -CommoniName ..
.Mammais
.....- Alleghany
woodrat..
-aý,ýEaster couga!

entific

'Name

Neotoramagister.Feisconcolorqrqoguay
. Myotis.leibii
Myotisgrisescens
,:Myotis.sodalis

i "•Easte smWl-footed bat
.:.Gray batb
lIndiana batb'

'Plecotus rafinesquii

lRafinesque's big-eared-bat

Riverbtt&

.

-

:Smoky-shrew
Southeastern-shrew

-tutra~canadensis"

-Sorexfumeus
ýSorex longirostris

Neestatasa
-.;'.FWe'rkI - ,State
:NL

,NL
E

-'E
:E

'NL
NL
'NL
NL

T
"D

-Birds
American peregrine falcon1
Appalachian'Bewick's wren
Arctic peregrine falcon
-.Bachman's sparrow
Bald eaglebc
-Barnowld
Cooper's hawkd
Grasshopper sparrow
Northernharrier
Ospreyd
.Red-cockaded woodpecker
-Sharp•.shinned hawkd
Swainson's warbler

-Falcoperegrinus anatui
Thryomanes bewickii altus
.Falco peregrinus tundrius
Aimophila aestivalis
HaliaeetussIeucocephalus
"lTyto alba
Accipiter cooperii
Ammodramus savannar"um
Circus cyaneus
-Pandionhliaetus
Picoidesborealis
Accp`iter striatus
Limnothlypis swainsoni.

"Reptiles

:1
-

I

.1

Eastemrslender glass lizard
Northern-pine snake
Amphibians
[Text deleted.]
Hellbenderd
Tennessee cave salamander
:Fish
Alabarawshad
Amber -darter
-Bluesucker

-Flame chub
,Frecklebelly-madtom.
-Highifin carpsucker
-Spotfin chubb
Tennessee daced
'Yellowfin madtomb

'ongicaudus
Ophisaurus.attenuatus-J
ýPituophis melanoleucus melanoleucus

:E
NL
-E,(SIA)
NL
T
NL
1NL
NL
NL
NL

-E
NL

,E
,E
'T
D
D
D
:T
'D
E
ýD

:NL
?NL
T
"NL

'CryptobranchusdlleganIiensis
Gyrinophiluspalleucus
.Alosa.alabamae
"Percina.antesella
.Cycleptus elongatus
Hemitremiaflammea
,'Noturus munitus
Carpiodes.velfer

•NL
E
NL
•NL
•NL
:NL

- Cyprinellarmonacha

,,-Phoxinus:tennesseensis
.Noturusflavipinnis

:NL

D
-E
"T

-T
;D
-D
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Disposition of Surplus lH-ighly
*Enriched.UraniumFinal-EIS
'Table D.1-2. .Federal- and State4ListediThreatened4Endangered-,and-OtherSpecialkStatusýSpeciesThat

May Be'oun&don the Site or in the: Ycinity, Of Oak Ridge Reservation-Continued
.,YStatusa
Common"Name
Invertebrates
:ýAlabama lampmusselb
Appalachian monkeyface
ýpearlymusselb
Birdwing pearlymusselb
,,Cumberland bean pealymusselb
.'Cumnberland monikeyface
•pearlymusseib.

Dromedaryipearlymusseib
Fine-rayedpigtoeb
Green-blossompearlymusselb
Orange-footed pearlymusseib
:2Painted~snake coiled forest, snail
,Pale.lilliputlpearlymusselb
Pink mucket pearlymusselb
'Rough; pigtoeb
Shinypigtoeb
-Tan,riffieshelb.
Tubercled-blossom-pearlymusselb
Turgid-blossom pearlymusselb
'White .wartyback pearlymusselb
Yellow-blossom pearlymusseib
'ýPlants
American barberry
:American, gnend'
•Appalachianbugbaned
Auriculate atlserfoxglove
Branching whitlowgrass
,Buttemutd
'Canada-(wild -yeHow):Iiyd
Carey's :saxifraged
Fen, orchidd
Golden seald
Gravid sedged
-Heartleafmeehania
.Heller's catfoot
Iesser,ladies', tressesd
Mchigan lilyd
ýMountain honeysuckle
SMountain witch~alderd
'Northern bush honeysuckled
",Nuttall waterweedd
Pink lady's-slipperd

D4

... Scientific Name

.ý1:ampsilis-virescens .

rQuadrulasparsa

-

.

.

,'iFedleral

.

.i.'State

•E

'.

'Conradillacaelata
V.illosa trabalis.
:Quadrulaintermedia

,E

--E

E
Dromusdromas.
Fusconaiacuneolus
Epioblasma~torulosa:gubernaculum
-Plethobasuscooperianus
.Anguispirapicta
Toxolasma cylindrellus
Lampsilisabrupta
Pleurobemaplenum
-Fusconaia;cor

`E
"-E

T

:,E

X

E
E
E
E

Epioblasma walkeri
Epioblasmatorulosatorulosa
'Epioblasmaturgidula
.Plethobasus.cicatricosus
,Epioblasmaflorentinaflorentina

NE

E

Berberiscanadensis
Panaxquinquefolius
Cimicifuga rubifolia
Tomanthera auriculata
Drabaramosissima
Juglans.cinerea
'-Lilium canadense
,Saxifragacareyana

;NL

:Liparisloeselii
ýHydrastiscanadensis
Carex g ravida
Meehaniacordata
Gnaphaliumhelleri
Spiranthes:ovalis
Liliummichiganense
Lonicera'dioica
tFothergillamajor
.Diervilla'lonicera
"Elodeanuttallii
Cypripedium acaule

.'E

E
;E

T

.ENL
NL
;NL
NL
NL
NL
:NL
NL
NL
:NL
INL
NL
NL
:NL

-NL
.NL
;NL
NL
•NL

E
:"SpC

T

SpC
T
T
SpC
TE
SSpC
T
T
*SpC
SpC
T

4SpC
,B:

,Biotic Resources
.TableD,2.
I_._ 1F..tderal.

a

State-Lited'Threatened Endangered,and OtherSpecial StatusSpecies.That

•May'Be Foitnd:on the Site oi:in the. cinity.of Oak RidgeReservation---Continued
. Statisa
CommonName
:Plants'(continued)
.-. !:Prairie goldenrod
.
orchidd,
... rp.le-fgeless
SSlenderblazing: star

.Scientific'Name
.SOlidagoptarmicOides,
.

State

NL.

E
T
7E
T
T
E
E
T
X

-Platantheraperamoena ,NL
Liatfiscylindracea
Aureolariapatula
;Pedicularislanceolata "_NL

Spreading false foxgloved
Swamp lousewort
Delphiniumwexaltatum
-Tall larkspur'1
ý" Tennessee
.
,
purple-coneflower-b-'•-•=• --::Echinaceaxtennesseenis
Tubercled reinorcbidd
Virgiia spirea

Federal

Platantheraflavavar herbiola
Spiraea virginiana

'NL
NL
NL
E
&NL.
T

NL
&-P
Pycnanthemum verticillatum
•Whorled mountainmint
-a
Status codes: D-deemed in need of management; E=endangered;:NL--not listed;-P=possibly, extirpated; S/A=protected.under the
.similarity of appearanceskprovision of theEndangeredSpecies Acr,.SpC=special concern; T--threatened.
b USFWS Recovery Plan exists forthis species.
Observed near ORR on Melton Hill.and Watts Bar-Lakes.
d -Recent record of species'occurrence'on ORR•
Source:'50:CFR 17.11; 50 CFR 17.12; DOE"1995w; ORDOE 1990a OR FWS 1992b; OR NERP 1993a;ORNL 1981a; ORNL
'1984b; ORNL 1988c;TN DEC 1995a; TN DEC 1995b; "N.DEC 1995c; TN DEC 1995d;TN WRC 1991a;.TNWRC
1991b.

.-Dispositionof Surplus Highly

Enriched UraiumnF.inal.EIS
.TableD.1-3.

andState-isted•Threatened,'Endangered,.and
-Federal,.
OtherSpecialkStatusSpecies:That
-•May BefFound-on theSite or in theVicinityof Savannah'River-Site
ý,Statuia

..%CommonName
"Mammals
Meadow vole
ý[Rafinesque's big-eared batb
:.SouthernAppalachian eastern.woodratb
Spotted skunkb
-lStar-nosed moleb
Swamp rabbit
:Birds •
American-peregrine-falconbc
American swallow-'taled kite
1
Appalachian'Bewick's wren b
Arctic pergri'ne falconb
'[Text dleted.]
Bald eaglebc
Barn owlb
Common ground doveb
Cooper's hawl 1'
[Text deleted.]
Kirtland's warbler1
Mississippikite1b
.Redcockaded.woodpeckerb'c
Red-headed.woodpecker-b
Swainson's warblerb
Wood;storkb
Reptiles
American alligatorb
Carolina swamp~snakeb
Eastern coral. snakeb
Green waterusnakeb
[Text deleted.]
Spotted turtleb
Amphibians
Carolinacrawfish frogb
.!Easternbird-voiced treefrogb
Eastern tiger. salamanderb
-Northern.cricketfrogb
Pickerel frogb
1
Upland chorus frog b

......
IScientific'Name
'Microtuspennsylvanicus

-Plecotussrafinesquii

`FeideMa
4NL
".NL

-Neotomaf•oridandhaematoreia
Spilogaleputoriu..
Condylura cristataparva
:Sylvilagusaquaticus

;NL

State

:,.SE

•NL

-,SC

'NL
NL

'SC
,SC

-Falco:peregrinus,
anaum
-Elanoidesforficatus
SThryomanes bewickiialtus

,E
'NL

'SE
•ZSE

fal co peregrinus tundrius

:E'(S/A)

-:ST
:ST

Haliaeetus leucocephalus
7yto alba
Columbinapasserina
Accipiter cooperii

T
:NL
-NL

Dendroicakirtlandii
Ictinia-mississippiensis
Picoides borealis
Melanerpes erythrocephalus
,Limnothlypis.swainsonii
'Mycteriaamericana

NL

E

SE
SC
ST
.SC

E
"NL
NL
E

SE
SC
SE
SC
SC
.SE

T (S/A)
NL
NL
.NL

NL
SC
SC
SC

.Clemmys.-guttata

NL

SC

,Rana:areolatacapito
Hyla avivoca.ogechiensis
-Ambystoma tigrinum tigrinum
.Acris crepitans-crepitans
,Ranapalustris
-Pseudacristriseriataferiarum

NL
'NL
NL
"NL
NL

SC
.SC
,SC
SC
ýSC
,SC

Alligator mississippiensis
Seminatrix'pygaea
Micrurusfidviusfulvius
'Nerodiacyclopion

"NNL

I'

,!BioticResources
Endangered,andOtherSpecial Status Species -That
:Table D.l-3. ýF.ederal-.and-dState-ListeidThreatened4:
-'MayBe Found on the Site or inithe Vicinity ofSavannah:!RiverSite-42ontinued
Statusa
"(CommonNName
'Fish
. [Text'deleted.]
..
.
sturgeonbc
Shormose
...'Invertebrates

j7I.-r.

[Text.deleted.]
Brother-spike mussel
'Plants
B•.v-rsdeletedj
.Beak-rushb
ýBeaký-rushb
IBogspice bushb
`[Text deleted.]
Cypress stump.sedgeb
Durand's White Oakb
Dwarf bladderwortb
-Dwarfburheadb
.Elliott's crotonb
Few-fruited sedgeb
Florida bladderwortb
-Florida false loosestrifeb
.Gaurab
Green-fringed orchidb
Leafy.pondweedb
-Loose water-milfoilb
Milk-peab
Nailwortb
Nestroniab
Nutmeg hickoryb
Oconee azaleab

-I

-

Pink tickseed

.Quillleaved swamp potatob
-Sandhill Iilyb
-Smooth coneflowerb
'Trepocarpusb

Same

TFederal

Acipenser brevirostrum

..State

•SE

'-Elliptiofraterna

'NL

ý.SE

Rhynchospora inundata
Rhynchospora:tracyi
Lindera-.subcoriacea

"NL
NL
NL

-

Carex decomposita
Quereus durandi
Utriculariaolivacea
.Echinodorus-parvulus

NL
NL
•NL
NL
'NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL

SC
SC
.,_SC
`SC
ZSC
SC
-RC
"SC
-SC
.SC
RC
ISC

NL

-RC

NL
NL
E

- SC

NL

'SC

-Croton-elliottii
Carex oligocarpa
Utriculariafloridana
-Ludwigiaspathulata
Gaurabiennis
,Platantheralacera
Potamogeton-foliosus
Myriophyllum laxum
Astragalus villosus
Pamnychia americana
Nestronia umbellula
Carya-myristiciformis
Rhododendrom'flammeum
Coreopsis6rosea
Sagittariaisoetiformis
Nolina georgiana
'Echinacea laevigata
Trepocarpus aethusae

SC

SC
:-RC
SC:
ýSC
ýSC
SC

-SC

'SC

A

SC
NL
Vallisneriaamericana
Wild water-celeryb
-SC
NL
Rorippa sessiliora
Yellow- cressb
Nl
lSC
Baptisia lanceolata
Yellowlwild.indigob
a Status codes: .E=endangered; NL--not listed; RC= regional of concern (unofficial, plants only); S/A-protected under the Similarity
of appearancesprovision of the,Endangered-SpeciesAct, SC=state of-concemrSE=State endangered (official state list-,animals
-only)- ST=iState threatened (official state list-animals only);4T=threatened.
,b.Species.occurrence recorded on SRS.
c;, USFWSoRecovery Plan exists"for this species.
d: There is no official threatened or endangered status for-plantspecies;-defer-t6i-Fedemrlstandardc-..

A
-

'.Source: 50.CFR 17.11;-50,CFR- 17.12i DOE 1992e;.SC WD 1995a; SR NERP 1990b;,WSRC 1989ýe-WSRC 1993b.
I;D-7
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Table-.D.-4. -Federal-and State-Listed-Threatene4d Endangered,wand Othe, Special•Status species •That
•MayBe Foundon the;Site~orinmthe ,Vicinityof the Babcock & Wi kox:,Facility
-Statisa
'Common Name.

Mammals
-'Eastern cougarb
Indiana bat
'-'River otter
.Virginia big-eared bat
-Birds
Alder flycatcher
Appalachian.Bewick's wren
Bachman's sparrow
.!Bald eagleb
•[Bar-owl
.Brown creeper
[Text'deleted.]
Common moorhen
Dickcissel
Golden-crowned kinglet
Golden-winged warbler
Henslow's sparrow
Hermit thrush
[Textdeleted.]
Long-eared owl
Magnolia warbler
Migrant loggerhead-shrike
'Mourning warbler
Northern harrier
Northern saw-whet owl
-Peregrine falconb
Purple finch
'Red-breasted nuthatch
:"Red crossbill
'Sedge wren
*Swainson's,warbler
' Winter wren
Yellow-bellied flycatcher
;Reptiles
Canebrake rattlesnake
S

:Scientific'Name
Felis concolor couguar
* "Myotis~sodalis,.
ArLutra canadensis
-Plecotus townsendii virginianus
'Empidonax alnorum
'Thryomanes'bewickii altus
Aimophila aestivalis
SHaliaeetusleucocephalus
•yto alba
Certhia americana
:Gallinulachloropus cachinnans

Spizaamericana

Federal

'`State

E

E

:NL

E

'SpC
'NL

'E

NL

T
-E
;SpC
'SpC

T
;NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL

:Regulus:satrapa
Vermivora chrysoptera
.Ammodramus henslowii
.Catharusguttatus

NNL

-:Asio otus
iDendroicamagnolia
-Laniusludovicianus migrans
*Oporornisphiladelphia
Circus cyaneus
Aegolius acadicus
Falcoperegrinus
Carpodacuspurpureus
-Sittacanadensis
.Loxia curvirostra
Cistothorusplatensis
:Limnothlypis swainsonii
Troglodytes,troglodytes
:Empidonaxflaviventris

NL
SNL
NL
'NL
ENL '
NL
n(S/A)
NL
NL
-NL
NL
NL
NL
NL

'Crotalushorridus,atricaudatus

•NL

SpC
SpC
SpC

•!
.. J

SpC
T
-SpC

'SpC
SpC
'T

* I

:sp¢
,SpC
:SPC
SpC
SpC
4SpC
,SpC
'SpC

!SpC

.Status,codes: E7endangered;NL-not listed; :S/A=protected under.the-similarity.of appearances provision of:the-Endangered

,Species Act;, SpC=sp•eial concern;`,T=threatened.
b-.USFWS Recovery Planexists for this species.
•

Sourre: 50,CFR.17.11; ,VA DGIF 1993a;-VA-DGIE 1993b.
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Table D.1-5.. Federal-and-State-ListedThreatened,Endangered,and Other SpecialtStatus-Species,That
S...
MayBeFoimndonthe`
..
Site-or in the V.iini~ty ofthe Nuclear.Fuel-ServicesTFadlit
i:Statusa
-

...CommonName

..

'Scientifik Name

:Mammals
."-Eastern cougar b
Aindiana-batb
ýRiver otter

State

E

E

E
""E
NL

E
E
T

•Thryomanes bewickii altus
,.Aimophilaaestivalis
Haliaeetusleucocephalus

,'NL
NL
IT

T
E
T

;Corvusscorax
Accipitercooperii
Aquila chrysaetos
Ammodramus:savannarum
-Circus'cyaneus
Pandionmhaliaetus
Falconperegrinus
Picoidesborealis
Accipiter striatus

NL
NL
NL

-,T
'D

"Felisconcolorcouguar
lMyotisgrisescens
"'Myotis sodalis
Lutra'canadensis

:Grayibatb'

'Federal
r

,,Birds
AppalachianiBewick's wren

-Bachlman's.sparrow
,Bald eagleb
[Text deleted.]
'Commonxraven
Cooper's hawk
Golden eagle
Grasshopper-sparrow
Northemrnharrier
Osprey
Peregrine falconb
'Red-cockaded woodpeckerb
Sharp-shinned-hawk
-Reptiles
Northemrpine,:snake
Amphibians
Tennessee .cave salamander
'Fish
•Highfin carpsucker
Sharphead darter

..

..

T
DNL

NLD
1NL
-E (S/A)
E
,NL

T
,E
E
.D

Pituophismelanoleucus melanoleucus

NL

T

Gyrinophiluspalleucus

NL

T

Carpiodes.velifer
Etheostoma acuticeps

NL
;NL

D
D

a Status codes: D=deemed in need of management; E=endangered;,NL=not listed;.S/A=protected, under: the similarity.of
,appearances provision of the EndangeredSpeciesAct, T=threatened.
b,ýUSFWS-Recovery.Plan, exists, for this species.
-Source: 50CFRI17.11;'NF NRC 1991a; TN DEC 1995a.
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Human Health

Appendix-E
Human-Health
-E;

4INTRODUCTION

Supplemental information on'the potential impacts to
'humans- from:,the,-normaloperational. releases%of
radioactivity- and. hazardous,.chemicals'from the
various blending technologies, and, their. associated
'facilities is:presented in--this-:appeindix'.-This
-information is-intended, to support assessments of
normal•:operationrfbrýthe, highly lenri6hed -uranium,
(HEU)' blending options describeddin the public and
occupational health subsections of Sections 4.2
through 43 ,ofthis environmental impact statement
(.EIS). Section 'E.2 provides information on
radiological impacts during-normal, operations, ,while
Section -E.3 provides information -on hazardous
chemical impacts during normal operations. 'Section
E.4 provides information on health effects. studies.
Section E.5 describes radiological and hazardous
chemical impacts during accident conditions.
E.2

RADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS TO
HUMANHEALTH

Section E.2 presents supporting information-on the
.potential radiological impacts to humans during
normal site operations.'This section provides
background information on the nature of radiation
(Section E.2. 1), •the: methodology .used to calculate
radiological impacts (Section E.2.2), and
radiological -releases from potential sites that could
.assume,.HEU blending processes (Section E.2.3).
.E.2.1

-BACKGROUND

-E.2.l.1

Nature of.Radiation and'Its Effects
-on-Humans

What is Radiation? Humans are constantly exposed
to radiation from-the-solar -system-and from the
-earth's rocks -and-soil. This, radiation .contributes to
the :natural -background -radiation -,that has -always
.surrounded us. But-.there -are also man-made:.sources
f:radiation,. such, as cmedical: and dental -x-rays,
-household -smoke .detectors,. and: materials-released
' from nuclear-and:coal-fired powerplants.
-

-of

'All, matter in the universe ismcomposed.6fatoms, and
-radiation. comes from. the. activity-:of these. tiny
:-particles. Atoms are ,made-up :of-even-.smaller
,:particles (protons, neutrons,.-a.nd electrons). The
-number and.arrangement. 6f•these-,particles
,.distinguishes one atomfrom another.
,Atoms -of different, types :are .-known :aselements.
There-are.over 100 natural and-man-madeelements.
Some of these elements, -such -as -uranium, radium,
.plutonium, and"_thofium,-,-share a very :important
-quality: they are ,unstable. -As.they change into-more
stable -forms, .invisible -waves of energy .or particles,
known as ionizing radiation, -are released.
Radioactivity is the emitting of this. radiation.
Ionizing. radiation refers to the .fact that this energy
force can ionize, or electrically charge atoms by
stripping off electrons.Ionizing radiation can cause a
change in the chemical-composition of many.things,
including living tissue (organs), -which-can.affect the
way they function.
The effects on people of-radiation that is, emitted
during disintegration. (decay) of a.radioactive
substance depends on the kind of radiation (alpha-and
beta particles, and-gamma and: x-rays) and'the total
-amount of. radiationwenergy absorbed by, the-body.
Alpha particles are the :heaviest~of these direct types
of ionizing radiation, :and,ý despite a2 speed of about
16,000 kilometers per second (km/s) (9,940 miles per
second [mi/s]), they -can -travel only :several
centimeters in -the air. Alpha- particles, lose their
energy almost-as- soon as they coUide With-anything.
They can: easily be stopped'by a sheet of-paper or the
skin's-surface.
Beta particles are -much lighter than alpha. particles.
They car travel-as fast as 160,000: km/s (99,400&mils)
andcan travel in.the:air for-a distance of about
3 meters (m),(9.8 feet [ftl).--Beta particles,-can pass
through a-sheet of paper-but maybe stopped by-a thin
sheet.of aluminum foil orglass.
'Gamma and x-rays;,unlike alpha or beta particles, are
.waves ofpure energy. Gammarays.travel.at'the speed
o:of light (300,000-km/s, [186,000 mi/s]).-iGamma
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,Theitotalenergy absorbed per unit quantity 6f tissue is
rdferred, to-as~absdrbed dose: The radi is thei unit.o6f
, measurement for- the.physical-absorption of radiation.
.'Much like sunlight heats the pavementaby.giving up an
:amount of-energy.to it,;radiation gives •upý ds .6f
.-energy. to: objects in its path.,One rad-is' equalkto. the
,amount of, radiation, that leads• tothe deposition of
'0.01-,
lj oule o.f'energy• perf, kilogram,, ofabsorbing

,;radiation is very penetrating -and requires a thick Wall
:of.concrete, lead, or steel-to stop it.
-The>: neutron fis; another, particle:,that,:contributes- to
*radiation exposure, bothdirectly andiindirectly..Indirect
,.exposure is associated withithe.gamma'raysland a,-pha
'particles:that:are emitted. following. neutron:capture in
-matter. A neutron-has :bout one quarterthe weight :of an
alpha' particle; and, canwtravel::at. speeds:2of up.,.to
39,.000 km/s (24,200 mi/s).ONeutrons .are. more
penetrating: than-beta particles, but'less thanmgamma
-rays.

-'material.

Aroentgen. equivalent, man (rem)'-is- ameasurement
.of:the "dose,fromi radiation' based *on'its'-biological
*effects."The :rem is used:.to •measure.the• effects -of
.radiation on theibody,muchilike degrees Celsius can
,be used to measure-the-effects of sunlight heating
'pavement. Thus, 1,rm'ofsone type. of radiation is
presumed to-have the same biological effects-as 1l.rem
of-any -other type-of-radiation.,'.This, standardiallows
.comparison of the biological effects.of radionuclides
.that emit different.types.of radiation.

The' radioactivity ofz a;material decreases with time.
The time it takes, a material to lose half of~its'original
radioactivity is its half-life.. For example, ,a -quantity
of-iodine- 131,aimaterial-that has whalf-life of 8 days,
will, lose. halff-6ofits radioactivity in that amount .6f
:time. In !8 more',days, one-half ofthe 2remaining
radioactivity will be.lost, anid-so on. Eventually,. the
radioactivity will essentially *disappear. Each
.radioactive element has a~characteristic-half-life..The
.half-lives of various radioactive elements may:vary
from millionths, of a second to-millions of years.
As a radioactive element. gives-up'its radioactivity, it
often changes to. an 'entirely -different:element, 'one
-thatmay or may notbe radioactive. ,'Eventually,ca
'stable' element is formed. This transformation may
take-place in several.,steps:and is known as a decay
chain. Radium, for example,. is a naturally occurring
'radioactive element with-a'half-life of, 1622 years.,It
emits an alpha:particle and becomes radon, a
-radioactive .gas with ýahalf-life.of only '3.8 days.
Radon decays to, polonium and, through a•series of
,.steps, to bismuth,:and ultimately to lead.
Units of Radiation Measure. "Scientists and
engineers use:a variety of units. to:measure-radiation.
These 'different units can -be-used, to determine the
..amount, type,. and: intensity -of.radiation. Jusvtas- heat
can be measured in terms of its intensity or-its-effects
.:using units of calories .or'degrees, amounts of
,radiation can be-measured-in curies,-rads,.or rems.
-The curie; named after,the French scientists'Mare and
Pierre-Cufie,;describes. the "intensity"';of a.sample:.6f
*radioactive, material. ,The,rate: 6f 'decayf
of'1 !gram. of
radium is:the:basis of this unit of measure.It is equal
to 337xi0 0 disintegrations (decays). per second-.

-.
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An individual may -be .exposed toionizing, radiation
-externally from-a radioactive!source outside thebody
,and/or internally from: ingesting, radioactive material.
'The external dose'isdifferent from thedinternal dose.
An external. dose is -delivered :only during- the, actual
:time-of exposure to: the-external.radiation--source.:An
,internal dose,- however, -continues to be -delivered-as
long-as,the radioactive source is: inthe bodyalthough
both radioactive decay and elimination of, the
radionuclide by ordinary.metabolic processes
.decrease the dose rate, with the :passage -of:time. .The
dose -from 'internal exposure is ý'calculated over
`50 years-folloWingthe' initial exposure.
three types :of:doses calculated in this EIS
.include an~external.dose, an internal' dose, •:and.a
-combined external-and internal dose. Each type of
is: discussed-below.
-The

-dose'

External.-Dose. The external dose can, arise 'from
several different pathways. The radiation.causing the
.exposure is, ext-rnal :to the'body -in -all' 6f these
,pathways. In this "EIS, these pathways include
'-exposure-.to ýa cloudlof radiation.'passing.over'.the
receptor,, standing onmground that is contaminated
with radioactivity,.: swimming in contaminated, water,
andý boating; in..contaminated, water.: -The-appropriate
measure of dose is:;called. the,, ffective dose
!eequiyalent.: It- should be-noted, that, if the-receptor
,departs from,the%sourcei of radiation exposure,- his
-
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dose rate. will'be reduced.'It is-assumed that external
*exposure occurs uniformly .during' the year.
:InternalDose.".The iin-teraial'rdo-se .arises 'from- a
,radiation:.source, entering' the •huinan. body' through
either. ingestion.of-contaminated' foodý and water: or
inhalation of contaminated, air.' In this'EIS, .pathways
'for,internal. exposure' include- ingestion o6f.crops
:contaminated-:either :by :airborne, radiation :depositing
on the :crops or! by. iriigation, 6f.crops. using
-contaminated:.water ..sources,,'ingestionj. of, animal
-products': from animals. that, ingested' contaminated
:food, -ingestion of contaminated -water,,inhalation of
,contaminated air, 'and absorption- of :contaminated
-water through~the skin during •swimming. Unlike
-external.exposures, -once, the, radiation. enters Jthe
body, it-remains there for various periods of-time,
.depending on decay and-biological elimination rates.
The unit of measure for internal doses is the
committed~dose equivalent. It is the internal dose that
each body organ receives from 1 "year intake"
(ingestion plus inhalation). Normally, a 50- or
70-year dose-commitment periodis used (that is, the
1-year-intake period plus 49 or 69 years). The dose
-rate increases during-the '1 year of intake. After the
:1 year'of intake, the:does.rate slowly declines as the
radioactivity in the-body continues to produce a'dose.
The integral of'thedose rate over the'50 or 70,years
gives:the committed.dose equivalent. In this EIS, a
50-year dose-commitment periodwas used..
The various .organs of the -body have different
.susceptibilities to harm from radiation.'The quantity
that takes these different susceptibilities. into account
toprovide a broad indicator of'the.risk to.the-health
of an individual from' radiation is called: the
:committed effective dose equivalent. It is obtained by
multiplying the committed dose equivalent in each
major organ or tissue by a-weighting factor
associated' with the risk susceptibility 'of-the tissue or
organ, then summing the' totals. It is possible that the
committed: dose, equivalent to an organ is larger than
.the committed effective dose7 equivalent if; that organ
'has a small.:weighting -factor. The concept of
.committed effective dose:.equivalent, appliesonly,.to
'intemal~pathways.

'also-called the committed effective dose equivalent in
'.this iEIS (note; that in DOE, .Order•'5400.5,, this
,,quantity is called the effective6dose equivalent).
The'units used- in, thisf:EIS -for .committed dose
equivalent, effective dose e~quivalent,'and 'committed
:effective dose equivalent to an individual-are -the rem
.anýdmrem (1/1000of l-,rem). :The corresporidingunit
,,for the collective dose toM:appuplation (the"sum of the
.doses-to: members of the population,'or the product of
'the number of exposed- individuals and, their -average
,dose) is the, person-rem.
Sources; ofRadiation.',The :average -person .in the
-United States -receives a total ofabout 350,millirem
per year (mremryr)' from: alltsources of radiation,,both
natural and man-made. The sources of radiation can
'be divided into six different categories:. cosmic
radiation, terrestrial radiation, internal. radiation,
consumer products, medical diagnosis and therapy,
and other sources. Each category, is discussed below.
'Cosmic~radiation is'ionizing radiation resulting from
energetic :charged :particles from' space -continuously
.hitting the earth's atmosphere. These 'particles and
the secondary particles -and ,photons ,they create:are
'cosmic :radiation. 'Because the 'atmosphere provides
,some shielding, against cosmic radiation,,the intensity
of this radiation increases -with altitudecabove sea
level.For the sites considered in' this:EIS, the cosmic
radiation ranged from about 27 to 45 mrem/yr. The
-average annual dose to the:people in' the United
States is about 27tmrem.
External terrestrial'radiation is the radiation, emitted
from the radioactive materials in the earth's rodcks, and
'soils. The average, annual :dose from ,external
terrestrial'radiation -is.about 28 tmrem. The:.external
.terrestrial radiation for'the 'sites .in this. EIS -ranged
from-about 28 to'7T0mrem/yr.

'Internal radiation arises'from-the human -body
metabolizing, natural 'radioactive material, that has
•entered the body by.inhalation or. ingestion.;Natural
ýradionuclides in :the'body :include :isotopes 'of
uranium, thorium, 'radium, 'radon, polonium,
'bismuth, .potassium,
and carbon.: The
'Combined External andinternalDose...'For :major contributo' to' the.:annual: dose. equivalent. for
,convenience, the 'sum.-of; the. committed- effective
internal. radioactivity are-the short-lived decay
'dose e.equivalentCfromr internaltpathways'and', the
•=products of; radon, which,, contribute, about
effective-dose equivalent from external pathways, is
-

-rubidium,
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,,Govemment regulations~assume that the effects:of all
,'radiation-exposures are-cumulative.

200 mrem/yr. The -average dose.from: other internal
-radionuclides is: about'39 mrem/yr.
,'Consumer-products
walso. contain -sources of ionizing
radiation.JIn'some products, like smoke detectors and
airtport x-ray• machines,.the ýradiation source., is
essential- to the-,products' .operation." In other
products,:;.such: as:• television •rand",tobaccoi:,the
radiation occursý incidentally tothe-product function.
',The average annual: dose is about 10 mrem.

The exposure to-a member of the.general public-from
DOE facility-releases into. the atmosphere: is limited
-by the*Environmental ProtectioniAgency (EPA) to an
6f.-10. mrem,- in .addition, to: the natural
"•backgroundrandmedical'raidiation normally received
(40'CFR'61 .:Subpart H)._-DOE alsd limits to 10 mrem
theý dose,-annuailly received: from. material -released
into-the: atmosphere *(DOEOrder 5400.5)'. ýEPA and
DOE-also limit: the. annual-dose to-a-member of-the
.gerneral public`-from radioactive releasesito drinking
water to 4 rtoem (40"CFR 141; DOE Order"5400.5).
.Theannual dose'from allradiation sources'from asite
is-limited bysthe'EPA-to 25.'mrem (40.CFR 190)."The
DOE annual limit of radiation dose to a-member'of
the general pUblic from all 'DOE facilities :is
100 mrem-total-from all pathways -(DOE Order
5400.5).
-

-,annual.-dose

-

-Radiation-is an important diagnostic medical tool: and
cancer treatment. Diagnostic x-rays result:,in-,an
averageannual-.exposure of 39 mrem. Nuclear
.medical .procedures result.in.. an -average annual
:exposure-of 14 mrem.

-.

There are a few :additional-sources -ofradiation-that
contribute minor doses to individuals. in the United
States. The dose from nuclear fuel. cycle facilities,
such asuranium mines, mills and fuel processing
plants, nuclear power plants, and transportation
.routes, ,has been'estimated to be less than 1 mrem/yr.
Radioactive fallout from atmospheric~atomic bomb
tests, emissions -of radioactive material from
Department-of Energy (DOE) and Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC)-facilities, emissions
from certain mineral extraction facilities, and
transportation of radioactive materials. contributes
less than 1 mrem/yr to the average -dose to an
individual. Air travel contributes approximately
1 mrem/yr-to the average dose.
The collective (or-population) dose to an exposed
population.is calculated by summing the estimated
doses receivedby each member of the exposed
population. This total'dose received-by the exposed
population is.measured-in person-rem. IFor example,
if 1,000, people each :received-a dose of I millirem
(0.001 rem), the. collective. dose is 1,000 persons -x
0:001 rem = 1:person-rem. Alternatively, the-same
collective dose (1 person-rem) results -from 500
people,. each-oftwhom-received:a dose of 2 'millirem
(500 persons x 2 millirem = 1 person-rem).
ý.Limits .of Radiationf`Exposure.'The- amount of
man-made radiation thatthe public may*.be exposed
'.tois,limited by' Federal, regulations. Although, most
ýscientists: believe: that: radiation absorbed in,-small
•doses-over.--several. years. is not' harmful,"U.S.

The NRC'limits-depend on whether the site contains
nuclear power reactors or other NRC-licensed
'facilities.'For. other-than-power-reactors, the EPA
limits discussed above apply. For power-reactor sites,
.the guideline dose values thatdemonstrate compliance
with the -as-low -as reasonably achievable (ALARA)
,philosophy apply. These limit the annual-doses to a
member of the public to 5 mrem from.airborne
.emissions and: to 3 mrem (per reactor) from 'liquid
releases (10 CFR 50 Appendix I). The annual total
.dose limit from- all:pathways combined is the .same as
the EPA limit of 25, mrem (40 CFR 190). For people
working in an occupation-that involves radiation, DOE
and:the NRC limit doses to 5 rem (5,000mrem) in any
one year (10 CFR 20; 10 CFR 835).
E.2.12

Health-Effects

Radiation. exposure:and -its.consequences. are topics
-of interest~to the'general public: For.this, reason, this
EISplaces much emphasis .onthe.consequences of
,exposure; to :radiation, 'even -though the effects of
radiation .exposure under ,most. circumstances
.evaluated, inathis;EIS-areý small. This.section-explains
t-the basic.concepts used.in -the evaluation ofradiation
:-effects: in :order, to;provide the' baekground"for. later
.discussion, of impacts.
,Radiation can, cause, a&variety of ill-health: effects-in
.people.ýThe most significant ill-health-effect to:depict

-
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-the consequences of environmental. andoccupational
radiation exposure i's induction of cancer-fatalities.
':This effect. is•referred to- as ",latenit". cancer-•fatalities
.,because-the cancer may: take many years to:develop
ian
-fordeath
to o6cur, aid -maynot--actually, be. the
,cause: of.death.: In the discussions: that, follow,-.it
-should.be noted that all, fatal, cancers:are latentr and
..the -term t'latent'" is not used.
Health'impacts from- radiation-exposure, whether
from sources,externalf or internal to- ther-body,
.generally are• identifiedas "somatic"' (affecting, the
individual exposed) or "gen'etic" (affecting
descendants-of the 'exposed individual). Radiation is
more likely to produce-somatic- effects than.genetic
-effects. -Therefore, for:this EIS,,only .the:somatic:risks
are presented. The somaticirisks.f ;most importance
:are the induction of cancers.:Except -for,leukemia,
which ,can have an induction -period (time between
exposure to -carcinogen ýand cancerdiagnosis) -of as
little as:2:to 7 years,:'m'ost cancers:have.-an induction
.period of more-than 20zyears.
For a uniform irradiation.ofthebody, theincidence of
cancer varies among organs -and tissues; the thyroid
and, skin*demonstrate a :greater'sensitivity than 'other
organs. 'However, such cancers:'also produce
-relatively low -mortality rates'because 'they are
,relatively amenable, to:medical, treatment., Because of
the'readily available data'for .cancer',mortality xrates
and the relative scarcityof prospective epidemiologic
studies, somatic. effects leading to. cancer fatalities
rather than cancer incidence-are presented in this EIS.
The -number of cancer fatalities can be used to
-compare the. risks among the various alternatives.
-

The fatal cancer. risk*estimators presented .in :this
appendix for radiation technically-apply only to
Energy Transfer radiation (gamma rays
andbeta particles))However,.on'aper rem rather than
a per rad basis, the fatal risk-°estimators, are'higher~for
this type of radiation than -for .high-Linear Energy
•-Transfer radiation. (alpha-particles).,.In: this EIS, the
low-Linear Energy Transfer -risk'estimators are
conservatively: assumed ýto apply to-all: radiation
exposures.

-low-Linear

-

'The"National Research Council'sTCommittee on-the
,Biological Effects of Ionizing, Radiations'(BEIR) has
..prepared.a., series. of. reports, to:. advise' the:U:S.
.,Government on'the health conse~quences of radiation

exposures. The~latest.Of these reports,'Hedltht'Effects
6f-Exposure .to!Low L-vels 6of Ionizing: Radiation
'BEIR, V;:'publishedin- 19906,provides the most current
,estimates- for-.excess, mortality fromI, letkermia-and
.cancers•:other-than' leukemia expeeted-:to;-result'from
-:exposure-to-ionizing. radiation. The.,BEIR',,V, report
updates the.models and risk estimates provided in the
.,,earlier report of th-BEIR III Cornmittee,"The Effects
of Populationsof Exposure,to Low'Levels: of Ioniizing
Radiation;, .published in'1980. BEIRV-models were
'-developed-forapplication to the U.S.,popoulation.
.BEIR V ,providest estimates -that -are -consistently
higher than:-those in BEIR`1I. This is attributed to
.several factors, -including-the ,use. of- a-.linear 'dose
:response model for cancers other-than leukemia,
-revised dosimetry -for.the Japanese atomic*-bomb
survivors, and: additional -followup .,studies 0of the
atomic- bomb, survivorsand, other -cohorts. BEIR mII
employs constant relative .and absolute,'isk 'models,
-with separate coefficients -for each of several
sex-and-age-at-exposure groups, while -BEIR V
develops models-inwhich,the excess relative. risk is
,expressed as:a.function'of age at exposure,-time-after
exposure, and sex for each of -several cancer
categories. -BEIR III: models were -based on ,the
'ýassumption that, absolute -risks :are comparable
-between ,the atomic bomb :survivors, and the'U.S.
-population, while:BEIR-V models were'based onthe
assumption that the relative-risks:are comparable.For
a'disease such as lung cancer, where-baseline risksin
.theUnited States.are much larger thanmthosein Japan,
-the BEIR V approach leads to larger'risk estimates
than theBEIR III approach.
-

The models. and risk coefficients- in -,BEIR'V were
-.derived.through analyses of relevant--epidemiologic
data including the Japanese: atomic bomb, survivors,
ankylosis spondylitis, patients, iCanadian-:and
•Massachusetts :fluoroscopy .patients (breast cancer),
New York postpartum 'mastitis -patients -(breast
:cancer),'Israel T'mea.Capitis patients (thyroid cancer),
.,and Rochester, thymus ;patients (thyroid :cancer).
Models for leukemia, respiratory cancer, :digestive
cancer,:: and other, cancers, used,,only theý atomic bomb
-survivor, data, although- results, of.analyses 1of' the
ankylosis-spondylitis patients -were.-considered.
-Atomic bomb-survivor ýanalyses.'were lbased -on
,revised; dosimetry with:an;.assumed:Relative
.-"Biological-Effectiveness. of 20'for neutronsandwere
,restricted to.doses. ofless-than400 rads.:Estimates of
'ýE7--5
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-risks:offfatal -cancers- other. than; leukemia:-were
Obtaine& by. totaling the. estimates, for' breast: cancer,

-Tdble-E.2,1.,2-. '. Lifetime.'Risks per 100,000
,•:Persons Exposed:to a .SingleExposure-ofiO'Rem

respiratory cancer,'digestive cancer; and other cancers.

"ITypeofFat•l•Cancer
Cancers

-Risk'Estimates for.•Doses "Received' During, an
Accident. BEIRMV includes risk estimates for.a-single
-.exposure o6f 10 rem to.a population: of 100,'000:people
:(10 6 :person-rem).' In; this .casedýfatality'estimates~for
'leuikemiaibreast cancer,'respiratory:cancer,,'digestive
cancer,, and other cancers-are given for both sexes and
nine, age-at-exposure' groups:.Theseestimatesebased
,,on-the •linear rmode l, ,:are ,summarized-in Table
'E,271.2-,1. The average risk ,estimate-from all 'ages.
and both -sexes-.is '885' excess cancer fatalities per
million person-rem. This value.has been
'conservatively ýrounded up, to 1,000 iexcess -cancer
fatalities per million person-rem
Although -values for other,health-effects are not
presentedin thisEIS, the risk estimators fornon-fatal
cancers and for genetic disorders to- future
generations are estimated to be approximately, 200
,and 260 per million person-rem, respectively..These
,values are based on information presented in 1990
Recommendations of the InternationalCommission
on Radiological Protection-i(International
Commission .on -Radiological Protection. [ICRP]
Publication 60),-and are -seen to be20-and 26 percent,
-respectively, :of the fatal canceruestimator. Thus, for
-example, if the number 6f excess fatal cancers is
projected to be "X," the:number of excess genetic
disorders -would be 0.26,times '!X."
-

Risk:Estimates for Doses Received ,During
SNormal Operation, For low doses-and dose rates, a
linear-quadratic -model was found-to-provide a
significantly better fit to the data for leikemia than a
linear one,and leukemia risks were based on a
linear-quadratic- function. This-reduces-the effects by
:a factor of 2-over estimates that are obtained from the
linear model. For other cancers,- linear models-were
-found to. provide an.adequate fit towthe-data-and-were
,used forvextrapolation to low doses. -However, ,the
V .Committeerecommended, reducing. these
-linear: estimates-by a factor betweenr2 ,and :10 'for
-doses. received,•atzlow dose-rates '(20 rem-total).,For
this'EIS,, ax.risk reduction factor of 2 was.adopted' for
conservatism.
-

-:BEIR

-

,Based .on - the: above discussion,' the:. resUlting, r'isk
estimator- would--beý e~quaVl. to -one-half-the-•value
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,Gender
?M ale ..

"Othei:Than
Leukemiaa _'LeUkemia
- 660 '
. 220

";Female
Average

:160
'190

-

Total
Cancers
880

'730
`695

:890
885b

a-Thes&are thedlinear estimatesandare' double the
-

linear-quadratic estimates' proiidedin:BEIR'•Vz for leukemia
-.•at;low~dosesiand dose rates.
.b'•This~value hasbeen rounded:up toj1,000 excess cancer
,fatalities per-million person-rem.

Source: NAS-1990a.

,observed for-accident -situations or approximately
•500-.excess fatal-,cancer per million-person-rem
(0.0005, excess fatal cancer per.person-rem). This is
the risk value-used in-this ,EIS to calculate fatal
cancers to the .general public during normal
operations. For workers, a value-of,400 excess fatal
cancers per million person-rem (0.0004 excess fatal
-cancer.per person-rem), is,used-in-this EIS..This lower
value -reflects the-absence of-children in the
workforce. Again, base&don information provided, in
ICR•-Publication- 60, ,theIhealth-. risk-estimators for
non-fatal cancers and, genetic -disorders among the
.public are 20.and,26percent, respectively, of the fatal
:cancer risk estimator. For workers, they are both 20
percentof the fatal.cancer-risk estimator. -For this
EIS, only fatal cancers, are:presented.
The :risk. estimates may becapplied to-calculate.-the
effects of exposing, a population .to radiation. For
example, in a-population of:100,000.people exposed
.only to natural,background radiation:(0.3 rem/yr), 15
-latent cancer fatalities per-year of exposure would be
inferred to be'caused by the -radiation (100,000
•persons .x 0.3-rem/yr x'0.0005 -latentcancer- fatalities
-perperson-rem = 15:latent. cancer-fatalities per year).
- Sometimes,

calculations ,of the inumber of excess
-:cancer fatalities' associated with, radiation- exposure
ddo not .yieId,.whole numbers sand, especially in
, environmental a4pplications,ý, may yield: numbers' less
:,than 1'.0.:For example,. if. a•,popUlation of, 100,000
.were exposed: asý above,-butv to-a: total: dose ,of only
,0:.00 -rem, the- collectiv~e -,dose ,would, be
100 person-rem, and the corresponding&estimated
-number of- latentcancer fatalities-would:be 0.05

[

I

-
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--(l00,0persons&x 0.00 l rem xý.0.0005 latent cancer
fatalities/personý-rem =0.05; latent fatal-cancers).
[Text-deleted-.]Since 0.05ýis. not-.an integral number,
]thecinterpreting of nonintegral numbers of::latent
cancer fatalities needs t6 be,(defined. .The answer is to
'-intepret' the.result as. a statistical estimate. Thatis,
.0.O5:is:-the average,.number- o6fdeaths- thatq.would
-:resultif -the same, exposure6 Situation ,were ,applied to
many., different -groups: of 100,000. people., In, most
:groups, no person. (zero, people):-would incur a latent
each member
-remdose
cancer fatalityi from the 0.001"
would have~received. 'In a•small :fractionofrthe
-groups, one latent-fatal cancer would result; in
:exceptionally, few, groups, two or more latenit fatal
cancers ýwould. occur.-The average-number-of deaths
over-all: the groups -would-be 0.05 latent fatalcancers
(just as the-average of 0, 0, 0, -and 1 is 1/4, ori0.25).
The most-likely outcome is- zero latent cancer
-

-fatalities.

.These-same concepts apply- to. estimating the effects
of-radiation exposure on a-single individual. Consider
the.effectsjfor-example, oftexposure to background
radiation -over a"lifetime. The "'number of latent
:cancer -fatalities" -corresponding to a'single
individual's exposure-over a (presumed) 72-year
lifetime to'.0.3 rem/yr is the following:
I.-personx0.3 rem/yi x 72 years, x-0.0005
-

latent cancer fat'alities/person-rem.=
0.011 latednt cancertfatalities.

Again,, thisshould be interpreted in a statistical-sense;
that is,.the. estimated2effect of-background -radiation
,exposure on the exposedindividual would produce a
1.1-percent chance that the-individual, might -incur a
-latent fatal cancer. caused' by the.exposure'.' Presented
-another %way,'this method .estimates- that
.approximately 1,1-: percent of the population might
-die, cfcancers-induced by the-background-radiation.
:E.2.2

METHODOLOGY:FOR ,ESTIMATING
PRADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS&OF
"NORMALt'OPERATION

-,The, radiological-impacts :6f;e-normal- 0Peration; of
Sreactors-.and:.support facilities, were calculated, using
',Version' L-.485 .of the- GENII-computer:code,(GENII,ýThe-Ha!nfordý Environmentalý;RadiationDosimetry
:Sofrtware System [December, I988]).-Site-specific and

technology-specific'. input data-were -used,-inCluding
location,- meteorology,-. population,' food'production
and:consumption,-and source termrsý.The GENII code
-,was,ýused for- analysis: of-norm'al-operations-and
des.ign basis :;accidents.;:-Section?• E'.2.2.'1: briefly
:describesý'GENII anid outlines:.the iapproach.used-for
normal: perations.
-

1E2

:2.1
gENII ComputerXCde
G

Te' GENII computer: model, devlo0pend by•Pacific
"NorthwestCLaboratory'for.DOE, is,,an integrated
-system 6fUvarious computer modulesthat:anilyze
-environmental contamination resultingtfrom acute or
chronic releases to, or.initialecontamination in, -air,
.water-or soil.!The modelcalculates radiationrdoses-to
-individualsand ?popuilations. -The GENII computer
model-is-welldocumented for-assumptions, technical
approach, methodology, and quality assurance Iissues.
The .GENII computer model -has-gone6hrough
extensive qualityassurance and quality control steps.
'These-include-the-comparison ofresults' from-model
computations against those from hand calculations,
-and the -performance of iaternal andi external peer
reviews. Recommendations-given inithese-reports
were incorporated into thefinal GENII computer
-model, as deemed-appropriate.
For this'EIS, -only -the -ENVIN, 'ENV, and DOSE
computer modules--were used. The codes are
connected through data transfer files.' The: output -of
one-code is-stored:ina-file that canbe used by the next
iIriiaddition, a computer code
code :in-the system.
called CREGENII -was prepared-to-aid the user-with
-the preparation of inputi files.,into GENII.
The-CREGENII codehelps-,the-,user,
CREGENII.n
through, a-series of ,interactive: menus and 'questions,
prepare,.a text -input 'file- forthe ýenvironmental
:dosimetry programs. In addition,-CREGENII
fle tolmanageethed .file
prepares a batch processing C
handling needed .to .tontrol'the o0perations ,of
,!subsequent codes: and-to prepareý anoutput report.
2EN-VIN.` The: ENVIN module of the ýGENII- code
.controls, the-reading :of,-the-iinput files.prepared by
;.CREGENII, and organizes the inputfor optimal use in
the ýenvironmefital. transport, and• exposure module,
ENV. The ENVIN; code%interprets, the&basicý input,
treads -the- basic,,GENIIdata libraries,-and--other
PgptionalV input files,' and,: organizes: ,the&input. into
-
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Sequentialsegments:on, theý basis! o£fradionuclide
.decay chains.

,directly, they are usually used as input,to the DOSE

-Kstaindardized1file that, contains' scenario,:contro1,
..,and -inventory parameters is used, as input toENVIN.
Radionuclide inventoiies can be.entered as :functions
. of -releases!to, air. or water,; concentrationsrin basic
env ironmental media (air,'.soil,, orlwater), or
. concentrations ýin ;foods. If'fcertain atmosphericl
:dispersion 0ptions' have been,,selected;d thisimon~dule
can igenerate: tables. of •atmospheric -'dispersion
'parameters .that will beý used'in latercalculations.Jif
the finite plume: air submersion option' is requestedin

-'GENII1is' a-genetal? purposet omputer.code used. to
model dispersion, transport:,andhlong-term exposure
effects 6f specific radionulides• ad pathways., [Text
deleted].YGENII-,was. chosen ,because' it canmodel

-addition to the atmospheric dispersion calculations,.
?•preliminary'kenergy-dependent' finite -plume dose
factors .also ,are 'prepared. •The' ENVIN :,module
prepares the data transfer files thatare:used as input
by the 'ENV-module; ENVIN :generates the 'first
portion. of the calculation documentation-the -run
'input parameters report.
'ENV. TheENV module calculates the environmental
transfer, uptake, :and human exposure,Ato
radionuclides that result from the'chosen'scenario for
the: user-specified 'source -term. The code. reads :the
input files .from •ENVIN.-and then, for each
radionuclide -chain, sequentially !performs the
precalculations to establish the conditions at-the start
of the exposure sscenari~o. Environmental
concentrations of radionuclides are established. at the
beginning of the scenario by assuming decay. of
•preexisting sources,, considering :biotic. transport 'of
.existing subsurface contamination,- and defining soil
contamination from. continuing atmospheric-'or
irrigation -depositions. Then,4for each year of
,postulated exposure,' the. code estimates ,air, surface
soil, deep soil,.groundwater, land surface water
.concentrations :ofeach 'radionuclide in :the :chain.
'Human- exposuresiand intakes 'of,each radionuclide
are calculated for: the *following: (1) !pathways .of
external:exposure 'from 'atmosphericplumes, (2)
inhalation, (3) external exposure from contaminated
soil, sediments, andmwater, (4):external exposure from
special, geometries, (that- is,:'shielding :'parameters
,,promulgated from topographic/geologic:,trends), and
(5) internalsexposures :from, consumption6of
'.terrestrial: foods,, aquatic ",foods,,,drinking -water,
animal: products,. and, inadvertent intake: of: soil. The
intermediate !in'formation :on annual ,:media
,concentrationsand intake ratesaretwrittenlto data
-trangfer files. "Al'thoughthese.zmaya be: accessed
'E&-8

module .6f GENII.

.both-air. and&surface :transport-pathways :and
iis
•:¢restricted t6 any:radionuclides.

not

,]DOSE.:The "DOSE-module reads. the- annual' intake
and. exposure, rates defined-byothe, ENV~moduleiand
ýconvefts ,the 'data to.radiatioridse.:'External.dose is
-calculated twith precalculated :factors ffrom the
•EXTDF, module or from a data fileprepared outside
:of ,,GENII.Internalddose is ,calculated ,with
precalculated ýfactors-from the 'INTDF module.
EXTDF. The EXTDF: module calculateslthe~external
'dose-rate'factors for submersion. in :an'infinite cloud
of:radioactive, materials,, immersion .in contaminated
water,;anddirect exposure~to plane or slab: sources of
radionuclides. EXTDF -was-not•used..Instead,. the
.doserate factors' listed'in ExternalDose'Rate'Factors
-for ,Calculation of -Dose ,to Ithee Public
'j (DOE/EH-0070,. July 1988) were used for this"EIS.

'INTIDF Using Limitsfor Intakes~ofRadionuclidesby
Workers (ICRP Publication -30) model,: the 'INTDF
module calculates the internal (inhalation and
'ingestion) dose conversion factors of radionuclides
for specific rorgans. The factors 'generated by.INTDF
were used for the calculations-presented in this EIS.
ýE.2.2.2

-DataandAssumptions

.In order to perform the doseiassessments.forbthis EIS,
different types of data: must be:'collected and/or
generated. In 'addition, 'calculational ;assumptions
:have to be- made. This. section ,discusses the data
:collected .•and/or •generated ,'for-use in ithe dose
:assessment-and' assumptions 'made'for this.EIS.
'Meteorological Data.:The::meteorological'data~used
,for both ,DOE --sites were in the form of ,j oint
-frequencY data.files. A'joint frequency, data •file is a
-.table listing the fractions o6ftime.,the :wind blows:in a
,certain.direction,- at, a certain speed, ýand within a
,-certain stabiility class:.The ,joint frequency, •data files
,ýwere~based on measurements' over-a- 1-year, perioddat
-•various locations• anid at'differentheights at these two

.Human;Health.
........
sites.Averagemeteoroogicalconditions(aeraged
.over the".l1-year peridd) were, used for normal
operation- For use in ::design basis accidents,-the.-50percentile. optionr was. used. For the other two- sites,
:the,-meteorologicaltdata'presented, in Environmentali -AssessmentforiRenewalofSpecial Nuclear'Material-,LicenseNo. SNM-'42,Babcock "&--Wilcox Company,
"NavalNuclear Fuel.Division, LYnchburg, Virgina o-

,l. (Docket No. 70-27, August-1991) and-Environmental
-AssessmentforRenewal ofSpecialNuclear'Mateial
:License No., SNM-1724, :Nuclear-FuelServices,: Inc.,
Erwin,,Tennessee (DocketNo. 70-143,
- 'ErwinPlant,
-

1August 1991) wereý used.
Population ;Data. Population. distributions mwere
:based -on. 1990 Censusi of PopulationandHousing
data. -Projections were: determined :forthe .yearI2010
for areas -within 80 Ikm (50.nrni) of the zproposed
facilities at each, candidate, site. Thel site population in
2010 -was assumed to be representative -of the
population -over-the-operational period, evaluated&-and
was ,used in thedimpact. assessments. Thepopulation
was ýspatially :distributed on -a circular grid with '16
directions :and "10-radial distances up ,to ;80.ikm
'grid was centered- on 'the -facility-from
(50 mi). ,The
which the~radionuclidestwere assumedto~be released.
Source Term Data.'-The,source- terms (quantities of
.radionuclides- released. intothe environment over -a
given period).were ;estimated on ,.the: basis -of latest
conceptual designs ,offacilities,-and experience--:with.
-similar-facilities. The- source terms: used to ,generate
ýthe estimated impacts ofinormalt:operation are
provided in Section-E.2.3 for,the potential -sites that
could assume HEUblending process facilities.
-Source: terms: for site-ndependent facilities are
included within'this section.

,.workers. Doseassessments formembers of thepublic
-,were< performed, for twoý differenttypes. 6f receptors
considered in; this' EIS:xa, maximallyt exposed- 6ffsite
."!individual-an dd the general•population living, within
z_80 km (50 mr) o0fthe facility.It was: assumred that the
maximally-exposed individual (MEI) was located at
the,-site&boundary, that-,would :yield. the
hi~ghestimpacts "during normal&operation, of a given
•altemative.ý Ift more than one facility, was, assumed, to
.be operating at-a siteithe dose to'this individual from
, each 'facility' was, cealculated.-ýThe ,'doses--werepthen
summed, to, giveýthe, total dose to ,this-individual. :An
"80-km ,(50-mi)•population -dose ,was calculated for
each operating facilityv at-a site.These..doses 'then
-were added-to give, the, total population doseAat that
,site.
-

-aposition:on"

'To~estimate the, radiological impacts from-normil
operation of HEU "blending facilities,, additional
.,assumptions and factors were.consideredin using
-GENILas -follows:
No-prior-deposition,6f radionuclides on
groundsurfaces-was:assumed. , -

I

. For,%the !maximally exposed -offsite
individual, ýthe- annual- exposure time -to
the',plume and, to soilcontamiination was
0.7 years (NRC 1-97-7b:1 A109-68).

1

* For. the ;population,-the annual exposure
time :to the, plume and -to soil
*years (NRC
contamination -was 0.5
:1977b:1.109-68).

-Food-Production;and -Consumption iData..Data
from :the 1.987.Census of Agriculture-were used -to
generate site-specific-data•for.fo6d production. Food
production -was -spatially distributed 'on the ,same
-circular ;grid.'as was-,-used.forc the population
distributions2:The iconsumption rateswere thoseused
in GENII-forthe:maximum -individual .and .average
individual. People living-within the -80km,(50-mi)
:.assessment area~werefassumed to consumeonly food
•-grown, in:.that-area.

A lsemiirnfinite/finiteiplume model was
used -,forair ,immersion doses. •Other
pathways, evaluated were ground
:exposure, inhalation, ingestion-ofIfood
crops- and,:animal productscontaminated
'by eitherndeposition of radioactivity-from
theairor, irrigation, ingestion-of fish, and
-other aqlUatic food,raised in contaminated
.water,, swimming. and-,boating 4in
ng
.contaminated: surfacewater, and,
contaminatedwater. It should- be-;noted
:that :not-alltpathways-were, available at
:"every site.

Calculational'Assumptions. Dose assessments. were
,peiformed'forn members. of the- general-,public: and

'T
For atmospheric releases,'it -was-assumed
,that ground-level releaseswotild-occur for

-

-

-.

-
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',allHEUblending ifacilities. -For_.
site.dependent ifacilities; reported release
useddanidassumed to be theý
Uheightswere
•,effective .,stacký height. •Ignoring plume
rise -makes, the resultant doses
conservative.

S-calculated by:,dividing .this.'dose by the total-nurnber
of radiation workers-atLthe site.,
.All doses to-workersinclude a:componentvassociated
.withAthe-iintike: of radioactiyity .into, the -bodyý and
another component~resuilting from external exposure
--to'direct radiation.

The ,calculated doses- were 50-year
,.committed:doses!from lyear of intake.,
•E.2.23
:"'Resuspension-,of particulates-wasv not
hconsideredbecause
calculations orf dust,
'loading ,in ithe:atmosphere ýshowed, that,
this pathway:was negligible. compared
,with others..
Theexposure, uptake, and usage.parameters-used in
-the GENII,-modeltare provided. in Tables-E.2.2.2-1

IthroughE.2.2.2-4.

-

Doses to workers •directly: associated with -HEU
blending -process technologies -and--associated
.facilities were taken from-the reports prepared by
Lockheed Martin EnergySystems, Inc. To obtain-the
total workforce dose at-a -site with.a-particular*HEU
blending process, technology and: associated facilities
in :operation, the-site, dose from no-action, was, added
to that from the technology. and -facility:,being
!.evaluated. The average dose to-a site-worker-wasthen

BE-l0

Doses- calculated -byZGENII-ýwere usedt to4:estimate
'health effects, using the, iisk-estimators presented !in
Section E.2.-1.2.' The incrementalcancer-fatalities in
,theigeneral population-and in groups-of workers from
-radiation exposure •were&therefore, estimated iby
imultiplying the c6lecfiveticombined- effective dose
-equivalent :,by 0.0005 ;and 0.0004 -.fatal
Icancers/person-rem, respectively. In this
.the
co11ective- combined effective dose equivalent. is the
sum of -the -colledtive committed:effective dose
equivalent (internal dose) and the collective-effective
dose equivalent ,(externaldose) (see SectionE.2. 1.1).
-EIS,

Annual-average doses to-workers forno action at Oak
Ridge Reservation (ORR) and Savannah.-River Site
(SRS) were based on-measured values :received by
,radiation workers during 1992. At Babcock-and
Wilcox (B&W) and Nuclear Fuel-Services (NFS),
annual -average doses- to workers -for,no -action were
based ;on measured, alues receivedi:by,-radiation
workers during -1993.1The:average, no ,-action dose
received by a worker at these sites infutureyears was
assumed, to remain the same:as the average-during
-these , earlier years. The total workforce dose in
-future years -was icalculated by multiplying- the
average worker dose by-a projected-future:number of
workers.

-

HeilthdiEffects: Calculations

Although-healthýrisk factors are statisticalfactors and
:therefore notvstrictly applicable to ýindividuals, ýthey
have been-used in the.past to estimate the incremental
risk-to. an -individual ,from exposure -to
Therefore,-the -factors-ofO.0005 and 0.0004,perrem
-of individual committed effective-doseequivalent for
:a member of the public and for-a-worker,-respectively,
:have.also been -used in this&-EIS tocalculate the
individual's incremental -fatal ;cancer risk from
-radiation.

-

-exposureto-radiation.

Forthe public, the~health effects expressed in this EIS
%arethe riskof fatal-cancers to-the maximally~exposed
.individual and ,the number. of fatal cancers.to- the
,-80-km (50-mi)-population -from -exposure to
radioactivity released'fromrany- site over the, assumed
-.operational period.",For-.workers, theý health effects
,-expressed are the risk toltheaverage- worker-at,a site
.-and thetnumber offatal. cancers to:all- workers-at-that
-.site-from the-associated periodof -site operations.
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GENIIAnnual Exposure Parametersto Plumes and Soil Contamination

Tabe E.2,2.2-1.
E

Maximal Individual
-iciail`xp0sure
inhalaiion of Plume

lumi.

Soil Contamination

(iourS)i(hours)

I

General Population
External Exposure
Inhalation 6f Plime

Exposure Time

Breathing Rate

Plume

Soil Contamination'

(hour)

(cm3/s)

(hours)

(hOUrs)

6,i40

270

4,380

4,380.

64146

..
6,140
Note: cm =ýcbic•c
iinieters.
Soiurce: HNUS 1995a.

Exý•ui
+

Time

Breai

g Rate.
3

(hour

ls)
I(c

270'

4,380

3

"

Table E.2.2.2-2.

Food jp•e
fy, Vegi•t•eiabS
Root VegetWbles
FAit
GAS nste:lgieaisl

-

Ma
Growing
Tinme
(daiys)
90
90
90
90

Note: kg-kilo-graim`s; m =square mete'r
Sou'rýc~e: HU-S 1995a.

GENII Annual Usage Parametersfor Consumption of Tei7esftiý Food
v-::. •..
GeneralPopulatiotni

Individl
Yield
(kg/m2)
1.5
4
2
0.8

Holdup
,Time
(days).
1
5
5
180

Consumiption
Rate
(kg/yr)
30
220
330
80

Growing GCon~ption
Timei
(days)

90
90
90
90

Yield
(k~m 2)

oldupi

....... s:'i ni .....

TieRAtW
di:ys'

1.5

14

4
2
0.8

14
14
180

(kgfyr)
.

15
140
64
72

Table E.2.2.2-3.

to1

GENI Annual Usage ParametersfOr ConsumptiOn of Afialnu Prodicts
Maxinium Indivdual
Stored Feed

Humaii
COnsumption
Rate
H6odup Ti-me
Food Tipe
(kg/yr)
(days)
Beef
80
15
i36ultry
18
1
Milk
270(
i
Eggs
30
1
Beef
Pdwitiy
1~ihk

703
83
230

4
I4

Diet
Fraction
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
o.I
0.25

Growing
Time
(dayS)
90
90
45
90

Sto§rage
Yield
Time
(kg/m 3)
(diys)
0.8
180
0.8
180
2
100
0.8
.i80
General Population
0.8
180
0.8
180
2
160

90
90
45

;I-. C

m

Fresh Forage
Diet
rackti6n
0.75

Growing
Tiinme
(days)
45

Yield
(kgf
2

0.75

30

1.5

0.75

45

2

0.75

30

1.5

.

Storage
Tie
(dits:
100
0

100
0

No'te: k'g=kil6g'ms; m3=cubic meters.
Source: HNUS 1995a.

Table E.2.2.2-4. GENIIAnnual Usage Parametersfor Aquic Atvitiv
Trainsit Timne

Maximim: Individul

Transit im

s
Geiier

Populationi

.

it6 Isge Point
(days)

Hoidup Timi
(days)

Usfage Rate
(per year)

to Usage Point
(days)

Holdup Time
(diiys)

Usage Rate

Drinkiiig Water

0

0

7301

0

0

Site dependent

Swiniminig
Bo0atinig
S~elinex
ing~iiini 6f Fiih
Inigestioni of Mdlhisks
Ingestiozn of ,ustaceans
Inetinof Pni006.k

0

0
00
0
0
0

100 hr
100 hr
500 hr
40 kg
6.9 kg
6.9 kg

0
0
0
0
0
0
00Site

0
0
0
0
0
0

Sitf dxpe~ident
Site €ielsiident
Site deplieindu
Siteý d~i~eident
Site adepdenIt
Site dependent
deenfdent.

Airity

SoIuIr
ce: HNmUS 19

0
0
0
0

;:!!
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"NORMAL OPERATION RELEASES

ýTable'E:2.3-2. A,-nnualAtmospherictRadioactive
I Releases From the: Oak Ridge-Reservation (curies)

'•This- section, presents source terms:and descriptions
-of:radiological: releases to. the.environment from
,normal:operation0 of the. four'potential sites (ORR,
*SRS,ýB&W,-NFS), which could. assume. incumbent
•HEU blending process' operations, Each site-specific
•-table'presents the, source termsfor :each individual

:Isotope
'H-3
`Be-7
.K.-40
Ar-41
Co-57
Coý60
-Sr-90a
'Tc-99

ifacility,4ocated on' its. particular. site,- as, annotated. in
..site: environmental reports and referenced datacalls.
*In.addition, the source- terms.,associated owith; the
;technology-specific blending process operations
[,themselves are presented in Table E.23-1. It should
.be noted that. the volume of radioisotopes released
.-from the actual blending processes is small.compared
to that of normal site.operation releases (as:illustrated
in Tables E.2.3-2.through E.2.3-8).

Ru-106
.Cd-109
-1329
1-130
1-131
J:-132
1-133
1-135
Xe-135
Xe-138
Cs-134
Cs-137
Cs4138
Ba-140
Ce-141
Eu-152

All of the aforementioned values were used in
support of the public .radiological dose (and
subsequent cancer risk) calculations, which are
I-presented in Sections 4.2. and 43.
,The "site-specific" source terms are assumed to.be
the no action quantities that would-exist at the time
-HEU blending operations would -supposedly
commence. at'the given sites; :these source terms-were
-utilized in-the promulgation of the no action doses
:-that are given in the respective environmental reports
and referenced datacalls, and are also presented in
Sections-4.2,and 4.3.

Eu-154
Eu-155
.Os-191
ýPb-212
,Th-228
Th-230
ThM232
Th-234
U-234b

For further information -onhow source terms relate to
radiological dose, -see Section E.2. 1.
Table E.2.3-1. AnnualAtmospheric Radioactive
Releasesa*Fromthe VariousBlendingProcess
'Technologies(curies)

U-235

Metal
I.1xl0"5

Technology
UF 6
1.1x10-4

U-238

.2.5x10"4

6.2xl'0"4

Isotope

•U-235b
U-236b
U-238b
Np-237
TPu-238
,Pu-23?
Am-241
ýCm'-244

.UNH

6.9x10-5
3.2x10 4

aThere.are noliquid releases anticipated' from the various
-blending technology, processes.
."Note:,UF 6 = uranium hexaflouride;ý UNH,=,uranyl nitrate
hexahydrate.
,Source: OR LMES 1995a; OR LMES, 1995b;
, OR LMES -1995c.

'ORNL

Site Facility
'K-25

X-42

')An

`,1,8x10-4
'4.0x10-2
J-',800

2.26x10-6

41.2xl ,4.4x10-3
'1.2x10-1

4.5x10-3

7.6x1'0-3
.2.5x10-4

"5.5x10-5
5.3x10-2
'9.3x101'
."4.7x10 1'
50
'71

7

5.2x105.1x10-4

5.0x103

71

4.,8xlO-4
.2.0x104
1.6X10-6
2.5x10-6
,5.2x10-6
1.7x10 1'
'.3.7x101'
'1.5x10-6
5.7xl0 8'
3~3xl0-8

43.8xlO 78
2.8x10-5

3;8x10-4
'5..9xl05'
1.lX10-

1.8x10-2

.4.0x10ý
.1.8x10-4

3

4.7x10-2
3
L:5x104
.1.9X 10-

4.2x i0r3

6.5x 10-3

5.7x10 4
168.OUl0-6
'4.6x 10.6
"-7.3xl105

Gross betatotal is included-within this.value;.totaFSr is
assumed.to beSrý90.
',Grossý alpha total is included within these-values.
:Source:.OR' DOE 1994c.
a
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DI

.H-3

IsotcPe

C-14
S-35
Ar-41
Cr-51
Co6-60
Ni-63
.Se-79
Sr-89
Sr-90b
Y -90
Y-91
Zr-95
Nb-95
Tc-99
Ru- 106
Rh-106
Sn-126
*Sb-125
Te-125m
Te- 127m
Te-127
1-129
1-131
1-133
1-135
*Xe-135
Cs-134
'Cs-135
Cs-137
.Ce-144
Pr-144
Pm-147
:Sm-151
Eu-152
Eu-154
*Eu-155
U-235
,Pu-238
- !Pu;2 3 9C
,:Pu-240
Pu-241
:Am-241
. Cm-244

E-14

Table E.2.3-3. Annual Atmospheric RadioactiveReleases From'the
SavannahRiver Site (curies)
Site• Fad•lity
•FCanyon
K.Reactor "L-Reactor
.SRTC
DWPFa
':Cfl•C

:qfl

"

.ýj PVW

1

fl

IHWCanyon

-

I ,7 JUJ

-2.2xl0&2

2

,1-.5xlo-

,2.1x1O-3

-6.1xl108
,8;8x109l
.23X105
.2.4xl105

"1.2x10-5

,2.0x10

6

L8xlO"4

3

1.6xlo-

2.5x104

i)

IWO10
,3.2x10-5

4.0xI106

6.9x10 8
6',7x107
1.0xi0 5I
4.5109
4.4x10 9'
5

5.9x10..2.Oxl10 3

2.-5,t 10-3
6
2.9x 10-

I 4x10ý3

.4.6x10-4

,4.Oxlo0

5

8.6x10-

5

2.9xj10
-9.4x107
3
4. lXlO
'3.0x10-6
.3.Ox10-6
7.6x10-6
I .6XI -7
1.4x1- 9

1.5x10-6

1.1x10-6

4

1.0X10-

5

2'3x10-7

7
1.6x-0"
7

7-.9xl10
7.110-9
4ý.8x10 9
7
'717x10'
:18;6x109
-2.7xI10 8

3

'2.9x 10-8
4.4x 10-8

1,j.3x10-6

~6.8xIO-6

:4.-lXl0

6

,1;8x10.3-.3xl10 4
ý8.6x10o

9 '5x10'5

4

,8.8x101.8x 10-4

lx 105
1"8.
S6-.RIO'ý

",HumanHealth
TableE.2.3-3. ~AnnualAtmosphericRadioactiveiReleases'From.the
iSavannak River Site (curies)--4Continued
Site Facfity
.Isotope
:H-3
;C-14
.S-35
•ArA41
'.Cr-51
Co-60
Ni-63
Se-79
;Sr 89'
:Sr,90b
Y-90
.Yý91
.Zr-95
Nb-95
TC-99
Ru- 106
Rh-106
Sn-126
Sb-125
Te-125m
Te- 127m
Te-127
1-129
I-4131
1-133
.1435
Xe- 1.35
.Cs-134
Cs-135
Cs-137
Ce-144
'Pr-144
Pm-147
Sm-151
.iEu-152
ýEu-154
Eu-155
U,235
Pu-238
-Pu-239c
Pu-240
JPu-241
-Am-241
Cm-244

H-3 Failities
1,200

RBOF

:M;Area

.'KAreadWaste
1.7

1.4x10-4

6.OxilO

!F-Area-Waste

,94,000

5.9x10"9

2

5

.2.2x10-

8.3x10'

*7ýR10 54
-4.7xlOA4
3

1.5x10-

5.8klcr 9

*1.8xlOA4
1.8xlOA4

IX1.&7ic'
.-2.4xl04

2. x10-7

S3.8x10

6

5
-22XIOm

2.3x1 -4

.2.3x10-4
9.lX1lOA

I .4x10-4
7
-5.2xl10

1 6x10-5

2Ax 10-6

3.5X10-6

3.4x10.2.7xl107

7
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"Table E.2.3-3. Annuald tmospheric•Radioactive:Releases-From the
:Savannah.River$Sitel (curies)--4ontinued
..Site Facility .
_•D-'Area
:C-Reactor
P-PReactor
-Diffuse &Fugitive
Isotope
ý:H-3
.*S-35
Ar-41
_Cr-51
:.Co-60
'"Ni:-63
Se-79
'Sr-89
:Sr-90b
Y-90
Y-91
Zr-95
Nb-95
.Tc-99
Ru-106
Rh-106
Sn-126
Sb-125
Te-125m
Te-127m
'Te-127
1-129
I-.131
1-433
1-135
Xe-135
Cs-134
Cs-135
.Cs-137
Ce144
Pr-144
Pm-o147
Sm-151
Eu4152

*Eu-154
?Eu-155

U-235

:43
,-

a,"_,

.150

1,300

'450

6

.2.0id0

17

3.3x10
I.OiloO7

7.2xI0

JA1
.ll

.2.4x10

14

I

7

-

6.9X10ý

Ji
J

1.4x10

17

4.-3xl0 1 1
13
1.lXIO-3.4xI0"13
1.6x10- 13
4.7x10 5
4-6x10"12
47X10-7

-

-

-

-

TPu-238
Pu-239c
Pu-240
Pu-241
.8&9x10- 13
.Am-241
. ..
,
,
?7..3x104 2
•Cm-244
,aValues are projected;, facility presently not in operating status•, ,
b,Gross beta total is included within this value; totalSr is assuie'd-to: be Sr-90.
c,Gross alpha total is includedmwithinthese values.

8.4x10-7
g-

.

"Note: CIF=ConsolidatedlIncenerEtion Facility;,DWPF DefenseWastd Processing Facility; RBOF-Receiving Basin Offsite Fuel;
','SRTC'Savannah River Technology Center.
-Source: ,WSRC 1994".
'E 16
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TablezE.2.3-4. Annual Atmospherica Radioactive ReleasesFromthe
,Baibcock&",Wilcox Site (cuiies)
Sitefacnlity
CNFP

Isotope

ANNFDb.
LTC

,3.2X10 5

.Co-60

-Kr-85
Sr-90

13.4
. . ,o.

9x106

..

IU-235
IJU'238

-:9•3x10'

;18x10 7
-

.2.2x1"o77

a Therevwas a release of 0.016 curiesin: 1994dueto liquid effluents fromNNFD.
b SpeCiflc'radionuclide release~terms-for thisifacility were not utilizedin-supportof the impact analyses-presentedinf Chapter4 of
.thisEIS, due to.doses, being directly-supplied: fromB&W.
Note: NNFD--Naval Nuclear Fuel' Division; ýCNFP--Commercial Nuclear Fuel:Plant;'4LTC-=Lynchburg -TechnologyCenter.
-Source:ý'BW-1,995b:1;.BW NRCý1991a.

Table E.2.3- 5. Annual AtmosphericRadioactive
,Releases From the
NuclearFuel Services'Site (curies)
Isotope
Th:-228
Th:.230
Th-232
U-234
U-235
V-236
-U-238
.Pu-'238
Pu-239
Pu_-240
-Pu-7241
.Pu-242
IAmr241I

I

-Source: NFS 1995b'2.

.Table E.2.3-6. Annual LiquidRadioactive
Releasesfromwthe
,OakRidge Reservation'Site (curies)

Release
6-2,;10xo

7
7

7.33k10-

7.123X10-5
7

5,23M10 .
2 *7lx109I
l1.45x I01'3 1x 10-9
1.78xli07
1£86x 1012
I1.67xl10 9

Isotope
-H-3
K-40
ýCo-60
Sr-90
Tc-99
, Ru-106
Cs-137
Ce-143
Th-228
Th-230
Th-232
'Th-234
U-234
U-235
U-236
-.U-238
'Npý237
Tu-238
mPu-239

Site'Facility
ýK-25

'ORNL
3

1.8x10

19x10-2
4:.Oxlo"

2

IA
.
0

:3I8xl-2

'l.2x 10-3

3.5:X1iO.

2.OxlO-'

-

:2.4x10"

3:6x10-2

-

1.8:klC 2
ý9.5:kl0 4

737x10-3
1,410-2

-5.6: IO-2

OX16 3
_6.6
1.2x 10-3
L6x 0-4

-

-

3

A.6x10
,6. Ix 104
.2.1 Xl10'2

,Source:' ORD.O&E 1994c.
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:;•Table.E.2.3- 7. AnnualLiquid Radioactive
:Releases Fromlthe
.-SavannahRiver•Site (curies)
-Isotope
H-3
.:Sr-90
I1429
,,Cs'-13725x0
'Tm-147
Pu-239
,Source: .WSRC 1994f.

E4,18

.lJelease
-1.3X1
-4.:ft1071
2 2x0
OXIC 3
7_.

,9.6x16- 3

"E.2.3&
Radioactive
AnulLiquid
• Releases From-the
rNuclear.,FuelServicesSite,(curies)

. .Tabile

Isotope

,.Te;99
.Th-228
.Th.-230
T'1h232
:•Th-234
• U-234
7"U-235
4U;238
Pu-238
PU-239
i -Source:'NFS 1995b'2.

•Release
,3.x10"3
.1jx10!4
:.l1.0xl0•4
5
`84xl1Y

-35X103
•17x1O 2
5.x1" 4
2.4x10 3

4
-1.2xO

.5.6x10-4

•Human Health
,.IHAZARDOUS ,CHEMICAL
IMPACTS TOUHUMAN HEALTH
E.1.1

,,BACKGROUND

Two general types of adverse human-health effects are
assessed for hazardous chemical exposurein this' EIS.
These, are carcinogenic and ,noncarcinogenic :effects.
For this ,reason, two-.tables .were :developed, to, assist
the. risk assessor; in Lthe, evaluation', process,: Table
!E:3.2-1,,Chemical Toxicity Profiles, c haracterizes
eachý chemical. in terms ,of physical .properties,
potential exposure. routes, .and' the :effects on target
tissues/organs that might-be.expected. It is to be used
,qualitatively by the: risk assessor to determine how
exposure might occur (exposure route), what tissue or
organ system might be-impacted (for example, central
,-nervous system-dysfunction-and liver cancer), and
whether the chemical might possess other properties
affecting its bioavailability.in a.given matrix (for
example, air, water, or soil). Table*E.3.3-1, Exposure
Limits, .provides the risk assessor with 'the necessary
information to calculate risk or expected :adverse
effects should an individual be 'exposed to a
hazardous chemical for a long time ýat low levels
(chronic,'exposure) or to higher concentrations'fora
-short time (acute exposure). Where a dose effect
.calculation is required (mg/kg/day), the Reference
Dose (RfD) is 'applicable, -and Where an inhalation
concentration effect is required, the Reference
Concentration (that is, RfC in mg/m 3 ) is applicable
'forchronic :exposures. The Permissible Exposure
Limit (PEL) -values, which regulate worker exposures
over 8-hour periods,.determine the concentration
-allowed for occupational exposures that would be
without adverse acute effects. Other values, such as
the Threshold Limit 'Value (TLV) are.presented
because .they~are prepared by the American
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
(ACGIH)'for .guidance on exposures of 8-hour
-periods and.can be used to augment PELs or: serve as
expbsure!levelsin the absence of a PEL. All currently
regulated chemicals eassociated with leach. site and
-every hazardous chemical are presented in Table
.[

E.312-4.
'It -was .assumed,-that ,under. normal .operation
'conditions, -members 6f the public •wouldonly

receive chtonic .exposures at-low-levels:in the form.of
air emissions from,acentrally. located source term at
each-site;. since hazardous' chemicals are not released
.into. sui'face.or. groundwaters or-.onto- soil, inhalation
is assumed to be the only route ofexposure; however,
'all chemical.: quantities-are: accounted for as air
emissions that ,are-.several' ordersa of magnitude
greater than.all other possible. routes combined.. It
•was further- assumed. thatthe 'iMELImember of-,,the
,public would 'be -at ithe siteý boundary,: and this
-assumption was.,used ,when, calculatifig all, public
exposures, ,hich.,under normakloperating conditions
are-expected-tobe.chronic and at very.low.levels>.,For
worker -exposures to 'hazardous' chemicals, it -was
assumed that.;individuals were exposed only to:low
,air emission- concentrations.-during an'8-hour day for
a 40-hour week'for,-a-maximum working lifetime ,of
-40 years. The point of exposure chosen was 100 m
(328 ft) froma.,centrally located source-term,, since
the precise 'placement of source terms onsite-could
.not be made. Further, it could ýnot be determined
where the involved and noninvolved workers would
be relative-to the emission sources.
For every site involved ;in theanalysis, Hazard
Indexes (HIs):were .calculated -for every alternative
action relative to the :site. -The-exposure
concentrations-of hazardous chemicalstfor the:public
-and the onsite workers were developed using the
Industrial Source Complex:Short-Term (ISCST)
model. for point, area,. and -volume sources. This
model, which estimates dispersion of emissions from
these sources, hasbeen field tested and recommended
-by EPA. The,modeled'concentrations'were' compared
with the RfC-and:PEL values unique to each chemical
to yield Hazard Quotients (HQs) for.the public and
onsite workers, respectively. The -HQs'were summed
to give the HIs for each alternative action at each site,
-as well as total-HIs (thatis, no-action'HI..+ alternative
;HI). For cancer risk -estimation, the-.inhaled
concentrations were converted to doses in-mg/kg/day,
-which were then -multiplied by ýthe- slope factors
.unique: to-eachidentifiedcarcinogen.m.The risks for.all
.carcinogens associated -with each alternative
(incremental-.risk)•at-each :site mwere summed,--and- the
:no action-cancer risk.-for each, sitewas added in. order
to-show-the total risk-should thatialternative:action-be
,implemented. atagiven-site.
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,E.3.2

:.CHEMICAL:TOXICITYPROFILES

1,Table:E.3.2-1. provides.the reader with pertinent'facts
about each. chemical-that. isincluded, in: the risk
assessment of this.EIS. ThisinclUdes.thetC,herical
Abstracts' Service (CAS) number, which aids in. the
search, for. information, available on 'any specific
chemical. and ensures-,a positivedidentity. regarkdless-.of
•whichmname. or synonym, is- used. Ittalso: contains
physical information (that is;- solubility, vapor.pressure,
,and flammability) as Well as; presents incompatibilit
:data. thatcare.useful indetermining Whether a hazard
might exist and the.nature of the.hazard., The roulteof
exposure, target organs/tissues,-and carcinogenicity
,provide an. abbreviated summary of how individuals
-may, get .exposed, what body -,functions .could be
-affected, and- whether chronic exposure could lead to
increased cancer,incidence in an.exposed-population.

'E-'20

E.3.-3

'REGuLATED ExIposuRELIMIS

*Hazardous ichemicalss: are;regulated by various
agencies in order to provid tprotection:to.the public
(EPA)'and to workers (Occupational SafetyandHealth
.,'Administration. [OSHA]);;while-others' (National
ýInstitutes for: Occupational 'Safety- an.zd ýHe alth
[NIOSH],:and thev.ACGIH)provide,. guiifdelines.fThe
RfDs* and 'd-RfCsseti by! EPA-represent exposure :limits
for long-term (chronic) exposure. at'low•1dses' and
.ý.iconcentrations, Trespectivey ;that-can'be .considered
safe' fromý adverse noncancer..effects. 'The PEL
.rpresets:concentration: levels •set"" by OSHA thati are
safe for:8.hour exposures f6r the ,working ,lifetime
without causing adverse noncancer effects..The: slope
:factor-or the.unit risk are -used to convert :the daily
uptake- of: a,carcinogenic,.chemical averaged tover a
lifetime .to theincremental risk of an individual
Ideveloping cancer. Table ,E.3.3-1
:presentsthe
information .on exposure limits used to develop, HQs
for each of the hazardous, chemicals and the :HIs
derived from their -summation, and the slope factors
usedzto calculate cancer:risk foreach. chemiical at-the
exposure -concentrationsi identified at the various:sites
or associated with:a-proposed alternative action.

Table E.3.2-1.
Con*mpoinid ,CAS No.
1,1;l:
71-55-6
Tri Ichiorbe Ithane
(TCA; imetAyl
chl€orofoim)

Soiubffity

Vapor
Pressure

0.4%jd

1W mmd

IAct.ic acid

84-19-7

Miisciibie

i 1 jjimd

Ammonia

7664-41-7

3 4 %d

8.5 atmid

Benzene

71-43-2

C rbon monoxicie 630-68-0

I

Clonrine

7782-50-5

0 .0 7

%d

2 %d

0 .7

%d

75 mid

>35 iitmd

6.8 atm

Chemical Toxicity Profiles
Rnufr of

Flammnabi.ityi

Incompibfrilities
C6mbiisiible liqudid, strong causiics; str6ng
burns with
oxidizers; chemically
aciive metals (for
difficulyd.
example, Zn, Al, Mg
po0wders, Na, K); waierd
d
H
Class
Strong oxidizers' strong
caustics, cbrrbsive tb
metalsd
Treat as a flamhmable Strong oxidizers, acids,
halogenis, salts of Ag
gasd
and Znd

ExiOsure 6

Inh; ing,
coind

Target Organs
CNS, ees, s kin, CVS, EPA Group De
liver

Ifh, cond

Eyes, skiini;
resp sys, teeth

Inh, ing

Eyes, sign,

(solni),•

sp sp's
5 d

Not Claissified

EPA Group Df

c6ii (soii/

niil)a

Inh, abs,
Class iB Flammable Sonfig oxidizers, many
irig; cond
fluorides and perchloraitS,
liquidd
nitric acidd

Ey~e-s;A~i"-; i4s sys,
blocid, CNS,
bone arrow

EPA Groupi A'

Flaimmable gasd

CVS, Ilings; blood,
CNSýd

Not classified

Eyes; skin, resp sysd

EPA Group Df

Strong oxidizers, bromiine
hih; con
(Nlq)
trifluoride, chlorine
trifluoride, Lid
Nonflammable gasd Reactse-expiosively or forms Inh; cond
explosive compds with
iiimiiy cbmiron substances
(for example, acetylene,
ether, turpentine,
ammonia, fuel gas,
hydirgen, finiely divided

(l.ukemni)d

metals)d

Chloroform

Trivalent)
m~

67-66:-3

7440-47-3

O5%d
(776 0

160 mmd

Varies with Varies with
cmiudd
cmpd

Nonconiibustible
liquid'

varies with cbiridd

Strong caiistics; chemically
active metals (for
example, Al or Mg
powder), K, sion-ig
6xidizersd
Vafies with cnipdd

f
ini, •ibs; .ing, Li~er, kidifey,; heart; EPAGroup B2l
skii, CNSd (In
Animals: liver and
kidney c-aniice)
tai, ing,
cond

Eyes; skind

Not clas'sijfied

I

E.3.2-1.

tIIThble

to
to

i Cobalt

CAs No.
7440-48-4

Solubiiity

7440-50-8

insoiubled

Insolubled

(me~tal dust 'and

Copper

(dusts a"id

vapor
Pressure
0 min
(approk)d

.0 mm
(approx)d

mists)

Chem'inie Toxicity Profilek-Continuied

FlammabiilityA
Incompatibilities
N6ncombustible
Strong oxidizers,
solid in bulk formn;
ammonium nitrated
fine dust burns at
high temp d
NM eonombustible
Oxidizers, alkalis, sodiumi
solid in bulk; fine
azide, acetylened
powder may ignited

Route of
EXposure'
Inh, inig,
cind

.Target Organs
Eyes; resp sys d

"

Ihi;-ing,
co0id

.a - z.,

Carcinogenicityc

. ,

Ey'es,ý skin,
nixesipi sys,

P GroupC

Wilsbi's disease)"

Te~~it deleietd.
747-01-0
chlorufe

6 7 %d

40.5 atmd

Nonflammable gasd

(86 F)

ines,:'-"
Inh, ing
alkals, coppber, brasszn.
Highly corro~si•,e~to most

fluoride

mietalS

IHydrogen

i

Hydroxides,

7664 -39-3

Misci bled

783 amd

.

Metaohaxio

I

inethl

..

Nickel (fihenry

Nitric acid

Inso'ublbed 0.0012 mmd Metal- Noncombustible liquiidd

67-56-i

Miscibled

96 mmnd

744:0-2-0

ifsolubled

0 fmm
(approx)d

1897-37-2

MiSgcibled

48 mmind

(soln),

Metals,. water or steam.
Eyes, resp sys, bones, Not casifie'd
Noinflanimable giisd
'
(Corrosive to metals. Will iiih,
skcind
atack glass and csncr"te)d
ing (soln),
AcetYlene, amon6ia,

Mercury (Cinjods 7439-97-6
except organo
alkyls; as Hg)

Resp sys, skin, eyesd Not classified

chioi6ne dioxide, izides,
calcium, sodium carbide,
Li, Rb, Cud
Class IB Flamimable Strong oxidizersd
liniiidd

Metal: combustible
solid, -Ni sponge
citalyst ignites
spotriineously in air"
Noncombustible
liquid, but
increases
flanirability of
combustible
maierialsd

Inh,• afis,

cond

meitallic powders;
hydrogei sulfide; -•.
carbid•isieohoiiS'd
(Corrosive to metals)

sys

EPA Groiuj D~

d;

Ii, hib,ifig, Eye; skin, ep. s•s,
cond
(NS, GI tractd

Strong
aicids, S Se, wood Inh, inig,
and other
c
,mbUstibles,
conid
nickel nitrited

Combunstible materials;

Eyes, skin, resp

Inh, inig,
Condý6ý

Not classified

Lunigs, skiii, njasal
EPA
caves ung anced
nasal
Ii,

ufpA

eainc66

Eyes, resp sy, skin"i, Not classified

Table E.3.2-1.
..Copu
[texpideeit'cd.
Plibosphric acid

I

CAS No.
7
7664-38-2

Solubilty

Vapor
Perssre

lammabiitya

MiScibled

0.03 mmd

6oncombustibie
liHi1idd

i

Sulfuric a6id

7664-93-9

1i8-'88-3

Toiluen"e"

Miscibled

0.0i mim

0.07%

21 mimd

(74 F)d

Trchretyln ,e 79-61-6
(TCE)

iranhiu

(Mt'-ii; 74•4-61-i

inisoluble

~r1

Chemical Toxicity Prokiles-Continued

0.00i1

58 nlid

(77 F)d

Insolubled

0 mm
(approx)d

incompatibilities

Route of
Exposureb

Stofig caustics, most metals Inh, ing,
(Do not mix with sbhitinbii
cositaiiiilig bleich or
ammonia)d

Target Or"gans
Eyes, skin, resp 5s sd

Carchio&genlcityc
Not classified

co,d

Res~p s's, ey'es, skin, Not ckassified
Noncombustible
Organic materials, chiorates, lbh, ing,
carbides, fiilmiinates,
liquid, but c•apable
iWater, p•widered metilsd
of igfiiiig fiihelY
divided
combustible
con'
materialsd
class IB Flmable Strong oxidizersd
EPA• Group Dg~
Iiquidd
i'rkidneys', skIdn'
Inbiibs&i;-%
cbid
jabas, ing; Ey"e~s,' resp- sysi40,fta, EPA Gr6up Ah
Combusitibie liquid, St'rong cauistics and alkals;'
liv;e .r,kidneys, CiNS,
cbermni'ally active metas
but burns' ith
difficultyd
skin (n animals:
(for ~exa~pl e, B.A., Li, N1,
liver andkde
Mg, ti, and Be) d
Combustible solidd

Carbon dioxide, carbon

tetrachloride, hitric acid,

bh,ing,
664n1

SIkin, kineybn
ma v~,lympai
(u~c~cr'

Ah
i
EPA Group

ctmpd's)'Aloijds~
[Text deleted.]
delet~d.)
[et
0
0
SaFlammable liquids are lassified by OSHA (29 CFR 1910.106) as follos-: Class IA-FL.P beloIw 73 F and BP below 100 F; Class IB-Fi.Pbelow73 F and BP at or abve1s
0
0
0
ove 200
Fnd belvw1406 FClassIIIA-ýFl.Pat o-rb66v 140' F and-below22006 F 1 lii-fIP
oiaoe
ov
OF (DHHS i992A).
Routes of exposure abbreviatea as follows: ih inmhalation; abs = skin absorpton, ing = ingestion, con = skin and/or eye contact.
Claissified as Fllows: EPA Group A: Humah CainoiCigen; EPA Gr6up B 1: Probable Huifiaii C'ciiipgen-himited evidence in human studis; EPA
ds
EPA Groupýs for Car-cihogeficity
Group B2: Probable Hian Crcinogih-sufficient evideni from airiaml studiks, iifade:qiiate e'vidice or nio data frotii hiifii situdie's EPA Gr6u) C: P6ssible Humai Carizinogen; EPA
*Gioup D. Noti Classifiable aiistO im~n 'Ciricino-ge'nicbit.
IdNIOSH 1994a:
C EPA 10031_
ORNL 1994b.
.gORNL 1994a.
NoeEPA 1994'a.
Note: OF = Fafehren it.

I

Table E.3.3-1. Exposure Limits

t'3

CiemikA

Referenice

Abstracts

I
I

Copound ..

Service No.
..

Refer~enicie
Dose (oral)

(ink/day)

1,1,1-Tichorothan
7 -556

0035"1

(iihalation)
(inlm 3 )

Cancer Classa

Slope Factor
Wkg/day) ..

EA Gou Df

Nne fon

0.6125h

Not classified

None foind

0.1f

EPGo

None fOiund

.e

(TCA; methiyl

S[ceti dacid

A onia

I

64-19-7

0. 17 5 g

7&4-41-7

0.028,6
(34 mglti

Benzene

71-43-2,

Carbon mnonoxi&d

630-08-0

7782-50-5

.2g0"2j

R.

Conicentration

.

up D d

'6.0'796h

EPA Group Af

0.029 (ora)f
0.029, (ifihalY

0.35h

Not classhiied

None fiuind

0.1i

0.35"

EPA Group Dd

67-66-3

06 0 if

0.035h

FPA Griup B2&

kl 0 (oral)
0.081 (inhal)J

16065-83-1

1 .0f

Niot classified

NOfie fotind

und

Chl rieof

Chromium (,Trivalent)

Occupational Exipoisure Levelb'c
OH-PEL: 1;P,9nmgm3i
ACGIH-TLV: 1,910 img/m. STEL: 2,460 migmi
NIOH-REL: 1,900 m6g/n 3 , (ceiling, 15 min.)
IDLH: 3,885 mig/n 3
OSHA-PEL: 25 g/ 3
ACGIHTLV: 2.5 m1ng/rn 3, STEL:ý 37 mg/rn3
NIOSH-REL: 25 mig/in3 , ST : 37mg/in3
3
TbdLH 125 mng/rn
OSHA-STEL: 35 mgin.3
ACGI-TLV 17 gr 3 , STEL: 24 mgin
MOSH-REL: 18i mgrnSTL
27 mgin
3
iDLH: 213 mig/r

3
3

,ý

OSHA-PEL: 3.25 iiikhn,
STEL: 16.25 gr 3 AGHTV 32M
nix 3 ,
NIOSH-L: 0.325 mg/m, STEL: 3.25 mg/rn 3,
I1DLH: 5 m/n
OSHA-PEL: 55 gi/ip 3
NIOSH-.RiEL: 40 ing/ 3,iDH
1,39 mgin 3
3
OSHA-PEL: 3 mg/mf (ceiing)
ACGi-IH-TV: 1.5 mg/r-,STEL: 2.9 mg/rnj3
NIOSH-.REL: 1.45,mg/in3 (iling, 15 mmii.),
IDLH: 29.5 mginy 3
OSHAý-PEL: 240 m~g/ 3 (cilinig)j
3
ACIH_-TLV: 494 /mj
NIOSH-REL: 9.748 iig/M (60 mi.),
IDLH: 2480 mgin
OSHA
f-PEL. 0.5 ngm
3
ACGIH-tLV:, 0.5 mgi
NIOSH'-REL: 0.5 mg/r 3, IDLH: 25 mg/n

Table E.3.3-1. Exposure Limits-Continued
Chiniecal
Abstracts
Service No.
Copoun•d
Cobai (metal duiik ifid

7440-48-4

Reference
Dose (oral)
(mg/kg/day)
7X 10-4 g

Reference
Concentration
(inhalation)
(mg/m 3)
2.45x i0" 3 h

Cancer la s sa
Not classified

Slope Factor
(mg/kg/dayY1
None found

Occupational ExpIosure Levelb' c
oSHA-PEL: 0.1 mnrm3

ACGIH-TLV: 0.05 mgrni33

NIOSH-REL: 00.65 mg/r , ILH: 20 iig/mn3
Copper (duss aýndniists)

0.0245h

7440-50-8

EPA Group Df

None found

6SHiA-PEL: 1 iig/m3 3
ACGIH-TLV: 1 mg/-m
NIOSH-REL: 1 mjg/i

I
i.

Hydrogeni chiidnde

7647-0i-0

2x1&3

7xi0-3 f

Not classified

None found

3

, lIDLH: 100 mg/rn

3

OSHA-PEL: 7 mig/rn3
ACGIH-TLV: 7.5 ing/m 3 (ce iling)

3
NIOSH-REL: 7 mjgrn , DLHi: 76 mg/m3

Hydrogen fluoride6

7664-39-3

0.06e

0.21h

Not classified

None found

5 ain); IDLH: 24.9 ifg/rn

jiext deleed.]
Mercury
(vapor + coimpo und)

7439-97-6

3 xlO"4e

EP, Group Df

None found

0f

1.75h

Not classified

None found

0.-070

0.0245h

EPA Group Ak

0.84 (inhal)h

3xI0(inorganic,
chronicW

Metianiol (mehiiyli

OSHA-PEL:2.49 img/m 3
ACGLH-TLV: 2.6' mg/r 33. (ciling) 3
NIOSH-REL: 2.5 mg/r , 5 0mg/rn-. 'ceiing,

67-56-1

3

OsH-APEL: 0.1 mgm3 (iling),
ACGIH-TLV: 0.65 mgni3,
NIOSH-REL: 0.05 mg/m3 (skin), IDLH: 10 mg/m3
3
OSHA-PEL: 260 mg/m
ACGIHi-TLV: 26i nmg/m 3 (skin), STEL: 328 mg/r 3
NIOSH-REL: 260mig/rm 3, STEL: 325 mg/m 3 (skin),
IIDLH: 7,980 mg/rn3

[Text delefed.]
Nickel (refiery dusi)

7440- 2'0

OSHA-PEL: 1 mg/rm (metal and ofther coniils)

ACGIH-TLV: 1 mg/rn3

NOSii-RE•: 0.015 mg;
Nitrhuic acid

i

1697-37-2

o.o35e

0.1225h

None

Nohe

,.

OSHA-PEL: 5 iug/rn 3 M etal a"nd othr :
3
3
mig/x
, STEL:
ACGiH-;TV: 5.2
NI•SHi-TL:5
.r2mg/r3, sTL:
10 10
rg/m
ID-LH:65.5 imig/

[Text deleted.]

3

3

si)i-"

Table E.3.3-1. Exposure Limits-Continued

I'

ZZz

tN)
ON

Cieificnal
Abtiracts
Service No.

Compound
Phosphonric aci d
sulfuric acid

T4inie,

7664-38-2
7664-93-9

108-88-3

Referince
Dose ('oral)
(mii~ay)
.00079
0 .0 0 7 g

0.2f

keferience
Concentration
(inhalation)
(mg/m 3)

Cancer Classa
Not classified

0.02
0
45 h
2

2.45x10- i NOt classified

6.f

EPA Group Df

Slope Factor

(mglki/dai..

Occupational Exposure Levelb c

1 mg/nk, ACGIH-TLV: 1mg/rn 3,

None found

OSHA-PEL"

None found

STEL: 3 mgt f,3 NIOSHRL:L i mg/r
STEL: 3 mgrn 3,1IDLH:
1,000 m3
OSHA-PEL: 1 m/m 3 .

None found

ACidH-TLV: 1 mg/rn 3 , ST"EL: 3,mg/i3,3
3
NiOsH-RiEL:1 mgj/m , iDLH: 15 jngmr
OS6HA-PEL: 7866 mg/rm 3, STEL: 1i;J
in9m/3 ,
AC~~iI-i-iv:ciig
188
";"mg/rn

3

3

,

(sisr

NIOSH-REL: 3.75 nig/ru 3, STEL: 560 mg/rn 3 ,
Trkhi~0eihyien (T.CE)
Uraniin 235 +'238

79-01-6
7440-61-1

3i 8 2g

3.0xl0" f

13 .3 7 7 h

0 . 0 1 05 h

EPA Group B2d
EPA Group Ad

6.0iib- 3

LiDLH: 1,915i•mg•r•n3
oSHA-PEL: 546 mIgr , 1,02 rhg/m3 (ni'ing)

(inha1)J

ACGH-v: 269 ig/ 3 ; STEL: 1,070 mg/m

InhalationJ

OSHA-P

0.25

ing/i(oids/

m:
(Ris k/pCi)
ACGIH-TLV: 0.2 ru/r 3 STEL 0.Wm/n
235
U 2.5xi0'cpds/megt)
•
U2 38 2.4x10"8 NIOSH-REL: 0.2 fig/n 3. STEL: 0.6 in
Average SF:
cpds/meiil)', kiDL: lb ~ Wh(as U
8
:2.45x10

....

•.

,
3

(insol

3

(insbl§

:.

Gi~uo," fb
ýjn~t
i claýM~
sifid '0A bibm
G"~"
'r~o
A: Htun- Caiiin----ý EPA Grou'* B1: Probable '-i~fi"-"'" 'i-li~nuteev"
ic -ýýýinuai stuies;i EA
foA di-i~
t6 1ai6,uu'c'fl
Cffingni eviden
EPA
- sufficient
cc from ammiral studies, inadequiate ewidenc'e or njo darta froim human studies; EPA'Gu •" Possible Human Carcinogen;
Probable
Humaiin Carcinogen
'Group B2: rib
EP

EP 0J-u
D: Not CisifiaeastHnanCrcogiit.
b OSHA bidi NIOSH 6ijsin'in I6ievii
were taknfoidi NIOSH, 1994a uirn1ss othariseii indicated.
C

American Confe4tnc e'f Goveirnmentl Industrial Hykgienists (ACGIH) exposdre levels Werie takei from ACGIH ndhi unilss b6eiýrise indiiated

d-EPA

1903'a.

e PNL;, 1995A.

friodji
OSHA-PEL, foiorimla from the Center for Risk Management, Oak Ridge National L.Aboratones (ORNL992d).
.
h Referenc~e 'C~ihehtrajiin cal•tud froml Reference Dose, formlan fr6ini the Center for Risk Management, Oak Ridge Nati6oial Laboiaiiri's (ORNý 6992d).
g Reference Dose calculate.d

Refereice Dose
scalculated from Reference Concentratidn, formula from the Center for Risk Management, Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL 1992d).
l994a.
k ORNL 1994a.
Note: mg=imittihram'; k g=kdlogram.
JEPA

ýHuman 'Health
IE.3.4

H-AZARDOUS`CHFmCAL RISK/
',EFFECTS CALCULATIONS

I,Tables •iE.3.4-t ithrough, E'.34-15 -show the'cheemicals
associated with the ,various alternative: activities:, (that
is,.,no action or blenid to -low enricheduranium) and
<Tables •E.34--16 through. E.3:4-1.9.summarize'the
alternatives for eachof the four sites and give~thetotals
associated With the activities if implementedat. each,of

the;four sites !:(that is,-ORR, SRS,,ý B&Wj, and NFS).
-Table E3:4-20 contains,: the- emission rates and the
corresponding PELsi for :hazardous :chemicals, forlthe
In-Tafik-Precipitationý.Facilityand,
h,
the Consolidated
ilncineration Facility at SRS'.'The terms associated with
xcalculations are given inlthe footnotes for each tableaso
ý-.,that verification of:each calculated -value .can be
,nade..

E-27

Tabli E.3.4-1. Risk Assessmenis From Exposure to Hazardous Chemicalsat Oak RidgeReservation:".

.

No0C.':

t~J
00

Reuated jEiposure Limii
Fcddrs

k

Boundary

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Chemi c
......
11,1-T^richloro6ethne
Acetic acid
Carbon monoxide
Co•hloie
Hydrogen choride
Hydoen fldoride

Metanol
Nitc acid
Suiifurc acid

VCitoiiuen6e)
Hazard Indexg

I
I

Clope Aimual
iRc
PiELa
Factoir
MEIb
(mg/r 3 ) (mjg/n 3) (m•Ig/day) -l (mg/m 3)
1
1,900
7.26x100.6125
25
3.3Oi0 8
1.35
55
3.4xi0-3
0.35
3
5.78X19i5
0.007
7
2 .I 2 xl0A
0.21
2.49
2.31I106
1.75
260
8 . 7 2 10 -4
0.1225
5
3.i4x100.0245
1
8.25x10 5
-

0.4

766

I

1.22xi0

4

Hazard Qu6oieni

Workei

Bounday

Worker

160 Meters
8 hours
(ing/ni)

Annual
NIbt&
( gr )(

10 Meter
8 ho.rsd

4.63x10 3
i.98x l('5
1.88
3I47x10 2
i.27x10"1
.39x10-3

7.26X105.39xi0 "
2.32xi0 3
i.6 5ix03.03x0-2
i.lOxiO-

5.23x10l

4.98xi0 4

1.88x10i&
4.95x10"2

2.56x13.37xi0 3

7.33x10"

3.05xi0

.3.95X10-

Total Caicer

Se Appendix E, Table E.3.3-- for the OSHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, aind other exposure limit values.

2.29x1-6
7.93xiO .
3.42i10 2
i.16xl( 2

CAn cer Rk

Boundry
iis
4

"Worker

iu
Ib'e
m 3)

100 Meters
8 hoiiri
(mg/rn3)

0
0

0
10

5.57x10 4
2.01xlO:
3.76x10 2
4.95*10-2

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

9.57x0"5

0

0

2

1.54xi0-I

i.8210 2

..0

.

0

~ainlyexpose individuial oft t'he p'ubl'ic.
Hazard quotient fori MEIboundary annal enissi6ns/heerence concentration.
d Hazard quotient for w0rk~ers=0-iiee, 8-hir emission/permissible exposure limit.
e tiftime cancer risk for MiiEi=emissions coficentriionis) x (0.286 [converts con6entiations to doses]) x (Sio Faictbor).
f Life-tm
c cer risk for workers: nissions for 8-br) x 0.2816 [cnv'ert" concentrations to d0isesD x (0.237 [fraction of y'ea"i expo's6ed) x (0.571 [fraction of life,tinie W'tring])
(Siope Fac'tor).
bM

I

-

ct,

Emissions Cncniintrations

C

I
I

Hazr indii
m1ofS idivid hard quot
h Tota cancer risksmbofindividua c~an~ce'r xi6k.
Source: OR M-M'ES 1095i.
Note: mg-nmiig~ram; m=cu6cmeter; kg-kilogram.L

Q0

Table E.3.4--2. Risk Assessments From Exposure to HazardousChemicals at SavannahRiver: Site: No. A t on
RegUlated Exposure Limi-/Risk
FactOrs
RfC,
Cheifal
Benzene
Carbon mionoxide
Cline
Chl~ioroor
Cobalt
Hydrogen fluo~ride.
Mercurny (viaipor).
Nick'el (vap~or & copinoinis')
Nitric ,aid
Phbophoric: a ,cid

',I

PELa
3

3

5

0.0245

i

Boundary
Annual
MEjb

Slope
Factor

(mg/ni ) (Dgkg/day)
3.25
0.029
55
3
0.035
240
0.06245.
0.-1
0.21
2.49
0.0003
0.1
0.84

(mfigrn )
0.0796
1.35
0.35

Emissions, C6oceniiations

1

Worker
100 Meters
8 hours

(nig/m3)Y

(mg/r 3)

1.25it-0-6
3
5.41x109.27x1&'4.79§xl106
9
7.46il10

1.37x0•2
59.1
1.OixiO-

8

4.29x140-

8

4.3 1x10'
33x06ý
i.50ii0 7

Hfazrd Qu0oienit
Boundary

AnnUal

MET b,c
(mig/n 3 )

5.24X10-2

1.57i10!5
3
4.blxldT
2.65X108
4
1.37j1'6

8.15iiO15

1.05x10d

f4. 6 9 x10-A
3

2.06X10"
4.70xi0-4
4.07x 101.63610-3

6

Cancer Risk

Worker
i00 Meters
8 hoursd
(ng/Wn 3)
3

4.20xi0
1.07

1.188X10.-

Bo1ndary
Annual
(mgn 3)

Worker
100 Meters
8 hou1rsf
(mg/rm 3)

1.04xlO- 8

1.53xi0-5

0

0

0
8.36x 10 9

0

NIbie

0

.24x10I
0

7

2.04x10-

4

2

6.29kx'0-

2 .06x10-

6

4.70 .10
8.1xi073

176x1O[

6.1 ix1O6-

4.

1.63x*10'

00
1 0. 3xx.

0
0

i•,813
,-

0
0

Table E.3.l"-2.

tri

R&isk Assessimntis From Exposure to Hazardous Chemicals a Savannah River Site: No Action-Continued

0

Reulte Epsure Limits/Risk
Factors

RfiC
(mg/rn)

Chemica,

i
I

j

I
I
I

Benzene (DWPF)

Hydroe foi

(OWF)g

Me~r~r PF)g
......
Mercur oxide (DW.PF)i
Nickel compounds (DWPF)

9Slop.,e
PELa3
Faitor
(mg/rn ) (mg/kdaii*)"

0.0796

3.25

0.029

0.21

2.49

-

0.6003
...
0.0003
0.0245

0.1
10i.1
1

-6.36x10

0.84

Elissi6ns COnentraitiois
Boufndary
Worker'
Annuial
10 Me-te'rs
A
MEIb3
8 ho6rs
(m/rn )f
(mgir 3)

Haizad Quotiet
B~oundary
Wo rker

i.23X10 5

i.35x100

1.55X10i4

8.39xi0"1 2

9.16xi0-

3.99X10- 1i

8

5.17x16(

18

3.16x10-1 6

4

5.65x10"
6. 95x10o14
3.45x10i

2

Ca ncei•.RRk ,
Buday
Wre

A.nnuattl
100. Meter
MEI bc
8 iiors'd
3"(mg/r
. (mgn 3)

Annual
EibPe
3
(m
).

xio 2

1.i2xi0"7

i.5116-4

368x10 8

0

0

5.65x10 3
3. xi '1
6.9,5X' 1,0.13

0
7:60dx', {-17
0l.

1.12-x 1 -13

4

1.72i01;2,9x10-4
2.12xi0-14
. .

12

.tx
14

"

10 Mtr's
8 h6oust
(mg/rn 3 )

0
0

Health Risk

Hazard. indexhf
Total cer Risk'
a

.5 16xl&3

1.16
l3

7

.9 4XlOA,

See Appenthx E, Table E.3.3-1 for the OSHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, and other exposure init values.

b l¶EI maxim.ally exposed, nAuiiil of the public.

Hazard quotdint for MEI=boundary annual enussionslreferenceconcentrationn.
q
iotietfrw-r~llOmtr 8-b esin/erssible exposure limit.
Lifetime cancer risk for MEI=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (Slope Factor).
Lifetime cancer nsk for •orkers: (ernissions for 8-hir) x (0.286 converts concentrationis to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year expidsl]) x (0.571 0fraction of

dHzd

Factor)i~

(DWPFi,Ini-Tank Prei-cipitaiion (ITP) facility and Colisolidated inicineriatiozi Facifliiy (6`1)
Facilityen
emissions rmDP'ae on limited tials are sed tioi'einie'ite DWPF p~tential 6emissions.

mfetine
working]) x (Slope

iere mi iii operationdi;&i 1994, bu potii

g6Dfi8Th Wast8P-oesn

TF data were not iicliuded because only the inventdry of ch emlcls to be prcisjed through thise facilities was available. Table E:3.-20presents the ist of possible ITP/

SHazriý'nd ;x- s'umn of individiAl6ý bhard quoteiets'.
TOtal cancer iik-sui
of individiial cancer risks.
Note: 1994 act z8 •esiii 6n, scailed f the ke~r 2005. Scaling Factor=-l.0 for
Note: mg=mlligranim im=-cubic meter, kg=dilogram.
SoIurce: SRS 1995a:2; SRS 1996a:1.

il excepi: Bechite (01.6), Separ0tions (0.6j, PWei (06.8j, and Rk tors i(0.1).

Col~

tn 11

Tabl E.3.4-5. Risk Assessments From Exposure to Hazardous Chemicals at Oak Ridge Reservation:Blehd to 4-Percent Ubranyl Niitlea
Hexahydratefor Commercial ReactorFuel
Reiated Exposure LimitsRisk Fact rs

I

Ch ica
Caboný mionokide
Uranium-235
Uranium-238
V
VC tolueie)

RfC
(mg/m 3 )
1.35
0.0105
0.0105
0.4

PELa
(mg/m3)
55
0.25
0.25
766

Emissions Concentration

Slope
Factor
(mg/kg/day)"1

Boundary
Annual
Miib.
(mg/m3 )

8

5.73xi0"9

Worker
100 Meters
8 hours
(mg/m3)
6.22x10 2
9.62x10 7

-

3.70xi0-4

2.4x10-

1.7ix10-7
3.70x1() 5

2.87x10-5
6.22X10 3

2.5X10
-

Hazad iindexg
o.tial Cancer Risk
b

HazardQýuotient
Boundary
Annual

C"Caner'Risk

(mg/m3 )
2 .7 4 x!64
5.46x1-7

Worker
100 Meters
8 HohlrSd
(mg/m3 )
1.13x10"3
3.85x10'

Boundary
Annual
i8
(mg/m 3)
0
4.i7XI-1 7

Worker
100 Meters
Hoursf
3
)
(ng/mn
0 1
9.3ib-16

1.63x10-5
9.26xi0-5

1.15xi-4
8.12xlF

1.i7xl)- 15
0

2.66Xio- 14
0

3.84Xi0-4

i.26x10-3
i.2ixiO-1

2.75x!6-14

mk]ibc

Se Appendix ,Tiab'-e E.3.3-1 for the OSHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, and other exposure limit values.
y posid individual 4f the public.
i aamai
Hazard quotient for MEI=bbundary annual enissi6ons/reference concentration.

d Hazard quotient for workers100-nieter, 8-hr ennssions/permissible exposure linut.
Lifetime cancer risi for MEI=emissi6ns c0ncenti ions) x (0.286 [converts conceniraii~ns io doses]) x (Slope Factor).
iffe~tnie Cancer Risk for Workers: Essiosis for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations it doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year ei•osedl) x (0.571 [fraction of Iifetime workiin]) x
(Slipe Fc'.6r).
gHazard index-si

I oa

4noindviduil hazard 4ii6tieits.
acrrisksim o~f individual canicer ri-sks.

Notie:ngmg-lligramn m=cubic mneter, kg--kilogrm.L

ISource: OR LMES 1995b.

I
ril

.I7

Table E.3.4-6. Risk Assessments From EXposure to HazardousChemicals at SavannahRiver Site: Blend to 4-PercentUranylNitrateH"a yyrate
for CommercialReactor Fuel
Reguaited Exposure Liits/Risk Factors

Slope
Clhemica
Car~bfi mri6noiide
Ura iium -235

Uraniu Ii-238
Veiioiii )
Health Rik
indelIg
H•a
Total 0Caicer Risk.
aS

pnd•i
E,T

RfC
(mg/ni3 )
1.35

6.0i65
0.0105
0.4

PELa
(mg/Ir 3)
55
0.25

0.25
766

Fictor
(mg/kg/day) 1
-

8

2.5xi0 "

2.4x10
-

8

-

Emissions Con-ceiitratidns

Bounddary
Annial

Worker
100 Meters

MEIb
(mg/m3 )
4.i2xi0 5

8 hours
(mg/n)
5U57i10 2
8.•ii1 7 -

1

6.37x10 " °

1.90x

j

8

-

4.12x I -6

2.56x1

50-

5.57x10

3

HiZiird Qoitfient

Biindary
Aiihiiil

MEibPc
((mg/n
3.05x10 5
6.•6X1 0 -

1.81 *i0e

lCanceisk

Workir
100 Meters

8 Hoursd
3
)
1.01xl03
3.44x i -

1.03 x10 4
6

1.03xi0b-

7.27xi

5
4.26xi0-

1.13xlO-31

-

B indary
I

b'be
3

(m

)

Workei
10 Meteis
1,al
8 Hioursf

(mir/3)

0

0

4.55x1 -i
6

8.33x10 6-

0

0

1.30,•i'0 6

1.35l16

2.38x,1 o-' •

2.4710-

kbi
i.3.3-i
i for &e OSHA-PEL, ACOIH-TL'V, NIOSH-REL, and other exposure limit values.

ME;i=r
miMlexpos•ed ifidi•,idual Of the
CHazar quotient f&r MEi=boni idary annual puiblic.
emissions/refieene concentration.
b

d H.azrd

q44 tiet for ,iorkers=O0-rnetei, 8-hi emissions/permissible expoiure limit.
Lifetime cancer risk for MEI=emissions concentratiohs) x (0.286 [coniverts concentrati6ns to doses]') (Sopje Factor).
Life,,me cancer
risk
work
i mi-~
sso
:' .... fo 8-bir) x '(.286 tc6niverts coicentriitions 6o d6es]) i (0.237 [firation
f
(Emissions
yeai-expodd k04
x (0.571 [fraction
of
lifeti W6e
.rking)
of offýaicpý
rcii
4lf"m
g" xX(Slop~

g

Hazard index= sum
nof individual hazard quo~tients.

h Total cancer risk=sim of inidividujil cancer 'risks.
Note: mg=miligram; m3=cubic meter; kg=kilogram.
Souice: OR LMES 1995b.

Q

Tabeh E.3.4-7. R isk Assessmiehis Flrom Ejpbosiire to Hazardous Chemicalsat Babcock & Wilcox: Blenid to 4-Pee'ni
for CommercialReictor Fuel
Regulated Exposure Limits/Risk Factois

.Chemical
Carbon inbioxie
Uranium-235
Urandniumi-238
VOC (toiluiene)
Health Risk
aarinex8
Totat CCacer Riskh

I

Rfc
(mg/r 3)
i.35
0.0105
0.0105
0.4

a~

I
I

I

e

b

ME

I
I

Tabl"t3

.b

h

PELa.
(mg/r 3 )
55
0.25
0.25
766

S~A-E'

max.iriy exposed in

HazrAd Quotient
Boundary
Woikeir
A nnual i
00 Meter

Boidy
An

Worker
10 Meters

•P'I 3
NMi
)
"(m

8iHoiu4f3
).
-(g

0

0
3.47i10-16

Siope

Boundary
Anniua

Worker
106 Meters

Facto
(mgkg/diy)"1

MEIb
(ing/m 3)

8 ioiurs
(mg/m3 )

MEIP,c
(mg/rn 3)

8 Hdii
(

i.34xi0-6
2.07x10-11
6.15x10"i0

2.32x10-2
3.58x10- 7
.07x10 5
2.32xl0j"

9.891i0j7
5.86x1g 8
3.34XI0 7

4.2lx1Oi
1.43X10 6
4.27Xi10
3.02U10 6

1.38x10-6

4 .6 8 x'0-4

-

2.5x102.4x10 8

7

-1.34Xk0

~~~-A.DfAi1-o
~
~
~
--

Emissions Concentrations

~ MAIDIo,~

~

~

urainlNitraite Hexahydrddte

i.97Ox0

~1it~n,..
~~~~~~~~~~43x
T~b .ifn-i~

9

3
-m
)

Cancer Risk

19

1.48x104.221018

0

0

4.37x0-18

1.(3x0- 14
LbeAnnl~

CI..lvNIS-E

diiai oftie jiblic.
Hazard quiotient for M6=boii-b laiy nnual enmissiidniseference c6cinntrati6n.
r quoient fr wO'ike-i 00-ujieter, 8-iremissions/pernissible exikosiird lifit.
rdH
I~ifetimne cancer riskfo MEi'-einisi6ns e6nicentrati6ns) x (0.286 [conherts c6ndentrations to doses]) x (sioj~e Factor).
.
f lifetime Working]) x (Slop'
Lifeime cancer risc for workiers: (Enissions for 8-hi) x (0.286 [converts concentratlon to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x (0.57 [fractiOn
Factor) ..
Stazaird in

IhTotalne

Is=su•n Of individual

cazard
quotients.

r -iisk=suinofindivida cance risks.

Note: mg~rmilligriim; m"'="cubic me~ter; kg--kilogram.
I Souce: OR LMES 199b.

WTabe E.3.48. Risk Assessmenis From Eiposureto Hazardous CheiicalsatNuclear Fuel Services: Blend to 4-PercentUranylNirae
Hexalydratefor Coyhmmercial Reactor Fuel

N, b
'g,

Riegulei

I

Expoiuiire Limits/RsM k Fators

B na
Annual

Cheeical
ICarboin m`nxide
aniJiurm-:235
Uraniu'm-238
C (fohien)

0J.0105

PELao
(mn•xn 3)
55
0.25

0.0105

0.25

i.35

0.4

766

Ca ncer isik

Worker
160 Meters

Boundary
MEIbc
(mg/rn 3)

8- ] r4••-d
(mg/rn 3

i.44iid-3

5.77x1i0

2.4X10-8

3.Olx10"8
8.97X10 7

8 hou
(mg/ni)
3.18x10 2
4.91x0o7
1.46x10 5

-

1.95X10 4

3.18X10- 3

Slone
RfCo
(mg/rm3)

Emsons C6ncentrations

Facitr
(miikigday)"
-

2.5xi0

8

Eb
(mg/rn 3 )

1.95xi0- 3

W6rker

4

2.87xi046
8.54x10-i

5.85x10

4 . 8 7 xilO4

4.5xiO:

5

Annua

100 Meters

NsIb

8 Hourf
(mg/rn 3)

3)(gr)

0

0

0.75xifY'
1. 6
1.960•i
l."4xj0- 4
1.16x10 1i
0

0

6. 4 2 xIlO-4
2.02Xi1- 3
Hazard Indexg
1
Tota Cancer Risk '
6.37x1015
j 4 1 lx 0 14
a See Ajpendix E, Table E.3.3-1 for thie OSHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, and other exposure limit vaies.
b MEI=-milly exposd individual of the pUblic.
c, Haad 4uoien fo MEIF'boundiynimal emiissions/referen~e col66iceation.
9Huiai quotient for vvrkes =0mneter S-hr euissiiislpoeirnissible'exposur linmit.
Lifetinie•
cinceiir risk for MEii ssions concei• •) x (0.286 [(overts concentatioins to doses]) x (Slipe Factori):
ý;ifitimecancer risk for workers: (Emission for 8-h6 x (0.286 [converts con6cntrations t0 doses]) x (0.237 ifractioi of yer &i6sd]) x (0.571 [frctiiof lifetime wIrkingP
F Hazard inIdex=sm of individual hazardqiibtients.
hTotal cancer risk=sumi iof individual cancer risks..
Note: mg-=milligram; ni 3 =€bic meter, kg=kilor.
Source ORLE 995b

t

Tabk4
E..49'9. Risk Assessme-nts From Exposure to Hazardous Chemicalsat Babcock & Wilcox: Blend io 4-PercentUranium Heoxafoidefor
kegulated Exposure Limits/Risk Factors
Slope
PELa

... Chemical

RfC.3 )
(.mg/rni

(mg/rn 3 )

Car monoxide
Uraniihiu-235

1.35
0.d015

55
0.25

2.5xiO-

UJraniuin-238
VOC (toluee)

)0.0105
0.4

0.25
766

2.4*10-8
-

IHealth Risk

Haard indxg
T o•tal ance Rsk
a see A'Aidx

"

E, Table E.3.3-1

Faictr
,(mg/klday)"1
-

Emissions C6ocentrations
B6iindairy
Anul
MEIb3

Cancer Risk:

Hazard Qiotienit

Worker

•'Worker

(mhg/rni )

Worker
10Mtr
8 hoiiur3
(mig/in )

Bundiary
nul
'Ejb3
(mg/rni )

10Mtrs8 HoirSd
3
(mig/ri )l

Bouudýiý
Annual'
MEIbie
Ei, 3

1.34x10-6
" 3.28x129d

2.32X10 27
5.68xi0-

9.89xi0-97
3.12xO

4.21i0'6
2.27xi0

2.34i0-19

.0

0
5.50xi0- 6

1.20i1O-9
1.34X10-

2.07x102.32x10-3

A.j4Xl0334xi0-7

8.29xi03.02xi- 6

8.21x1 1- 8
0

1.93x10 14
0

1.44xi0-6

5.09xýi6

(..mg/r

)

100 Meters i
8 H0us3
(mg/rn )

i

4

8. i

8
-i0

i.5xi0-14

for the OSHA-PEL,,ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, and other exposure limit values:
Ib
M~mjajlly
bxp-osedi individual of the public.
C Hazard quotient for MEI-ll--undary annual e"issions/ieference coicentratibn.
~ Haaid
joi~nt for
loo0-ne~r- h enissiofiiperinisiblie x-posure limnit.
! Lifetime cancer iinfi• MEIýo
E
sniissiohs
co. ehntrations) x'(0.286 [c6nieris conceniriioa s toddosesj) x (Siope Factor).
Lifetime cancer risk for workers: (Einissions fr 8-hr) x (0.286 [cnverits coneientrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year ex6',sdJ) i (0.57i [fractiri of Iifetine wkrin'g] x (SI'pe

Facto)'.,

9 Hazrd eiindir
LbtEsu of individal hazard
e95ts.
risk=sum-ofjvdAl cancer riski.
~acan~cer
Noýte: mg~ftdlligr~iý, i 8 :Wif=ii n k&; kgkloiiin.
ISource: OR LMES i`9646".

Table E.3.4-10. Risk Assessinents Fromn Exposre th Hazardous Chemicalsat Nuclear Fuel Services: Blend to 4-Percentii ira•ni
for CommercialReact6r Fuel
RegUlated Exposure Limits/Risk Factors

I.
Chmicalk
Carbon monoxide
Uranium-235
U~ranfiuifim-238

R ,fCC
(mg/ 3)
i.35
0.0105
0.0105

i a.
((mg/rn 3 )
55
0.25
0.25

Slope
Factor
(mgkt/dayk)
-

2.5xl( 2.4x10-

Eimissions Concentrati6ns
Woiker
Boiundary
Annual
A61Mekif
8 h6our
MEjb
(mg/r 3 )
(mg/)
1.95X10
3.08x10 2
l.44xj
4.78xiJ"8
7.80oxi0 7
i.74xib 6
2.84ix10-5

Hazalrd Qoteit
B6oundry
An"n~ual
MEjbC

(mg/

3
3

4;55)•10- 6
1.66i0-i

VOC (to. ,uie)
0.4
766
1.95xi0-4
3.18x10-3
4.87x10I4
Health Risk
Hazti
ndex.
2.10xiO3
TotalC"xnderic ['hi
sýAijeidt E, Tabe EL3.3-i for tie 6'SHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLLV, Ni6SH-REL, and otdier eixpo surf limit values.
See
bMEl=inakini`

ally

Wo0rker
10 Mieters
8 Houirsd
(mg/rn 3)
5.77i10 4
3. 12x l• 6

Hexifluoride

Cancer Risk

Worker

Bonda

100 Meteris
8 Hours f
(mg 3)

i.14xOi 4

Axinia
M
(g
(
3.42xI0 1 6
.20xi0 1 4

4i5xl0-F

6

0

7.54x 10-1
2.64*10l1

6.98x10 4
1.23xi0

4

.

2.72X10
.

14

~ijfi
ose91'y'x00
ind~ivid'ual of ihe6 public".

C Haid

qUotient for MEI-boundary annual emissiorii/is-efiende c6nrcentation.
d Hazard quotient for iWorkers-l0O-meter, 8-hr emissions/permissible exp6sure limit.
C Lifetime'cancer risk frý MEi=eminssio'ns cconcentrations) x (6.286 [c6rvwrts concentrati6ns to doses]) x (Slope Fictor).
f Lifetini~cancer risk for workers: (Emissions for8-hr) x(.286[convertsconcentrationsto doses]ý(1)'x
(Slop 'Fa'ct&).

Hazard index=siim of iidividual hazrd quotients.
Ti cai cer risk--=suim of individual -cancer riiks.
T-oal
Note: m'giiiilli&8i-in-, m-=cinbic mfeier; kg=-kii6gram.

'i Source: OR LME

1§95a.

237[fractionofye~arexpoýsed]) x (.57i [fr"ctiinoflifetime ,origi) x

N0

Table E.3.4-:41. Risk Assessments From Exposure to Hazardous Chemicals at Oak Ridge Reservaiion: Blend to 0.9-Percent Uranyl Nifate
Dexanyarar ana vdscara as waste
Reg1lated Exposure Limitfs/Rik Factors

Emissions Concentrations
Boundary
Worker
Annual
i00 Meters
MEib
8 hotirs

Hazard Quotient
Boundary
Worker
Annual
100 Meters
ME
1 b'c

8 Hoursd

Can Ser. Riski
Bondr
Worker
Annual
100 Meters
•Ij~b'e
8 i•idu~

(mg/in 3)
2.74i0 4
5.46xi07o 5
1.63x10-

(mg/nh3)
1.13xlO 3
3.85x10-6
i.15x104

(mg/rn 3)
0'
4.1010-175
1.i7x10-

(gig/0 3)
0
9.31X10616
2.66X10- 14

V O0C (toiluenn
0.4
766
3.70x10-5
6.22x10-3
9.26x1O-5
Health Risk
Hazar jnd'eX
3 .8 4 xiO4
Tojtal Cacer RiUkI
a Se6e
dpnix
E, Table E.3.3-1 for th• OSHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, and other exposure limit values.
b l. Ei:Lm iiaiýay expjos~d ihdividual of the puiblic.

8.12x10- 6

0

0

Cheicil
Carbon monoxide
Uranium-235
UraniiiLi-238

Rfc.

PELa

(mg/i 3)
1:35
0.0105
0.0105

(mg/n 3)
55
0.25
0.25

Slope
Factor
(mg/kg/day)"1
-

2.5x10-8
2.4x10g8

(mg/m 3)
3.70x 10"
5.73i10"9
1.71klO7

(mg/n 3)
6.22x0 2
9.62x10 75
2.87x10

1.26x10-3

l

2

iij-i5

2.75xi0-14

Hzard quotient for MEI=boundary inual emissions/reference concentration.
Hazar' io~ieii iar ý,brkerý=lbb-meid, 8-hr emissi6ns/ierrmissi6le'eiposure limit.
14
Lifetime cir
iisk fr MEI-eniisiijis cnceitrati6ois) x (0.286 [converts con'cernrations to doses]) x (Slope Factor).
Lifetime cancer risk 6" wor'kers: (E issions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [ICiiv~ris concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction 6f year exposed)) x (0.571 [fraction of lifetime Working]) x
(Slope: Fi6or)'.
Hazard mde-=si m bf inidividual hazard quotients.
,Total can•ezrriii=s-hfu 6if iiidividuil caiicer iiský.
otermg=e: ligRfi;
E 9 nS cic eder; kg=kilogram.
Source" OR"LMAEýS 19-95d.

r.I

Table E.3.4-12. Risk Assessmenits From Exposure to Hazardous Chemicalsat SavannahRiver Site: Blend to 0.9-PercentUranyl Nitrate
Hexahydrate andDiscardas Waste
Regulated EXposure Limits/Risk Faciors

Boundary
Annulal

Sidne

Ch~w~il
Calrin nohoxide
Uranium-235

Uranium-238
VOC (toluene)
Health Risk
Hiazad Indexg
Total Cancer Riskh

(mg/m 3)

(mg/m 3)

1.35
0.0105

55
0.25

0.0105
0.4

0.25
766

§166
•mg/kg/diy) 1
-

2.5x10

2.4X-

Emissions Concentritions

8

Allnua

Workir
100 Meter's
160tn
Rnn
Me~

Hazird Quoiient
Boundary

Workei

Annual

100 Meters

MEaCe

1rnar

(ini3)

l.OixiO-3
3.44x10-6

.0
4.55x10-18

0
8.33x10-1 6

1.8lxio"6
1.03x1o-5

i.03xi0-4
7.27xI0-6

1.3•1:0
0

16

2.38x10 1 4
0

5

1.13XiO 3

(mg/(m 3)

(mg/)

(m/

4.12xi0"5
6.37xi0-6

5.57x1(- 2
8.6ixi0-7

3.05x10"5
6.06xI0-8

2.56xA05
5.57xi10-3

8

4.12xk10

6

M'be

3)'

(mg/in 3 )

1.90x1

Cancer Risk
Bound.,ar
-Ioker
10 Meer
An ual

4.26x10

3

)

(img/r

1.35•x0 16

2.47x 1 -

SSe:e Apýýndix E; Table E.3.3-1 fdr thie OSHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, and other exp6sure limit valies.
b MEl-rnakiially exposed individual of th public.
c
quotient for MEI=bounddar aiiia
uemissionis/referenceecoiieentrati6n.
d Ha quotient for.workers=100-meter, 8-br"""missions/pennissibl'
exposure
.
irmt.

fetner nissiins
risk for ME=e
conicentritions) x (0.286 (converts c6nceiýitrtions to d6seJ) x' (Slope Factor).
f Lifetimie c
ranc
ii'k idi w~iker-s:(Endiisioii* f'or 8-1ir) x (0.286 coiiv~rts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [friction o' year exi6sedj) x (0.571 [fraction of lifetimie working) x
g Hazard

idesiiiof iiidiiduai h'azWr quoitiets.

Total cancer rsk=sum of iidiiiaidil cancer risks.

'i

Note:. m
-mlligrath;
ii =cutic mneter; kg=kilogram.
Suc:OR LMES 1995d.

(.Z

0p

1

-

-

~-

r~-

Table E.3.4-13. Risk Assessments From Exposureio Haz•rdous Chemicals atBabcock & Wilcox: Blendto 0.!-Percent UranlNiate.Hexahydraite
and Discardas Wasie
Regulat

Expiiosure Limitj/Risk Factors

Slope
PELa

RfC
Chemaicl
Carbon iiionroxide

3

(mgini )
1.35

3

(inglm )
55

Uiianium-235

0.0105

0.25

Uranium-238

0.0105

0.25

VOC (toluene)

0.4

766

Factor
1

Emnissions Concentirations

Worke160 Meters

Boundiay
Annual

Workeir
10")Meters

MEIb

8 hours

MEib,

8 Hourd

3

(mg/m )

-

1.34xi0"6

2.5xi0-

2.4x10 8
_

Cancer Risk

B6undary
Anniual

(mg/kg/day)"
8

Hazard Qutiint

2.07ii0-

(mg/i

3

)

2.3ý2x 1072

3.58X10

7

6.i5XiOO

i.07xiO-5

1.34xi0_7

2.32xi0_3

Hazard indexi5

3

(ag/in )
9.89xi0

7

9

(nim

3

)

4.21xi

4

Bouniidr
kiia
jliIb6e

Worker
100 Miters
8 Hours

3

(agni 3 )0

,(mg1r )
0,

i.97x10-8

1.43x106 5

1.48ilO-

5.86x10

4.27x10

4 22x101

3.47x101i6 5

3.34xi0-7

3.02x1061_

0

0

1.38xi06

4.68x1i.
4.37xib- 18

i.03 10-14

,.
Total C a:er Rkh
a Se Ap1 er dixiE, Table E.3.3-4 for the OSHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, and other exposure limnit values;
m
ialy expised individual of the public.
S

9.91xj1

ZIP

Hazard qu6tient for MEI=boundary annual emission/reference concentratiom.
i qofiet for workeirs=100-meter, 8-h'r emnissioiis/permissible exposure limit.

dH

Lifetime cancer nsk for MEI=e
issos coiiceniatinos) x (0.286 [converts conicentrations to dosek]) x (Slope Factor).
fLifedtire cancer iisk for w6rkers: (EmiisSiions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [coiinerts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year
Factor).
SHazard
i nde•--sumoi ifidividual hazard quotieits.
oti mcancer isksum;of individal cm'cr risks.
Note: mg-ýmIiiiaam-; m3 =cubic meter, kg-kilogram.
Source: OR LMES 1995d.

til

x (0.571 [ rfjicuiof lfetiii •orki~l)
gxpsedd)
x (SIkije

Table E3.3.4-14. Risk Assesismtenits From Exposire to HazardousChemicals at NuclearFuel Services: Bleid io 0.9-Percent Uranyl Nitirae
Hexahydrate and Discardas Waste
Riegilated Exposure Limits/Risk Factors

Ric,

PELa

Emissiois Concentrations

Siop-e

Boundary
Annual

Worker
100 Meters

Factor

MEIb

8 hours

Hazard Quotient
Boundary
Aunual
MEIbc
(mg/rn 3)
1.44xi0-3
2.87x106
8.54xi04 :87 xlOA

Cancer Risk
Worker
100 Meters

B9 uo
Annual

Worker"
1i0 Meters
8 HourSib'e
d
(mag/n 3 )
(mg/r 3 )
0
5.!7x£16-4
1.96x10'
2.i5x106.16xi0 1 5
5.85x10 5
4.15xi06:
0

SHazard in`dex=sum of in~dividual hazard quotientsi.

i

Note: mg--rnIigrai'ii
; n3=c-ubic mete'r; kg=kiligram.
Source: OR LMES 1995d.

12,

R3

8 Ho0rSf

Chema.
, (mg/ni3)
(mg/m3)
(mg/gday)-i
(mg/m3)
(mg/m3)
(mgm 3)
0
i.95x10 3
3.18xi0-2
1.35
55
Cabon mnonoxide
7
4.75x10.6
3.01i16".8
4.9ixi"
0.25
2.5xiO0.0105
Uraniuim--35
1.36x10 14
Uraniurnf 238
0.6105
0.25
2.4X10-8
8.97X10 7
1.46xi0 5
1.95xi1 4
3.18x10"3
0
VOC (tolueie)b
0.4
766
Health Risk
Hazard Indexi
2.02x10 3
6.42x10 4
6.37xi0-15
1.j1xilCancerRis
a See Appendix E, Table E.3.3-1 for the OSHA-PEL, ACGIH-TLV, NIOSH-REL, and other exposure liUnt values.
b MEjfiaxim'ray exi6sxii individual. of the public.
c Hazaiditient for MEI=boundary annual emissionslreferefice oiihntraiioh.
Hazard quoient6
for Workers4l(00-meter, 8-hr emissions/permissible'exp6sure limit.
C Lifetime 'ciii`hr riik f6r MEISe)issiohS •6ncentiations).x (0.286 [cnhverts.concentrations to doses])
x (Sloe Factor).
Lifetitme cancer risk f6r wýorkers: (Emidisioiis for 8-hr) x (0.286 [converts concentration• to d6ses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year eix•si&d]) x (0.57 i[fration of lifetime wodrng]) x (Slope

h Tota cancer niSk sinii of individual ci.ncer risks.

tp4 b
-

tZ, OQ.
ý; ;3IZ-

Ta~ble E.3.- 15. Risk Assessments From Exposure to Hazardous Chemicalsat Oak Ridge Reservation:Blenid to 0.9-PercientUranfl Mietl and
Discardas Waste
RIegilated Expos'ure Limits/Risk Factors

Ch•inical

I
I
I

Car6on iiinoxide

RfC
(ig/mn3)

PELa
(mg/rm)

1.35

55

Uraiiu-235

0.0105

0.25

Urihniuin-238
VOC (itl iune)
HeltRisk
Hazrd IJdeig
Tta Cncer Riskh

0.0105

0.25

0.4

766

Slope
Factor
(nWkg/day) 1
-

2.5x10

8

2.4x10- 8
-

Emissions Conicentraitiins
Boiiuidary
Worker
Annual
100 Meters
MEP
8 hours
(mgrnm 3)
(iimg/n 3)

Hazard Quotient
Cacer,RikA,,
Boundary
Wrker , Bou"fidiry
Woi-ker
Annual
106 Meters
'n'ni"al
100 Meters
MEib'c
8 HMursd
MIb,e
8 Hours
(m
.("m 3)
(m3f ) •
()m 3)

2.22x10-

1.65*i0-4

9.10x10

10

1.34xi0-7
1.85x10"5

4.26x10-2
1.74k10:

7

2.56i1063.55X10- 3

8

8.66x1O

7.x1fX4
7

1.27x1

-

4.63xki-

5

2.24kX04

6.97X10-

1.03xlO"5

4.6k... - 6

0

0
69x 10-

'!

6.50'10-11

2.3ýioj-i

9.isi

'6

0t

6'4
8.82x10(Y

9.25x10-16

2.40x:10- 14

See Apýpniix E; Taiie E.3.3-l for th1e OSHA-PEL,; ACGIH-TLV, NiOSH-REL, and othei exposure iimiti values.
b MEI=maximally •exkpo&d individui of the public.
C -id qjubtient fo" i'MEi=b6uiidary annual emissions/reference cohfcentration.
6H iadqioti6jft for wbirkeris=lIOrneter, 8-hr eniissions/peririssibfe exposure limii.
C Lifetime cancer risk for MEI=emiusions concentrations) x (0.2g6[converts coriceiitrations to doses]) x (Slope Factor).
f Lifetime cancer ri K •or •orkers: (Emissions for 8-br) x ý0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction ofyear expIoed]) x (6.571 [fracti of .,.
Factor).
SHaz•rd, index=suiim oJf iiidividual hazird quotients.
Tot. •a•cer dsk=isuiii -f iridficidual cancr risks.
Notý: ij-iiiiýiiigra; ih 3 =cubic meter; kg-kiiboiani.

I

i:ii

Source: OR WMES 1995c.
[Table d elete-d.]
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Table E;3.4-;1 "6.RiskAssessments
From Exposure;toiHazardous'Chemicals
•at Oak'Rldge Reservation
?Hazard hifdex

'I

I

,Alternatives
'No!Action
,'Blendto.LEU as 4% UNH for-commercial reactorfuel
Blend to LEU as 0.9%'UNH.and~discatd as: waste
;Blend t6LEU as 0:9% metal.anddiscard as waste
No Action + Alternative
'NoAction +'4% UNH
No Action + 0.9%:UNH
,No Action +i0.9% metal

'Boundary
.-Annuil

ýWorkerc
4100Meters

,MEla.'EI•

-8'Hours

:3.95x10m2
0:154
,3,84x104 ',1'.26x10- 3
1"26X10 3
3.84x10 4
8.82X10 4
2.24x10 4

-CancerRik
MWorkere
Boundary
•-Annuil
ý100:Meters
.1MEI
8Hours
0

1.21X10 1 5 -2.75i10q4
5
2.75x10 14
6l21X10
2.40x10 4
9.25xl0 16

"3.99x10 2
399x10"2

0.155

.21X102 15
10.155
".2Ix10 15

2.75x10 14
2.75x10"14

.3.97X10"2

'0.155

.9.25x0"
01 6

2.40X10

14

MEI=maximally exposed individual of the public.
b.Hazard index=sum.of Individual Hazard Quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for'MEI.

c Hazard index=sum of IndividualHazard.Quotients (noncancer adverse health effects)yfor Workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(Emissions Concentrations) xý (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (Slope Factor).
Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8 hik) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x (0.571
[fraction of lifetime working]) x (Slope Factorj[exposed]):x (0.571 [Fractionof lifetime working]) x (SlopeFactor).
.Note: UNH=uranyl nitratehexahydrate.
Source: OR LMES 1995b;'OR LMES 1995c;-OR LMES 1995d;'OR MMES. 1995L

Table E.3.4-17. Risk.Assessments From Exposure:to HazardousChemicals at'SavannahRiver Site
Hazard Index
:Boundary
Worker€

I
No Action

Alternatives

Blend to LEU as 4% UNH for commercial reactor fuel
Blend to LEU as 0.9% UNH and discard as waste
[Text deleted.]
:No Action + Alternative

•lI

zCancerRisk
.-Boundary
Workere
Annual
100:Meters

;Annual
MEl' 3

100.Meters

.8Hours
1.16

rMEIa"d
131xIO' 7

1.94x'10-4

4.26x10 5
4.26x10"5

1.13x10"3
1.13x10 3

1.35xU0 16
1:35x0"16

2.47x10 1 4
2.47x.10- 4

.5,16x10

Hurs

-1.94xi0"4
L31x10' 7
1.16
5.20x10"3
No Action +"4% UNH
NoAction + 0.9% UNH
5.20x10 3
1.16
1.31x10 7
1.94x10 4
[Text deleted.]
.MEI=maximally exposed individual of the public.
b Hazard index=sum of Individual!Hazard Quotients (noncancer-adverse health effects) for.MEI.
C"Hazard index=sum of Individual Hazard' Quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for Workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(Emissions Concentrations): x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (Slope Factor).
Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for8 hr))x (04286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of yearexposed]),x (0.571
[fraction of:lifetime working]):x'(SlopeTactor [exposed]);x (0'571 [Fraction'6f~lifetimeworking]) x(SlopeFactot).
:'Note!: UNH=uranyl nitrate hexahydrate.
.,Source:" OR LMES, 1995b;OR LMES, 1995d; SRS, 1995a:2: SRS 1996a:l.
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TableE.EE4,18. :,Risk-AssessmentsFrom,"ExposuretolHazardous Chemicals"atBabcock•& Wilcox
.

-...

Alternatives

Hazard Index

.

'NoAction
Blend, tdLEUas -4%'UNH for commercial reactor fuel:

CancerRisk

Boundary

,Worker'

TBoundary

,Workere

Annual
MEab
15x1 5
1.38X10"

.100'Meters
:8 Hours
'4.07x10"3
4.68x10 4

?Annual
NMEIE9d
168x10 4
:4:37x10 1 8

100 Meters
ý8,Hours
3.94x10 5
103X10 14

Blend to LEUas.4%-UF6. for commercial reactor fuel
..1 4xlO-6
5. 0 9 10 4
88.44x10 8
'198x10- 14
8
4
:1.03X10 14
437X10I
.4,68xi0
.38x1O6
"Blend toLEU asO'.9% UNH anddiscard as, waste
a
No Action:+-Alternative
3
5
3.94x1O"5
41.68X104,-54x10"
.1.29x10"
SNo Action+4%:UNH
5
.... NoAction4%U
". .-- •
-"... ".,29x10
4:58x10" 3
1-.68x10"4
3.94x1" 5
8
3
5
3194x10 5
1.68X10
4.54x10
1.29x10"
No.Action-+ 0.9% UNH
a.MEI--maximallyexposed individual of the public.
-b,Hazard index=sum ofUIndividualg Hazard Quotients (noncancer adverse health!effects),for MEL
c Hazard index=sum-of Individual HazardQuotients (noncancer. adverse healtheffects) for Workers.
d lifetime cancer risk=(Emissions Concentrations) x (0.286 (converts concentrations to doses]) x (Slope Factor).
',Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8 hr) x (0.286 (converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of yearexposed]) x (0.571
[fraction of lifetime .working]) x (Slope Factor [exposed]) x (0.571 (Fraction of lifetime working]) x (Slope Factor).
-Note: UNH=uranyl nitrate hexahydrate; UJ6--uramnium hexafluoride.
•Source: OR LMES 1995a; OR LMES 1995b; OR LMES 1995d; VADEQ 1995a.

TableE.3.4-19. Risk Assessments From-Exposureto HazardousChemicals.atNuclearFuel Services
I

Alternatives
No Action
Blend to LEU as 4%UNH for.commercial reactor fuel
Blend to LEU as 4% UF 6 for commercial reactor fuel
Blend to LEU as 0.9% UNH and discard as waste
No Action + Alternative
No Action +4%UNH
No Action + 4% UF 6
No Action.+ 09% UNH

Hazard Index
'Boundary "Workerc
Annual
100 Meters
MEab
8Hours
9.55x10 2
7.57x10"3
6.42x10"4
2.02x10"3
6.98x10"4
2.10x1O0 3
3
6.42x10"4
2.02x10"

CancerRisk
'Boundary
'Workere
Annual
'100.Meters
4Hours
8MIElald
0
0
15
1.41x10- 14
-6.37x101.23x10"14 2.72x10" 14
1.41x10"1 4
6.37x1O" 15

9.75x10"2

-6.37x10 1"5

9.76x10"2

8.21x10"3
-8.27x10"3

1.23x10"

1.41x10 14
2.72x10"14

9.75x10"2

8.21x10"3

6.37x10"15

1.41x10"14

14

, MEI=maximally exposed midividuai-of me puouc.
b Hazard index=sum of Individual- Hazard Quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for NMEL
--Hazard index=sum of Individual-Hazard Quotients (noncancer. adverse health.effects) for-Workers.
d Lifetime Cancer Risk=(Emissions Concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses])-x (Slope Factor).
e Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8 hr) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses])-x (0.237 [fraction ofyear.exposed]) x (0.571
[fraction .of lifetime working]),x (Slope Factor [exposed]) x (0.57 1; [Fraction of lifetime working]) x.(Slope Factor).
:Note: UNH=uranyl ,nitrate hexahydrate;' UF=uranium :hexafluoride.
Source: NFS 1995b:2;ORL.IMES, 1995a;OR,:LMESi1995b;•ORLMES,1995d.
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Table
E.3.4-20. 'In-Tank PrecipitationFacility and Consolidated.IncinerationFacility
;Enriched
DispositionUranium:'Final:EIS
of Surplus:Highly
Chemicalsand Regulatetd Levels
-Maximum'Emission Rate
Chemical
.1,1,2-Trichloroethane
1,1,2,2,-Tetrachloroethane
1I3,Dichlorqpropene,
2-Nitropropane
2,4-D (salts & esters)
2,4-Dinitrophenol
.2;4:Dinitrotoluene
•2,4,6-Tiichlorophenol
3,3-Dichlorobenzidine
'3,3,Dimethoxybenzidene
3,3-Dimethyl benzidene
4,4-Methylene bis-2-chloroaniline
m-Xylene
o-Xylene
p-Dichlorobenzene
p'Xylene
.Acetaldehyde
Acetonitrile
Acetophenone
Acrylamide
Acrylic acid
Acrylonitrile
Aniline
Antimony
Arsenic pentoxide (organic compounds)
Benzene
Benzidene
Benzotrichloride
Benzyl chloride
Beryllium
Biphenyl
,Bis (chloromethyl).ether
iBis (2-ethylhexyl):phthalate
Bromoform
Cadmium
Carbon- disulfide
Carbon~monoxide
Carbon tetrachloride
,Chlordane
Chlorine
Chlorobenzene
ý'Chlorbfform
Chloromethyl methyl ether

ý,E-46

.(lb/hr)
'0'.0531
'0.0531
,0.0531
,0.0531
'0.0531
.0.0531
"0.0531
.0.0531
0.0531
.0.0531
:0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531

0.0531
0.0531
0.0531

0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.053 1
0.033
0,00067
0.0837
'0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0007
0.0165
0.0531
.0.0531
0.0531
0.0018
'0.0531
1.8
0.0531
,0.0531
%0.00099
0.0531
0'0531
'0.0531

•PEL
.(mg/ni 3 )
;45

,90

"1.5

435
441
450
.441
360
70
14.3
0.0007
71.4
4.42
19
,0.5
0:5
3.25

5
0.002

5
0.005
,63.2
55
63.9
'0:5
3
350
1,240

:Human:Health

j
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' Table E.3.4-_20. 'In-Tank PrecipitationFacility and Conso•lidated Incineration"Facility
. ...

-/.

Chemihle andt,

-.Chemicil

1

<A"

I
_

,CChromium"(hexavalent) compounds
Cresols (in-, o-,,p,)
Cum:,Curene :.........
i
Dibutyl4phthalate
Dichloroethyl ether
lDimethyl phthalate
Dimethylsulfate

... Dioxane

....

I

I

I
I

I

'Epichlorohydrin
Ethyl benzene
Ethylene'dibromide
:Ethylene dichloride
Ethylene glycol
Ethylene imine (aziridine)
Ethylene oxide
Ethylene thiourea
Formic acid
Fuffural
Heptachlor
.Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorobutadiene
';Hexachloroethane
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
Hydrazine
Hydrochloric acid
Hydrogen cyanide
:Hydrogen fluoride
Lead
Lindane (all isomers)
Maleic, anhydride
:Mercury.(vapor)
:MEK
Methanol
Methoxychlor
Methyl chloride
-Methylene chloride
Methyl hydrazine
Methyl, iodide
•Methyl methacrylate
[,MIhBK
"Napthalene
'Nickel oxide
Nitrobenzene

hanrilntd,. be.rnla-!..s..nn•id•

<Maximum:Emission. Rate
j.lb/hl)
10.009
:0.0531
:'0.0531
:,0:0531
<0.0531
0:0531
0.0531
:0:0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.217
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.053 1
4
3.81
3.81
0.09
0.0531
0.0531
0.02
;0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
0.0531
.0.0531
.'0:0531
0.054
.0.0531

.,PEL
(mg/rn 3 )
.1
.22
:245
5
90
.5
.'5

360
19
.435
.156.2
411
'286
1.83
9
20
0.5

10
1.3
7
11
.2.49
0.05
0,5
1
0.1
.260
15
.210
.1765
0.35
28
.410
'50
-5
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lTableE.3.4-20.

ý-In-Tank Precipitation-.Faciltyand Consolidated"IncinerationFacility
"Chemicalsand-Regulated.Levels-Continued
"?Maximum Emission-Rate
(lb/hr)

Chemical
Parathion
SPentachloronitrobenzene
..Pentachlorophenol
'0Phenol
.'.0531
'.Phosgene
• -Phthalic anhydride

]

.PEL(Mg/ri 3)
Al0.217
.0.

0.0531.

.

.0.0531 .05
00531
....
.0.0531

19
:0.4
.12

Selenium

0.0011

0.2

Sodium hydroxide
Tetrachloroethylene
'Toluene
"Toxaphene

0.05
0.0531
-.0.0531
0.5217

2
689
766
"05

[Trichloroethylene (TCE)

.0.0531

546

'Vinyl chloride
0.0531
Vinylidine chloride
0.053 1
• These rates are the maximum, potential emissions and would be in compliance, with the most stringent applicable standards (for
.example, SC DHEC Standards).

Note: ,The Consolidated Incineration Facility incinerates a-wide range of combustible hazardous mixed and low-level wastes so that
the chemicals included in this.table would become innocuous. The In-Tank Precipitation Facility is part of the prertreatment
to remove metals/metal salts from materials potentially released from the Defense Waste Processing Facility. When these
facilities are integrated into.the Defense Waste Processing Facility, hazardous chemical releases are expected to be reduced
Nby several orders of magnitude.
lNote..,lb=pound;. hr=hour; mg=milligram;: m3=cubic meter.

Source: SR DOE, 1995b; SR.DOE 1996a.
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IIHEALTH'EFFEC-TSýSTUDIES:

JEPIDEMIOLOGY
Various epidemiologic' studies have been conducted
'at:some of-the; sites: evalu ated '•in"•this -EIS.due-'to
.concern regarding. potential -adverse6health effects
."associated with the. manufacture' and. testing. of
cl~ear w e ap°n~si•With~a-few~ei-ceptions. most
.epidemiological studies!,offthe popuilations living
near the site'have been descriptive in-nature and are
what:,epidemiologists -refer, to:Ias "'ecologic"-or
"correlational" 'studies. Occupational. epidemiologic
-studies (thatis, studies of works) 'have been: mostly
•analytical. Thevarious epidemiologicstudies, along
-with their assumptions'and liniitation'are described in
Section E.4.2 through;E.4-.5. These' studies :focus on
the .workforce -and residents of communities
.surrounding DOE and commercial sites. The
epidemiology :articles. related to ,the disposition of
surplus'HEU include studies conducted at ORR,
SRS, B&W, and NFS and in communities
surrounding these sites. Currently, the only -action
being taken with surplus HEU is interim storage,
which takes place only at the Y-12'Plant at Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. A number of options are under
conisideration, which may affect activities at the Y12 facility-and the SRS. Two other locations thatv are
,not DOE :facilities, but may be affected, are -B&W
and NFS.
E.4.1

STUDY:DESIGNS

Adverse -health '-effects associated with ionizing
radiation exposure were first, identified about 60
years ago. Studies published in the 1930s first
documented cancer among-painters who used radium
to paint watch dials from 1910 to 1920. 'Radiation
therapy, for disease has -been used -since the 1930s,
and studies have :shown that the risk Of cancer is
related to the. amounts of radiation' received. Nuclear
weapons -research and manufacture, and. consequent
exposure to radiation, began in the.late .1930s.
Exposure: to. radionuclides -has changed over time,
with higher~levels occurringdin the early days-of
research and production. "Due-to-concern :regarding
.potential adverse, health..effects, numerous
epidemiologicý studies ,have tbeen -conducted ,among
workers -Who- manufactured-.and&tested, nuclear
weapons. "More-recently, concerns ;-about offsite
radiologic contaminants;-haveý resulted; in' health
-sttidies-,among :communities'.that- surround' DOE

facilities.ýThe' following section gives an:0verview of
epiderniology followed by a-reviewWof, epidemiologic
studies'for-sites-evaluated in this"EIS.
>Epidemiology: is the study of. the' distribution and
'determinants o'disease in' human:populations.'ýThe
distribution of -disease. is considered in'relation: to
"time,:place,, an'd;,person.• Relevant popuilation
,.characteristics,.should .include the-ageriace;,ýandd sex
'distribution of- a population, as well:-as other
characteristicsl related :toheilth,-' suchi.asýsocial
haracteris'tics (for examp'le;- income and education),
.occupation, susceptibility to disease,'and exposure to
-specific 'agents. Determinants of-disease incltide .the
-causes of disease, as :well-asfactors: that influence the
-risk.6f disease.
E.4.l.l

-EcologicWStudies

Ecologic studies compare -the frequency of a disease
in groups of people in conjunction -with simple
descriptive: studies of geographical information in-an
attempt -to determine 'how. health -events -among
populations vary.with -levels of'exposure. These
groups may .be identified as the residents of a
-neighborhood,-a city,:or.a county where demographic
-information-and disease"or -mortality data-are
,available.ýExposure tosp'ecific agents-may'be-defined
-in terms -of residential location or 'proximity to-a
particular -area, -such as-distance'from',a -waste
disposal site. Anexampleoftanecologicstudy would
,,be an examinationof the rate of heart~disease among
communityýresidents in relation to the,quality of,their
drinking water.
The major disadvantage' of ecologic :studies-is that the
measure of'exposure, is-based on-the;average level of
exposure Jin' the.-community,"when lwhat is needed is
each -individual's exposure. Ecologic :studies, do not
"take into account other factors, such.as&age and;race,
-thatmay also-be:related to disease.'These types of
-studies may -lead to incorrect-conclusions, 'known~as
"ecologic -fallacies." ,For the -above example, it
would be incorrect to assume that the levelof water
hardness. influences: the' risk'of,getting. heart disease.
Despite ýthe obvious problemsý.with :ecolgic~studies,
Sthey can"be a.useful first,step.in identifying possible
-associations -.between "risk o0f-disease .and
environmental exposures.' However, because:of their
Spotential 'for bias -ecologic: studies,° should.'never'be
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-considered.,as-,more than an initial-,step in: an
winvestigation of the cause of a disease.

:rsk0of fatality fromtaspecificdisease,' and--alow~ an-

EA.11.2

EA.1.3

i•Cohort-StUdies

The. chortestudy. design is: atype of.epidemiologic
-study frequently -used to -examine, occupational
:exposures.within a defined workforce. A cohort-study
requires-a defined population-that can be,classified-as
being exposed or not:exposed to an agent of interest,
:such as radiationf or. chemicals,.that, influence the
ýpr6bability -of occurrence. of a .given disease.
.Characterization .of the exposure: may: be :qualitative
(for-.example, high, low, or no,-exposure) or:very
quantitative(for.example, radiation measuredin-rem,
chemicals in parts :per 'million). .Surrogates ,for:
exposure,,such asjob-titles, arefrequently used in the
-absence of quantitativelexposure data.
Individuals included in the-study population-are
-tracked for.a period of time and-fatalities recorded. In
'general, overall fatality rates:and, cause-specific
fatality rates have-been determined for workers at the
EIS :sites. -Fatality rates fortheexposed -worker
population are-compared with fatality rates for
-workers who-did tnothave the. exposure (internal
comparison), or, are compared-with:expected fatality
rates based on theU.S-. population or:State'fatality
1rates .(external.comparison). If the fatality rates differ
from- what. is. expected,' an association is said to, exist
-between the disease and exposure. .In cohorts where
,the exposure-has notcbeen, characterized, -excess
mortality. can be identified. -However, these -fatalities
cannot 'be attributed to a specific exposure,. and
additional studies 'may -be warranted. More recent
'studiesihave.looked at other disease endpoints, such
as overall-and cause-specific cancer incidence (newly
'diagnosed)-rates.
Most .cohort -studies at the-EIS sites have been
-historical cohort studies (that -is, the -exposure
occurred some time in thedistantpast). These studies
rely-on-past records, toldocumentvexposure. -This-type
of study. can. be. problematic if.exposure. records ,are
-incomplete orwere-destroyed.-Cohort.studies:require
.extremellylar.gegpopulations-,that, have beenwfollowed
for 20..to .30,years..They; areý:generally., difficult to
conduct and-are very expensive-.1These studiestare not
well:suited to0studying diseasesthat; are iare., Cohort
studies.do; .however;,providea direct estimate:,of the
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investigator.to.`-look at-many disease endpoints.
:Case-Control Studies

-The,-case-control--stuidy-. design starts-.withdthe

identification, of.persons, with-.the: disease, of- interest
(case);and a suitable comparison (control) population.
6f-.persons -,without-the disease. -Controls;must •be
ýpersons.who-are- at risk -forthe disease-•and, are
-representative of.thei-population, thatgenerated the
cases.'The7selection of'anwapproprate contr01.group
is-often ,quite problematic. -Casesvand, controls: are
:thencompared With respect to the proportion-of
.individuals exposed -to-the-agent.:of interest. -Casecontrol-studies require-fewer persons than cohort
studies, and, therefore, are.usually less'costly-and less
time consuming, but: are, limited: to the-study of one
disease (or cause of-,fatality). -This type of-study is
well -suited for -the ,study of. rare :diseases and -is
:generally used to examine. the: relationship between a
-specific disease-and exposure.
EA.4.1.4

Definitions

Unfamiliar terms frequently-used in epidemiologic
studies, -including those usedin this. document, are.
defined-below. .
Age, -gender, and cigarette smoking-are theprincipal
determinants of mortality. Standardization is- a
statistical method used-to control-for.the effects of
age, gender, or other. characteristics so that. fatality
rates-may be compared among different population
groups. There -are two ways to standardize rates: the
indirect method-and the.direct method.--In. general, the
dindirect method of standardization-is most-frequently
used.
Indirect standardization: The-disease
;rates -in the reference (comparison)
population are -multiplied -by the number
of. individuals: in the. same: age,and. gender
..groupsin the study population- to obtain
the. expected: rate of:disease, for the.-study
population.
"Direct standardization: The'disease rates
Sin the-stud y:population are; multiplied- by
.'the number of individualsiin the same age
,andegender groups, in the-, reference

,Human,Health
(comparison)Ypopuliion his gives the
'expected rates of disease for the reference
population' if these, rates had:.prevailed, in
tltgfoup.
-Standardized mortality ratio (SMR): The SMR is
the, ratio of the number of fatalities, observed in-.the,
study population ttoihenuitbero6f'expected'fatalities.
The',expected number, if .fatalities is, based( on' a
reference (or comparison 'ppopulation). Fatality rates
for the"U.S.' (or:State) population• aremost frequently
used-as the'comparison~to obtain expected• rates. An
SMR.of 1 indicates a similar risk-of diseasein ;the
study population ,compared with the reference
:population. An-SMR greater than -1indicates excess
risk of disease in the study population compared with
the reference group, and an SMR less than .1indicates
.adeficit of disease.
Relative risk: The ratio of thetrisk of disease among
the exposed population to the risk of disease in the
unexposed population. Relativeirisks are-estimated
from cohort studies.
Odds'ratio: The ratio of the odds of disease if
exposed to the odds ofdisease if:not exposed.;Under
certain conditions, -the odds, ratio approximates the
relative risk. Odds, ratios are estimated from'casecontrol- studies.
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Surrounding Communities

-The population-based National Cancer Institute
mortality survey for selected nuclearfacilities (NIH
Publication No. 90-874, July -1990; JAMA
.1991 a: 1403-1408)' examined. the, cancer. mortality
within ,a `50mmile radius' around 'several nuclear
facilities, including Anderson- and Roane counties.
No -excess cancer-mortality was, observed 'in the
population-living in the 'exposed counties when
compared to-the-U.S: white'male:population,. nor
when compared' to, the: population of the-control
counties -(Blount, -Bradley, -Coffee, 'Jefferson,
Hamblen,'-TN, and-Henderson,"NC), nor:when, time
:trendswere assessed.
:Tennessee Medical Management,:'Inc.,. used data
from, the Tennressee' Cancer. Reporting :.System to
-compare. mortality- and :incidence:-data:°for.counties

%nearOak Ridge, Tennessee to the6 U.S., population' for
.the3-I-year periodý 1988 to. 1990'(TMM.1993a).-For
'Oak Ridge,' total fatalities from.all..causes was
i~iiificaiitly
c
lower -than expected.; For- Anderson
,'County,-the observed number of; fatalities, from
uterine' cancer and' fromcancerof:respiratory, and
intrathoracic organswas' statistically greater. than
,-expected,,and' the.number 6f fatalities 'from-brain
cancer,' breast-cancer,;- andi the: "all%other ,:sites"
category were. lower than, exPected for .Anderson
tCounty. ForfRoane-:County, the number o6f, fatalities
,from -cancerý of ,the' respiratory and'intrathoracic
organs was, statistically ;greater:,than,.expected;
number .of :fatalities from cancer -of the digestive
organs and the. peritoneum; 'from uterine cancer and
Sfromlip, oralc.avity,;and pharynxý,cancer was lower
than-expected.
-the

Tennessee -Medicall.Management, Inc., .examined
.new (incident) cancer.cases and identified 'the
following statistically. significant: For Anderson-County,-the observed. numbers of cases ofcancer of
the prostate, lung, and bronchus -were greater than
expected. Leukemia,. stomach and small intestine
cancers, ýand cancers-of the colon -and-intestinal tract
-were 'lower ithan expected. For Roane County, the
number of cases; of cancer of the~lung and'bronchus
was greater than expected. Non-Hodgkins
lymphoma, female breast cancer, esophageal- cancer,
cncer-•&6Ufthe, pancreas, ,and cancerin all sites-were
lower than. expected."The only consistent excess
reportedfor both cancer. mortality -and cancer
incidence was for cancer of respiratory-and
intrathoracic organs.
Because of a concern for possible contamination -of
the population by-mercury,ý the Tennessee
.Department of 'Environment and ,Conservation
(previously the.Tennessee-Department of Healthand
Environment):conducted a pilot- study; in 1984 '(TN
DHE 1984a). The study showed no difference in
urine'or hair mercury exposures (residence or-activity
-in contaminated of tfish caughtin ,the..contaminated
areas) compared to those with, little ýpotential
ýexposure. Mercury:levels in some soils measuredas
-high as 2,000parts per million (ppm).'Analysis:of a
few. soil-samples;showed that most:of.the: mercury. in
ithe soil,'-however,- was inorganic,. thereby.-lowering
the probability of bioaccumulationtand health effects.
Examination:of thelong-term effects. of.zexposure -to
mercury and other, chemicals.continues.
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'State Health'Agreement•Program

,.Under the'State Health Agreement program-managed
by .the"DOE's Office ofiEpidemi6logic:-Studies, a
-grant-was awarded- to. the Tennessee.Department, of
Environment- andý Conversation (previously:'the
Tennessee, Department of,Health -and'Environment).
.Thepurpose of the ;grant ,wasý,to'deter•m'eite extent
o6f, exposurev to-contaminants among-workers .and
residents of the,surrounding ,community as.a result of

•ORR operations,.and' to -assess .the-current-status of
health .outcomes..and -determine, their. potential
,association-with:these. exposures.
A dose- reconstruction -feasibility study began in
-1992,,with the- contract.awarded by the. State -of
Tennessee to ChemRisk. After performing -an
extensive review of Oak Ridge documents.ChemRisk
concluded that sufficient information exists :to
reconstructpast releases-and offsite doses caused~by
-radioactive and 'hazardous materials. They.-also
concluded that.doses from mercury, polychlorinated
biphenyl (PCBs), radioactive iodine,. and radioactive
cesium may have been great enoughlto cause harmful
health effectsdin the offsite population. Based on this
information, a full dose -reconstruction, study was
initiated in August'1994.
Other activities -supported under the, grant, include
development of-a birth defects registry; a quality
improvement. program for the-Tennessee cancer
registry; a. review-:and.evaluation of the DOE
occupational medical program; and -the
implementation of a community participation/public.
information program.
Technical support to the State- health departmentis
provided-by a 12-member Oak Ridge Health.
Agreement Steering -Panel. The"Health.Advisory
TPanel provides 'direction,and oversight, to:ý those,
working onhealth studies,,, ensures-public, input, and
informs the public-of activities, related to the:health
-studies. A representative -of the Centers .for:Disease
Control. and -,,Prevention's National Center.for
'Environmental •Health isa-member of the adyisor.y
panel. A representativefrom.DOE serves-,as an :exofficio member.
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IIWorkers,

'Between'.1943,and :1,985, there were ý11-8,588&male
ancdtfemale, individuals of all.,races -who-were-ever
employed-in: any":of the,.Oak Ridge facilities., These
included-•Oak RidgeoNational.•Laboratory.(ORNL)
for nuclear research (als0ocalled' the&X-10?Facility),
'Y- 2 uiuder.management, bfthe'TennesseerEastman:
'Corporationi (1943 td, 1947):which produced-enriched
uranium, by the,'electromagneticiseparation. process,
-Y-12,..under management 6f.Union Carbide' (1948 ,to
1-984) .Which fabricated -and -certified -nuclear
,weapons iparts, 2an--K-K25 -(Oak Ridge "Gaseous'
:Diffusion -Plant) which produced, enriched uranium
through the,.gaseous process.. Analyses at the Oak
-Ridge facilities have ýbeen .carried .out :mostly 'for
white -males, and -for :specific -cohorts -taking into
consideration time-related exposure risks.
Oak RidgeNational Laboratory. The, mortality
experienceof .8,375 white males: employed at least a
.month between 1943 and 1972 at. ORNL -was
compared with the U.S. white, male population. using
SMR analyses in a 1985-paper by Checkoway, et al.
(BJIM 1985a;525,533). Increases -in fatalities from
leukemia (SM-R=1.49, 16 observed, 95 percent
confidence: interval [CI] for range'03 1-4.38), cancer
of the prostate (SMR=1.16, 14 observed, 11.9,
expected), and Hodgkin's disease (SMR=I.10,5
observed, -3.7 expected) were observed, although
none were statistically :significant. Dose response
-analyses were performed for.,all causes .of fatalities
combined, :all cancers combined, -leukemia, and
.prostate cancer comparing exposed worker fatality
rates with non-exposed worker fatality-rates.
Dosimetry. data were available for the.entire period of
the study -withthe total population• external radiation
dose.-measuring 13,500 -person-rem. No ,dose
response-gradients were observed."Fatalityrates were
calculated for 14 differentjobbcategories by~length of
time in-each jbb.in an attempt ,to-determine whether
specific work-environments were related to cancer
-and-leukemia..Leukemia mortality .was observed- to
,be-.related.to length of employment. in-engineering
.and,,maintenance-jobs.
Followup -ofthis cohort was&expanded ;through -1984
in zan updated -study :by Wing .et.-al.-.(J.AMA
: 1991a:1.397-1402).-Again,:fatality rates in the-worker
,pgpiilationý were compare~ddwith: those. in the, U.S.
population.'Non-statisticaliy- significant increases

Human Health
were noted for.cancers of thepancreas (SMR=L ;09,
25 observed, .95 percentCI for range 0.71-P1.61),
prostate (S1IR=F.05, 26 observed,, 95 percent-.CIfor

range&0.68&L53), brairC(S R4? 04, 1- oib§6i-ved_95
'per-cent CI ,forrainge.0',58-1.72), ýndlyjcfiohsarcoiia
..and/or. reticulosarcoma (SMR=1.05, 9 observed, •95
,percent..-CI for,. range.. 0:48-1.r99). There, was; a
-significant -increase.*in. fatalities from leukemia
(SMR= FA63,-28 observed;,-95 .-percent .CI• for-range
S1.082:35 ). The.total population external radiation
dose.was,14,400:person-rem Dose responseanalyses
;performed for all-causes-except cancer, lung-cancer,
-and.leukemia did! not, demonstrate -a relationship
between level ofexternal radiation, and increased risk
of 'fatality from these outcomes. There wasa
-significant.dose.;response:relationship (4-94 percent
'.per.,rem) between cancer- fatalities and :level of
,external radiation dose. using models .witha .20-year
lag. A subgroup of workers who were, monitored.for
internal contamination had, non-statistically elevated
ISMRs for cancer of the prostate (SMR=1.12,
10-observed,-95.percent CI for-range 0.53-2.05)-and
lymphosarcoma and/or reticulosarcoma (SMR=1.65,
6 observed, 95 percent CI for range 0.60-3 59). The
workers monitored for internal contamination had a
.statistically significantelevated-SMR for leukemia
(SMR=2:23 16 observed, 95 percent'CI for range
1.27-3.62).
JEL _,!b-
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the effect of controlling for a number of possible
selection -and confounding factors -on the.risk
coefficient for all cancer. dose responses
(AJIM 1993a:265-279). Models were-adjusted for
the following variables-with little change in the
previously - reported risk coefficients: employment
during the World War'II era,-short-term employment,
job category, and-exposure to beryllium, .lead,- and
mercury.:The -authors concluded that the: previously
calculated dose -response estimate -was, fairly stable
When adjustments were made for-a wide: range :of
potential confounders that-were not explored-in-,the
-earlier-study.
-12' Plant. The Y-12 ,Plant is a nuclear-weapons
materials :"fabrication ýplant -where the radiologic
.exposure of6greatest-,concerni isý internal: exposure
'from,; thel inhalation, of uranium. compounds.,,The
,Tennessee EastmanCorporation managed the-plant
from-1 1943- to, 1947. Polednak •and Frome-reported, a
followup, through-1974 of all 18,869 ,whiteýý male
-

workers:employed at Y-12'from 19431 to: 1-947 (JOM
4198 la: 169-178):ýThe- workers included those
exposed: to internal, (alpha) .and, external (beta)
,radiation- through- the-,inhalation of-uranium-dusts,
electricalbworkers who performed maintenance in.the
-exposed areas,c.andl.other-non-ýexposed workers.
iIndividual measures ofexposure- were- not-available
for any members ýof this cohort,- so. exposure. levels
ýwere6-iferred from~plant-areasofwork and jobs-High
average air levels of uranium dust: were-documented
iAdepartments employing,-chemical,-workers.
-Elevated -SMRs-were observed 4for mental,
•psychoneurotic, personality "disorders (SMR=4.36,
33 observed, 24.2 expected), "emphysema
(SMR=1.1 6, 100 observed, 85.89 expected),.diseases
-of~thebones andorgans-of movement (SMR- 1:422;,1 1
-observed, -8.49 expected), 'lung -cancer (SMR= .09,
324,,observed,, 296.47, expected), and external:causes
0of -fatality (SMR-1.09,,623 ,observed, "'571'77
expected)..The lung cancer SMR was greateramong
workers employed-for 1 -year.or more compared-with
workers employed :less ,than 1 year and -.was more
pronounced-in workers hired at the age of 45 or older
(SMR=I.51; 95-percent'CI for-range 1.01-2.31). Of
the workers employed after the -age of 44, the SMR
-for-lung cancer ,was :greatest-.for-electrical -workers
(SMR=l.55, 7 observed, Freeman-Tukey- deviation
[D] is 1.11), -alphachemistry workers (SMR=3.02,-7
observed, .D is 2.27) and -beta process workers
;('SMR-lI:1, 1 observed, D is 1.30).
During the: early operation of the Y-12 Plant,.from
1942 to. 1947, a-group of male workers -was exposed
to-phosgene gas on a chronic basis (N=694),-and a
smaller group :of :males -received acute exposures
(N=106) along with -a group of females (N=91)
(ER .-1980a:357-367;".TIl 1985a: 137-147). A:control
group-of 9;280 workers who also worked at-Y-12
during-the,-same era,-but Who did -not-have-phosgene
exposure, was -also described. All -groups were
-followedthrough the end of 1978. The.SMRs for the
chronically exposed group -and the control group
were :similar for--all-causes-examined. ..There was 1no
evidence of increased mortality-from:respiratory
'diseases .in; this -group, and&the:SMR-for lung cancer,
while •elevated, was• similar, to-the, lung cancer.SMR
for-workers, in the• rest of theplant. Amongthose with
.acute:exposures,,, the-SMR' for: respiratory-diseases
•was elevated (SMR=2`66, 5..observed, confidence
factor-notýprovided),, and .this-,elevationmay -be
•related: to, residual :lung .damage-' from:,the. acute
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-phosgene- exposure. It -wasidifficult to trace the vital
status :of..the-91 women;,'therefore,-. description of
these highly-exposed-workers. was limited to' listing
the.frequency of;their-initial ýsymptoms:after
exposure..As.expected, nausea, vomiting, and: cough
,were-:the most :frequently., reported--symptoms.
.Unexpectedly,. the- womenmexperienced--a lower
frequency- of -,pneumoriiti-sý.-thani'-.the'irr--fiale'"
,.counterparts.
The portion of the'Y-12 cohortpemployed between
1 947 -and 1`974 -was described .in -a study'by
•Checkoway etal. .(ME .1988a!-255-366). This 'study
-included-6,781 white male workers first employed- at
Y-;12 between 1:947.and 1974.who were: employed
for at-least300days. Mortality~data were collected-, for
the cohort through the end of 1979,.and -were.used' to
•perform'SMR and cause-specific dose-response
.analyses. Non-statistically significant-increases were
observed for all cancers (SMR=1.01, 196 observed,
95.percent CIfor range 0.88-1.17), diseases of'the
blood-forming organs (SMR=1.48,.3 observed,
95 percent CI for range 0.31-4.38), kidney cancer
(SMR=1.22, 6 observed, .95 percent CI for range
0.45-2.66), ýbrain cancer •(SMR=1.80, 14 observed,
.95 percent CI for range 0.98-3.03), ,and other
lymphatic cancers (SMR=l.86, 9 observed,
'95 percent CIfor range 0.85-3.53). A- statistically
significant increase in-:fatalities :from lung cancer
(SMR=l.36, 89 observed; -95 -percent CI for range
1.09-1.67)-was observed compared with the U.S.
lung cancer rates, but not with Tennessee lung cancer
rates (SMR=1. 18,95 percent CI for range 0;95-1.45).
Dose-response analyses for lung:cancer. and internal
,alpha radiation-.dose and external. gamma. radiation
dose did not reveal apositive relationship for a0-year
or 10-year lag. 'Examination of lung-cancer rates
distributed across both internal -and external dose
categories suggested-a:dose-response with external
radiation dose -among individuals who had 5 rem-or
more of internal dose.: Brain cancer was not related to
the level of internal or.external radiation dose.
The'Y-12 cohort'studiedby.Checkoway was updated
through the. endof, 1990 'by 4Loomis and -Wolf and
included,.African-American :and ...white ifemale
workers, (AJlIM 1996a: 131-441).'The dose-response
analyses were not. inclIded' in: the update;'.therefore,
.only SMR, analyses are reported here.For all. workers
examined' as-a, group,,.non-statistically.,,significant
•elevations-.were :observedffor cancer of-.the:pancreas
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(SMRi• 1..36,' 34: bserved, 95cperce'ntCI'for. range
0G.94-1,.90), -skin .cancer (SMR=1K07,;il1 observed,
-95,,percent(CIL for' range 0W59-' 1,92),' breast-cancer
S(females, ofily,;'SMR=1.21,-11b 6bserved,, 95:-percent
'CI-for range 0:.60-2.17),-prostate:cancef(SMR-i.l31,
,36, observed, ".95 percentiCL- for, range' 0'914-1.81),
ki'dney. cancer, (SMR=1.30,- 16 :observed,,. 95-percent
".CIFfot-a
a
0•7:211), brain canfiee (SMR-l29,20
0'
bbserved, 95*percent CI for range.09-2.00),. cancers
..of otherjlymphatic .tissues '(SSMR=.L32,.22 observed,
95:percent.*CIfor range.0.82-1-99), and diseases of
,the blood-forming organs (SMR=I -23, 6&'observed,
-95,percent CI'for range 0.45-2.68).TheSMR'for lung
cancer was statistically-significant (SMR=I. 17, 202
observed; 95 -percent CI for .range 1.01--134),
particularlyin ,the-white -male :segment -of-the
population (SMR=1.20, 194 observed95 -percent CI
'for range 41.04-1.38). Examination of the lung cancer,
mortality by yearof -hire, -latency, duration of
employment, -and calendar year.:at risk indicated the
excess: was confined .to those'who'were first hired
*before-1954 (SMR=_127, 161 observed, confidence
factor not ,provided), and was .greatest in -persons
employed 5 -to 20 years with :10 to 30 years of
followup. Elevated lung cancer-fatalities were. first,
evident".between 1955 and 1964- and continued to
increase~from 1975 to 1979,:followed by a decrease
in lung cancerfatality rates.
Between 195.3 and 1963 the 'Y-12 Plant-used
-mercury in a-process to produce large quantities of
.enriched lithium. Cragle et-al..-studiedall workers
.employed at Y-12 at least 5 months between
January 1, 1953, and!April 30, 1958 (N=5663)
(JOM 1984a:817-821). This group was.categorized
into workers exposed to mercury and workers notexposed to- mercury based on results- of urinalysis
data-supplied bythe plant. Vital status followup was
.complete through the,-end of-1978, and SMRs were
calculated. Compared with non-exposed workers,
there were, no~differences.in the mortality. patterns for
(1) mercury exposed workers as a whole, (2) workers
withthe~highest mercury:exposures, and (3) workers
;employed~more'thana year in a mercuryprocess..The
authors <of this- study. acknowledge that;mortality-,is
not 'the,-optimal endpoint to, assess,.health :effects
related to mercury exposure.•
.The-mercury-workerswere,.involved in- a clinical
-study byAlbers :-et .al.: whoo-examinedS-502 Y- 12
'workers,:s247 :of,-whom- worked: in;.the,.'mercury
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-process :20:to&35 years prior to the:,examination (AN
ý198S8a:-65U1659) . Correlations. between,-declining
neurological function arid' increasing exposure\ were
-identified.• A, exposiire, assessment, was determined
,for each-.mercury worker duriingvthe time. of
-employment,in the. mercury-,process:' Study, subjects
,who :had; atv least. one:.urinalysis.:equtlto :orgreater
•th~in•0.6 mg/l'of-mercury showed decreased-strength,
coordination, -and&sensation along., with. increased
tremor,:'and prevalence of`Babinski, and -snout
reflexes whencompared witht. the"255 .unexposed
workers. Clinical- polyneuropathy -was*associated
.with -the level 'of -the highest- exposure, -but-not with
the.duration ofexposure.
K-25 .Site. The K-25 Site enriched ;uranium
'beginningin 1945 using.agaseous diffusion process.
There was potential exposure to uranium dust,
oxidized.uranium compounds, uranium hexafluoride,
and a number of chemical compounds used in the
process. In later years of operation, the gas-centrifuge
,process'was-used to enrich uranium. No analyses of
fatality rates for-this population. have been published;
however, health effects have been studied.
Powdered nickel was 'used at K-25 in' the production
-of the barrier. material used to separate and enrich
uranium. Workers who fabricated' the barrier material
were exposed to 'nickel powder through inhalation.
Cragle et al. '(IARC 1984a:57--63-updated'anearlier
study by Godbold et al. (JOM 1979a:799-806) of'814
workers who ýwere. employed in themanufacture of
'barrier material between 1948 and-1953. A
comparison group of white males employed at'K-25
sometime between 1948 and 1953 (N=7552)-was
also selected. 'The. SMRs in the barrier group-were
similar to those in the non-barrier worker group for
,most noncancer outcomes. The nickelworkers were
-noted to-have a-higher rate of fatality.from cancersiof
'the'buccal cavity and pharynx (SMR=2.92,
3 observed, 95 percent CI forrange 0.59-8.54)+than
the non-nickel workers (SMR=0.23, 3 observed,
95'percent CI'for range 0.05-0.67).'When~thedirectly
standardized rates were-compared, the:rate of-buccal
.cavity .andpharynxcancer. in the nickelbworkers was
approximately .19 times 'higherthan :,the-ratedin-.the
'non-nickel. workers..The 'authors 6fthis-.study
acknowledged' that the number,of cases' is-quite: small
and recommenderd.-additional followup' to .determine
if.'this trend, continued>rThere-were, no- nasal: sinus
-cancers observed 'in 'the.-worker. population', exposed

to metallic nickeldin contrast to the results of-studies
of workersý.in,'nickel'- refineries, where;.the~rates of
sinus 'cancer: related: to, nickel.compounds&are -quite
'high.
'X-,-25 -workersiemployed in the,'g as;.centrifu ge
process--were; the focus of, an, interview study by
Cragle et al. (AOEH, 1992a:8264834). .Thestudy was
-conducted in order to determine the incidence rate for
.cancer andlillness +symptoms among workers
.exposed to epoxy; resins-and-solvents prevalent inr the
:process..,-Attotal. of.263, workers determined tothave
worked longestand 'closest to theprocess were
.compared with 271 -employees employedat the plant
during the same time,,butwho.did&not wotk".inthe
-centrifuge -process. The-'centrifuge -workers zand'the
non-centrifuge' workers ihad: similar- overall :cancer
-incidence rates. :However, •the ,centrifuge ,workers
reported five incidentbladder cancers versus -none
reported by the non-centrifuge'group. The centrifuge
workers also reported,significantly more-rashes,
dizziness, and 'numb or tingling limbs during
.employment, which are symptoms associated with
high solvent exposure. One of theepoxy resins used
in the early years -of'the :process was a.potential
bladder carcinogen, but none of-the workers with
,bladder cancer hadjobs' that required, routine, -:hands"on work with that material. A:specific-causative agent
for the increase ýin bladder cancer was nov identified.
Combined Oak -Ridge'Reservation Facilities.
Frome. et. al. reported on 'the mortality' experience ..of
World-War II workers •employed.at three ORR
facilities between 1-943 and 1947 '(RR .1990a: 138.152). Poisson regression analyses were used to
-control for~potential, confounders such as-facility .of
employment, socioeconomic status, period of
followup, and'birth year. The cohort indluded'.-White
males employed at any'Oak-Ridge'facility~atleast'30
,days between the start.of-the operation.and .1947..and
were-never employed-at an Oak Ridge facility'after
1947 (N--'28,008). Elevated-mortality was
statistically significant Ifor all 'causes -(SMR=1.-Il,
11,671 :observed, J10,537 expected), tuberculosis
(SMR=L'37, 108 .observed, 78:expected),.,mental,
-ppsychoneurotic, --and -personality ,dis.order-s
('SM-R=I :60, !8,1 .observed, 50 expected),
cerebrovascular,,disease, (SMR1--.Yl l., 8-33'-observed,
753 .expected), 'diseases of the' respiratory-,system
(S MR =1i.25, -792,t: ob served,i6 3'4.:eX pe cted),
.emphysema (SMR=1 .24,¢209 Observed, 1.68
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significant decreases in mortality were also.observed
Ifornall cancers'.(SMR=0.88, -32-observed, 36.57
:ex pected,:95,percent confidence for range.0.60-_1.23),
qespecially digestive:cancer:(-SMR-1-0.49, '5 observed,
10~3expected,- 95,;percent.confidence for range 0.161•.14); diseases :6f the,circulatory.system (SMR--074,
;72 observed, 97,.-51, expected, 95. percent confidence
forr 6`ge
058-0.94),.diseases 6f•the digest ve system
"(SMR-0.76,-9 .observed, 1L.86.expected,ý,95. percent
.confidence. forfrange' 0.354•.44); :and:.accidents
I(SMR=ý-:0.89, 16 observed, 177.86:expected, 95 percent
-confidence'.for range 0:.5! •1-44)."Non-statistically
-significait increases were noted for*lung .cancer
(SMR=1:50,17 observed, 11.37 expected,. 95 .percent
!confidence for range 0.87-2.40);.,diseases ,of the
-,respiratory.-system '(SMR=1.33, 13 o0bserved,r9.77
.expected, 95,percentconfidence for range 0.71-2.27),
especially emphysema (SMR-2i21, 6 observed,.71

expected), ,all accidents, (SMVR=1 .28, 694'.6bserved,
542,, exp~ected), and.*motor vehicle'accidents
(SMR=1-.44,.•339;bbserved;, 235. expected).2The:only
elevated!-site-specificc.eancer4' that- was statistically
significant,.was"'.ung,-ca'neer (SMR=l.27, 850
observed,; 667: expected). :A,.surrogate. for,-radiation
exposure based on; amworker's joband department was
used-to iindicate ithe probability: 6f,.exposuire.•:-This
surrqgate: for •actu•al•ragdiation:,exposure 'was: not
associated -with,increased rates of cancer.
,Carpenter investigated -earlier reports of.an
association-between-brain cancer, and employment at
'Y-12 by conducting-a-case-control..study of workers
employed .between. 1943-and.1977Tat;ORNL-orY-12
(JOM ,1.987a:601-604). -,.Cases&consisted- of .727 white
males andI 7 white females ,with brain cancer. ýFour
controls-were-selected for each case matched onzage,
sex, cohort, year of birth, and year.of hire. Analyses
with respect Ato ,internal and external radiation
exposuresindicated-no association with.brain-cancer.
Two companion papers-were also published from this
case-control study,..one. examined relationships
.between.brain.cancer and chemicalexposures (AJIM
1988a:351-362), and the other examined
nonoccupational risk-factors (AJPH 1987a:,11801182). No statistically :significant -association
ýbetween the'.use of 26.chemicals evaluated and the
risk of brain.cancer-was observed.'The -chemicals
evaluated -included those encountered in welding
fumes, beryllium, -mercury, 4,4-methylene bis 2chloroaniline or MOCA, cutting -oils, thorium,.
methylene chloride, and.other solvents. Excess-brain
cancer was observed, however, among individuals
employed for more! than 20 years (odds ratio=7.0, 9
cases; -95 percent CI 1.2-41. 1). Analysis of 82 cases
with complete medical -records revealed an
-association -with ,a previous diagnosis of epilepsy
(odds .ratio,-"57, '4 cases; 95 :percent -CI 1 .0-32.1)
recorded for pre-employment and health status
followup.
-Causes -of fatality among white 'male welders
(N=1,059) employed between .1943-and :1973 ,at the
Y,-412 Plant,.-the1K25 Site,- and ORNL.were studied
by:;Polednak (•AEH 198:1a:235-242) ,.-Based..on
fatalities reported through 1974, mortality from all
causes for welders was s;lightly lower.. than: that
expected based on fatality rates for Ur.S. Vhite males
S(SMR=0.87,ý 17-3 observed,` 199,expected;.95 percent
confidence for.-range, 0.75 71;.01). 'Non-astatistically
`E-56

,expected,-95 percent confidence forrange 0:81-4M82);
-and suicide (SMR=1.64, 10observed, 6.09 expected,
'95 :percent confidence for range .039-3.02). A subgroup of welders .(N=536).exposed to nickel ýoxides
.(possible .respiratory. carcinogens) -at K-25 .were
compared. with welders at the other two.facilities
(N=523). The risk of lung -cancer and .other
respiratory diseases.did not differ between the'two
.groups.
'Combined.Nuclear:'Sites. Workers at ORR have
'beenzincluded in-several studies: that have examined
occupational risks across the nuclear' complex, both
in'the -United, States -and :internationally. These
combined- studies have been undertaken in an attempt
to increase the statistical power of the studies to
detect the effects .of low-level chronic..radiation
exposure.
Y-12- workers- were, includedin a' lung cancer~casecontrol :study of workers -fromý the Fernald -Feed
Materials and. Production Center cohort and :the
'Mallinckrodt Chemical Works. cohort. :Dupree etval.
conducted.a nested case-control-study of:lung'cancer
(N=-787) to.,investigate the-relationship between lung
,cancer and uranium :dust . exposure
(Epidemiology: 1995a:370375). ,Eligible cases were
.employed at least1-818 days in any of the,facilities and
died before-January 1,g
1983,.with: lung cancer listed
:anyw,here .on the :death, certificate. -Inclusion..f
:fatalities through; 1.98.2 allowed. over ,30Qyears of
,observation. at,each facility. One control was: matched
to each case on facility', race,. gernder;-, and birth:,and
-
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hiredates.within-3 years. Data collected on all- study
members included&smoking-history, first pay~code (a
surrogate for: socioeconomic status), complete work
histories,-:an'd occupational radiation. monitoring
records. Annual! radiation lung dose, from -deposited
uranium was: estimated-for each study member.
'Annual- external- -whole'body doses fromgamma
radiation. were determined, for workers-.-who:had
personal-monitoring, data available.-,Potential
confounders considered in the analysiswere smoking
(ever/never used, tobacco), and pay code (monthly/
non--monthly). With a:- 0-year' lag, cumulative, lung
doses ranged-from I to .1-37 rad for cases and from 0
;to-80 radifor controls. The odds ratios for.lung-cancer
,mortality for seven cumulative internal dose groups
did not demonstrate`increasing-risk with increasing
dose. An odds ratio of 2.0 wasestimated'for those
exposed to 25 rad or more, but the 95 percent
confidence interval of -. 20 to 20 showed great
uncertainty in the.estimate. There was a suggestion of
an exposure effect for workers hired at age 45 years
or older.
A combined site mortality study included workers
-from ORNL, the Hanford Site, and the Rocky Flats
'Plant (RR 1993a:408-421). Earlier analyses of these
cohorts indicated that risk estimates, calculated
.through extrapolation 'from high-dose data to
low-dose data did not seriously underestimate risks
of exposure to low-dose radiation (AJE 1990a:917927; RR 1989a:19-35). The updated analyses were
-performed in order-to determine whether the
extrapolated risks represented an overestimation of
the true risk at low doses. The study :population
•consisted of white males employed-at one of the three
facilities for at least 6 months and -monitored for
external radiation. The Hanford population also
in-e-lu-dedi-females-an-d-nonwhitedworkers.-The-totalpopulation dose was :123,700 person-rem. Analyses
included trend tests for site-specific cancer fatalities
and several broad noncancer categories. Statistically
significant trends were noted for cancer of-the
,-esophagus, cancer of the larynx, and Hodgkin's
disease. These .cancers were not-related to radiation
.exposure levels in previoulypublished stutdies.
,Excess; relative, risk- models were calculated for, the
-combined DOE-populations and for.each'DOE.-site
-separately. Without exception,- all. risk-,estimates
included the possibility: of zero,.risk(thatcis,-the
cofifidence. interval for the risk, coefficient went from
-below: zero to above-zero).'There. was, evidence-of an

increase in the excessi relative risk'for cancer with
increasing age in the"Hanford-and ORNL
populations; both, populations showed -significant
.correlations, of all cancer. with radiation dose among
those -75 years and older.
-An international effort to po6ldata-from populations
exposed- to external radiation included. the ORNL
population, in, addition. toother radiation- worker
,populations in.the United"States, Canadaarand Britain
(RR 1995a:117-1,32). The .cohort,comprised 95,673
.workers (85.4 percentmen) employed i6.months or
longer, and the population dose was: 384,320. person-rem. There was no evidence:of an association
between radiation dose and' mortalityfrom all causes
or from all cancers. There was a significant doseresponse relationship with leukemia, excluding
chronic lymphocytic -leukemia (excess relative
risk=2 18per SV; 90percent CI for-range 0.15.7)
and multiple myeloma (excess relative risk not
computed; 44 observed). The study results- do not
suggest that current radiation risk-estimates for
cancer at low levels of-exposure are appreciably in
error.
,E.412.4

Memorandum of Understanding

The Department of Energy -entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding with the
Department of Health and Human -Services to
conduct health studies at DOE sites. The NIOSH is
responsible for the. conduct and management of
worker studies.
The following studies at ORR -are managed by
NIOSH with funding from-DOE: a-study. of multiple
among workers at the K-25:Site at Oak
Ridge (expected completion date 1996);- a multisite
study, to. assess the potential. association-between
paternal exposure to ionizing radiation andthe, risk of
leukemiain offspring. of. exposed male workers; a
study of neurologic health outcomes -in workers
exposed to high levels of mercury between 1953 and
1.963; 'studies of. mortality -among .,Oak Ridge
workers;. a~multisiterstudy. of-mortality, among, female
nuclear-workers; a multisite-exposure:assessment-of
hazardous -waste/cleanup iworkers;.,a-chronic
,beryllium disease: study; and a multisite-study:ofheat
stress and pefformance among. carpenters.
-myeloma
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SAVANNAHi RIER SirE,:AIKEN,'SC

,The SRS,; establishediin 41953>in.Aiken,: South
',Carolina,. produces ,plutonium,-.tiitium, andi other
-nuclear materils. ,There ý.are. reports:thats millions :of
.curies. 6f tritium. have -been-releaseddo.ver,'the- years
.both in':plant exhaust- plumes manddin, surface and
.groundwater streams (ED.1 982a:135-152).

cE'4;3.1

..':Surrounding Communities

In 1984,-Sauer and:Associates examined, mortality
rates in Georgia and South"Carolinaby distance'from
-.the Savannah River Plant (now -known-as the
Savannah River Site) (SRduPont 1984a). Mortality
rates for -areas nearthe-plant were, compared with
U.S.. rates. and with -rates .for :counties located; more
than 50 miles away.;Breast cancer, respiratory. cancer,
leukemia,. thyroid cancer, bone cancer,, malignant
melanoma of the skin, non-respiratory. cancer,
congenital .anomalies or birth defects, early infancy
fatality rates, stroke, or cardiovascular disease in the
-populations living within 50 miles of the plant did-not
show any excess risk 'compared with the reference
,populations;
XE.4.3.2

-State Health Agreement Program

-Under,the State Health Agreement'program managed
by the DOE Office of Epidemiologic Studies, a' grant
was awarded to the'Medical University of'South
.Carolina in 1991 to develop .the Savannah.River
Region Health 'InformationSystem. The purpose..of
the Savannah -River Region Health Information
'System databasewasto assess the health of
populations surrounding ,SRS by 'tracking cancer
:rates- and: birth defects rates, in the area. Information
from, the registry. is available to. public.,and' private
.health care ;providers for.use in evaluatingcancer
control: efforts. A steering committee provides advice
to. the ,Savannah'River 'Region'Health.'Information
'System ..and, communicates.!public 'concerns to
'Savannah' River:Region Health'.information System.
'It consists of 12 community. members-,andpersons
with ,technical exPertise representing South"Carolina
.and Georgia.
1E.4.3.3

,Workers

,A-.descriptive mortality:study :was conducted. that
included 9;860.whiteý male, workers. who.-had' been
&E-58

employed at lease -90.days-atSRS-between' 1,952 and
'.the ,end. of!` 1.974 (AIMM 1988b:379401).-Vital. status
wasl.folowed'through-the, end of.1980,randmortality
was..comparedwith-the U-.S., opulation. SMRs.were
computed separately; for houtrly iand ýs alaried
,employees. :For. hourly. employees, non-statistically
significantu increases-were" seen for •cancer 6f, the
rectum: (SMR=L09, 5 observedi,.,95 percent ,CI for
rapge6 0,3572.54),. cancer of the :pancreas-(SMR 1.08,"
b10observed;,-95-.percent". CI forvrange0::0•59-2.13),
leukemia..and-.aleukemia- (SMR---.63, J13.bserved,
:95-percent CI- for-range"'0:87-2.80),- other.lymphatic
tissue' (SMR =l.06, 35 observed, 95.5,percentz CI-for
Srange 0.34-2.48), benign: neoplasms (SMR-1.33, 4
observed, 95 'percent CI'for range,,0.36-3.40),- and
'motor vehicle,accidents (SMR= 1.10,63'observed,;95
,percent'CI 'for range' 0;84-;.40). ,Salaried employees
exhibited non-statistically significant -increases in
.cancer of the.liver (SMR=-t84, 3 observed,,95
:percent CIfor range 0.38-5.38), cancer of the
prostate (SMR-1 .35,. 5 .observed,:95 percent CI for
range 0.44-3.16), cancer of the bladder- (SMR-1 .87,'
4 observed, 95 percent CIffor range 0.51-4.79),'brain
cancer (SMR=1.06, .4 observed,.ý95 'percent CI-for
:range 0.29-2.72),. leukemia and -aleukemia
(SMR-=1.05, 4 observed, .95, percent CI -for range
'0.29.-'269),: and other lymphatic,tissue (SMR=1.23, 3
observed, '95, percent CI for range 0.26-3.61). No'
trends between increasing duration'of employment
and :ISMRs were observed.:A statistically.significant
excess of leukemia' fatalities was observed for hourly
-workers -employed between `5 and 15 years
(SMR=2.75, 6 :observed, 495 percent CI for range
.1.01-5.99). Review of the.plant records and job duties
of the workers who died fromleukernia indicated that
twoof thecaseshad potential routine exposure .to
solvents, ,'four had potential. occasional exposure to
-solvents and one had: potential for minimal exposure.
'Benzene, a known carcinogen, washreportedly not
,usedlat the plant.
The Department of Energy's Office ifEpidemiologic
.Studies has implemented -an 'Epidemiologic
,Surveillance Program at:SRS to monitor-the health-of
current workers.'This; program will evaluate, the
occurrence of illness and'injurydinvthe-workforce, on
:.a-,continuing basis,, and, theresults,.will:;be issuedin
,annualreports. The implementationdf-this program
willlfacilitate; an ongoingassessment of; the"health
•and. safety .ofSRS's,workforce and.will! help identify
ý.emerging healthjissues.
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"Currently o0,perationalat. a number- of DOE.- sites,
including- production -sites-.an'd :research-.and
development facilities,, epidemiologic- surveillance
uses&routinely- collected health 'data,: including
descriptions o6fU
illness resulting' inabsenceslasting'5
or.moreý consecutive workdays,'disabilities, and
' OSHA, recordable injuries and• illnesses' abstracted
•from ,the7 OSHA- 200. log. These• health, event data,
ýcoupledWith demographici data:. about' the -active
workforce iat, the- participating, sites,,,are. analyzed. to
-evaluate whether-particular. occupational. groups are
ýat increased risk 6f 'disease or injury when compared
With other .workers -at'a site. As the program
continues ,and data for-an extended:period of time
beco meaavailable, time trend analysis willbecome an
increasingly, important part' of the. evaluation ,of
,worker health. 'Monitoring 'the 'health of the
w•rkforceprovides a baseline determination of the
..illness -and injury experience 'of workers and a tool
for monitoring the effects of changes made to
improve :the safety and health of workers.
Noteworthy changes in the.health of the workforce.
may indicate the -need for more detailed study or:
increased health and sdfety. measures to ensure
adequate protection for workers.
E.4.3.4

Memorandumr of Understanding

'The Department of Energy entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding with Health and
Human 'Services to conduct health studies at DOE
sites. The'Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention's NCEH 'is responsible',for dose
reconstruction studies, and NIOSH is responsible for
workerstudies. These .activities are.funded-by DOE.
A study of mortality-among SRS workers employed
from 1952 to .1974 that examined whether risks .of
fatalities due to selected causes may be. related' to
occupational exposures at SRS is being conducted by
'NIOSH. SRS is also-included in, several multisite
studies managed by NIOSH. The first study .is to
assess the potential association between paternal
work-related 'exposure to:.ionizing radiation and'.the
risk of-leukemia in 'offspring of exposed male
workers. The second study' is to, examine: causes of
fatali.ty ýamong'Ifemale• workers atnnuclear-weapons
facilitiesstodevelop ýrisk, estimates :based on
exposures. to external' and, internal' ionizing. radiation
;and to .hazardous chemicals. 'A third multisite project

is a Case-contr6olstudy of multiple myeloma, a type of
'blood cell cancer.
'A dose reýonstruction-.project 'around the'SRS' is
'being conducted byNCEH to determine the type and
;amount: 6f contaminants-to :which' peoplet living
,around the `site may;-have been. exposed,ý, to identify
:exposure-pathWays&:of concernm• and' to quantify the
doses:' people .may, have received asa, result :of'SRS
operations'.,The estimated completion date is, 1999 or
2000.

,E.4.4

'BABCOCK &-WILCOX SIrE,
.ýLYNCHBURG, VA

,E.4.4.1

'Surrounding -Communities and
-Workers

Several 'potential :sources of information were
searched for epidemiologic or health ,studies of
•persons :living' near or working at the',B&W site. No
information was found.:in the medical: literature-or
other accessible -databases (for, example, Toxline).
The Campbell County Health Department has no
information regarding studies conducted at, the local
level. The Virginia State'Health'Departrnent Office of
'Health 'Hazards Control 'and 'the' Virginia State
Department of Environmental Quality':.had,,no
information on-any studies conducted by the'State 'of
,Virginia.
ýE.4.5

'NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES SITE,
ýýERWIN, TN

E.4;5.1

,Surrounding'Communities and
'Workers

Several potential sourcesof information were
.searched for :epidemiologic or-health studies of
persons living, near :or working in, the 'NFS site.:No
,information was. foundin. the medical literature..One
report was'foundin'Toxline, A study was. conducted
of-kidney disease among plant workers, with guards,
.and. local dairy:'farmers, used :as comparison 'groups
(NIOSH '1988a: l).',Workers had alhigherjprevalence
of'kidney -stones -than the guards, but allower
prevalence~thanwthe; dairy workers., NFS employees
had. aý higher prevalence. of urinary, tract infections
than both; the: guards -and' dairy "farmers. -Kidney
function, was isimilar in a.llgroups.,,The authors
concluded that the urinary, tract disorders in the NFS
E-"E;59
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workers were not the result of occupational hazards.
In 1979, the .Centers for Disease Contr6l investigated
newspaper reports, 6f, increased,.rates :of cancer
:fatalities in Unicoi County. The ,investigators
compared the- rates with )fourr surrounding&counties
an&d also, conducted, oceupationall and environmental
surveys.,The invest~igators, found, that' increasing
cancer rates over time dwere due' tod'aging-of the
population,tthatý age-adjusted rates had, not changed
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significantly, and' that there didnotvappear. toW be any
-observable risks4 fromexposures or emissions-from
'the'NFS site.
`The :UnicoiFCounty Health, Department.and, the
Tennessee State Health, Department Epidemiology
,Program-'Office, were- notaware.o;.0fany, studies
,conducted by local or Statepersonnel.
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'FACILITY ACCIDENTS
,EVALUATION METHODOLOGIES-AND

or vapor into the-air. The vapor dispersion-model is
the straight line Gaussian, type, Which is similar to
that used in"GENII.

ASSUMPTIONS

'E.5.1.2
The:.potential for ,facility =accidents -and the
magnitudesbof. their consequences.-are important
factors- iný the evaluation, of the- alternatives'..being
addressed in, this.EIS. ýThe':health; risk, issues:.are
twofold.:and consider the6fo1lowing:
..-.
*Whether accidents at-any-of-the blending
,-sites pose unacceptable health.-risks to
-workers -or the general' public.
* Whether ,alternativedlocations for
facilities -can •provide lesser public -or
worker:health risks. These -lesserrisks
:may arise from differences in
meteorology that reduce environmental
concentrations, from- greater isolation of
the site'from the public, or from a reduced
frequency 'of such external accident
initiators as seismic events and aircraft
crashes.
E.5.1.1

Analysis Metho'dology

The MELCOR Accident Consequence CodeSystem
(MACCS) (NUREG/CR-6059,. SAND92-2146,
October 1993)was used to estimate the consequences
of accidents -involving the,-release of radioactivity.
(The GENII code was also~exercised for one case to
investigate the effect of using different
meteorological- data -at one:site. A-discussion of the
GENII code is provided iný,Section-E.2.2.1.)
The enhanced Chemical -Hazard Evaluation
Methodologies computer code was-used to -estimate
.the consequences, of accidents;involving:.the.release
of hazardous, chemicals. The'program was developed
to provide several integrated estimation-methods to
.assess toxic vapor -dispersion, fire, -and -explosion
impacts .,associated"with -episodic discharges -of
,,hazardous materials into -the environment. The
modules of Chemicali•Hazard -Ev.aluation
:Methodologies used in- this-,analysiswere: estimation
rate, and :duration:of: a :gas or liquid
released. from-a.tank,.or .pipeline,, the size ofliquid
.pools that' form on, the,:ground, .and the,- size,, of the
downwind area-impacted by the release ofa toxic gas
-ofthe.discharge,

.MELCOR Accident:Consequence
'Code Systemi'Overview

"MACCS models. the' onsite and offsite consequences
of ani accident, that releases a:,plume, of radioactive
materials, to. the atmosphere.. Should-&such an
accidental release- occur, the radioactive, gases, and
aerosols- in the plume would'-be:transported-byý the
,prevailingwind while-dispersing in-theratmosphere.
The, environment.would -be contaminated by
radioactive ,materiils deposited from the-plume,; and
.the population.would:be exposed.to- radiation'. The
-objectives of a-MACCS calculation are to,.estimate
the range andprobability of the:health effects
,induced by Tthe.radiation exposures not, avoided -by
ýprotective actions,-and to estimate the economiccosts
,and. losses, that would result from the-contamination
of the,environment.
In order'to understand MACCS, one must understand
-its-essential elements: the division of the-time scale
after the- accident into various "phases,". and the
division of the region. surrounding the nuclear-facility
into a polar-coordinate grid.
.The time-scale after the accident is divided into three
phases: emergency-phase, -intermediate, phase, and
long-terin phase. The-emergency phase begins
immediately;.after the-accidentand could-last up to
7:days Tfllowing the accident. In this period, the
exposure of-a-population to both radioactive clouds
and contaminated ground is modeled. Various
protective -measures can be specified -for this phase,
including evacuation,: sheltering, and; dose-dependent
relocation.
I The intermediate:phase can be -used to represent a
-period in -which evaluations are performed and
decisions are made regarding the types of-protective
'measure -actions •which -need- to .be taken.In. this
-period, theradioactive ,clouds. are; assumed to be
,gone, and the only exPosure pathways are,those from
,the- contaminated ground. The, protective measure
that canw be. taken-during ,.this periodý, is temporary
'relocation.
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The long-term:, phase, represents all- time: subsequent
to the intermediateý.phase.-The only exposure
Spathways-.considered here areý those. resultingIfrom
the contaminated ground. ýA- variety of protective
.measures. can be-taken. in- the; long-term- phase- to
reduce doses,-toiaccepthble, levels: decontamination,
interdictioniand condemnation of property.
-.The, spatial grid!-used.to, represent: the region, is
centered: on.the .-facility .itse~lf. -Theuser!specifiesIthe
number, of radial, divisions as ,well-as theiriendpoint
,distances. Up t6o35 of these divisions may bedefined,
ýextending our to .a maximum distance of.9,999-1km
(6,21,3-mi). The angular-divisions used to..define the
.spatial grid correspond to, the 16 directions of the
.compass.
.Since the emergency phase.calculations utilize.highly
nonlinear dose-response models, due to higher doses
for .early fatality and. early injury, those .calculations
must be. performed on -a ýfiner 'grid than -the
,calculations of the intermediate and long-term
phases. For this reason, the 16 compass sectors are
divided into 3, 5, or 7 user-specified subdivisions,-in
the calculations of the emergency~phase.
The increased likelihood of cancer fatality to .a
member of the public is. taken as 5x10 4 .times the
dose in rem for values of dose less than:20 rem or
when. the rate of exposure is less than 10 rad/hr.For
doses greater than. 20 rem'or dose rates greater.than
10 rad/hr, -the cancer fatalities are.doubled. The
.MACCS code was:applied-inaprobabilistic manner
using a weather bin.sampling technique. Theweather
bins.consist of:hourly data for -the windspeed,:,wind
direction, and stability class.-Centerline doses.as.-a
function of.distance were calculated for each.of
approximately :100 -meteorological sequence
samples; the mean-value of thesedoses and increased
likelihoods of cancer fatality for the distance
-corresponding to the location of the MEI at.each- site
were reported for,that individual. Mean values,'were
selected instead of, median values because-,they
yielded higher dose values for each candidate site.
Offs ite: population doses, noninvolved.,worker
-population -doses, ,.and ilatent-,cancer! fatalities are
:calculated by. MACCS using a methodology-,similar
to that described for.the, individuals.dIn the.,case of a
-population, each of the sampled,-meteorological
, sequences. was applied to, the, population distribution
-
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across .16- sectors.-,The' weather,.bin sampling
,.technique accounted for the frequency of occurrence
6f theý wind, blowing- in:,each direction.: Population
'doses are, the- sum ofthe individual 'dosesý in.each
ýsector., Once again, the-mean:-value. of the.calculated
population doses andlatent cancer fatalities-for each
'of the :trials were, reported.,Mean, values were
:selected&instead of medianvalues- because.-they
-yielde4,,higher dose-ý values,-for. each- candidate site.
iDoses toa noninvolved, workersswere .calculated
,similarly, except that-these, workers- will: experience
cancer- fatalities of.4x10-.times the dose. in-,rem for
doses less Athaii20 .rem or.exposure rates less than 10
rad/hr.-'.For larger doses,-above 20 rem and When the
dose-rate of exposure is greater than 10 rad/hr, the
-cancer;fatalities:are doubled.
-

A detailed description of the'MACCS model is
-available in :a three-volume report (N.UR-EG/
CR-6059,SAND92-21416).
ýE.5,1.3

Application of Models

For the analysis. of accidents involving the release of
-radioactivity at the four facilities of interest (ORR
ýY-12, SRS H-Canyon, ,B&W, and NFS), -the
MACCS calculations -used the source term data
presented in Section E.5.2. Elevated releases were
.assumed.to be from existing stacks at B&W (11 m
[36 ft]) andNFS (33 m [108,ft]); SRS and ORR stack
releases were calculated -at'10 m (33 ft). -For each of
-the latter three-sites,- sequences from 1 year of hourly
onsite. meteorological data were, sampled; -for B&W,
the closest-available complete (24 hour) data set was
,that from'Woodrum Airport- in -Roanoke, Virginia,
,93 km (61 .mi) -west of B&Wand Richmond
International Airport, 144 km (90 mi) east of B&W.
Since the, only B&W onsite digital data consisted of
a (windspeed-wind direction-stability class) joint
distribution file,.whichis -suitable-.input to
the- GENII code (but. not. to'MACCS), data.from, the
-Roanoke airport and the-Richmond.International
Airport.were:obtained and reduced to joint frequency
distribution: files. ,Each of- these-:distributions -was
used as input to-: the GENII code ,with all other'B&W
site:data ffor, example, population); being-equivalent.
The, evaluation, basis, earthquake; for. the-uranium
hexafluorideJ(UF 6 ), process-.was, the..scenario chosen
for comparing:-GENII and ý.MACCS. results:-since it
gave the-maximum dose to,workers.:and-the, public.

-frequency

.Human,Health
The dose to-the.MEI from the GENII.code!is: 0.034,
0.072; and 0.080 rem and to the general population
within, 80-km (50 mi) is 17, 46, and'128'person-rem
using.meteorological data from:'.the' B&W-;site,
ýRoanoke,-and Richmond, respectively. From this it is
.concluded that use of the Roanoke airport data ini the
,MACCS code may. result in a factor of 2 to.31higher
doses than if onsite B&W data were used.
-:The dose to. the;.MEI and to theýgeneral~population
within 80 km (50 mi)-was calculated with the. GENII
code. using meteorological data-from both B&W} and
Roanoke airport for-all six accidents (a.filterfire, an
earthquake. induced. criticality, an, evaluation basis
earthquake for the:uranyl nitrate hexahydrate (UNH)
process, a fluid:bed,an evaluation basis earthquake
:for the.UF 6 process, and a UF 6 .cylinder release). The
dose for all six accidents to the MEI-and the'general
,population was an, average.2.1, and 2,7 times. larger,
respectively, using the Roanoke -airport
meteorological data. This is consistent with the
previous, analysis reported in-the B&W- EA, which
notes:
The onsite information is extremely valuable
due to the unique nature of the. site., The site has
an unusual microclimate that would notamirror
that of Lynchburg in terms of wind speeds,
directions, or stabilities. The presence of a river
on three sides of the. site imposes unusual temperature conditions and reduces the-stability of
the air mass. The river will-be cooler than: the
peninsula during the spring and the summer-and
warmer during the falltand winter..Diurnal variations of the river are minimal while the land surface will normally experience a 21-degree
Fahrenheit diurnal-variation. On clear cloudless
nights, the valley bottoms in the area are often
10 to 15 degrees cooler than-higher. elevations.
*Thiscan cause periods of both high stability and
-unstable conditions.depending on cloud cover
-and wind speed during the following day. The
deep river. valley ,will, also tend to divert the
winds nearsutface level' from the:prevailing
wind, direction and-cause additional, instability.
,However, the river-valley will-tend to.limit the
directionality of the wind-as:comparedto conditions observed at, Lynchburg (BW NRC
'1991a:38).

'Radiation, doses,'tothe-:affected- individuals-:and
:populations. were-calcUlated in the.'dosimetry models
using. the.concentrations. df-ridionuclides ,obtained
from.the.dispersion.models.&.Dose conversion factors
were used ,to,convertrthe radionuclide:concentrations
to: organ,'dose equivalents. and Wh0le-body..,effective
dose, equivalents-',Exposure pathways- considered, in
the MACCS calculations for theperiodýfllowingan
-accidentr were'-:direct- radiation from-.thea, passing
plume.and from radioactive material'-deposited' on the
,ground,' inhalation. from theplume,:deposition on
-skinand
hinhalation of ýresuspen'dedi ground
.contamination. -Ingestion of produce ýand animal
products raised Within 80.km (50:rmi)of the release is
not -considered; this -pathway would be-easily
interdicted in th~case of an accident byibringing-food
in from outside thisarea.: Liquid- exposure pathways
were not considered-because.interdiction-is.-assumed.
No credit was.taken-for short-term-reactions such as
evacuation and-relocation. However, it was:assumed
,that noninvolved workers would be shielded-from the
inhalation :of radioactive• materials for-approximately
-half the time that the radioactive 'plume would be
present at the site.
Three types of receptors -were considered for
quantitative evaluation of impacts: the offsite
population, the MEI of the general.public, and the
noninvolved (collocated),worker.The offsite
.population consists-.of individuals residing within
80 km (50 mi) of a-site. The MEI at-NFS was-taken
,as-the nearest residence, located.250 m (820-ft) south
- of the.plant and, in, essence,-*across the street from the
site fence.(NF NRC 1991a:4-33). TheNMELatfB&W
was. assumed to be .along"the site boundary, 540 m
(1,77,2Aft).,west-southwest of-the plant (BW NRC
1991a:73).-For the SRS.and ORR'sites, the site
-boundary :in-the- direction of-minimum :atmospheric
plume attenuation was chosen; these values-were
.found (from perusal of GENII-runs): as 11,750-m
(38,'550-ft) north-northwest. and :619 -m.(2,031 :ft)
north-northwest, respectively.
.Noninvolved worker populations, -used -in -the
calculations, -were ,based-, on- total site
-worker populations less dthose involved.-in the
-blending process.,,Workers :within the processing~area
-are all of-NFS and- B&W,:-H-Area at.:SRS, and*Y-1 2
,at iORR."•Workers- in. the- processing. areas were
:spatially distributed: based-on, local ,building
locations. ;Workers:-atf facilities distant from the
-radiation-dose
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,process-area (for example,'M-;Area af SRS, :ORNL-at
ORR)ýwere:considered to be.concentrated within one
-sector.-The total, worker~popuilationsl usedl in the
WMACCS-calculation wereaapproximately325.at NFS,
,ý2,-200,-atýB"&W'(including the"Naval'Nuclear Fuel
,Division (NNFD) ResearchLaIboratory,:and the
.Commercialf Fuel -"Facility), 17,000,-at ORR
,(includingi6;400 at Y-•12),::and•12;,000:at ?SRS
S(including 3,800 inr H-Area).
,Data.on the surrounding population by sector at Y-1 2
and' SRS-•arelisted in-:Health"Risk:Datafor:Storqge
and. Disposition ,fWeapons
`Fiss'ile
.Materials
.Programmatic•'EnvironmenltalImpact
-Usable

Statement technical. report (February 1996). Data on
-the. surrounding population:at 'NFS -.were .obtained
•from .Table :3:4 -of -the NRC Environmental
Assessmentfor-Renewal.of Special NuclearMaterial
License No. SNM-124,prepared forNFS (Docket:No.

10-143, August- 1991). Data on the'surrounding
population, at B&W were obtained.from Table. 3.7- of
the NRC 'Environmental.Assessmentfor-Renewal:of
Special Nuclear MaterialLicense No. SNM-42

prepared for_ýB&W (Docket No. '70-27, August
1991).Data on meteorology, and stack heights at each
,site.are.given in Appendix.C.
'ForSRS,.the accident.analysis was performed for the
'H-Area. If blending-were to.occur-in the F-Area, the
doses-from-an accidental, release-would, be' similar to
an accidental release in H-Area.' The dose to the MEI
' would be sl.ightly largerdue tolthe decreased distance
of 9,646 m (31,649 ft) from"F-Area to thesite
boundary.. The. dose to the Offsite 'population -within
80. km (50. mi) -would be, slightly smaller due to
F-Area being further from the offsite-population than
'-H-Area. The dose to the noninvolved, workers would
be -smaller due to ithe .smaller'workforce' in the
F-Area. The dose to-noninvolved workers inthe
-processing area is the dominant portion of the dose to
the total site noninvolved workers. The .dose to
noninvolved workers -not'in-the'processing area
would be a minimal effect due to the distance-to-the
'other~areas.
The noninvolved (collocated).worker,-was-considered
ýfor. the; chemicalracidentm
ipact analysis. ,All••ofthe
workers,-at NFS are in .the..immediatev.,¢icinity of.the
-blending process;- because of the shorttdistance; to the
site boundary: and'for the purpose ofcoqmparison-with
the. other sites, theidistance and direction to the-MEI
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was -also~used; for;the: noninvolved.wodrker.,For, the
RB&W, site,,-the noninvolved worker, is!230,m (755.ft)
northeast,-oftheifacilityý being ana lyzed (at the
experimental•-facility).>For both SRS and.ORR, the
noninvolved'worker wasý located `644 mi(2n,
(21,ft)
from ,:the*fadility. The- direction d6f7-minimum
Satmospheric,:plume.,attenuation (southeast, and
north-northeast,, respectively) was. chosen.
Estimates ofrelease-,durations' ftromthe- chemical
,tanks ,involvedrin.the ýaccidents..described in
'.SectioriEE-5.2,were performed usingCHEMS-PLUS.
It -was!.found-.that- assuming ia release.of- the"entire
contents of any of-the chemical tanks over. l:hour was
reasonable. Atmospheric chemical,concentrations
experienced by the MEIs and-noninvolved- workers
'described -above were Calculated and ýcompared'with
:health-based criteria, Immediately Dangerous to Life
or Health '(IDLH) concentrations,'TLV for 15mrin
Short TermExposure Limits (STEL) -and 8-hour
Timne-Weighted Average (TWA.) concentrations. The
,latter two limits are: included to indicatewexposure to
-levels which are occupationallytacceptable for shortland long-term, exposure, respectively.
The zmeteorological conditions used to estimate
,chemical impacts were approximations-.of mean
conditions. The-average site-windspeeds given in
Chapter 3 of this. EIS were used together with the
median stability class for each site,(as obtained from
-the joint. frequency distribution described, above).
The windspeeds for ORR, SRS, B&W, and-NFS were
.2.0,2.9,',3.4, and 25 m/s'(4.4, 6.5,'7.7, and 4-4 ft/s),
respectively,, and-the. stability.classes -were,D, C, :D,
.and A;, respectively.
E45.2

BOUNDINGACcuDENTS

.The postulated accidents foreach conversion/
blending process were analyzed -at'.each of the
candidate. sites (a: subset of Y-12, SRS, ,NFS, ,and
"B&W). :It was :assumed that the inventory of
hazardous/radioactive-materials, -the process, and the
facilities were .thesame -at all, four:facilities. The
differentiating parameters- of :the analyses were
-distances- to, the: site!boundary (or nearest: resident),
surrounding, ppulation,,distfibution of collocated
Sworkers,- meteorology,. and.: stack, height.
set of potential:,accidents was. postulated for which
there may be releases- of radioactivity andhazardous
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chemicals that could- impact noninvolved onsite
workers and the offsite population. A.set of accident
scenarios was selected. to represent" bounding cases.
Inwassessing the bounding- accident.,scenarios for the
Conversion and Blending"Facility, the following
parameters were .evaluated:. (1)ý material'at. risk; (2)
energy-sources (fires,:.explosions,.-earthquakes,-. and
process design-related events); (3):barriers to release;
-and (4), protective, features:ofý the'facili'ty., It, is
expected that each of these- parameters. would be
unchanged for the range ofýLEU enrichment
considered, except. in the case of the evaluation basis
earthquake. accident scenario.
The bounding chemical xelease, accidents could
include a spill from nitric acid and sodium hydroxide
storage 1tanks, and the rupture of:processing, lines
resulting in the emptying of a hydrogen fluoride tank
and a fluorine cylinder, depending on the alternative
process considered.'The details of chemical release
quantities and resulting impacts are provided under
each. alternativedin Chapter 4.
E.5.2.1

Facility.Accidents -Postulated for
'Blending Highly Enriched Uranium
to Low-Enriched Uraniumas
Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate

The accident scenarios that were considered included
.a tornado, straight winds, an aircraft crash, a truck
crash, nuclear criticality, process-related accidents,
and an evaluation basis earthquake•. With the
exception of the: filter fire (with continuous -exhaust
flow), all of the-accident scenarios,that are considered
potentially bounding can be initiated by the
.evaluation basis earthquake. Therefore, it is.
concluded that the evaluation basis earthquake would
result in the highest atmospheric release of
radioactivity and hazardous chemicals. The
evaluation basis earthquake is-assumed to initiate the
nuclear criticality and-other release, scenarios.
In a filter fire accident, it is. assumed that a-fire occurs
that releases all the uranium in the bag .filters, traps,
and the high-efficiency particulate:air:filters and
--releases it to- the atmosphere through the'stacks- in a
matter of minutes..The quantity of, material assumed
to be-released is 0:15 kg (0.33 1b) 6f-HEU. The
to, be in the
accident-, annual
14 frequency-was.estimated
2 10 3
";iwas chosen' for. use., in
range: ofý 10= to- 10
.comparing, alternatives. -The source, term analyzed

and the resulting doses are shown-in Tables E.5.2.1-1
and E.5.2.1-2.
-TdbleEý5;23-4. 'Source Termfor a FilterFire
Accident
-Nuclide
U-232
U-234
U-235
U-236
'U-238
Source: OR LMES 1995b.

Release Activity
(curies)
4

:1.3X10-

-4.Ox10-3

1.6xl10-4

2.2x10 5
.2.4x10.5

'In an earthquake-induced criticality accident, it-is
:assumed that, storage --racks containing multiple
critical-masses of uranium-powder and uranyl, nitrate
solution are damaged directly by seismic shaking-and
indirectly-by falling debris. Safe spacing is lost and
moderators are added as water from the fire system or
organic solutions. This results in the possible
,formation of one or more critical assemblies. In an
accidental criticality, it is -assumed that lxl-0 19
fissions occur before reaching a stable,, subcritical
condition and that all material-releases occur within a
2-hour period. The amount of,radioactive material
released as fission products created-by the nuclear
criticality is 46,000 Ci of kryptonhisotopes,-65,000 Ci
of xenon isotopes, and 1,600 Ci. of iodine isotopes.
The accident annual freqIuency was-estimated to be in
the range of 10" to .10- ; 104 was chosen for use in
comparing alternatives. The source term analyzed
and the-resulting doses are shown in Tables E.5.2.1-3
and E.5.2.1-4.
Inthe evaluation basis earthquake accidentscenario,
it is assumed that thetbuilding collapses, resulting in
ruptured containers, piping and tanks releasing
-uranium. solutions, .water, toxic gases, flammable
.gases, and-toxic and: reactive-liquids. This.is assumed
to result in the release of 0.076 Ci of uranium
isotopes -forprocessing to .4-percent UNH
(67 percent -of-the' activity is U-234);.and the-release
of :0.19 .Ci of.uranium isotopes for processing to
0.9-percent UNH (54-percent :of the .activity is
'U-234).'The accident annual 'frequency was
:estimated to be in, the range .of 10`5 to10;:10 4 was
•chosen for usein.comparing alternatives. The-source
terms: analyzed.and-theý resulting: doses, are- shown, in
Tables'E.5.2.1-5 through, E:52.1-8.
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:TableE;5.2.1-5. Source Termfor an Evaluation
-Basis'EarthquakeAccident (4-percentUranyl
Nitrate Hexahydrate)

;[Table E.5.2.1-2. , ResultingDosesfor aFilterFire
Accident

I

'Recepofr Dose

:>Site

Y-412
o.-SRS

*1

B&W

-NFS

.'Maximally
ýNoninvolved .-Exposed ".Population
Workers
JIdividual ,,Within80km
(rem) .(person-rem)
(personorem)
1.5
.11
l.Oxlo 2
5
.23
.6.6x10
0.37
1.2x10"2
0.9
24
.1.3
•2.3x10" 3
1.6

•Source: Results shown are derived from MACCS runs.
Table E.5.2.1-3.

ri

Source Term for a Criticality
Accident

Nuclide
Kr-83m
Kr-85m
Kr-85
:Kr-.87
Kr-88
Kr-89
Xe-131m
Xe-133m
:Xe- 133
Xe-135m
.Xe-135
Xe-137
Xe-138
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-i34

*1

I
*1

1-135

Release Activity
(curies)
160
150
1,600
990

650
42,000
8.2x10 2
1.8
27
2,200
360
49,000
13,000
2.2
280
.40

1,100
•130

Source: OR LMES 1995b.

I TableE.5.2.1-4., iResulting.DosesforaCriticality
:Accident

I

[.ReceptorDose

[Maximally
Noninvolved -Exposed. .Population
Workers
-Individual Within 80kIm,
Site (person-rem) .-.(remn) .,(person-rem)
Y-12
:38
551x10 2
.3
-.SRS
8.5
:-3.0x10o4
0.33
.] .B&W
-56x1" 2
.80
9
2
2.2
8.7
1!4XlOb
]
'NFS
-Source- Results shown arederived from MACCS runs.
*E466

I

.Nudide

`ýRelease Activity
(curies)

SX.U,232

I

.U-234
U-235
U-236

I!
II •Source: OU
1238
OR: LMES.I995d.

'ý5.1x10 2
2&510~
ý5.9X10-3 ,

,Table E.5.2.1-6. :ResultingDosesforan
,EvaluationBasis EarthquakeAccident
(4-percent:UranylNitratefHexahydrate)
'Receptor Dose

,,Site
Y-12
SRS
B&W
NFS

.Maximally
'Noninvolved
Exposed
Population
Workers
Individual 'Within 80 km
(person-rem)
(rem)
(person-rem)
320,
'0.31 "
-44
70
1.9x,10 3
11
760
0.36 2
26
38
67
7.8xf0

Source: Results shown are derived from.MACCS runs.
.TableE.5.2.-7. SourceTerm for an:Evaluation
.Basis EarthquakeAccident (0.9-percent Uranyl
Nitrate Hexahydrate)
Nuclide
U-232
U-234
..U-235
U-236
U.-238
Source: OR LMES 1995d..

Release Activity
(curies)
6'Ox10" 2
0.1
3
4.1x10"
•4.3x 10-4
2.2x 10"2

I

..:Human Health
Table E.5.2.1-8. !Resulting-Dosesfor an
"Evaluation-Basis'Earthquake:Accident
(09-percent Uranyl-Nitrate;Hexahydrate)
•Receptor Dose
•.Maximally
:Noninvo1ved -Exposed .,opolation
Workers -.MIndividual ,Within 80 km
(person-remn)
'(rem)
Site (person-rem)
-130
"0.94
960
Y-12 ,
:32
•df
:210
`SRS
'.79.
:1.1
-2300
B&W
110
.0.23
:200
:NFS
Source:.Results shown: are derived from MACCS runs.
E.52.2

... Facility Accidents-Postulated'for
•:Bleniding!I-Hghly EnrichedUranium
'to0Low-Enriched;.Uranium' as
Uranium Hexgifluoride

The accident scenarios that were considered included
a tornado,. straight windsian: aircraft crash,, atruck
crash, :nuclear criticality, process-related accidents,
.anda evaluation basis earthquake. With the exception
of the-fluidized bed release and the filter fire (with
continuous exhaust flow), all of the accident
scenarios:that -are considered potentially -bounding
can-be. initiated by the evaluation basis -earthquake.
Therefore, it is 'concluded ýthat the-evaluation basis
earthquake would result in the. highest atmospheric
release of radioactivity and. hazardous chemicals.
The -evaluation basis earthquake is assumed to
initiate-the nuclear,criticality, UF 6 , and other release
scenarios.
In a-fluidized bed release, it is, assumed that the high
temperature- filters are removed forreplacement but
the filter-housing is closed without new filters inside.
The inventory of one bed is swept out of the stack by
the nitrogen usedto fluidize the bed. The quantity of
material-assumed to:be released is. 7.5-kg*(16.5 ib) of
HEU, The-accident :•annual, frequency was estimated
to be.in the range of 10- 4 to 10-2; 10" was chosen-for
use. in comparing alternatives.-The source term
-analyzed-and the resulting doses-:are shown. in Tables
:E.5.2'.2-1 and E-.5.2,2-2.
In,afilter 'fire,accident, it is: assumed that a fire occurs
that- releases-all" the, uranium in- the: bag, filters, traps,
and, theý filters, and releases itý to the atmosphere. in-a
.matter of minutes . The .quantity .of material-assumed

tobe released is 0';15kg (0.,33 lb) of HEU. The source
term, analyzedr and the resulting doses- are, shown in
'Tables.E.5.2.1-1 an&dE5.2:1-2.
-

TakblE.5.22-1.

Source Termfor aFluidizedBed
-Release

Nudide
:U 232

-Release Activity
(curies)
5.5X10' 3

U-234
U-235

0.16
6.5x10

U-236

- 9.lx10"

•U-238 .
"Source: OR LMES 1995a.

-

'.0x10

3
4

3

'In- an earthquake-induced 'criticality; accident,, it. is
assumed that storage racks contairfing-.mUltiple
critical-masses 6f-uraniumpowder and uranyl nitrate
solution-aredamaged directly by seismic shaking and
-indirectly, by-falling-debis. Safe spacing is lost, and
moderatorsare -added as ,water from the fire system or
organic solutions. This results in the.possible
1formation of one.or-more critical assemblies. In an
accidental criticality, it is -assumed that lx10 19
fissions occur -befofe-reacliing-a- stable, subcritical
condition.and that all material releases occur within a
2-hour-period. The- amount,.of radioactive material
released as fission products created by.the nuclear
criticality. is 46,000.ci of krypton isotopes, 65,000 ci
of xenon.isotopes,- and 1,600 ci of iodine isotopes.
The-sourceeterm' analyzed and the resulting doses are
shown, in Tables.E.5.2.1-3 and E.5.2.,-4.
the evaluation basis earthquake. accident scenario,
it is-assumed that the-building collapses, resulting-in
-ruptured containers, piping,-and tanks releasing
uranium solutions, water, toxic gases, flammable
gases,-and toxic and reactive liquids: This is assumed
to result in the release of 0.061 Ci of uranium
(76-percent of the-activity, is"U,234). The-source term
.analyzed and the-resulting doses-are shown in Tables
.E.5.2.2-,:and: E:5.2.2-4.
-In

In the UJF 6 accident release, the-ýevaluation ýbasis
earthquake.-cau:ses equipment, failures :and a
,pressurizedý release. of a LTF6 cylinder. ' Thirty, percent
,ofý a, cylinder. containing UF6 ,gas-is- assumed; to. be
-released into-the atmosphere, consistent with-the
NRC's Nuclear Fuel Cycle -FacilityAccident
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Table,E.5,2.2-4, ;'ResultingfDosesforan

Analysis Handbook ! (NUREG-1.320,-'May 1988).
After the~accident,?it is estimated that there. would be
a:release of thirty, percent of the, material to equalize
,the .pressure-inside and outside the .cylinder. The
thirtyýpercent release.of LUF 6 .gas, was derived from

-.EvaluationBasis EarthquakeAccident
(Uranium,Hexafluoride)
*Receptor Dos
• •;Maximally
"NoninvolvedI .'Exposed Population
Workers.' vndividual' ,Within 80km
,"Site :(person.reim)
(re)a
(personrei)
B&W
45524
0.25
18

-the relationship prov4ided in NRC,,s Handbook:
.Percent Release _-30MFg0. 9 1
In this. relitionship,`MpgI
is, the. mole"fraction ýof the
'pressurized gas,'."Itis reported in the NRCHandbook
that this,,relationship was developedl•using. measured
,data, .and bounds observed releases of aerosols
:produced from pressurized powders. When MFg
I 'TableE;5.2.22. -ResultingDoses for a Fluidized
. .Bed-Release

-I

Receptor Dose
Maximally
.Exposed,
Population
.Workers
Individual Within8Okm
.Site (person-rem)
(rern)
(personwrem)
•B&W
.. 990.
0.49'
3
38
NFS
'68
'9.7x10 2 '
53
Source: Results shownware derived fromMACCS runs.

Noninvolved

-

-I

ANS
6

equals one,;all the-material in the:cylinder would be a
,-gas underhnormalttemperature and pressure, which is
ýa.:conservative ,assiumptioh: for.the-,analysis8 in.this
ýEIS. Therefore, for, apressurized release during
cylinder filling -operation,. the source is calculated to
be: 30. percent of 6,300 kg (13,600 lb),v which is 1,900
kg (4,100 lb) of 1.5 percent-assay LEU. The accident
.armual frequency was estimated tolbe in the range of
10"'5 to,10"; 10"4 was chosen for use in comparing
alternatives. The:sourceterm analyzed -and the
resulting doses are.shown in Tables E.512.2-5 and
E.5.2.2-6.
Table E.5.2.2-5. Source Term-for a Uranium
Hexafluoride CylinderAccident

Hexafluoride)

Nuclide
U232
I
U-234
U-235
I
U-236
.U-238
•
I Source:'OR LMES 1995a.

-126;

-Source:- Results-shown are derived from MACCS runs..

Table E.5.2.2-3. -•SourceTerm for an-Evaluation
Basis EarthquakeAccident(Uranium

I

-5-.4x102

Nudide
U-232
U.234
U-235
U-236

-,Release Activity

(curies)
'9.3x10 3
4.6x 10-2
L.8x10"3

U,238
Source: OR•LMES 1995a.

12.4x10"4
:3.2xi0"3

Release Activity
(curies)
1.6
1.6
5.8x10"2
-6.5x10-3
0.6

Table E.5.2.2-6. -ResultingDosesfor a Uranium
•Hexafluoride CylinderAccident

IReceptor.Dose
IMaximally
'Noninvolved :Exposed
-Popdlation
IWorkers Individual -Within:80km
.,Site
(person-rem)
(rem)
(person-rem)
.
iB&W
54,000
.26
-1,900
I -NFS
-,59000
5.7
3,000
Source: Results shown are derived: fromn MACCS-runs.
-

E-,68

.J

'-Hwnan Health
E.5.2.3

.,Facility Accidents: Postulated,for
"Bldiiig
. Highly EnrichedUranium
-,toLow-Enriched Uranium:as'Metal

-In,an earthquake-induced criticality. accident,, it. is
•assume'ddthatl storage' racks containing. multiple
critical' masses :of uranium metal are damaged
directly, by seismic-shaking and indirectly by'falling

,The accidentscenaros that were considered included
-a-tornado,ý straight winds, an-aircraft..crash,:a truck
.crash,, nuclear criticality,ý process-related. accidents,
:andan ,evaluation• basis :earthqpuake. "With. the

debris: Safe spacing is: lost and moderators'added as
water fromý the' fire system. 'This results in. the
possiblerformation-of one or more critical assemblies.
i.-Inan-accidental criticality, it is.assumed that'lIx0 1 9
'fissions occur, before' reaching a stable, subcritical
condition and that all 'material releases occurwithin a
2-hour period. ,The amountý of radioactive:material
Sreleased, as' fission products- created by- the nuclear
criticality: is46,000 Ci-ofkryptonisotopes,65,000fCi

,exceT•ptiono• the fil]trfie (withi 'ctinuous ehifist
'flow), all of.the accident, scenarios,that are: potentially
:bounding. canf:be: initiated, by, the, evaluation,.basis
:earthquake. 'Therefore,-,it is concluded&that the
evaluation ,basis :earthquake would.result in~the
worst-case atmospheric 'releaseof radioactivity and
hazardous chemicals.'The evaluation basis
,earthquake -is :assumed to initiate -the nuclear
criticalityand other, release: scenarios.
In afilter fire accident, itris assumed that a fire occurs
that releases all the uranium in the bag filters, traps,
and the high-efficiency particulate air filters, and
releases it-to the atmosphere in a matter of minutes.
The quantity of material. assumed tobe released :is
0.15 kg (0.33 lb) of'HEU. The. source ýterm, analyzed
-and the resulting doses are shown in Tables E.5.2.1-1
and E.5.2.1-2.

of:xenon isotopes, and 1,600 Ci of iodine isotopes.
The source term analyzed. and. the. resulting doses are
.shown in'.Tables E.5.2.;1-3 and:E.5.2.l-4.
:In. the evaluation'basis earthquake accident scenario,
it. is -assumed that the building collapses resulting in
ruptured containers, piping and tanks.releasing
uranium mixtures, water and reactive-liquids. This.is
3
-assumed to resultrin the release of 2.x 107 Ci of
uranium isotopes (48 percent of the activityis U-232
and 33 percent.of the activity is'.U-234). The-,source
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AppendixkF
Socioeconomics
-

F1

I-INTRODUCTION

,-Appendix ýF includes, theý, supporting ,dataused:'forz.assessingl.poteiidýia irripacts in' the socioeconomics
•sectionso6f, this:environmental: impact: statement
"(EIS). The -socioeconomic: analysis: involved two
-major steps: 1) the characterization and'projection'of
ýexisting social, economic, :and infrastructure
conditions, surrounding each of the candidate sites
(that is, the affected environment) ý.and 2) the
:evaluation of:potential ýchanges :in socioeconomic

.Iconditions that .could result from the ,operation of
. highly enriched uranium (HEU) blending facilities in
•:thetregionsý-addressed. (that is,' the-environmental
,,consequences),.ýData and analyses used to,.support the
••assessments'made for the 'Affected Environment and
,Environmental
WConsequences, sections are presented
in the' following tables. ,ýThe:tiables .areorganized !by
resource: area. and site.' For;,example, Table F.•1•2, is
the first resource .-area, 'Employees by ýPlaceo'6f
'Residence,,and-the:four sites: Oak-Ridge•Reservation
ý,(ORR•); :Savannah ,'River,Site :(SRS); -Babcock.•'&
:Wdlcox (B&W,);,and NucleafrFuel Services (NFS).

'F-4

'r1

Tabkl EI-i. Regional Ecoiiomic
wAreas for Canid
ORR
Tennessee
Anderon
Blount
Campbel
Cocke
GrrnngeHablen
Halncok

i99,5,a,.

South

• -

Teiinessee (c6nt.)
Jefferson
Knox
l&udofa
Morgan
Roane
Scott
Sevier

Georgaia
Burke
Columbia
Glascck
Jefferson
Jenkins
Lincoln
McDuiffie

UWi6n

Rinchmid

Carroil

Wilkes
Warren

Craig
Fiyd
Frankdin
Giles
Grayion
Galax Cdity
Halifax

S dependent cities of Virginiai
ma
Sourc:DO

SRS8

e Sites (Counties ai
i

Carolmnn
Aiken
Allendale
Batbeg
Bamrwell
Edgefield

listed separately froi the counfitý of Virginia.

B&W

V
a
Amherst
Appomattox
Bedford
Bedford City
Botetourt
Campbell
Lynchburg City

ndepedýe
..

t C4ties)
. .

Virvia (riot.)
Montgoer-y

Tens
Carter

ReedfordCity
Pulaski
Roanioke
Roanoke City
saiem City
Wythe

rene
Hawkns
Sullivan,
Unicoi
Washingtb,

Wetd VirgInia
Mbonro
North
tarcilna
Allegh*ny

N",

(xI

t-.

tz

~

.. ,;
Vr

Scott

Smyth
Washington
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-

Tablef4.•2,.

;Dtsu(iu onfEmployees by PlaceqpfResidence in Oak RidgeReservation

Region of Influence,1l990
County/City
-.-

I

Number of Employees

• 5,053Y ....

TotalSiteEmployment (%)

-Knoxville
Lo•udon County
; Lenoir. City
:.Roane County
Harriman
Kingston
TotalROI

638
2,537
802
1033
.13,928

33.1
6.8
.21.6
-36
-31.7
5.6
4.2
.16.6
5.3
-6.8
91,3

Total Employees

15,273

100

Aiddffdh'Coun'ty
.Clinton
,.OaKRidge

.Knox, Count.

1,035
-3,292
-5,490
4,835
'848

Note: City values are~included withincounty totals.
Source: ORR1991a:4.

Table F.1-3. Distributionof Employees by Place of Residence in Savannah River Site
Region of Influence, 1991
.County/City
Aiken County
Aiken
.North Augusta

Allendale County
-Bamberg County
Barnwell. County
Columbia County
Richmond County
Augusta

Number of Employees
9,978
4,928
2,666
217
329
1,401

2,036

Total ROI

3,358
2,780
17,319

Total Employees

19,208

'Total SiteEmployment (%)
.51.9
25.7
13.9
1.1
I -7
7.3
10.6
17.5
14.5
90.1
100

Note: City values are included within county totals.
Source:fSRS 1991a:3.
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.Table F.l-4. 'ýDistributionof Employees by Place ofResidence in Babcock& Wdcox
Region!of Influence, 1995
- County/City
'Amherst County
)Appomattox County
Bedford County
.,Canmpbell County
".Lynchburg
,.TotaldROI
,Total.Employees

of Employees
NumberW
-220
177
,,261
;3 41t681
1,,680
1,846

,TotalSlte•Employment (%)
.11.9
9.6
14.1
-36.9
.91
.100

'Note: Lynchburg is,not included in county~values.
I1 ,,Source: BW: 1995b: 1.

Table:l,-S. Distributionof Employees by Place:ofResidence.inNuclear Fuel Services
SRegion ofInfluence,.1995
,County
Carter County
Sullivan County
Unicoi County
Washington. County
Total ROI
Total Employees
Source: NFS 1995b:2.

"F4

Number of Employees
27
9
133
129
298
325

Total Site Employment:(%)
8.3
.2.8
40.9
39.7
917
.100

JI

Table

I-6.

Oak Ridge Reservaion Regional Econo'Mwi Area Eimployment and Local Economy, 1995-2000, No Action Alteiive

Rgiona ~~~cno'ic
Area-.
Cifi"ia, libir force
Total. eniployment
Unepilo6ym-eint rate
Personal inci me
u(thosanddollars)
Piei capitia income
Sdolar-e:"Chs i9DOC

19
486,400
462,900
4.9
16;498,303
18,198
1990c;
1DC

196
491,800
467,900
4.9

1.

197
497,100

1998
502,60

1999
,050,0

478,200
-49

.

-

473,000
4
4.9

17609,273
17,230,877
7
1
18,801
18,598
I'995a.
DOL
DOC 1995a; DOL 1991a;

16,860,612
18,397
DOC
1 0990d;

483,400
4.9

:L4.60

.
.0
501;&)0

•

488;700

.

4.9

11,995,9

", 7
18,3-91"

19,007

19,214

Table F.1-.7. Savainnah River Site Regionat'EconomicArea Employment and Local Economy; 1995-2000 No Action Alternative
. .Aea
Civifi~in lab& force
Toal employment
Unieplo efit iatie
Peoliii cincoe
(huad"dolaris),
iPe apita iiicom -

199
261,400
243;800
6.7

1996
264,60()
246,86D
6.7.

-

1997
267,90W
249,900
6.7

.

271,300
253,100
6.7

1999
"98
274;700
256,200
6.7

2000
278; 100
259,400
6.7

10,6086794

10-875,892

11,149,716

11,430,433

11,718,219

12,013,250

17,789

18,011

18,237

18,465

18,696

18,936

Source: CeIsu 1993ai Censis 1993e; CenSjjs 1993e; DOC 199€c; DOC 1990d; DOC 1994j; DOC 1995a; DOL 1991a; DOL 1995a.

0

0
0
~ii
I,
U'

'11

A;

Table F.1-8. Babcock & Wilcox Regional Economic Area Employment and Local EconIomny, 1995-2660, No Aciun Alier-nia~i
Rkegional E-cinonoic Area
Civilian lab6r force
T6tal employment
Unenemiloymeni rate
•rcýentige)
Personai incoifie
(thousand doili~ri)
Per capita ,&inme,

.(dollr

1995
338,100
321,400
4.9

1996
340,900
324,000
4.9

1997
343,600
326,700
4.9

1998
346,400
329,400
4.9

1999
349,300
332,000 .
4.9

.

2W00
352,100
334,700
4.9
O-:,

14,357,210

14,592,163

14,830,960

15,073,665

15,320,342

15;57i,056

18,041

18,188

18,336

18,486

18,636

i8;788

person)

.per

Source: Cenrsus M993a; Censuis 1993d; Census i993g; Census M993A; DOC 0990c; iDOC 140d; D0C i994j; DOC 1995a; Di. 1991a; DOL 1995a.

ale-O. NuclearFuel Serices Regional Economic Area Employment and Local Econminy 1995-2000, No Atýion Altrniwaive
Reeional EcononicArea
Civilian l 6 fciie
Mbo
i
Tota
ly-ne nt
unjijplyionet iate
MPrsonaincome

SPer capita jicoe

199)5
269,600
253,800
.5.9

1996
272,000
2561OO
5.9

1997
274,500
258,400
5.9

i998

1999

72000

277,000
260,800
5.9

279,500
263,iOO
5.9

282,1 00
265,500
5.9

9,355,762

9,-526,8'17

9,700,999

9,8`78,366

10,058,976

10,242;887

16,814

16,967

17,122

17,278

17,435

17,594

(dollarsper person)
source: Censis i993O; Census 1993b; Census 1993g; DOC 1990c; DOC 1990d;DO

994j; DOC. 1995a; DOL1991a DOL 1995a.
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iTable:F1-10. Oak RidgeaReservationRegion of Influence Populationi1990-2000,
:No Action Alternative
•.County/City
-Aiiderson'County
'Clinton
Oak Ridge
;Knox.County
K
;-Knoxville
'Loudon County
*Lenoir City
ýRoane County
Harriman
Kingston
TotalF'ROI

1'990
68,250
•-8;972
27,310
'.335,749.
,165,121
'31,255
6,147
,47'227
7,119
.4,552
482481

1992
'70,525

1994
",72,400

9,484
725,313
--347,583
-167,287
':33,242

.:9,700
.:26,000

6,6807
48;094
'7,157
-4;631
499,44

`356,700
'1713700
:34:,100

4
.1996
74,100
10;000
26,600
365;300

175,800
•34,900

'7,000
-49,400

17,200
350,500

.7;300
.546800

7;500

.512,600

A4900
:524;800

11998
.75,800
AI0,200
.271200
_373,j300
179,700

,35,700
-7ý,300
-51,700
7,700
5,000

-536,500

.2000
.77,400
..,10,400

:27,800

L381,500
"183,600
*36,500
7,500
52,;800

'79100
:5,100
,-548,200

values areincluded in county totals.
Source: Census 1993a; Census 1993b;:DOC 1990c;'DOC1990d; DOC1994j.

-Note:-City

Table FI-ll. Savannah-RiverSiteRegionof InfluencePopulation,.1990-2000,
No Action Alternative
County/City
1990
1992
41994
1996
Aiken County
120,940
128;566
:133,000
'137;000
Aiken
19,872
22,429
23,200
23;900
North Augusta
15,351
.16,379
16,900
17;500
Allendale County
1.1,722
11,744
.12,200
12,500
:Bamberg County
16,902
`16991
17,600
18,:100
-Barnwell County
20,293
.21,089
211,800
'22,500
Columbia County
66,031
73,000
'75,500
'77,800
Richmond County
189,719
202,434
209,400
.215,700
Augusta
44,639
44,467
•46,000
47;400
Total R01
4254607
453,824
-469,500
483;600
Note: City values are included in county totals.
Source: Census 1993a; Census 1993c; Census .1993e;: DOC 1990c; DOC 1990d; DOC 1994j.

1998
.140,400
241500
17,900
12,800
418,600
23,000
799700
221,100
48,600
"956000

12000
-144,000
25,100
.18j300
.1-3;200
19,000
"23,600
-81,800
226,700
49,800
508,300

-TableF.1-12. Babcock &'Wilcox Region of Influence Population,.1990-2000,
NoAction 'Alternative

-I

County/City
1990
:1992
:1994
Amherst County
28,578
29,031
29,800
Appomattox!County
12,298
12;542
:12,900
Bedford.County
51,729
543562
.56,100
Campbell-County
47,572
,48,703
'50300
Lynchburg
'66,049
66,097
:68,000
-Totalz1ROI
.206;226
210,935
216,900
Note:. Lynchburg is not included in-county, totals.
ýSource:] Census 1993a; Census&1993g;DOC 1990c;'DOC 1990d;tDOC 1994j.

1996
30,500
13;200
57,300
-51,200
:,69,500
,221',700

'1998
31,000
:13,400
:58,300
.52,000
70,600
-225,300

12000
.31,500
13,600
59,200
"52"900
'71;800
229,000

:`F-4
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.Ta ble,-I-13. 'Nuc lear;
Fuel.Services;Regionof Influence.Population,1990-2000,
.'NoAction Alternative
County
-Carter'County
Sullivan County
:!UnicoiCounty
Washington, County
.TotalROI

"1990
51-505
?143,596

16,549
'".92,31.5

-

t1992 .
52,029
146,676
16,791
94,934
.310,430
`303,965

.:1994
:53,400
150,500
_17,200
97,400
1.318,500

.

,41996

54600
153,800
17,600
ý99,600
:325,600

-

'41998
.55,600
.156,600
.17,900
101,',400
:33;,500

2000
_ý.56,600
159,500
18;300
103,200
.337,600

Source: Census 1993a; .Census 1993b;' DOC, 1990c;,DOC! 990d,;DOC 1994j.

'.TableF.1-E 14. Oak RidgevReservation Regin of lnfluenceHousing Units,.1990-2000,
No Action Alternative.
County/City
Anderson County

1990
'29,323

1992
30,300

"1994
31,100

1996
;'31;800

1998
:<32,500

2000.,
.33;300

4,006

4,200

4;300

4,500

,!4,'500

4,600

.Oak; Ridge
Knox, County
*Knoxville
Loudon County
Lenoir City
Roane County
Harriman

.129694
143,582
76,453
12,995
.,2,734
20,334
3,234

11;800
148,600
'77,500
13,800
3,000
20'700
3;300

'12,100
152,500
79,'500
14,200
3,100
21,300
3,300

:12,400
156,200
81,400
14,500
3,200
219800
.3,400

12,600
159,700
'83,200
14,800
3'300
229200
3,500

12,900
163,200
85,000
15,200
3;300
22,700
3,600

,Kingston
Total'ROI

2,071
206,234

2,100
213,400

2,200
219,100

2,200
224,300

-2,300
'229,200

2,300
'234,400

.Clinton

.1

Note: City values are included in county. totals.
•Source:"Census 1991c;Census.1993a; Census 1993b;DOC'1990c;'DOC 1990d;DOC 1994j.

Table.F.1-5. SavannahRiver Site Region 9f Influence Housing Units, 1990-2000,
No Action Alternative
County/City
AikenCounty
Aiken
North Augusta
Allendale County
".Bamberg County
:Barnwell County
Columbia County
:Richmond.County
Augusta
'Total ROI

1990
49,266
'8,543
6,810
4,242
6,408
',7854
:23,745
77,288
-21,588
168;803

'1992
52,400
9,600
'7,300
4,300
6,400
*8,200
26,300
M82,500
21,500
180,100

1.994
54,200
10,000
7;500
_4,400
6,700
'8,400
27,200
.85,300
.22,300
'186,200

1996
55,800
10,300
'7,700
4,500
6,900
8,700
.28,000
87,900
22`900
.191,800

1998
57,200
10,500
7,900
4,600
7,000
M8,900
28,700
-90,100

23,500
:196,500

.2000
'58,700
10,800
8,100
8,100
7,200
9,100
29,400
92,400
24,100
201;600

Note: City values are included in county totals.
Source: Census. 1991a;.Census 1991 b; Census: 1993a;.Census. 1993c;'Census 1993e;'DOC 1990c;'DOC 1990d; DOC 1994j.
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'ZTable-F.1-16. :,Babcock•&•Wilcox Region of Influence,Housing Units, 1990-2000,
.
'No ActioneAlternative
;,CountyICity
'Amfherst.County
-Appomattox'County
-Bedford.County .

1990
.10;598
:4,913
2,226...

1994
11,100
-5,200
24,100

1992
10,'800
5,000
:23,400

1996
:11,300
`5,300
24',600

,20,900
.
21400
-w-,.@20,300
's28,600
Lynchbur1
27,233
':27,300
ý'28,000
89,300
..
91,200
,,Ttal ROI
'83,978
-86,800
Note:, Lynchburg is'not included in the county, totals.
-Source:.ICensus' 1991.u; Census 1993a; Census. 1993g;, DOC.1990c;',DOC 1990d-,DOC 1994j.

CampbeJ

-.

C-ounty7`-

Table F.1-17.

- '19',008

1998
11,500

>5,400
25,000
"213700
'.-291100
'.92,700

,2000
411,700 •
:5,400
25,500
122,100
' 29,600
.94,300

Nuclear Fuel"ServicesRegion of Influence Housing:Units, 1990-2000,
No Action Alternative

1990
.County .
Carter County
21,779
-Sullivan'County
60,623
Unicoi-County
7,076
38,378
Washington County
TotaLROI
427,856
Source: Census.1991c; Census 1993a; Census

1996
.,1994
'22,600
23J100
63,500
64,900
7,400
'7,500
.40,500
.41,400
.134,000
4130,600
136i900
1993b; DOC 1990c; DOC'1990d; DOC 1994j.
41992
12,000
.61'900
7,200
39,500

.

1998
-23,500
66,100
7,700
42,100
.139,400

2000
231900'
67,9300
' 7,800
42,900
141i900

*.Talble'F118. "CandidateSites-Total'Student.Enrollments,1995-2000,
*NoAction Alternative

I

2000
1997
-1998
1999
Site ROI
1995
1996
87,100
88,000
.,83,400
84,300
85;200
;86,100
ORR
91,600
92,700
93,;900
SRS
•88,200
89,300
90,400
.35,600
34,400
349700
:35,000
35,300
,B&W
34,200
-53,500
54,400
-53,900
54;900
NFS
.52,500
53,000
Source: BW School 1995a;'NF School, 1995a;DOR School 1995a; SR'School 1995a; Appendix Tables'F. 1-10.through 13.

'TableF.1-19. CandidateSites. Total.Teachers, 1995-2000, No Action Alternative
2000
199,7
1998
1999
SiteWROI
1995
.1996
5,370
5,420
5,140
'5,190
5,250
-5,310
ORR
.5,380
5,120
"53180
.ý5,250
5,310
:SRS
'5,060
2;460
2,480
2,500
2,400
-2,420
2,440
B&W
3,060
":2,980
.3,000
3,030
.NFS
.2,920
.2,950
-Source:'BW School, 1995a;.NF School.1995a;'OR'School 1995a; SR School 1995a; Appendix.Tables' F.1-10,through 13.
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Table FJ.-20, ,.'CandidateSites-Total,,Number of SwornPoliceOfficersn41995-.2000,
S,,.No ActionfAlterwaive
Site ROI
'.14995
1996
1997
1998
1999
"ORR
'792
'801
..
809
818
"A827
SRS
968
?956
'-980
992
1,010
B&W
358
:361
'ý364
`367
'370
e'NFS
..556
561I -w -4!
r
f"566 - -,-' :571
s.'§-77
-5 ,
Source-'BW,Police @95aDOJ 1994a; NFPPolicei1995a; O•RPolice 1995a; Appendix 'Tablesý.E1-10:through 13.

2000
836

1,020
582

STable' F.121. 'Candidate.S ites- Tota 'NumberofFirefighters,;1995- 2000,
No Action Alternative
SiteROI
.ORR
SRS
-B&W
N'FS

1995
J1,120
1,363
960
1,201

'-1996
1;130
ý1-;380
968
1,210

1997
A1150

1-i400
"976
1,220

1998
,I160
1A420
984
1,230

.2000
1I,80
I1,450
1,000
1,260

.1999
19,170
1,430
992
1,250

SNote:.Kingsport FireDepartment in Sullivan(C•ounty and Limestone.Cove VolunteerFire'Department inUnicoi.County'were.
-:excluded from the NFS ROI total because firefighter data were unattainable.
Source: BW Fire: 1995a; NF.Fire 1995a; ORFire 1995a; SR Fire'1995a;AppendixTableslF.l-10 through 13.

Table P.1-22. •Candiate'Sites-TotalNumber of Physiians,I
1995-2000,No Action Alternative
Site ROI

'1995
1300

41996

ýORR
.1,320
SRS
41,370.
1,390
'B&W
•299
-302
NFS
870
878
Source: AMA -1994a;-Appendix Tables F.1-10 through 13.

..Table F.1-23.
SiteROI
OnR
SRS
:B&W

NFS

419956
73
:65
''70
"61

I,330
1,410
304
886

1998
1,350
.1,420,
307
894

1999

2000

1,360
1;440
:309

1',380
,I460
-312
-902
910

Candidate,-Sites-HospitalOccupancyoRates,,'1995-2000,
'No Action 'Alternative
1961997
74
66

75
-66

71

'71

62

63 ,63

.Source: AHA 1994a;'AppendixkTables F1-10 through 13.

'ýF-I0

1997

"1998 "1999
76
67
72

"

iI
, I

'373

'77
ý68

,2000
'78
ý,69

'72

'73

64

64

.

Socioeconomics
,Table:F.I,-24. ',.Changes:to6Total,Employment,.Unemployment Rate, andPer CapitaIncome!During Full
Operation:ofthe' UranylNitrate•HexahydrateBlending Facility
, ýSite
..
.:NoAction
Oak RiodgeReservation
.-Unemployment rate
Total employment
Per.capitncome
- co
(dollars per person)
-,-Savannai RiiverSite
Unemployment rate
Total employment
Per.capita income (dollarsoper person)
S•- ,..Babcock
& Wilcox
Unemployment -rate
'l 'Totaltemployment
.Per,capita income (dollars per person)
Nuclear;Fuel Services
Unemploymentrate
.5.9
'Total employment
Per-capita income (dollars per-person)

. UNH

'I

,Percent Change

'4.9
'488;700
.1,9,214.

S4.8
489J44
:19,225

:'NA
'0.1

6.7
259,400
:189930

6`6
259,770
189952'

""NA

4.9

'NA

"334',700
18,788

4'8
_335,111
'_418,802

NA

265,500
17,594

'5.7
265'879
,17,612

0."1
0Al

0.1
,:<0•1

0.1
0.1

Note:'NA=not applicable.
Source:'BEA1995c;.BW'1995b:1; Census 1992a;,Census.1993b;'Census,1993c;.Census. 1993d; Census.,1993e; Census 1993g;
Census 1993h; DOC. 1990c; DOC 1990d; DOC 1994j; DOC 1995a; DOL 1991a; NFS 1995b:2; OR LMES 1995b;
ORR 1991a:4;'SRS 1991a:3.

iTableF.1-25. Changes to Total:Employment, Unemployment Rate,-and PerCapitaIncome
. DuringFullperationof the Uranium HexaqluorideBlendingFacility

"Site

......

..

-..'No

Action

UF 6

'Percent.Change

Babcock &;Wilcox
Unemployment-Rate
4.9
-4.8
NA
Total employment
334,700
3359111
0.1
,Per capita income (dollar.per person)
18,788
18,802
<0.1
Nuclear 'FuellServices
-Unemployment rate
5.9
5.7
NA
Total employment
265;500
265,879
'0.1
Per capitaincome (dollar per person)
17;594
17,61-2
0.1
'Note:'NA=notapplicable.
Source: "BEA '995c;,BW 1995b: l;. Census 1992a; Census 1993b; Census 1993d; Census 1993g; 'Census.1993h; DOC, 1990c;
' DOC 1990d; DOC 1994j; DOC:1995a; DOL'1991a;%NFS 1995b:2; OR LMES 1995a.

`F;-I
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-Capita ncomeDuringFul
'Table F.1-26. Changes to' •tiotEmpilyment VUnemtlýoymentRatedan•dPer
SOperation of the Metal BlendingeFacUity
Site
:1ipstinfSrpu~g~

-NoAction'

Metal

Percent{Change

ýOakRidge Reservation
4.8 .NA
4.9
iUnempl0yment rate
"Totalemployment
•.:488,700
489,144
0.1
319,220
.19'214',
.Per capita income (dollaperp6er 6 )
.
IITextdeIleted.]
.
'Note.: NA---not applicable.
:Source: BEA 1995c; Census 1992aý Census 1993b;•Census 1993c;'Census, 1993e;. DOC. 1990c DOC 1990d; DOC 1994j;
':DOC 1995a; DOL 1991a" OR.LMES 1995Cý ORR 1991a:4.
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Appendix G

SIntersite' Tansporttion

.TRANSP.ORTATION.RISK
ANALYSIS: METHODOLOGY

Gil

Health- impacts' from •.transportation. arepresented in
this appendix for fotrf-bleniding options: 1)'uranyl
nitratethekahydrate- (UNH)- crystals.-as commercial
reactor fuel-feed material, 2)' UNH as'low-leveldwaste
S-(LLW), :3) uranium hexafluoride,(UF 6 ) as fuel feed
material, and-4) metal LLW.
This assessment:estimatesthe health effects, ,in terms
of annual fatalities,•from the .transportation of
radioactive materials needed for blending highly
enriched uranium (HEU) to low-enriched'uranium
(LEU) with appropriate blendstock material and from
the transportation of the blended products to a-site for
either fuel fabrication or disposal as :LLW.
Calculations were performed using RADTRAN
I Version 4 to estimate unit-risks, that 'is, the -risk of
transporting each type of-material over a distance-of
1 kilometer (kIn) (0.62-miles [mi]) throughdifferent
-population- zones.. In a:series of linked- spreadsheets,
the-impacts -were calculated'for each alternative using
actual distances and population zones, -and summed
-for'tothl health effects.The data-used-and health:risk

.:impacts are, summarized in -TablesG.1-1! through
:G 1-8.
"
.,Highly,enriched:uraniumxnwouldbetransported via
safeý secure :trAilers (SSTs).XThe blendstock would
•consistVof natural unium (NU),- depleted uranium
(DU), ;or'LEU` in- oxide:as- triurarnic-octaoxide
(U 30 8 ), metal, or.UF 6 form.:The-shipments o6fLELU
-and :LLW would be transported in 'Departmentof
'Transportation (DOT)-approved :packages 'by
commercial .,carriers. 'The.,number of packages per
shipment would'be in. accordance with regulatory
-rqurementsiTrcks wouldibe loaded to capacity, as
determined
either weight or :radiological dose
limitations.
-by

RADTRAN combines user-determined
•demographic, ,transportation, packaging, and
material-factors with healthphysics data.to calculate
the expected- radiological consequences .of accident'free and accident-risk of transporting -radioactive
material. Tables G.l-1 and G.l-2 'give the isotopic
-compositionsmusedfor each-material-type considered.
HEU was.assumed to be :93-percent U-235; -even
though-the average assay:of surplus HEU was

.Table.,Gl-1, Isotopic.Composition-byPercentofUranium-Materials
Material
lIEU (93% U-235)
DU (0.2% U-235)
NU (0.71% U-235)
XLEUl (0.9% U-235)
LEU4 (4%,U-235)
:Specific activity

U-232
-U-234
0
1
. 4.0x10 6
.3.6x10"3
4.0x10"6
.5.4x10' 3
4.0x10"6
9.5xl0" 3
4'0x10-46
-3.3x10"2
12.2x10 6.2

U.;235
.93.1
•0.2
0.71
0.9
4

-

2.1x10=3

U-236
0.5
0
'0
3.3x10"3
l.5x.10 22

6.3x10

-238
'5.4
99.8
99.3
99
96

3.3x10"

(curie/kilogram)
Source: ORR: 1995a:3.

"Table:G.-1-2.
'Material
lIEU (93%U-2.35)
.;DU (0.2%.U-235)
NU (0.71,%0U-235)
LEU (0I9%' U-235)
-LEU4

(4% U-235)

'-Source:'ORR 1995a:3.

Contributionbylsotope,to.,TotaSpecificActivity (curies:perkilogram)
-U.232
0
-8.8xl0"4
8.8x1O74

'U-234
:6.2x10"2
2 .2 x10-4
o3.4 XI04

,8 :.8X0"

5l-x9x10-'
9x0"

8.8x0"4

-:2lx10-3

U4235
.2.-OXIO' 3
-412x10ý6
15x10 5
5

5
&8xU10-

-3.2XlO"4
0
0

1UU36
,238
1'88x10 5
.3.R3x104
3.3x104

Total
'6.4x10 2
':4xl'0" 3
:L6X10"3

.2x106

3.3x104

g8xj0o3

,9.5x0

3. 2X10"4

,34x10- 3

;'Dispositionof Surplus Highly
•?Enriched.Uranium'Final:,EIS

,estimated-to .be, lower,,.,93:-.percent ,was-'used. in
'transportation analyses to assess the highest potential
iimpact. .Theblendstock; materials, were NU, with
0.7 1-percent'U-235' or'DU with,0.2,percentrU-235,-....
'Theý product materials were-.fuel feed, material with
4-..4percent U-235, orLLW witht 0:9-percent U-235.

*'dosef'factors-'werei convfertecfto' unit risk factors -,by
..multiplying,.the occupationalraccident-free unitdose
;factors-by .4Oxkl0ecancers pervperson-rem- and, the
•public accident-free and accidient iunit'ddse factors by
.5.OxlO4 :cancers-per person-remr (ICRP. 1991a:22).

.Statement on the Transportationof'Radioactive
Material by:Air and .OtherModes. (NUREG-0170,

.rural, isuburban, -and urban :-populations for-each

-

"-Radiological- exposures':fromý,handling o0furanium
"The.transport index is a regulatory, characteristiv6f - - `-'mate'ri-ils-during' loading, and unloading.,of trucks
packageand is. equal -.to:.the radiation'dosel rate in --were estimated:per shipment (truckload).as shown in
,millirem. per'. hour at. a 'distance,' of.1. meter .(n)'(3.-3
Table•G1-4. 'It ,was ,estimated ,'that there would be
!feet [ft])1fiom, the. outside o0f the package. The
two cargo handlers and'35ýother workers within 50 m
;transport' index ,values were-.estimated -to be the
'(165 .ft).o6f the .-loading/unloading, operations.
maximum allowied .by regulatory: requirements, .as.. _:Accident-free -risks to cargo 'handlers ,and other
-indicated by -regulatory checks incorporated'in
workers -were summed: for determining: total health
RADTRAN. ;These regulatory checks limit.the
.impacts.
-product of the number of packages. and thetransport
index (of ieach package)- to a valueof, about ,16. The
Table ýG.17-'.5 .presents the:computed:health, riSks-.per
quantity :ofmaterial 'per package, number of
yeartfrom thetransport of HEU to,-blending- sites. for
packages per!truckload, and number of truckloads
each-.alternative; Table G.1-6,presents the-risks -from
the transport of blendstock materials;: and
per year were estimated.
Table. G. 1-7 presents the risks. from transporting
The transportation accident model -in RADTRAN
commercial reactor fuel feed-material and LLW from
assigns accident .probabilities to a set of accident
- blending sites toeither a'fuel fabrication plant, or
categories: For the truck analysis, -the eight accidentLLW disposal site.
severity categories defined in Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC) .Final-Environmental
-For these calculations, distances and the fractions for
.,intersite routemwere estimated using-the INTERSTAT.
routing code..Among the-routes considered, the
average population distribution -for rural, suburban,
.and urban were 78,20, and 2-percent, respectively.
Annual radiological transportation impacts-were

I December

1977) were used.The least severe, accident
category .(Category I) represents low magnitudes:of
crush force, accident-impact velocity, fire duration,
or puncture-impact speed. The. most severe category
(Category VIII) represents: adlarge crush.'force,'highimpact velocity,- high puncture-impact speed, an
I88-kilometer per hour (km/hr) (54.6-mi/hr) collision
,into the side of the vehicle,, and a-982 Celsius (*C)
(1,800 Fahrenheit [*F])fire lasting 1.5 hrs to produce
-a release. of HEU. The release fractions -for Category
VIII: accidents were conservatively estimated, to be
0.1 for-the-strictly controlledSST shipments of lHEU
-and l for other shipments.
Unit risk .factors for -radiological exposure from
transportation were calculated in terms ýof fatal
,:cancers for:each-type of material. to be ashipped ýa
distanceof•1 km (0.62 mi).in rral, suburbani;. and
:'urban; populationzones. These.unit risk,factors-.are
in 'Table G. 1-3.. The RADTRAN'codewas
used to,-estimate population, .andioccupational.doses
(unit dose factors) for.transportation-of each-material
-over-lkm (0.62 mi) in each population zone.>The unit
-,presented

calculated-by;multiplying

-

-route

distance by -the

-number of :shipments:.and. then .multiplying by the
ýsum of thevproducts of the rural~distance fraction-and
rural unit risk factor, the, suburban distance fraction
and suburban.unit risk factor, -and the urban-distance
fraction:and urban unit risk factor. Tables G.01-5,
G. 1-6, :and G. 1-7 ;also include estimates of
nonradiological impacts; due to air pollution :and
'highway accidents. Fatalities from potential air
pollution were.-estimated using 1.Ox 107: cancer
fatalities per urbankilometer. :Highway-accident
fatalities were estimated from national statistics
.using 1.5X 10 rural,:3.7xl0" 9-suburban, and 2. l x10"9
.urban-for occupational risks ,per.kilometer, .and
.53x0'8"rural, 13x103 -.5x10 99suburban,-and
urban, for.nonoccupational- risks, per kilometer.
.TableG. 1.-L8 presents&-a summary of. the. cumulative
-annual, transportation health impacts-for.all blending
foptions.

Table G.1-3.

I

Accident

Distance

Material

(1 kini)
Rural

HEU-93

Suburib

HfEU-93

Form
Metal.
.UF6

Suburban
Urban
RuiRa

Metal,
U F6
HEU-93 Metal,
U176
HEU-93 UNH
J9,-93UNH
HEU-93 UNH
DU-0.2
Meta
Metal
DIU-0-6 2.
Metal
DU-O.2
NU-0.7
UNH
NUb-6.7
UNH'
UN...
NU-0.7
NU-0.7
UF 6
NU-0.7
UF 6
UF6
N-0".7
LEUJ-i
MetM

S auurba
Ur4an
Rura
Su buan
Urban

LEU-l
LEU- I
LEU-4
.L4EU-4
LEU-4

Urban
Rural
s'uburban
Urban
Rural
Suburbani
Urban
Rural
Siuburbain
Ura

0I-

Unit Dose an Rsisk

R"ira

LEU-4

Metal
Metal
UNH
UNH
UNH
UF 6

S11ubirban

LEU-4

UF6

cors frRdogIca Hekidt Risks

Mlateriall
Weight

Pkgs
per

per
Packige

Shipment

(kilogiam)
2

48

9.7x10 1 0°

Iild0"6

48

l. 3xl 0 7

VU810 5

5.8x1O~ 6.0x10-6

48

3.9x10

IWO10

6.5x10-7

35
35
35
2,200

48

1.710

48
48

2.4xW 6
6.9x10.6
58.9x10-8

I.xO
l.8x10-5

5.lxlO-8
5.8x10-6

3.0x1075

7

2,200

5

5
1.2107
3.6x10 5

2
2

2,-200

2,200
2,200

2,2•00

6,133
6,J33
6,i33

93
93
93
43

43
43
1,516
1,516

5

TranspOrt Public
Crew Off-LUnka On-Linkb

4

8

Unit RiskFctr (fatal aies
Accident
Accident-Fr

Uniti D~se Facitors (person-rem)
Accident-Free

Total

Public

5 9x.1l-5

R4Ul0

3

2 ixfl-8

3R

5.0*1Oi

6.1x10 5'

6.7x1Od 11

3A:x1O8

7.2x10 9

2.UlWl5

5.60l0-5

7.21ki'

i.9xlW.

J: 1.6x1 0-8

1. ii1068

5.60x0
5.OxilO 5
5.Oxi -50-i~521

X10.2* 87x10 1
I1.2x10
6.1xijb- 5
5
3
..10 9
7.2x1I.05
441

2.6x10 8

3.3xl16 9

6.5xiO8.2x 10~ 5.lxlO-8

IWO10
6.0x 10-6 .
2.lxlO 5
2.1x10-6

IWO-!0
3.6x10-8
.*08

7.2xilO1.2x10ý8
3x

1.-8x10

5'.8x10e

5.9i10-

5.OxjO 45

6.lxlO-5

3.1x10-8

9
7. 2x' o0-

7

2.1x10-5

IX10-8

3.OxlOý5

6.5x10-

8

5

9lx10-

5

1.3xl0 5

8.2xl64
l.8x10-5

5

3.6x10-5

3.0x1O-5

1

8

8.2x1Oe
5.1x105
1 .x1~l.x0

5.1x10-

2 lxlo-6

Stops€
5 fltyl

5

5

7.1x106

5.Oxlt&
5

IWxO~ 5.0x 105.9x106

5.8x1O~
2.lxtO-5
6.5X10-7
5.1x10*8
2.lxO
6
5.9k1 6
58x10-

5.2x10

5

5.0x10
5.OxlO(5
5.6xlb
5.xO
5'.&450

6.1x0
7.IXl- 5
5.2x10
6.l1i0i

Pblic

6.1x1-09-

1.8x10- 8

1 8x10 8
2 5x10 3.5i109
1 0x10

2.0*10'
4.&i0
5.5x10 6-

IWO10
8.2KlO
1.8x16-

6.5xl6f7

IW10

5.1x10-8

2.lxlO-6

5.8xl0-6

6.dx10e

5.0i10
5.0xl0-.

0.xO 20Ox10 ,,
2.8x10-9
6.1 x10 5

1.6x 10-5
5.0i10-8
50
50 6.Ox10O
50
2.0x10O46.8x10
9.4i106
4

3.0x10-5
8.2x1O-6
l.8x1'0
3.0x10 5
8.x106
1.8x10-5

6.5x10-7
5.1x10 8
5.8*10d6.5k10-1
5.lxlO8
5.kx10

2A110-5
2.1x 10-6
5.9x10-6

5.Oxi0'
5.Ox10-5
5.0xlO

7.2x1&
5.2ki10 5
.x0

5.6x10ý

5

1
48
48
48

I.x0
2.lilO6
5.91106

5
S~l

5.0x1O,

!.1x10

7.1.x10 ,
.x0
6.1x0

8 0x&10 9?
2.5x10 -"
3.4'x16-9
1.x10
3.41101
9
4.7xW0

9

8

1.2x 10.7

8

3.xl

3.610-

4.6x10 i~i2.6xlj0
6.3x10 9

Ciew

8

T.xO .x

'36.61O-

8

2.6it10
3.-jx1068

1.2x10 8

33i10 9
7.2x1IY 9o

3'610
2.6x1- 8.

i.2x10o8
3.x0

3.1xi108

7.2x710-9

3.&i10-

i.2x10

2.&x1_06
3.lxlOt

3.3x10' 9
7.2x10-9

3.610-.
.610
.3.lxlY'

8

12x10 '
3.3X16!
.x0

9Z

t~4~

Table G.1-3. Unit Dose and Risk Factorsfor RadiologicalHealth Risks-Coniinuid
Accident

Distce
Urban
Rural
Subub

Material Forii
(1
kin)(kilogram)
LEu-4
UF6
L'EU-1
Ix1
LEU-1
UNH
LEU-1

Urb6n

Material
Weight
per
Pckage

Pkgs
per
Shipment

Transport
Pblic
Crew
Off-Linka On-Linkb

StopsC

Tota

Pubic

CrW
rblic

1,5i6
87
87

4
50
50

2.7xi0 5
40.
5.5x10"6

3.6X10-s
8.2x10-5
1.8Xf1-

6.5x10"7
5.1xO-4
5.8x0 -6

2.110 5
2.1x10W
6.0-6

5;Oxi0"
5.i-

7.lxl0 5
5.2xi10 5
6.lxi0"

1.4x102.0IWO-49
2.8x10

3.6x10"8
2.6•x1,
".1x10"

87

50

1.6xl0"5

3.Ox10"5

6.5i0o-

2.lxlO-5

5.0xi1"5

7.2x10"5

8.OxI0-9

3.6x10-8

L1.2x0

3

1.6lxiO6

2Ax10-5

8.x10-3

.3.2x10 6

4.8x10 5

UNH

2

Handling (Each Loading oir Ufidoaisin

6.1x6

Hi

1.2xi0-i

Ign (One Loiding Pluki

unit Risk Factors (fatal cancers)
Accident
Accident-Free

Un*it Dose Factors (person-rei).
Accident-Free

ne Uloaiiniig)

4.0x1-

1.2x10-8
.33x'1O-

7.2i0-9

Off-link is p•pUlation Within 500 m (1,640 ft) of the highway.
b Olik"ii~,-cn
pio'uliý't&Idn haingte hgha

Sre:RADTRA

...

C

ifiicdel resuits.

es. of Populationa

0arg
H ndlers
C61leýtive •p•6l
oiin
•er~g• ihidividti.lý do se

Table G.1-4. Accident-FreeRadiologicalExposure From Tansferriný
Between Sto6age and a TrMck
Population size
Dose
2
1

Col6 ctiv•e p6Puitibiii
35
avUera~~tidif"idii-rd)se
1
uae8X1d60
a Uidet n-16nnýaI (i~fit'iii-fje &iniiifios th6 public' d66 not rieceive a measurable dose.
Source: RADTRAN ni~del resulis.

g Matea

ls
Later Cancer Fataiity

6.0*10-2 person-remii
3.0IW0-2
4.0x10 3 person-rem
Idu
1i.on rem

2.4x
1em2xi
-i.6xion
4o

5

8

~-

~.

-

.

--

I,

•

,

, ,

.

.

-

.

.
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Table G.1-5. Aniuai Health Effects Fboi Transportationof Highly Enriched Uranium (93-PerceniU-235) I'r•m Y-12 Pniitto Blendindg PlaPnts
NnradioilogicaIb

Radiologicala
Accident

Population

Air
Poluition

AcCident

Accident-Free

Total

Desitination

I

Ship'imintsc
(peryeair)

SipinscDsnc
Distance
(kiii)

UNH Blending 'to Fiiel Feed Materiai
526
6
B&W
NFS
6
247
479
6
SRS
0
6
Y-12
bNH-BIending to LLW
526
22
B&W
NFS
22
247
479
22
SRS
0
22
Y-12
UiFlenixdiiig to Filei Feed Mateial
B&W
105
52i
247
105
NFS,
Metal Blending to LLW
[Tex"t deited.]
0
33
Y-!2

Ur~ban
RulSuubn
Suburkbanilxa
Rural
(%)
(%)
(%)

Public
ii

9.3i10!
4.4xi0, 4
8:'7104

2 .dxi6A

i.6i10•

1.2 xiOA
0

1.2xl1-6
4.ixi00

2.ix10-

l3ii6:3,
5.9x10O

i.2ki0d
5.710-5

0

0

0

3

1.1x10-

5.3X10"
5.2xi0:3

4.4"x1

3

l.lxl1- 4

i.6xi0-3

68
68

31
31

1 I.3*i06
6.0xt0-7
1

0

0

0

1.1i0-i
0

1.1xlO 3

1
1
2
0

i.3x10

7

2.3x10 7

0

0

1.9x10

l.lx0 3

1.il0-3
1.lxlO- 3

-

6.7x100

3.9x10 4
2.2x10-4
3.6Xi0"
7.1klo 5

31
31
27
0

4
3.0xO2.9kx 4

-

1
,Effect'
ýHEalt v:

.
L -I

7.2x.10 5 '

2.7xi0-

68
68
71
0

3 .OxiO

Crew~
C

2.5x10-4
1.2xk0•
2.4x1O
0

3.0xi0 4

i 1
i

.

l.lxlO0
6.0x10-5
9.8x105
1.9xiO-5

31
31
27
0

'd;

Public~
u&

1.3x10- 6
6.2x10-7
1.2x10 6
0

68
68
71
0

2
0

Crew
ri

3

3.xx1)

5

2 . 5x 0 •

6.9x10-6

7

.x1O0

3.3x10:

5.1x10i,
.2x10•
'3.1x10,
2.7xi0
1.•9xiO
2.6•0i)
1•.ixitr3

i.3xiO8.9xi0-

1.7xi1&3

a Ciancer faitlities.
Fatalitiis.
SA ship'ment is a tiu'ckloed.

Id
Estimatd
fjities pejer ýyear.,
Source: RADTRAN tisdel resulti.

(b

N

N

0

0
C-,'

Tale G.1-6.
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Ahnual Health Effects From Transportationof Uranium Hexafuoride, Uranium Oxide, and Mtal Blendstock
Radiolo iW
Accident

Nonra6iologic

Accident-Free

Accident

...

nj (z,
91 ý3.

rPoluton

Total Health
Og

iDestination

Uraniumi Hexiafluiioride Ui
Paidu16ali
GE

Piketon

GE

Pau•cah
Pikt6on

GE
GE

Pý&cjfi

•&w

0aduch
NFýS
Pikeý.tonB&W
Piketiin
NFS
U'ralnium Oxide(U 3o0)
Hanford

Y-12

Harford

B&W

Hanford
Hanford

NF
SRS

Hkaford
Harnford

Y-12
B&W

Hanford

NFS

GE
GE

B&W
NFS

GE
GE

SRS
Y'i2

GE
GE

B&W
NFS

GE
GE

SRS
Y-12

Material

Shipi(entrc
(per year)

Distaine
(kin)

DU-O.2
DU-0.2
NU-0.7
NqU-0.7*
NlU-O.
NUb-0.7
NU-0.7
NU-0.7

23

1,278

23

1,323
1,278
1,323
1,013
734
858
916

NqU-O.7
NUAO7
NU-O.7
NU-O.7
DU-0.2
DU-0.2
DU-O0.2
DU-0.2
NU-0.7
N.U-0.7

15
15
15
15
16
16

NU-O.7
NU-0.2
DU-O.2
DU-O.2
DU-O.2

22
22
22
22
22
22

16
16
15
15

15
16
i6

16
16

3.5x10 5
3.8x10-5

Public

Crew

Pubie

Crew

8.8x10 4
§.1x10-4

1.2,x10 3
1.3x10 3

2.4x10-3

6.8x10 4
j.- '0 4

9.-6x1'01.x
4.9XIO-5
.4 x0

5.1x10 3

15x1 3
1.6.x10 32

.x0
4.5*10O

.*
&5kij0 5

3.7x'10
3 9xj0 3

17xlO3
j.-5xrj
16x& i.6id
1.6x1o-3

2.Okl'O
1.710
I9x1 44
j.' x10

1lxO

1.8x10 3
1.x0
1.8x10
i67x 3
2.8XI0 4
3010:6
.xO
IWO10
3.0x10 4
.x0
2.3xi0 4
3.0x10

!.1x10
.8xi0
2.OxlO
.OxiO
4.6 10Y
i.7xi05
.xO
5.0x10-5
O.x1~
6.xlO
I 5
4.4x10j'3x10

iLiio~
toxjioY

6.8x!6 4

2.Oil1O5

5.1k104

2.5xltY5

5.9xi10 4
6.3x10 4

1.x0.
121 3

2.6x10

5

.x&
1.2*1O-

1.x0 3
i.x~
iOii
1.xlO3
9.7x10 4
3
1.1x00LxO
1OlO3
1.&-x169.%x16 4

5.3xl0 3

1.lXlO-3
1.OXlO 3
.xO

6.3i10 3
5'.6x10 3
6.2x10-3
6.xlO

3,969

9.3x10jo

4,422
426

9910-5

4,442
3,969
4,422

LII
9.6x10 5
1.lxlOA4
1.'OilO 4

2.6163
Lgx10 3
2.OxlO

2.5x1(A
2.7x10 5
1.8x10 5
5
2. , 1&O
80 '.6x,0
860
2.'x0
596
1.9xilO
791
2.&610 5

3.8,x10 4

7'.8ki6 4

4.0x10 4
2.0i1O4
3.7xlO4
4.0x10 4
4.3x10
3.1x10 4
4.Ox10 4

7.8x10 4
7..x0
7 .8x10-4
8.31E'1 4
83x4
8.1x10
83x0

801
860
59
791

5.3x10
6-3i

2A71O-5

4,442

4,216

1.01k, 4
1.210

2.5x10 3

2.3x10-3
6 .5x10
3
2.4xi60
6.x1
i.8x10 . 5.ix10 4
1.2x10-3
3
3
X16x1
6-x1
3 .7 'lO6

2.x0.x0
5
2.2x108.7x10 4

i.9i10-3

i.1x1O

Effectd

3

.xO

5.gx10
5.6X10-3

1.&10O
1.1x10 3
.x0
9.8x10-4
1.IxO"
3

8.ili10
1.x0

.2X1O-

4.2x1O-.
341-63

0.7xld03
L.i1&
.xO

j*j2

ii
2

~j3X'3

2.6x1r
:x0
2.5ix,10-3
.x0
2.8x'10-,
2.2x1O-,
2:7x10
f 3

o

Tablie G.1-6. Annual Health Effects From Transportationof UraniumHexiafluoride, Uranium Oxide, andMetal Blendstock-Continued
Radiologica
Aicident
Destiiation

Material

~(per year)

Ongin
Ferimd
STexit deleted.]

Shipmentsc

Y-12

DU-0.2

Distance

Nonradiologicb

Accident-Free

Accident

Public

Crew

3.2x1064

1.0x10-3

Polliiini

Public

TotlewEfeltd

(kn

20

466

2.16X0- 5

'

7.4xl0"I

2;2xib-5

2.1xiO

2.3Rij-O

b atalities.

C

ipeis

gdEstimate d

2atcad
fataitieýs pe yar

Note: GE=Gen
Sou'rfce: RADTRA

EleCtric Wilmington
moe"esls

Tabe G.1-7. Ana Heai Effects From 7ansportationof FuelFeedMater and Lw-Level Wae
From the Bleidig Platio Destination
Accident

Radiological
.
AcCident-Free

Nonradii
_,iAiident.

giclb

...
Ai PoAutiosi
Total Health

I

0

Des
Uranyl Nitre
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
NFS
NFS
NFS
NFS
NFS

ti6ii

Distance

Hejlyd-ated (4-Percenti Enrkiment)
1.2xO-4
1,301
ARB-CE
B&W
0
0
6.4x10-5
801
GE
SNPC
4,422
2.8xi04
WCFF
607
4.9x0-5
9.7x10 5
1,095
ABB-CE
BI&W
595
5.0XO-O
6.8x16-5
860
G9
SNPC
4,216
2.5X10-4
WCFF
519
4.1xl0 5

Pxii

Crew
3

2.jxl60

PicWb
3

3.9X103.4x10 3

3

8.6xi 0-I .4x10-3

4.7XltY3.6x1&6-

2.3x1073
i.4i1&3

3.7xi

&zxioI .2A04

Effect€

Cirew

-

.0

.
4.6ixd2.7x10-2

j .6kl W2

2. lxiO1
8.7xi0

9.6X10-3

3

3.5x103
6.0k10jj

i.7xIG03

3

3.6x103
3.6il10
3
4.6x103.5'XItY

3.ix!o4

4.2'x'
3

5. 1k10-

3

3.0'k10

3

7.4x'108.5xi ,0

9.4,jd0O

2.3x1.0-

'T1

5

W

2.7x i4
8.3x10-4
1.5xl10

2

1.2x'10-

2

4.7xlo0

8.8x10-3

Table G.1-7., Anual HealthEffects From Trnsp'ortationof Fuel Feed MatMi and Low-6Leel Waste
From thetBlendin Plantt Destination-Continued

0

Ridiolok"caPa
Accident

•

Destinationa
Origin.(in
SRS

SRS

ABB-CE

B&W
GE

Dkistane
.ixio 4

1,321i

705

5.7xi0s
4,.7XIO-5

596
SRS
SRS
SNPC
4,442
2.7X10SRS
WCFF.
98
7.7xi0-6
Y-i2
ABB-CE
848
7.6x10" 5
Y-12
B&W
526
4.4lO-5
Y-12
GE
791
6.3x10 5
Y-12
:SNPC
3,969
2.4xi0 4
YI12
WCFF
450
3.6xI0W 5
Hehydratiee (0.9-_erent Enihent) :
Urnyl Nite
Y-12
NTS
3,181
7.9x10- 5
SRS
NTS
3,654
9.6x10" 5
B&W
NTS
3,715
l.0xl0 4
NFS
NTTS
3,428
9.2x0-5
Enrichment)
Uranium Hexliuoridef (4-Percent
4.7X10-5
i,301
ABB-CE
B&W
I&

B&W
B&W
B&W
NFS
NFS
NFS
NFS
NFS

.

B&W

0

0

2.5x10 -

801

GE
....

WCFF
ABB-CE
B&W
GE
SNPC
WCFF

4,422
607
1,095
595
860
4,216
519

5

-:

Accideit-Frie

Public

Crew

2.7x107 3
1.&x107

3.6x10

1.4*'10-3
8.6,x10

3

1.9x1073
3
i.2X107r
7.7x107

3

Public
3

3.5x1j07

3

3.6i107
3
4.5x107

3

2.5x10-

3

2.6x107
3
2.5x10ý

Air Pollution
Crew

aid

d
Effetit

3

7.4xi67
4.1x16-3

~

1.2x j073

2.jx107

2

5.7xl674
4.7x 1073

9.3X107
-3.2x1075

Iý10xjO
718i17

3

.

3

3..x10- 1
3

4.6x107
2.5i1072
3
2.6x107

4
8.3xi0 3

1~1.X107-2
1.3x10

2

7.Ox t64~

7.8X16-4
1.2x'I0 4

4.6xj0 3 ,
1.2X'10.8.JX1-3
1.2i1072
2
4.5x107

U.x107
5. i*xlO

2.4x10- .
2.4i 1072

6. jl.10-5

3.3i107

2.5'10
4.4il07 5
6.6idj0 5

2.8x107 3

1.i075

j.j0-3

1.3i i6-3
-6.5x105
4.9xI

9.6x11.Ox 1073
1.3x107 3

1.9x10o3.8i0-5
2.0x10-5
2.7xi0-5
9.9i10-5
1.6i10"5

(b

.

3

3.6ii1'7 ,
3
4.6xio0
3.4i,j.6ix10 3

3

3.6x103
4.X1x0
4.2il&03
3
3.8x107

ilb

Accident

3

1.1x10
-

Nonradio

6.7x10 4
3.9i104

5..3xi6 4
3

2.Ux163.5x10

3

1.6i i63
1-.0xi07-

3

1.73L167

3
7.7 jo'-

0
3.7x10r4
2.2xý107

2.7xi

3

1.3X1607
LOIO-3

3

,
3.5, 073
8.6ki6O4

2.4x1O-4

4.4kI0 5

".

Table E.1-7. Annddl Health Effects From Transportationof FuelFeed Materfia and Low-Level Waste
From the Blending Plantto Destination-Continued
Radiologicala

Sestitition

I

Metalg (0.9-Perceit Enrichmenit)
NTS
Y-12
[
[Text
deieted.]

Distaiice

3,i81

1.2x10-4

Nonradioi6cal
Air Pollufion.

Accident

Accident-Free

Accident

Public

Crew

Public

5.2x10-3

3.6x10-3

1.7x10-2

Effect

Criw

4.8x1-

3

4 .llOA

3.1xi0-

a Ca.0,difce
fataitie s.
b Faaies

CEstmimateiftalities p'er year.
d There wiould be 70 shipments (truckloads) per year.
Thr oudb 40 shipments per year.
The re would be 2-0 shipmenits per year.
9 Ther would lie 59 shipments per year.
Note
ABBCE=Aea rown-Boven- Combustion Engineein; GE--General.Electric Wilmington; SNPC=-Siemans Nuclear Power Corporation; WCFF=Westingliotse Columbia Fuel
F iacility.
Source: RADTRAN mo~del results.

Table G.1i8. CumulativeAnniai Health Impacts From Transportationof Highly Enrich6d Uraniu!m ad Other Materials
for Each Blending Option
N6nradiologicab

Radiologicaa
Accident
Origi of
Blending
Material
04H Bluit
Paucýah
aduc•ah
P•aicýAl
Paduah

,inding
Coiversion
Site
Site
Fuel Feed Material
B&W
GE
B&W
GE
G

B&W
B&W

Destinationc
ABB-CE
B&W
G•
WCFF

1.7x164
4.7x105
1.1lx o3.2xlOA

Accident

Accident-FMr

Public

Crew

4.lilO-3

3
6.l16-0
3
5.6x10-

1. X1x10

5.9x103

3.ixi

i.6*iO03.lxO 3
2 .7x10

6.9X1603

Public

3A.iOxO

.

Polluion
Toa Health
Effecd

CieWiv.
3.O

2.M 10-

.41.6x101.5x104
3.6x10 4
3
1.OxilO
3.0xlO~

2.4X10
2
1.2x160
2.6xOx
5.8010-2
1;8x1ti

Q4

Tabie G.1-8.

0

Qw

dve Ann

Healh

0

Impact From fransportationof Highly EnrichedUranium a-d OiherMiaeriaLs
for Each Bleding O(ition-Continued
Rfiikmii

r

Non-ridioiOgcalh.

I~.
-t

Accident

Blening

Conversion

Accident-Free

Accldent

Pollon

Bldin

tUN Aledingi to FueN Feed Material (Continued)
Paduah
GEi
M&W
WCFF
P
ab
GE
Nf
ABiB-c
Paducah
GE
NFS
B&W
Pdah
GEý
NFS
GEs
Pauch
GE
NFS
SNPC
uGE
NFS
WCFF
adh
GE.
SRS
ABB-CE
P~duad
E
sits
B&W
Pdcli

GE

SRS

GE

.adnc
•
Pdab

6E
GIE

SRS
SRSý

SNPC
WCFF

Paducai
Paducal
'dtcdh
Pdic
Pdu•h

GE
GE
E
GE
GE

Y-12
Y-12
Y-12
Y-12
Y-12

ABB-CE
B&W
GE
SNPC
WCFF

Pikeon
Pi6et6n

GE
GE

§&WB&W

ABB-CE
B&W

Pikktn

GE

B&W

GE

kton
Piketoni
Piketn

GE
GE
GE

B&W
B&W
NF

WNP
WCFF
ABB-CE

9.6xi0"

9.8x10 5

Public

Crew

Pullic

2.7xI0 3 3.6X10-3

5.S9oi8 3
3
6.0:iO3
5.8x105.9ilO33
6.9x10"

7.Oxia-3
9.5xi6-3
6.8'X1
8.5klf- 3
3.0xiO-2
3
6.5xii-

2.7X10 39
3.2xto-

3.Oxl&4

8.9xiO5

6.0xlO-3

l.x16

5.8xI-

4

9.7xlO5

2.6xi0 3

3

5.8xi0 3

4.8xl0"5
4

1.2xi0o
8.9x10-5
i .lxl10":

9.8xIOo0
1.6xi0 33
3.1xlO-

6.9i105.6x10-!
5.9X10-3

2.5x10-3

5.8xlio-3

3.0x10-3

1.7xlO"4

2.3xIO4.IxiO3
1.6i10-

4.9xi0"
.lxl"
3.3x10i

9.9xj0-3
5

9.8x10"
4

1.5x30"

2.7x10"3
3.7xi0"3

6.8xio 3
5.sxio6.1xi0 3
5.6X10"3

3

3.lx10-2
3.9xi0"3

6.2x10o
2.8x10 23

2.8x102

3
2.x10:

1.9xi- 3

4.2x1i0

3.lxi0i

I.i~i0-3
1.8xio-

3.610

2
5.8xltO
Y,.*"i0-2

1 .8xjWo

7.9x10 3

14.7iO-4

3. lxl)-2

3

5.9x10-

5.3xi0-2
1.6x10-2

2.5io-2

3

7.0x10-3

I .7X1CO
2.5x10"2
i.9xio-2

2.3xI-3

3

8.2xi0

2.1x'16 2
5.6x 10-2

1.4xi&

9.7XI,0-3

5.9x10-

5.9xiol3

5,xi0-3

4
3.x10d
3.9xi0

3

7.3xi16

7.9xld-3

2.8x104

5

5.9xi0-

2.l jO-3

1.lxiO-.2
6.7xi"

3.3xi*-4

Tot•lHealth
.ffc.

Cibew

2.0xiii-33
2.3i160

1.AxIo

2.0,xlO-2

4
3.1kio
•.6L0-3

5.8it-

.IWO•

2
2

9.6*i0-

2.R16-2

Table G.1-8. Cumulative Annual Health Impacs From Tahsportationof Highly Enriheduranium and OthrMaeias
for Each Blending Option-Continued
Nonradiogicalb

Radil1ogicala
Accident

Air
Pol!ution
:

Accident

Accideit-Free

.

O rig i of
Con Version
Blending
Material
Site
Site
Destinationc
UNH Blendinig to FUel Feed Material (Continued)
Piketonh

PiketOn
Piketon
Piketon

GE
GE
GE

NFS
NFS
NFS
NFS

GE

SRS

GE

GE
Piketoii
Piketon

Pike~o ,n
Piketon

GE
GE

GE
GE
GE
GE
GE

SRS

sRS
SRS

Y-12
Y-12
Y-12
Y-12

B~w

Hanfodi
Hanford.

Hanford

I-

Hanford
Hanford
H~anford

GE

SNPC
WCFF
ABB-CE
B&W

GE
SNPC
WCFF
ABB-CE
B&W

GE
SNPC

Y-12
Han"nford
Hanford

B&W

B&W
B&W
B&W

B&w
NFS
NFS
NiFS

WCFF
ABB-CE
B&W
GE
SNOC
WCFF
ABB-CE
B&W

GE

NFS

SNPC

NFS
SRS
SRS

WCFI
ABB-CE
B&W

9.9x I0i.211O4
10-5
I.X
9. xlx-

Public

Crew

PUblic

2.7x103'
3 2x1O-3
3
0.5XI10
3
2.6x103
4.dxlO-

5.8*1W 3
3
5.9x103
6.9x10-

6.0xlff

3

*8x-16
6.l1Xl16&
3

3

5

8.9x103.2x104
5
4.9x101.2x1ld 4

2.9ki1o"

3

9.§x16j 7 -3
3.7xlO~
3

9.lxlff 5

2.5X10-

3

3.OxlO-

4
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i6-M, TYPEiB'RADIOACTIVE

MATERIALSSHIPMENT
PACKAGING TESTYSEQUENCE
-In addition to.meeting standards~demonstrating it can
-withstand normal,conditions of transport without loss
,.or'dispersal:of its rafdioactive:contents; the model 6M,
S.Tylype•'B- paCkaging usedý forDepartment'of'Energy
(DOE) .shipmentsýmust'survive certainý'severe
hypothetical .accident conditions 'that' demonstrate
-resistance- towimPact,'puncture, "fire,,and water
submersion.;Test conditions do not duplicate accident
-environments but,,rather, produce damage~equivalent
to extreme -and,unlikely-,accidents. ,.The 6M, Type'B
packaging is judged&as surviving extreme sequential
testing .if ý,it lretains -all its contents .except:,for
minuscule :allowable releases, and the dose ,rate
-outside the,packaging does not exceed,1 rem/hr at a
distance of 1.m from the package-surface.'Drum sizes
(outer package) can vary from :38 to 416 liters
(10 to 110 gallons).

. Thermal .Test. An. exposure for not. less
than 301 minutes- to-aheat .flux' notr less
than thatof a, radiation, environment- of
.!800 0•C, (.1,475' F) ,,with.an emissivity
.coefficient.of at,least 0.9.
, Water-Immersion -Test. A subjectioný to
waterpressure .equivalent .to.immersion,
under. a'.head•0fwater of atleast' 15 m
(50'ft)ifor notjless than':8 hours.
-The regulatoryvtest-conditions- for the 6M,,Type B
'packaging and:other similar ,packaging
are much
more demanding %thanthey ;might'appear. 'For
example, an impact on avery hard surface (desert
caliche)'at over 322:km/hr (200zmph)is; not-as likely
to deform the :packaging :as would a drop of 9 m
(30Aft). onto an-unyielding target.
A typical 6M, Type B -packaging,approved for.use by
DOE.is covered 'by Certificate of Compliance
INumber 9965, dated February 16,1996.

The ýcomplete'sequence of tests-is listed'-below:
* DropTest. A9-m (30-ft) drop onto aflat,
essentially unyielding, (horizontal
,surface, striking ýthe.-surface. in-aposition
forwhich maximum:damage is.expected.
Puncture Test. A 1-m (40-inch) drop
onto the upper end of a 15-centimeter
(6-inch) diameter solid, vertical,

cylindrical, mild steel bar mounted on. an
-essentially unyielding, 'horizontal
surface.

SG-lI 4

The 6M, Type B packaging is made-up of several
component parts each&playing; an-integral engineered
:role in containment :.and :confinement'of the
radioactive: material -being-,shipped. The-iapplicable
DOE Safety Analysis;Reportffor Packaging provides
additional detail-that shows that the package, provides
a, high level of'public safety regardless of the
accidental conditions it might -encounter during
,transportation. Although 6M, TypeB.packagings
have been involved in-severe accidents,. the integrity
of-the,packaging- has-never been compromised.

Federal,State,. andLocal Agencies!
Organizations/IndividualsContacted

•
Appendix H
Federal,'State,ýand Local

.. Agencies/Or anzations/Individuals Contacted
This.appendix, identifies ý,the- various agencies
contacted.during-the preparation of the Dispositionof

:The Department of Energy.-has, also. requested certain
,agencies&and organizations tocooperate during the
Surplus'Highly.EnrichedUranium Environmental .preparation.of the' HEU•EIS. The Environmental
Impact Statement.(HEU'EIS). The-various-agencies
Protection Agency and. the United States'Enrichment
were contacted to actively .solicit site-specific data; iCorporation•-have:agreed to:cooperate lwith"the
-regulatory compliance,,requirements; Federal,.-State,
Department of, Energy and -signed memorandums of
...and~localolaws;,.or,.Executive."Orders.,thatlimay.ýbe-- -understanding, which are included in, this appendix.
applicable to the proposed alternatives considered-in
this EIS.

-.1 3.

Babcock& Wilcox
Naval Nuclear Fuels Division

Erwin Chamber of Commerce
Erwin, Tennessee

Babcock & Wilcox Fuel Company
Commercial Nuclear Fuel Plant

Erwin Utilities
Erwin, Tennessee

Campbell County, Virginia
Office of County Administrator

Flood Distribution Center
National Flood Insurance Program

City ,of -Greenville, Tennessee
Water Department

Dr..Kerry Gatlie,-M.D.
Tennessee State Health Department, Epidemiology

•-.:.z-......-.,-x-.ýCity-ofýJonesborough,.Tennessee
Water Department
Commonwealth of: Virginia
Department-of Environmental Quality
Water'Regional Office
Commonwealth of Virginia
Department of Health
I-Office of Water•Programs
Commonwealth of Virginia
Department of HistoricResources
.Commonwealth 6f'virginia
Department, of Transportation
.Commonwealth of Virginia
-.Game~anderldand Fisheries
Department, of Environment:and Conservation
Regional Office
,Environmental. Epidemiological Program

Health Hazard Control
Lynchburg Airport
Airport'Director
Lynchburg Chamber of Commerce
Lynchburg, Virginia
National Climatic Data Center
NucleariFuel Services
Erwin, Tennessee
Patrick A. Turri, Epidemiologist
Environmental Epidemiology
..:Nashville,.,Tennessee
I-State of South .Carolina
.Department ofzHealth and.EnVironmental
Protection.Division
*Bureau ofAir Quality

`H-=I
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'`State'ofTennessee
-Attorney,General's Office
Environmental Protection Division

"U:-S.:Department of the' Interior

[",State of Tennessee
"Department of Health-and'Environment

U;;S.,. Department of the Interior
Geological,-Survey
,Reston"Virginia

-State:of Tennessee
,.Division 6f Underground"Storage;Tanks
I'State ofTennessee
Department of Transportation
.Map' Sales Department
j.State of Tennessee
State Wildlife.Division
Tri-Cities Airport
FAA Airport Director
Unicoi County, Tennessee
County Executive, Paul Monk
Unicoi'County, Tennessee
Department of Health
U.S. Department of Agriculture
NationalResources Conservation:Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service
U.S. Department of Commerce
'Federal EmergencyManagement Agency

` H-2

Geological -Survey
?Naihville,,Tennessee

.US.
Department-ofthe Interior
_Geological Survey
.iRichmond,'Mnrginia
'US. Department-of~the Interior
NationalPark;Service
-U.S.Department of Transportation
'Federal Aviation Administration
Virginia Gamefand:Inland Fisheries
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
,Department of 'Crop and Soil Environmental
Sciences
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and'State University
Virginia Water Resources Research Center
Wayne Scott
.Scott's 'Farm
.Erwin; Tennessee
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UNITED'STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION:AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. :20460

.JUL 2 11995
OFFIC E OF
LENFORCEMElN-AND
ICOMPLIANCE ASSURANCE

Mr. J. David Nulton, Director
NEPA Compliance :and Outreach
office of Fissile Materials Di)sposition
U;!S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C.
20585
Dear Mr.

Nulton:

Thank you for your letter dated May .2, 1995, inviting .our
participation as'a potential cooperating -agency in the
-preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) tfor the
Disposition of Surplus. Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU).
'We would
,be -pleased to be a 'cooperating -agency.
In order to define our -specific involvement, we :have
enclosed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to be signed by both
agencies.
This MOU has been coordinated by the staffs -at EPA and
DOE. ' After signature, we, request'that the MOU be sent to the EPA
point of contact.
EPA Office of Federal Activities -will:
distribute copies -of -the MOU internally to -the appropriate
program offices.
in response to the questions posed in your May '2, 1995,
memorandum, we offer the following response.
We were .asked to
:comment on the issues identified for -analysis and if there were
any -additional issues.
Concerning the EIS alternatives, .we
suggest that DOE discuss: the form -of the material, the location
for treatment and -storage of -,the materisal, -any uses of -the
.blended down material, -and If -applicable, how and where it will
be disposed.
Through -the Clean-Water Act Section 102, 'and the
Safe Drinking Water Act Section 1428, states have developed
comprehensive state groundwater protection programs -and-state
wellhead protection -programs to protect priority areas Lfor /future
water supplies. -We-recommend-that-DOE work with the appropriate
-state :agencies -to ,ensure ýthat adequate -groundwater .protdectlon
,approaches are developed in determining the *disposal and.stor.age
locations :for .the material.

.We appreciate the,.opp-ortunity .to work along with DOE on this
project.
JIf i you have -any.questions, jplease ,call.mme-at •(202) 260:5053.
Our staff
contact ý.on-the ,issue, is Susan O.Offerdal -at (202)
260-5059.

"Sincerely, .

chard -E.
irector

.Sanderson

"Office of FederaCl •Activities

Enclosure

.MEMORANDUM OFKUNDERSTANDING
.BETWEEN •THE DEPARTMENT• OFEENERGY. AND ýTHE
".ENVIRONMENTALiPROTECTION AGENCY AS A. COOPERATING AGENCY
ON"THE 9ENIRONMENTAL .IMPACT STATEMENT '-FOR THE
?•DISPOSITIONOF•SURPLUS, HIGHLY~iENRICHED URANIUM

.. ,Thepuroseof
this:.documentt is,.to: establish a. framework;for technical cooperationw.between
-he Depatm~off Energy, (DOE)and; the En•,ironmentalP Protection Agency,(EPA)
.-concerning. the,-development .of the.Environmental Impact Statement '(EIS):for. the•Disposition
,of'Surplus Khighly'Enriched Uranium,-(EU). .DOEis the, lead-agency. and EPAis a
-cooperatingagency. 'When countersigned by, both-parties," the following .paragraphs4will
providelthe.basis-for the roles-between, the two agencies-as theycornduct technical
coo6rdinfati-tnr -onissues of:mutual.concern.

'This, memorandum ýof understanding: (MOU) pertains to •the exchange.f
oinformation on
technical issues. It does:notabrogate, alter, or in any way modify existingor future
environmental compliance or cleanup .agreements, .other enforceable agreements, .any
permitting or. regulatory requirement, or enforcement actions. F7urther, it will not: alter
EPA's responsibilities. under the NationalEnvironmental. Policy Act '(NEPA) and: Section 309
of the Clean Air Act to-provide scoping comments and conduct an official -review of:the draft
and final EIS. This MOU will in :no way affect state actions or policy with respect to
specific DOE •sites. Funds and other resources will not be exchanged as a result of this
MOU.
The DOE has responsibility for compliance with the requirements :of NEPA and 'preparation
of the draftand final EIS. Accordingly, DOE-agrees:
-

to provide EPA -with EIS information on areas for which DOE would like :EPA
..technical review and comments. These areas include butare not'limited to
radiation, mixed waste, risk management, transportation, ground water, -and
NEPA implementation;

-

to invite .EPA to participate in internal and. external -meetings concerning areas
that DOE Would like. EPA technical review and comments. These:areas
include, but.are not limited to, radiation, mixed waste, risk :management,
:transportation, ground water, .and NEPA implementation;
to:provide copies of the draft and final EIS as soon as 7practical -to allow EPA
sufficient time to-review and comment on these documents;
Enclosure
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;NOTE:. .The meetings, mentioned-above will: ,--assist'-EPA''s- understanding; of
the HEU EIS :and-related, issues, •assist D.OE in, early: identification and
re6solution of EPA'-issues, t.and thereby expedite, reviewof&the draft and final
-EIS.'
to. consult with EPA! regarding mitigative. measures to bedincluded in. the.&EI-S;
ihdicate in the.drAft and' final.EIS cover page: that- EPA'is: a: cooperating
.;agency. IAlS0othe•:draft-Janrd-finalg-EISrwill inclu'de, mint.the introductory section,
a: statement that .iescribes-EPA's-role, as a cooperating agency, and-EPA's
NEPA and 'Section:309 'CAAN authorities.

S:-to•

The EPA agrees:
-

,to assist DOE :inwdefining issues.and--concerns- to be addressed-in theEIS. This
will 'be d6ne-as part .f -EPA'S.participation in document -review--meetings.
to provide information in .those. arsthat-EPA has regulatory -authority and/or
technical expertise, -that include,. but are not.limited -to, 7radiation, mixed waste,
risk, management, transportation,. ground water, and NEPA implementation.
:to .review :and comment, -in -a timely .manner, -on those sections of the -draft'and
final EIS document where EPA has specific technical. expertise
and/or
regulatory authority.

The Agency pointsof.contact for -this -MOU are:
EPA

DOE

Mr. -Richard E. Sanderson
Director
Office of-Federal Activities
Environmental -Protection Agency
401 M--Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20460

Mr. J..David Nulton
Director
Office of NEPA Compliance-and
Outreach
Office of"Fissile Materials 2Disposition
Department of-Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
'Washington, D.C. 20585

.202-260-5053

,202-586-4513

2

.,I ",
1 I •

upon signature by'both.EPA :and. DOE. :It can*beý'modified
-be-effective
This agreement will
in
writing. It can-be. terminated, either when the NEPA
agreementronlyý-and:
by mutual
.process is.completed. (issuance 6ofDOE's record of,decision), .or When written' notice: is.given
-b- either -agency.
,,EPA Approval:

DOE Approval:

'Richard E. "Sanderson
Director
Office of'Federal Activities
.Environmental -Protection Agency
401 'M Street, .SW
Washington, D.C. 20460

I..David

Nulton

'Director
Office of NEPA Compliance and
Outreach
"Office of Fissile Materials -Disposition
'Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

3

United States
;Enrichment Corporation
.,'2,Democracy:Center
)'6903 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817

SEC
.Unito&oSta

-Tei:,(301) 564-3200
:Fax: (301) 564-3201

tie

Enrichment. Corporation

July 21, 1995

Mr, J. David Nulton
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition (MD-I)
Forrestal Building
U..S. Department of-Energy
1000, Independence Avenue S.W..
Washington, 'D:C. 20585
Dear Mr. Nulton:
Enclosed is the signed Memorandum of Understanding concerning cooperation ýonthe
Environmental Impact Statement for Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium. We look forward
to working with your-agency in this-important endeavor.
Please contact me at (301) 564-3409 or Patrick Gorman at'564-3412, .to discuss matters
related to the addressed -above.
Sincerely,

T.Michael Taimi
EnvirofinientalPolicies and Assurances Manager
Enclosure

Offices in Paducah;,Kentucky --PortsmouthOhio , Washington, DC

MEMORANDUM OF U NDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE DEPARITMENT•TOF: ENERGYAND iTHE
UNITED STATES ENRICHMENT CORPORATION FORýCOOPERATION- ON THE
PREPARATION. OF7 AN'ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:STATEMENT FOR :THE
DISPOSITION'OF.SURPL..1US HIGHLY .ENRICHED: URANIUM•
Jul/7 1995
The purpose of. this document.is to establish :a :framework for technical 'cooperation
between the Department_ of Energy .(DOE)and the United StatesEnrichment Corporation
.(USEC),conceming the development oftheEnvironmental ImpactStatement (EIS) on the
disposition ;of surplus -highly enriched -uranium .described in "DOE!s ýNotice of -Intent
;publishedintheFederalRegister. DOE is the:Iead-zigency in'the~preparation :of this'EIS,
with USEC cooperating on relevant portions. When signed by both parties,:the following
-paragraphs will govern the coordination between the two agencies as they conduct
technical-coordination on issues of mutual concern.*
Thisrmemorandum of understanding (MOU) pertains to the exchange of information on
technical issues. 'It-does not :abrogate, alter, -or in -any way modify existing -or future
agreementsbetween DOE and USECor:in any way-altertheir rights-or responsibil'ities.
DOEand.USEC will each fund their own activitiesunder this MOU and no funds-and other
resources will be .exchanged asa.result.of this MOU.
The Department'has responsibility for .pompliance with -the requirements of NEPA and
preparation.of the draftand finalEIS. Therefore, DOE agrees:
'To provide-USEC with iriformation onareas forwhich-DOE would like USEC
technical review-and comments.
To inviteUSEC to participate in internal and externalmeetings concerning
scheduling and inmareas for-which DOE would like USECtechnical review
and comments. These technical areas include, but are not limited to,
uranium •materials, •blending services, and transportation.
To provide copies of all drafts as soon as practical to.'help allow USEC
sUfficientýtime;to review:andcomment on these documents.
'To consult-with, USEC regarding mitigative measures to be included in the
"EIS.

The .USECGagrees:

j

-

To assist DOE in,.defining issuesand Jconcernsto be addressed in the-ElS.
,This will 'be done las part., of USEC's participation in .document review
meetings.
,To provideinformation in' those areas. thatUSEC hasrresponsibilityrand/or
•technic.al

expertise.

-To :-review ;and :comment, in.a 'timely" manner, on.all drafts 'of .the .EIS
'document.
t

The agency points of contact for this MOU -are:

-USEC

.DOE

Mr. T. Michael Taimi
Environmental Assurance andPolicies
Manager
United States.Enrichment Corporation
Two Democracy Center
6903 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20817

Mr. J, David,:Nulton
Director, NEPA Compliance &"Outreach
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
.US. Department of Energy
1000,Independence Avenue, S..W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

(301) 564-3409

(202)-586-4513

This agreement will be effective upon Signature of both USEC and'DOE. It can be
modified by mutual agreement only and in writing. It can be terminated either when the
NEPA-process is completed (issuance of DOE!s record of decision),or when-written notice
is give by either-agency.
USEC Approval:

DOE Approval:

Mr.'T. Michael Taimi
United 'StatesEnrichment
Corporation

Energy

Applicable'Laws, Regulations,
,and'OtherRequirements

Appendix.I
Applicable -Laws,-iRegulations, and Other Requirements
:;L1

JNTRODUCTION

T,his -tappendix-identifie s:1and.-pres ents xthe
:4environmental• standards. and'statutory requirements
.that;may: apply to, the disposition-.of -surplus: highly
enricheduranium (HEU). These -statutes.,and
regulations %providethe:standard against,.Which to
.evaluatethe-ability~ofjoýtntial blending sites to meet
'environmental, safety, and health-requirements.

proposed-action.-The- table• also identifies'the
',.associated -permit,,.approval, -and ,,consultation
•requirements;,generaly, required to,.implement any
.alternati.ve.' .TableýI l-:2 l:!ists- applicable -State
-environmental, .safety, 'and health statutese and
:,regulations "Ifor'Tennessee,-South .Carolina,"' irginia,
"North Carolina,WOhio, and:Kentucky,ýand Table Il--3
.provides a list -.of .selected Department -of Energy
(DOE) environment, safety, and health-orders.

Table 1.1-•1 lists applicable ,Federal environmental
statutes,: regulations, and*Executive Orders for the

I-71

Table I.1-1.

t'J

Res661rcie
Air Resources

EIS-ILevi Potentiail Ap.plicability:. Perinis,

siatktetRegulatinliorder
Clean Air Aci,
as amended

National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS/Staie
Ifnplementaion Paiis
Standirds of Pefformance f6r
NeW, Stationary Sources
Natiaonil Emission Standards

for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP)
Preveniiio of Sigk*ficant

blteri•oation (PSD)

Nbois-e

water'
ResourceisI

FederalEnvironmentalStd•utes, Regulations, and Ordets

Control Act of i972

Cleah Water Act

Approvals, Consultations, a~nd Notifications...
..
Citation
Res 0onsible Agency
Requires sources to meet stndads A
d
inpeim oitsiisf:
42 USC 7401 et seq. Environmental
Protection Agency
National Ambient Air Quality S dards, Sta Iplementation
(EPA)
Plans, Standards of Performani'for NewiSt'itirony Sources,
(NESHAP), and Prevention of Signiificant Deteoriaton (PSD).
42 USC 740 et seq. EPA
Requires compliance with primary and second.ar ambient ar quality
standards governing SO;2 NOi CO03; Pb, and PM10 ad emission
limits/reducti6 nmeiresias desig'niated in eiiaic stae's State
Impiementation Plia.
42 USC 7411
EPA
Establishes contrWel/eission sitaidýýrsd r"acrdeeping
requirements for new or modified sources specifically addressed by
a standard.
42 USC 7412
EPA
Requires sources to comply with emiussion levels of Farciin ogeici or
approval,;
mutagenc pollutants; may requre aýprec ciist 1rction
depending on the process being coniidered ad te level oif emissions
that will result fromithe new or m ified souce
42 USC 7470 et seq. EPA
Applies to areas tt are in compliance with Nitional Anbient Air
Quality Standardi (NAAQS). Requireconjeeiisive,.
preconstnmction review and the appi'cation of Best Aailable. Control
Technoilgy to mýjor statidnary.soi.c (emissions of i00 tohnsyejr)
and maji r mddifiibaions; reqi`l-+is a4 jrenstruction revieiw of air
quality imipacts and the issuaxice of a constasicbtio pei n f•rom the
responsibleýSat aig'niicy sdttiiig fiob e is-si limitations o protect
the PSD inicrmeift.
42 usC 4901' et seq. EPA
Requires facilities t6oiialn'' ntin
1 levels that d1o njoft"jeopardize the
health and safey of te uibliic.
Requires EPA or State-issued permits and comphii ce wAi rowslons
33 USC 1251 et seq. EPA

Nioi6nal Pollutant Discliirge 33 USC 1342
EPA
Elimnatioin system
(ýPDES) (Section 402
"ofCleiin Water Act)
iefd&ed 6r Fill M*terial 33 USC 1344
U.S. Airy Corps of
(Secti6n 404 of Clean Water 33 USC 401 et seq.
Engineers
Act/Riviers and Harbors
AppropriationsAct of 1899)

of permits regarding disckarge of effluents to surface waters.
Requires permit to discharge effluents (pollutants) to surface waters
and stormwaters; p'ermiiit imiodifications arerequiredif
effluents are altered.

discharge

Requires permiis to aiithorize thi6 discharge of didged or fill material
into navigjble waters or wetlnd-s did to"auiiiize crtý ii structures
or work in or ifeting navigabie waters.

~-

~.

Table 1.1-1.
Resource
Citegory
Water
Resources
(cotiiiiiued)

Stiiute/Regulation/order
Wild anhd Scenic Rivers Aci

Safe Diinkihig WaterAct
Execuitive Oider 11988:
Floodplain Maiiajgement

iiazardous
Was~tes ahd
S6il
Resources

Federal EnvironmentalStatudes, Regulations, and Orders-Continued
Citation
Resp ofisible Agency
16 USC 1271 et seq. Fish arid Wildlife
Service (USFWS),
Buiredu of Land
Ma
nagement,
Foi rest Service,
Naitional Park
Service
42 USC 300f et seq. EPA

EIS-Level Potential Appiicabiifty: Permits,
Approvals, cInsbuSltation-s, aind Notifications
Consultation recpuiired before c6nstr•uctih of,ainy new Federal project
associated with a river designated as wild aindacenic 6r undae study
in order to minimize and mitigate auiy advese fffects
cioii&
on t&e
sich
and biological properties of the river.

Requires permits for constniotioii/6pe-iati6in of underground injection

w.ells aind subseqien't dischaginiof efflauiits to grouind a'quifers.
Requires cdnsileati6n if project impacts a floodplain.

3CFR,1977 Comp., Wate r Resources
p. 117
Coiuricil, Federal
Em 6ergncy
Ma nagement
Ag•ency, Council on
En vironmental
Qu.ality (CEo)
Execuiiive Order i1190:
3CFR, 1977iComp., U.S. Army Corps of
Requires Federal agenicies to bv!d t•-e icng- a"M .rt-tei- adverse
Pr6titiion of Wdiafids
lp.121
En gineers/USFWS
impacts associaitd wiili ih d-estriu~tfin o- ioiidifitioi of w'eflinds.
Corn6mliance with Filodplain! lb CFR i022
DOE
Requires DOE tO comp'ly wftit All ajplicaiW fi&)dOjjiI/etan~d~s`
Wetladiis Envirobfimetiial
environmental review rieuiremiiniits;
R6vi6w Requirements
Reso6urce Cohs~erva'tionand
42 USC 6901
EPA
Reqiifes notificatibn ind permits foi operations ino'lving hkardous
Recovery A~t (R(CRA)/
et seq./PL 98-616
waste treatment, sitirge, or disposal facilities; changes to site
Hazard6us§and Solid Waste
hazardous waste opefations coilld ieýqdiie ý fndments to RCRA
Arniendmniits
hazardous waste permits invIving public hearings.
6f i984
tCohmprehehsive
42 USC 960 i
EPA
Requiries cleiiui and notificatiiii if there is, reiea drsthreatened
EnvironmehtalResponse,
et seq./PL 99-499
release of a hazardous substanice; requires DOE to enter into
Coinpensation,and
Interagency Agreements with EPA and state to1control the cleanup of
LiabilityAct of 1980
each DOE site on the N"aitiionl Pkidrii6es Liii (NPL).
(CERCLA)/Supeifund
Amiehndent ahd
Reaudth6rizaiionActiof 1986
(SAIA)

Nt

Cý

Table L1-1.
Rkeýs-ourlcle
Category
Hilazardus
Wasites and
Soil
Res6urices

FederalEnvironmentalSt&tues, Regulations,and Orders--cntinued
EIS-Level Potential Apphicabthy: perm ts*

Statite/Regulatioh/Orderi
Community Envircnmehtal
Resp&nse FacilitationAct

Ciation
PL 102-426

Responsible Agency
EPA

(continuted
FarmlanidProtectionPolicy

7 USC 4201 et seq.

Ac• of 1981
Fede-ria Facility Coompliance 42 USC 6961
A'ct of 19)92

Resources

FederalLddPolicy and
MatiihgeenetA~i

43 USC 1701

Fish and Wildlife
CobirdinationAct

16 USC 661 et seq.

Bdid nd Golden Eagle
Pr&ýCttiohAct

16 USC 668 et seq.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

16 USC 703 et seq.

Wilderness Act bf 1964

16 USC i131 et se6.

Wid Free-RoaihingHorses
and BurrosAct of i97 i

i6

Soil Conservation
Service
States

Approvals, C6nsuitatiouiS, aaid Ntifiiations
Amends CERCLA (40 CFR 300) t6 estabiishit jPrd ess for idenitifying;
prior to the termination of F17dral activitiie, proper-ty thfat does not
contaiii containnatid'. Rejiiiifes proimt identificationi of parcelsthat
will not require reifdiation to fai hitiate the transfer of such property
fiirps es.
for economic redevelpmient
DOE shall avoid any aidver-se effects to prime and unhiqie farmlais.

C-,

0~
>0

C-,

tj~

Wiives sovereign iin iiit' for F&e'eral facilities'under RCA.and
requires DOE to develop plans and enter into agreements wiithi states
as to specific manage mntactions for specific niixed wastiestreamS.
ito retain Federal
pifid-iig
Federal and State land Requires Federal and/or Stae i
l iiiil§ss it is determihed that disposal of
IiiC
ownership of publicb
planning ageiicies
such parcel will serve the naii6oiii interest.
Requires consultaioin oni hie possible effect" on wildliiifi thire is
USFWS
construction, modification, or con6t1rol f bo6 s of water in excess of
10 acres in surface area.
if any •r6 tctýd birds
Consultfiiieis should be bonducied to deturni
USFWS
are found to iiihabit the area. If so, DOE riiWs obtain a ppeeit prior
to moving any niests dueito constructdin or •peratioii of iritiiim
supply and recycliig facilities.
Requires consultati6i to deterniniiei if thee aii any ipaifi-s o ...
USFWS
migrating bird pbpuhii6ns due to6 bnstiiiction or b6pratio'n of tritillin
supply and recycling fcilitices. if so, DOE wall develop mitigation
measures to avoid adverse e•f ts.
DOE shall consult with DOC/DOi and minimize impact.
Departmeni of

Commierce (DOc)
and Department of
Inierior (DOT)
USC 1331 et seq. DOI

c.~*~

DOE shall consult with DOI and mininiiie "i..pad.

Table LI-i.
*Category

Resou~rce`
Resouirces
(continued)a

Biotic

statUtelkegultiionlOrder
EndangeredSpecies Act of
1973

FederalEiivironmentalStatutes, Regulations,and orders--Continued
Responsible Ageiicy
Citation
16 Usc 1531 et seq. USFWS/National
Marine Fisheries
Service

.ýlt I
Cultural
Res i.rces

Worker Safety
ad Health'

NationalHistoric
16 USC 470 et seq.
P e er'vationAct of 1966, as
amenided
Ar'ideologicdland Historical 16 USC 469 et seq.
PreservationAct of 1974
ArchaeologicalResources
16 USC 470aa
ProjectionAct of 1979
et seq.
AmiiHcah Indian Religious
42 USC 1996
Freedom Act of 1978

President's Advisory
Council on Historic
Preserntation
DOI

Native American Graves
25 USC 3001
Protidtionand Repatriation
Act of 1990
Execiitixve Order 11593:
3 CFR 154, 1971Protectioni and Ehhancement
1975 Comp., p.
of the Ciiiturai Envirorment 559

DOI

bed~i~ptidhtulSaifet and

5 USc 5 108

OSHA

OSHiA Guidelines

29 USC 660

OSHA

Hiiaza:d Comniunication

29CFiR 1910.1200

OSHA

42 USC 2011

DOE

DOI
DOI

DOI

HeaiihAct (OSiH)

Standard
Other

Aitiomic Energy Aci of 1954
NationalEnvironmental
Policy Act (NEPA)

42 USC 4321 et seq. CEQ

EIS-Level Potential Ajppicability: Permits,
Approvals, Consulations, and Notifictioins.
Requires consultatiofi to identify enidangfijid or etrinid si'ecies and
iheir habitats, assess DOE inpipcts tliere•; bitaiii necessa'ry
biological opinions and, if necessari, de•6lop nmiti•aion rmjeasures to
reduce or elirniate adverse effects of constrution or operition.
DOE shall consuIIt with the State His,tbric P i:servwtionO
6Ofcer (SH5)
prior to construction to ensure itiat no historical properties will be
affected.
DOE shall obtain authorization for any distirbance of archaeo16gical
resources.
DOE shall -obtain authfrizaiiri for 6ny' excavation or reimov0al of
archaeolgical resources.
DOE shali consult with local Native Aijiericý tribes prior to
construction tW ensure that their ieligioii custonis, iiaditions; and
freedoms ate preserved.
DOE shall cln§i6It with local Nkaivte Arienican tribes prior to
construction to guarantie that no Native Ainincain graves are
disturbed.
DOE shall aid in the prEserviiioi of hfistofic ýfid aihaeolbgical dita
that may otherwise be lost during constuictfio actiities.
Agencies sh'all, •iciiply. With ail iiaplicbi6 w•rker safety and health
legislatiofi (in!idirlntuidelineiof 29CiF 1960) an p)repare, or

have available, Miterit Safety Data Sheets.
Agenci6s shall cobmply with all-apphcali
rrse
and healih
legislationl (incluiding guideines of -29 CFR 19*60)and pre~a're, or
have available, Miterial Safety bata Shieets.
DOE shall eniiure tlhat w6rkers are informed of; and trained to hiandie,
all chemical hazards in the DOE workplace.
DOE shall follow its wn siia-dards and poýitridu es to 6sui6e the sfe
o61erati6f of its facilities.
DOE shall coifiply mith NuEPA impiixientinig procedures in accordanice
Wit.h lb
1CFR 1021.

Table L1.-1.
Res'ource
Category,
Other
(coninue'd)j

Statutie/ReguiatioWOrdler

FederalEnvironmentalStatutes, Reguitdons, and Oiders-Contihued
SCitationi

Respobnsibie Agency
Toxic S&i•bahices ControlAct 15 Usc 2601 et seq. EPA
(TSCA)

Haza-rlous Materials

49 USC 1801 et seq. Departmefit of

Actian Act
HazardousMateýrils
49 USC 1801
TranslOrtationUlnifoiin
Safety Act of i990
Eimerkgency Planninig n•d
42 SC I1id01
Community Right-To-KnoW et seq.
Act 6f 1986

Transporiation
(DOT)
DOT

EIS-Level Potential Applcality:.Permits,
Apprkovals, C6nsult aiiois,; and N&tifications
DOE shall c6mpy wiinventory e
fg
eiits nd chemical
coiitrol prO6i ioni of TSCA to pr&4ýci t publifrioý
thein
1 i6ks of
exposiife to chemica'di TSCA imdisi sgti limiitations on us6 and
disposal of PCB-coniimifiiiaed equipm.-ient.
DOE shall comply with iiie recuiriiiiýiei g•6t•'veing n-zai'ous
materials and waste trAisportaiii6i.

Resitricts shippers 'offilghwia~y roiecoirhldqatitie-s of
radiioactive m-ateriils to use only peernmtted carriers.

EPA

Requires the devel6pment of emergency respneplans and repotiinig

reqiiirenrients for chemic

l~is ani other emiergency release,

d

imposes riglit-to-kno4wi reip6iiin'g teiuirei"en•is covering stordge and
use of chenhiais which are rep•oý d iiii6ic c6hmiical relteise fornis.
Ekiecutive Order
i2088:
3 CFR, 1978 C6mp., Office ofMiiagement Requires Federal agency lindlords to i6biiiit toIOMB.an "inial plan
jdet7al C6mpiiance with
p. 243
aiid Budget
for the control of environmenita plilion a'id tcosult with EPA
Pollution Contr6i Siandards
and State agencies reigirding the best iechniques and methods.
Exe,6tiive Order i i5 14:
3 CPR, 1966-1970 CEQ
Requires Federal agencies to demonstrate leadershi
P-otecioii and Enhanceirient Comp., p. 902
environmetal qa4lifty goals of NEPA; provides fgi DOE
of Envirinment i Quility
consultation with appropnate Federal, Stae- aid local agencies in
carrying out their acivities as tiey afft
&ie& nv'ironent.
PollutionPreveniion Act of
42 USC 11601EPA
Establishes a national policy that pol.utioniiso'uld. 6e reduced at th&
ioiirce and qui i tcaxie
icrs
bh
l source redudi ad
~h i
nigcling
1990
11050
report for an owner or 6pierator of a facillty ir4jieqed to file anannual
toxic chemical release formiifidei Section 313 of SARA.
EXeciiive Order 2114:
1
January 4, 1979
Departeindit of State
Enable respOnsible officials of Federal agifies 1iaving Utimaite
Etrivnifdmi~al Effects
CEQ
ies'ponfibility for auiiiziiing"amdindaipiviing aptions ef
6 d by

Abf6od Major Federal

t
rnital &conideriaions
thiý order to be informed of pertineuvi iienvu
and to take siu.ch c6onisideratio-ris into accbiii;',ith 6~thii&fii'hif
j,.i~
considerationisý Of itoalir~ policy, ini rhaiking decisions regarding~ such

Actitis

actions.

Exec6itive Order 12843:
Pro6ureem ent keiluirements
mind Poilicies' for Federal
Ageiid~is for Ozone-

Depleting Substances

April 21, 1993

EPA

Requires Federal agencies to

.it finimi..r...
..f
fiie

depleting substances and conform th•eir piatiic6s6toi comnply iýith
Title Vi of0 ean AirAct iiiidnifens refr enc stratosspheric ozone
protection and to reco"'xig0ni•le i'themifigly limited availability 6f
Class I substanices until final phasediut..

Mtd

1i.i-i.
le

FederalEnvironmentl Statutes, Regiations,and Orders-Con•inued

Rsource
Other
(continued)

Stittute/Reguiiatiofi/Order
Executive Order 12856:
Federal1 Compliance with
Right-To-KihoW Laws and
Pollution Prevention

Citation
August 3, 1993

Responsible Agency
EPA

EIS-Level Potetittal Aoiplicbiiity: Permits,
Approvals, Cos'ý•ultalnks,
akif d Notificion

Requires Federil ageicies to6•cieve 50 0

ent
nrrdutionduý

.

o6
f giicy's

tbtal reileases of toxic cheiaiii to the 'environment ad offsite
transfers, to prepare a6Written facilit poiiuiti preventio plan not
later than 1995, and to publicl report toxtic chermicals 6enteng any
Waste stream from Federal ýfacilities, inýludin any iel'eases to the
environment, and to imiprboe locil emergency planning, resp•ofnse,
aid accident notificition. •

Rqiuiiremenis

Executive Order 12873:
October 20, 1993
Federai Acquisition,
Riecyding, and Wasie
Prelvetiton
Executive Order 12898:
February 11, 1994
Federal Actiocns to Address
Environmental Justice in
Minority Populationsiaind
Lbw-Ificome Populations
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 42 USC 1•011
1982
et seq.
Execuktive Order 10480:
August 1953
Further Providing 'For the
Administration of the
Defe6se Mobilization
Pro6gra
Executive Order 12148:
July 20, 1979
Flo6dplain Management

EPA

Requires Federal agencies to d&ve61p affiive pmocuren ent policies

EPA

and establishes a shared respionsibility býeieen te sysitii program
manager and the reycling communfiit to effect use of recycld items
for procu.riiemit.
Requires Federal agenides it idefnify and iididre-ss a-s appropriate;
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental
effects of its programs, polcies, and activities on minonty
populations andi low-income populations.

EPA

DOE shall dispose"of radioactive w`aste per standards of 40 CFR 191.

Federal Emergency
Minageient
Agency (FEMA)

Delegates to tih Director, FEMA, with
•
uhhoity t o redegate, the
pr .ioritiesand allocation functon ccfrre on-thie Peintby' title-

FEMA

Transferred functionis and ies"poniibi ties ais ciatwd With Federal
emergency management t6 ihe
t
e- dii.d.ass igs

I ofte Defense ProdUctiinAct of 1950, as amended.

the director,
e responsibility to establish Federal policies
for and to coordijiA-teý all civildd'efeiise d c'ivi em''reTge`hcp'p p~lannin g,
managemeni, hitigation, and asi•diae uncions of E•x•utive
Agencies.

Executive Order i2472:
Assignment of National
Securiit and Emerg'ency
Preparediess
Tilec6muniicidriins
Functinbis

April 3, 1984

National
Commuiication
Systemi (NCS)

ecolmmunicaions
Establishes the NCS. The NCS consists of t
assetso the entities epresented on the NCS of Principals and an
adnistrative striuictu c•isisiing of the Executive Agent,; the NCS
Committee ofPrincip"als, aiid the' M--agr.

Table Li-i.

I.

00

Category

Siaiitueegulatio/iiOrder

(continued)

EecutiVe Order 12656:
Aign'ixent of Emergency

FederalEnvironmentalStatutes, Regulations,and Orders-Continued
Citation
May 24, 1977

EIS-Leve• 0Potiiiiial AppiOaility: i P• yimits,
Apprvals
Cosulttios, ad Ntificationis
Responsible Agency
Vat. Agenicies
This order assignis emergenicy pr~paredness responsibiitiie's to F~leral
departments and aigeicies.

reparedness

Res'ploonsibiiiiies
Execiiti'.e Order 11988:

Floodplain Maniageiment

-Ekecutive Order 12580:
Speirffund Implementation

3CFR, 1977 Comp., Va.Agencies
p. 117
EPA

Jinuary 23, 1987

Vat. A&gencies

Directs Feda age
ices to estbhIsh rprocdures to ensure that tha
potential effects of flood hoixr-ds and floolplpain magement are
considered for any action unidertaken -abfloodplai and that
floodplain impacts be avoidd to the extenit practicable.
Delegates to the heads of executivedepartments and agencies the
remf a!, actions fo' releases, or

responsibility for undegi

threatefied release that ar niit oi the National Priority Listi nd
remoivaeiciOhs O.ie t
e rgecies where te release is from ay
facility under the jurisdiction or contirol f executive deparitments and
agencies.
' . .
. . ,. .. .•. .. . . .. .. ...

Table 1.1-2.

Stiate EnvironmentalStatutes, Regulatons, and (deris

Resource CategoryL.. iation
Oak Ridge
Reserv
~atioad
NclearFuel
Servies,Teiiesý
Akir Reso u~r'ces
Tennessee Air Pollution Control
Regulations

Citition

Responsible Agency.

Potential Applicabity/Permits

TN Rules, Division of TN Air Poliution Contri
Board
Air Pollution

.Permit
"require" to bonst•i•c•modify, or
o
an air contamii
n soirce; sets
fugitiivedust requirements.
TN Water Quafliy Control Au4trit to iue n•
new or m oifyf exitiig
Board
NPDES
reqed for a water.

Water Resources

Tennessee Wtier Quality CjontrolAct

Hazardonu~ Wases,
a nd
Soil Rkoiride .

Tennessee Underground Storage Tank
Pr&ni Rkgulaiiions

TN Rules-,
Chapter 1206-1-15

Tenneiiee Hazardous Waste

TN Code, title 68,
Chiater 46

TN Division of Solid Wa•te Permit required to constr uct, modify, or

tN
Rules,
'Chapter
1200-1-7

TN Division of Soid
Management

MaiiagemtAct

Tennessee Solid Waste Processing and
Disposal Reglations

TN Code, Tile 69,
Chapter 3

dischArge sorce..

TN Division of

Poirir

undergrod. StriageTank Programs
Managemibfnt
• "•idiije;

tO construction or

mdification of an underground storage
tinkoperate

a haadous
'""awje treatment,
i 'a soid

sorae1>di•ii'ieiitp•.
i ispos~alfiacilit

aisiie Peirit required to on
cr operate a slid
waste processinig or disposail faciity.

Tabe L1-2.
Resouirce
Rjii6si

State EivironmentalStatfites, Regulat ons, and Orderi-Coihiued

Legislation
Citation
Tennessee State Executiive Order on
TN State Executive
Wetlands
Order
Tennessee Threatened Wildlife Species TN Code, Title 70,
ConservationAct of 1974
Chapter 8
Tiennessee Rare PlaniProtectidnand

ConservationAct of i985
Tenhessee Water Qualiiy ControlAct

Culitural Resouricei

Teinessee Desecritfion of Venerated
Objects
Tennessee AbuSe of Corpse
Na•,ive American Indiian Cemetery
Removial and Reburial
T"ennessee Protective Easements

TN Code, Tid1e 70,

Chapter 8-301 et
seq.
TN Code, Title 69,
Chapter 3
TN Code, Title 39,

Responsible Agency
TN Division 6f Water
Quality ContrOl
TN Wildlife Resourc•s
Agency
TN Wildlife Resources
Agency

Consultation witi respionsibl iagency.
Consultaioii with responsible agency.
C6nsuiltation with respoiisibi agency.

TN Division of Water
Quality Control

Peirmiite-quiredprior to ateration of a
wetland.
TIN Historical CoMIs sion Forbids a piesoi
to offend or ite tiionally
Chapter 17-3 iI
desecirte.venerated Objects including a
place of rshiip or birial.
TN Code, Title 39,
TN Historical Commission Forbids a perýso fromi disinterring a corpse
Chapter 17-312
that has b ii enb or
oi otheiwis.e inerred.
TN Comp. Rules and TN Historical Commissiofn Re Iqires notifictation if Native Ameriban
Regulationis,
remains are uncovered.
Chapter 400-9-1
TN Code; Title I1,
TN State Government
Grants power to t sti to restrict
Chapter 15-101

conrteictiven onad

de med as a'

"proftectiv'e 'easemfent.
Worker Safety and

No State-level legisilation ideritified

Savannah Rivr Site,
South Carofia

Air Re~sourc'es

SOuth carolinaPollution CohttroilActil

Sfutih Carolifa Air PoilUtion Control
Regulations anid Standards
A"ugust-Aiken Air Quality Contf6l
Regii~h
South CarolinaAtomic Energy and
Radiation Contr-ol Act
4,

SC Code, Title 48,
Chapter 1

4OCFR 81.li4

SC Code, Title 13,

Chapter 7

SC Departmhent of Health
and Environmental

Permit required pri

to o0fistr,ttion
or

moidification of an a`r co-ntit

nant source.

Conirol (SCDIHEC)
SC and GA

Requires Saviiianna River Site and

SCDHEC

siuwondin'g coimnuites in the 2-state
regiiion to attain NAAQS.
Establishes s.tandards or radiiakiive air

41c,

emissions.

Q
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Resource Catggory
Water Resourc*s

Haza dous Wsisies iad
Soil Resources

Legislation
South CarolinhaPollutionConirolAci

Citation
SC Code, Title 48,
Chapter 1
South Carolina Water Quality Standards SC Code, Title 61,
Chapter 68
South CarolitiaSafe Drinking Water Act SC Code, Title 44,
Chaptei 55
South CarolinaUndergroundStorage SC Code, Title 44,
Tanks Act
Chapter 2

Responsible Agency
SCDHEC
SCDHEC
SCDHEC

SCDHEC

Permit requred prior to construction or
Smodification of a water discharge source.
Permit requiired riidr t6 cOiistrbcti6ii or
modification of a wvater discharge source.
Establishes drinking water standards.
Permit required ro to[ onstruction or
cmaodifi
ato f an ii•nder••iOu"id storage

tank.
Permft reiqiiiedi itýosoe, -oilet6,

South Caroiinia Solid Waste Regiiatiidns SC Code, Title 61,
Chapter 60
South Ciroiina Industrial Solid Waste SC Code, Title 61,
Disposal Site Reguliifions
Chapter 66
Sbuth CarolinaHazardous Waste
SC Code, Title 44,
Managýement Act
Chapter 56

SCDHEC
SC Pollution Control
Authority
SCDHEC

Permit re•qimiie for ilindstria sosid Wa'ie
disposal sysiems.

South,Caw'linaSolid Waste
SC Code, Title 44,
ManiaigemeitAct
Chapter 96
South CarolinaNongame and
SC Code, title 50,
EndtngeiiedSpecies CohservationAct Chapter 15

SCDHEC

Establishes s tniidards to treat, store, or dispose
of solid waste.

SC Wildlife and Marine

Comisult witi SC Wildlife and Marine
Resou6tces D)epaiiimnt and minimize
imfpacet.

Soiith Carolina Ihistitute of Archaeolokgy SC Code, Tide 60,
and Anthropology
Chapter 13-210
No State-level legislation identified

SC State Historic
Preservation Office

Consuit wit SC State Historic'
Officer, and minimize impact.

Virginiia Air Pollution Control Law

VA Department of Air
Pollution Control

Perimit requt ired for any new source; operating

diispoie,; or

tranlspiort solid Wastes.

Per it reqirqed to operate, construct; or
modify a hzar6u waste treatment,

storage,- or disposal facility.

B iotai Resources

Culiua IResource's
Worer SifeitYind

Resources Departmnht

servton

Health
B iao &&eso
ilcos

Air Re-sou~rce's

VA Code
10.1-1300 ei. seq.

periiii r64ýiird for any

iso-exempt source;

and performance, moniitoring; and reporting
required for i60th ndik anid ekii~iiki sources.

Cz

ti

A

Table Li-2. State Environmental Statutes, Reguldaions, and Orders-Continued
Resourc

atgr

Water Reso'urces

Citatiii
Legislation
State Air Pollution Cofitr0l Regulations State Air Pollution
Cr-6ntrol Board
Relulations
(SAPCBR)
12V
VA
Code
State Water Control Law
62"•1

Virginia Reguiati6ns

VA Code
680

Responsible Agency
VA State Air Pollution
Control Board

Potential Ap"pliabiiily/Permits.
Permit rejUired for tany new source; operating
permit required fr any non-exempt source;
.eporing
ano
and perfornance, monitring,
required for both newiarid existing sources.

VA Department of
Environmental Quality

Permnits reqtuired f6r any discharg*e that fall
under the VA NkiPDES pi~ori; !VA
Pollution Abateeieiii progiam; Pirtreeatmient
program; and the VA Water Protection
Program.
Permits required fr any discharges that fall
under the VA NPDES program; ;VA
PolMition' Abatemiient program; Pretreatment
program; and the VA Water Piotection

VA Department of
Environmentl Qualiity

Pt0i~kai.

VA Code 10.1

VA Waste Management
Board

Virginia Waste Management
Regulations

VR 672

VA Department of Waste
Management

Virginia Erosion and Sediment Act

VA Code
10.1-580-571

Virginia EndangeredSpecies Act

VA Code
29.1-563-57"0

VA Department 0f
Conrservafion and
Recreation
VA Depaitinent of Game
and Inland Fisheries

Virginia EndanigeredPlantand Insect
Speci~s Act

VA Code
3.J-1020-1030

Virginia Environmentai Qudlity Act

VA Code
10.1-1200-1221
NA

Hazardous Wastes afind Virginia Waste MahagementAci
S'oil1 Rsources

Biotic Re-souices

Horker Safety a;n
Health-

State pian itate; administers OSHA
regulations

VA Department of
Agriculture and
Consumer Services
VA Depaktment of
Efivirornent Il Qmility
VA Department of Lab0"r
and Industry

Required to idenfify and proerly store;
trfinspioi, aiiaiidiise of hazardous wastes
as iduntiified by iej iiatiids.
Required to idenitify dnid p~rbpriiy,store,
transobot, antd dispose f 6iaidous wastes
as identiffieid b~y reguliatiolis.
ConsulItation with responsible agency.

Adoptibn 6f Federal list of tihreatened 'and
endigered species. Consuita'tion with
responsible agency.
Requires conitact w.ith endiangered species
coordinator.
Consiltatii6on

ith responnsibe agency.

J21
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it

urwe tiategor"y

Cuituriial Re,64,6rcs"

Legislationf
ViiiniiiaAntiquitiesAct

Citaiion
Section 2305

Responsible Agiiiiy
VA Departiment of Histori6 Makes it a felony to remove umnremains
Resources
from a grave Wit6out a court order or
appropriate permfit.

Cave Pr6iectionsAct

VA Depirtment of
Conserv0aion and
Recreation, Natiurl
Heritage Division

C6mpfieis with Federal laws

VA Division of Solid Waste
Management

Protets all geological, biological, and
historical feaitres in cves from vandalism.

North Car'olina
Other Trinsportation

Oither Trpor tatiion Tranhspoirtation of Hiizaird s Wasie

Ohio Administrativie
Code

EPA

Required to proprlymage hazardouswaste
transportation hiiigh use of regIstered
hauiers, manifesits, and iecbrdkee:ping.

kniituky
Other Transpoaion

Transportion of Hazardous Waste

Requiied to properlym-anage lazardous waste
Igster
throUgli use ofu
Environm6ena iý&ctei~n tranhportation
haUles, iianfe•ts ai~recodke~ejing.
Divisioh of Waste
Management

401 KAR; Chapier 33 Department of

-)

Jq

-ApplicableLaws,. Regulations,
:and.Other Requirements
.Table.1-3. :Selected Department:ofEnergy:Environment,-Safety,-andzHealth'Orders

-

'DOE
Order
*1 1300.-2A
1360.2B
3790%1B
4330.4B
'I 4700.1
.5400A1
5480'.19
5480.120A
.5480.21
5480.22
5480.23
5482. 1B
5484.1
'5530.-1A
5530.3
5530.4
5530.5
5630.12A
5632. 1C
5700.6C
5820.2A
o 151.1
0.225.1
0.231.1
O 232.1
O 420.1
O 425.1
o 440.1
0451.1
0460.1
0 460.2

O470.1

Order-Title
ý'Department of Energy Technical Standaid Program
-Unclassified. Computer Security Program
ýFederal Employee Occupational Safety and Health Program
.-Maintenance Management Program
-Project Management-System
General Environmental Protection Program
Conduct.of.Operations-Requirements for DOE:Facilities
Personnel-Selection, Qualification,. andTraining, Requirements: forkDOE'Nuclear Facilities
Unreviewed'Safety:Questions
Technical Safety'Requirements
Nuclear Safety AnalysisReports
Environment, Safety, and'Health Appraisal.Program
Environmental Protection, Safety, and: Health ProtectionInformation ReportingRequirements
Accident Response Group
Radiological Assistance. Program
AerialMeasuring System
Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center
Safeguards and Security Inspection and Assessment Program
Protection and Control of Safeguards and Security Interests
Quality Assurance
Radioactive Waste Management
Comprehensive Emergency Management System
[Text deleted.]
Accident Investigations
Environment, Safety, and Health Reporting
Occurrence Reporting and Processing of Operations Information
Facility Safety
Startup andRestart of Nuclear Facilities
Worker Protection Management for DOE Federal and Contractor Employees
[Text deleted.]
National Environmental Policy Act Compliance Program
Packaging and Transportation Safety
Departmental Materials Transportation andPackagingManagement
Safeguards andSecurity Program
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United States Enrichment
Corporation.PrivatizationAct

Appendix J
United States Enrichment Corp0ration Privatization Act
-

[provisions pertaining to transfers and sales
--..... .o•fRussian and-Department of Energy uranium]
fH.R.`3019, BALANCED BUDGET DOWN•PAYMENTACT
(Public, Law104-134, signediApi*26, 1996)
TITLEE[I-RESCISSIONSýAND :OFFSETS
:CHArPTER 1-ENERGYAND' WATER DEVELOPMENT
Subchapter A---United States Enrichment Corporation Privatization
SEC. 3101. SHORT TITLE.
This subchapter may be cited as the USEC
PrivatizationAct.

pursuant to paragraph (1). Such uranium hexafluoride
shall be sold-

SEC. 3112. URANIUM TRANSFERS AND-SALES.

(A) at any -time for use .in the United "States for the
purpose of overfeeding;

(a) Transfers and Sales ýby the. Secretary: The
Secretary shall not provide enrichment services -or
.transfer or .sell any uranium (including.natural
uranium concentrates, natural uranium~hexafluoride,
•orienriched uranium in, any form) toeany-person except
as consistent with this section.
(b) Russian HEU:
1

(1) On or before December 31, 1996, the United
States Executive Agent-under the Russian HEU
Agreementshall transfer to-the Secretary without
charge title to an amount of uranium hexafluoride
equivalent to the natural uranium component oflowenriched uranium derived from at least 18 metric tons
•.of highly ;enriched uranium purchased 'from :the
Russian Executive Agent under the Russian HEU
Agreement. The quantity of such uranium
hexafluoride'delivered to the 'Secretary. shallý;be based
on a tails -assay of 0,30 [percent] U-235. -Uranium
hexafluoride transferred to, the Secretary, pursuant to
this;paragraph -,shall be deemed under United States
law for-all purposes to be.of Russian: origin.
(2) W.Vithin "T7years.of the date, of enactment .ofthis
Act, the-Secretary, shall sellanid.receive payment: for,
the uranium hexafluoride.transferred to the.-Secretary

(B) at any time for end use outside the United States;
(C) .in.1995 and 1996 to the:Russian*Executive Agent
at the purchase price for use in matched sales~pursuant
to the Suspension Agreement; or,
(D) in calendar year.2001 for consumption by end
ýusers in.the United States not priorto January 1, 2002,
in volumes:not to exceed 3,000,000:pounds U 30 8
equivalent-per year.
(3) With respect to all-enriched uranium delivered-to
the United States.Executive Agent.under- the Russian
HEU.Agreement on :or after January 1, 1997, the
United -States -Executive Agent: shall,' upon request of
the-Russian.Executive Agent,€ enter into an. agreement
to -deliver concurrently to -theRussian Executive
Agent an amount. of uranium. hexafluoride. equivalent
to the: natural -uranium' component .of'such -uranium.
An. agreementvexecuted; pursuant..to ,a requestt of the
Russian -Executive Agent, as -contemplated'in. this
,paragraph, may', pertainto, any. deliveries due;during
any period: remaining under, the .Russian`lHEU
Agreement.-The;,quantity of: suchuranium
hexafluoride: delivered- to. the0'Russian, Executive
Agent, shall bebasednowa.tails assay: of'0.30,U-235.

%Disposition
of Surplus-Highly
Enriched UraniumlFinal°EIS
,.Title, to. uranium -hexafluoride delivered'•to, the
Russiani Executive•Agent pursuant to, this, paragraph
-.shall, transfer: to, the Ru'ssian•Execuctive Agent upon
-delivery of. such material to the RussianiExectitive
Agent,. with such. delivery to take, place4ata-North
American [facility designated1 by ;the•-Russian
'Executive.Agent.*.Uranium hexafluoride.delivered to
the-Russian ;Executive -Ageat'..•pu:rsuant•t tothis
-paragraph-'shall be deemed ..under U;.S.- law for all
.purposes to: be of; Russian origin. Such.uranium
hexafluoride may be, sold, to, any-person or entity for
delivery and, use -in the •United*,States-,only .as
;permitted in subsections (b)(5),. (b)(6) and,(b)(7) of
this. section.
(4) -In-the event ,that, the -Russian•'Executive.Agent
does~not exercise its-right to-enterinto an agreement
,to~take delivery of the natural-uranium component of
any low-enriched uranium, ,as 'contemplated :in
.paragraph (3), within 90. days of the date such lowenriched uranium is delivered to the United States
Executive Agent, or.upon -request of the Russian
.Executive Agent, then the United StatesExecutive
Agent shall engage~an independent-entity through a
competitive selection process to-auction an amount
of uranium hexafluoride or'U 3 0 8 (in the-event that
the -conversion: component of suchhexafluoride has
previously been sold)-equivalent to the natural
uranium component of such 'low-enriched uranium.
An agreement executed 'pursuant to a request of the
Russian Executive Agent, as contemplated iin this
.paragraph, may pertain to- any deliveries due :during
any period remaining under, the Russian HEU
Agreement. Such independent entity shall sell such
.uranium hexafluoride :in one or-more lots to any
person or entity to' maximize the.proceeds from such
-salesfor disposition consistent with the limitations
set forth in this subsection. -The independent entity
-shall-pay to the Russian 'Executive Agent the
proceeds of any:such, auction less -all, reasonable
transaction -and.other.administrative 'costs. The
-quantity of such uranium hexafluoride auctioned
,shall-beibased on a tails assay•of 030 U-235.'T-itle-to
uranium :hexafluoride 'auctioned -pursuant,to this
paragraph, shall-transfer. to the'buyer of-such material
upon-delivery of such material to the buyer.'iUranium
.hexafluoride; auctioned- pursuant, to .this paragraph
-shall be deemed under:United ýStateslawfor- all
purposes' to -be of Russian. orgin.

J-2

(5) Except, as-providedin .paragraphs (6)' and.(7),
uranium hexdfluoride-delivered- to the 'Russian
'Executive 'Agent-.under-p.argraph (3) or- auctioned
pursuant.tot-paragraph (4),-may nodtbe delivered,-tfor
consumption by end users, in .the United States:either
'directly. org indirectly .prior.to-January.l, 1998. and
thereafter only., in, accordance- withý the, following
schedule:
Annual Maximum;Deliveiiesto End• Users
-'Year
1998
:1999
-2000
ý2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
,2006
2007
.2008
2009.and-each year
-thereafter

,((miMons 6f lb
U30 equivalent)
2
4
:6

8
10
.12
-14
16
.17
18
.19
,20

(6) 'Uranium hexafluoride. delivered to :the Russian
Executive Agent under paragraph (3) or auctioned
pursuant to paragraph (4) may be-sold at any time as
-Russian-origin natural uranium in a matched -sale
pursuant to-.the Suspension Agreement, and insuch
case shall -not be counted -against the annual
maximum deliveries set forth in:paragraph (5).
'(7) Uranium hexafluoride delivered to.:the-Russian
Executive'-Agent under paragraph (3)-or auctioned
.pursuant to paragraph (4)-may be sold-atany-time for
use -in the United States for the~purpose of
overfeeding in the operations -ofenrichment
ifacilities.
(8) !Nothing'in this!subsection '(b) shall restrict the
saleof the:,conversion component of such uranium
-hexafluoride.
i

(9) -The'-Secretary,, of 'Commerce xshal I-have
responsibility for the administration-and enforcement
of the limitations .:.set: forth-. in-this- subsection. The
Secretary, ofCommerce mayý- require, any, person to

UnitedStates,ýEnrichment
Corpordtion'Privatization
Act

J

:provide any. .certifications,- information,.oro.take any.
-action.that .may,,bAemnecessar~y- toc-enforce these
limitations. The United States Customs' Service-shall
maintain and provide. any information-required by the
Secretary of'-Commerce-and-shall, take any action.
'requested .by the 'Secretary. of.Commerce which is
-necessary for..the administration--and~enforcement oftheluranium ;deliv.eTýy;limitations;.set, forth•inathis.
section.
(10) The -President .shall monitor the- actions of the
.United States'.Executive.Agent'under theý Russian
`W
nd• h.•,!repgot .to the. .Congressgnot.
-Arm
-later than December 31 of each year on the effect the
low-enriched uranium delivered under the.Russian
HEU Agreement, is having on the domestic uranium
mining, conversion, and enrichment, industries, and
the operation of the gaseous diffusion plants. Such
report. shall include .a description .of actions taken or
.proposed to be taken by the -President to prevent or
mitigate any material adverse impact on such
industries or any loss of employment at the gaseous
diffusion plants as a result of the Russian HEU
Agreement.

'totime,-selM natural and low-enriched uranium
(including low-enriched uranium. derived 'from
highly enriched..uranium), from. the Department. of
iEnergy's stockpile.
(2) ' Exceptzasprovided in subsections (b), (c), and
no:sale. or transfer of natural. of: low-enriched
-uranium.shall be made unless-(e),-

(A) "the-President determines, that the, material is: not
*necessaryý for' national security, needs,
.(B) ;the:Secretary. determines that the .sale. of the
-material will not have-an adverse:material impact on
the domestic uranium :mining, conversion, or
:enrichment 'industry,, taking into.account. the. sales of
uranium under the Russian HEU Agreementvand the
-Suspension Agreement, and
(C) the price paid to the Secretary will:not be less
than the fair market value of the material.
(e) GovernmentTransfers: Notwithstanding
subsection (d)(2), the. Secretary may transfer or sell
enriched uranium-

(c) Transfers to-the Corporation:
(1) The Secretary -shall transfer to the Corporation
without charge up to '50 metric tons of enriched
uranium and up to 7,000 metric tons of natural
uranium from the Department of Energy's stockpile,
subject to the restrictions-in subsection (c)(2).
(2) The Corporation shall'not deliver-for commercial
end use in the United States.(A) any .of the uranium transferred under this
subsection before January 1, 1998;
(B) more than 10 percent of the uranium (by uranium
hexafluoride equivalent content) transferred under
this subsection or more•than 4,000,000 pounds,
whicheveris less, in:any~calendar year iafter :1997;.or

(1) to a Federal agency if:the 'matenral is transferred
for~the use of the receiving agency ,withoutany-resale
or transfer to another entity and the material does not
meet commercial specifications;
(2) to any person for national security purposes, as
determined by:the Secretary; or
(3) to any State or local -agency or nonprofit,
charitable, or educational institution 'for use other
than the generation of electricity for commercial use.
(f) Savings 'Provision: :Nothing in this-subchapter
shall be read to modify the terms of the Russian HEU
Agreement.

(C) more than.800,000 separative work units
.contained in low-enriched uranium transferred under
.this subsection. in any -calendar year.
(d)Inventory Sales:
(1) "In addition to the, transfers&authorized under
.subsections (c) and (e), the:Secretary may; from 'time
-'J-3
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2List

Of Preparers

•List of Preparers
SAnnett, John R., AirQuality and Noise :Team Member,. Halliburton NUS Corp.
B .A., 'Mathematics,; 1.969,Hartwick College;'.Oneonta,"NY
Years. ofExperience:'27
Bienenfeld.: PaulFi ,,Cultural Resources:Task, Leader,';TetraiTech:,.Inc.
Ph.D., Anrihrop6logy,• 1986,,State Universityo6f New ,York at'Binghamton,,NY
SM.A., Anthropology, ,1976, Stateý University of New York :aVBinghamton,"NTY
:iB.A.,.Anthrop0logy, :1973, Universityo.6f .Michigan, AnnArbor, MI
Years of Experience:-23
'Blauer, H. Mark, Deputy.Program Manager, Tetra.Tech, Inc.
Ph.D.,.NuclearChemistry, ,1977,-University of Glasgow,'Glasgow, Scotland
M:S.,;Earth and Space-Science,.1970,:State University ofNew York:atfStonyBrook,,NY
B.S. ".'Chemistry, 1968, State University of New York at StonyBrook, NY
Years of;Experience:,28
Bruner, Daniel L., General Engineer, Office. of NEPA Compliance and Outreach,, Office ofFissile Materials
Disposition,,MD-4,'DOE
B.S., Civil Engineering, 1971, Auburn University, Auburn,AL
Years of Experience: 25
Cambria, Michael J., Site Infrastructure Task•xeader,SRA Technologies, Inc.
M.S., Nuclear Engineering, 1964,,PennsylvaniaState University, State College,,PA
.B.S.,-Physics, 1962, :VillanovaUniversity, Villanova, PA
YearsExperience: 32
Canter, *HowardR., Technical. Director, Office of Fissile Materials: Disposition, MD-3, DOE
.M.S., Naval Architecture, 1960, Webb Institute of Naval Architecture, Glen Cove, NY
B.S., Marine Engineering, 1960, WebbInstitute-of Naval Architecture, Glen Cove,-NY
RBS.,. Engineering, 1954,U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD
Years of Experience: 42
Christensen, Thad.H., Engineer, E:I.T.,Tetra-Tech, Inc.
B.S., Civil Engineering, 1993, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
Years of Experience: 3
Choepel, Ann.Marie,:Comment Analysis and Response,Coordinator, HNUS
M.S.,'Public Administration, 1981, George WashingtonUniversity,.Washington, DC
ýB.S., Education, 1973,"Virginia Commonwealth'.University,:Richmond, VA
Years. of:Experience:123
COllier,. Crstal;D.,Publications Manager,.;Tetra Tech, Inc.
,M.A.,-English,: 1992,-Virginia PolytechniciinstitutetaridState'University, Blacksburg,NVA
B.A., ýEnglish, 1990,-Virginia Polytechnic Institute and&State:University'Blacksburg,VA
•Years.of Experience:. 6
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-Cowan,'David';,Epidemiology:SRA-Techn61ogiesInc.
.Ph.D., Epidemiology, 1989,-University.of Massachusetts,-Amherst, MA
- M:P.H.,E.pidemilogy,' 197.4, Tulan6eUniversityNew Orleans,. LA
-BS.,
Psychology, 1,971, Old.Dominion University,. Norfolk, VA
Years: of Experience:'25
Dabak, Turgay;,.P.E.;4EISiProjectfTaskýManager ,,Tetra,'Tech,`Inc.
:Ph.D.XCivil-Engineering, 1986,- Virginia&P61ytechnic and State University; Blacksburg, VA
,•M.S.,'.CivilEngineering, 1979,, Ortaw.Dog iiTechnical University, Ankara,- Turkey
:B.S.,'Civilt Engineering,"1976,- rta Dogu Technical University, Ankara, Turkey

Years. of Experience: 20
-Deal,

Joe L4.Nuclear;SafetyAssessment Team Leader LambAssociates, Inc.
B.S., Physics/Math, 1944, Lenoir Rhyne College,'Hickory, NC
Years of Experience: 42

Duncan, Richard, General,.Engineer, Office-of the Technical ;Director, Office. fFissile Materials Disposition,:
MD-3, DOE
.B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1954, Montana State University, Bozeman,ýMT
Years of Experience: 42
*

Felkner, Ira Cecil, Hazardous Chemical Assessments Task Leader, SRA Technologies, Inc.
'.Ph*D., Microbiology/Biochemistry, 1966, University of Texas, Austin, TX
M.A., Bacteriology/Genetics, 1960, University of Texas, Austin, TX
B.A., Zoology/Chemistry, 1958, University of Texas, Austin, TX
Years.f Experience: ,38
Fleming, WilliamrR., Technical Coordinatorifor.Social Sciences, SRA Technologies, Inc.
Ph-D., Public Policy, 1987, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
M.P.A., Urban Administration and Planning, 1979, Florida Atlantic University,.Boca, Raton, FL
B.A., Political"Science, 1976,:SaintLe0 College,Saint: Leo, FL
Years of Experience: 14
Goins, Charissa D., CARD.Coordinator, Tetra Tech, Inc.
B.A., Political Science,. 1991, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK
Years of Experience: 7
Grant, Johnnie W., Waste Management Task Leader, Lamb Associates, Inc.
M.S.,Physics, 1978, ArizonaStateUniversity, Tempe,.AZ
B:S., MilitaryScience,1-969, U.S. Military Academy, West Point, NY
Years of Experience: 27
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.Glossary
Air Quality Control-Region (-AQCR): -An interstate:
area designateddbyý the' EnvironmentaltProtection
Agency for the attainment

.and, maintenance-of

National Ambient Airi:Quality Standards.
,:Airqualitystandards: -Thelevel of pollutants inthe
air-prescribed' l:y regtflations.: •These levels may not
be exceeded.during a-spe6ified, time in a defined area.

A
Archaeological andi'Historic-PreservationAct of
1ý1974:"Preserves historic.and archaeologicaldata that
,cobld~be destroyed- or: compromised- as- a-result of
construction' or- other!Federilly'. licensed or
.!assisted activities.
Archaeological-:resources.' (sites): ,Any; locations
-Federal

Where; humans: have: altered- the' terrain or.:discarded
during either~prehistoric or historic times.

-artifacts

Alloy: A •homogeneous mixture' of two or ,more
metals.
Alluvium: :,Earth, sand, :gravel,. and other matefials
that have been carried 'by-moving surface water-and
deposited'atpoints of weak waterflow.
:Alpha particle: A positively charged particle (the
nucleus of a helium atom) that is emitted from the
nucleus, of certain elements during radioactive decay.
It is the least penetrating of the~threeocommon types
of radiation (alpha, 'beta, and gamma).

Arihaeological;ResourcesProtection'Act of 1979:
Protects archaeological resources on Federal lands. It
,:requires apermir- for-.archaeological: excavations or
removal 'of ýany archaeological 'resources` located -on
-public or Native,-Americanjlands. It prohibits
interstate or foreign -trafficking of archaeological
resources-taken. in vi6lation of state or local: laws and
requires'Federal agencies -to develop plans 'for
surveying lands underftheir control.
Assay: Qualitative or quantitative analysis of.a
-substance..An amount of a particular type of material
in a sample.

Ambient:7 Surrounding.
,-American,Indian.Religious,Freedom Act of 1978:
.Establishes-national policy to protect and preserve
-for Native Americans-their-.,inherent right, 0f-freedom
to believe, express, and ,exercise their.traditional
'religions. This;includes the-.rights ofaccess to
:religious sites, use-andpossession of sacred objects,
'and the freedom to 'worship through -traditional
ceremonies-and rites.
Anadromous: Migrating from salt waterlto-fresh
-water to 'spawn.

Atomic'EnergyAct:of 1954: This act was rioginally
enacted in -1946 and amended in 1954. For the
of this Environmental Impact Statement,
"...a.program for Government control of the
-possession, use, 'or production of atomic energy -and
special gnuclear: material -whether owned by ,the
Government.or others, -so directed as io. make the
maximum contribution to the-common defense.and
security and the national welfare:-and to provide
continued assurance of-the Government's -ability to
-enter into-and enforce, agreements with, nations or
groups of nations ..for- the control of.special. nuclear
,materials and atomic weapons...";(Section 3(c)).
-purpose

-

Anhydrous: ,Without.water.
Aquatic (biota): The: sum! total of living organisms
-,Within,any-designated area of water.
'-Aquifer: 'An'underground'layer of the, earth's :crust
(that is, porousirock, etc.).containing:water; .water in
Ian, aquifer is known as groundwater.
Aquitard: .-An underground'layer of the earth's crust
,that is not wapermeableenough to transmit-significant
•quantities: of water.. Aquitards separate :aquifers.

Atomic: Energy Commission: A .five-member
commission,- established: by the Atomic Energy Act,
to' supervise-nuclear'weapons design,, development,
.manufacturing, -maintenance, modification,
.dismantlement. In 1974, the.,Atomic.:Energy
,Commission was-.abolished and.. all 4functions -were
•transferred' to :the Nuclear. Regulatory, Commi'ssion
,.(NRC): and the Administrator of the&Energy Research
ý.and;;Development.Administration. The'. Energy
!•Research and Development Administration was later
•terminated: and the- functions- vested' by,. law, in, the
-and
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...Administratorwere transferred? touthe 'Secretary.-of
..:Energy.
Attainmentz area: :An-area, considered, to'.have, air
qualit~yas~goodas or better than thenational: ambient
air. qualitystandards-as defined in the CleanAirAct.
An..area may-bean. attainment area for one, pollutant
_...
_anda-non-attainment area~for.others.
""Background-radiation: .Ionizing, radiation' present
in.'the .,environment 'from..cosmic. rays and; natural
.-sources-"in; the,.earth;- backgrouridradiation varies
considerablywith location.
,Badged worker: Amworker who:hasthe potential to
be exposed to' radiation -and is .equipped 'with ?an
,individual dosimeter.
,'Bald,and Golden Eagle'ProtectionAct: This, act
•states that it-is unlawful to :take, pursue, m6lest,' or
-disturb.the American bald and golden.eagle, and,their
•nests and'their eggs,'anywhere in the UnitedStates.
'Baseline: A quantitative expression of conditions,
costs, schedule, or technical progress to serve as. a
base .or standard:for:measurement; the established
.plan ýagainstmwhich-thestatus of resources and-the
.progress 6fa-program:can' be.measured.
'Benthic: Dwelling-at'the bottom of oceans,.lakes,
-rivers,-and other surface waters.
'Beta particle: A positively or negatively charged
particle '(with-the same:mass. as -an electron)::that is
emitted from the, nucleus, of certain elements during
radioactive decay. It is moie'penetrating- than an
',alpha particle and typically less penetrating than
gamma radiation.
'Biotic: 'Pertaining to biota;: the plant and-animal life
'ofaaparticular. region.
:Biotic-resources: -Biotic.resources ,incilude
:terrestrial,ýwetlaids, and6aquatic resources as well-as
.threatened'and endangeredmspecies.
Blendd down (blending): '-The:'dilution' of highly
-,enriched,.uranium by- mixing with: blendstock..Ofthe
.,same ,chemical- form, toyield' low-enriched'uranium
material.
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ABlendstock: "Depleted,ý natural, or. low-enriched
,uranium thatvis',used to-dilutes highly enriched
,uranium intol low-enriched uranium.. The, depleted,
natural,.-and low-enriched .uranium, is, in-:a chemical
.form identical to-the 'highly,.enricheduraniuml that it
•is'-being blended -with to'form the. low-enriched
.uraniumproduct.
•Boundingcase: A case .that~would- represent' the
extreme (high- or'.low)4 boundaries of apossible
situation.
.Bryozoa: A phylum consisting:of various small
aquatic animals~that reproduce'by budding'and'form
colonies attached to stones. orseaweed.
'Capable fault: A geological fault as defined by 10
CFR,100, Appendix A:
'Movement at or near the:ground surface
-at least once during the-past:-35,000 years
'ormovement of a recurringnature within
'the-past 500,000 years.
* Macro-seismicity (a high tendency for
.the -occurrence -of 'earthquakes)
,instrumentally determined with -records
of',sufficient precision-to 'demonstrate a
direct relationship with the-fault.
* A structural relationship to a capable fault
,according to0characteristics such that
moveIment on one could be-reasonably
..expected 'to -be accompanied -by
'movement on the other.
Carolina bays: 'Ovate, intermittently'flooded
depression of a type occurring on the coastal plain
•fromtNew Jersey to Florida.
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990: '.Expands-the
-Environmental -Protection ,Agency's enforcement
powers.,and adds restrictions&on.:air toxics, -ozone
depleting chemicals, :and, stationary, and, mobile
emissions ýimplicated. In acid .rainand .global,
warming.
SClean.'Water Act of 1972,A1987T(CWA): 'ThislAct
.,regulates theý'discharge, of: pollutantsý from a, point
so.urce intonavigable- waters, of. the'United:States in
.compliance .with a.-National-IPollutioni Discharge

'~Glossary
--Elimination System;,(NPDES) ,permit'as:.well as
regulates discharges to or'dredging of.wetlands.

'ozone,,particulate matter (smaller~thanl10 microns in
- diameter), and lead.

'Code. of Federal Regulations (CFR): ,All,. Federal
•re.gulations in force. aret published:in codified form in
.this document.

-Critica1'habitat: -,As _defined in the -'Endangered
Species Act of-1973, specific areas, within the
,geographical: -area occupied by'an enidangered-'or
threatened species -that,are ýes sential to .the
..ý,ý,conservation: of the, species .'and,that imay- require
ý.special management considerations or protection;
and specific areas--outside ofthe--geographical. area
occupied, by' the.-species that.are-essential, for: the
the-species.

-Coliform: Normally harmlessltypes odf bacteria that
..reside in-.the..intestinal tract'of humans ,and: other
,animals and whose presence in water, is-anindicator
that, the water may.'be -contaminated ,with!.other
disease.causing'organisms found in.untreated human
,andý animal waste.
Colluvium: :Soil and, other nonconsolidated rock
-materialon~hillslopes; not transported~by water.
Community (biotic): An aggregation of plants and
animalshaving. mutual relationships -among
themselves and to their environment.

-,conservation-of

Criticality: A reactor-state in which-a self-sustaining
-nuclearxchain reaction-lis achieved.
Curie: A unit of radioactivity equal to-37billion
disintegrations per second;. alsoa quantity of any
nuclide.or -mixture -of nuclides having 1 curie-of.
-radioactivity.
-

Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability ýAct of'1980
(CERCLA~or Superfund): This Act provides a
-regulatory framework for remediation :of :past
contamination from hazardous waste. :If a•site meets
the Act's requirements,,for designation, it is ranked
along with 'other "Superfund"-sites and is listedon
the 'National 'Priorities List. This -ranking is the
Environmental Protection Agency'sway of
determining the sites that have the highest-priority, for
cleanup..

-Decay (radioactive): The decreasein the amount of
any radioactive material with ithe passage -of-time,
due, to the spontaneous transformation ofunstable
-nuclides into different nuclides or-into a different.
state of-the.-same nuclide. The emission of-nuclear
Sradiation (alpha,. beta,, and gamma) is part of:the
-process.

Confined'aquifer: A permeable geological unit with
an upper boundary that is at. a pressure-higher than
atmospheric pressure.

Decontamination: Theremoval of. radioactive or
chemical contamination from facilities, equipment,
or soils by washing, heating, chemical or electrochemical -action, mechanical cleaning, or-other

Cosmic radiation: Streams of highly penetrating,
charged, particles,, composed of ,protons, -alpha
'particles,, and~a-few: heavier, nuclei, thatbombard -the

'earth from-outer space.
CoastalZone!Management-Act:This act. establishes
a- national, policy off:preservation, :protection ifrom
'development, and, whereýpossigble, the restoration
and-enhancement of the,nation's coastal zone.
'Criteria. p6llutants: -Six;airep6llutants'for-which

national ambient-air quality standards~are~established
by the, Environmental' ,-Protection;Agency: (EPA):

Decibel: A unit-of sound measurement. In general, a
sound doubles in volume for-every-increase of -10
decibels.

..techniques.

,Depleted uranium (DU): Uranium with a content of
the isotope-uranium-235 of- ess -than 0.7 percent,
which is the uranium-235 content of:naturally

occurring:uranium.
,ýDerived:concentration. guide: The concentration of
a -radionuclide in the air or-water of~which,: under
conditions- of continuous'exposure by ,one exposure :
.:mode'(forexample, ingestion ofmwater)Ifor onetyear,
a -"reference- person" would ýreceive,ýthev most
restrictive: 1) an; effective-,dose equivalent or' 100

sulfur:dioxide, nitricý oxides,, carbon monoxide,
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Effluent: -A-,gas: or fluid ,dischargediinto-the
,environment.

equivalent of-5 rem to any tissues,
mrem•or'2) a dose
includingskin and 'thelensof the eye.
•Design-basis- event:-.A~postulateddisturbance, in -a

iEndangered-species: -Defined-inxythe lEndangered
-Species-Actrof :1-973 ýas ."any; species. which,' is in

- ;process

variable,.thatbhasvthe-.potentiaP to lead to a
designbasis-accident.

Adanger, of-extinction throughout all or a-significant
portion of its range.

.:Dolomite: -Calciummagnesium carbonate, .a
l:;imestone-like material.
-Dose: :...The- energyý imparted, to. matter-by- ionizing
radiation. The unit.of absorbed'doseis-the rad. •
-

MDose-commitment:"The. dose-an organ".or' tissue
-would receive during :a specified period-of time (for
example,::20 to 30 years);as a result.of intake (as by
"ingestion or inhalation)bofone or more radionuclides
from a defined release, frequently over:a-year's time.
Dose equivalent: The product- of the absorbed dose
inrad: (or gray) and the effect of this type of radiation
in tissue and a quality factor. Dose equivalent is
expressed in units oftrem or Sievert,4bwhere l-rem
:-equals-0.01. Sievert. The-dose equivalent to-an organ,
-tissue, or whole body-will be -that-received -from the
-direct exposure -plus .50-year. committed dose
equivalent received from radionuclides-taken-into the
body.during the, year.
Dosimeter: A-small device (instrument) carried by a
worker that measures the cumulative radiation dose
(for example, film badge or ionization chamber).
:,The -lowering of the -water-level in-a
reservoir, water table,, or otherbody ofwater.

-Drawdown:

:Effective-dose. equivalent: The, summation.of- the
products of the dose equivalent received by specified
body. tissues-anda-tissue-specific .weighting factor.
' Thesum is;arisk-equivalent value) and:canbe-used to:
estimate the ýhealth -effects risk of .the ..exposed
•individual.: The- tissue-specific !weighting factor
represents -the fraction of the total -health -risk
resulting from ,uniform •,whole-body irradiation: that
•would-,be tcontributed-by that specific tissueThe
--effectiverdose, equivalent"includes the-committed
dose equivalent from-intemraldeposition- of
-radionuclides-and- the ,effectiveý'dose equivalent due
toppenetrating radiation, from sources. external, to-the
bodyd Effective doseequivalent is:expressed in units
,of rem orfSievert.
-,effective

-
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(EndangeredSpecies Act: 6f 1973: •This act requires

Tederalýagencies, with -the consuiltation. and
- assistance. of. the Secretaries of the- Interior and
Commerce, to ensure' that their-actions will not likely
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered
-,or:threatened,species- or adversely affect the :habitat
of-such species.
-

Enrichment: A process whereby the proportion-of
fissile -U-235 is increased above its naturally
occurring value 6f.0.7 percent. ,Enrichment to 3
-percent is typical of-fuel for :power reactors.
'Weapons-grade uranium may -be enriched to 20
.percent-or more.

-

:Entrainment: The-involuntary capture and'inclusion
of organisms in streams of, fiowing-water, altermr
,,often applied. to the cooling water systems .of power
.plants or reactors.'The-organisms involved may:
,include•phyto-:andzooplankton;,.fish eggs, and-larvae'!
(icthyoplankton), shellfish larvae,.and, other,forms of
-aquatic life.
Environment,, safet., and health-program: In; the
context of the Department of Energy, this program:,
encompasses .those 'Department ::of Energy
requirements,.-activities, and.functions.in-the conduct
of all Department of Energy-controlled. operations
-.that-are concerned: with impacts to the biosphere;
compliance With- environmental laws, regulations,
;and standards controlling -air, -water,ýand •soil
pollution; limiting-,risks-,to the well-being, of both
operating -personnel -and the general public -to
:acceptably.low:levels; and adequately- protecting
propertyagainst loss. or damage. Typicabactivities
and functions related to, this :typeof program include,
-but-%are- not' imited to,- environmental protection,
.occupational ýsafety, :.fire tprotection,
hygiene,.- health ,physics, .occupational medicine,
:process ;and "facilities •.safety, ::nuclear ý`safety,
-emergency,preparedness, quality assurance,..-and
':radioactive and hazardous waste management.
-

-industrial

.... :Glossary
•:•Environmental, assessment; (EA.): A .written
.environmental analysis that is!,prepared, pursuant.to.
-the'National.EnvironmentalPolicy.-Act"(NEPA) to
-.determine <whether .aaFederal ;action -would
.significantly: affect the environmentvand.thus require
the .preparation of a- more .detailed-.environmental
impact statement.,If the action does-not, significantly
affectthe.-environment, -a Finding 6ofNo:: Significant
Impact (FONSI) iseprepared.
Environmentali mpact -statement-(EIS):,. A
."document -required o6f"Federal:: agenciesý-by the
.National'Environmental Policy Actvfor :major
:proposals' significantly -affecting the-environment. A
decisionmaking tool, it describes the positive and
:negative -effects of -the proposed :action :and
-alternatives.
,Epidemiology:, The science concerned with the
study of events that determine and influence -the
frequency and.distribution of 'disease, injury, and
.other health-related events and their causes :in a
,defined human'population.
'Evaluation basis accident: For-nuclear facilities, a
•postulated abnormalevent that is~used to establish the
performance requirements of.structures,, systems,-and
,components ýthat are necessary-to: l).maintain:them
in a -safe-shutdown -condition indefinitely; or 2)
prevent.or- mitigate the consequences of-such an
accident so-that the general public:and operating staff
are not exposed to radiation in excess of appropriate
-guideline values.
-Exposure limit: The level .of exposure to a
hazardous chemical (set by-law or a-standard).ator
below Which adverse human health effects are not
expected to.occur:
'.'Reference- dose is the chronic exposure
dose. (mg/kg/day); for agiven .hazardous
•chemicaliat'or-below which -adverse,.non:.carcinogenic.-human health effects are not
.expected to:occur.
t. -Reference concentration is the chronic
exposure concentration. (mg/mi3 ) for-a
.given-hazardous chemical at. or- below
-:which adverse,non-carcinogenic hurnan
-health effects'are,-not expected-to. occur.

.Fault:, A, fracture, or zone,.of, fractures ,withiný a-rock
.formation :alongw-hich -vertical, horizontal,, or
transverse-.slippage has-occurred.
Fauna: -Animals, especially those-of a.-specific
region, considered as a,group.
:Finding of' NO. Significant::Impact (FONSI): ý.,A.
document bya' F61eral-agency briefly, presenting the
reasons, why: an--action, not:otherwise excluded, .will
not hav4,ea• significant -impact. on the human
environment andiwill not; require anwenvironmental
-impact-.statement.
Fish and Wildlife Coordination.Act: This jact
Trequires :that consideration -be given 'to -the
conservation of fish and-wildlife.resources during the
development of~projects that affect water resources
directly or indirectly.
Fissile material:. An element or:isotope that:can
undergo .fission.
'Fission: The splitting 'of a heavy -nucleus, .as of
uranium or plutonium,, into two approximately equal
,parts,,-accompanied'by'the conversion of.mass to
energy,,'the release of:this energy, and-the production
.of,free neutrons, -gamma.rays,. and other -radiation.
Fission can occur spontaneously or be.induced by
neutron bombardment.
Fission products: Nuclei formed by the fission -of
heavy elements (primary fission- products); also, the
nuclei-formed, by:the.decay.of the primary fission
products, many of which are radioactive.
.Floodplain: The .lowlands.-,adjoining, inland and
coastal-waters- and relatively, flat areas with. a'chance
of I percent or-greater that the:areawill be inundated
by-a flood- in;anyigiven:year. The base-floodplain is
defined as the 100-year (1-percent).floodplain. The
critical -action floodplain is -defined-as'-the 500,year
(0.2-percent); floodplain.
•Flora: .4Plants,'especially .thoseof awspecific.-region,
-considered as a group.
ýForward •Reactor '!Requirements: ,Amountý-of
uranium required to ,assure :uninterrupted operation
.:of nuclear.powerplants.
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,Gamma particles: 'High-energy, short-wavelength
•,,.electromagnetic. particles emitted from the-nucleus of
-atoms .of certain. elementsAduring'fission. or, decay.
. ... Gamma::radiationýis'.overy,.penetrating ,and .:can be
. stopped?.only by dense materials: (such as lead) or a
-thick layer of shielding materials.

-•Highlyý-entiched uranium. (HEU): '-Uranium
enriched, in,- isotope U.-235 to, 20 percent -or-above,
which becomes.suitable'for- weapons use.
Historic:'resources: -.Archaeological -sites,
,architectural, structures,ý, and objects produced: after
the, advent- f.written history dating, in-the.-United•
States;, from 1492.,

. - Glo0ve -box: Anm:airtight box,` used to workwith
hazardous material, vented to. a.closed-filtering
.,system,, with.gloves attached inside of the box: to
.•protct theuser.

Hydrology: The science dealing with the properties,
,-distribution, and circulationbof natural-water. systems.

_Groundwater: The;-supply' of water found .beneath
'the earth's surface,-usually in, aquifers,. which may
supply wells and springs.

-Igneous rock: Class of rock formed by the
solidification :of molten or. partly: molten parent
.material.

H-Alife (radiological): The time.,in'which half the
atoms! of a radioactive substance disintegrate to
another nuclear form; this .varies from milliseconds
'tobillions of years, depending on the-isotope.

'Impingement: The process by -,which'aquatic
organisms :that are:too -large to-pass :through ,the
.screens of a water intake structure-become caught on
'the screens and are unable to escape.

ýHazard index (HI): A. summation of the Hazard
Quotients for all chemicalsnow being used at-a site
.-and -those proposed to be, added to yield cumuilative
levels for' asite. A Hazard Index-value of 1.0 or'less
means that there should be no adverse',human health
effects (non-carcinogenic).

..Impoundment: A collection-area for water,-usually
'for irrigation purposes.

Hazardous miaterial: Any material, as defined-by
40 CFR-171.8,- which, poses:a risk tdhealth, safety,
-and property when transported orhandled.
Hazardous/toxic waste: -Any solid, 'semisolid,
-liquid, or gaseous material .that is.ignitable,
corrosive, toxic, or- reactive, as defined-by- the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and
identified or'listed in -it0CFR.'261 or by the Toxic
Substances,ControlAct.
High efficiency particulate air (HEPA)-filter: A
filter used to remove solid particles-fromddry,,gaseous
-effluentvstreams.
High-level waste (HLW): 'The highly-radioactive
.waste,material' that-, results.'from-the reprocessing •of
.-spent, nuclear fuel,: including liquid waste produced
'directly in reprocessing -andany solid.waste derived
from the1 liquid..High-level-waste contains a
,combination :6of- transuranic •waste-and fission
.products&inr concentrations- requiring permanent
.. isolation.

:Incident-free risk: The radiological or chemical
impacts-resulting-from the normal-vehicular transport
-of~-,packages. This includes the -radiation- of a,,
Shazardous chemical-exposure of specific:populations,"
-such as crew,-passengers, and. bystanders. No
accident or -incidentrisks are involved.
Indirect economic effects: Indirect economic effects
.result-.from the-need .to -supply industries
experiencing!direct economic effects with.additional
outputs to allow them to increase their production.
each. directly -affected
The additional output
industry, requires inputs from other., industries within
,a region (that-is, purchasers of goods or services).ý
This results in a multiplier. effect to show the change
-in-total economic activity as firms increase their labor
inputs.
-"from.

-

Infrastructure: '.The,: basic; facilities,, services,, and
.-installations- needed for ,the ,,functioninglof a plantor
"other-site, such,as. transportation. and.communication
:,systems.
'interim storage:•,Providing safe,-and-secure capacity
.in: the near- term: to' support,continuing operations in
the interimperiod (10 years).

. Glossary
'Intermittent stream: A stream or reach: 6f a stream
that'flows, primarily, during seasonal wet periods.
Involved, worker: A -worker ýthat is::directly
.,associated with- any of the-blending andcconversion
facility operations.
Ion: exchange. A uinit, physiochemicalprocess&that
'removes" ions (both positivelyýan-d:rnegafi'vely
charged), including, radionuclides,-, from liquid
streams (usually water) for the purpose of
purification:ordecontaniination.
ý:ý;ý-Ionizing radiation: ýRadiationý-that,.can~displace-electrons from atoms or molecules, thereby
producing ions.
'ISCST2: A computerizeddispersion programused to
-calculate ground-level concentrations of air
pollutants (Version 2).
.Isotope: An. atom of an element with a specific
..atomic number, and atomicmass.
of the
same element have.the same-atomic number (i.e., the
-same-number of-protons) but:have the different
-numbersoffneutrons and differentatomic masses.
Isotopes are identified by the.name of the 'element
,and the total number-of protons and neutrons in the
nucleus.

transuranic waste,- spent,, nuclear, fuel, or "1.1e(2)
.byproduct: material":as definedý by DepartmentvOf
.Energy ý.Order. 58,20.2A, :'Radioactive,MWaste
.Management. Test :specimens of fissionable-material
.irradiated for research and-development o1ily,-and not
thei productionwofpower0or plutonium, may be
,classified,-as low-level -waste, :provideld the
concentration,'of transuranic waste. is less than 100
-nanocuriesýner.gram.
-for

Maximally exposed iindividual ,(MEI):, A
-hypothetical. person' Who:-could• potentially receive
-the maximum -dose of radiation or ýhazardous
-4chemicals.
Megawatt: A~unit'of power equal-to 1', million watts.
"Megawatt ;thermal" •is-commonIy used to describe
heat,, while "megawatt electric" describeselectricity.
Metamorphic rocks. Class-of rock %formedin ,the
solid state -in~response to pronounced changes in the
-temperature, pressure or.chemical-environment.

-Isotopes

Joule: A metric unit of.energy, work,:or heat-thatvis
equivalent to I watt-second, 0.239 calories or 1
-newton-meter.
Land resources: Land resources are comprised of
.- all of. the terrestrial areas available -for economic
.production, residential -or .recreational use,
Government activities (such as-military,-bases),, or
natural-resources consumption.
Latent fatalities: TFatalities associated -with acute
;and chronic.environmental exposure to chemical or
-radiation which occur years afternan exposure takes
. place.
-Low-enriched uranium (LEU):' Uranium:with.a
:content ofthe uranium isotope U-235 greater-than 0.7
,,percent and less than ,20 percent.

.Mixed waste: Waste thatcontains both: radioactive
and. hazardous -wastes.as.described in-this -glossary.
.Migration: The seasonal movementof animals from
one area to,another.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act: .This act'statesthat it is
unlawful to pursue, take, -attempt to:take, capture,
possess, or -kill and migratory, bird, or any- part, nest,
or egg of -any .such.: bird other than Permitted
activities.
Modified:Mercalli Intensity-scale: A-measure of
the perceived.intensity of earthquake ground-shaking
with. 12, divisions,;from I-(not felt byfpeople) to XII
(damagenearly total).
;National Ambient Air.Quality Standards
(NAAQS): Air quality standards established by:the
Clean-Air Act, as~amended. The-primary National
Ambient Air ,Quality "Standards -ýare,,intended -to
: protect ,the public health' with.anadequate margintof
:safety.' The, second
National-Ambient Air Quality
Standards-are.intended to :protectthe public welfare
from. any, known. or, anticipated:adversei: effects; f a
.pollutant:
:.

'Low-level ýwaste: (LLW): 'Waste .that contains
radioactivity:-but is not: classified .•as ,high-level, or
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National Emissions': Standards forý Hazaridous Air
.Pollutants (NESHAP): A set.6f national:.emission
standaids'for' listed, hazardous ,pollutants emitted
from- speCific classes- or categories of: new -and
:existing,'sources., These were' implemented' in, the
'Clean Air Act Amendments of,1977.
:•'NationalýEnvironmentatl 'Policy Act.of '4969
(NEPA): This Actis the basic national charterffor the
protection of 'the-environment.-It requires' the
.preparation ofan environmental impact statement for
.every majornlFederal-laction that' may ,significantly
:.affect the ,quality of the human or -natural
ýenvironment. -Its .:main purpose is -to .provide
.environmental information to decision-makers~so
,that their actions are based'on an:understandingo6fthe
,potential eenvironrmental, consequences of a-proposed
action-and its reasonable-alternatives.
National Environmental 'Research Park: An
outdoor laboratory set asidefor ecological, reseairch
,to study the environmental impacts of.energy
,developments. 'National environmental; research
.ýparks were established by the'Department of Energy
to provide protected "and areas 'for research -and
'education'in :the ,environmental sciences and .to
.demonstrate ýthe. environmental compatibility of
.energy technologydevelopment, and,use.
'National Historic 'PreservationAct of :1966, as
amended: This Act'provides that-property resources
,with -significant national historic value be placed on
'the National Register .of'Historic Places. It-.does not
-require any:permits' but,: pursuantto Federal.Code, -if
a proposed action might impact a historic property, it
ý.mandates consultationwith'the'appropriate'agencies.
Nation'al PollutiorinDischarge• Elimination System
,'(NPDES): They Federal. permitting, system-required
for hazardous effluents, regulated; through the: Clean
-WaterAct, as amended.
'National 'Register, of'Historic Places, (NRHP): A
list of districts, ý-sites,,buildings,. structures, and
-,objects.of.prehistoric, ;historic, •local, -state, ,,or
,"national ,significance -that.is -maintained by ýthe
.Interior.',The-'list-is- expanded as
•Secretaryof -fthe
,authorized by Section 2(b) of the HistoricSitesActof
1935 (16' U.C.462) and Section- 101(a)(1)(A)-of'the
,,National.:Historic•Preservation'Act'of'-l966,->as
amended.
GLA8
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Natural uramiunf"(NU):"Uranium.that`.has the same
isotopic composition. as naturally occurring uranium.
'The-, isotopic -composition-of natural:.uranium: is
approximately•99.3 ,percentýU-238, and 0.713percent
rU235.

on Ac046
'fNaive
American'Graves andý Repa
.4990-iEstablishd.to, protect Native Am.ericknikgrayes
.and associatedd'funerary objects.Týhis' law :requires
Federatl'agencies anid museums to,.inventory,-human
:remains-anid associated -funerary~objects and- to
proide culturally iffliated: tiibesz.with?'the inventory
,of collections. :,Requires- repatriation, .on :request, to
•the:culturallyaffiliated tribes.
-

-

'Neutron: An uncharged elementary 'particle -with' a
massi'slightly greater than that. of a proton, found in
the-nucleus of every atom heavier than~hydrogen- 1; a
free neutron is unstable and:decays,,with a half-life of
'about .13 minutes, into a proton and an electron.
'Nitrogen' oxides: :Refers to~the oxides of nitrogen,,
primarily nitrogen'oxide (NO)- and nitrogen dioxide
'(NQ2).:These-are'produced in the combustion of
fossil fuels -and can constitute-an 'air.pollution
.problem. 'When nitrogen' dioxide ' combines with
volatile.,organic compounds;'-such6as ammonia or
:carbon'monoxide,. ozone is produced.
Noise "ControlAct of 1972: This Act'directs all
Federal agencies to carryout.programs in a manner
that'furthers a inational:policy of'promoting, an
:environment free. from, noise that jeopardizes health,
or-welfare.
-located
'Noninvolved worker:. A'worker thatis
onsitetbut isnot associated-with any of.the blending,
facility-operation.
'Normal operation: A: predetermined, set of'facility
..processes -or-functions 'whereby:and -expected or
"'standatd"toutput'is.the-result.
'Notice, of'Intent'(NOI): A' notice. printed, in the'
,Federal Registerannouncing~that-a Federal agency is
,going t0 preparean.environmental-impactstatement.
:Nuclear-powerýiplant: -.A facilitythat,;converts
energy' into, elctrical power. Heat: produced
I in-a' nuclear, reactor is -used.to make steam; which in
Snuclear•
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turn drives a turbine connected. to.an electric
.;generator.
, Nuclear-:reactor: A device in which a:fission chain
-reaction is-maintained .and which is used for
.irradiation of materials or: to0"produce heat for the
,generation of electricity.
'-Nuclide: Aspecies of:.atomcharacterized-by the
:constitution of its nucleus and'hence by the number
•of protons, the number of neutrons, and the energy
.content.
Occupational doselimit: The NRC's-.promulgated
-radiological exposure limits-to occupational workers.
To the-whole body,,it is-established to be 5,000
millirem per-year.
Occupational 'Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA): Overseesand regulates workplace health
and safety, created by the Occupational Safety and
Health Act-of 1970.
Outfalh: The discharge point of a drain, sewer, or
pipe as it enters a body of water.
Overfeeding: The process that involves increasing
the rate -at which uranium feed is used in .gaseous
diffusion plants -with a corresponding decrease in
energy consumed for separative work.
Oxidation: The combination -of a. substance with
oxygen. During this ýreaction, the-atomsin ,the
element combined with oxygen lose electrons-and the
element's valence (the capacity to combine -with
other:elements) is correspondingly, increased.
-Packaging: The assembly of components necessary
to, perform containment function -and. ensure
compliance with -Federal:regulations.. It. may consist
.of one or.more materials, spacing-structures,: thermal
.insulation, radiation shielding, -and devices-for
cooling or for-absorbing mechanical-shocks. The
vehicle-tie-down system. and- auxiliary equipment
•may:-be designated-as'part, of the, packaging.
',Paleontology: ,The study :f extinct plant andranimal
:lifethat -existed-in former. geologic: times,.,especially
"-fossils.

PaleozoicEra:. The' longest, era of geologj,:z.!. time
thati extends"from-the Cambrian- through the-Permian
periods,-occurring-230 million, to, 600-million,. years
s•ago, :characterized 'by the appearance-rf-:marine
invertebrates,"primitive- fishes,' amphibians,- reptiles,
and seed-bearing.-land; plants.
ýPalustrine,,wetland:- Nontidal wetlands: dominated
`by trees, shrubs; and emergent. vegetation.
'ýPathway:;A- route or.course through-which a human
.can be- exposed: to, radiation or. chemicals. (that- is,
..ingestion,: i nhalation, absorption, etc.).
'PCB: PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyl) are any of a
'family of chlorinated.chemicals, that. are noted as
:dangerous environmental ýpollutants Ithat :can
:accumulate -in animal tissues with -resultant
-pathogenic or teratogenic (causing birth defects)
effects.

-

Perennial .,stream or creek: A stream or reach of a
stream that flows continually throughout the year and
whose upper-surface~generally stands-lower than the
water table in-the~region adjoining the stream.
-

Permeable: In -geology, rock or soil that is -able to
transmit a fluid.
-Person-reim: The unit of collective -radiation. dose
commitment to a given population; the sum of the
.individual doses received by a segment of the
population.
pH: A numeric -value that indicates the relative
.acidity oralkalinity .of a substance on a scale of 0 to
14, with the.neutral, point at 7.0. Acid-solutions have
pH values:lower than 7.0 and.basic (alkaline)
solutions have pH values higher than 7,.
ýPiedmont.xegion: An -area. of rolling -topography
between the Appalachian -Mountains-and the coastal
plain that-extends from'New-Jersey to-Alabama.
Plume: The elongated:pattern'of contaminated-air-or
-water originating,at a point-source, .such. as. a
smokestack• orrhazardous-waste di.sposal .site.
'aPlutonium: :•A-heayy,. radioactive,. metallic: element
.with the atomic number 94., tisproduced artificially
.in .a,reactor by bombarding, uranium with. neutrons.
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-;Plutonium isused.in the, production. of nuclear
-weapons.
:Prehisto-ic: ýPredating-written -history. In North
;-America, before 1492.
. Prevention of Significant ;Deterioration (PSD):
,Regulationsoestablished by. the 1.977'Clean-AirAct
Amendments- to6 limit.: increases: in.criteria,:,air
pollutant concentrations above baseline.
'Prime-,farmland: Land that 'has the"best
combination of physical-and:chemical, characteristics
,for producing food, feed, fiber,-forage, oil-seed, and
other :agricUltural -crops -with a minimum input-of
-fuel, fertilizer, :pesticides, rand ,laboriwithout
intolerable -soil -erosion, -as determined by the
Secretary of Agriculture (FarmlandProtection
PolicyAct of 1981, 7 CFR .7, paragraph 658).
Protected area: An area encompassed by.physical
barriers, subject to. access controls, surrounding
material access areas, -and meeting standards of
Department. of Energy Order ý5632.1 C, .Protection
and Control of Safeguards andSecurity Interests.
:Quaternary: The second: geologic 'period of the
Cenozoic-Era, occurring-from 2-million%.years igo-to
the present, characterized 'by the appearance of
,human beings.

Radioisotopes: ,Radioactive nuclides of the, same
element (samevnumber of protons in their nuclei) that
ýdiffer in the-number of-neutrons.
SRadionuclide: ,A, radioactive, naturally occurring, or
manmade :element-.characterized.-according. to.-its
atomic mass-an'd atomic number.;Radionuclides: can
have'a long life-,as soil- or water pollutants and- are
'believed, to'-have-, potentially: mutagenic.-or
carcinogenic:effects on the human -body.
.Radon: .,A ýgaseous,' radioactive:'element- with, the
:atomic -number-86,thatresiilts :from. the: radioactive
decay of radium."Radon occurs ,naturally in 'the
-environment-and can-collect in unventilated' enclosed
.:areas,, suchbas 'basements.. Large concentrations. of
.radon can cause lung cancer inhumans.
RADTRAN: A computer-code that, combines userdetermined, demographic, transportation,.packaging,
and materials with health physics data to calculate
the expected radiological consequences -and accident
-risk of transporting radioactive material.
Raptor: A bird of prey, such as an- eagle,. hawk, or
'falcon.
-

-

Rad:'The.unit of measure expressing the physical
absorption of radiation.. It is'equal to the amount .of
-radiation-that leads to the deposition -of0.01 joule, of
energy per kilogram, of-absorbing -material.
Radiation:' The emitted. particles or photons from
the nuclei of radioactive atoms. Some elements are
-naturally radioactive; others ares-induced 'to become
radioactive~by bombardment in -a reactor. Naturally
.occurring radiation is indistinguishable from
'induced.
.-Radioactive -waste: Materials Kfrom nuclear
operations; that: are. radioactive or contaminated. With
Sradioactive materials&and forwhich-use,,reuse,:or
.recovery are impractical.

'Receiving- waters: Rivers, lakes, oceans,- or-other
bodies-of waterkinto whichwastewaters are
discharged.
Recharge: "Replenishment.of Water-to.-anaquifer.
-,Record of-Decision (ROD): A-public document that
records the. final. decision(s) concerning a proposed
.action. The Record of Decision is basedin whole or
-in part on information.and technicalanalysis
-generated during' the. ComprehensiveiEnvironmental
Release, .Compensation, and Liability -Act
(CERCLA) ,process' or the National -Environmental,
'Policy Act (NEPA)ý process,- both of -which.take into
consideration 'public comments - and 'community
!concerns.
-RegionalfEconomic Area,.(REA)::Geographical
:area ,defined:: by3 the'!Bureau o0f- Economic Analysis
,.(BEA):.that is;used to assess: economic-impacts;of
-proposed-alternatives.

-Radioactivity: The emission of-radiation,,either
spontaneously 'from unstable, atomic .nuclei-orý as a
:consequence, of a nuclear reaction.
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Region, of.,Influence' (ROI): ;Geographical area
where: approximately .90Mpercent. of-DOE and

'Glossary
.contractor employees reside. ROI's:are used to-assess
demographic,. housing or. public service impacts. of
proposed alternatives.
.Rem: 'The-abbreviation for "roentgen. equivalent
man," .which "isý,the.u nitof ,radiation dose 3for
biological absorption. It is equal to the product:of the
absorbed dose,; in rads, ,-and.,a, quality factor that.
,..accountse for thez variation in biologica! effectiveness
of different types of radiation. Abbreviated-as 'rem."
,Resource -Conservation--and -RecoveryAct, -as
.amended''(RC-RA): The Act that-provides a "cradle
to grave" regulatory -program-for hazardous -waste
.and that established, among other things, a system for
.managing'hazardous -waste.from.its :generation,-until
its ultimaie disposal.

'Safety. document: A document prepared specifically
to ensure that the-safety, aspects of ,part or all of-the
:-activities conducted-at a nuclear facility are formally
.anid- thoroughly analyzed,fevaluated, andrecorded
(for example, technical: specifications, safety analysis
adderida, ýand' documented; reports of
-Treportsandr
, specialsafety -reviews ,and: studies).!-Safety Analysis
,,,.Reports (SAR) and-Sifeýt Evaluation-Reports (SER)
.,are.similar. except that .the-ygoverning regulatory
:,agency isgDOE od-NRC,-.respectively.
wastes: Wastes-,generated, by- normal
-housekeeping.activities,. liquid or: s6lid .(includes
sludge), that-are not.hazardous- or, radioactive.

-Saniitary

Sedimentary;Rocks: These rocks, are composed of
materials -thatvhave been transported- and -then
deposited,--materials that have been precipitated.from
marine waters,.or remains of organisms.

RichternScale: A logarithmic scale used towexpress
the total-amount ofenergy released by~an earthquake;
it.has 10 divisions, -from 1 (not felt by humans)-to 10
(nearly total damage).

-Sedimentation: The settling out of soil andmineral
,solids from suspension-in water.
-Seepage basin: An unlined pit-in the ground-.that
receivesaqueous effluent.

-Riparian: On-or around rivers or streams.
Risk: A qualitative -or quantitative expression of
.possible loss that.considers both the.probability.that
a-hazard -will cause-harm and the consequences-of
that event.

-

Runoff: The. portion of: rainfall, melted -snow, or
irrigation water thatiflows across the ground-surface
and eventually enters.astream.
Safe Drinking:Water Act, as amended:, -This -Act
protects.-the quality :of public water:supplies, %water
-supply -and distribution systems, and -all. sources of
drinking water.
Safe- securetrailer (SST):- A speciallyl designed
semi-trailer, pulled-by-an armored tractor, that isused
for the safe,. secure transportation of cargo containing
nuclear-weapons or-special-nuclear material.
Safety:.analysis.rport (SAR): A-report, prepared in
:.accordance with DOE Orders. 548 L*IB-and,'5480.23,
- that, summarizes.' the: hazards associated- ,with-ýthe
,operation of a; particular -facility, and ,defined
Sminimum, saferequirements.

-

Seismic: -pertaining to any.earth vibration,
especially an earthquake.
Seismic-zone: An area defined -by the-Uniform
Building Code (1991), .designating the amount of
damage to .be expected:as the result-of earthquakes.
The Urited:States -is divided-into. six ýzones:,') Zone
0-no damage;.. 2) Zone .1-minor damage,
corresponds to intensities V and VI of the Modified
Mercalli Intensity .Scale; 3)-Zone 2A-moderate
damage, corresponds to intensity VII of the'Modified
-Mercalli.Intensity Scale (eastern United States); 4)

,Zone 2B--slightly more, damagethan ,2A (western
United -States);-5)-Zone 3-major damage,
.corresponds -to !intensity VIII or -higher of the
Modified-Mercalli Intensity. Scale; 6) Zone 4--,areas
within Zope-3 determined by proximity to major fault
.,systems.
'Separate-Work'Unit (SWU): -A-measure:.of the
.ýseparationeachievedn a ,uranium enrichment-.plant
-after separating.uranium-0f-ýa.given :U-235 content
into two components, one having-a higher percentage
of.U-235 than the other component.
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-Severe accident:.,An accident -with:a frequency- rate
.,of less than. l0le per year,.thatwould have more
,severe consequences, than. a design-basis accident, in
,terms, of damage-tothe facilityioffsite consequences,
or both.
-Siltstone:

A.sedimentary, rock: composed. of-fine

*.textured-minerals. :

iSlfur oxiides: Commoni air, pollutants,, primarily
'sulfur dioxide (SO 2) considered a majorair,pollutant,
!a,heavy,-'bad-smelling, col1rless!:gas-usually 'formed
inthe-combustion.of coaltand-sulfur trioxide (S0 3 ).
,Surface' water: Water, on the, earth's surface,. as'ý
.distinguished: from-waterf:beneath the• surface!
,.,(groundwater)'.

:Source term: 'The estimated quantities.-of

Tailwaters: Water below a dam.

:-radionu~lides. or.chemical, pollutants 'released to the
..environment.
.Spallation: Any Muclear reaction ,where several

.Terrestrial .(biotic): The-sum total of living
-organisms vwithin any designated land area.

ýparticles resultlfrom-a collision,,e.g., achain reaction
lin alnuclear reactor.
Special nuclear-materiials: .As defined' in Sectiona 1
of the Atomic Energy.Act of 1954: (1) -plutonium,
uraniumxenriched in the isotopes .233 or,235, and any
other material which the Nuclear. Regulatory
Commission- determines: to 'be special: nuclear
material; (2) any material; artificially:enriched by any
of the aforementioned materials.
,Spentnudeavr fuel: :Fuel that has been withdrawn
'from, a- nuclear, reactor following irradiation,0 the
constituent elements .of 'which have -not'been
separated.
-Standardization (Epidemiology): Techniques,used
to control the :effects of:differences (e.g.,:-age)
'between populations when comparing -disease
'experience. There are two main-methods:
* Direct method, in which-specific disease
rates in the study -population -are
.averaged, using the .distiibuition of the
comparison: population as a weight.
* Indirect- method,, in which the-specific
'disease ,rates .in 'the comparison
,population -are -averaged, using ,the
distribution of the, study. population-as, a
;weight.

Threatened species: Any'speciesthat is likely to!
become an endangered species within the foreseeable!
,futurethroughout all orwa,significant portion of its',
'.range.
'Toxic-Substances Control Act of 1976 (TSCA):
This Act authorizes the Environmental'Protection,
Agency to secure information on all-new. and existing
chemical substances and to control any of these
substances, determined to cause.an:unreasonable risk
to public'health orthe environment. This law requires
,that the health'and ýenvironmental effects ofall new
'chemicalsýbe reviewed by:the-EPA-before they-are
manufactured',for commercial-purposes
.
Transuranicwaste: Waste contaminated with alpha
emitting radionuclides with half-lives
-greater~than -:100-nanocuries .per gram atthe time of
:assay. It:is not-a mixed -waste.
-particles

Tributary: Any. stream which contributes water to
another-stream- orriver.
'Tritium: A- radioactive isotope of the element::
,hydrogen with two.neutrons :and one proton.
Common- symbols-for the isotope are-H-3 and T.
Unconfined; aquifer: A permeable geological unit
,that, has- a.water-filled zpore space (saturated),, the'
,capability to transmit- significant quantities- of water
.:under ordinary differencesrin- pressure,-,andan upper
water boundary .that is atvatmospherics pressure.
-

-.

'State HE~istoric•,Preservation• Officer:' State 6fficer
;:established to carry out.the'duties associated with the
National'HistoricPreservationAct,ý for: identification
-and protection of prehistoric, and historic resources.
-
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''Unsaturated,-zone, (vadose):. A*regionmin a, porous
*medium:, in, whicht the:porel space"is not: filledr, with
.-water.

Glossary

Uranium: k heavy,- silvery-white metallic element
with an atomic number of 92. It has many radioactive
isotopes: Uranium-235 is most commonly:used-as a
fuel: for-,nucleafrfission;:Uranium'238 istransformed
into fissionable Plutonium-239- followingzits :capture
of.a neutron- ina nuclear reactor.
,Visual.-Resource •Man.agement Class: A.Visual
Resourcez-Management, (VRM)..Class definesi.the
different -degrees'6f-modifications t.to the,'basic
,;elements of the'landscape: (1), Class 1,is; applied' to
wilderness ,areas,,wildr.and scenic, rivers,--and other
asimilar-environments;'(2)-Class 2 contrasts:are seen
,but .do-not attract. attention; .(3) Class 3 contrasts
:caused- by a cultural activity are evident, but remain
subordinate ,to the existing landscape; .(4) Class 4
contrasts attract attention aand -are -dominant features
of the landscape -in terms of scale'but repeat the
-contrastof the characteristic landscape; (5)-ClasS-5 is
.applied to areas where 'unacceptable -cultural
modifications have lowered-the- scenic quality (where
the natural characteristics of the landscape have been
disturbed tolthe ,point where;rehabilitationis needed
to~bring-it-up-to one of-the other-four classes).
Vitrification: A waste treatment process that uses
.glass (for example, borosilicate:glass)-to encapsulate
-or immobilize radioactive -wastes to prevent them
from reacting in disposal sites.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs): A-broad
range.of organic compounds,. often halogenated, that
-vaporize-at ambient or relatively low temperatures
(for example, benzene, chloroform,. and -methyl
.alcohol).

ýWastewater:.o Spent ýwater -originatingý from. all
,aspects of.,human ýsanitary.-water. use (domestic
wastewater),.and, from a myriad of industrial
:processes that use- water for-a:,variety. of purposes
(in-dustriali wastewater).
ýWater .quality •-stanrdards- and criteria:
Concentrationlimit oftconstituents-or characteristics
':allowed, in -water;: often,'based- on ,water- use
.classifications (forý example, ýdrinking water,
recreationt use,Y propagation of fish:-and aquatic- life,
,and: agricultureanrd1industry, use). -Water,quality
Istandards ýare :legally enforceable; water quality
-criteria are: non-enforceable'recommendations based
on biotic impacts.
-Water table: '.Water-under.the.-surface of the-ground
occurs'in two zones: .anupper, unsaturated-zone;ý and
-the deeper,, saturated zone. The boundary between.the
two zones, is-the -water table.
Weapons-grade: 'Fissionable. material in-which the
abundance of-fissionable, isotopes-is-high enoughithat
the :material is suitable for use -in thermonuclear
weapons.
Wetland: Land or areas exhibiting hydric .soil
-conditions, saturated or inundated soil during some
portion of theyear, and plant species.tolerant of such
conditions.
'Wind rose: A depiction of wind speed and direction
frequency for a: given period of-time.
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